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Foreword

J. his book is about a revolution in our view of space and time, and its
remarkable consequences, some of which are still being unraveled. It is
also a fascinating account, written by someone closely involved, of the
struggles and eventual success in a search for an understanding of what
are possibly the most mysterious objects in the Universe—black holes.

It used to be thought obvious that the surface of the Earth was flat: It
either went on forever or it had some rim that you might fall over if
you were foolish enough to travel too far. The safe return of Magellan
and other round-the-world travelers finally convinced people that the
Earth's surface was curved back on itself into a sphere, but it was still
thought self-evident this sphere existed in a space that was flat in the
sense that the rules of Euclid's geometry were obeyed: Parallel lines
never meet. However, in 1915 Einstein put forward a theory that
combined space and time into something called spacetime. This was
not flat but curved or warped by the matter and energy in it. Because
spacetime is very nearly flat in our neighborhood, this curvature makes
very little difference in normal situations. But the implications for the
further reaches of the Universe were more surprising than even Ein-
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stein ever realized. One of these was the possibility that stars could
collapse under their own gravity until the space around them became
so curved that they cut themselves off from the rest of the Universe.
Einstein himself didn't believe that such a collapse could ever occur,
but a number of other people showed it was an inevitable consequence
of his theory.

The story of how they did so, and how they found the peculiar
properties of the black holes in space that were left behind, is the
subject of this book. It is a history of scientific discovery in the making,
written by one of the participants, rather like The Double Helix by
James Watson about the discovery of the structure of DNA, which led
to the understanding of the genetic code. But unlike the case of DNA,
there were no experimental results to guide the investigators. Instead,
the theory of black holes was developed before there was any indica-
indication from observations that they actually existed. I do not know any
other example in science where such a great extrapolation was success-
successfully made solely on the basis of thought. It shows the remarkable
power and depth of Einstein's theory.

There is much we still don't know, such as what happens to objects
and information that fall into a black hole. Do they reemerge else-
elsewhere in the Universe, or in another universe? And can we warp space
and time so much that one can travel back in time? These questions are
part of our ongoing quest to understand the Universe. Maybe someone
will come back from the future and tell us the answers.

Stephen Hawking



Introduction

Ihi lis book is based upon a combination of firmly established physical
principles and highly imaginative speculation, in which the author
attempts to reach beyond what is solidly known at present and project
into a part of the physical world that has no known counterpart in our
everyday life on Earth. His goal is, among other things, to examine
both the exterior and interior of a black hole—a stellar body so massive
and concentrated that its gravitational field prevents material particles
and light from escaping in ways which are common to a star such as
our own Sun. The descriptions given of events that would be experi-
experienced if an observer were to approach such a black hole from outside
are based upon predictions of the general theory of relativity in a
"strong-gravity"realm where it has never yet been tested. The specula-
speculations which go beyond that and deal with the region inside what is
termed the black hole's"horizon"are based on a special form of cour-
courage, indeed of bravado, which Thome and his international associates
have in abundance and share with much pleasure. One is reminded of
the quip made by a distinguished physicist,"Cosmologists are usually
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wrong but seldom in doubt."One should read the book with two goals:
to learn some hard facts with regard to strange but real features of our
physical Universe, and to enjoy informed speculation about what may
lie beyond what we know with reasonable certainty.

As a preface to the work, it should be said that Einstein's general
theory of relativity, one of the greatest creations of speculative science,
was formulated just over three-quarters of a century ago. Its triumphs
in the early 1920s in providing an explanation of the deviations of the
motion of the planet Mercury from the predictions of the Newtonian
theoiy of gravitation, and later an explanation of the redshift of distant
nebulas discovered by Hubble and his colleagues at Mount Wilson
Observatory, were followed by a period of relative quiet while the
community of physical scientists turned much of its attention to the
exploitation of quantum mechanics, as well as to nuclear physics, high-
energy particle physics, and advances in observational cosmology. ?

The concept of black holes had been proposed in a speculative way
soon after the discovery of Newton's theory of gravitation. With proper
alterations, it was found to have a natural place in the theory of relativ-
relativity if one was willing to extrapolate solutions of the basic equations to
such strong gravitational fields—a procedure which Einstein regarded
with skepticism at the time. Using the theory, however, Chandrasek-
Chandrasekhar pointed out in 1930 that, according to it, stars having a mass above
a critical value, the so-called Chandrasekhar limit, should collapse to
become what we now call black holes, when they have exhausted the
nuclear sources of energy responsible for their high temperature.
Somewhat later in the 1930s, this work was expanded by Zwicky and
by Oppenheimer and his colleagues, who demonstrated that there is a
range of stellar mass in which one would expect the star to collapse
instead to a state in which it consists of densely packed neutrons, the
so-called neutron star. In either case, the final implosion of the star
when its nuclear energy is exhausted should be accompanied by an
immense outpouring of energy in a relatively short time, an outpour-
outpouring to be associated with the brilliance of the supernovae seen occasion-
occasionally in our own galaxy as well as in more distant nebulas.

World War II interrupted such work. However, in the 1950s and
1960s the scientific community returned to it with renewed interest
and vigor on both the experimental and theoretical frontiers. Three
major advances were made. First, the knowledge gained from research
in nuclear and high-energy physics found a natural place in cosmologi-
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cal theory, providing support for what is commonly termed the"big
bang"theory of the formation of our Universe. Many lines of evidence
now support the view that our Universe as we know it originated as the
result of expansion from a small primordial soup of hot, densely packed
particles, commonly called a fireball. The primary event occurred at
some time between ten and twenty billion years ago. Perhaps the most
dramatic support for the hypothesis was the discovery of the degraded
remnants of the light waves that accompanied a late phase of the initial
explosion.

Second, the neutron stars predicted by Zwicky and the Oppenheimer
team were actually observed and behaved much as the theory pre-
predicted, giving full credence to the concept that the supernovae are
associated with stars that have undergone what may be called a final
gravitational collapse. If neutron stars can exist for a given range of
stellar mass, it is not unreasonable to conclude that black holes will be
produced by more massive stars, granting that much of the observa-
observational evidence will be indirect. Indeed, there is much such indirect
evidence at present.

Finally, several lines of evidence have given additional support to
the validity of the general theory of relativity. They include high-
precision measurements of spacecraft and planetary orbits in our solar
system, and observations of the"lensing"action of some galaxies upon
light that reaches us from sources beyond those galaxies. Then, more
recently, there is good evidence of the loss of energy of motion of
mutually orbiting massive binary stars as a result of the generation of
gravitational waves, a major prediction of the theory. Such observa-
observations give one courage to believe the untested predictions of the gen-
general theory of relativity in the proximity of a black hole and open the
path to further imaginative speculation of the type featured here.

Several years ago the Commonwealth Fund decided at the sugges-
suggestion of its president, Margaret E. Mahoney, to sponsor a Book Program
in which working scientists of distinction were invited to write about
their work for a literate lay audience. Professor Thome is such a scien-
scientist, and the Book Program is pleased to offer his book as its ninth
publication.

The advisory committee for the Commonwealth Fund Book Pro-
Program, which recommended sponsorship of this book, consisted of the
following members: Lewis Thomas, M.D., director; Alexander G.
Beam, M.D., deputy director; Lynn Margulis, Ph.D.; Maclyn McCarty,
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M.D.; Lady Medawar; Berton Roueche; Frederick Seitz, Ph.D.; and
Otto Westphal, M.D. The publisher is represented by Edwin Barber,
vice-chairman and editor at W. W. Norton&Company, Inc.

Frederick Seitz



Preface

what this book is about,
and now to read it

F. or thirty years I have been participating in a great quest: a quest to
understand a legacy bequeathed by Albert Einstein to future genera-
generations—his relativity theory and its predictions about the Universe—
and to discover where and how relativity fails and what replaces it.

This quest has led me through labyrinths of exotic objects: black
holes, white dwarfs, neutron stars, singularities, gravitational waves,
wormholes, time warps, and time machines. It has taught me episte-
mology: What makes a theory"good"? What transcending principles
control the laws of nature? Why do we physicists think we know the
things we think we know, even when technology is too weak to test our
predictions? The quest has shown me how the minds of scientists work,
and the enormous differences between one mind and another(say,
Stephen Hawking's and mine)and why it takes many different types of
scientists, each working in his or her own way, to flesh out our under-
understanding of the Universe. Our quest, with its hundreds of participants
scattered over the globe, has helped me appreciate the international
character of science, the different ways the scientific enterprise is orga-
organized in different societies, and the intertwining of science with politi-
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cal currents, especially Soviet/American rivalry.
This book is my attempt to share these insights with nonscientists,

and with scientists who work in fields other than my own. It is a book
of interlocking themes held together by a thread of history: the history
of our struggle to decipher Einstein's legacy, to discover its seemingly
outrageous predictions about black holes, singularities, gravitational
waves, wormholes, and time warps.

The book begins with a prologue: a science fiction tale that in-
introduces the reader, quickly, to the book's physics and astrophysics
concepts. Some readers may find this tale disheartening. The concepts
(black holes and their horizons, wormholes, tidal forces, singularities,
gravitational waves)fly by too fast, with too little explanation. My
advice: Just let them fly by; enjoy the tale; get a rough impression.
Each concept will be introduced again, in a more leisurely fashion, in
the body of the book. After reading the body, return to the prologue
and appreciate its technical nuances.

The body(Chapters 1 through 14)has a completely different flavor
from the prologue. Its central thread is historical, and with this thread
are interwoven the book's other themes. I pursue the historical thread
for a few pages, then branch on to a tangential theme, and then an-
another; then I return to the history for a while, and then launch on to
another tangent This branching, launching, and weaving expose the
reader to an elegant, tapestry of interrelated ideas from physics, astro-
astrophysics, philosophy of science, sociology of science, and science in the
political arena.

Some of the physics may be tough going. As an aid, there is a
glossary of physics concepts at the back of the book.

Science is a community enterprise. The insights that shape our view
of the Universe come not from a single person or a small handful, but
from the combined efforts of many. Therefore, this book has many
characters. To help the reader remember those who appear several
times, there is a list and a few words about each in the"Characters"
section at the back of the book.

In scientific research, as in life, many themes are pursued simul-
simultaneously by many different people; and the insights of one decade
may spring from ideas that are several decades old but were ignored
in the intervening years. To make sense of it all, the book jumps
backward and forward in time, dwelling on the 1960s for a while,
then dipping back to the 1930s, and then returning to a main thread
in the 1970s. Readers who get .dizzy from all this time travel may
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find help in the chronology at the back of the book.
I do not aspire to a historian's standards of completeness, accuracy, or

impartiality. Were 1 to seek completeness, most readers would drop by
the wayside in exhaustion, as would I. Were 1 to seek much higher
accuracy, the book would be filled with equations and would be un-
unread ably technical. Although T have sought impartiality, I surely have
failed; T am too close to my subject: I have been involved personally in
its development from the early 1960s to the present, and several of my
closest friends were personally involved from the 1930s onward. I have
tried to balance my resulting bias by extensive taped interviews with
other participants in the quest(see the bibliography)and by running
chapters past some of them(see the acknowledgments). However,
some bias surely remains.

As an aid to the reader who wants greater completeness, accuracy,
and impartiality, I have listed in the notes at the back of the book the
sources for many of the text's historical statements, and references to
some of the original technical articles that the quest's participants have
written to explain their discoveries to each other. The notes also con-
contain more precise(and therefore more technical)discussions of some
issues that are distorted in the text by my striving for simplicity.

Memories are fallible; different people, experiencing the same
events, may interpret and remember them in very different ways. I
have relegated such differences to the notes. Tn the text, 1 have stated
my own final view of things as though it were gospel. May real histori-
historians forgive me, and may nonhistorians thank me.

John Wheeler, my principal mentor and teacher during my forma-
formative years as a physicist(and a central character in this book), delights
in asking his friends,"What is the single most important thing you
have learned about thus and so?"Few questions focus the mind so
clearly. Tn the spirit of John's question, I ask myself, as 1 come to the
end of fifteen years of on-and-off writing(mostly off),"What is the
single most important thing that you want your readers to learn?"

My answer: the amazing power of the human mind—by fits and
starts, blind alleys, and leaps of insight�to unravel the complexities of
our Universe, and reveal the ultimate simplicity, the elegance, and the
glorious beauty of the fundamental laws that govern it.



Prologue:
A Voyage among the Holes

in which the reader,
in a science fiction tale,

encounters black holes
and all their strange properties
as best we understand them in the 1990s

O? 'f all the conceptions of the human mind, from unicorns to gar-
gargoyles to the hydrogen bomb, the most fantastic, perhaps, is the black
hole: a hole in space with a definite edge into which anything can fall
and out of which nothing can escape; a hole with a gravitational force
so strong that even light is caught and held in its grip; a hole that
curves space and warps time.1 Like unicorns and gargoyles, black holes
seem more at home in the realms of science fiction and ancient myth
than in the real Universe. Nonetheless, well-tested laws of physics
predict firmly that black holes exist. In our galaxy alone there may be
millions, but their darkness hides them from view. Astronomers have
great difficulty finding them.8

Hades

Imagine yourself the owner and captain of a great spacecraft, with
computers, robots, and a crew of hundreds to do your bidding. You

1.�Chapters 3, 6, 7.
2.�Chapter 8.
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P.1 Atoms of gas, pulled by a black hole's gravity, stream toward Ihe bole
from all directions.

have been commissioned by the World Geographic Society to explore

black holes in the distant reaches of interstellar space and radio back to
Earth a description of your experiences. Six years into its voyage, your
starship is now decelerating into the vicinity of the black hole closest to
Earth, a hole called"Hades"near the star Vega.

On your ship's video screen you and your crew see evidence of the

hole's presence: The atoms of gas that sparsely populate interstellar
space, approximately one in each cubic centimeter, are being pulled by
the hole's gravity(Figure P.I). They stream toward the hole from all
directions, slowly at great distances where gravity pulls them weakly,
faster nearer the hole where gravity is stronger, and extremely fast—
almost as fast as light—close to the hole where gravity is strongest. If
something isn't done, your starship too will be sucked in.

Quickly and carefully your first mate, Kares, maneuvers the ship
out of its plunge and into a circular orbit, then shuts off the engines.
As you coast around and around the hole, the centrifugal force of your
circular motion holds your ship up against the hole's gravitational
pull. Your ship is like a toy slingshot of your youth on the end of
a whirling string, pushed out by its centrifugal force and held in by
the string's tension, which is like the hole's gravity. As the starship
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P.2 The spectrum of electromagnetic waves, running from radio waves at very
long wavelengths(very low frequencies)to gamma rays at very short wave-
wavelengths(very high frequencies). For a discussion of the notation used here for
numbers A091, lO"'", etc.), see Box P.I below.

coasts, you and your crew prepare to explore the hole.
At first you explore passively: You use instrumented telescopes to

study the electromagnetic waves(the radiation)that the gas emits as it
streams toward the hole. Far from the hole, the gas atoms are cool, just
a few degrees above absolute zero. Being cool, they vibrate slowly; and
their slow vibrations produce slowly oscillating electromagnetic waves,
which means waves with long distances from one crest to the next—
long wavelengths. These are radio waves; see Figure P.2. Nearer the
hole, where gravity has pulled the atoms into a faster stream, they
collide with each other and heat up to several thousand degrees. The
heat makes them vibrate more rapidly and emit more rapidly oscillat-
oscillating, shorter wavelength waves, waves that you recognize as light of
varied hues: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, violet(Figure P.2). Much
closer to the hole, where gravity is much stronger and the stream much
faster, collisions heat the atoms to several million degrees, and they
vibrate very fast, producing electromagnetic waves of very short wave-
wavelength: X-rays. Seeing those X-rays pour out of the hole's vicinity, you
are reminded that it was by discovering and studying just such X-rays
that astrophysicists, in 1972, identified the first black hole in distant
space: Cygnus X-l, 14,000 light-years from Earth.*

3. Chapter 8.
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Turning your telescopes still closer to the hole, you see gamma rays
from atoms heated to still higher temperatures. Then, looming up, at
the center of this brilliant display, you see a large, round sphere, abso-
absolutely black; it is the black hole, blotting out all the light, X-rays, and
gamma rays from the atoms behind it. You watch as superhot atoms
stream into the black hole from all sides. Once inside the hole, hotter
than ever, they must vibrate faster than ever and radiate more strongly
than ever, but their radiation cannot escape the hole's intense gravity.
Nothing can escape. That is why the hole looks black; pitch-black.*

With your telescope, you examine the black sphere closely. It has an
absolutely sharp edge, the hole's surface, the location of"no escape."
Anything just above this surface, with sufficient effort, can escape from
gravity's grip: A rocket can blast its way free; particles, if fired upward
fast enough, can escape; light can escape. But just below the surface,
gravity's grip is inexorable; nothing can ever escape from there, regard-
regardless of how hard it tries: not rockets, not particles, not light, not radia-
radiation of any sort; they can never reach your orbiting starship. The hole's
surface, therefore, is like the horizon on Earth, beyond which you
cannot see. That is why it has been named the horizon of the black hole?

Your first mate, Kares, measures carefully the circumference of your
starship's orbit. It is 1 million kilometers, about half the circumference
of the Moon's orbit around the Earth. She then looks out at the distant

stars and watches them circle overhead as the ship moves. By timing
their apparent motions, she infers that it takes 5 minutes and 46 sec-
seconds for the ship to encircle the hole once. This is the ship's orbital
period

From the orbital period and circumference you can now compute
the mass of the hole. Your method of computation is the same as was
used by Isaac Newton in 1685 to compute the mass of the Sun: The
more massive the object(Sun or hole), the stronger its gravitational
pull, and therefore the faster must an orbiting body(planet or starship)
move to avoid being sucked in, and thus the shorter the body's orbital
period must be. By applying Newton's mathematical version of this
gravitational law6 to your ship's orbit, you compute that the black hole
Hades has a mass ten times larger than that of the sun(�0 solar
masses").7

4.�Chapters 3 and 6.
5.�Chapter 6.
6.�Chapter 2.
7.�Headers who want to compute properties of black holes for themselves will find the

relevant formulas in the notes at the end of the book.
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You know that this hole was created long ago by the death of a star,
a death in which the star, no longer able to resist the inward pull of its
own gravity, imploded upon itself.8 You also know that, when the star
imploded, its mass did not change; the black hole Hades has the same
mass today as its parent star had long ago—or almost the same. Hades'
mass must actually be a little larger, augmented by the mass of every-
everything that has fallen into the hole since it was born: interstellar gas,
rocks, starships ...

You know all this because, before embarking on your voyage, you
studied the fundamental laws of gravity: laws that were discovered in
an approximate form by Isaac Newton in 1687, and were radically
revised into a more accurate form by Albert Einstein in 1915.*You
learned that Einstein's gravitational Jaws, which are called general
relativity, force black holes to behave in these ways as inexorably as
they force a dropped stone to fall to earth. It is impossible for the stone
to violate the laws of gravity and fall upward or hover in the air, and
similarly it is impossible for a black hole to evade the gravitational
laws: The hole must be born when a star implodes upon itself; the
hole's mass, at birth, must be the same as the star's; and each time
something falls into the hole, its mass must grow.10 Similarly, if the
star is spinning as it implodes, then the newborn hole must also spin;
and the hole's angular momentum(a precise measure of how fast it
spins)must be the same as the star's.

Before your voyage, you also studied the history of human under-
understanding about black holes. Back in the 1970s Brandon Carter, Stephen
Hawking, Werner Israel, and others, using Einstein's general relativis-
tic description11 of the laws of gravity, deduced that a black hole must
be an exceedingly simple beast12: All of the hole's properties—the
strength of its gravitational pull, the amount by which it deflects the
trajectories of starlight, the shape and size of its surface—are deter-
determined by just three numbers: the hole's mass, which you now know;
the angular momentum of its spin, which you don't yet know; and its
electrical charge. You are aware, moreover, that no hole in interstellar
space can contain much electrical charge; if it did, it quickly would pull

8.�Chapters 5 5.
9.�Chapter 2.
tO. For further dismission of the concept that the laws of physics force black holes, and the

solar system, and the Universe, to behave in certain ways, see the last few paragraphs of
Chapter 1.

11.�Chaptet 2.
12.�Chapter 7.
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opposite charges from the interstellar gas into itself, thereby neutraliz-
neutralizing its own charge.

As it spins, the hole should drag the space near itself into a swirling,
tornado-like motion relative to space far away, much as a spinning
airplane propeller drags air near itself into motion; and the swirl of
space should cause a swirl in the motion of anything near the hole.15

To learn the angular momentum of Hades, you therefore look for a
tornado-like swirl in the stream of interstellar gas atoms as they fall
into the hole. To your surprise, as they fall closer and closer to the hole,
moving faster and faster, there is no sign at all of any swirl. Some
atoms circle the hole clockwise as they fall; others circle it counter-
counterclockwise and occasionally collide with clockwise-circling atoms; but
on average the atoms' fall is directly inward(directly downward)with
no swirl. Your conclusion: This 10-solar-mass black hole is hardly spin-
spinning at all; its angular momentum is close to zero.

Knowing the mass and angular momentum of the hole and knowing
that its electrical charge must be negligibly small, you can now com-
compute, using general relativistic formulas, all of the properties that the
hole should have: the strength of its gravitational pull, its correspond-
corresponding power to deflect starlight, and of greatest interest, the shape and
size of its horizon.

If the hole were spinning, its horizon would have well-delineated
north and south poles, the poles about which it spins and about which
infalling atoms swirl. It would have a well-delineated equator halfway
between the poles, and the centrifugal force of the horizon's spin would
make its equator bulge out,14 just as the equator of the spinning Earth
bulges a bit. But Hades spins hardly at all, and thus must have hardly
any equatorial bulge. Its horizon must be forced by the laws of gravity
into an almost precisely spherical shape. That is just how it looks
through your telescope.

As for size, the laws of physics, as described by general relativity,
insist that the more massive the hole is, the larger must be its horizon.
The horizon's circumference, in fact, must be 18.5 kilometers multi-
multiplied by the mass of the hole in units of the Sun's mass.ls Since your

13.�Chapter?.
14.�Ibid.

15.�Chapter 3. The quantity 18.5 kilometers, which will appear many times in this book, is
4-7T(that is, 12.5663706 . . .)times Newton's gravitation constant times the mass of the Sun
divided by the square of the speed of light. For this and other useful formula*describing black
holes, see the notes to this chapter.
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orbital measurements have told you that the hole weighs ten times as
much as the Sun, its horizon circumference must be 185 kilometers—
about the same as Ijos Angeles. With your telescopes you carefully
measure the circumference: 185 kilometers; perfect agreement with
the general relativistic formula.

This horizon circumference is minuscule compared to your starship's
1-million-kilometer orbit; and squeezed into that tiny circumference is
a mass ten times larger than that of the Sun' If the hole were a solid
body squeezed into such a small circumference, its average density
would be 200 million B X 10")tons per cubic centimeter—2 X 101+
times more dense than water; see Box P.I. But the hole is not a solid
body. General relativity insists that the 10 solar masses of stellar mat-
matter, which created the hole by imploding long ago, are now concen-
concentrated at the hole's very center concentrated into a minuscule region
of space called a singularity.1*That singularity, roughly 10'ss centime-
centimeter in size(a hundred billion billion times smaller than an atomic
nucleus), should be surrounded by pure emptiness, aside from the tenu-
tenuous interstellar gas that is falling inward now and the radiation the gas
emits. There should be near emptiness from the singularity out to the
horizon, and near emptiness from the horizon out to your starship.

16. Chapter 15.

Box P.I

Power Notation for Large and Small Numbers

In this book I occasionally will use"power notation"to describe very large
or very small numbers. Examples are 5 X 106, which means five million,
or 5,000,000, and 5 X NT", which means five millionths, or 0.000005.

In general, the power to which 10 is raised is the number of digits
through which one must move the decimal point in order to put the
number into standard decimal notation. Thus 5 X 10*means take 5

E.00000000)and move its decimal point rightward through six digits.
The result is 5000000.00. Similarly, 5 X 10� means take 5 and move its
decimal point leftward through six digits. The result is 0.000005.
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The singularity and the stellar matter locked up in it are hidden by
the hole's horizon. However long you may wait, the locked-up matter
can never reemerge. The hole's gravity prevents it. Nor can the locked-
up matter ever send you information, not by radio waves, or light, or
X-rays. For all practical purposes, it is completely gone from our Uni-
Universe-The only thing left behind is its intense gravitational pull, a pull
that is the same on your 1-million-kilometer orbit today as before the
star imploded to form the hole, but a pull so strong at and inside the
horizon that nothing there can resist it.

"What is the distance from the horizon to the singularity?"you ask
yourself.(You choose not to measure it, of course. Such a measurement
would be suicidal; you could never escape back out of the horizon to
report your result to the World Geographic Society.)Since the singu-
singularity is so small, 10'55 centimeter, and is at the precise center of the
hole, the distance from singularity to horizon should be equal to the
horizon's radius. You are tempted to calculate this radius by the stan-
standard method of dividing the circumference by 2K F.283185307 . . .).
However, in your studies on Earth you were warned not to believe such
a calculation. The hole's enormous gravitational pull completely dis-
distorts the geometry of space inside and near the hole,17 in much the
same manner as an extremely heavy rock, placed on a sheet of rubber,
distorts the sheet's geometry(Figure P.3), and as a result the horizon's
radius is not equal to its circumference divided by 2ft.

"Never mind,"you say to yourself."Lobachevsky, Riemann, and
other great mathematicians have taught us how to calculate the proper-
properties of circles when space is curved, and Einstein has incorporated those
calculations into his general relativistic description of the laws of grav-
gravity. Icanuse these curved-spaceformulastocompute the horizon's radius."

But then you remember from your studies on Earth that, although a
black hole's mass and angular momentum determine all the properties
of the hole's horizon and exterior, they do not determine its interior.
General relativity insists that the interior, near the singularity, should
be chaotic and violently nonspherical,18 much like the tip of the rubber
sheet in Figure P.3 if the heavy rock in it is jagged and is bouncing up
and down wildly. Moreover, the chaotic nature of the hole's core will
depend not only on the hole's mass and angular momentum, but also
on the details of the stellar implosion by which the hole was born, and

17.�Chapters 3 and 15.
18.�Chapter 15.
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the details of the subsequent infall of interstellar gas—details that you
do not know.

"So what,"you say to yourself."Whatever may be its structure, the
chaotic core must have a circumference far smaller than a centimeter.

Thus, I will make only a tiny error if I ignore it when computing the
horizon's radius."

But then you remember that space can be so extremely warped near
the singularity that the chaotic region might be millions of kilometers
in radius though only a fraction of a centimeter in circumference, just
as the rock in Figure P. 3, if heavy enough, can drive the chaotic tip of
the rubber sheet exceedingly far downward while leaving the circum-
circumference of the chaotic region extremely small. The errors in your cal-

P.3 A heavy rock placed on a rubber sheet(for example, a trampoline)distorts
the sheet as shown. The sheet's distorted geometry is very similar to the distor-
distortions of the geometry of space around and inside a black hole. For example, the
circumference of the thick black circle is far less than 2n times its radius, just
as the circumference of the hole's horizon is far less than 2re times its radius. For
further detail, see Chapters 3 and 13.
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culated radius could thus be enormous. The horizon's radius is simply
not computable from the meager information you possess: the hole's
mass and its angular momentum.

./abandoning your musings about the hole's interior, you prepare to
explore the vicinity of its horizon. Not wanting to risk human life, you
ask a rocket-endowed, 10-centimeter-tall robot named Arnold to do the
exploration for you and transmit the results back to your starship.
Arnold has simple instructions: He must first blast his rocket engines
just enough to halt the circular motion that he has shared with the
starship, and then he must turn his engines off and let the hole's
gravity pull him directly downward. As he falls, Arnold must transmit
a brilliant green laser beam back to the starship, and on the beam's
electromagnetic oscillations he must encode information about the dis-
distance he has fallen and the status of his electronic systems, much as a
radio station encodes a newscast on the radio waves it transmits.

Back in the starship your crew will receive the laser beam, and Kares
will decode it to get the distance and system information. She will also
measure the beam's wavelength(or, equivalently, its color; see Figure
P.2). The wavelength is important; it tells how fast Arnold is moving.
As he moves faster and faster away from the starship, the green beam
he transmits gets Doppler-shified,*9 as received at the ship, to longer
and longer wavelengths; that is, it gets more and more red.(There is an
additional shift to the red caused by the beam's struggle against the
hole's gravitational pull. When computing Arnold's speed, Kares must
correct her calculations for this gravitational redskift?0)

And so the experiment begins. Arnold blasts his way out of orbit and
onto an infalling trajectory. As he begins to fall, Kares starts a clock to
time the arrival of his laser signals. When 10 seconds have elapsed, the
decoded laser signal reports that all his systems are functioning well,
and that he has already fallen a distance of 2630 kilometers. From the
color of the laser light, Kares computes that he is now moving inward
with a speed of 530 kilometers per second. When the ticking clock has
reached 20 seconds his speed has doubled to 1060 kilometers per second
and his distance of fall has quadrupled to 10,500 kilometers. The clock
ticks on. At 60 seconds his speed is 9700 kilometers per second, and he
has fallen 135,000 kilometers, five-sixths of the way to the horizon.

19.�See Box 2.3.

20.�Chapters 2 and 3.
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You now must pay very close attention. The next few seconds will be
crucial, so Kares turns on a high-speed recording system to collect all
details of the incoming data. At 61 seconds Arnold reports all systems
still functioning normally; the horizon is 14,000 kilometers below him
and he is falling toward it at 13,000 kilometers per second. At 61.?
seconds all is still well, 1700 kilometers more to go, speed 39,000 kilo-
kilometers per second, or about one-tenth the speed of light, laser color
beginning to change rapidly. In the next one-tenth of one second you
watch in amazement as the laser color zooms through the electromag-
electromagnetic spectrum, from green to red, to infrared, to microwave, to radio-
wave, to—. By 61.8 seconds it is all over. The laser beam is completely
gone. Arnold has reached the speed of light and disappeared into the
horizon. And in that last tenth of a second, just before the beam winked
out, Arnold was happily reporting,"All systems go, all systems go,
horizon approaching, all systems go, all systems go ..."

As your excitement subsides, you examine the recorded data. There
you find the full details of the shifting laser wavelength. You see that
as Arnold fell, the wavelength of the laser signal increased very slowly
at first, then faster and faster. But, surprisingly, after the wavelength
had quadrupled, its rate of doubling became nearly constant; thereafter
the wavelength doubled every 0.00014 second. After 33 doublings
@.0046 second)the wavelength reached 4 kilometers, the limit of your
recording system's capabilities. Presumably the wavelength kept right
on doubling thereafter. Since it takes an infinite number of doublings
for the wavelength to become infinite, exceedingly faint, exceedingly
long-wavelength signals might still be emerging from near the hori-
horizon!

Does this mean that Arnold has not yet crossed the horizon and
never will? No, not at all. Those last, forever-doubling signals take
forever long to climb out of the hole's gravitational grip. Arnold flew
through the horizon, moving at the speed of light, many minutes ago.
The weak remaining signals keep coming out only because their travel
time is so long. They are relics of the past21

After many hours of studying the data from Arnold's fall, and after a
long sleep to reinvigorate yourself, you embark on the next stage of
exploration. This time you, yourself, will probe the horizon's vicinity;
but you will do it much more cautiously than did Arnold.

21. Chapter 6.
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Bidding farewell to your crew, you climb into a space capsule and
drop out of the belly of the starship and into a circular orbit alongside
it. Vou then blast your rocket engines ever so gently to slow your
orbital motion a bit. This reduces slightly the centrifugal force that
holds your capsule up, and the hole's gravity then pulls you into a
slightly smaller, coasting, circular orbit As you again gently blast yoar
engines, your circular orbit again gently shrinks. Your goal, by this
gentle, safe, inward spiral, is to reach a circular orbit just above the
horizon, an orbit with circumference just 1.0001 times larger than that
of the horizon itself. There you can explore most of the horizon's
properties, but still escape its fatal grip.

As your orbit slowly shrinks, however, something strange starts to
happen. Already at a 100,000-kilometer circumference you feel it.
Floating inside the capsule with your feet toward the hole and yoar
head toward the stars, you feel a weak downward tug on your feet and
upward tug on your head; you are being stretched like a piece of taffy
candy, but gently. The cause, you realize, is the hole's gravity: Your
feet are closer to the hole than your head, so the hole pulls on them
harder than on your head. The same was true, of course, when you used
to stand on the Earth; bin the head-to-foot difference on Earth was so
. minuscule, less than one part in a million, that you never noticed it. By
contrast, as you float in your capsule at a circumference of 100,000
kilometers, the head-to-foot difference is one-eighth of an Earth grav-
gravity(V?"g"). At the center of your body the centrifugal force of your
orbital motion precisely counteracts the hole's puJl. It is as though
gravity did not exist; you float freely. But at your feet, the stronger
gravity pulls down with an added Vis g> and at your head the weaker
gravity allows the centrifugal force to push up with an added V16 g.

Bemused, you continue your inward spiral: but your bemusement
quickly changes to worry. As your orbit grows smaller, the forces on
your head and feet grow larger. At a circumference of 80,000 kilome-
kilometers the difference is a V*-g stretching force; at 50,000 kilometers it is a
full Earth gravity stretch; at 30,000 kilometers it is 4 Earth gravities.
Gritting your teeth in pain as youT head and feet are pulled apart, you
continue on in to 20,000 kilometers and a 15-g stretching force. More
than this you cannot stand! You try to solve the problem by rolling up
into a tight ball so your head and feet will be closer together and the
difference in forces smaller, but the forces are so strong that they will
not let you roll up; they snap you back out into a radial, head-to-foot
stretch. If your capsule spirals in much farther, your body will give
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way; you will be tom apart! There is no hope of reaching the horizon's
vicinity.

Frustrated and in enormous pain, you halt your capsule's descent,
turn it around, and start carefully, gently, blasting your way back up
through circular, coasting orbits of larger and larger circumference and
then into the belly of the starship.

Entering the captain's chamber, you vent your frustrations on the
ship's master computer, DAWN."Tikhii, tikhii,"she says soothingly
(drawing words from the ancient Russian language)."I know you are
upset, but it is really your own fault. You were told about those head-
to-foot forces in your training. Remember? They are the same forces as
produce the tides on the oceans of the Earth."84

Thinking back to your training, you recall that the oceans on the
side of the Earth nearest the Moon are pulled most strongly by the
Moon's gravity and thus bulge out toward the Moon. The oceans on the
opposite side of the Earth are pulled most weakly and thus bulge out
away from the Moon. The result is two oceanic bulges; and as the Earth
turns, those bulges show up as two high tides every twenty-four hours.
In honor of those tides, you recall, the head-to-foot gravitational force
that you felt is called a tided force. You also recall that Einstein's
general relativity describes this tidal force as due to a curvature of
space and warpage of time, or, in Einstein's language, a curvature of
spacetime?*Tidal forces and spacetime distortions go hand in hand;
one always accompanies the other, though in the case of ocean tides the
distortion of spacetime is so tiny that it can be measured only with
extremely precise instruments.

But what about Arnold? Why was he so blithely immune to the
hole's tidal force? For two reasons, DAWN explains: first, because he
was much smaller than you, only 10 centimeters high, and the tidal
force, being the difference between the gravitational pulls at his head
and his feet, was correspondingly smaller,-and second, because he was
made of a superstrong titanium alloy that could withstand the stretch-
stretching force far better than your bones and flesh.

Then with horror you realise that, as he fell through the horizon and
on in toward the singularity, Arnold must have felt the tidal force rise
up in strength until even his superstrong titanium body could not resist
it. Less than 0.0002 second after crossing the horizon, his disintegrat-

22. Chapter 2.
25. Ibid.
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ing, stretching body must have neared the hole's central singularity.
There, you recall from your study of general relativity back, on Earth,
the hole's tidal forces must come to life, dancing a chaotic dance,
stretching Arnold's remains first in this direction, then in that, then in
another, faster and faster, stronger and stronger, until even the individ-
individual atoms of which he was made are distorted beyond all recognition.
That, in fact, is one essence of the singularity: It is a region where
chaotically oscillating spacetime curvature creates enormous, chaotic
tidal forces."

Musing over the history of black-hole research, you recall that in
1965 the British physicist Roger Penrose used general relativity's de-
description of the laws of physics to prove that a singularity must reside
inside every black hole, and in 1969 the Russian troika of Lifshitz,
Khalatnikov, and Belinsky used it to deduce that very near the singu-
singularity, tidal gravity must oscillate chaotically, like taffy being pulled
first this way and then that by a mechanical taffy-pulling machine.35
Those were the golden years of theoretical black-hole research, the
1960s and 1970s! But because the physicists of those golden years were
not clever enough at solving Einstein's general relativity equations, one
key feature of black-hole behavior eluded them. They could only con-
conjecture that whenever an imploding star creates a singularity, it must
also create a surrounding horizon that hides the singularity from view;
a singularity can never be created"naked,"for all the Universe to see.
Penrose called this the"conjecture of cosmic censorship,"since, if cor-
correct, it would censor all experimental information about singularities:
One could never do experiments to test one's theoretical understanding
of singularities, unless one were willing to pay the price of entering a
black hole, dying while making the measurements, and not even being
able to transmit the results back out of the hole as a memorial to one's

efforts.

Although Dame AbygaUe Lyman, in 2023, finally resolved the issue
of whether cosmic censorship is true or not, the resolution is irrelevant
to you now. The only singularities charted in your ship's atlases are
those inside black holes, and you refuse to pay the price of death to
explore them.

Fortunately, outside but near a black-hole horizon there are many
phenomena to explore. You are determined to experience those phe-

24.�Chapter 13.
25.�Ibid.
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nomena firsthand and report back to the World Geographic Society,
but you cannot experience them near Hades' horizon. The tidal force
there is too great. You must explore, instead, a black hole with weaker
tidal forces.

General relativity predicts, DAWN reminds you, that as a hole
grows more massive, the tidal forces at and above its horizon grow
weaker. This seemingly paradoxical behavior has a simple origin-The
tidal force is proportional to the hole's mass divided by the cube of its
circumference; so as the mass grows, and the horizon circumference
grows proportionally, the near-horizon tidal force actually decreases.
For a hole weighing a million solar masses, that is, 100,000 times more
massive than Hades, the horizon will be 100,000 times larger, and the
tidal force there will be 10 billion A010)times weaker. That would be
comfortable; no pain at all! So you begin making plans for the next leg
of your voyage: a journey to the nearest million-solar-mass hole listed
in Schechter's Black-Hole Atlas—a hole called Sagittario at the center
of our Milky Way galaxy, 30,100 light-years away.

Several days later your crew transmit back to Earth a detailed de-
description of your Hades explorations, including motion pictures of you
being stretched by the tidal force and pictures of atoms falling into the
hole. The description will require 26 years to cover the 26 light-year
distance to Earth, and when it finally arrives it will be published with
great fanfare by the World Geographic Society.

In their transmission the crew describe your plan for a voyage to the
center of the Milky Way: Your starship's rocket engines will blast all
the way with a\-g acceleration, so that you and your crew can experi-
experience a comfortable 1-Earth-gravity force inside the starship. The ship
will accelerate toward the galactic center for half the journey, then it
will rotate 180 degrees and decelerate at t g for the second half. The
entire trip of 30,100 light-years distance will require 30,102 years as
measured on Earth; but as measured on the starship it will require only
20 years. In accordance with Einstein's laws of special relativity,26 your
ship's high speed will cause time, as measured on the ship, to"dilate";
and this time dilation(or time warp), in effect, will make the starship
behave like a time machine, projecting you far into the Earth's future
while you age only a modest amount.27

You explain to the World Geographic Society that your next trans-

26.�Chapter 1.
27.�Ibid.
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mission will come from the vicinity of the galactic center, after you
have explored its million-solar mass hole, Sagittario. Members of the
Society must go into deep-freeze hibernation for 60,186 years if they
wish to live to receive your transmission E0,102 ~ 26=30,076 years
from the time they receive your message until you reach the galactic
center, plus 30,110 years while your next transmission travels from the
galactic center to Earth).

Sagittario

./liter a 20-year voyage as measured in starship time, your ship de-
decelerates into the Milky TV ay's center. There in the distance you see a
rich mixture of gas and dust flowing inward from all directions toward
an enormous black hole. Kares adjusts the rocket blast to bring the star-
ship into a coasting, circular orbit well above the horizon. By measur-
measuring the circumference and period of your orbit and plugging the results
into Newton's formula, you determine the mass of the hole. It is 1
million times the mass of the Sun, just as claimed in Schechter's Black-
Hole Atlas. From the absence of any tornado-like swirl in the inflowing
gas and dust you infer that, the hole is not spinning much; its horizon,
therefore, must be spherical and its circumference must be 18.5 million
kilometers, eight times larger than the Moon's orbit around the Earth.

After further scrutiny of the infilling gas, you prepare to descend
toward the horizon. For safety, Kares sets up a laser communication
link between your space capsule and your starship's master computer,
DAWN. You then drop out of the belly of the starship, turn your
capsule so its jets point in the direction of your circling orbital motion,
and start blasting gently to slow your orbital motion and drive yourself
into a gentle inward(downward)spiral from one coasting circular-orbit
to another.

All goes as expected until you reach an orbit of circumference 55
million kilometers—just three times the circumference of the horizon.
There the gentle blast of your rocket engine, instead of driving you into
a slightly tighter circular orbit, sends you into a suicidal plunge toward
the horizon. In panic you rotate your capsule and blast with great force
to move back up into an orbit just outside 55 million kilometers.

"What the hell went wrong.'?"you ask DAWN by laser link.
"Tikhii., tikhii,"she replies soothingly."You planned your orbit

using Newton's description of the laws of gravity. But Newton's de-
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scription is only an approximation to the true gravitational laws that
govern the Universe.28 It is an excellent approximation far from the
horizon, but bad near the horizon. Much more accurate is Einstein's
general relativistic description; it agrees to enormous precision with the
true laws of gravity near the horizon, and it predicts that, as you near
the horizon, the pull of gravity becomes stronger than Newton ever
expected. To remain in a circular orbit, with this strengthened gravity
counterbalanced by the centrifugal force, you must strengthen your
centrifugal force, which means you must increase your orbital speed
around the black hole: As you descend through three horizon circumf-
circumferences, you must rotate your capsule around and start blasting your-
yourself forward. Because instead you kept blasting backward, slowing your
motion, gravity overwhelmed your centrifugal force as you passed
through three horizon circumferences, and hurled you inward."

"Damn that DAWN?"you think to yourself."She always answers
my questions, but she never volunteers crucial information. She never
warns me when I'm going wrong!"You know the reason, of course.
Human life would lose its zest and richness if computers were permit-
permitted to give warning whenever a mistake was being made. Back in 2032
the World Council passed a law that a Hobson block preventing such
warnings must be embedded in all computers. As much as she might
wish, DAWN cannot bypass her Hobson block.

Suppressing your exasperation, you rotate your capsule and begin a
careful sequence of forward blast, inward spiral, coast, forward blast,
inward spiral, coast, forward blast, inward spiral, coast, which takes you
from 3 horizon circumferences to 2.5 to 2.0 to 1.6 to 1.55 to 1.51 to
1.505 to 1.501 to ... What frustration! The more times you blast and
the faster your resulting coasting, circular motion, the smaller becomes
your orbit; but as your coasting speed approaches the speed of light,
your orbit only approaches 1.5 horizon circumferences. Since you can't
move faster than light, there is no hope of getting close to the horizon
itself by this method.

Again you appeal to DAWN for help, and again she soothes you and
explains: Inside 1.5 horizon circumferences there are no circular orbits
at all. Gravity's pull there is so strong that it cannot be counteracted by
any centrifugal forces, not even if one coasts around and around the
hole at the speed of light. If you want to go closer, DAWN says, you
must abandon your circular, coasting orbit and instead descend directly

28. Chapter 2.
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toward the horizon, with your rockets blasting downward to keep you
from falling catastrophically. The force of your rockets will support you
against the hole's gravity as you slowly descend and then hover just
above the horizon, like an astronaut hovering on blasting rockets just
above the Moon's surface.

Having learned some caution by now, you ask DAWN for advice
about the consequences of such a strong, steady rocket blast. You ex-
explain that you wish to hover at a location, 1.0001 horizon circumfer-
circumferences, where most of the effects of the horizon can be experienced, but
from which you can escape. If you support your capsule there by a
steady rocket blast, how much acceleration force will you feel?"One
hundred and fifty million Earth gravities,"DAWN replies gently.

Deeply discouraged, you blast, and spiral your way back up into the
belly of the starship.

After a long sleep, followed by five hours of calculations with gen-
general relativity's black-hole formulas, three hours of plowing through
Schechter's Black-Hole Atlas, and an hour of consultation with your
crew, you formulate the plan for the next leg of your voyage.

Your crew then transmit to the World Geographic Society, under
the optimistic assumption that it still exists, an account of your experi-
experiences with Sagittario. At the end of their transmission your crew de-
describe your plan:

Your calculations show that the larger the hole, the weaker the
rocket blast you will need to support yourself, hovering, at 1.0001
horizon circumferences. For a painful but bearable 10-Earth-gravity
blast, the hole must be 15 trillion A5 X 101")solar masses. The nearest
such hole is the one called Gargantua, far outside the 100,000 A0s)
light-year confines of our own Milky Way galaxy, and far outside the
100 million A08)light-year Virgo cluster of galaxies, around which our
Milky Way orbits. In fact, it is near the quasar 3C273, 2 billion B x
109)light-years from the Milky Way and 10 percent of the distance to
the edge of the observable part of the Universe.

The plan, your crew explain in their transmission, is a voyage to
Gargantua. Using the usual\-g acceleration for the first half of the trip
and l-g deceleration for the second half, the voyage will require 2
billion years as measured on Earth, but, thanks to the speed-induced
warpage of time, only 42 years as measured by you and your crew in
the starship. If the members of the World Geographic Society are not
willing to chance a+-billion-year deep-freeze hibernation B billion
years for the starship to reach Gargantua and 2 billion years for its
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transmission to return to Earth), then they will have to Forgo receiving
your next transmission.

Gargantua

J7 orty-two years of starship time later, your ship decelerates into the
vicinity of Gargantua. Overhead you see the quasar 3C273, with two
brilliant blue jets squirting out of its center39; below is the black abyss
of Gargantua. Dropping into orbit around Gargantua and making your
usual measurements, you confirm that its mass is, indeed, 15 trillion
times that of the Sun, you see that it is spinning very slowly, and you
compute from these data that the circumference of its horizon is 29
light-years. Here, at last, is a hole whose vicinity you can explore while
experiencing bearably small tidal forces and rocket accelerations! The
safety of the exploration is so assured that you decide to take the entire
starship down instead of just a capsule.

Before beginning the descent, however, you order your crew to pho-
photograph the giant quasar overhead, the trillions of stars that orbit Gar-
Gargantua, and the billions of galaxies sprinkled over the sky. They also
photograph Gargantua's black disk below you; it is about the size of the
sun as seen from Earth. At first sight it appears to blot out the light
from all the stars and galaxies behind the hole. But looking more
closely, your crew discover that the hole's gravitational field has acted
like a lens50 to deflect some of the starlight and galaxy light around the
edge of the horizon and focus it into a thin, bright ring at the edge of
the black disk. There, in that ring, you see several images of each
obscured star: one image produced by light rays that were deflected
around the left limb of the hole, another by rays deflected around the
right limb, a third by rays that were pulled into one complete orbit
around the hole and then released in your direction, a fourth by rays
that orbited the hole twice, and so on. The result is a highly complex
ring structure, which your crew photograph in great detail for future
study.

The photographic session complete, you order Kares to initiate the
starship's descent. But you must be patient. The hole is so huge that,
accelerating and then decelerating at 1 g, it will require 13 years of
starship time to reach your goal of 1.0001 horizon circumferences!

29.�Chapter 9.
30.�Chapters.
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As the ship descends, your crew make a photographic record of the
changes in the appearance of the sky around the starship. Most remark-
remarkable is the change in the hole's black disk below the ship: Gradually it
grows larger. You expect it to stop growing when it has covered the
entire sky below you like a giant black floor, leaving the sky overhead
as clear as on Earth. But no; the black disk keeps right on growing,
swinging up around the sides of your starship to cover everything
except a bright, circular opening overhead, an opening through which
you see the external Universe(Figure P.4). It is as though you had
entered a cave and were plunging deeper and deeper, watching the
cave's bright mouth grow smaller and smaller in the distance-

In growing panic, you appeal to DAWN for help:"Did Kares miscal-
miscalculate oar trajectory? Have we plunged through the horizon? Are we
doomed?!"

P.4 The starship hovering above the black-hole horizon, and the trajectories
along which light travels to it from distant galaxies(the light rays). The bole's
gravity deflects the light rays downward("gravitational lens effect"), causing
humans on the starship to see ail the light concentrated in a bright, circular spot
overhead
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"Tikhii, tikhii,"she replies soothingly."We are safe; we are still
outside the horizon. Darkness has covered most of the sky only because
of the powerful lensing effect of the hole's gravity. Look there, where
my pointer is, almost precisely overhead; that is the galaxy 5C295.
Before you began your plunge it was in a horizontal position, 90 de-
degrees from the zenith. But here near Gargantua's horizon the hole's
gravity pulls so hard on the light rays from 3C295 that it bends them
around from horizontal to nearly vertical. As a result 3C295 appears to
be nearly overhead."

Reassured, you continue your descent. The console displays your
ship's progress in terms of both the radial(downward)distance trav-
traveled and the circumference of a circle around the hole that passes
through your location. In the early stages of your descent, for each
kilometer of radial distance traveled, your circumference decreased by
6.283185307 . . . kilometers. The ratio of circumference decrease to

radius decrease was 6.283185307 kilometers/1 kilometer, which is
equal to 271, just as Euclid's standard formula for circles predicts. But
now, as your ship nears the horizon, the ratio of circumference decrease
to radius decrease is becoming much smaller than 271: It is 5.960752960
at 10 horizon circumferences; 4.442882938 at 2 horizon circumferences;
1.894451650 at 1.1 horizon circumferences; 0.625200306 at 1.01 hori-
horizon circumferences. Such deviations from the standard Euclidean ge-
geometry that teenagers learn in school are possible only in a curved
space; you are seeing the curvature which Einstein's general relativity
predicts must accompany the hole's tidal force.31

In the final stage of your ship's descent, Kares blasts the rockets
harder and harder to slow its fall. At last the ship comes to a hovering
rest at 1.0001 horizon circumferences, blasting with a 10-g acceleration
to hold itself up against the hole's powerful gravitational pull. In its
last 1 kilometer of radial travel the circumference decreases by only
0.062828712 kilometer.

Struggling to lift their hands against the painful 10-g force, your
crew direct their telescopic cameras into a long and detailed photo-
photographic session. Except for wisps of weak radiation all around you from
collisionally heated, infalling gas, the only electromagnetic waves to be
photographed are those in the bright spot overhead. The spot is small,
just 3 degrees of arc in diameter, six times the size of the Sun as seen
from Earth. But squeezed into that spot are images of all the stars that

51. Chapters 2 and 3.
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orbit Gargantua. and all the galaxies in the Universe. At the precise
center are the galaxies that are truly overhead. Fifty-five percent of the
way from the spot's center to its edge are images of galaxies like 5C295
which, if not for the hole's lens effect, would be in horizontal positions,
90 degrees from the zenith. Thirty-five percent of the way to the spot's
edge are images of galaxies that you know are really on the opposite
side of the hole from you, directly below you. In the outermost 30
percent of the spot is a second image of each galaxy; and in the outer-
outermost 2 percent, a third image!

Equally peculiar, the colors of all the stars and galaxies are wrong. A
galaxy that you know is really green appears to be shining with soft
X-rays: Gargantua's gravity, in pulling the galaxy's radiation down-
downward to you. has made the radiation more energetic by decreasing its
wavelength from 5 X 10� meter(green)to 5 x 10'*meter(X-ray).
And similarly, the outer disk of the quasar 3C273, which you know
emits infrared radiation of wavelength 5 X IO~5 meter, appears to be
shining with green 5 x 10'7 meter light

After thoroughly recording the details of the overhead spot, you mm
your attention to the interior of your starship. You half expect that
here, so near the hole's horizon, the laws of physics will be changed in
some way, and those changes will affect your own physiology. But no.
You look at your first mate, Kares; she appears normal. You look at
your second mate, Bret; he appears normal. You touch each other; you
feel normal. You drink a glass of water; aside from the effects of the
\Q-g acceleration, the water goes down normally. Kares turns on an
argon ion laser; it produces the same brilliant green light as ever. Bret
pulses a ruby laser on and then off, and measures the time it takes for
the pulse of light to travel from the laser to a mirror and back; from his
measurement he computes the speed of the light's travel. The result is
absolutely the same as in an Earth-based laboratory: 299,792 kilome-
kilometers per second

Everything in the starship is normal, absolutely the same as if the
ship had been resting on the surface of a massive planet with 10-g
gravity. If you did not look outside the starship and see the bizarre spot
overhead and the engulfing blackness all around, you would not know
that you were very near the horizon of a black hole rather than safely
on the surface of a planet—or you almost wouldn't know. The hole
curves spacetime inside your starship as well as outside, and with suf-
sufficiently accurate instruments, you can detect the curvature; for exam-
example, by its tidal stretch between your head and your feet But whereas
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the curvature is enormously important on the scale of the horizon's
300-trillion-kilometer circumference, its effects are minuscule on the
scale of your 1-kilometer starship; the curvature-produced tidal force
between one end of the starship and the other is just one-hundredth of
a trillionth of an Earth gravity AO~14 g), and between your own head
and feet it is a thousand times smaller than that!

To pursue this remarkable normality further, Bret drops from the
starship a capsule containing a pulsed-laser-and-mirror instrument for
measuring the speed of light. As the capsule plunges toward the hori-
horizon, the instrument measures the speed with which light pulses travel
from the laser in the capsule's nose to the mirror in its tail and back. A
computer in the capsule transmits the result on a laser beam up to the
ship: �99,792 kilometers per second; 299,792; 299,792; 299,792 . . ."
The color of the incoming laser beam shifts from green to red to
infrared to microwave to radio as the capsule nears the horizon, and
still the message is the same: �99,792; 299,792; 299,792 ..."And then
the laser beam is gone. The capsule has pierced the horizon, and never
once as it fell was there any change in the speed of light inside it, nor
was there any change in the laws of physics that governed the workings
of the capsule's electronic systems.

These experimental results please you greatly. In the early twen-
twentieth century Albert Einstein proclaimed, largely on philosophical
grounds, that the local laws of physics(the laws in regions small
enough that one can ignore the curvature of spacetime)should be the
same everywhere in the Universe. This proclamation has been en-
enshrined as a fundamental principle of physics, the equivalence princi-
principle}9 Often in the ensuing centuries the equivalence principle was
subjected to experimental test, but never was it tested so graphically
and thoroughly as in your experiments here near Gargantua's horizon.

You and your crew are now tiring of the struggle with 10 Earth
gravities, so you prepare for the next and final leg of your voyage, a
return to our Milky Way galaxy. Your crew will transmit an account of
your Gargantua explorations during the early stages of the voyage; and
since your starship itself will soon be traveling at nearly the speed of
light, the transmissions will reach the Milky Way less than a year
before the ship, as measured from Earth.

As your starship pulls up and away from Gargantua, your crew make
a careful, telescopic study of the quasar 3C273 overhead55(Figure P.5).

52. Chapters
33. Chapter 9.
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Its jets—thin spikes of hot gas shooting out of the quasar's core—are
enormous: 3 million light-years in length. Training your telescopes on
the core, your crew see the source of the jets' power: a thick, hot,
doughnut of gas less than 1 light-year in size, with a black hole at its
center. The doughnut, which astrophysicists have called an"accretion
disk,"orbits around and around the black hole. By measuring its rota-
rotation period and circumference-your crew infer the mass of the hole: 2
billion B X 10')solar masses, 7500 times smaller than Gargantua, but
far larger than any hole in the Milky Way. A stream of gas flows from
the doughnut to the horizon, pulled by the hole's gravity. As it nears
the horizon the stream, unlike any you have seen before, swirls around
and around the hole in a tornado-type motion. This hole must be
spinning last! The axis of spin is easy to identify; it is the axis about
which the gas stream swirls. The two jets, you notice, shoot out along
the spin axis. They are born just above the horizon's north and south
poles, where they suck up energy from the hole's spin and from the
doughnut,5*much like a tornado sucks up dust from the earth.

The contrast between Gargantua and 3C273 is amazing: Why does
Gargantua, with its 1000 times greater mass and size, not possess an
encircling doughnut of gas and gigantic quasar jets? Bret, after a long
telescopic study, tells you the answer: Once every few months a star in
orbit around 3C273's smaller hole strays close to the horizon and gets
ripped apart by the hole's tidal force. The star's guts, roughly L solar
majs worth of gas, get spewed out and strewn around the hole. Gradu-
Gradually internal friction drives the strewn-out gas down into the doughnut.
This fresh gas compensates for the gas that the doughnut is continually
feeding into the hole and the jets. The doughnut and jets thereby are
kept richly full of gas. and continue to shine brightly.

Stars also stray close to Gargantua, Bret explains. But because Gar-
Gargantua is far larger than 3C275, the tidal force outside its horizon is too
weak to tear any star apart. Gargantua swallows stars whole without
spewing their guts into a surrounding doughnut. And with no doxtgh-
nut, Gargantua has no way of producing jets or other quasar violence.

As your starship continues to rise out of Gargantua's gravitational
grip, you make plans for the journey home. By the time your ship
reaches the Milky Way, the Earth will be | billion years older than
when you left. The changes in human society will be so enormous that
you don't want to return there. Instead, you and your crew decide to

5*. Chapters!)and 11.



P.5 The quasar 3C273: a 2-billion-solar-mass black hole encircled by a dough-
doughnut of gas("accretion disk")and with two gigantic lets shooting out along the
bole's spin axis.
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colonize the space around a spinning black hole. You know that just as
the spin energy of the hole in 3C273 helps power the quasar's jets, so
the spin energy of a smaller hole can be used as a power source for
human civilization.

You do not want to arrive at some chosen hole and discover that

other beings have already built a civilization around it; so instead of
aiming your starship at a rapidly spinning hole that already exists, you
aim at a star system which will give birth to a rapidly spinning hole
shortly after your ship arrives.

In the Milky"Way's Orion nebula, at the time you left Earth, there
was a binary star system composed of two 30-solar-mass stars orbiting
each other. DAWN has calculated that each of those stars should have

imploded, while you were outbound to Gargantua, to form a 24-solar-
mass, nonspinning hole(with 6 solar masses of gas ejected during the
implosion). Those two 24-solar-mass holes should now be circling
around each other as a black-hole binary, and as they circle, they should
emit ripples of tidal force(ripples of"spacetime curvature")called
gravitational waves.*9 These gravitational waves should push back on
the binary in much the same way as an outflying bullet pushes back on
the gun that fires it, and this gravitational-wave recoil should drive the
holes into a slow but inexorable inward spiral. With a slight adjust-
adjustment of your starship's acceleration, you can time your arrival to coin-
coincide with the last stage of that inward spiral: Several days after you
arrive, you will see the holes' nonspinning horizons whirl around and
around each other, closer and closer, and faster and faster, until they
coalesce to produce a single whirling, spinning, larger horizon.

Because the two parent holes do not spin, neither alone can serve as
an efficient power source for your colony. However the newborn, rap-
rapidly spinning hole will be ideal!

Home

After a 42-year voyage your starship finally decelerates into the
Orion nebula, where DAWN predicted the two holes should be. There
they are, right on the mark! By measuring the orbital motion of inter-
interstellar atoms as they fall into the holes, you verify that their horizons
are not spinning and that each weighs 24 solar masses, just as DAWN

55. Chapter 10.
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predicted. Each horizon has a circumference of 440 kilometers: they are
30,000 kilometers apart; and they are orbiting around each other once
each 13 seconds. Inserting these numbers into the general relativity
formulas for gravitational-wave recoil, you conclude that the two holes
should coalesce seven days from now. There is just time enough for
your crew to prepare their telescopic cameras and record the details. By
photographing the bright ring of focused starlight that encircles each
hole's black disk, they can easily monitor the holes' motions.

You want to be near enough to see clearly, but far enough away to be
safe from the holes' tidal forces. A good location, you decide, is a
starship orbit ten times larger than the orbit in which the holes circle
each other—an orbital diameter of 300,000 kilometers and orbital cir-
circumference of 940,000 kilometers. Kares maneuvers the starship into
that orbit, and your crew begin their telescopic, photographic observa-
observations.

Over the next six days the two holes gradually move closer to each
other and speed up their orbital motion. One day before coalescence,
the distance between them has shrunk from 30,000 to 18,000 kilome-
kilometers and their orbital period has decreased from 13 to 6.3 seconds. One
hour before coalescence they are 8400 kilometers apart and their orbi-
orbital period is 1.9 seconds. One minute before coalescence: separation
3000 kilometers, period 0.41 second. Ten seconds before coalescence:
separation 1900 kilometers, period 0.21 second.

Then, in the last ten seconds, you and your starship begin to shake,
gently at first, then more and more violently. It is as though a gigantic
pair of hands had grabbed your head and feet and were alternately
compressing and stretching you harder and harder, faster and faster.
And then, more suddenly than it started, the shaking stops. All is quiet.

"What was that?"you murmur to DAWN, your voice trembling.
"Tikhii, tikhii,"she replies soothingly."That was the undulating

tidal force of gravitational waves from the holes' coalescence. You are
accustomed to gravitational waves so weak that only very delicate
instruments can detect their tidal force. However, here, close to the
coalescing holes, they were enormously strong—strong enough that,
had we parked our starship in an orbit 30 times smaller, it would have
been torn apart by the waves. But now we are safe. The coalescence is
complete and the waves are gone; they are on their way out into the
Universe, carrying to distant astronomers a symphonic description of
the coalescence."sa

36. Chapter 10.
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Training one of your crew's telescopes on the source of gravity
below, you see that DAWN is right,, the coalescence is complete. Where
before there were two holes there now is just one, and it is spinning
rapidly, as you see from the swirl of infalling atoms. This hole will
make an ideal power generator for your crew and thousands of genera-
generations of their descendants.

By measuring the starship's orbit, Kares deduces that the hole
weighs 45 solar masses. Since the parent holes totaled 48 solar masses, 3
solar masses must have been converted into pure energy and carried off
by the gravitational waves. No wonder the waves shook you so hard!

As you turn your telescopes toward the hole, a small object unexpect-
unexpectedly hurtles past your starship, splaying brilliant sparks profusely in all
directions, and then explodes, blasting a gaping hole in your ship's side.
Your well-trained crew and robots rush to their battle stations, you
search vainly for the attacking warship—and then, responding to an
appeal for her help, DAWN announces soothingly over the ship's
speaker system,"Tikhii, tikhii; we are not being attacked. That was
just a freak primordial black hole, evaporating and then exploding."*7

"A what?!"you cry out.
"A primordial black hole, evaporating and then destroying itself in

an explosion,"DAWN repeats.
"Explain!"you demand."What do you mean by primordial? What

do you mean by evaporating and exploding? You're not making sense.
Things can fall into a black hole, but nothing can ever come out,-
nothing can 'evaporate.' And a black hole lives forever; it always grows,
never shrinks. There is no way a black hole can 'explode' and destroy
itself. That's absurd."

Patiently as always, DAWN educates you."Large objects—such as
humans, stars, and black holes formed by the implosion of a stair—are
governed by the classical laws of physics,"she explains,"by Newton's
laws of motion, Einstein's relativity Jaws, and so forth. By contrast, tiny
objects—for example, atoms, molecules, and black holes smaller than
an atom—are governed by a very different set of laws, the quantum
laws of physics.58 While the classical laws forbid a normal-sized black
hole ever to evaporate, shrink, explode, or destroy itself, not so the
quantum laws. They demand that any atom-sized black hole gradually
evaporate and shrink until it reaches a critically small circumference,

37. Chapter 12.
58. Chapters 4-6, 10, V2-H.
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about the same as an atomic nucleus. The hole, which despite its tiny
size weighs about a billion tons, must then destroy itself in an enor-
enormous explosion. The explosion converts all of the hole's billion-ton
mass into outpouring energy; it is a trillion times more energetic than
the most powerful nuclear explosions that humans ever detonated on
Earth in the twentieth century. Just such an explosion has now dam-
damaged our ship,"DAWN explains.

"But you needn't worry that more explosions will follow,"DAWN
continues."Such explosions are exceedingly rare because tiny black
holes are exceedingly rare. The only place that tiny holes were ever
created was in our Universe's big bang birth, twenty billion years ago;
that is why they are called primordial holes. The big bang created only
a few such primordial holes, and those few have been slowly evaporat-
evaporating and shrinking ever since their birth. Once in a great while one of
them reaches its critical, smallest size and explodes.39 It was only by
chance—an extremely improbable occurrence—that one exploded
while hurtling past our ship, and it is exceedingly unlikely that our
starship will ever encounter another such hole."

R? Lelieved, you order your crew to begin repairs on the ship while you
and your mates embark on your telescopic study of the 45-solar-mass,
rapidly spinning hole below you.

The hole's spin is obvious not only from the swirl of infalling atoms,
but also from the shape of the bright-ringed black spot it makes on the
sky below you: The black spot is squashed, like a pumpkin; it bulges at
its equator and is flattened at its poles. The centrifugal force of the
hole's spin, pushing outward, creates the bulge and flattening.40 But the
bulge is not symmetric; it looks larger on the right edge of the disk,
which is moving away from you as the horizon spins, than on the left
edge. DAWN explains that this is because the horizon can capture rays
of starlight more easily if they move toward you along its right edge,
against the direction of its spin, than along its left edge, with its spin.

By measuring the shape of the spot and comparing it with general
relativity's black-hole formulas, Bret infers that the hole's spin angular
momentum is 96 percent of the maximum allowed for a hole of its
mass. And from this angular momentum and the hole's mass of 45 Suns
you compute other properties of the hole, including the spin rate of its

39.�Chapter 12.
40.�Chapter 7.
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horizon, 270 revolutions per second, and its equatorial circumference,
533 kilometers.

The spin of the hole intrigues you. Never before could you observe a
spinning hole up close. So with pangs of conscience you ask for and get
a volunteer robot, to explore the neighborhood of the horizon and
transmit back his experiences. You give the robot, whose name is
Kolob, careful instructions:"Descend to ten meters above the horizon
and there blast your rockets to hold yourself at rest, hovering directly
below the starship. Use your rockets to resist both the inward pull of
gravity and the tornado-like swirl of space."

Eager for adventure, Kolob drops out of the starship's belly and
plunges downward, blasting his rockets gently at first, then harder, to
resist the swirl of space and remain directly below the ship. At first
Kolob has no problems. But when he reaches a circumference of 833
kilometers, 56 percent larger than the horizon, his laser light brings the
message,"I can't resist the swirl; I can't; I can't!"and like a rock caught
up in a tornado he gets dragged into a circulating orbit around the
hole.*1

"Don't worry,"you reply."Just do your best to resist the swirl, and
continue to descend until you are ten meters above the horizon."

Kolob complies. As he descends, he is dragged into more and more
rapid circulating motion. Finally, when he stops his descent and hovers
ten meters above the horizon, he is encircling the hole in near perfect
lockstep with the horizon itself, 270 circuits per second. No matter how
hard he blasts to oppose this motion, he cannot. The swirl of space
won't let him stop.

"Blast in the other direction,"you order."If you can't circle more
slowly than 270 circuits per second, try circling faster."

Kolob tries. He blasts, keeping himself always 10 meters above the
horizon but trying to encircle it faster than before. Although he feels
the usual acceleration from his blast, you see his motion change hardly
at all. He still circles the hole 270 times per second. And then, before
you can transmit further instructions, his fuel gives out, he begins to
plummet downward; his laser light zooms through the electromagnetic
spectrum from green to red to infrared to radio waves, and then turns
black with no change in his circulating motion. He is gone, down the
hole, plunging toward the violent singularity that you will never see.

41. Chapter 7.
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Aft fter three weeks of mourning, experiments, and telescopic studies,
your crew begin to build for the future. Bringing in materials from
distant planets, they construct a girder-work ring around the hole. The
ring has a circumference of 5 million kilometers, a thickness of 3.4
kilometers, and a width of 4000 kilometers. It rotates at just the right
rate, two rotations per hour, for centrifugal forces to counterbalance the
hole's gravitational pull at the ring's central layer, 1.7 kilometers from its
inner and outer faces. Its dimensions are carefully chosen so that those
people who prefer to live in 1 Earth gravity can set up their homes
near the inner or outer face of the ring, while those who prefer weaker
gravity can live nearer its center. These differences in gravity are
due in part to the rotating ring's centrifugal force and in part to the hole's
tidal force—or, in Einstein's language, to the curvature of spacetime.

The electric power that heats and lights this ring world is extracted
from the black hole: Twenty percent of the hole's mass is in the form of
energy that is stored in the tornado-like swirl of space outside but near
the horizon.4"This is 10,000 times more energy than the Sun will
radiate as heat and light in its entire lifetime!—and being outside the
horizon, it can be extracted. Never mind that the ring world's energy
extractor is only 50 percent efficient; it still has a 5000 times greater
energy supply than the Sun.

The energy extractor works on the same principle as do some qua-
quasars4*: Your crew have threaded a magnetic field through the hole's
horizon and they hold it on the hole, despite its tendency to pop off, by
means of giant superconducting coils(Figure P.6). As the horizon spins,
it drags the nearby space into a tornado-like swirl which in turn in-
interacts with the threading magnetic field to form a gigantic electric
power generator. The magnetic field lines act as transmission lines for
the power. Electric current is driven out of the hole's equator(in the
form of electrons flowing inward)and up the magnetic field lines to
the ring world. There the current deposits its power. Then it flows out
of the ring world on another set of magnetic field lines and down into
the hole's north and south poles(in the form of positrons flowing
inward). By adjusting the strength of the magnetic field, the world's
inhabitants can adjust the power output: weak field and low power in
the world's early years; strong field and high power in later years.
Gradually as the power is extracted, the hole will slow its spin, but it

42.�Chapters 7 and tl.
43.�Chapters 9 and 11.
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P.6 A city on a girder-work ring around a spinning black hole, and the electro-
electromagnetic system by which the city extracts power from the hole's spin.

will take many eons to exhaust the hole's enormous store of spin en-

X our crew and countless generations of their descendants can call this
artificial world"home"and use it as a base for future explorations of
the Universe. But not you. You long for the Earth and the friends
whom you left behind, friends who must have been dead now for more
than 4 billion years. Your longing is so great that you are willing to risk
the last quarter of your normal, 200-year life span in a dangerous and
perhaps foolhardy attempt to return to the idyllic era of your youth.

Time travel into the future is rather easy, as your voyage among the
holes has shown. Not so travel into the past. In fact, such travel might
be completely forbidden by the fundamental laws of physics. However,
DAWN tells you of speculations, dating back to the twentieth century,
that backward time travel might be achieved with the aid of a hypo-
hypothetical space warp called a wormhole.**This space warp consists of two

44. Chapter 14.
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P.7 The two mouths of a hypothetical wormhole. Enter either mouth, and you
will emerge from the other, having traveled through a short tube(the worm-
hole's throat)lhat extends not through our Universe, but through hyperspace.

entrance holes(the wormhole's mouths), which look much like black
holes but without horizons, and which can be far apart in the Universe
(Figure P.7). Anything that enters one mouth finds itself in a very
short tube(the wormhole's throat)that leads to and out of the other
mouth. The tube cannot be seen from our Universe because it extends

through hyperspace rather than through normal space. Tt might be
possible for time to hook up through the wormhole in a different way
than through our Universe, DAWN explains. By traversing the worm-
hole in one direction, say from the left mouth to the right, one might
go backward in our Universe's time, while traversing in the opposite
direction, from right to left, one would go forward. Such a wormhole
would be a time warp, as well as a space warp.

The laws of quantum gravity demand that exceedingly tiny worm-
holes of this type exist,45 DAWN tells you. These quantum wormholes
must be so tiny, just 10"ss centimeter in size, that their existence is only
fleeting-far too brief, 10'*3 second, to be usable for time travel. They

45. Chapters 13 and 14.
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mast flash into existence and then flash out in a random, unpredictable
manner—here, there, and everywhere. Very occasionally a flashing
wormhole will have one mouth near the ring world today and the
other near Earth in the era 4 billion years ago when you embarked on
vout voyage. DAWN proposes to try to catch such a wormhole as it
flickers, enlarge it like a child Wowing up a balloon, and keep it open
long enough for you to travel through it to the home of your youth.

But DAWN warns you of great danger. Physicist*have conjectured,
though it has never been proved, that an instant before an enlarging
worrahole becomes a time machine, the wormhole must self-destruct
with a gigantic, explosive flash. In this way the Universe might protect
itself from time-travel paradoxes, such as a man going back in time and
killing his mother before he was conceived, thereby prevesnting himself
from being born and killing his mother."*

Tf the physicists' conjecture is wrong, then DAWN might be able to
hold the wormhole open for a few seconds, with a large enough throat
for you to travel through. By waiting nearby as she enlarges the worm-
hole and then plunging through it, within a fraction of a second of your
own time you will arrive home on Earth, in the era of your youth 4
billion years ago. But if the time machine self-destructs, you will be
destroyed with it. You decide to take the chance ...

X he above tale sounds like science fiction. Indeed, part of it is; I
cannot by any means guarantee that there exists a 10-solar-mass black
hole near the star Vega, or a million-solar-mass hole at the center of the
Milky Way, or a 15-trillion-solar-mass black hole anywhere at all in
the Universe; they are all speculative but plausible fiction. Nor can I
guarantee that humans will ever succeed in developing the technology
for intergalactic travel, or even for interstellar travel, or for construct-
constructing ring worlds on girder-work structures around black holes, These
are also speculative fiction.

On the other hand, I can guarantee with considerable but not com-
complete confidence that black holes exist in our Universe and have the
precise properties described in the above tale. If you hover in a blasting
starship just above the horizon of a 15-trillion-solar-mass hole, I guar-
guarantee that the laws of physics will be the same inside your starship as

46. Chapter 14.
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on Earth, and that when you look out. at the heavens around you, you
will see the entire Universe shining down at you in a brilliant, small
disk of light. I guarantee that, if you send a robot probe down near the
horizon of a spinning hole, blast as it. may it will never be able to move
forward or backward at any speed other than the hole's own spin speed
B70 circuits per second in my example). I guarantee that a rapidly
spinning hole can store as much as 29 percent of its mass as spin
energy, and that if one is clever enough, one can extract that energy
and use it.

How can I guarantee all these things with considerable confidence?
After all, I have never seen a black hole. Nobody has. Astronomers have
found only indirect evidence for the existence of black holes47 and no
observational evidence whatsoever for their claimed detailed proper-
properties. How can I be so audacious as to guarantee so much about them?
For one simple reason. Just as the laws of physics predict the pattern of
ocean tides on Earth, the time and height of each high tide and each
low tide, so also the laws of physics, if we understand them correctly,
predict these black-hole properties, and predict them with no equivoca-
equivocation. From Newton's description of the laws of physics one can deduce,
by mathematical calculations, the sequence of Earth tides for the year
1999 or the year 2010; similarly, from Einstein's general relativity
description of the laws, one can deduce, by mathematical calculations,
everything there is to know about the properties of black holes, from
the horizon on outward.

And why do I believe that Einstein's general relativity description of
the fundamental laws of physics is a highly accurate one? After all, we
know that Newton's description ceases to be accurate near a black hole.

Successful descriptions of the fundamental laws contain within
themselves a strong indication of where they will fail.4*Newton's de-
description tells us itself that it will probably fail near a black hole
(though we only learned in the twentieth century how to read this out
of Newton's description). Similarly, Einstein's general relativity de-
description exudes confidence in itself outside a black hole, at the hole's
horizon, and inside the hole all the way down almost(but not quite)to
the singularity at its center. This is one thing that gives me confidence
in general relativity's predictions. Another is the fact that, although
general relativity's black-hole predictions have not yet been tested

47.�Chapters 8 and 9.
48.�Last section of Chapter 1.
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directly, there have been high-precision tests of other features of gen-
general relativity on the Earth, in the solar system, and in binary systems
that contain compact, exotic stars called pulsars. General relativity has
come through each test with flying colors.

Over the past twenty years I have participated in the theoretical-
physics quest which produced our present understanding of black holes
and in the quest to test black-hole predictions by astronomical observa-
observation. My own contributions have been modest, but with my physicist
and astronomer colleagues 1 have reveled in the excitement of the
quest and have marveled at the insight it has produced. This book is
my attempt to convey some sense of that excitement and marvel to
people who are not experts in either astronomy or physics.
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The Relativity
of Space and Time

in which Einstein destroys
Newton's conceptions
of space and time as Absolute

13 April 1901
Professor Wilhelm Ostwald

University of Leipzig
Leipzig, Germany

Esteemed Herr Professor!

Please forgive a father who is so bold as to turn to you, esteemed Herr
Professor, in the interest of his son.

I shall start by telling you that my son Albert is 22 years old, that
he studied at the Zurich Polytechnikum for 4 years, and that he
passed his diploma examinations in mathematics and physics with
flying colors last summer. Since then, he has been trying
unsuccessfully to obtain a position as Assistent, which would enable
him to continue his education in theoretical&experimental physics.
All those in position to give a judgment in the matter, praise his
talents; in any case, I can assure you that he is extraordinarily studious
and diligent and clings with great love to his science.

My son therefore feels profoundly unhappy with his present lack of
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position, and his idea that he has gone off the tracks with his career&
is now out of touch gets more and more entrenched each day. In
addition, he is oppressed by the thought that he is a burden on us,
people of modest means.

Since it is you, highly honored Herr Professor, whom my son seems
to admire and esteem more than any other scholar currently active in
physics, it is you to whom I have taken the liberty of turning with the
humble request to read his paper published in the Annalen fur
Physkk and to write him, if possible, a few words of encouragement,
so that he might recover his joy in living and working.

If, in addition, you could secure him an Assistant's position for now
or the next autumn, ray gratitude would know no bounds.

I beg you once again to forgive me for my impudence in writing to
you, and I am also taking the liberty of mentioning that my son does
not know anything about my unusual step.

I remain, highly esteemed Herr Professor, your devoted
Hermann Einstein

J.t was, indeed, a period of depression for Albert Einstein. He had been
jobless for eight months, since graduating from the Zurich Politech-
nikum at age twenty-one, and he felt himself a failure-

At the Politechnikum(usually called the"ETH"after its German-
language initials), Einstein had studied under several of the world's
most renowned physicists and mathematicians, but had not got on well
with them. In the turn-of-the-century academic world where most
Professors(with a capital P)demanded and expected respect, Einstein
gave little. Since childhood he had bristled against authority, always
questioning, never accepting anything without testing its truth him-
himself."Unthinking respect for authority is the greatest enemy of truth,"
he asserted. Heinrich Weber, the most famous of his two ETH physics
professors, complained in exasperation:"You are a smart boy, Einstein,
a very smart boy. But you have one great fault: you do not let yourself
be told anything."His other physics professor, Jean Pernet, asked him
why he didn't study medicine, law, or philology rather than physics.
"You can do what you like,"Pernet said,"I only wish to warn you in
your own interest."

Einstein did not. make matters better by his casual attitude toward
coursework."One had to cram all this stuff into one's mind for the

examinations whether one liked it or not,"he later said. His mathe-
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matics professor, Hermann Minkowski, of whom we shall hear much
in Chapter 2, was so put off by Einstein's attitude that he called him a
"lazy dog."

But lazy Einstein was not. He was just selective. Some parts of the
coursework he absorbed thoroughly; others he ignored, preferring to
spend his time on self-directed study and thinking. Thinking was fun,
joyful, and satisfying; on his own he could learn about the"new"
physics, the physics that Heinrich Weber omitted from all his lectures.

Newton's Absolute Space and Time,
and the Aether

J. he"old"physics, the physics that Einstein could learn from Weber,
was a great body of knowledge that I shall call Newtonian, not because
Isaac Newton was responsible for all of it(he wasn't), but because its
foundations were laid by Newton in the seventeenth century.

By the late nineteenth century, all the disparate phenomena of the
physical Universe could be explained beautifully by a handful of sim-
simple Newtonian physical laws. For example, all phenomena involving
gravity could be explained by Newton's laws of motion and gravity:

' Every object moves uniformly in a straight line unless acted on by
a force.

?�When a force does act, the object's velocity changes at a rate pro-
proportional to the force and inversely proportional to its mass.

?�Between any two objects in the Universe there acts a gravitational
force that is proportional to the product of their masses and in-
inversely proportional to the square of their separation.

By mathematically manipulating1 these three laws, nineteenth-cen-
nineteenth-century physicists could explain the orbits of the planets around the Sun,
the orbits of the moons around the planets, the ebb and flow of ocean
tides, and the fall of rocks; and they could even learn how to weigh the
Sun and the Earth. Similarly, by manipulating a simple set of electric
and magnetic laws, the physicists could explain lightning, magnets,
radio waves, and the propagation, diffraction, and reflection of light.

1. Readers who wish ? understand what is meant by"mathematically manipulating"the
laws of physics will find a discussion in the notes section at the end of the book.
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Fame and fortune awaited those who could harness the Newtonian

laws for technology. By mathematically manipulating the Newtonian
laws of heat, James Watt figured out how to convert a primitive steam
engine devised by others into the practical device that came to bear his
name, By leaning heavily on Joseph Henry's understanding of the laws
of electricity and magnetism, Samuel Morse devised his profitable ver-
version of the telegraph.

Inventors and physicists alike took pride in the perfection of their
understanding. Everything in the heavens and on Earth seemed to
obey the Newtonian laws of physics, and mastery of the laws was
bringing humans a mastery of their environment—and perhaps one
day would bring mastery of the entire Universe.

2x11 the old, well-established Newtonian, laws and their technological
applications Einstein could learn in Heinrich Weber's lectures, and
learn well. Indeed, in his first several years at the ETH, Einstein was
enthusiastic about Weber. To the sole woman in his ETH class, Mileva
Marie(of whom he was enamored), he wrote in February 1898,
"Weber lectured masterfully. I eagerly anticipate his every class."

But in his fourth year at the ETH. Einstein became highly dissatis-
dissatisfied. Weber lectured only on the old physics. He completely ignored
some of the most important developments of recent decades, including
James Clerk Maxwell's discovery of a new set of elegant electromag-
electromagnetic laws from which one could deduce all electromagnetic phenom-
phenomena: the behaviors of magnets, electric sparks, electric circuits, radio
waves, light. Einstein had to teach himself Maxwell's unifying laws of
electromagnetism by reading up-to-date books written by physicists at
other universities, and he presumably did not hesitate to inform Weber
of his dissatisfaction. His relations with Weber deteriorated.

In retrospect, it is clear that of all things Weber ignored in his
lectures, the most important was the mounting evidence of cracks in
the foundation of Newtonian physics, a foundation whose bricks and
mortar were Newton's concepts of space and time as-absolute.

Newton's absolute space was the space of everyday experience, with
its three dimensions: east-west, north-south, up-down. It was obvious
from everyday experience that there is one and only one such space. It
is a space shared by all humanity, by the Sun, by all the planets and the
stars. We all move through this space in our own ways and at our own
speeds, and regardless of our motion, we experience the space in the
same way. This space gives us our sense of length and breadth and
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height; and according to Newton, we all, regardless of our motion, will
agree on the length, breadth, and height of an object, so long as we
make sufficiently accurate measurements.

Newton's absolute time was the time of everyday experience, the
time that flows inexorably forward as we age, the time measured by
high-quality clocks and by the rotation of the Earth and motion of the
planets. It is a time whose flow is experienced in common by all
humanity, by the Sun, by all the planets and the stars. According to
Newton we all, regardless of our motion, will agree on the period of
some planetary orbit ot the duration of some politician's speech, so long
as we all use sufficiently accurate clocks to time the orbit or speech.

If Newton's concepts of space and time as absolute were to crumble,
the whole edifice of Newtonian physical laws would come tumbling
down. Fortunately, year after year, decade after decade, century after
century, Newton's foundational concepts had stood firm, producing one
scientific triumph after another, from the domain of the planets to the
domain of electricity to the domain of heat. There was no sign of any
crack in the foundation—until 1881, when Albert Michelson started
timing the propagation of light.

It seemed obvious, and the Newtonian laws so demanded, that if one
measures the speed of light(or of anything else), the result must
depend on how one is moving. If one is at rest in absolute space, then
one should see the same light speed in all directions. By contrast, if one
is moving through absolute space, say eastward, then one should see
eastward-propagating light slowed and westward-propagating light
speeded up, just as a person on an eastbound train sees eastward-flying
birds slowed and westward-flying birds speeded up.

For the birds, it is the air that regulates their flight speed. Beating
their wings against the air, the birds of each species move at the same
maximum speed through the air regardless of their flight direction.
Similarly, for light it was a substance called the aether that regulated
the propagation speed, according to Newtonian physical laws. Beating
its electric and magnetic fields against the aether, light propagates
always at the same universal speed through the aether, regardless of its
propagation direction. And since the aether(according to Newtonian
concepts)is at rest in absolute space, anyone at rest will measure the
same light speed in all directions, while anyone in motion will measure
different light speeds.

Now, the Earth moves through absolute space, if for no other reason
than its motion around the Sun; it moves in one direction in January,
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then in the opposite direction six months later, in June. Correspond-
Correspondingly, we on Earth should measure the speed of light to be different in
different directions, and the differences should change with the sea-
seasons—though only very slightly(about 1 part in 10,000), because the
Earth moves so slowly compared to light.

To verify this prediction was a fascinating challenge for experimen-
experimental physicists. Albert Michelson, a twenty-eight-year-old American,
took up the challenge in 1881, using an exquisitely accurate experi-
experimental technique(now called"Michelson interferometry"*)that he
had invented. But try as he might, Michelson could find no evidence
whatsoever for any variation of light speed with direction. The speed
turned out to be the same in all directions and at all seasons in his

initial 1861 experiments, and the same to much higher precision in
later 1887 experiments that Michelson performed in Cleveland, Ohio,
jointly with a chemist, Edward Morley. Michelson reacted with a mix-
mixture of elation at his discovery and dismay at its consequences. Hein-
rich Weber and most other physicists of the 1890s reacted with skepti-
skepticism.

It was easy to be skeptical. Interesting experiments are often terribly-
difficult—so difficult, in fact, that regardless of how carefully they are
carried out, they can give wrong results. Just one little abnormality in
the apparatus, or one tiny uncontrolled fluctuation in its temperature,
or one unexpected vibration of the floor beneath it, might alter the
experiment's final result. Thus, it is not surprising that physicists of
today, like physicists of the 1890s, are occasionally confronted by terri-
terribly difficult experiments which conflict with each other or conflict
with our deeply cherished beliefe about the nature of the Universe and
its physical laws. Recent examples are experiments that purported to
discover a"fifth force"(one not present in the standard, highly success-
successful physical laws)and other experiments denying that such a force
exists; also experiments claiming to discover"cold fusion"(a phenome-
phenomenon forbidden by the standard laws, if physicists understand those laws
correctly)and other experiments denying that cold fusion occurs. Al-
Almost always the experiments that threaten our deeply cherished beliefs
are wrong; their radical results are artifacts of experimental error.
However, occasionally they are right and point the way toward a revo-
revolution in our understanding of nature.

One mark of an outstanding physicist is an ability to"smell"which

2. <Ji?pter 10.
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experiments are to be trusted, and which not; which are to be worried
about, and which ignored. As technology improves and the experi-
experiments are repeated over and over again, the truth ultimately becomes
clear; but if one is trying to contribute to the progress of science, and if
one wants to place one's own imprimatur on major discoveries, then
one needs to divine early, not later, which experiments to trust.

Several outstanding physicists of the 1690$examined the Michel-
Michelson-Morley experiment and concluded that the intimate details of the
apparatus and the exquisite care with which it was executed made a
strongly convincing case. This experiment"smells good,"they decided;
something might well be wrong with the foundations of Newtonian
physics. By contrast, Heinrich Weber and most others were confident
that, given time and further experimental effort, all would come out
fine; Newtonian physics would triumph in the end, as it had so many
times before. It would be inappropriate to even mention this experi-
experiment in one's university lectures; one should not mislead young minds.

The Irish physicist George F. Fitzgerald was the first to accept the
Michelson-Morley experiment at face value and speculate about its
implications. By comparing it with other experiments, he came to the
radical conclusion that the fault lies in physicists' understanding of the
concept of"length,"and correspondingly there might be something
wrong with Newton's concept of absolute space. In a short 1889 article
in the American journal Science, he wrote in part:'

I have read with much interest Messrs. Michelson and Morley's
wonderfully delicate experiment. . .. Their result seems opposed to
other experiments�I would suggest that almost the only hypothe-
hypothesis that can reconcile this opposition is that the length of material
bodies changes, according as they are moving through the aether
[through absolute space]or across it, by an amount depending on the
square of the ratio of their velocities to that of light.

A tiny(five parts in a billion)contraction of length along the direc-
direction of the Earth's motion could, indeed, account for the null result of
the Michelson-Morley experiment. But this required a repudiation of
physicists' understanding of the behavior of matter: No known force
could make moving objects contract along their direction of motion,
not even by so minute an amount If physicists understood correctly the
nature of space and the nature of the molecular forces inside solid
bodies, then uniformly moving solid bodies would always have to re-
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tain their same shape and size relative to absolute space, regardless of
how fast they moved.

Hendrik Lorentz in Amsterdam also believed the Michelson-Mor-

ley experiment, and he took seriously Fitzgerald's suggestion that mov-
moving objects contract. Fitzgerald, upon learning of this, wrote to Lorentz
expressing delight, since"I have been rather laughed at for my view
over here."In a search for deeper understanding, Lorentz—and inde-
independently Henri Poincare in Paris, France, and Joseph Larmor in Cam-
Cambridge, England—reexamined the laws of electromagnetism, and no-
noticed a peculiarity that dovetailed with Fitzgerald's length-contraction
idea:

If one expressed Maxwell's electromagnetic laws in terms of the
electric and magnetic fields measured at rest in absolute space, the laws
took on an especially simple and beautiful mathematical form. For
example, one of the laws said, simply,"As seen by anyone at rest in
absolute space, magnetic field lines have no ends"(see Figure 1.1 a,b).
However, if one expressed Maxwell's laws in terms of the slightly
different fields measured by a moving person, then the laws looked far
more complicated and ugly. In particular, the"no ends"law became,
"As seen by someone in motion, most magnetic field lines are endless,
but a few get cut by the motion, thereby acquiring ends. Moreover,
when the moving person shakes the magnet, new field lines get cut,
then heal, then get cut again, then reheat"(see Figure 1.1c).

The new mathematical discovery by T^orentz, Poincare, and Larmor
was a way to make the moving person's electromagnetic laws look
beautiful, and in fact look identical to the laws used by a person at rest
in absolute space:"Magnetic field lines never end, under any circum-
circumstances whatsoever."One could make the laws take on this beautiful

form by pretending, contrary to Newtonian precepts, that all moving
objects get contracted along their direction of motion by precisely the
amount that Fitzgerald needed to explain the Michelson-Morley ex-
experiment!

If the Fitzgerald contraction had been the only"new physics"that
one needed to make the electromagnetic laws universally simple and
beautiful, Lorentz, Poincare, and I^armor, with their intuitive faith
that the laws of physics ought to be beautiful, might have cast aside
Newtonian precepts and believed firmly in the contraction. However,
the contraction by itself was not enough. To make the laws beautiful,
one also had to pretend that time flows more slowly as measured by
someone moving through the Universe than by someone at rest; mo-
motion"dilates"time.
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1.1 One of Maxwell's electromagnetic laws, as understood within the frame-
framework of nineteenth-century, Newtonian physics:(a)The concept of a magnetic
field line: When one places a bar magnet under a sheet of paper and scatters iron
filings on top of the sheet, the filings mark out the magnet's field lines. Each field
line leaves the magnet's north pole, swings around the magnet and reenters it at
the south pole, and then travels through the magnet to the north pole, where it
attaches onto itself. The field line is therefore a closed curve, somewhat like a
rubber band, without any ends. The statement that"magnetic field lines never
have ends*is Maxwell's law in its simplest, most beautiful form,(b)According to
Newtonian physics, this version of Maxwell's law is correct no matter what one
does with the magnet(for example, even if one shakes it wildly)so long as one
is at rat in absolute space. No magnetic field line ever has any ends, from the
viewpoint of someone at rest,(c)When studied by someone riding on the surface
of the Earth as it moves through absolute space, Maxwell's law is much more
complicated, according to Newtonian physics. If the moving person's magnet sits
quietly on a table, then a few of its field lines(about one in a hundred million)
will have ends. If the person shakes the magnet wildly, additional field lines(one
in a trillion)will get cut temporarily by the shaking, and then will heal, then get
cut, then reheal. Although one field line in a hundred million or a trillion with
ends was far too few to be discerned in any nineteenth-century physics experi-
experiment, the fact that Maxwell's laws predicted such a thing seemed rather compli-
complicated and ugly to Lorentz, Poincare, and Larmor.
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Now, the Newtonian laws of physics were unequivocal: Time is
absolute. It flows uniformly and inexorably at the same universal rate,
independently of how one moves. If the Newtonian laws were correct,
then motion cannot cause time to dilate any more than it can cause
lengths to contract. Unfortunately, the clocks of the 1890s were far too
inaccurate to reveal the truth; and, faced with the scientific and techno-
technological triumphs of Newtonian physics, triumphs grounded firmly on
the foundation of absolute time, nobody was willing to assert with
conviction that time really does dilate. Lorentz, Poincare, and Larmor
waffled.

Einstein, as a student in Zurich, was not yet ready to tackle such
heady issues as these, but already he was beginning to think about
them. To his friend Mileva Marie(with whom romance was now
budding)he wrote in August 1699,"I am more and more convinced
that the electrodynamics of moving bodies, as presented today, is not
correct."Over the next six years, as his powers as a physicist matured,
he would ponder this issue and the reality of the contradiction of
lengths and dilation of time.

Weber, by contrast, showed no interest in such speculative issues. He
kept right on lecturing abont Newtonian physics as though all were in
perfect order, as though there were no hints of cracks in the foundation
of physics.

he neared the end of his studies at the ETH, Einstein naively
assumed that, because he was intelligent and had not really done all
that badly in his courses(overall mark of 4.91 out of 6.00), he would be
offered the position of"Assistent"in physics at the ETH under Weber,
and could use it in the usual manner as a springboard into the academic
world. As an Assistent he could start doing research of Ins own, leading
in a few years to a Ph.D. degree.

But such was not to be. Of the four students who passed their final
exams in the combined physics-mathematics program in August 1900,
three got assistantships at the ETH working under mathematicians;
the fourth, Einstein, got nothing. Weber hired as Assistents two engi-
engineering students rather than Einstein.

Einstein kept trying. In September, one month after graduation, he
applied for a vacant Assistent position in mathematics at the ETH. He
was rejected. In winter and spring he applied to Wilhelm Ostwald in
Leipzig, Germany, and Heike Kamerlingh Onnes in Leiden, the Neth-
Netherlands. Prom them he seems never to have received even the courtesy
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of a reply—though his note to Onnes is now proudly displayed in a
museum in Leiden, and though Ostwald ten years later would be the
first to nominate Einstein for a Nobel Prize. Even the letter to Ostwald

from Einstein's father seems to have elicited no response.
To the saucy and strong-willed Mileva Marie, with whom his ro-

romance had turned intense, Einstein wrote on 27 March 1901,"I'm
absolutely convinced that Weber is to blame. ... it doesn't make any
sense to write to any more professors, because they'll surely turn to
Weber for information about me at a certain point, and he'll just give
me another bad recommendation."To a close friend, Marcel Gross-
mann, he wrote on 14 April 1901,"I could have found[an Assistent
position]long ago had it not been for Weber's underhandedness. All
the same, I leave no stone unturned and do not give up my sense of
humor ... God created the donkey and gave him a thick hide."

A thick hide he needed; not only was he searching fruitlessly for a
job, but his parents were vehemently opposing his plans to marry
Mileva, and his relationship to Mileva was growing turbulent. Of
Mileva his mother wrote,"This Miss Marie is causing me the bitterest
hours of my life, if it were in my power, I would make every effort to
banish her from our horizon, I really dislike her."And of Einstein's
mother, Mileva wrote,"That lady seems to have made it her life's goal
to embitter as much, as possible not only my life but also that of her son.
... I wouldn't have thought it possible that there could exist such
heartless and outright wicked people!"

Einstein wanted desperately to escape his financial dependence on
his parents, and to have the peace of mind and freedom to devote most
of his energy to physics. Perhaps this could be achieved by some means
other than an Assistent position in a university. His degree from the
ETH qualified him to teach in a gymnasium(high school), so to this he
turned: He managed in mid-May 1901 to get a temporary job at a
technical high school in Winterthur, Switzerland, substituting for a
mathematics teacher who had to serve a term in the army.

To his former history professor at the ETH, Alfred Stern, he wrote,
"I am beside myself with joy about[this teaching job], because today I
received the news that everything has been definitely arranged. I have
not the slightest idea as to who might be the humanitarian who recom-
recommended me there, because from what I have been told, I am not in the
good books of any of my former teachers."The job in Winterthur,
followed in autumn 1901 by another temporary high school teaching
job in Schaffhausen, Switzerland, and then in June 1902 by a job as
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"technical expert third class"in the Swiss Patent Office in Bern, gave
him independence and stability.

Despite continued turbulence in his personal life(long separations
from Mileva; an illegitimate child with Mileva in 1902, whom they
seem to have put up for adoption, perhaps to protect Einstein's career
possibilities in staid Switzerland; his marriage to Mileva a year later in
spite of his parents' violent opposition), Einstein maintained an opti-
optimistic spirit and remained clear-headed enough to think, and think
deeply about physics: From 1901 through 1904 he seasoned his powers
as a physicist by theoretical research on the nature of the forces be-
between molecules in liquids, such as water, and in metals, and research
on the nature of heat. His new insights, which were substantial, were
published in a sequence of five articles in the most prestigious physics
journal of the early 1900s: the Annalen der PhysiA.

The patent office job in Bern was well suited to seasoning Einstein's
powers. On the job he was challenged to figure out whether the inven-
inventions submitted would work—often a delightful task, and one that
sharpened his mind. And the job left free half his waking hours and all
weekend. Most of these he spent studying and thinking about physics,
often in the midst of family chaos.

His ability to concentrate despite distractions was described by a
student, who visited him at home several years after his marriage to
Mileva:"He was sitting in his study in front of a heap of papers covered
with mathematical formulas. Writing with his right hand and holding
his younger son in his left, he kept replying to questions from his elder
son Albert who was playing with his bricks. With the words, 'Wait a
minute, I've nearly finished,' he gave me the children to look after for a
few moments and went on working."

In Bern, Einstein was isolated from other physicists(though he did
have a few close non-physicist friends with whom he could discuss
science and philosophy). For most physicists, such isolation would be
disastrous. Most require continual contact with colleagues working on
similar problems to keep their research from straying off in unproduc-
unproductive directions. But Einstein's intellect was different; he worked more
fruitfully in isolation than in a stimulating milieu of other physicists.

Sometimes it helped him to talk with others—not because they
offered him deep new insights or information, but rather because by
explaining paradoxes and problems to others, he could clarify them in
his own mind. Particularly helpful was Micheie Angelo Besso, an Ital-
Italian engineer who had been a classmate of Einstein's at ETH and now
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was working beside Einstein in the patent office. Of Besso, Einstein

said,"I could not have found a better sounding board in the whole of
Europe."

Einstein's Relative Space and Time,
and Absolute Speed of Light

Lichele Angelo Besso was especially helpful in May 1905, when
Einstein, after focusing for several years on other physics issues, re-
returned to Maxwell's electrodynamic laws and their tantalizing hints of
length contraction and time dilation. Einstein's search for some way to
make sense of these hints was impeded by a mental block. To clear the
block, he sought help from Besso. As he recalled later,"That was a very
beautiful day when I visited[Besso]and began to talk with him as
follows: 'I have recently had a question which was difficult for me to
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understand. So I came here today to bring with me a battle on the
question.' Trying a lot of discussions with him, I could suddenly com-
comprehend the matter. The next day I visited him again and said to him
without greeting.-'Thank you. I've completely solved the problem.'"

Einstein's solution: There is no such thing as absolute space. There is
no such thing as absolute time. Newton's foundation for all of physics was
flawed. And as for the aether: It does not exist

By rejecting absolute space, Einstein made absolutely meaningless
the notion of"being at rest in absolute space."There is no way, he
asserted, to ever measure the Earth's motion through absolute space,
and that is why the Michelson—Morley experiment turned out the way
it did. One can measure the Earth's velocity only relative to other
physical objects such as the Sun or the Moon, just as one can measure a
train's velocity only relative to physical objects such as the ground and
the air. For neither Earth nor train nor anything else is there any
standard of absolute motion; motion is purely"relative."

By rejecting absolute space, Einstein also rejected the notion that
everyone, regardless of his or her motion, must agree on the length,
height, and width of some table or train or any other object. On the
contrary, Einstein insisted, length, height, and width are"relative"con-
concepts. They depend on the relative motion of the object being measured
and the person doing the measuring.

By rejecting absolute time, Einstein rejected the notion that every-
everyone, regardless of his or her motion, must experience the flow of time
in the same manner. Time is relative, Einstein asserted. Each person
traveling in his or her own way must experience a different time flow
than others, traveling differently.

It is hard not to feel queasy when presented with these assertions. If
correct, not only do they cut the foundations out from under the entire
edifice of Newtonian physical law, they also deprive us of our common-
sense, everyday notions of space and time.

But Einstein was not just, a destroyer. He was also a creator. He
offered us a new foundation to replace the old, a foundation just as firm
and, it has turned out, in far more perfect accord with the Universe.

-Ejinst stein's new foundation consisted of two new fundamental princi-
principles:

? The principle of the absoluteness of the speed of light: Whatever
might be their nature, space and time must be so constituted as to
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make the speed of light absolutely the same in all directions, and
absolutely independent of the motion of the person who measures
it.

This principle is a resounding affirmation that the Michelson-Morley
experiment was correct, and that regardless of how accurate light-
measuring devices may become in the future, they must always con-
continue to give the same result: a universal speed of light.

? The principle of relativity: Whatever might be their nature, the
laws of physics must treat all states of motion on an equal footing.

This principle is a resounding rejection of absolute space: If the laws of
physics did not treat all states of motion(for example, that of the Sun
and that of the Earth)on an equal footing, then using the laws of
physics, physicists would be able to pick out some"preferred"state of
motion(for example, the Sun's)and define it as the state of"absolute
rest."Absolute space would then have crept back into physics. We shall
return to this later in the chapter.

From the absoluteness of the speed of light, Einstein deduced, by an
elegant logical argument described in Box 1.1 below, that if you and I
move relative to each other, what I call space must be a mixture of your
space and your time, and what you call space must he a mixture of my
space and my time.

This"mixing of space and time"is analogous to the mixing of
directions on Earth. Nature offers us two ways to reckon directions, one
tied to the Earth's spin, the other tied to its magnetic field. In
Pasadena, California, magnetic north(the direction a compass needle
points)is offset eastward from true north(the direction toward the
Earth's spin axis, that is, toward the"North Pole")by about 20 degrees;
see Figure 1.2. This means that in order to travel in the magnetic north
direction, one must travel partly(about 80 percent)in the true north
direction and partly(about 20 percent)toward true east. In this sense,
magnetic north is a mixture of true north and true east; similarly, true
north is a mixture of magnetic north and magnetic west.

To understand the analogous mixing of space and time(your space
is a mixture of my space and my time, and my space is a mixture of your
space and your time), imagine yourself the owner of a powerful sports
car. You like to drive your car down Colorado Boulevard in Pasadena,
California, at extremely high speed in the depths of the night, when I,
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a policeman, am napping. To the top of your car you attach a series of
firecrackers, one over the front of the hood, one over the rear of the
trunk, and many in between; see Figure 1.3a. You set the firecrackers
to detonate simultaneously as seen by you, just as you are passing my
police station.

Figure 1.3b depicts this from your own viewpoint. Drawn vertically
is the flow of time, as measured by you("your time'). Drawn horizon-
horizontally is distance along your car, from back to front, as measured by you
("your space"). Since the firecrackers are all at rest in 3'our space(that
is, as seen by you), with the passage of your time they all remain at the
same horizontal locations in the diagram. The dashed lines, one for
each firecracker, depict this. They extend vertically upward in the
diagram, indicating no rightward or leftward motion in space whatso-
whatsoever as time passes—and they then terminate abruptly at the moment
the firecrackers detonate. The detonation events are depicted by as-
asterisks.

This figure is called a spacetime diagram because it plots space hori-
horizontally and time vertically; the dashed lines are called world lines
because they show where in the world the firecrackers travel as time
passes. We shall make extensive use of spacetime diagrams and world
lines later in this book.

If one moves horizontally in the diagram(Figure 1.3b). one is mov-
moving through space at a fixed moment of your time. Correspondingly, it
is convenient to think of each horizontal line in the diagram as depict-
depicting space, as seen by you("your space"), at a specific moment of your
time. For example, the dotted horizontal line is your space at the
moment of firecracker detonation. A.s one moves vertically upward in
the diagram, one is moving through time at a fixed location in your

1.2 Magnetic north Is a mixture of
true north and true east, and
true north is a mixture of magnetic
north and magnetic wesL
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space. Correspondingly, it is convenient to think of each vertical line in
the spacetime diagram(for example, each firecracker world line)as
depicting the flow of your time at a specific location in your space.

I, in the police station, were I not napping, would draw a rather
different spacetime diagram to depict your car, your firecrackers, and
the detonation(Figure 1.3c). I would plot the flow of time, as measured
by me, vertically, and distance along Colorado Boulevard horizontally.
As time passes, each firecracker moves down Colorado Boulevard with
your car at high speed, and correspondingly, the firecracker's world line
tilts rightward in the diagram: At the time of its detonation, the fire-
firecracker is farther to the right down Colorado Boulevard than at earlier
times.

Now, the surprising conclusion of Einstein's logical argument(Box
1.1)is that the absoluteness of the speed of light requires the fire-
firecrackers not to detonate simultaneously as seen by me, even though

13(a)Your sports car speeding down Colorado Boulevard with firecrackers
attached to its roof,(b)Spacetime diagram depicting the firecrackers' motion
and detonation from your viewpoint(riding in the car),(c)Spacetime diagram
depicting the same firecracker motion and detonation from my viewpoint(at
rest in the police station).
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they detonate simultaneously as seen by you. From my viewpoint the
rearmost firecracker on your car detonates first, and the frontmost one
detonates last. Correspondingly, the dotted line that we called"your
space at moment of detonation"(Figure 1.3b)is tilted in my space time
diagram(Figure 1.5c).

From Figure 1.3c it is clear that, to move through your space at your
moment of detonation(along the dotted detonation line), I must move
through both my space and my time. In this sense, your space is a
mixture of my space and my time. This is just the same sense as the
statement that magnetic north is a mixture of true north and true east
(compare Figure 1.3c with Figure 1.2).

You might be tempted to assert that this"mixing of space and time"
is nothing but a complicated, jingoistic way of saying that"simul-
"simultaneity depends on one's state of motion."True. However, physicists,
building on Einstein's foundations, have found this way of thinking to
be powerful. It has helped them to decipher Einstein's legacy(his new
laws of physics), and to discover in that legacy a set of seemingly
outrageous phenomena: black holes, wormholes, singularities, time
warps, and time machines.

From the absoluteness of the speed of light and the principle of
relativity, Einstein deduced other remarkable features of space and
time. In the language of the above story:

?�Einstein deduced that, as you speed eastward down Colorado Bou-
Boulevard, I must see your space and everything at rest in it(your car,
your firecrackers, and you)contracted along the east-west direc-
direction, but not north-south or up^down. This was the contraction
inferred by Fitzgerald, but now put on a firm foundation: The
contraction is caused by the peculiar nature of space and time, and
not by any physical forces that act on moving matter.

?�Similarly, Einstein deduced that, as you speed eastward, you must
see my space and everything at rest in it(my police station, my
desk, and me)contracted along the east-west direction, but not
north-south or up-down. That you see me contracted and I see
you contracted may seem puzzling, but in fact it could not be
otherwise: It leaves your state of motion and mine on an equal
footing, in accord with the principle of relativity.

?�Einstein also deduced that, as you speed past, I see your flow of
time slowed, that is, dilated. The clock on your car's dashboard
appears to tick more slowly than my clock on the police station



Box 1.1

Einstein's Proof of the Mixing of Space and Time

Einstein's principle of the absoluteness of the speed of light enforces the
mixing of space and time; in other words, it enforces the relativity of
simultaneity: Events that are simultaneous as seen by you(that lie in your
space at a specific moment of your time), as your sports car speeds down
Colorado Boulevard, are not simultaneous as seen by me, at rest in the
police station. 1 shall prove this using descriptive words that go along with
the spacetime diagrams shown below. This proof is essentially the same as
the one devised by Einstein in 1905.

Place a flash bulb at the middle of your car. Trigger the bulb. It sends a
burst of light forward toward the front of your car, and a burst backward
toward the back of your car. Since the two bursts are emitted simulta-
simultaneously, and since they travel the same distance as measured by you in
your car, and since they travel at the same speed(the speed of light is
absolute), they must arrive at the front and back of your car simulta-
simultaneously from your viewpoint; see the left diagram, below. The two events
of burst arrival(call them A at your car's front and B at its back)are thus
simultaneous from your viewpoint, and they happen to coincide with the
firecracker detonations of Figure 1.4, as seen by you.

Next, examine the light bursts and their arrival events A and B from
my viewpoint as your car speeds past me; see the right diagram, below.
From my viewpoint, the back of your car is moving forward, toward the
backward-directed burst of light, and they thus meet each other(event B)
sooner as seen by me than as seen by you. Similarly, the front of your car is
moving forward, away from the frontward-directed burst, and they thus
meet each other(events)later as seen by me than as seen by you.(These
conclusions rely crucially on the fact that the speeds of the two light bursts
are the same as seen by me; that is, they rely on the absoluteness of the
speed of light.)Therefore, I regard event B as occurring before event A;
and similarly, T see the firecrackers near the back of your car detonate
before those near the front.

YOUR SPACE MY SPACE

Note that the locations of the detonations(your space at a specific
moment of your time)are the same in the above spacetime diagrams as in
Figure 1.4. This justifies the asserted mixing of space and time discussed
in the text.
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wall. You speak more slowly, your hair grows more slowly, you age
more slowly than I.

? Similarly, in accord with the principle of relativity, as you speed
past me, you see my flow of time slowed. You see the clock on my
station wall tick more slowly than the one on your dashboard. To
you I seem to speak more slowly, my hair grows more slowly, and I
age more slowly than you.

How can it possibly be that I see your time flow slowed, while you
see mine slowed? How is that, logically possible? And how can. I see
your space contracted, while you see my space contracted? The answer
lies in the relativity of simultaneity. You and I disagree about whether
events at different locations in our respective spaces are simultaneous,
and tins disagreement turns out to mesh with our disagreements over
the flow of time and the contraction of space in just such a way as to
keep everything logically consistent. To demonstrate this consistency,
however, would take more pages than I wish to spend, so I refer you,
for a proof, to Chapter 3 of Taylor and Wheeler A992).

How is it that we as humans have never noticed this weird behavior

of space and time in out everyday lives? The answer lies in our slow-
slowness. We always move relative to each other with speeds far smaller
than that of light. B99,792 kilometers per second). If your car zooms
down Colorado Boulevard at 150 kilometers per hour, I should see your
time flow dilated and your space contracted by roughly one part in a
hundred trillion(IX l0wt*)—far too little for us to notice. By contrast,
if your car were to move past me at 87 percent the speed of light, then
(using instruments that respond very quickly)I should see your time
flow twice as slowly as mine, while you see my time flow twice as
slowly as yours; similarly, I should see everything in your car half as
long, east-west, as normal, and you should see everything in my police
station half as long, east-west, as normal. Indeed, a wide variety of
experiments in the late twentieth century have verified that space and
time do behave in just this way.

H. Low did Einstein arrive at such a radical description of space and
time?

Not by examining the results of experiments. Clocks of his era were
too inaccurate to exhibit, at the low speeds available, any time dilation
or disagreements about simultaneity, and measuring rods were too
inaccurate to exhibit length contraction. The only relevant experi-
experiments were those few, such as Michelson and Moriey's, which sag-
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gested that the speed of light on the Earth's surface might be the same
in all directions. These were very skimpy data indeed on which to base
such a radical revision of one's notions of space and time! Moreover,
Einstein paid little attention to these experiments.

Instead, Einstein relied on his own innate intuition as to how things
ought to behave. After much reflection, it became intuitively obvious to
him that the speed of light must be a universal constant, independent
of direction and independent of one's motion. Only then, he reasoned,
could Maxwell's electromagnetic laws be made uniformly simple and
beautiful(for example,"magnetic field lines never ever have any
ends"), and he was firmly convinced that the Universe in some deep
sense insists on having simple and beautiful laws. He therefore intro-
introduced, as a new principle on which to base all of physics, his principle
of the absoluteness of the speed of light.

This principle by itself, without anything else, already guaranteed
that the edifice of physical laws built on Einstein's foundation would
differ profoundly from that of Newton. A Newtonian physicist, by pre-
presuming space and time to be absolute, is forced to conclude that the speed
of light is relative—it depends on one's state of motion(as the bird and
train analogy earlier in this chapter shows). Einstein, by presuming the
speed of light to be absolute, was forced to conclude that space and time
are relative—they depend on one's state of motion, Having deduced that
space and time are relative, Einstein was then led onward by his quest for
simplicity and beauty to his principle of relativity: No one state of motion
is to be preferred over any other; all states of motion must be equal, in the
eyes of physical law.

Not only was experiment unimportant in Einstein's construction of a
new foundation for physics, the ideas of other physicists were also
unimportant. He paid little attention to others' work. He seems not
even to have read any of the important technical articles on space,
time, and the aether that Hendrik Lorentz, Henri Poincare, Joseph
Larmor, and others wrote between 1896 and 1905.

In their articles, Lorentz, Poincare, and Larmor were groping to-
toward the same revision of our notions of space and time as Einstein, but
they were groping through a fog of misconceptions foisted on them by
Newtonian physics. Einstein, by contrast, was able to cast off the New-
Newtonian misconceptions. His conviction that the Universe loves simplic-
simplicity and beauty, and his willingness to be guided by this conviction,
even if it meant destroying the foundations of Newtonian physics, led
him, with a clarity of thought that others could not match, to his new
description of space and time.
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L he principle of relativity will play an important role later in this
hook. For this reason I shall devote a few pages to a deeper explanation
of it.

A deeper explanation requires the concept of a reference frame. A
reference frame is a laboratory that contains all the measuring appara-
apparatus one might need for whatever measurements one wishes to make.
The laboratory and ail its apparatus must move through the Universe
together; they must all undergo the same motion. Jn fact, the motion of
the reference frame is really the central issue. When a physicist speaks
of"different reference frames,"the emphasis is on different states of
motion and not on different measuring apparatuses in the two labora-
laboratories.

A reference frame's laboratory and its apparatus need not be real.
They perfectly well can be imaginary constructs, existing only in the
mind of the physicist who wants to ask some question such as,"If I
were in a spacecraft floating through the asteroid belt, and I were to
measure the size of some specific asteroid, what would the answer be?"
Such physicists imagine themselves as having a reference frame(labo-
(laboratory)attached to their spacecraft and as using that frame's apparatus
to make the measurement.

Einstein expressed his principle of relativity not in terms of arbitrary
reference frames, but in terms of rather special ones: frames(laborato-
(laboratories)that move freely under their own inertia, neither pushed nor
pulled by any forces, and that therefore continue always onward in the
same state of uniform motion as they began. Such frames Einstein
caJled inertial because their motion is govemed solely by their own
inertia.

A reference frame attached to a firing rocket(a laboratory inside the
rocket)is not inertial, because its motion is affected by the rocket's
thrust as well as by its inertia. The thrust prevents the frame's motion
from being uniform. A reference frame attached to the space shuttle as
it reenters the Earth's atmosphere also is not inertial, because friction
between the shuttle's skin and the Earth's air molecules slows the

shuttle, making its motion nonuniform.

Most important, near any massive body such as the Earth, all refer-
reference frames are pulled by gravity. There is no way whatsoever to shield
a reference frame(or any other object)from gravity's pull. Therefore,
by restricting himself to inertial frames, Einstein prevented himself
from considering, in 1905, physical situations in which gravity is im-
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portant*; in effect, he idealized our Universe as one in which there is no

gravity at all. Extreme idealizations like this are central to progress in
physics; one throws away, conceptually, aspects of the Universe that are
difficult to deal with, and only after gaining intellectual control over
the remaining, easier aspects does one return to the harder ones. Ein-
Einstein gained intellectual control over an idealized universe without
gravity in 1905. He then turned to the harder task of understanding the
nature of space and time in our real, gravity-endowed Universe, a task
that eventually would force him to conclude that gravity warps space
and time(Chapter 2).

With the concept of an inertial reference frame understood, we are
now ready for a deeper, more precise formulation of Einstein's princi-
principle of relativity: Formulate any law of physics in terms of measurements
made in one inertial reference frame. Then, when restated in terms of
measurements in any other inertialframe, that law of physics must take
on precisely the same mathematical and logical form as in the original
frame. In other words, the laws of physics must not provide any means
to distinguish one inertial reference frame(one state of uniform mo-
motion)from any other.

Two examples of physical laws will make this more clear:

?�"Any free object(one on which no forces act)that initially is at rest
in an inertial reference frame will always remain at rest; and any
free object that initially is moving through an inertial reference
frame will continue forever forward, along a straight line with
constant speed."If(as is the case)we have strong reason to believe
that this relativistic version of Newton's first law of motion is true

in at least one inertial reference frame, then the principle of rela-
relativity insists that it must be true in all inertial reference frames
regardless of where they are in the Universe and regardless of how
fast they are moving.

?�Maxwell's laws of electromagnetism must take on the same math-
mathematical form in all reference frames. They failed to do so, when
physics was built on Newtonian foundations(magnetic field lines
could have ends in some frames but not in others), and this failure
was deeply disturbing to Lorentz, Poincare, Larmor, and Einstein.

3. This means that it was a bit unfair of me to use a high-speed sports car, which feels the
Earth's gravity, in my example above. However, it turns out that because the Earth's gravita-
gravitational pull is perpendicular to the direction of the car's motion(downward versus horizontal), it
hat do effect on any of the issues discussed in the sports-car story.
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In Einstein's view it was utterly unacceptable that the laws were
simple and beautiful in one frame, that of the aether, but complex
and ugly in all frames that moved relative to the aether. By recon-
reconstructing the foundations of physics, Einstein enabled Maxwell's
laws to take on one and the same simple, beautiful form(for
example,"magnetic field lines never ever have any ends")in each
and every inertial reference frame—in accord with his principle of
relativity.

The principle of relativity is actually a metaprinciple in the sense
that it is not itself a law of physics, but instead is a pattern or rule
which(Einstein asserted)must be obeyed by all laws of physics, no
matter what those laws might be, no matter whether they are laws
governing electricity and magnetism, or atoms and molecules, or steam
engines and sports cars. The power of this metaprinciple is breathtak-
breathtaking. Every new law that is proposed must be tested against it. Tf the
new law passes the test(if the law is the same in every inertial refer-
reference frame), then the law has some hope of describing the behavior of
our Universe. If it fails the test, then it has no hope, Einstein asserted; it
must be rejected.

All of our experience in the nearly 100 years since 1905 suggests that
Einstein was right. All new laws that have been successful in describ-
describing the real Universe have turned out to obey Einstein's principle of
relativity. This metaprinciple has become enshrined as a governor of
physical law.

I n May 1905, once his discussion with Michele Angelo Besso had
broken his mental block and enabled him to abandon absolute rime

and space, Einstein needed only a few weeks of thinking and calculat-
calculating to formulate his new foundation for physics, and to deduce its
consequences for the nature of space, time, electromagnetism, and the
behaviors of high-speed objects. Two of the consequences were spectac-
spectacular: mass can be converted into energy(which would become the
foundation for the atomic bomb; see Chapter 6), and the inertia of
every object must increase so rapidly, as its speed approaches the speed
of light, that no matter how hard one pushes on the object, one can
never make it reach or surpass the speed of light(''nothing can go
faster than light").4

+. Bat see Chapter 14 for a caveat.
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In late June, Einstein wrote a technical article describing his ideas
and their consequences, and mailed it off to the Annalen der Physik.
His article carried the somewhat mundane title"On the Electro-

Electrodynamics of Moving Bodies."But it was far from mundane. A quick
perusal showed Einstein, the Swiss Patent Office's"technical expert
third class,"proposing a whole new foundation for physics, proposing a
metaprinciple that all future physical laws must obey, radically revis-
revising our concepts of space and time, and deriving spectacular conse-
consequences. Einstein's new foundation and its consequences would soon
come to be known as special relativity("special"because it correctly
describes the Universe only in those special situations where gravity is
unimportant).

Einstein's article was received at the offices of the Annalen der Phy-
Physik in Leipzig on 30 June 1905. It was perused for accuracy and impor-
importance by a referee, was passed as acceptable, and was published.

In the weeks after publication, Einstein waited expectantly for a
response from the great physicists of the day. His viewpoint and con-
conclusions were so radical and had so little experimental basis that he
expected sharp criticism and controversy. Instead, he was met with
stony silence. Finally, many weeks later, there arrived a letter from
Berlin: Max Planck wanted clarification of some technical issues in the

paper. Einstein was overjoyed! To have the attention of Planck, one of
the most renowned of all living physicists, was deeply satisfying. And
when Planck went on, the following year, to use Einstein's principle of
relativity as a central tool in his own research, Einstein was further
heartened. Planck's approval, the gradual approval of other leading
physicists, and most important his own supreme self-confidence held
Einstein firm throughout the following twenty years as the controversy
he had expected did, indeed, swirl around his relativity theory. The
controversy was still so strong in 1922 that, when the secretary of the
Swedish Academy of Sciences informed Einstein by telegram that he
had won the Nobel Prize, the telegram stated explicitly that relativity
was not among the works on which the award was based.

The controversy finally died in the 1950s, as technology became
sufficiently advanced to produce accurate experimental verifications of
special relativity's predictions. By now, in the 1990s, there is absolutely
no room for doubt: Every day more than 1017 electrons in particle
accelerators at Stanford University, Cornell University, and elsewhere
are driven up to!speeds as great as 0.9999999995 of the speed of light—
and their behaviors at these ultra-high speeds are in complete accord
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with Einstein's special relativistic laws of physics. For example, the
electrons' inertia increases as they near the speed of light, preventing
them from ever reaching it; and when the electrons collide with tar-
targets, they produce high-speed particles called irm mesons that live for
only 2.22 microseconds as measured by their own time, but because of
lime dilation live for 100 microseconds or more as measured by the
physicists' time, at rest in the laboratory.

The Nature of Physical Law

D?"oes the success of Einstein's special relativity mean that we must
totally abandon the Newtonian laws of physics? Obviously not The
Newtonian laws are still used widely in everyday life, in most fields of
science, and in most technology. We don't pay attention to time dila-
dilation when planning an airplane trip, and engineers don't worry about
length contraction when designing an airplane. The dilation and con-
contraction are far too small to be of concern.

Of course, if we wished to, we could use Einstein's laws rather than

Newton's in everyday life. The two give almost precisely the same
predictions for all physical effects, since everyday life entails relative
speeds that are very small compared to the speed of light.

Einstein's and Newton's predictions begin to diverge strongly only at
relative speeds approaching the speed of light Then and only then
must one abandon Newton's predictions and adhere strictly to Einstein's.

This is an example of a very general pattern, one that we shall meet
again in future chapters. It is a pattern that has been repeated over and
over in the history of twentieth-century physics: One set of laws(in our
case the Newtonian laws)is widely accepted at first, because it accords
beautifully with experiment. But then experiments become more accu-
accurate and this first set of laws turns out to work well only in a limited
domain, its domain of validity(for Newton's laws, the domain of speeds
small compared to the speed of light). Physicists then struggle, experi-
experimentally and theoretically, to understand what is going on at the
boundary of that domain of validity, and they finally formulate a new
set of laws which k highly successful inside, near, and beyond the
boundary(in Newton's case, Einstein's special relativity, valid at speeds
approaching light as well as at low speeds). Then the process repeats.
We shall meet the repetition in coming chapters: The failure of special
relativity when gravity becomes important, and its replacement by a
new set of laws called general relativity-(Chapter 2); the failure of
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general relativity near the singularity inside a black hole, and its re-
replacement by a new set of laws called quantum gravity(Chapter 13).

There has been an amazing feature of each transition from an old set
of laws to a new one: In each case, physicists(if they were sufficiently
clever)did not need any experimental guidance to tell them where the
old set would begin to break down, that is, to tell them the boundary of
its domain of validity. We have seen this already for Newtonian phys-
physics: Maxwell's laws of electrodynamics did not mesh nicely with the
absolute space of Newtonian physics. At rest in absolute space(in the
frame of the aether), Maxwell's laws were simple and beautiful—for
example, magnetic field lines have no ends. In moving frames, they
became complicated and ugly—magnetic field lines sometimes have
ends. However, the complications had negligible influence on the out-
outcome of experiments when the frames moved, relative to absolute
space, at speeds small compared to light; then almost all field lines are
endless. Only at speeds approaching light were the ugly complications
predicted to have a big enough influence to be measured easily: lots of
ends. Thus, it was reasonable to suspect, even without the(Michelson
Morley experiment, that the domain of validity of Newtonian physics
might be speeds small compared to light, and that the Newtonian laws
might break down at speeds approaching light.

In Chapter 2 we shall see, similarly, how special relativity predicts
its own failure in the presence of gravity; and in Chapter 15, how
general relativity predicts its own failure near a singularity.

When contemplating the above sequence of sets of laws(Newtonian
physics, special relativity, general relativity, quantum gravity)—and a
similar sequence of laws governing the structure of matter and elemen-
elementary particles—most physicists are driven to believe that these se-
sequences are converging toward a set of ultimate laws that truly governs
the Universe, laws that force the Universe to behave the way it does,
that force rain to condense on windows, force the Sun to burn nuclear
fuel, force black holes to produce gravitational waves when they col-
collide, and so on.

One might object that each set of laws in the sequence"looks"very
different from the preceding set.(For example, the absolute time of
Newtonian physics looks very different from the many different time
flows of special relativity.)Tn the"looks"of the laws, there is no sign
whatsoever of convergence. Why, then, should we expect convergence?
The answer is that one must distinguish sharply between the predic-
predictions made by a set of laws and the mental images that the laws convey
(what the laws"look like"). I expect convergence only in terms of
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predictions, but that is all that ultunately counts. The mental images
(one absolute time in Newtonian physics versus many time flows in
relativistic physics)are not important to the ultimate nature of reality.
In fact, it is possible to change completely what a set of laws"looks
like"without changing its predictions. In Chapter 11,1 shall discuss
this remarkable fact and give examples, and shall explain its implica-
implications for the nature of reality.

Why do I expect convergence in terms of predictions? Because all
the evidence we have points to it. Each set of laws has a larger domain
of validity than the sets that preceded it: Newton's laws work through-
throughout the domain of everyday life, but not in physicists' particle accelera-
accelerators and not in exotic parts of the distant Universe, such as pulsars,
quasars, and black holes; Einstein's general relativity laws work every-
everywhere in our laboratories, and everywhere in the distant Universe,
except deep inside black holes and in the big bang where the Universe
was born; the laws of quantum gravity(which we do not yet under-
understand at all well)may turn out to work absolutely everywhere.

Throughout this book. 1 shall adopt, without apology, the view that
there does exist an ultimate set of physical laws(which we do not as yet
know but which might be quantum gravity), and that those laws truly
do govern the Universe around us, everywhere. They force the Uni-
Universe to behave the way it does. When I am being extremely accurate, I
shall say that the laws we now work with(.for example, general relativ-
relativity)are"an approximation to"or"an approximate description of the
true laws. However. I shall usually drop the qualifiers and not distin-
distinguish between the true laws and our approximations to them. At these
times I shall assert, for example, that"the general relativistic laws
(rather than the true laws]Jbrve a black hole to hold light so tightly in
its grip that the light cannot escape from the hole's horizon.'"This is
how my colleagues and I as physicists think, when struggling to under-
understand the Universe. It is a fruitful way to think; it has helped produce
deep new insights into imploding stars, black holes, gravitational
waves, and other phenomena.

This viewpoint is incompatible with the common view that physi-
physicists work with theories which try to describe the Universe, but which
are only human inventions and have no real power over the Universe.
The word theory, in fact, is so ladened with connotations of tentative-
ness and human quirkiness that I shall avoid using it wherever possi-
possible. In its place I shall use the phrase physical law with its firm conno-
connotation of truly ruling the Universe, that is, truly Forcing the Universe to
behave as it does.



The Warping
of Space and Time

in which Hermann Minkowski

unifies space and time,
and Einstein warps them

Minkowski's Absolute Spacetime

The views of space and time which I wish to lay before you have
sprung from the soil of experimental physics, and therein lies their
strength. They are radical. Henceforth, space by itself, and time by
itself, are doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and only a kind
of union of the two will preserve an independent reality.

With these words Hermann Minkowski revealed to the world, in
September 1908, a new discovery about the nature of space and time.

Einstein had shown that space and time are"relative."The length of
an object and the flow of time are different when viewed from different
reference frames. My time differs from yours if I move relative to you,
and my space differs from yours. My time is a mixture of your time and
your space; my space is a mixture of your space and your time.

Minkowski, building on Einstein's work, had now discovered that
the Universe is made of a four-dimensional"spacetime"fabric that is
absolute, not relative. This four-dimensional fabric is the same as seen
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from all reference frames(if only one can leam how to"see"it); it
exists independently of reference frames.

The following tale(adapted from Taylor and"Wheeler, 1992)illus-
illustrates the idea underlying Minkowski's discovery.

a"nee upon a time, on an island called MIedina in a far-off Eastern
sea, there lived a people with strange customs and taboos. Each June,
ou the longest day of the year, all the MIedina men journeyed in a
huge sailing vessel to a distant, sacred island called Serona, there to
commune with an enormous toad. All night long the toad would en-
enchant them with marvelous tales of stars and galaxies, pulsars and
quasars. The next day the men would sail back to MIedina. filled with
inspiration that sustained them for the whole of the following year.

Each December, on the longest night of the year, the MIedina
women sailed to Serona, communed with the same toad all the next
day, and returned the next night, inspired with the toad's visions of
stars and galaxies, quasars and pulsars.

Now, it was absolutely taboo for any MIedina woman to describe to
any MIedina man her journey to the sacred island of Serena, or any
details of the toad's tales. The MIedina men were ruled by the same
taboo. Never must they expose to a woman anything about their an-
annual voyage.

In the summer of 1905 a radical MIedina youth named Albert, who
cared little for the taboos of his culture, discovered and exposed to all
the Mledinans, female and male, two sacred maps. One was the map by
which the MIedina priestess guided the sailing vessel on the women's
midwinter journey. The other was the map used by the MIedina priest
on the men's midsummer voyage. What shame the men felt, having
their sacred map exposed. The women's shame was no less. But there
the maps were, for everyone to see—and they contained a great shock:
They disagreed about the location of Serona. The women were sailing
eastward 210 furlongs, then northward 100 furlongs, while the men
were sailing eastward 164.5 furlongs, then northward 164.5 furlongs.
How could this be? Religious tradition was firm; the women and the
men were to seek their annual inspiration from the same sacred toad
on the same sacred island of Serona.

Most of the Mledinans dealt with their shame by pretending the
exposed maps were fakes. But a wise old MIedina man named Her-
Hermann believed. For three years he struggled to understand the mystery
of the maps' discrepancy. Finally, one autumn day in 1908, the truth
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came to him: The Mledina men must be navigating by magnetic com-
compass, and the Mledina women by the stars(Figure 2.1). The Mledina
men reckoned north and east magnetically, the Mledina women reck-
reckoned them by the rotation of the Earth which makes the stars tum
overhead, and the two methods of reckoning differed by 20 degrees.
When the men sailed northward, as reckoned by them, they were
actually sailing"north 20 degrees east,"or about 80 percent north and
20 percent east, as reckoned by the women. In this sense, the men's
north was a mixture of the women's north and east, and similarly the
women's north was a mixture of the men's north and west.

The key that led Hermann to this discovery was the formula of
Pythagoras: Take two legs of a right triangle; square the length of one
leg, square the length of the other, add them, and take the square root.
The result should be the length of the triangle's hypotenuse.

The hypotenuse was the straight-line path from Mledina to Serona.
The absolute distance along that straight-line path was .>/210a+100*
=232.6 furlongs as reckoned using the women's map with its legs

2.1 The two maps of the route from Mledina to Serona superimposed on each
other, together with Hermann's notations of magnetic north, true north, and the
absolute distance.
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along true east and true north. As reckoned using the men's map with
its legs along magnetic east and magnetic north, the absolute distance
was N/l64.5a+164.5*=232.6 furlongs. The eastward distance and
the northward distance were"relative"; they depended on whether the
map's reference frame was magnetic or true. But from either pair of
relative distances one could compute the same, absolute, straight-line
distance.

History does not record how the people of Mledina, with their cul-
culture of taboos, responded to this marvelous discovery.

H. Lermann Minkowski's discovery was analogous to the discovery by
Hermann the Mledinan: Suppose that you move relative to rne(for
example, in your ultra-high-speed sports car). Then:

?�Just as magnetic north is a mixture of true north and true east, so
also my time is a mixture of your time and your space.

| Just as magnetic east is a mixture of true east and true south, so
also my space is a mixture of your space and your time.

?�Just as magnetic north and east, and true north and east, are
merely different ways of making measurements on a preexisting,
two-dimensional surface—the surface of the Earth--so also my
space and time, and your space and time, are merely different ways
of making measurements on a preexisting, four-dimensional"sur-
"surface"or"fabric,"which Minkowski called spacetime.

' Just as there is an absolute, straight-line distance on the surface of
the Earth from Mledina to Serona, computable from Pythagoras's
formula using either distances along magnetic north and east or
distances along true north and east, so also between any two events
in spacetime there is an absolute straight-line interval, computable
from an analogue of Pythagoras's formula using lengths and times
measured in either reference frame, mine or yours.

It was this analogue of Pythagoras's formula(I shall call it Minkowski's
formula)that led Hermann Minkowski to his discovery of absolute
spacetime.

The details of Minkowski's formula will not be important in the rest
of this book. There is no need to master them(though for readers who
are curious, they are spelled out in Box 2.1). The only important thing
is that events in spacetime are analogous to points in space, and there is
an absolute interval between any two events in spacetime completely



Box 2.1

Minkowski's Formula

You zoom past me in a powerful, 1-kilometer-long sports car, at a speed of
162,000 kilometers per second E4 percent of the speed of light); recall
Figure 1.5. Your car's motion is shown in the following spacetime dia-
diagrams. Diagram(a)is drawn from your viewpoint;(b)from mine. As you
pass me, your car backfires, ejecting a puff of smoke from its tailpipe; this
backfire event is labeled B in the diagrams. Two microseconds(two-
millionths of a second)later, as seen by you, a firecracker on your front
bumper detonates; this detonation event is labeled D.

MY 3TACE

Because space and time are relative(your space is a mixture of my space
and my time), you and I disagree about the time separation between the
backfire event B and the detonation event D. They arc separated by 2.0
microseconds of your time, and by 4.51 microseconds of mine. Similarly,
we disagree about the events' spatial separation; it is 1.0 kilometer in your
space and 1.57 kilometers in mine. Despite these temporal and spatial
disagreements, we agree that the two events are separated by a straight
line in four-dimensional spacetime, and we agree that the"absolute inter-
interval"along that line(the spacetime length of the line)is 0.8 kilometer.
(This is analogous to the Mledinan men and women agreeing on the
straight-line distance between Mledina and Serona.)

We can use Minkowski's formula to compute the absolute interval: We
each multiply the events' time separation by the speed of light B99,792
kilometers per second), getting the. rounded-off numbers shown in the
diagrams@.600 kilometer for you, 1.55 kilometers for me). We then
square the events1 time and space separations, we subtract the squared

(continued next page)



(Box 2.1 continued)

time separation from the squared space separation, and we take the square
root.(This is analogous to the Mledinans squaring the eastward and
northward separations, adding them, and taking the square root.)As is
shown in the diagrams, although your time and space separations differ
from mine, we get the same final answer for the absolute interval: 0.8
kilometer.

There is only one important difference between Minkowski's formula,
which you and I follow, and Pythagoras's formula, which the Mledinans
follow: Our squared separations are to be subtracted rather than added.
This subtraction is intimately connected to the physical difference be-
between spacetime, which you and I are exploring, and the Earth's surface,
which the Mledinans explore—but at the risk of infuriating you, I shall
forgo explaining the connection, and simply refer you to the discussions in
Taylor and Wheeler A992).

analogous to the straight-line distance between any two points on a flat
sheet of paper. The absoluteness of this interval(the fact that its value
is the same, regardless of whose reference frame is used to compute it)
demonstrates that spacetime has an absolute reality; it is a four-dimen-
four-dimensional fabric with properties that are independent of one's motion.

As we shall see in the coining pages, gravity is produced by a curva-
curvature(a warpage)of spacetime's absolute, four-dimensional fabric, and
black holes, wormholes, gravitational waves, and singularities are all
constructed wholly and solely from that fabric, that is, each of them is a
specific type of spacetime warpage.

Because the absolute fabric of spacetime is responsible for such fasci-
fascinating phenomena, it is frustrating that you and I do not experience it
in our everyday lives. The fault lies in our low-velocity technology(for
example, sports cars that travel far more slowly than light). Because of
our low velocities relative to each other, we experience space and time
solely as separate entities, we never notice the discrepancies between
the lengths and times that you and I measure(we never notice that
space and time are relative), and we never notice that our relative
spaces and times are unified to form spacetime's absolute, four-dimen-
four-dimensional fabric.

Linkowski, you may recall, was the mathematics professor who had
labeled Einstein a lazy dog in his student da)^. In 1902 Minkowski, a
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Russian by birth, had left the ETH in Zurich to take up a more attrac-
attractive professorship in Gottingen, Germany.(Science was as interna-
international then as it is now.)In Gottingen, Minkowski studied Einstein's
article on special relativity, and was impressed. That study led him to
his 1908 discovery of the absolute nature of four-dimensional space-
time.

When Einstein learned of Minkowski's discovery, he was not im-
impressed. Minkowski was merely rewriting the laws of special relativity
in a new, more mathematical language; and, to Einstein, the mathe-
mathematics obscured the physical ideas that underlie the laws. As Minkow-
Minkowski continued to extol the beauties of his spacetime viewpoint, Einstein
began to make jokes about Gottingen mathematicians describing rela-
relativity in such complicated language that physicists wouldn't be able to
understand it.

The joke, in fact, was on Einstein. Four years later, in 1912, he
would realize that Minkowski's absolute spacetime is an essential foun-
foundation for incorporating gravity into special relativity. Sadly, Minkow-
Minkowski did not live to see this; he died of appendicitis in 1909, at age
forty-five.

I shall return to Minkowski's absolute spacetime later in this chap-
chapter. First, however, 1 must develop another thread of my story: New-
Newton's law of gravity and Einstein's first steps toward reconciling it with
special relativity, steps he took before he began to appreciate Minkow-
Minkowski's breakthrough.

Newton's Gravitational Law,
and Einstein's First Steps to Marry It

to Relativity

N, I ewton conceived of gravity as a force that acts between every pair
of objects in the Universe, a force that pulls the objects toward each
other. The larger the objects' masses and the closer they are together,
the stronger the force. Stated more precisely, the force is proportional
to the product of the objects' masses and inversely proportional to the
square of the distance between them.

This gravitational law was an enormous intellectual triumph. When
combined with Newton's laws of motion, it explained the orbits of the
planets around the Sun, and the moons around the planets, the ebb and
flow of ocean tides, and the fall of rocks; and it taught Newton and his
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seventeenth-century compatriots how to weigh the Sun and the Earth.1
During the two centuries that separated Newton and Einstein, as-

astronomers' measurements of celestial orbits improved manyfold, put-
putting Newton's gravitational law to ever more stringent tests. Occasion-
Occasionally new astronomical measurements disagreed with Newton's law, but
in due course the observations or their interpretation turned out to be
Wrong. Time after time Newton's law triumphed over experimental or
intellectual error. For example, when the motion of the planet Uranus
(which had been discovered in 1781)appeared to violate the predic-
predictions of Newton's gravitational law, it seemed likely that the gravity of
some other, undiscovered planet must be pulling on Uranus, perturb-
perturbing its orbit. Calculations, based solely on Newton's laws of gravity and
motion and on the observations of Uranus, predicted where in the sky
that new planet should be. In 1846, when U. J. J. Leverriet trained his
telescope on the spot, there the predicted planet was, too dim to be seen
by the naked eye but bright enough for his telescope. This new planet,
which vindicated Newton's gravitational law, was given the name
"Neptune."

In the early 1900s, there remained two other exquisitely small, but
puzzling discrepancies with Newton's gravitational law. One, a pecu-
peculiarity in the orbit of the planet Mercury, would ultimately turn out to
herald a failure of Newton's law. The other, a peculiarity in the Moon's
orbit, would ultimately go away; it would turn out to be a misinterpre-
misinterpretation of the astronomers' measurements. As is so often the case with

exquisitely precise measurements, it was difficult to discern which of
the two discrepancies, if either, should be worried about.

Einstein correctly suspected that Mercury's peculiarity(an anoma-
anomalous shift of its perihelion; Box 2.2)was real and the Moon's peculiarity
was not. Mercury's peculiarity"smelled"real; the Moon's did not.
However, this suspected disagreement of experiment with Newton's
gravitational law was far less interesting and important to Einstein
than his conviction that Newton's law would turn out to violate his

newly formulated principle of relativity(the"metaprinciple"that all
the laws of physics must be the same in every inertial reference frame).
Since Einstein believed firmly in bis principle of relativity, such a
violation would mean that Newton's gravitational law must be flawed.*

1.�See the note to page 6! for details.
2.�It was not completely obvious that Newton's gravitational law violated Einsteiti't princi-

principle of relativity, because JLirutein, in formulating his principle, had relied on the concept of an



Box 2.2

The Perihelion Shift of Mercury

Kepler described the orbit of Mercury as an ellipse with the Sun at one
focus(left diagram, in which the elliptical elongation of the orbit is exag-
exaggerated). However, by the late 1800s astronomers had deduced from their
observations that Mercury's orbit is not quite elliptical. After each trip
around its orbit, Mercury fails by a tiny amount to return to the same
point as it started. This failure can be described as a shift, with each orbit,
in the location of Mercury's closest point to the Sun(a shift of its perihe-
perihelion). Astronomers measured a perihelion shift of 1.38 seconds of arc
during each orbit(right diagram, in which the shift is exaggerated).

Newton's law of gravity could account for 1.28 arc seconds of this
J .38-arc-second shift: It was produced by the gravitational pull of Jupiter
and the other planets on Mercury. However, there remained a 0.10-arc-
second discrepancy: an anomalous 0.10-arc-second shift of Mercury's
perihelion during each orbit The astronomers claimed that the errors and
uncertainties in their measurement were only 0.01 arc second in size, but
considering the tiny angles being measured@.01 arc second is equivalent
to the angle subtended by a human hair at a distance of 10 kilometers), it
is not surprising that many physicists of the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries were skeptical, and expected Newton's laws to tri-
triumph in the end.

inettial reference frame, and this concept could not be used in the presence of gravity.(There ia
no way to shield a reference frame from gravity and thereby permit it to move solely under the
influence of its own inertia.)However, Einstein was convinced that there must be some way to
extend the sway of his relativity principle into the realm of gravity(some way to"generalize"
it to include gravitational effects), and he was convinced that Newton's gravitational law would
violate that yet-to-be-formulated"generalized principle of relativity."
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Einstein's reasoning was simple: According to Newton, the gravita-
gravitational force depends on the distance between the two gravitating ob-
objects(for example, the Sun and Mercury), but according to relativity,
that distance is different in different reference frames. For example,
Einstein's relativity laws predict that the distance between the Sun and
Mercury will differ by about a part in a billion, depending on whether
one is riding on Mercury's surface when measuring it or riding on the
surface of the Sun. If both reference frames, Mercury's and the Sun's,
are equally good in the eyes of the laws of physics, then which frame
should be used to measure the distance that appears in Newton's gravi-
gravitational law? Either choice, Mercury's frame or the Sun's, would violate
the principle of relativity. This quandary convinced Einstein that New-
Newton's gravitational law must be flawed.

Einstein's audacity is breathtaking. Having discarded Newton's ab-
absolute space and absolute time with almost no experimental justifica-
justification, he was now inclined to discard Newton's enormously successful
law of gravity, and with even less experimental justification. However,
he was motivated not by experiment, but by his deep, intuitive insight
into how the laws of physics ought to behave.

jinstein began his search for a new law of gravity in 1907. His initial
steps were triggered and guided by a writing project: Although the
patent office now classified him as only a"technical expert second
class"(recently promoted from third class), he was sufficiently re-
respected by the world's great physicists to be invited to write a review
article for the annual publication Jahrbuch der Radioaktivitdt und
Elektronik about his special relativistic laws of physics and their conse-
consequences. As he worked on his review, Einstein discovered a valuable
strategy for scientific research: The necessity to lay out a subject in a
self-contained, coherent, pedagogical manner forces one to think about
it in new ways. One is driven to examine all the subject's gaps and
flaws, and seek cures for them.

Gravity was his subject's biggest gap; special relativity, with its iner-
tial frames on which no gravitational force can act, was totally ignorant
of gravity. So while Einstein wrote, he kept looking for ways to incor-
incorporate gravity into his relativistic laws. As happens to most people
immersed in a puzzle, even when Einstein wasn't thinking directly
about this problem, the back of his mind mulled it over. Thus it was
that one day in November 1907, in Einstein's own words,"I was sitting
in a chair in the patent office at Bern, when all of a sudden a thought
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occurred to me: 'If a person falls freely, he will not feel his own
weight.'"

Now you or I could have had that thought, and it would not have led
anywhere. But Einstein was different. He pursued ideas to their ulti-
ultimate ends; he wrung from them every morsel of insight that he could.
And this idea was key; it pointed toward a revolutionary new view of
gravity. He later called it"the happiest thought of my life."

The consequences of this thought tumbled forth quickly, and were
immortalized in Einstein's review article. If you fall freely(for exam-
example, by jumping off a cliff), not only will you not feel your own weight,
it will seem to you, in all respects, as though gravity had completely
disappeared from your vicinity. For example, if you drop some rocks
from your hand as you fall, you and the rocks will then fall together,
side by side. If you look at the rocks and ignore your other surround-
surroundings, you cannot discern whether you and the rocks are falling together
toward the ground below or are floating freely in space, far from all
gravitating bodies. In fact, Einstein realized, in your immediate vicin-
vicinity, gravity is so irrelevant, so impossible to detect, that all the laws of
physics, in a small reference frame(laboratory)that you carry with you
as you fall, must be the same as if you were moving freely through a
universe without gravity. In other words, your small, freely falling
reference frame is"equivalent to"an inertia]reference frame in a
gravity-free universe, and the laws of physics that you experience are
the same as those in a gravity-free inertial frame; they are the laws of
special relativity.(We shall learn later why the reference frame must
be kept small, and that"small"means very small compared to the size
of the Earth—or, more generally, very small compared to the distance
over which the strength and direction of gravity change.)

As an example of the equivalence between a gravity-free inertial
frame and your small, freely falling frame, consider the special relativ-
istic law that describes the motion of a freely moving object(let it be a
cannonball)in a universe without gravity. As measured in any inertial
frame in that idealized universe, the ball must move along a straight
line and with uniform velocity. Compare this with the ball's motion in
our real, gravity-endowed Universe: If the ball is fired from a cannon
on a grassy meadow on Earth and is watched by a dog who sits on the
grass, the ball arcs up and over and falls back to Earth(Figure 2.2). It
moves along a parabola(solid black carve)as measured in the dog's
reference frame. Einstein asks that you view this same cannonball
from a small, freely falling reference frame. This is easiest if the
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meadow is at the edge of a cliff. Then you can jump off the cliff just as
the cannon is fired, and watch the ball as you fall.

As an aid in depicting what you see as you fall, imagine that you
hold in front of yourself a window with twelve panes of glass, and you
watch the ball through your window(middle segment of Figure 2.2).
As you fall, you see the clockwise sequence of scenes shown in Figure
2.2. In looking at this sequence, ignore the dog, cannon, tree, and cliff;
focus solely on your windowpanes and the ball. As seen by you, relative
to your windowpanes, the ball moves along the straight dashed line
with constant velocity.

Thus, in the dog's reference frame the ball obeys Newton's laws; it
moves along a parabola. In your small, freely falling reference frame it
obeys the laws of gravity-free special relativity,-it moves along a
straight line with constant velocity. And what is true in this example
must be true in general, Einstein realized in a great leap of insight;

In any small, freely falling reference frame anywhere in our real,
gravity-endowed Universe, the laws of physics must be the same us they
are in an inertial reference frame in an idealized, gravity-free universe.
Einstein called this the principle of equivalence, because it asserts that
small, freely falling frames in the presence of gravity are equivalent to
inertial frames in the absence of gravity.

This assertion, Einstein realized, had an enormously important con-
consequence: It implied that, if we merely give the name"inertial refer-
reference frame"to every small, freely falling reference frame, in our real,
gravity-endowed Universe(for example, to a little laboratory that you
carry as you fall over the cliff), then everything that special relativity
says about inertial frames in an idealized universe without gravity will
automatically also be true in our real Universe. Most important, the
principle of relativity must be true: All small, inertia](freely falling)
reference frames in our real, gravity-endowed Universe must be"cre-
"created equal"; none can be preferred over any other in the eyes of the
laws of physics. Or, stated more precisely(see Chapter 1):

Formulate any law of physics in terms of measurements made in one
small, inertial(freely falling)reference frame. Then, when restated in
terms of measurements in any other small inertial(freelyfalling)frame,
that taw of physics must take on precisely the same mathematical and
logkalform as in the originalfmrne. And this must be true whether the
(freely falling)inertial frame is in gravity-free intergalactic space, or is
falling off a cliff on Earth, or is at the center of our galaxy, or is falling
through the horizon of a black hole.



2J Center You jump off a cliff holding a twelve-paned window in front of
yourself. Remainder of figure, clockwise from the top: What you see tlirough the
window when a cannon is fired. Relative to the falling window frame, the ball's
trajectory is the straight, dashed line; relative to the dog and the Earth's surface,
it is the solid parabola
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With this extension of his principle of relativity to include gravity,
Einstein took his first step toward a new set of gravitational laws-—his
first step from special relativity to general relativity.

B e patient, dear reader. This chapter is probably the most difficult
one in the book. My story will get less technical in the next chapter,
when we start exploring black holes.

ithin days after formulating his equivalence principle, Einstein
used it to make an amazing prediction, called gravitational time dila-
dilation: If one is at rest relative to a gravitating body, tften the nearer one is
to the body, the more slowly one's time must flow. For example, in a
room on Earth, time must flow more slowly near the floor than near
the ceiling. This Earthly difference turns out to be so minuscule, how-
however(only 3 parts in 1016,-that is, 500 parts in a billion billion), that it is
exceedingly difficult to detect. By contrast(as we shall see in the next
chapter), near a black hole gravitational time dilation is enormous: If
the hole weighs 10 times as much as the Sun, then time will flow 6
million times more slowly at 1 centimeter height above the hole's
horizon than far from its horizon; and right at the horizon, the flow of
time will be completely stopped.(Imagine the possibilities for time
travel: If you descend to just above a black hole's horizon, hover there
for one year of near-horizon time flow, and then return to Earth, you
will find that during that one year of your time, millions of years have
flown past on Earth!)

Einstein discovered gravitational time dilation by a somewhat com-
complicated argument, but later he produced a simple and elegant demon-
demonstration of it, one that illustrates beautifully his methods of physical
reasoning. That demonstration is presented in Box 2.4, and the Doppler
shift of light, on which it relies, is explained in Box 2.5.

'hen starting to write his 1907 review article, Einstein expected it
to describe relativity in a universe without gravity. However, while
writing, he had discovered three clues to the mystery of how gravity
might mesh with his relativity laws—the equivalence principle, gravi-
gravitational time dilation, and the extension of his principle of relativity to
include gravity—so he incorporated those clues into his article. Then,
around the beginning of December, he mailed the article off to the
editor of the Jahrbuch der Radioaktwitdt und Elektronik and turned his

attention full force to the challenge of devising a complete, relativistic
description of gravity.



Box 2.3

Doppler Shift

Whenever an emitter and a receiver of waves are moving toward each
other, the receiver sees the waves shifted to higher frequency—that is,
shorter period and shorter wavelength. If the emitter and receiver are
moving apart, then the receiver sees the waves shifted to lower fre-
frequency—that is, longer period and longer wavelength. This is called the
Doppler shift, and it is a property of all types of waves: sound waves, waves
on water, electromagnetic waves, and so forth.

For sound waves, the Doppler shift is a familiar everyday phenomenon.
One hears it in the sudden lowering of the sound's pitch when a speeding
ambulance passes with siren screeching(drawing b), or when a landing
airplane passes overhead. One can understand the Doppler shift by think-
thinking about the diagrams below.

A�5t*bionaty ? emitter

What is true of waves is also true of pulses. If the emitter transmits
regularly spaced pulses of light(or of anything else), then the receiver, as
the emitter moves toward it, will encounter the pulses at a higher fre-
frequency(a shorter time between pulses)than the frequency with which
they were emitted.



Box 2.4

Gravitational Time Dilation

Take two identical clocks. Place one on the floor of a room beside a hole

into which it later will fall, and attach the other to the room's ceiling by a

string. The ticking of the floor clock is regulated by the flow of time neaT
the floor, and the ticking of the ceiling clock is regulated by the flow of
time near the ceiling.

Let the ceiling clock emit a very short pulse of light whenever it ticks,
and direct the pulses downward, toward the floor clock, Immediately
before the ceiling clock emits its first pulse, cut the string that holds it, so
it is falling freely. If the time between ticks is very short, then at the
moment it next ticks and emits its second pulse, the clock will have fallen
only imperceptibly and will still be very nearly at rest with respect to the
ceiling(diagram a). This in turn means that the clock is still feeling the
same flow of time as does the ceiling itself; that is, the interval between its
pulse emissions is governed by the ceiling's time flow.

ftrises

U)

Immediately before the first pulse of light reaches the floor, drop the
floor clock into the hole(diagram b). The second pulse arrives so soon
afterward that the freely falling floor clock has moved imperceptibly
between pulses, and is still very nearly at rest with respect to the floor, and
therefore is still feeling the same flow of time as does the floor itself.

Tn this way, Einstein converted the problem of comparing the flow of
time as felt by the ceiling and the floor into the problem of comparing the
ticking rates of two freely falling clocks: the falling ceiling clock which

(continued next page)



(Box Z4 continued)

feels ceiling time, and the falling floor clock which feels floor time. Ein-
Einstein's equivalence principle then permitted him to compare the ticks of
the freely falling clocks with the aid of his special relativistic laws.

Because the ceiling clock was dropped before the floor clock, its down-
downward speed is always greater than that of the floor clock(diagram b); that
is, it moves toward the floor clock. This implies that the floor clock will see
the ceiling clock's light pulses Doppler-shifted(Box 2.3); that is, it will see
them arrive more closely spaced in time than the time between its own
ticks. Since the time between pulses was regulated by the ceiling's time
flow, and the time between floor-clock ticks is regulated by the floor's
time flow, this means that time must flow more slowly near the floor than
near the ceiling; in other words, gravity must dilate the flow of time.

On December 24, he wrote to a friend saying,"At this time I am
busy with considerations on relativity theory in connection with the
law of gravitation ... I hope to clear up the so-far unexplained secular
changes of the perihelion shift of Mercury . .. but thus far it does not
seem to work."By early 1908, frustrated by no real progress, Einstein
gave up, and turned his attention to the realm of atoms, molecules, and
radiation(the"realm of the small"), where the unsolved problems for
the moment seemed more tractable and interesting.9

Through 1908(while Minkowski unified space and time, and Ein-
Einstein pooh-poohed the unification), and through 1909, 1910, and 1911,
Einstein stayed with the realm of the small. These years also saw him
move from the patent office in Bern to an associate professorship at the
University of Zurich, and a full professorship in Prague—a center of
the Austro-Hungarian empire's cultural life.

Einstein's life as a professor was not easy. He found it irritating to
have to give regular lectures on topics not close to his research. He
could summon neither the energy to prepare such lectures well nor the
enthusiasm to make them scintillate, even though when lecturing on
topics dear to his heart, he was brilliant. Einstein was now a full-
fledged member of Europe's academic circle, but he was paying a price.
Despite this price, his research in the realm of the small moved for-
forward impressively, producing insights that later would win him the
Nobel Prize(see Box 4.1).

Then, in mid-1911, Einstein's fascination with the small waned and
his attention returned to gravity, with which he would struggle almost

3. Chapter 4 and especially Box 4.1
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full time until his triumphant formulation of general relativity in
November 1915.

The initial focus of Einstein's gravitational struggle was tidal gravi-
tationalforces.

Tidal Gravity
and Spacetime Curvature

Atnagit jine yourself an astronaut out in space, far above the Earth's
equator, aud falling freely toward it. Although, as you fall, you will not
feel your own weight, you will, in fact, feel some tiny, residual effects
of gravity. Those residuals are called"tidal gravity,"and they can be
understood by thinking about the gravitational forces you feel, first
from the viewpoint of someone watching you from the Earth below,
and then from your own viewpoint

2.3 As you fatl toward Earth, tidal gravitational forces stretch you from head to
foot and squeeze you from the sides.
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As seen from Earth(Figure 2.3a), the gravitational pull is slightly
different on various parts of your body. Because your feet are closer to
the Earth than your head, gravity pulls more strongly on them than on
your head, so it stretches you from foot to head. And because gravity
pulls always toward the Earth's center, a direction that is slightly left-
leftward on your right side and slightly rightward on your left side, the
pull is slightly leftward on your right and slightly rightward on your
left; that is, it squeezes your sides inward.

From your viewpoint(Figure 2.3b), the large, downward force of
gravity is gone, vanished. You feel weightless. However, the vanished
piece of gravity is only the piece that pulled you downward. The
head-to-foot stretch and side-to-side squeeze remain. They are caused
by the differences between gravity on the outer parts of your body and
gravity at your body's center, differences that you cannot get rid of by
falling freely.

The vertical stretch and lateral squeeze that you feel, as you fall, are
called tidal gravity or tidal gravitational forces, because, when the
Moon is their source rather than the Earth and when the Earth is

feeling them rather than you, they produce the ocean tides. See Box
2.5.

In deducing his principle of equivalence, Einstein ignored tidal
gravitational forces; he pretended they do not exist.(Recall the essence
of his argument: As you fall freely, you"will not feel your own weight"
and"it will seem to you, in all respects, as though gravity has disap-
disappeared from your vicinity.")Einstein justified ignoring tidal forces by
imagining that you(and your reference frame)are very small. For
example, if you are the size of an ant or smaller, then your body parts
will all be very close to each other, the direction and strength of grav-
gravity's pull will therefore be very nearly the same on the outer parts of
your body as at its center, and the difference in gravity between your
outer parts and your center, which causes the tidal stretch and squeeze,
will be extremely small. On the other hand, if you are a 5000-kilome-
ter-tall giant, then the direction and strength of the Earth's gravita-
gravitational pull will differ greatly between the outer parts of your body and
its center; and correspondingly, as you fall, you will experience a huge
tidal stretch and squeeze.

This reasoning convinced Einstein that, in a sufficiently small,
freely falling reference frame(a frame very small compared to the
distance over which gravity's pull changes), one should not be able to
detect any influences of tidal gravity whatsoever; that is, small, freely



OCEAN

Box 2.5

Ocean Tides Produced by Tidal Forces

Ti?kl 4*?ity�On the side of the Earth nearest the
Moon, the lunar gravity is stronger
than at the Earth's center, so it pulls
the oceans toward the Moon more

strongly than it pulls the solid Earth,
and the oceans in response stretch out-
outward a bit toward the Moon. On the
side farthest from the Moon, the lunar

gravity is weaker, so it pulls the oceans
toward the Moon less strongly than it
pulls the solid Earth, and the oceans in
response stretch out away from the
Moon. On the left side of the Earth,

the Moon's gravitational pull, which
points toward the Moon's center, has a
slight rightward component, and on
the right side it has a slight leftward
component; and these components
squeeze the oceans inward. This pat-
pattern of oceanic stretch and squeeze
produces two high tides and two low
tides each day, as the Earth rotates.

If the tides at your favorite ocean
beach do not behave in precisely this way, it is not the fault of the Moon's
gravity; rather, it is because of two effects: A)There is a lag in the water's
response to the tidal gravity. It takes time for the water to move in and out
of bays, harbors, river channels, fjords, and other indentations in the
coastline. B)The Sun's gravitational stretch and squeeze are almost as
strong on the Earth as the Moon's, but are oriented differently because the
Sun's position in the sky is(usually)different from the Moon's. The
Earth's tides are a resuh-of the combined tidal gravity of the Sun and the
Moon.

MOON

falling reference frames in our gravity-endowed Universe are equiva-
equivalent to inertial frames in a universe without gravity. But not so for
large frames. And the tidal forces felt in large frames seemed to Ein-
Einstein, in i 911, to be a key to the ultimate nature of gravity.
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I .t was clear how Newton's gravitational law explains tidal forces:
They are produced by a difference in the strength and direction of
gravity's pull, from one place to another. But Newton's law, with its
gravitational force that depends on distance, had to be wrong; it vio-
violated the principle of relativity("in whose frame was the distance to be
measured?")-Einstein's challenge was to formulate a completely new
gravitational law that is simultaneously compatible with the principle
of relativity and explains tidal gravity in some new, simple, compelling
way.

From mid-1911 to mid-1912, Einstein tried to explain tidal gravity
by assuming that time is warped, but space is flat. This radical-sound-
radical-sounding idea was a natural outgrowth of gravitational time dilation: The
different rates of flow of time near the ceiling and the floor of a room
on Earth could be thought of as a warpage of time. Perhaps, Einstein
speculated, a more complicated pattern of time warpage might produce
all known gravitational effects, from tidal gravity to the elliptical orbits
of the planets to even the anomalous perihelion shift of Mercury.

After a twelve-month pursuit of this intriguing idea, Einstein aban-
abandoned it, and for a good reason. Time is relative. Your time is a mixture
of my time and my space(if we move with respect to each other), and
therefore, if your time is warped but your space is flat, then my time
and my space must both be warped, as must be everybody else's. You
and only you will have a flat space, so the laws of physics must be
picking out your reference frame as fundamentally different from all
others—in violation of the principle of relativity.

Nevertheless, time warpage"smelled right"to Einstein, so per-
perhaps—he reasoned—everybody's time is warped and, inevitably
alongside that, everybody's space is warped. Perhaps these combined
warpages could explain tidal gravity.

The idea of a warpage of both, time and space was rather daunting.
Since the Universe admits an infinite number of different reference

frames, each moving with a different velocity, there would have to be

an infinity of warped times and an infinity of warped spaces! Fortu-
Fortunately, Einstein realized, Hermann Minkowski had provided a power-
powerful tool for simplifying such complexity:"Henceforth, space by itself,
and time by itself, are doomed to fade away into mere shadows, and
only a kind of union of the two will preserve an independent reality."
There is just one, unique, absolute, four-dimensional spacetime in our
Universe; and a warpage of everyone's time and everyone's space must
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show up as a warpage of Minkowski's single, unique, absolute spacetime.
This was the conclusion to which Einstein was driven in the summer

of 1912(though he preferred to use the word"curvature"rather than
"warpage"). After four years of ridiculing Minkowski's idea of absolute
spacetime, Einstein had finally been driven to embrace it. and warp it.

Wi, 'hat does it mean for spacetime to be curved(or warped)? For
clarity, ask first what it means for a two-dimensional surface to be
curved(or warped). Figure 2.4 shows a flat surface and a curved sur-
surface. On the flat surface(an ordinary sheet of paper)are drawn two
absolutely straight lines. The lines start out side by side and parallel,
The ancient Greek mathematician Euclid, who created the subject now
called"Euclidean geometry,"used as one of his geometric postulates
the demand that two such initially parallel lines never cross. This
non-crossing is an unequivocal test for the flatness of the surface on
which the lines are drawn. If space is flat, then initially parallel
straight lines can never cross. If we ever find a pair of initially parallel
straight lines that do cross, then we will know that space is not flat.

The curved surface in Figure 2.4 is a globe of the Earth. Locate on
that globe the city of Quito, Ecuador; it sits on the equator. Send out a
precisely straight line from Quito, directed northward. The line will
travel northward, at constant longitude, through the North Pole.

In what sense is this a straight line? la two senses. One is the sense so
crucial to airlines: It is a great circle, and the great circles on the Earth's

2.4 Two straight lines, initially parallel, never cross on a flat surface such as the
sheet of paper shown on the left Two straight lines, initially parallel, will typi-
typically cross on a curved surface such as the globe of the world shown on the right.
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globe are the shortest routes between two points and thus are tile kinds
of routes along which airlines like to fly. Construct any other line
connecting Quito to the North Pole; it will necessarily be longer than
the great circle.

The second sense of straightness is the one that we shall use below,
when discussing spacetime: In sufficiently small regions on the globe
along the great circle's route, the globe's curvature can hardly be no-
noticed. In such a region, the great circle looks straight in the usual
flat-sheet-of-paper sense of straightness—the sense of straightness used
by professional surveyors, who lay out boundaries of property using
transits or laser beams. The great circle is straight, in this surveyors'
sense, in each and every small region along its route.

Mathematicians use the name geodesic for any line, on a curved or
warped surface, that is straight in these two senses: the airlines'"short-
"shortest route"sense, and the surveyors' sense.

Now move eastward on the globe from Quito by a few centimeters,
and construct a new straight line(great circle; geodesic)that is pre-
precisely parallel, at the equator, to the one through Quito. This straight
line, like the first one, will pass through the globe's North Pole. It is the
curvature of the globes surface that forces the two straight lines, initially
parallel, to cross at the North Pole.

' ith this understanding of the effects of curvature in two-dimen-
two-dimensional surfaces, we can return to four-dimensional spacetime and ask
about curvature there.

In an idealized universe without gravity, there is no warpage of
space, no warpage of time; spacetime has no curvature. In such a uni-
universe, according to Einstein's special relativity laws, freely moving
particles must travel along absolutely straight lines. They must main-
maintain constant direction and constant velocity, as measured in any and
every inertial reference frame. This is a fundamental tenet of special
relativity.

Now, Einstein's equivalence principle guarantees that gravity can-
cannot change this fundamental tenet of free motion: Whenever a freely
moving particle, in our real, gravity-endowed Universe, enters and
passes through a small, inertial(freely falling)reference frame, the
particle must move along a straight line through that frame. Straight-
line motion through a small inertial frame, however, is the obvious
analogue of straight-line behavior as measured by surveyors in a small
region of the Earth's surface; and just as such straight-line behavior in
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small regions on Earth implies that a line is actually a geodesic of the
Earth's surface, so also the particle's straight-line motion in small re-
regions of spacetime implies that the partic2e moves along a geodesic of
spacetime. And what is true of this particle must be true of all particles:
Every Jreefy moving particle(every particle on which no forces, except
gravity, act)travels along a geodesic of spacetime.

As soon as Einstein realized this, it became obvious to him that tidal
gracity is a manifestation of spacetime curvature.

To understand why, imagine the following thought experiment
(mine, not Einstein's). Stand on the ice sheet at the North Pole, holding
two small balls, one in each hand(Figure 2.5). Throw the balls into the
air side by side, so they rise upward along precisely parallel trajectories,

3.5 Two balls thrown into Ihe air on precisely parallel trajectories, if able to
pass unimpeded through the Earth, vriM collide near the Earth's center.
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and then watch them fall back to Earth. Now, in a thought experiment
such as this, you can do anything you wish so long as it does not violate
the laws of physics. You wish to watch the trajectories of the balls as
they fall under the action of gravity, not only above the Earth's surface,
but also below. For this purpose, you can pretend that the balls are
made of a material that falls through the Earth's soil and rock without
being slowed at all(tiny black holes would have this property), and you
can pretend that you and a friend on the opposite side of the Earth,
who also watches, can follow the balls' motion inside the Earth via
"X-ray vision."

As the balls fall into the Earth, the Earth's tidal gravity squeezes
them together in the same way as it squeezes your sides if you are a
falling astronaut(Figure 2.3). The strength of the tidal gravity is just
right to make both balls fall almost precisely toward the Earth's center,
and hit each other there.

Now comes the payoff of this thought experiment: Each ball moved
along a precisely straight line(a geodesic)through spacetime. Initially
the two straight lines were parallel. Later they crossed(the balls col-
collided). This crossing of initially parallel, straight lines signals a curva-
curvature of spacetime. From Einstein's viewpoint, spacetime curvature
causes the crossing, that is, causes the balls' collision, just as the curva-
curvature of the globe caused straight lines to cross in Figure 2.4. From
Newton's viewpoint, tidal gravity causes the crossing.

Thus, Einstein and Newton, with their very different viewpoints on
the nature of space and time, give very different names to the agent
that causes the crossing. Einstein calls it spacetime curvature; Newton
calls it tidal gravity. But there is just one agent acting. Therefore,
spacetime curvature and tidal gravity must be precisely the same thing,
expressed in different languages.

Our human minds have great difficulty visualizing curved surfaces
with more than two dimensions; therefore, it is nearly impossible to
visualize the curvature of four-dimensional spacetime. Some insight
can be gained, however, by looking at various two-dimensional pieces
of spacetime. Figure 2.6 uses two such pieces to explain how spacetime
curvature creates the tidal stretch and squeeze that produce the ocean
tides.

Figure 2.6a depicts one piece of spacetime in the vicinity of Earth, a
piece that includes time, plus space along the direction toward the
Moon. The Moon curves this piece of spacetime, and the curvature
stretches apart two geodesies, in the manner shown. Correspondingly,
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we humans see two freely moving particles, which travel along the
geodesies, get stretched apart as they travel, and we interpret that
stretching as a tidal gravitational force. This stretching tidal force
(spacetime curvature)affects not only freely moving particles, but also
the Earth's oceans; it stretches the oceans in the manner shown in Box

2.5, producing oceanic bulges on the sides of the Earth nearest and
farthest, from the Moon. The two bolges are trying to travel along
geodesies of the curved spacetime(Figure 2.6a), and therefore are try-
trying to fly apart; but the Earth's gravity(the spacetime curvature pro-
produced by the Earth; not shown in the diagram)is counteracting that
flight, so the ocean merely bulges.

Figure 2.6b is a different piece of spacetime near Earth, a piece that
includes time, plus space along a direction transverse to the Moon's
direction. The Moon curves this piece of spacetime, and the curvature
squeezes geodesies together in the manner shown. Correspondingly, we
humans see freely moving particles that travel along geodesies trans-
transverse to the Moon's direction get squeezed together by the curvature
(by the Moon's tidal gravity), and similarly we see the Earth's oceans
get squeezed along directions transverse to the direction of the Moon.
This tidal squeeze produces the transverse oceanic compressions shown
in Box 2.5.

2.6 Two two-dimensional pieces of curved spacetime, in the vicinity of the
Earth. The curvature is produced by the Moon. The curvature creates a tidal
stretch along the direction toward the Moon(a), and a tidal squeeze alung the
direction transverse to the Moon(b). and this stretch and squeeze produce the
ocean's tides in the manner discussed in Box 2.5, above.

Mean.

(?0
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Hiinst stein was a professor in Prague in the summer of 1912, when he
realized that tidal gravity and spacetime curvature are one and the
same thing. It was a wonderful revelation—though he was not yet
certain of it and did not yet understand it as fully as I have described it,
and it did not provide a complete explanation of gravity. It told Ein-
Einstein that spacetime curvature dictates the motion of free particles and
raises the tides on the ocean, but it did not tell him how the curvature is
produced. Einstein believed that the matter inside the Sun and Earth
and other planets is somehow responsible for the curvature. But how?
How does matter warp spacetime, and what are the details of the warp-
age? A quest for the law of warpage became Einstein's central concern.

A few weeks^after"discovering"spacetime curvature, Einstein
moved from Prague back to Zurich, to take up a professorship at his
alma mater, the ETH. Upon arriving in Zurich in August 1912, Ein-
Einstein sought advice from an old classmate, Marcel Grossmann, who was
now a professor of mathematics there. Einstein explained his idea that
tidal gravity is spacetime curvature, and then asked whether any math-
mathematician had ever developed a set of mathematical equations that
could help him figure out the law of warpage, that is, the law that
describes how matter forces spacetime to curve. Grossmann, whose
specially was other aspects of geometry, wasn't sure, but after browsing
in the library he came back with an answer: Yes. the necessary equa-
equations did exist. They had been invented largely by the German mathe-
mathematician Bernhard Riemann in the 1860s, the Italian Gregorio Ricci in
the 1880s, and Ricci's student Tullio Levi-Civita in the 1890s and
1900s; they were called the"absolute differential calculus"(or, in
physicists' language of 1915-1960,"tensor analysis,"or in the language
of 1960 to the present,"differential geometry"). But, Grossmann told
Einstein, this differential geometry is a terrible mess which physicists
should not be involved with. Were there any other geometries that
could be used to figure out the law of warpage? No.

And so, with much help from Grossmann, Einstein set out to master
the intricacies of differential geometry. As Grossmann taught mathe-
mathematics to Einstein, Einstein taught something of physics to Grossmann.
Einstein later quoted Grossmann as saying,"I concede that I did after
all gain something rather important from the study of physics. Before,
when I sat on a chair and felt a trace of heat left by my 'pre-sitter,' I
used to shudder a little. That is completely gone, for on this point
physics has taught me that heat is something completely impersonal."
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Learning differential geometry was not an easy task for Einstein.
The spirit of th? subject was alien to the intuitive physical arguments
that he found so natural. In late October 1912 he wrote to Arnold

Sommerfeld, a leading German physicist"I am now occupying myself
exclusively with the problem of gravitation and believe that, with the
aid of a local mathematician[Grossmann]who is a friend of mine I'll
now be able to master all the difficulties. But one thing is certain, that
in all my life I have never struggled so hard, and that I have been
infused with great respect for mathematics the subtler parts of which,
in my simple-mindedness, I had considered pure luxury up to nowj
Compared to this problem the original relativity theory[special rela-
relativity]is child's play"

Together Einstein and Grossmann struggled through the autnmn
and into the winter with the puzzle of how matter forces spacetime to
curve. But despite their all-out effort, the mathematics could not be
brought into accord with Einstein's vision. The law of warpage eluded,
them.

Einstein was convinced that the law of warpage should obey a gener-
generalized(enlarged)version of his principle of relativity: It should look the
same in every reference frame—not just inertial(freely falling)
frames, but non-inertial frames as well. The law of warpage should not
rely for its formulation on any special reference frame or any special
class of reference frames whatsoever.*Sadly, the equations of differen-
differential geometry did not seem to admit such a law. Finally, in late winter,
Einstein and Grossmann gave up the search and published the best law
of warpage they could find—a law that relied for its definition on a
special class of reference frames.

Einstein, eternally the optimist, managed to convince himself,
briefly, that this was no catastrophe. To his physicist friend Paul Eh-
renfest he wrote in early 1913,"What can be more beautiful than that
this necessary specialization follows from[the mathematical equations
for the conservation of energy and momentum]?"But after further
thought he regarded it a disaster. He wrote to Lorentz in August 1915:
"My faith in the reliability of the theory[the"law of warpage"]still
fluctuates.. ..[Because of the failure to obey the generalized principle
of relativity,]the theory contradicts its own starting point and all is up
in the air."

4. Einstein used the new phrase 'general eovariance"for this property, although it was just
a natural extension of his principle of relativity.
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As Einstein and Grossmann struggled with spacetime curvature,
other phj'sicists scattered over the European continent took up the
challenge of uniting the laws of gravity with special relativity. But
none of them—Gunnar Nordstrom in Helsinki, Finland; Gustav Mie
in Greifswald. Germany; Max Abraham in Milano, Italy—adopted
Einstein's spacetime curvature viewpoint. Instead they treated gravity,
like electromagnetism, as due to a force field which lives in Minkow-
ski's flat, special relativistic spacetime. And no wonder they took this
approach: The mathematics used by Einstein and Grossmann was hor-
rendously complex, and it had produced a law of warpage that .violated
its authors' own precepts.

Controversy swirled among the proponents of the various view-
viewpoints. Wrote Abraham,"Someone who, like this author, has had to
warn repeatedly against the siren song of[the principle of relativity]
will greet with satisfaction the fact that its originator has now con-
convinced himself of its untenability."Wrote Einstein in reply,"In my
opinion the situation does not indicate the failure of the relativity
principle. . . . There is not the slightest ground to doubt its validity."
And privately he described Abraham's theory of gravity as"a stately
horse which lacks three legs."Writing to friends in 1913 and 1914
Einstein said of the controversy,"I enjoy it that this affair is at least
taken up with the requisite animation. I enjoy the controversies. Figaro
mood: I'll play him a tune."� enjoy it that colleagues occupy them-
themselves at all with the theory[developed by Grossmann and me], al-
although for the time being with the purpose of killing it.... On the face
of it, Nordstrom's theory ... is much more plausible. But it, too, is built
on[flat, Minkowskian spacetime], the belief in which amounts, I feel,
to something like a superstition."

In April 1914 Einstein left the ETH for a professorship in Berlin
which carried no teaching duties. At last he could work on research as
much as he wished, and even do so in the stimulating vicinity of
Berlin's great physicists, Max Planck and Wahher Nernst. In Berlin,
despite the June 1914 outbreak of the First World War, Einstein con-
continued his quest for an acceptable description of how matter curves
spacetime, a description that did not rely on any special class of refer-
reference frames—an improved law of warpage.

A three-hour train ride from Berlin, in the universtfy village of
Gbttingen where Minkowski had worked, there lived one of the great-
greatest mathematicians of all time: David Hilbert. During 1914 and 1915
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Hilhert pursued a passionate interest in physics. Einstein's published
ideas fascinated him., so in late June of 1915 he invited Einstein down
for a visit. Einstein stayed for about a week and gave six two-hour
lectures to Hilbert and his colleagues. Several days after the visit Ein-
Einstein wrote to a friend, � had the great joy of seeing in Gottingen that
everything[about my work]is understood to the last detail. With
Hilbert I am just enraptured."

Several months after returning to Berlin, Einstein became more
deeply distressed than ever with the Einstein-Grossmann law of warp-
age. Not only did it violate his vision that the laws of gravity should be
the same in all reference frames, but also, he discovered after arduous
calculation, it gave a wrong value for the anomalous perihelion shift of
Mercury's orbit. He had hoped bis theory would explain the perihelion
shift, thereby triumphantly resolving the shift's discrepancy with New-
Newton's laws. Such an achievement would give at least some experimental
confirmation that his laws of gravity were right and Newton's wrong.
However, his calculation, based on the Einstein-Grossmann law of
warpage, gave a perihelion shift half as large as was observed.

Pouring over his old calculations with Grossmann, Einstein discov-
discovered a few crucial mistakes. Feverishly he worked through the month
of October, and on 4 November he presented, at the weekly plenary
session of the Prussian Academy of Sciences in Berlin, an account of his
mistakes and a revised law of warpage—still slightly dependent on a
special class of reference frames, but less so than before.

Remaining dissatisfied, Einstein struggled all the next week with
his 4 November law, found mistakes, and presented yet another pro-
proposal for the law of warpage at the Academy meeting of 11 November.
But still the law relied on special frames; still it violated his principle of
relativity.

Resigning himself to this violation, Einstein struggled during the
next week to compute consequences of his new law that could be
observed with telescopes. It predicted, he found, that starlight passing
the limb of the Sun should be deflected gravitationally by an angle of
1.7 seconds of arc(a prediction that would be verified four years later
by careful measurements during a solar eclipse). More important to
Einstein, the new law yielded the correct perihelion shift for Mercury!
He was beside himself with joy; for three days he was so excited that he
couldn't work. This triumph he presented at the next meeting of the
Academy on 18 November.

But his law's violation of the relativity principle still troubled him.
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So during the next week Einstein poured back over his calculations and
found another mistake—the crucial one. At last everything fell into
place. The entire mathematical formalism was now free of any depen-
dependence on special reference frames: It had the same form when ex-
expressed in each and every reference frame(see Box 2.6 below)and thus
obeyed the principle of relativity. Einstein's vision of 1914 was fully
vindicated! And the new formalism still gave the same predictions for
the shift of Mercury's perihelion and for the gravitational deflection of
light, and it incorporated his 1907 prediction of gravitational time
dilation. These conclusions, and the final definitive form of his general
relativity law of warpage, Einstein presented to the Prussian Academy
on 25 November.

Three days later Einstein wrote to his friend Arnold Sommerfeld:
"During the past month 1 had one of the most exciting and strenuous
times of my life, but also one of the most successful."Then, in a
January letter to Paul Ehrenfest:"Imagine my joy[that my new law of
warpage obeys the principle of relativity]and at the result that the
[law predicts]the correct perihelion motion of Mercury. 1 was beside
myself with ecstasy for days."And, later, speaking of the same period:
"The years of searching in the dark for a truth that one feels but cannot
express, the intense desire and the alternations of confidence and mis-
misgiving until one breaks through to clarity and understanding, are
known only to him who has himself experienced them."

Rer smarkably, Einstein was not the first to discover the correct form of
the law of warpage, the form that obeys his relativity principle. Recog-
Recognition for the first discovery must go to Hilbert. In autumn 1915, even
as Einstein was struggling toward the right law, making mathematical
mistake after mistake, Hilbert was mulling over the things he had
learned from Einstein's summer visit to Gottingen. While he was on an
autumn vacation on the island of Rugen in the Baltic the key idea
came to him, and within a few weeks he had the right law—derived
not by the arduous trial-and-error path of Einstein, but by an elegant,
succinct mathematical route. Hilbert presented his derivation and the
resulting law at a meeting of the Royal Academy of Sciences in Gottin-
Gottingen on 20 November 1915, just five days before Einstein's presentation
of the same law at the Prussian Academy meeting in Berlin.

Quite naturally, and in accord with Hilbert's own view of things, the
resulting law of warpage was quickly given the name the Einstein field
equation(Box 2.6)rather than being named after Hilbert. Hilbert had



Box 2.6

The Einstein Field Equation:
Einstein's Law of Spacetime Warpage

Einstein's law of spacetime warpage, the Einstein field equation, states that
"mass and pressure warp spacetime."More specifically:

At any location in spacetime, choose an arbitrary reference frame. In.
that reference frame, explore the curvature of spacetime by studying how
the curvature(that is, tidal gravity)pushes freely moving particles to-
together or pulls them apart along each of the three directions of the chosen
frame's space: the east-west direction, the north-south direction, and the
up-down direction. The particles move along geodesies of spacetime(r'ig-
ure 2.6), and the rate at which they are pushed together or pulled apart is
proportional to the strength of the curvature along the direction between
them. If they are pushed together as in diagrams(a)and(b), the curvature
is said to be positive; if they are pulled apart as in(c), the curvature is
negative.

{O

Add together the strengths of the curvatures along all three directions,
east-west[diagram(a)], north-south[diagram(b)], and up-down[dia-
[diagram(c)]. Einstein's field equation states that, the sum of the strengths of
these three curvatures is proportional to the density of mass in the particle's
vicinity(multiplied by the speed of light squared to convert it into a density
of energy; see Box f.2), plus)times the pressure of matter in the particles'
vicinity.

Even though you and I may be at the same location in spacetime(say,
flying over Paris, France, at noon on 14 July 1996), if we move relative to
each other, your space will be different from mine and similarly the
density of mass(for example, the mass of the air around us)that you
measure will be different from the density that I measure, and the pres-
pressure of matter(for example, the air pressure)that we measure will differ.
Similarly, it turns out, the sum of the three curvatures of spacetime that

(continued next page)



(Box 2.6 continued)

you measure will be different from the sum that J measure. However, you

and I must each Jind that the sum of the curvatures we measure is propor-

proportional to the density of mass we measure plus 3 times the pressure we

measure. In this sense, the Einstein field equation is the same in every

reference frame; it obeys Einstein's principle of relativity.
Under most circumstances(for example, throughout the solar system),

the pressure of matter is tiny compared to its mass density times the speed
of light squared, and therefore the pressure is an unimportant contributor
to spacetime curvature; the spacetime warpage is due almost solely to mass.
Only deep inside neutron stars(Chapter 5), and in a few other exotic
places, is pressure a significant contributor to the warpage.

By mathematically manipulating the Einstein field equation, Einstein
and other physicists have not only explained the deflection of starlight by
the Sun and the motions of the planets in their orbits, including the
mysterious perihelion shift of Mercury, they have also predicted the exis-
existence of black holes(Chapter 3), gravitational waves(Chapter 10), sin-
singularities of spacetime(Chapter 13), and perhaps the existence of worm-
holes and time machines(Chapter 14). The remainder of this book is
devoted to this legacy of Einstein's genius.

carried out the last few mathematical steps to its discovery indepen-
independently and almost simultaneously with Einstein, but Einstein was re-
responsible for essentially everything that preceded those steps: the rec-
recognition that tidal gravity must be the same thing as a warpage of
spacetime, the vision that the law of warpage must obey the relativity
principle, and the first 90 percent of that law, the Einstein field equa-
equation. In fact, without Einstein the general relativistic laws of gravity
might not have been discovered until several decades later.

I browse through Einstein's published scientific papers(a brows-
browsing which, unfortunately, I must do in the 196S Russian edition of his
collected works because I read no German and most of his papers have
not as of 1995 been translated into English'), I am struck by the pro-
profound change of character of Einstein's work in 1912. Before 1912 his
papers are fantastic for their elegance, their deep intuition, and their
modest use of mathematics. Many of the arguments are the same as
those which I and my friends use in the 1990s when we teach courses
on relativity. Nobody has. learned to improve on those arguments. By
contrast, after 1912, complex mathematics abounds in Einstein's pa-
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pers—though usually in combination with insights about physical
laws. This combination of mathematics and physical insight, which
only Einstein among all physicists working on gravity had in the pe-
period 1912-1915, ultimately led Einstein to the full form of his gravita-
gravitational laws.

But Einstein wielded his mathematical tools with some clumsiness.

As Hilbert was later to say,"Every boy in the streets of Gottingen
understands more about four-dimensional geometry than Einstein.
Yet, in spite of that, Einstein did the work[formulated the general
relativistic laws of gravity]and not the mathematicians"He did the
work because mathematics was not enough; Einstein's unique physical
insight was also needed.

Actually, Hilbert exaggerated. Einstein was a rather good mathema-
mathematician, though in mathematical technique he was not the towering
figure that he was in physical insight. As a result, few of Einstein's
post-1912 arguments are presented today in the way Einstein pre-
presented them. People have learned improvements. And, with the quest
to understand the laws of physics becoming more and more mathemat-
mathematical as the years after 1915 passed, Einstein became less and less the
dominant figure he had been. The torch was passed to others.
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L he essential result of this investigation,"Albert Einstein wrote in
a technical paper in 1939,"is a clear understanding as to why the
'Schwarzschild singularities' do not exist in pliysical reality."With
these words, Einstein made clear and unequivocal his rejection of his
own intellectual legacy: the black holes that his general relarivistic
laws of gravity seemed to be predicting.

Only a few features of black holes had as yet been deduced from
Einstein's laws, and the name"black holes"had not yet been coined;
they were being called"Schwarzschild singularities."However, it was
clear that anything that falls into a black hole can never get back out
and cannot send light or anything else out, and this was enough to
convince Einstein and most other physicists of his day that black holes
are outrageously bizarre objects which surely should not exist in the
real Universe. Somehow, the laws of physics must protect the Universe
from such beasts.

What was known about black holes, when Einstein so strongly re-
rejected them? How firm was general relativity's prediction that they do
exist? How could Einstein reject that prediction and still maintain
confidence in his general relativistic laws? The answers to these ques-
questions have their roots in the eighteenth century.
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X hroughout the 1700s, scientists(then called natural philosophers)
believed that gravity was governed by Newton's laws, and that light
was made of corpuscles(particles)that are emitted by their sources at a
very high, universal speed. That speed was known to be about 300,000
kilometers per second, thanks to telescopic measurements of light
emitted by Jupiter's moons as they orbit around their parent planet.

In 1783 John Michell, a British natural philosopher, dared to com-
combine the corpuscular description of light with Newton's gravitation
laws and thereby predict what very compact stars should look like. He
did this by a thought experiment which I repeat here in modified form:

Launch a particle from the surface of a star with some initial speed,
and]et it move freely upward. If the initial speed is too low, the star's
gravity will slow the particle to a halt and then pull it back to the star's
surface. If the initial speed is high enough, gravity will slow the parti-
particle but not stop it; the particle will manage to escape. The dividing line,
the minimum initial speed for escape, is called the"escape velocity."
For a particle ejected from the Earth's surface, the escape velocity is 11
kilometers per second; for a particle ejected from the Sun's surface, it is
617 kilometers per second, or 0.2 percent of the speed of light.

Michell could compute the escape velocity using Newton's laws of
gravity, and could show that it is proportional to the square root of the
star's mass divided by its circumference. Thus, for a star of fixed mass,
the smaller the circumference, the larger the escape velocity. The rea-
reason is simple: The smaller the circumference, the closer the star's sur-
surface is to its center, and thus the stronger is gravity at its surface, and
the harder the particle has to work to escape the star's gravitational
pull.

There is a critical circumference, Michell reasoned, for which the
escape velocity is the speed of light. If corpuscles of light are affected by
gravity in the same manner as other kinds of particles, then light can
barely escape from a star that has this critical circumference. For a star
a bit smaller, light cannot escape at all. When a corpuscle of light is
launched from such a star with the standard light velocity of 299,792
kilometers per second, it will fly upward at first, then slow to a halt and
fall back to the star's surface; see Figure 3.1.

Michell could easily compute the critical circumference; it was 18.5
kilometers, if the star had the same mass as the Sun, and proportion-
proportionately larger if the mass were larger.

Nothing in the eighteenth-century laws of physics prevented so
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Trajectories of lighb corpuscles

3.1 The behavior of light emitted from a star that is smaller than the critical
circumference, as computed in 1783 by John Michell using Newton's laws of
gravity and corpuscular description of light.

compact a star from existing. Thus, Michell was led to speculate that
the Universe might contain a huge number of such dark stars, each
living happily inside its own critical circumference, and each invisible
from Earth because the corpuscles of light emitted from its surface are
inexorably pulled back down. Such dark stars were the eighteenth-
century versions of black holes.

Michell, who was Rector of Thornhill in Yorkshire, England, re-
reported his prediction that dark stars might exist to the Royal Society of
London on 27 November 1783. His report made a bit of a splash among
British natural philosophers. Thirteen years later, the French natural
philosopher Pierre Simon Laplace popularized the same prediction in
the first edition of his famous work Le Systeme du Monde, without
reference to Michell's earlier work. I^aplace kept his dark-star predic-
prediction in the second A799)edition, but by the time of the third A808)
edition, Thomas Young's discovery of the interference of light with
itself1 was forcing natural philosophers to abandon the corpuscular
description of light in favor of a wave description devised by Christiaan
Huygens—and it was not at all clear how this wave description should
be meshed with Newton's laws of gravity so as to compute the effect of
a star's gravity on the light it emits. For this reason, presumably,
Laplace deleted the concept of a dark star from the third and subse-
subsequent editions of his book.

1. Chapter 10.
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'nly in November 1915, after Einstein had formulated his general
relativistic laws of gravity, did physicists once again believe they un-
understood gravitation and light well enough to compute the effect of a
star's gravity on the light it emits. Only then could they return with
confidence to the dark stars(black holes)of Michel! and Laplace.

The first step was made by Karl Schwarzschild, one of the most
distinguished astrophysicists of the early twentieth century. Schwarz-
Schwarzschild, then serving in the German army on the Russian front of World
War I, read Einstein's formulation of general relativity in the 25 No-
November 1915 issue of the Proceedings of the Prussian Academy of
Sciences. Almost immediately he set out lo discover what predictions
Einstein's new gravitation laws might make about stars.

Since it would be very complicated, mathematically, to analyze a
star that spins or is nonspherical, Schwarzschild confined himself to
stars that do not spin at all and that are precisely spherical, and to ease
his calculations, he sought first a mathematical description of the star's
exterior and delayed its interior until later. Within a few days he had
the answer. He had calculated, in exact detail, from Einstein's new
field equation, the curvature of spacetirne outside any spherical, non-
spinning star. His calculation was elegant and beautiful, and the
curved spacetime geometry that it predicted, the Schwarzschild geome-
geometry as it soon came to be known, was destined to have enormous impact
on our understanding of gravity and the Universe.

Schwarzschild mailed to Einstein a paper describing his calculations,
and Einstein presented it in his behalf at a meeting of the Prussian
Academy of Sciences in Berlin on 13 January 1916. Several weeks later,
Einstein presented the Academy a second paper by Schwarzschild: an
exact computation of the spacetime curvature inside the star. Only four
months later, Schwarzschild's remarkable productivity was halted: On
19 June, Einstein had the sad task of reporting to the Academy that
Karl Schwarzschild had died of an illness contracted on the Russian

front.

The ie Schwarzschild geometry is the first concrete example of space-
time curvature that we have met in this book. For this reason, and

because it is so central to the properties of black holes, we shall exam-
examine it in detail.

If we had been thinking all our lives about space and time as an

absolute, unified, four-dimensional spacetime"fabric,"then it would
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KaH Schwarzschild in his academic robe in Gdttingen, Germany.[Courtesy AlP
ttmilio Segre Visual Archives.]
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be appropriate to describe tbe Schwarzschild geometry immediately in
the language of curved(warped), four-dimensional spacetime. How-
However, our everyday experience is with three-dimensional space and
one-dimensional time, un-unified; therefore, I shall give a description
in which warped spacetime is split up into warped space plus warped
time.

Since space and time are"relative"(my space differs from your
space and my time from yours, if we are moving relative to each
other*), such a split requires first choosing a reference frame—that is,
choosing a state of motion. For a star, there is a natural choice, one in
which the star is at rest; that is, the star's own reference frame. In other
words, it is natural to examine the star's own space and the star's own
time rather than the space and time of someone moving at high speed
through the star.

As an aid In visualizing the curvature(warpage)of the star's space, I
shall use a drawing called an embedding diagram. Because embedding
diagrams will play a major role in future chapters, I shall introduce the
concept carefully, with the help of an analogy.

Imagine a family of human-like creatures who live in a universe
with only two spatial dimensions. Their universe is the curved, bowl-
like surface depicted in Figure 3.2. They, like their universe, are two-
dimensional; they are ixifinitesimally thin perpendicular to the surface.
Moreover, they cannot see out of the surface; they see by means of light
rays that move in the surface and never leave it. Thus, these �D
beings,"as I shall call them, have no method whatsoever to get any
information about anything outside their two-dimensional universe.

These 2D beings can explore the geometry of their two-dimensional
universe by making measurements on straight lines, triangles, and
circles. Their straight lines are the"geodesies"discussed in Chapter 2
(Figure 2.4 and associated text): the stiaightest lines that exist in their
two-dimensional universe. In the bottom of their universe's"bowl,"

which we see in Figure 3.2 as a segment of a sphere, their straight lines
are segments of great circles like the equator of the Earth or its lines of
constant longitude. Outside the lip of the bowl their universe is flat, so
their straight lines are what we would recognize as ordinary straight
lines.

If the 2.D beings examine any pair of parallel straight lines in the
outer, flat part of then-universe(for example, Ll and L2 of Figure 3.2),

2. Figure 1.3, and the lessons of the tal? of Mlmjina and Serona in Chapter 2.
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then no matter how far the beings follow those lines, they will never
see them cross. In this way, the beings discover the flatness of the outer
region. On the other hand, if they construct the parallel straight lines
L3 and L4 outside the bowl's lip, and then follow those lines into the
bowl region, keeping them always as straight as possible(keeping
them geodesies), they will see the lines cross at the bottom of the bowl.
In this way, they discover that the inner, bowl region of their universe
is curved.

The 2D beings can also discover the flatness of the outer region and
the curvature of the inner region by measuring circles and triangles
(Figure 5.2). In the outer region, the circumferences of all circles are
equal to n C.14159265 ...)times their diameters. In the inner region,
circumferences of circles are less than 7t times their diameters; for
example, the large circle drawn near the bowl's bottom in Figure 3.2
has a circumference equal to 2.5 times its diameter. When the 2D
beings construct a triangle whose sides are straight lines(geodesies)
and then add up the triangle's interior angles, they obtain 180 degrees
in the outer, flat region, and more than 180 degrees in the inner,
curved region.

Having discovered, by such measurements, that their universe is
curved, the 2D beings might begin to speculate about the existence of a
three-dimensional space in which their universe resides--in which it is
embedded. They might give that three-dimensional space the name

3.2 A two-dimensional universe peopled by 2D beings.

Gircunrrference
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hyperspace, and speculate about its properties; for example, they might
presume it to be"flat"in the Euclidean seme that straight, parallel
lines in it never cross. You and I have no difficulty visualizing such a
hyperspace; it is the three-dimensional space of Figure 3.2, the space of
our everyday experience. However, the 2D beings, with their limited
two-dimensional experience, would have great difficulty visualizing it
Moreover, there is no way that they could ever learn whether such a
hyperspace really exists. They can never get out of their two-dimen-
two-dimensional universe and into hyperspace's third dimension, and because
they see on2y by means of light rays that stay always in their universe,
they can never see into hyperspace. For them, hyperspace would be
entirely hypothetical.

The third dimension of hyperspace has nothing to do with the 2D
beings'"time"dimension, which they might also think of as a third
dimension. When thinking about hyperspace, the beings would actu-
actually have to think in terms of four dimensions: vwo for the space of
their universe, one for its time, and one for the third dimension of
hyperspace.

We 'e are three-dimensional beings, and we live in a curved three-
dimensional space. If we were to make measurements of the geometry
of our space inside and near a star-—the Schwarzschild geometry—we
would discover it to be curved in a manner closely analogous to that of
the 2D beings' universe.

We can speculate about a higher-dimensional, flat hyperspace in
which our curved, three-dimensional space is embedded. It turns out
that such a hyperspace must have six dimensions in order to accommo-
accommodate curved three-dimensional spaces like ours inside itself.(And when
we remember that our Universe also has a time dimension, we must
think in terms of seven dimensions in all.)

Now, it is even harder for me to visualize our three-dimensional
space embedded in a six-dimensional hyperspace than it would be for
2D beings to visualize their two-dimensional space embedded in a
three-dimensional hyperspace. However, there is a trick that helps
enormously, a trick depicted in Figure 5.5.

Figure 3.5 shows a thought experiment: A thin sheet of material is
inserted through a star in its equatorial plane(upper left), so the sheet
bisects the star leaving precisely identical halves above and below it
Even though this equatorial sheet looks flat in the picture, it is not
really flat. The star's mass warps three-dimensional space inside and
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around the star in a manner that the upper left picture cannot convey,
and that warpage curves the equatorial sheet in a manner the picture
does not show. We can discover the sheet's curvature by making geo-
geometric measurements on it in our real, physical space, in precisely the
same way as the 2D beings make measurements in the two-dimen-
two-dimensional space of their universe. Such measurements will reveal that
straight lines which are initially parallel cross near the star's center, the
circumference of any circle inside or near the star is less than 71 times
its diameter, and the sums of the internal angles of triangles are greater
than 180 degrees. The details of these curved-space distortions are
predicted by Schwarcschild's solution of Einstein's equation.

To aid in visualizing this Schwarzschild curvature, we, like the 2D
beings, can imagine extracting the equatorial sheet from the curved,
three-dimensional space of our real Universe, and embedding it in a
fictitious, flat, three-dimensional hyperspace(lower right in Figure
5.3). In the uncurved hyperspace, the sheet can maintain its curved
geometry only by bending downward like a bowl. Such diagrams of
two-dimensional sheets from our curved Universe, embedded in a hy-
hypothetical, flat, three-dimensional hyperspace, are called embedding
diagrams.

3.3 The curvature of the three-dimensional space inside and around a star
(upper left), as depicted by means of an embedding diagram(lower right). This
is the curvature predicted by SchwarzschiW's solution to Einstein's field equa-
tioa
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It is tempting to think of hyperspace's third dimension as being the
same as the third spatial dimension of our own Universe. We must
avoid this temptation. Hyperspace's third dimension has nothing what-
whatsoever to do with any of the dimensions of our own Universe. Tt is a
dimension into which we can never go and never see, and from which
we can never get any information; it is purely hypothetical. Nonethe-
Nonetheless, it is useful. Tt helps us visualize the Schwarzschild geometry, and
later in this book it will help us visualize other curved-space geome-
geometries: those of black holes, gravitational waves, singularities, and worm-
holes(Chapters 6, 7, 10, 13, and 14).

As the embedding diagram in Figure 5.5 shows, the Schwarzschild
geometry of the star's equatorial sheet is qualitatively the same as the
geometry of the 2D beingsr universe: Inside the star, the geometry is
bowl-like and curved; far from the star it becomes flat. As with the
large circle in the 2D beings' bowl(Figure 5.2), so also here(Figure
3.3), the star's circumference divided by its diameter is less than ft. For
our Sun, trie ratio of circumference to diameter is predicted to be less
than 71 by several parts in a million: in other words, inside the Sun,
space is flat to within several parts in a million. However, if the Sun
kept its same mass and were made smaller and smaller in circumfer-
circumference, then the curvature inside it would become stronger and stronger,
the downward dip of the bowl in the embedding diagram of Figure 3.3
would become more and more pronounced, and the ratio of circumfer-
circumference to diameter would become substantially less than It.

Because space is differed in different reference frames("your space
is a mixture of my space and my time, if we move relative to each
other"), the details of the star's spatial curvature will be different as
measured in. a reference frame that moves at high speed relative to the
star than as measured in a frame where the star is at rest, la the space
of the high-speed reference frame, the star is somewhat squashed per-
perpendicular to its direction of motion, so the embedding diagram looks
much like that of Figure 3.3, but with the bowl compressed trans-
transversely into an oblong shape. This squashing is the curved-space vari-
variant of the contraction of space that Fitzgerald discovered in a universe
without gravity(Chapter 1).

Schwarzschild's solution to the Einstein field equation describes not
only this curvature(or warpage)of space, but also a warpage of time
near the star—a warpage produced by the star's strong gravity. In a
reference frame that is at rest with respect to the star, and not flying
past it at high speed, this time warpage is precisely the gravitational
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time dilation discussed in Chapter 2(Box 2.4 and associated discussion):
Near the star's surface, time flows more slowly than far away, and at
the star's center, it flows slower still.

In the case of the Sun, the time warpage is small: At the Sun's
surface, time should flow more slowly by just 2 parts in a million F4
seconds in one year)than far from the Sun, and at the Sun's center it
should flow more slowly than far away by about 1 part in 100,000 E
minutes in one year). However, if the Sun kept its same mass and were
made smaller in circumference so its surface was closer to its center,
then its gravity would be stronger, and correspondingly its gravita
tional time dilation—its warpage of time—would become larger.

One consequence of this time warpage is the gravitational redshift of
light emitted from a star's surface. Since the light's frequency of oscil-
oscillation is governed by the flow of time at the place where the light is
emitted, light emerging from atoms on the star's surface will have a
lower frequency when it readies Earth than light emitted by the same
kinds of atoms in interstellar space. The frequency will be lowered by
precisely the same amount as the flow of time is slowed. A. lower
frequency means a longer wavelength, so light from the star must be
shifted toward the red end of the spectrum by the same amount as time
is dilated on the star's surface.

At the Sun's surface the time dilation is 2 parts in a million, so the
gravitational redshift of light arriving at the Earth from the Sun
should also be 2 parts in a million. This was too small a redshift to be
measured definitively in Einstein's day, but in the early 1960s, technol-
technology began to catch up with Einstein's laws of gravity: Jim Brault of
Princeton University, in a very delicate experiment, measured the red-
shift of the Sun's light, and obtained a result in nice agreement with
Einstein's prediction.

ithin a few years after Schwarzschild's untimely death, his space-
time geometry became a standard working tool for physicists and astro-
astrophysicists. Many people, including Einstein, studied it and computed
its implications. All agreed and took seriously the conclusion that, if the
star were rather large in circumference, like the Sun, then spacetime
inside and around it should be very slightly curved, and light emitted
from its surface and received at Earth should be shifted in color, ever so
slightly, toward the red. All also agreed that the more compact the star,
the greater must be the warpage of its spacetime and the larger the
gravitational redshift of light from its surface. However, few were
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willing to take seriously the extreme predictions that the Schwarz-
schild geometry gave for highly compact stars(Figure 5.4):

The Schwarzschild geometry predicted that for each star there is a
critical circumference, which depends on the star's mass—the same
critical circumference as had been discovered by John Michell and
Pierre Simon Laplace more than a century earlier: 18.5 kilometers
times the mass of the star injMiits of the mass of the Sun. If the star's

actual circumference is ,iarger than this critical one by a factor of 4
(upper part of Figure 5.4), then the star's space will be moderately
curved as shown, time at its surface will flow 15 percent more slowly
than far away, and light emitted from its surface will be shifted toward
the red end of the spectrum by 15 percent If the star's circumference is
smaller, just twice the critical one(middle part of Figure 3.4), its space
will be more strongly curved, time at its surface will flow 41 percent

3.4 General relativity's predictions for the curvature of space and the redshift
of light from three highly compact stars with the same mass but different cir-
circumferences. The first is four times larger than the critical circumference, the
second is twice as large as critical, and the third has its circumference precisely
critical In modern language, the surface of the third star is a black-hole horizon.
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more slowly than far away, and light from its surface will be redshifted
by 41 percent. These predictions seemed acceptable and reasonable.
What did not seem at all reasonable to physicists and astrophysicists of
the 1920s, or even as late as the 1960s, was the prediction for a star
whose actual circumference was the same as its critical one(bottom
part of Figure 3.4). For such a star, with its more strongly curved space,
the flow of time at the star's surface is infinitely dilated; time does not
flow at all—it is frozen. And correspondingly, no matter what may be
the color of light when it begins its journey upward from the star's
surface, it must get shifted beyond the red, beyond the infrared, beyond
radio wavelengths, all the way to infinite wavelengths; that is, all the
way out of existence. In modern language, the star's surface, with its
critical circumference, is precisely at the horizon of a black hole; the
star, by its strong gravity, is creating a black-hole horizon around itself.

The bottom line of this Schwarzschild-geometry discussion is the
same as that found by Michell and I^aplace: A star as small as the
critical circumference must appear completely dark, when viewed
from far away; it must be what we now call a black hole. The bottom
line is the same, but the mechanism is completely different:

Michell and Laplace, with their Newtonian view of space and time
as absolute and the speed of light as relative, believed that for a star just
a bit smaller than the critical circumference, corpuscles of light would
very nearly escape. They would fly up to great heights above the star,
higher than any orbiting planet; but as they climbed, they would be
slowed by the star's gravity, then halted somewhere short of interstel-
interstellar space, then turned around and pulled back down to the star.
Though creatures on an orbiting planet could see the star by its slow-
moving light(to them it would not be dark), we, living far away on
Earth, could not see it at all. The star's light could not reach us. For us
the star would be totally black.

By contrast, Schwarzschild's spacetime curvature required that light
always propagate with the same universal speed: it can never be
slowed.(The speed of light is absolute, but space and time are relative.)
However, if emitted from the critical circumference, the light must get
shifted in wavelength an infinite amount, while traveling upward an
infinitesimal distance.(The wavelength shift must be infinite because
the flow of time is infinitely dilated at the horizon, and the wavelength
always shifts by the same amount as time is dilated.)This infinite shift
of wavelength, in effect, removes all the light's energy; and the light,
thereupon, ceases to exist! Thus, no matter how close a planet might be
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to the critical circumference, creatures on it cannot see any light at all
emerging from the star.

In Chapter 7, we shall study how the light behaves as seen from
inside a black hole's critical circumference, and shall discover that it
does not cease to exist after all. Rather, it simply is unable to escape the
critical circumference(the hole's horizon)even though it is moving
outward at the standard, universal speed of 299,792 kilometers per
second. But this early in the book, we are not yet ready to comprehend
such seemingly contradictory behavior. We must first build up our
understanding of other things, as did physicists during the decades
between 1916 and 1960.

"uring the 1920s and into the 1950s, the world's most renowned
experts on general relativity were Albert. Einstein and the British astro-
astrophysicist Arthur Eddington. Others understood relativity, but Einstein
and Eddington set the intellectual tone of the subject. And, while a few
others were willing to take black holes seriously, Einstein and Edding-
Eddington were not. Black holes just didn't,"smell right"; they were outra-
outrageously bizarre; they violated Einstein's and Eddington's intuitions
about how our Universe ought to behave.

In the 1920s Einstein seems to have dealt with the issue by ignoring
it. Nobody was pushing black holes as a serious prediction, so there was
not much need on that score to straighten things out And since other
mysteries of nature were more interesting and puzzling to Einstein, he
put his energies elsewhere.

Eddington in the 1920s took a more whimsical approach. He was a
bit of a ham, He enjoyed popularizing science, and so long as nobody
was taking black holes too seriously, they were a playful thing to
dangle in front of others. Thus, we find him writing in 1926 in his book
The Internal Constitution of the Stars that no observable star can possi-
possibly be more compact than the critical circumference:"Firstly,"he
wrote,"the force of gravitation would be so great that light would be
unable to escape from it, the rays falling back to the star like a stone to
the Earth. Secondly, the redshift of the spectral lines would be so great
that the spectrum would be shifted out of existence. Thirdly, the mass
would produce so much curvature of the space-time metric that space
would close up round the star, leaving us outside(i.e. nowhere)."The
first conclusion was the Newtonian version of light not escaping; the
second was a semi-accurate, relativistic description; and the third was
typical Eddingtonian hyperbole. As one sees clearly from the embed-
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ding diagrams of Figure 3.4, when a star is as small as the critical
circumference, the curvature of space is strong but not infinite, and
space is definitely not wrapped up around the star. Eddington may
have known this, but his description made a good story, and it captured
in a whimsical way the spirit of Schwarzschild's spacetime curvature.

In the 1930s, as we shall see in Chapter 4, the pressure to take black
holes seriously began to mount. As the pressure mounted, Eddington,
Einstein, and others among the"opinion setters"began to express
unequivocal opposition to these outrageous objects.

In 1939, Einstein published a general relativistic calculation that he
interpreted as an example of why black holes cannot exist. His calcula-
calculation analyzed the behavior of an idealized kind of object which one
might have thought could be used to make a black hole. The object was
a cluster of particles that pull on each other gravitationally and thereby

3.5 Einstein's evidence that no object can ever be as small as its critical circum-
circumference. Left: If Einstein's spherical cluster of particles is smaller than 1.5 critical
circumferences, then the particles' speeds must exceed the speed of light, which
is impossible. Right: If a star with constant density is smaller than 9/8=1.125
critical circumferences, then the pressure at the star's center must be infinite,
which is impossible.
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hold the cluster together, in much the same way as the Sun holds the
solar system together by pulling gravitationally on its planets. The
particles in Einstein's cluster all moved in circular orbits around a
common center; their orbits formed a sphere, with particles on one side
of the sphere pulling gravitationally on those on the other side(left
half of Figure 3.5).

Einstein imagined making this cluster smaller and smaller, trying to
drive its actual circumference down toward the critical circumference.

As one might expect, his calculation showed that the more compact the
cluster, the stronger the gravity at its spherical surface and the faster
the particles must move on its surface to prevent themselves from
being pulled in. If the cluster were smaller than 1.5 times the critical
circumference, Einstein's calculations showed, then its gravity would
be so strong that the particles would have to move faster than the speed
of light to avoid being pulled in. Since nothing can move faster than
light, there was no way the cluster could ever be smaller than 1.5 times
critical."The essential result of this investigation,"Einstein wrote,"is
a clear understanding as to why the 'Schwarzschild singularities' do not
exist in physical reality."

As backing for his view, Einstein could also appeal to the internal
structure of an idealized star made of matter whose density is constant
throughout the stellar interior(right half of Figure 3.5). Such a star
was prevented from imploding by the pressure of the gas inside it. Karl
Schwarzschild had used general relativity to derive a complete mathe-
mathematical description of such a star, and his formulas showed that, if one
makes the star more and more compact, then in order to counteract the
increased strength of its internal gravity, the star's internal pressure
must rise higher and higher. As the star's shrinking circumference
nears 9/a-1.125 times its critical circumference, Schwarzschild's for-
formulas show the central pressure becoming infinitely large. Since no
real gas can ever produce a truly infinite pressure(nor can any other
kind of matter), such a star could never get as small as 1.125 times
critical, Einstein believed.

Einstein's calculations were correct, but his reading of their message
was not. The message he extracted, that no object can ever become as
small as the critical circumference, was determined more by Einstein's
intuitive opposition to Schwarzschild singularities(black holes)than
by the calculations themselves. The correct message, we now know in
retrospect, was this:

Einstein's cluster of particles and the constant-density star could
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never be so compact as to form a black hole because Einstein demanded
that some kind of force inside them counterbalance the squeeze of
gravity: the force of gas pressure in the case of the star; the centrifugal
force due to the particles' motions in the case of the cluster. In fact, it is
true that no force whatsoever can resist the squeeze of gravity when an
object is very near the critical circumference. But this does not mean
the object can never get so small. Rather, it means that, if the object
does get that small, then gravity necessarily overwhelms all other forces
inside the object, and squeezes the object into a catastrophic implosion,
which forms a black hole. Since Einstein's calculations did not include
the possibility of implosion(he left it out of all his equations), he
missed this message.

We are so accustomed to the idea of black holes today that it is hard
not to ask,"How could Einstein have been so dumb? How could he
leave out the very thing, implosion, that makes black holes?"Such a
reaction displays our ignorance of the mindset of nearly everybody in
the 1920s and 1930s.

General relativity's predictions were poorly understood. Nobody
realized that a sufficiently compact object must implode, and that the
implosion will produce a black hole. Rather, Schwarzschild singulari-
singularities(black holes)were imagined, incorrectly, to be objects that are
hovering at or just inside their critical circumference, supported
against gravity by some sort of internal force; Einstein therefore
thought he could debunk black holes by showing that nothing sup-
supported by internal forces can be as small as the critical circumference.

If Einstein had suspected that"Schwarzschild singularities"can re-
really exist, he might well have realized that implosion is the key to
forming them and internal forces are irrelevant. But he was so firmly
convinced they cannot exist(they"smelled wrong"; terribly wrong)
that he had an impenetrable mental block against the truth—as did
nearly all his colleagues.

I n T. H. White's epic novel The Once and Future King there is a
society of ants which has the motto,"Everything not forbidden is
compulsory."That is not how the laws of physics and the real Universe
work. Many of the things permitted by the laws of physics are so
highly improbable that in practice they never happen. A simple and
time-worn example is the spontaneous reassembly of a whole egg from
fragments splattered on the floor: Take a motion picture of an egg as it
falls to the floor and splatters into fragments and goo. Then run the
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motion picture backward, and watch the egg spontaneously regenerate
itself and fly up into the air. The laws of physics permit just such a
regeneration with time going forward, but it never happens in practice
because it is highly improbable.

Physicists' studies of black holes during the 1920s and 1950s, and
even on into the 1940s and 1950s, dealt only with the issue of whether
the laws of physics permit such objects to exist—and the answer was
equivocal: A.t first sight, black holes seemed to be permitted; then
Einstein, Eddington, and others gave(incorrect)arguments that they
are forbidden. In the 1950s, when those arguments were ultimately
disproved, many physicists turned to arguing that black holes might be
permitted by the laws of physic*, but are so highly improbable that
(like the reassembling egg)they never occur in practice.

In reality, black holes, unlike the reassembling egg, are compulsory
in certain common situations; but only in the late 1960s, when the
evidence that they are compulsory became overwhelming, did most
physicists begin to take black holes seriously. In the next three chapters
I shall describe how that evidence mounted from the 1950s through
the 1960s, and the widespread resistance it met.

Ihi lis widespread and almost universal twentieth-century resistance to
black holes is in marked contrast to the enthusiasm with which black

holes were met in the eighteenth-century era of John Michell and
Pierre Simon Laplace. Werner Israel, a modern-day physicist at the
University of Alberta who has studied the history in depth, has specu-
speculated on the reasons for this difference.

"I am sure[that the eighteenth-century acceptance of black holes]
was not just a symptom of the revolutionary fervour of the 1790s,"
Israel writes."The explanation must be that Laplacian dark stars
[black holes]posed no threat to our cherished faith in the permanence
and stability of matter. By contrast, twentieth-century black holes are a
great threat to that faith."

Michell and Laplace both imagined their dark stars as made from
matter with about the same density as water or earth or rock or the
Sun, about 1 gram per cubic inch. With this density, a star, to be dark
(to be contained within its critical circumference), must have a mass
about 400 million times greater than the Sun's and a circumference
about 3 times larger than the Earth's orbit. Such stars, governed by
Newcon's laws of physics, might be exotic, but they surely were no
threat to any cherished beliefs about nature. If one wanted to see the
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star, one need only land on a planet near it and look, at its light
corpuscles as they rose in their orbits, before plummeting back to the
star's surface. If one wanted a sample of the material from which the
star was made, one need only fly down to the star's surface, scoop some
up, and bring it back to Earth for laboratory study. I do not know
whether Michell, I^aplace, or others of their day speculated about such
things, but it is clear that if they did, there was no reason for concern
about the laws of nature, about the permanence and stability of matter.

The critical circumference(horizon)of a twentieth-century black
hole presents quite a different challenge. At no height above the hori-
horizon can one see any emerging light. Anything that falls through the
horizon can never thereafter escape; it is lost from our Universe, a loss
that poses a severe challenge to physicists' notions about the conserva-
conservation of mass and energy.

"There is a curious parallel between the histories of black holes and
continental drift[the relative drifting motion of the Earth's conti-
continents],"Israel writes."Evidence for both was already non-ignorable by
1916, but both ideas were stopped in their tracks for half a century by a
resistance bordering on the irrational. I believe the underlying psycho-
psychological reason was the same in both cases. Another coincidence: resist-
resistance to both began to crumble around 1960. Of course, both fields
[astrophysics and geophysics]benefitted from postwar technological
developments. But it is nonetheless interesting that this was the mo-
moment when the Soviet H-bomb and Sputnik swept away the notion of
Western science as engraved in stone and beyond challenge, and, per-
perhaps, instilled the suspicion that there might be more in heaven and
earth than Western science was prepared to dream of."
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The Mystery of
the White Dwarfs

in which Eddington and Chandrasekhar do battle
over the deaths of massive stars;

must they shrink when they die,
creating black holes?

or will quantum mechanics save them?

year was 1928; the place, southeast India, the city of Madras on
the Bay of Bengal. There, at the University of Madras, a seventeen-
year-old Indian boy named Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar was im-
immersed in the study of physics, chemistry, and mathematics. Chand-
Chandrasekhar was tall and handsome, with regal bearing and pride in his
academic achievements. He had recently read Arnold Sommerfeld's
classic textbook Atomic Structure and Spectral Lines and was now over-
overjoyed that Sommerfeld, one of the world's great theoretical physicists,
had come from his home in Munich to visit Madras.

Eager for personal contact, Chandrasekhar went to Sommerfeld's
hotel room and asked for an interview. Sommerfeld granted an ap-
appointment for several days hence.

On the day of his appointment Chandrasekhar, filled with pride and
confidence in his mastery of modem physics, walked up to Sommer-
Sommerfeld's hotel room and knocked on the door. Somrnerfeld greeted him
politely, inquired about his studies, then deflated him."The physics
you have been studying is a thing of the past. Physics has all changed
in the five years since my textbook was written,"he explained. He
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went on to describe a revolution in physicists' understanding of the
laws that govern the realm of the small: the realm of atoms, molecules,
electrons, and protons. In this realm, the Newtonian laws had been
found to fail in ways that relativity had not anticipated. Their replace-
replacement was a radically new set of physical laws—laws that were called
quantum mechanics*because they deal with the behavior(the"me-
"mechanics")of particles of matter("quanta"). Though only two years old,
the new quantum mechanical laws were already having great success
in explaining how atoms and molecules behave.

Chandrasekhar had read in Sommerfeld's book about the first, tenta-
tentative version of the new laws. But the tentative quantum laws had been
unsatisfactory, Sommerfeld explained to him. Although they agreed
well with experiments on simple atoms and molecules such as hydro-
hydrogen, the tentative laws could not account for the behaviors of more
complicated atoms and molecules, and they did not mesh in a logically
consistent way with each other or with the other laws of physics. They
were little more than a mishmash of unaesthetic, ad-hoc rules of com-
computation.

The new version of the laws, though radical in form, looked far
more promising. Tt explained complicated atoms and complicated mol-
molecules, and it seemed to be meshing quite nicely with the rest of
physics.

Chandrasekhar listened to the details, entranced.

Quantum Mechanics
and the Guts of White Dwarfs

hen they parted, Sommerfeld gave Chandrasekhar the galley
proofs of a technical article that he had just written. It contained a
derivation of the quantum mechanical laws that govern large collec-
collections of electrons squeezed together into small volumes, in a metal for
instance.

Chandrasekhar read Sommerfeld's galley proofs with fascination,
understood them, and then spent many days in the University library
studying all the research articles he could find relating to them. Espe-
Especially interesting was an article entitled"On Dense Matter"by the
English physicist R. H. Fowler, published in the 10 December 1926

1. For a clear discussion of ihe laws of quantum mechanics, see The Cosmic Code by Heinz
Pagelt(Simon and Schuster, 1962).
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issue of Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society. Fowler's
article pointed Chandrasekhar to a most fascinating book, The Internal
Constitution of the Stars, by the eminent British astrophysicist Arthur S.
Eddington, in which Chandrasekhar found a description of the mystery
of white-dwarf stars.

White dwarfs were a type of star that astronomers had discovered
through their telescopes. The mysterious thing about white dwarfs was
the extremely high density of the matter inside them, a density far
greater than humans had ever before encountered. Chandrasekhar had
no way of knowing it when he opened Eddington's book, but the
struggle to unravel the mystery of this high density would ultimately
force Mm and Eddington to confront the possibility that massive stars,
when they die, might shrink to form black holes.

"White dwarfs are probably very abundant,"Chandrasekhar read in
Eddington's book."Only three are definitely known, but they are all
within a small distance of the Sun�The most famous of these stars is

the Companion of[the ordinary star]Sirius,"which has the name
Siriiis B. Sirius and Sirius B are the sixth and seventh nearest stars to

the Earth, 8.6 light-years away, and Sirius is the brightest star in our
sky. Sirius B orbits Sirius just as the Earth orbits the Sun, but Sirius B
requires 50 years to complete an orbit, the Earth only one.

Eddington described how astronomers had estimated, from tele-
telescopic observations, the mass and circumference of Sirius B. The mass
was that of 0.85 Sun; the circumference, 118,000 kilometers. This
meant that the mean density of Sirius B was 61,000 grams per cubic
centimeter—61,000 times greater density than water and just about a
ton to the cubic inch."This argument has been known for some years,"
Eddington wrote."I think it has generally been considered proper to
add the conclusion 'which is absurd.'"Most astronomers could not take

seriously a density so much greater than ever encountered on Earth—
and had they known the real truth, as revealed by more modern astro-
astronomical observations(a mass of 1.05 Suns, a circumference of 31,000
kilometers, and a density of 4 million grams per cubic centimeter or 60
tons per cubic inch), they would have considered it even more absurd;
see Figure 4.1.

Eddington went on to describe a key new observation that reinforced
the"absurd"conclusion. If Sirius B were, indeed, 61.000 times denser
than water, then according to Einstein's laws of gravity, light climbing
out of its intense gravitational field would be shifted to the red by 6
parts in 100,000—a shift 30 times greater than for light emerging from
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4.1 Comparison of the sizes and mean densities of the Sun, the Earth, and the
while-dwarf star Sirius B, using modern values.

the Sun, and therefore easier to measure. This redshift prediction, it
seemed, had been tested and verified just before Eddington's book went
to press in 1925, by the astronomer W. S. Adams at Mount Wilson
Observatory on a mountaintop above Pasadena, California.2"Professor
Adams has killed two birds with one stone,"Eddington wrote;"he has
carried out a new test of Einstein's general theorj' of relativity and he
has confirmed our suspicion that matter 2000 times denser than plati-
platinum is not only possible, but is actually present in the Universe."

Further on in Eddington's book, Chandrasekhar found a description
of how the internal structure of a star, such as the Sun or Sirius B, is
governed by the balance of internal pressure against gravitational
squeeze. This squeeze/pressure balance can be understood(though this
was not Eddington's way)by analogy with squeezing a balloon in your
hands(left half of Figure 4.2): The inward force of your squeezing
hands is precisely counterbalanced by the outward force of the bal-
balloon's air pressure—air pressure that is created by air molecules inside
the balloon bombarding the balloon's rubber wall.

2. It is dangerously easy, in a delicate measurement, to get the result that one thinks one is
supposed to get. Adams's gravitational redshift measurement is an example His result 'Agreed
with the predictions, but the predictions were severely wrong(five times too small)due to
errors in astronomers' estimates of the mass and circumference of Sirius B.
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4.2 I^Jt: The balance between the squeeze of your hands and the pressure
inside a balloon. Right: The analogous balance between the gravitational
squeeze(weight)of an outer shell of stellar matter and the pressure of an inner
ball of stellar matter.

For a star(right half of Figure 4.2)the analogue of your squeezing
hands is the weight of an outer shell of stellar matter, and the analogue
of the air in the balloon is the spherical ball of matter inside that shell.
The boundary between the outer shell and inner ball can be chosen
anywhere one wishes—a meter deep into the star, a kilometer deep, a
thousand kilometers deep. Wherever one chooses the boundary, it must
fulfill the requirement that the weight of die outer shell squeezing on
the inner ball(the outer shell's"gravitational squeeze")is precisely
counterbalanced by the pressure of the inner ball's molecules bombard-
bombarding the outer shell. This balance, enforced at each and every location
inside the star, determines the star's structure; that is. it determines the
details of how the star's pressure, gravity, and density vary from the
star's surface down to its center.

Eddington's book also described a troubling paradox in what was
then known about the structures of white-dwarf stars. Eddington be-
believed—indeed all astronomers believed in 1925—that the pressure of
white-dwarf matter, like that in your balloon, must be caused by its
heat. Heat makes the matter's atoms fly about inside the star at high
speed, bombarding each other and bombarding the interface between
the star's outer shell and its inner ball. Tf we take a"macroscopic"
viewpoint, too coarse to detect the individual atoms, then all we can
measure is the total bombardment force of all the atoms that hit, say,
one square centimeter of the interface. That total force is the star's
pressure.
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As the star cools by emitting radiation into space, its atoms will fly
about more slowly, their pressure will go down, and the weight of the
star's outer shell will then squeeze its inner ball into a smaller volume.
This compression of the ball, however, heats it up again, raising its
pressure so a new squeeze/pressure balance can be achieved |-one with
the star slightly smaller than before. Thus, as Sirius B continues gradu-
gradually to cool by radiating heat into interstellar space, it must gradually
shrink in size.

How does this gradual shrinkage end? What will be the ultimate
fate of Sirius B? The most obvious(but wrong)answer, that the star
will shrink until it is so small that it becomes a black hole, was anath-
anathema to Eddington; he refused even to consider it. The only reasonable
answer, he asserted, was that the star must ultimately turn cold and
then support itself not by thermal pressure(that is, heat-induced pres-
pressure), but rather by the only other type of pressure known in 1925: the
pressure that one finds in solid objects like rocks, a pressure due to
repulsion between adjacent atoms. But such"rock pressure"was only
possible, Eddington believed(incorrectly), if the star's matter has a
density something like that of a rock, a few grams per cubic centime-
centimeter 10,000 times less than the present density of Sirius B.

This line of argument led to Eddington's paradox. In order to reex-
pand to the density of rock and thereby be able to support itself when it
turns cold, Sirius B would have to do enormous work against its own
gravity, and physicists did not know of any energy supply inside the
star adequate for such work."Imagine a body continually losing heat
but with insufficient energy to grow cold!"Eddington wrote."It is a
curious problem and one may make many fanciful suggestions as to
what actually will happen. We here leave aside the difficulty as not
necessarily fatal."

Chandrasekhar had found the resolution of this 1925 paradox in R.
H. Fowler's 1926 article"On Dense Matter."The resolution lay in the
failure of the laws of physics that Eddington used. Those laws had to be
replaced by the new quantum mechanics, which described the pressure
inside Sirius B and other white dwarfs as due not to heat, but instead to
a new, quantum mechanical phenomenon: the degenerate motions of
electrons, also called electron degeneracy.*

3. This usage of the word"degenerate"dues not have its origins in the concept of"moral
degeneracy"(the lowest passible level of morality), bul rather in the concept of the electrons
having reached their lowest possible levels of'energy.
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Jlectron degeneracy is somewhat like human claustrophobia. When
matter is squeezed to a density 10,000 times higher than that of rock,
the cloud of electrons around each of its atomic nuclei gets squashed
10,000-fold. Each electron thereby gets confined to a"cell"with 10,000
times smaller volume than the one it previously was allowed to move
aroand in. With so little space available to it, the electron, like a
claustrophobic human, starts to shake uncontrollably. It flies about its
tiny cell at high speed, kicking with great force against adjacent elec-
electrons in their cells. This degenerate motion, as physicists call it, cannot
be stopped by cooling the matter. Nothing can stop it; it is forced on the
electron by the laws of quantum mechanics, even when the matter is at
absolute zero temperature.

This degenerate motion is a consequence of a feature of matter that
Newtonian physicists never dreamed of, a feature called wave/particle
duality: Every kind of particle, according to quantum mechanics, some-
sometimes behaves like a wave, and ever)' kind of wave sometimes behaves
like a particle. Thus, waves and particles are really the same thing, a
"thing"that sometimes behaves like a wave and sometimes like a
particle; see Box 4.1.

Electron degeneracy is easily understood in terms of wave/particle
duality> When matter is compressed to high densities, and each elec-
electron inside the matter get*confined to an extremely small cell
squeezed up against neighboring electrons' cells, the electron begins to
behave in part like a wave. 7'he wavelength of the electron wave(the
distance between its crests)cannot be larger than the electron's cell; if
it were, the wave would extend beyond the cell. Now, particles with
very short wavelengths are necessarily highly energetic.(A common
example is the particle associated with an electromagnetic wave, the
photon. An X-ray photon has a wavelength far shorter than that of a
photon of light, and as a result X-ray photons are far more energetic
than photons of light. Their higher energies enable the X-ray photons
to penetrate human flesh and bone.)

In the case of an electron inside very dense matter, the electron's
short wavelength and accompanying high energy imply rapid motion,
and this means that the electron must fly around inside its cell, behav-
behaving like an erratic, high-speed mutant: half particle, half wave. Physi-
Physicists say that the electron is"degenerate,"and they call the pressure
that its erratic high speed motion produces"electron degeneracy pres-
pressure."There is no way to get rid of this degeneracy pressure; it is an



Box 4.1

A Brief History of Wave/Particle Duality

Already in Isaac Newton's time(the late 1600s), physicists were struggling
over the issue of whether light is made of particles or waves. Newton,
though equivocal about the issue, leaned toward particles and called them
corpuscles, while Christiaan Huygens argued for waves. Newton's particle
view prevailed until the early 1800s, when the discovery that light can
interfere with itself(Chapter 10)converted physicists to Huygens' wave
viewpoint. In the mid-1800s, lames Clerk Maxwell put the wave descrip-
description on a firm footing with his unified laws of electricity and magnetism,
and physicists then thought the issue had finally been settled. However,
that was before quantum mechanics.

In the 1890s Max Planck noticed hints, in the shape of the spectrum of
the light emitted by very hot objects, that something might be missing in
physicists' understanding of light. Einstein, in 1905, showed what was
missing: Light sometimes behaves like a wave and sometimes like a parti-
particle(now called a photon). It behaves like a wave, Einstein explained, when
it interferes with itself; but it behaves like a particle in the photoelectric
effect-When a dim beam of light shines on a piece of metal, the beam
ejects electrons from the metal one at a time, precisely as though individ-
individual particles of light(individual photons)were hitting the electrons and
knocking them out of the metal's surface one by one. From the electrons'
energies, Kinstein inferred that the photon energy is always inversely
proportional to the light's wavelength. Thus, the photon and wave proper-
properties of light are intertwined; the wavelength is inexorably tied to the
photon energy. Einstein's discovery of the wave/particle duality of light,
and the tentative quantum mechanical laws of physics that he began to
build around this discovery, won him the 1921 Nobel Prize in t922.

Although Einstein almost single-handedly formulated general relativ-
relativity, he was only one among many who contributed to the laws of quantum
mechanics—the laws of the"realm of the small."

When Einstein discovered the wave/particle duality of light, he did not
realize that an electron or proton might also behave sometimes like a
particle and sometimes like a wave. Nobody recognized it until the mid-
1920s when Louis de Broglic raised it as a conjecture and then Erwin
Schrodinger used it as a foundation for a full set of quantum mechanical
laws, laws in which an electron is a wave of probability. Probability for
what? For the location of a particle. These"new"quantum mechanical
laws(which have been enormously successful in explaining how electrons,
protons, atoms, and molecules behave)will not concern us much in this
book. However, from time to time a few of their features will be impor-
important. In this chapter, the important feature is electron degeneracy.
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inevitable consequence of confining the electron to such a small cell.
Moreover, the higher the matter's density, the smaller the cell, the
shorter the electron wavelength, the higher the electron energy, the
faster the electron's motion, and thus the larger its degeneracy pres-
pressure. In ordinary matter with ordinary densities, the degeneracy pres-
pressure is so tiny that one never notices it, but at the huge densities of
white dwarfs it is enormous.

hen Eddington wrote his book, electron degeneracy had not yet
been predicted, and it was not possible to compute correctly how rock
or other materials will respond if compressed to the ultra-high densi-
densities of Sirius B."With the laws of electron degeneracy in hand such
computations were now possible, and they had been conceived and
carried out by R. H. Fowler in his 1926 article.

According to Fowler's computations, because the electrons in Sirius
fi and other white-dwarf stars have been compressed into such tiny
cells, their degeneracy pressure is far larger than their thermal(heat-
induced)pressure. Accordingly, when Sirius B cools off, its minuscule
thennai pressure will disappear, but its enormous degeneracy pressure
will remain and will continue to support it against gravity.

Thus, the resolution of Eddington's white-dwarf paradox was two-
twofold: A)Sirius B is not supported against its own gravity primarily by
thennai pressure as everyone had thought before the advent of the new
quantum mechanics; rather, it is supported primarily by degeneracy
pressure. B)When Sirius B cools off, it need not reexpand to the
density of rock in order to support itself; rather, it will continue to be
supported quite satisfactorily by degeneracy pressure at its present den-
density of 4 million grams per cubic centimeter.

Chandrasekhar. reading these things and studying their mathemati-
mathematical formulations in the library in Madras, was enchanted. This was his
first contact with modern astronomy, and he was finding here, side by
side, deep consequences of the two twentieth-century revolutions in
physics: Einstein's general relativity, with its new viewpoints on space
and time, was showing up in the gravitational redshift of light from
Sirius B; and the new quantum mechanics, with its wave/particle dual-
duality, was responsible for Sirius B's internal pressure. This astronomy was
a fertile field in which a young man could make his mark.

As he continued his university studies in Madras, Chandrasekhar
explored further the consequences of quantum mechanics for the astro-
astronomical Universe. He even wrote a small article on his ideas, mailed it
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to England to R. H. Fowler, whom he had never met, and Fowler
arranged for it to be published.

Finally, in 1930 at age nineteen, Chandrasekhar completed the In-
Indian equivalent of an American bachelor's degree, and in the last week
of July he boarded a steamer bound for far-off England. He had been
accepted for graduate study at Cambridge University, the home of his
heroes, R. H. Fowler and Arthur Eddington.

The Maximum Mass

Iho lose eighteen days at sea, steaming from Madras to Southampton,
were Chandrasekhar's first opportunity in many months to think qui-
quietly about physics without the distraction of formal studies and exami-
examinations. The solitude of the sea was conducive to thought, and Chand-
Chandrasekhar's thoughts were fertile. So fertile, in fact, that they would help
to win him the Nobel Prize, but only fifty-four years later, and only
after a great struggle to get them accepted by the world's astronomical
community.

Aboard the steamer, Chandrasekhar let his mind reminisce over
white dwarfs, Eddington's paradox, and Fowler's resolution. Fowler's
resolution almost certainly had to be correct; there was none other in
sight. However, Fowler had not worked out the full details of the
balance between degeneracy pressure and gravity in a white-dwarf
star, nor had he computed the star's resulting internal structure—the
manner in which its density, pressure, and gravity change as one goes
from its surface down to its center. Here was an interesting challenge
to help ward off boredom during the long voyage.

As a tool in working out the star's structure, Chandrasekhar needed
to know the answer to the following question: Suppose that white-
dwarf matter has already been compressed to some density(for exam-
example, a density of a million grams per cubic centimeter). Compress the
matter(that is, reduce its volume and increase its density)by an addi-
additional I percent. The matter will protest against this additional com-
compression by raising its pressure. By what percentage will its pressure go
up? Physicists use the name adiabatic index for the percentage increase
in pressure that results from a 1 percent additional compression. In this
book I shall use the more graphic name resistance to compression or
simply resistance.(This"resistance to compression"should not be con-
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fused with"electrical resistance"; they are completely different con-
concepts.)

Chandrasekhar worked out the resistance to compression by examin-
examining step by step the consequences of a 1 percent increase in the density
of white-dwarf matter: the resulting decrease in electron cell size, the
decrease in electron wavelength, the increase in electron energy and
speed, and finally the increase in pressure. The result was clear: A 1
percent increase in density produced 5/3 of a percent A.667 percent)
increase in pressure. The resistance of white-dwarf matter, therefore,
was 5/s.

Many decades before Chandrasekhar's voyage, astrophysicists had
computed the details of the balance of gravity and pressure inside any
star whose matter has a resistance to compression that is independent
of depth in the star--that is, a star whose pressure and density increase
in step with each other, as one moves deeper and deeper into the star,
with a 1 percent increase in density always accompanied by the same
fixed percentage increase in pressure. The details of the resulting stel-
stellar structures were contained in Eddington's book The Internal Consti-
Constitution of the Stars, which Chandrasekhar had brought on board the ship
because he treasured it so much. Thus, when Chandrasekhar discov-
discovered that white-dwarf matter has a resistance to compression of s/>,
independent of its density, he was pleased. He could now go directly
to Eddington's book to discover the star's internal structure: the man-
manner in which its density and pressure changed from surface to center.

Among the things that Chandrasekhar discovered, by combining the
formulas in Eddington's book with his own formulas, were the density
at the center of Sirius B, 560,000 grams per cubic centimeter F tons per
cubic inch), and the speed of the electrons' degeneracy motion there, 57
percent of the speed of light.

This electron speed was disturbingly large. Chandrasekhar, like R.
H. Fowler before him, had computed the resistance of white-dwarf
matter using the laws of quantum mechanics, but ignoring the effects
of relativity. However, when any object moves at almost the speed of
light, even a particle obeying the laws of quantum mechanics, the
effects of special relativity must become important. At 57 percent of the
speed of light, relativity's effects might not be too terribly big, but a
more massive white dwarf with its stronger gravity would require a
larger central pressure to support itself, and the random speeds of its
electrons would be correspondingly higher. In such a white dwarf the
effects of relativity surely could not be ignored. So Chandrasekhay
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returned to the starting point of his analysis, the calculation of the
resistance to compression for white-dwarf matter, vowing to include
the effects of relativity this time around.

To include relativity in the computation would require meshing the
laws of special relativity with the laws of quantum mechanics—a mesh
that the great minds of theoretical physics were only then working out.
Alone on the steamer and barely graduated from university, Chand-
rasekhar could not produce that full mesh. However, he was able to
produce enough to indicate the principal effects of high electron speeds.

Quantum mechanics insists that when already dense matter is com-
compressed a bit, making each electron's cell smaller than it was, the
electron's wavelength must decrease and correspondingly the energy of
its degeneracy motion must increase. However, Chandrasekhar real-
realized, the nature of the additional electron energy is different, depend-
depending on whether the electron is moving slowly compared to light or at
close to light speed. If the electron's motion is slow, then, as in every-
everyday life, an increase of energy means more rapid motion, that is, higher
speed. If the electron is already moving at close to light speed, however,
there is no way its speed can go up much(if it did, it would exceed the
speed limit!), so the energy increase takes a different form, one unfa-
unfamiliar in everyday life: The additional energy goes into inertia; that is,
it increases the electron's resistance to being speeded up—it makes the
electron behave as though it had become a bit heavier. These two
different fates of the added energy(added speed versus added inertia)
produce different increases in the electron's pressure, and thus different
resistances to compression, Chandrasekhar deduced: at low electron
speeds, a resistance of SA, the same as he had computed before; at high
speeds, a resistance of Vs.

By combining his*A resistance for relativistically degenerate matter
(that is, matter so dense that the degenerate electrons move at nearly
the speed of light)with the formulas given in Eddington's book,
Chandrasekhar then deduced the properties of high-density, high-mass
white dwarfs. The answer was astonishing: The high-density matter
would have difficulty supporting itself against gravity—sufficient dif-
difficulty that only if the star's mass were less than that of 1.4 Suns could the
squeeze of gravity be counterbalanced. This meant that no white dwarf
could ever have a mass exceeding 1.4 solar masses!

With his limited knowledge of astrophysics, Chandrasekhar was
deeply puzzled about the meaning of this strange result. Time and
again Chandrasekhar checked his calculations, but he could find no
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error. So, in the last few days of his voyage, he wrote two technical
manuscripts for publication. In one he described his conclusions about
the structure of low-mass, low-density white dwarfs such as Sirius B. In
the other he explained, very briefly, his conclusion that no white dwarf
can ever be heavier than 1.4 Suns.

hen Chandrasekhar arrived in Cambridge, Fowler was out of the
country. In September, when Fowler returned, Chandrasekhar eagerly
went to his office and gave him the two manuscripts. Fowler approved
the first one and sent it to Philosophical Magazine for publication, but
the second one, the white-dwarf maximum mass, puzzled him. He
could not understand Chandrasekhar's proof that no white dwarf can
be heavier than 1.4 Suns; but then, he was a physicist rather than an
astronomer, so he asked his colleague, the famous astronomer E. A.
Milne, to look at it. When Milne couldn't understand the proof either,
Fowler declined to send it for publication.

Chandrasekhar was annoyed. Three months had passed since his
arrival in England, and Fowler had been sitting on his paper for two
months. This was too long to wait for approval to publish. So, piqued,
Chandrasekhar abandoned his attempts to publish in Britain and
mailed the manuscript to the Astrophysical Journal in America.

After some weeks there came a response from the editor at the
University of Chicago.-The manuscript had been sent to the American
physicist Carl Eckart for refereeing. In the manuscript Chandrasekhar
stated, without explanation, the result of his relativistic and quantum
mechanical calculation, that the resistance to compression is*A at
ultra-high densities. This*/? resistance was essential to the limit on
how heavy a white dwarf can be. If the resistance were larger than
Vs, then white dwarfs could be as heavy as they wished—and Eckart
thought it should be larger. Chandrasekhar fired off a reply containing
a mathematical derivation of the*A resistance; Eckart, reading the
details, conceded that Chandrasekhar was right and approved his paper
for publication. Finally, a full year after Chandrasekhar had written it,
his paper got published.*

The response of the astronomical community was deafening silence.
Nobody seemed interested. So Chandrasekhar, wanting to complete his
Ph.D. degree, turned to other, more acceptable research.

4. In the meantime, Edmund C. Stoner had independently derived and published the
existence of the while-dwarf maximum mass, but his derivation was rather less convincing
than Chandrasekhar's because it pretended the star had a cocstanl density throughout :ts
interior.
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J. hree years later, with his Ph.D. finished, Chandrasekhar visited
Russia to exchange research ideas with Soviet scientists. In Leningrad a
young Armenian astrophysicist, Viktor Amazapovich Ambartsumian,
toJd Chandrasekhar that the world's astronomers would not believe his

strange limit on the masses of white dwarfs unless he computed, from
the laws of physics, the masses of a representative sample of white
dwarfs and demonstrated explicitly that they were all below his
claimed limit. It was not enough, Ambartsumian asserted, that Chand-
Chandrasekhar had analyzed white dwarfs with rather low densities and
resistances of 5/i, and white dwarfs with extremely high densities and
resistances of*/?; he needed also to analyze a goodly sample of white
dwarfs with densities in between and show that they, too, always have
masses below 1.4 Sans. Upon returning to Cambridge, Chandrasekhar
took up Ambartsumian's challenge.

One foundation that Chandrasekhar would need was the equation of
state of white-dwarf matter over the entire range of densities, running
from low to extremely high.(By the"state"of the matter, physicists
mean the matter's density and pressure—or equivalently its density
and its resistance to compression, since from the resistance and the
density one can compute the pressure. By"equation of state"is meant
the relationship between the resistance and the density, that is, the
resistance as a Junction o/'density.)

In late 1934, when Chandrasekhar took up Ambartsumian's chal-
challenge, the equation of state for white-dwarf matter was known, thanks
to calculations by Edmund Stoner of I^eeds University in England and
Wilhelm Anderson of Tartu University in Estonia. The Stoner—Ander-
Stoner—Anderson equation of state showed that, as the density of the white-dwarf
matter is squeezed higher and higher, moving from the nonrelativistic
regime of low densities and low electron speeds into the relativistic
domain of extremely high densities and electron speeds near the speed
of light, the matter's resistance to compression decreases smoothly
from 5A to*A(left half of Figure 4.3). The resistance could not have
behaved more simply.

To meet Ambartsumian's challenge, Chandrasekhar had to combine
this equation of state(this dependence of resistance on density)with
the star's law of balance between gravity and pressure, and thereby
obtain a differential equation*describing the star's internal structure—

5. A differential equation is one that combines in a single formula various functions and
their rates of change, that if, the functions and their"derivatives."In Chandrasekhar's differ-
differential equation, th? functions were the star's density and pressure and the strength of its
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4.3 Left: The Stoner-Anderson equation of state for white-dwarf matter, that is,
the relationship between the matter's density and its resistance to compression.
Plotted horizontally is the density to which the matter has been squeezed. Plotted
vertically is its resistance(the percentage increase of pressure that accompanies
a 1 percent increase of density). Along the curve is marked the squeeze pressure
(equal to internal pressure), in multiples of the pressure of the Earth's atmo-
atmosphere. Right: The circumferences(plotted horizontally)and masses(plotted
vertically)of white-dwarf stars as computed by Chandrasekhar using Kdding-
ton's Braunschweiger mechanical calculator. Along the curve is marked the
density of the matter at the center of the star, in grams per cubic centimeter.

that is, describing the variation of its density with distance from the
star's center. He then had to solve that differentia]equation for a dozen

or so stars that have central densities spanning the range from low to

extremely high. Only by solving the differential equation for each star
could he learn the star's mass, and see whether it is less than 1.4 Suns.

For stars with low or extremely high central density, which Chand-
Chandrasekhar had studied on the steamer, he had found the solution to the

differential equation and the resulting stellar structures in Eddington's

gravity, and they were functions of distance from the star's center. The differentia]equation
was a relation between these functions and !he rate that they change as one moves outward
through Ihe star. By"solve the differential equation"is meant"compute the functions them-
themselves from this differentia]equation."
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book; but for stars with intermediate densities Eddington's book was of
no help and, despite great effort, Chandrasekhar was not able to deduce
the solution using mathematical formulas. The mathematics was too
complicated. There was no recourse but to solve his differential equa-
equation numerically, on a computer.

Now, the computers of 1954 were very different from those of the
1990s. They were more like the simplest of pocket calculators: They
could only multiply two numbers at a time, and the user had to enter
those numbers by hand, then turn a crank. The crank set into motion a
complicated morass of gears and wheels which performed the multi-
multiplication and gave the answer.

Such computers were precious machines; it was very hard to gain
access to one. But Arthur Eddington owned one, a"Braunschweiger"
about the size of an early 1990s desk-top personal computer; so Chand-
Chandrasekhar, who by now had become well acquainted with the great man,
went to Eddington and asked to borrow it. Eddington at the time was
embroiled in a controversy with Milne over white dwarfs and was
eager to see the full details of white-dwarf structure worked out, so he
let Chandrasekhar cart the Braunschweiger off to the rooms in Trinity
College where Chandrasekhar was living.

The calculations were long and tedious. Each evening after dinner
Eddington, who was a fellow of Trinity College, would ascend the
stairs to Chandrasekhar's rooms to see how they were coming and to
give him encouragement.

At last, after many days, Chandrasekhar finished. He had met Am-
bartsumian's challenge. For each of ten representative white-dwarf
stars, he had computed the internal structure, and then from it the
star's total mass and its circumference. All the masses were less than 1.4

Suns, as he had firmly expected. Moreover, when he plotted the stars'
masses and circumferences on a diagram and"connected the dots,"he
obtained a single, smooth curve(right half of Figure 4.5; see also Box
4.2). and the measured masses and circumferences of Sirius B and other
known white dwarfs agreed with that curve moderately well.(With
improved, modern astronomical observations, the fit has become much
better; note the new, 1990 values of the mass and circumference of
Sirius B in Figure 4.5.)Proud of his results and anticipating that the
world's astronomers would finally accept his claim that white dwarfs
cannot be heavier than 1.4 Suns, Chandrasekhar was very happy.

Especially gratifying would be the opportunity to present these re-
results to the Royal Astronomical Society in London. Chandrasekhar was
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scheduled for a presentation on Friday, 11 January 1955. Protocol dic-
dictated that the details of the meeting's program be kept secret until the
meeting started, but Miss Kay Williams, the assistant secretary of the
Society and a friend of Chandrasekhar's, was in the habit of sending
him programs secretly in advance. On Thursday evening when the
program arrived in the mail, he was surprised to discover that immedi-
immediately following his own talk there would be a talk by Eddington on the
subject of"Relativistic Degeneracy."Chandrasekhar was a little an-
annoyed. For the past few months Eddiagton had been coming to see him
at least once a week about his work and had been reading drafts of the

Box 4.2

An Explanation of the Masses and Circumferences
of White-Dwarf Stars

To understand qualitatively why white dwarfs have the masses and cir-
circumferences shown in Figure 4.3, examine the drawing below. It shows
the average pressure and gravity inside a white dwarf(plotted upward)as
functions of the star's circumference(plotted rightward)or density(plot-
(plotted leftward). If one compresses the star, so its density increases and its
circumference decreases(leftward motion in the drawing), then the star's
pressure goes up in the manner of the solid curve, with a sharper rise at
low densities where the resistance to compression is 5/5, and a slower rise
at high densities where it is 4/3. This same compression of the star causes
the star's surface to move in toward its center, thereby increasing the
strength of the star's internal gravity in the manner of the dashed lines.
The rate of gravity's increase is analogous to a 4/3 resistance: There is a
4/3 percent increase in gravity's strength for each 1 percent compression.
The drawing shows several dashed gravity lines, one for each value of the
star's mass, because the greater the star's mass, the stronger its gravity.

Inside each star, for example a 1.2-solar-mass star, gravity and pressure
must balance each other. The star, therefore, mast reside at the intersec-
intersection of the dashed gravity line marked �.2 solar masses"and the solid
pressure curve; this intersection determines the star's circumference
(marked on bottom of graph). If the circumference were larger, then the
star's dashed gravity line would be above its solid pressure curve, gravity
would overwhelm pressure, and the star would implode. If the circumfer-
circumference were smaller, pressure would overwhelm gravity, and the star would
explode.

(continued next page)
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The intersections of the several dashed lines with the solid curves corre-

correspond to the masses and circumferences of equilibrium white dwarfs, as
shown in the right half of Figure 4.3. For a star of small mass(lowest
dashed line), the circumference at the intersection is large. For a star of
higher mass(higher dashed lines), the circumference is smaller. For a star
with mass above 1.4 Suns, there is no intersection whatsoever; the dashed
gravity line is always above the solid pressure curve, so gravity always
overwhelms pressure, no matter what the star's circumference may be,
forcing the star to implode.
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articles he was writing, but never once had Eddington mentioned
doing any research of his own on the same subject!

Suppressing his annoyance, Chandrasekhar went down to dinner.
Eddington was there, dining at high table, but protocol dictated that,
just because you knew so eminent a man, and just because he had been
expressing an interest in your work, you did not thereby have a right to
go bother him about such a matter as this. So Chandrasekhar sat down
elsewhere and held his tongue.

After dinner Eddington himself sought Chandrasekhar out and said,
"IVe asked Smart to give you half an hour tomorrow instead of the
customary fifteen minutes."Chandrasekhar thanked him and waited
for him to say something about his own talk, but Eddington just ex-
excused himself and left. Chandrasekhar's annoyance acquired an anx-
anxious twinge.
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The Battle

lhe le next morning Chandrasekhar took the train down to London and
a taxi to Burlington House, the home of the Royal Astronomical Soci-
Society. While he and a friend, Bill McCrae, were waiting for the meeting
to start, Eddington came walking by, and McCrae, having just read the
program, asked,"Well, Professor Eddington, what are we to under-
understand by 'Relativistic Degeneracy?"Eddington, in reply, turned to
Chandrasekhar and said,"That's a surprise for you,"and walked off
leaving Chandrasekhar even more anxious.

Uft: Arthur Stanley Eddington in 1952. Right: Subrabmanyan Chandrasekhar in
1934.[Left: wuriesy UPl/Bcttniann; right: courtesy S. Cbandrasekhar.,
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At last the meeting started. Time dragged by as the Society presi-
president made various announcements, and various astronomers gave mis-
miscellaneous talks. At last it was Chandrasekhar's turn. Suppressing his
anxiety, he gave an impeccable presentation, emphasizing particularly
his maximum mass for white dwarfs.

After polite applause from the fellows of the Society, the president
invited Eddington to speak.

Eddington began gently, by reviewing the history of white-dwarf
research. Then, gathering steam, he described the disturbing implica-
implications of Chaiidrasekhar's maximum-mass result-

In Chandrasekhar's diagram of the mass of a star plotted vertically
and its circumference plotted horizontally(Figure 4.4), there is only
one set of masses and circumferences for which gravity can be counter-
counterbalanced by nonchermal pressure(pressure that remains after the scar
turns cold): that of white dwarfs. In the region to the left of Chand-
Chandrasekhar's white-dwarf curve(shaded region; stars with smaller cir-
circumferences), the star's nonthermal degeneracy pressure completely
overwhelms gravity. The degeneracy pressure will drive any star in the
shaded region to explode. In the region to the right of the white-dwarf
curve(white region; stars with larger circumferences), gravity com-
completely overwhelms the star's degeneracy pressure. Any cold star which
finds itself in this region will immediately implode under gravity's
squeeze.

The Sun can live in the white region only because it is now very hot;
its thermal(heat-induced)pressure manages to counterbalance its
gravity. However, when the Sun ultimately cools down, its thermal
pressure will disappear and it no longer will be able to support itself.
Gravity will force it to shrink smaller and smaller, squeezing the Sun's
electrons into smaller and smaller cells, until at last they protest with
enough degeneracy pressure(nonthermal pressure)to halt the shrink-
shrinkage. During this shrinkage"death,"the Sun's mass will remain nearly
constant, but its circumference will decrease, so it will move leftward
on a horizontal line in Figure 4.4, finally stopping on the white-dwarf
curve—its grave. There, as a white dwarf, the Sun will continue to
reside forever, gradually cooling and becoming a black dwarf—a cold,
dark, solid object about the size of the Earth but a million times heavier
and denser.

This ultimate fate of the Sun seemed quite satisfactory to Edding-
Eddington. Not so. the ultimate fate of a star more massive than Chandrasek-

Chandrasekhar's white-dwarf limit of 1.4 solar masses—for example, Sirius, the
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2.3-solar-mass companion of Sirius B. If Chandrasekhar were right,
such a star could never die the gentle death that awaits the Sun, When
the radiation it emits into space has carried away enough heat for the
star to begin to cool, its thermal pressure will decline, and gravity's
squeeze will make it shrink smaller and smaller. For so massive a star
as Sirius, the shrinkage cannot be halted by nonthermal degeneracy
pressure. This is clear from Figure 4.4, where the shaded region does
not extend high enough to intercept Sinus's shrinking track. Edding-
ton found this prediction disturbing.

''The star has to go on radiating and radiating and contracting and
contracting,"Eddington told his audience,"until, I suppose, it gets
down to a few kilometers radius, when gravity becomes strong enough
to hold in the radiation, and the star can at last find peace."(In the
words of the 1990s, it must form a black hole.)"Dr. Chandrasekhar had
got this result before, but he has rubbed it in in his last paper; and,
when discussing it with him, I felt driven to the conclusion that this
was almost a reductio ad absurdum of the relativistic degeneracy for-
formula. Various accidents may intervene to save the star, but I want
more protection than that. I think there should be a law of Nature to
prevent a star from behaving in this absurd way!"

Then Eddington argued that Chandrasekhar's mathematical proof
of his result could not be trusted because it was based on an inade-

inadequately sophisticated meshing of special relativity with quantum me-
mechanics."I do not regard the offspring of such a union as bom in lawful
wedlock,"Eddington said."I feel satisfied myself that[if the meshing
is made correctly], the relativity corrections are compensated, so that
we come hack to the 'ordinary' formula"(that is, to a s.4 resistance,
which would permit white dwarts to be arbitrarily massive and thereby
would enable pressure to halt the contraction of Sirius at the hypotheti-
hypothetical dotted curve in Figure 4.4). Eddington then sketched how he
thought special relativity and quantum mechanics should be meshed, a
rather different kind of mesh than Chandrasekhar, Stoner, and Ander-
Anderson had used, and a mesh, Eddington claimed, that would save all stars
from the black-hole fate.

Chandrasekhar was shocked. lie had never expected such an attack
on his work. Why had Eddington not discussed it with him in advance?
And as for Eddington's argument, to Chandrasekhar it looked spe-
specious—almost certainly wrong.

Now, Arthur Eddington was the great man of British astronomy. His
discoveries were almost legendary. He was largely responsible for as-
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4.4 When a normal star such as the Sun or Sinus(not Sirius R)starts to cool
off, it must shrink, moving leftward in this diagram of mass versus circumfer-
circumference. The shrinkage of the Sun will stop when it reaches the edge of the shaded
region(the white-dwarf curve). There degeneracy pressure balances gravity's
squeeze. The shrinkage of Sirius, by contrast, cannot be so stopped because it
never reaches the edge of the shaded region. See Box 4.2 for a different depiction
of these conclusions. If, as Eddington claimed, white-dwarf matter's resistance to
compression were always 5/3, that is, if relativity did not reduce it to 4/3 at high
densities, then the graph of mass versus circumference would have the form of
the faint dotted curve, and the shrinkage of Sirius would stop there.

tronomers' understanding of normal stars like the Sun and Sirius, their
interiors, their atmospheres, and the light that they emit; so, naturally,
the fellows of the Society, and astronomers throughout the world, lis-
listened with great respect. Clearly, if Eddington thought Chandrasek-
har's analysis incorrect, then it must be incorrect.

After the meeting, one fellow after another came up to Chandrasek-
har to offer condolences."I feel it in my bones that Eddington is right,"
Milne told him.

Ihe le next day, Chandrasekhar began appealing to his physicist friends
for help. To Leon Rosenfeld in Copenhagen, he wrote,"If Eddington is
right, my last four months' work all goes in the fire. Could Eddington
be right? I should very much like to know Bohr's opinion."(Niels Bohr
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was one of the fathers of quantum mechanics and the most respected
physicist of the 1950s.)Rosenfeld replied two days later, with assur-
assurances that he and Bohr both were convinced that Eddington was wrong
and Chandrasekhar right."I may say that your letter was some surprise
for me,"he wrote,"for nobody had ever dreamt of questioning the
equations[that you used to derive the*A resistance]and Eddington's
remark as reported in your letter is utterly obscure. So 1 think you had
better cheer up and not let you scare[sic]so much by high priests."In
a follow-up letter on the same day, Rosenfeld wrote,"Bohr and I are
absolutely unable to see any meaning in Eddirtgton's statements."

But for astronomers, the matter was not so clear at first. They bad no
expertise in these issues of quantum mechanics and relativity, so Ed-
dington's authority held sway amongst them for several years. More-
Moreover, Eddington stuck to his guns. He was so blinded by his opposition
to black, holes that his judgment was totally clouded. He so deeply
wanted there to"be a law of Nature to prevent a star from behaving in
this absurd way"that he continued to believe for the rest of his life that
there is such a law--when, in fact, there is none.

By the late 1950s, astronomers, having talked to their physicist col-
colleagues, understood Eddington's error, but their respect for his enor-
enormous earlier achievements prevented them from saying so in public. In
a lecture at an astronomy conference in Paris in 1939, Eddington once
again attacked Chandrasekhar's conclusions. As Eddington attacked,
Chandrasekhar passed a note to Henry Norris Russell(a famous astron-
astronomer from Princeton University in America), who was presiding.
Chandrasekhar's note asked for permission to reply. Russell passed
back a note of his own saying,"I prefer you don't,"even though earlier
in the day Russell had told Chandrasekhar privately,"Out there we
don't believe in Eddington."

With the world's leading astronomers having finally—at least be-
behind Eddington's back—accepted Chandrasekhar's maximum mass for
white dwarfs, were they then ready to admit that black holes might
exist in the real Universe? Not at all. If nature provided no law agaiast
them of the sort that Eddington had sought, then nature would surely
find another way out: Presumably, every massive star would eject
enough matter into interstellar space, as it ages or during its death
throes, to reduce its mass below 1.4 Suns and thereby enter a safe,
white-dwarf grave. This was the view to which most astronomers
turned when Eddington lost his battle, and they adhered to it through
the 1940s and 1950s, and into the early 1960s.
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jl\s for Chaiidrasekhar, he was badly burned by the controversy with
Eddington. As he recalled some forty years later,"I felt that astrono-
astronomers without exception thought that I was wrong. They considered me
as a sort of Don Quixote trying to kill Eddington. As you can imagine,
it was a very discouraging experience for me—to find myself in a
controversy with the leading figure of astronomy and to have my work
completely and totally discredited by the astronomical community. I
had to make up my mind as to what to do. Should T go on the rest of my
life fighting? After all I was in my middle twenties at that time. I
foresaw for myself some thirty to forty years of scientific work, and T
simply did not think it was productive to constantly harp on something
which was done. Tt was much better for me to change my field of
interest and go into something else."

So in 1939 Chandrasekhar turned his back on white dwarfs and

stellar death, and did not return to them for a quarter century(Chapter
7).

And what of Eddington? Why did he treat Chandrasekhar so badly?
To Eddington, the treatment may not have seemed bad at all. Rough-
and-tumble, freewheeling intellectual conflict was a way of life for
him. Treating young Chandrasekhar in this manner may have been, in
some sense, a measure of respect, a sign that he was accepting Chand-
Chandrasekhar as a member of the astronomical establishment. In fact, from
their first confrontation in 1935 until Eddington's death in 1944, Ed-
Eddington displayed warm personal affection for Chandrasekhar, and
Chandrasekhar, though burned by the controversy, reciprocated.
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Zwicky

J.n the 1930s and 1940s, many of Fritz Zwicky's colleagues regarded
him as an irritating buffoon. Future generations of astronomers would
look back on him as a creative genius.

"By the time I knew Fritz in 1933, he was thoroughly convinced that
he had the inside track to ultimate knowledge, and that everyone else
was wrong,"says William Fowler, then a student at Caltech(the Cali-
California Institute of Technology)where Zwicky taught and did research.
Jesse Greenstein, a Caltech colleague of Zwicky's from the late 1940s
onward, recalls Zwicky as"a self-proclaimed genius. . . . There's no
doubt that he had a mind which was quite extraordinary. But he was
also, although he didn't admit it, untutored and not self-controlled.
. . . He taught a course in physics for which admission was at his
pleasure. If he thought that a person was sufficiently devoted to his
ideas, that person could be admitted. . . . He was very much alone
[among the Caltech physics faculty, and was]not popular with the
establishment. . . . His publications often included violent attacks on
other people."
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Zwicky—a stocky, cocky man, always ready for a fight—did not
hesitate to proclaim his inside track to ultimate knowledge, or to tout
the revelations it brought. In lecture after lecture during the 1930s, and
article after published article, he trumpeted the concept of a neutron
star—a concept that he, Zwicky, had invented to explain the origins of
the most energetic phenomena seen by astronomers: supernovae, and
cosmic rays. He even went on the air in a nationally broadcast radio
show to popularize his neutron stars. But under dose scrutiny, his
articles and lectures were unconvincing. They contained little substan-
substantiation for his ideas.

It was rumored that Robert Millikan(the man who had built Cal-
Caltech into a powerhouse among science institutions), when asked in the
midst of all this hoopla why he kept Zwicky at Caltech, replied that it
just might turn out that some of Zwicky's far-out ideas were right.
Millikan, unlike some others in the science establishment, must have
seen hints of Zwicky's intuitive genius-a genius that became widely

Fritz Zwicky among a gathering of scientists at Caltech in 1931. Also in the
photograph are Richard Toiman(who will be an important figure later in this
chapter), Robert Millikan, and Albert Einstein.[Counety of the Archives, California
Institute of Technology.j

Zwicky�Millikan Einstein�Tolman
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recognized only thirty-five years later, when observational astronomers

discovered real neutron stars in the sky and verified some of Zwicky's
extravagant claims about them.

Among Zwicfcy's claims, the most relevant to this book, is the role of
neutron stars as stellar corpses. As we shall see, a normal star that is too
massive to die a white-dwarf death may die a neutron-star death in-
instead. If all massive stars were to die that way, then the Universe
would be saved from the most outrageous of hypothesized stellar
corpses: black holes. With light stars becoming white dwarfs when they
die, and heavy stars becoming neutron stars, there would be no way for
nature to make a black hole. Einstein and iiddington, and most physi-
physicists and astronomers of their era, would heave a sigh of relief.

had been lured to Caltech in 1925 by Millikan. Millikan
expected him to do theoretical research on the quantum mechanical
structures of atoms and crystals, but more and more during the late
(920s and early 1930s, Zwicky was drawn to astrophysics. It was hard
not to be entranced by the astronomical Universe when one worked in
Pasadena, the home not only of Caltech but also of the Mount Wilson
Observatory, which had the world's largest telescope, a reflector 2.5
meters A00 inches)in diameter.

In 1931 Zwicky latched on to Walter Baade, a new arrival at Mount
Wilson from Hamburg and GSttingen and a superb observational as-
astronomer. Baade and Zwicky shared a common cultural background:
Eaade was German, Zwicky was Swiss, and both spoke German as their
native language. They also shared respect for each other's brilliance.
But there the commonality ended. Baade's temperament was different
from Zwieky's. He was reserved, proud, hard to get to know, univer-
universally well informed—and tolerant of his colleagues' peculiarities.
Zwicky would test Baade's tolerance during the coming years until
finally, during World War II, he and Zwicky would split violently.
"Zwicky called Baade a Nazi, which he wasn't, and Baade said he was
afraid that Zwicky would kill him. They became a dangerous pair to
put in the same room,"recalls Jesse Greenstein.

During 1932 and 1953, Baade and Zwicky were often seen in
Pasadena, animatedly conversing in German about stars called
"novae,"which suddenly flare up and shine 10,000 times more brightly
than before; and then, after about a month, slowly dim down to nor-
normalcy. Baade, with his encyclopedic knowledge of astronomy, was
aware of tentative evidence that, in addition to these"ordinary"novae,
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there might also be unusual, rare, superluminous novae. Astronomers
at first had not suspected that those novae were superluminous, since
they appeared through telescopes to be roughly the same brightness as
ordinary novae. However, they resided in peculiar nebulas(shining
"clouds"); and in the 1920s, observations at Mount Wilson and else-
elsewhere began to convince astronomers that those nebulas were not
simply clouds of gas in our own Milky Way galaxy, as had been
thought, but rather were galaxies in their own right—giant assem-
assemblages of nearly 101*(a trillion)stars, far outside our own galaxy. The
rare novae seen in these galaxies, being so much farther away than our
own galaxy's ordinary novae, would have to be intrinsically far more
luminous than ordinary novae in order to have a similar brightness as
seen from Earth.

Baade collected from the published literature all the observational
data he could find about each of the six superluminous novae that
astronomers had seen since the turn of the century. These data he
combined with all the observational information he could get about
the distances to the galaxies in which they lay, and from this combina-
combination he computed how much light the superluminous novae put out.
His conclusion was startling: During flare-up these superluminous
novae were typically 10"A00 million)times more luminous than our

The galaxy NGC 4725 in the constellation Coma Berenices. Left: As photo-
photographed on 10 May 1940, before a supernova outburst Right: On 2 January 1941
during the supernova outburst The while line points to the supernova, in the
outer reaches of the galaxy. This galaxy is now known to be 30 million light-
years from Earth and to contain 5 x 10"(a third of a trillion)stars. .Co
California Institute of Technology. J
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Sun!(Today we know, thanks largely to work in 1952 by Baade him-
himself, that tlie distances were underestimated in the 1930s by nearly a
factor of 10, and that correspondingly1 the superluminous novae are
nearly 1010—10 billion—times more luminous than our Sun.)

Zwicky, a lover of extremes, was fascinated by these super]uminous
novae. He and Baade discussed them endlessly and coined for them the
name supernovae. Each supernova, they presumed(correctly), was pro-
produced by trie explosion of a normal star. And the explosion was so hot,
they suspected(this time incorrectly), that it radiated far more energy
as ultraviolet light and X-rays than as ordinary light. Since the ultravi-
ultraviolet light and X-rays could not penetrate the Earth's atmosphere, it was
impossible to measure just how much energy they contained. However,
one could try to estimate their energy from the spectrum of the ob-
observed light and the laws of physics that govern the hot gas in the
exploding supernova.

By combining Baade's knowledge of the observations and of ordi-
ordinary novae with Zwicky's understanding of theoretical physics, Baade
and Zwicky concluded(incorrectly)that the ultraviolet radiation and
X-rays from a supernova must carry at least 10,000 and perhaps 10
million times more energy even than the visible light. Zwicky, with his
love of extremes, quickly assumed that the larger factor, 10 million,
was correct and quoted it with enthusiasm.

This(incorrect)factor of 10 million meant that during the several
days that the supernova was at its brightest, it put out an enormous
amount of energy: roughly a hundred times more energy than our Sun
will radiate in heat and light, during its entire 10-billion-year lifetime.
This is about as much energy as one would obtain if one could convert
a tenth of the mass of our Sun into pure, luminous energy!

(Thanks to decades of subsequent observational studies of super-
novae—many of them by Zwicky himself—we now know that the
Baade—Zwicky estimate of a supernova's energy was not far off the
mark. However, we also know that their calculation of this energy was
badly flawed: Almost all the outpouring energy is carried by particles
called neutrinos and not by X-ray and ultraviolet radiations as they
thought. Baade and Zwicky got the right answer purely by luck.)

"What could be the origin of this enormous supernova energy? To
explain it, Zwicky invented the neutron star.

i. The amount of light received at Earth is inversely proportional to ihe square of the
distance to the supernova, 80 a factor 10 error iu distance meant a factor 100 error in Baade's
estimate of the total light output.
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JLJwiday was interested in all branches of physics and astronomy, and
he fancied himself a philosopher. He tried to link together all phenom-
phenomena he encountered in what he later called a"morphological fashion."
Tn 1932, the most popular of all topics in physics or astronomy was
nuclear physics, the study of the nuclei of atoms. From there, Zwicky
extracted the key ingredient for his neutron-star idea: the concept of a
neutron.

Since the neutron will be so important in this chapter and the next, I
shall digress briefly from Zwicky and his neutron stars to describe the
discovery of the neutron and the relationship of neutrons to the struc-
mre of atoms.

After formulating the"new"laws of quantum mechanics in 1926
(Chapter 4), physicists spent the next five years using those quantum
mechanical laws to explore the realm of the small. They unraveled the
mysteries of atoms(Box 5.1)and of materials such as molecules, met-
metals, crystals, and white-dwarf matter, which are made from atoms.
Then, in 1931, physicists turned their attention inward to the cores of
atoms and the atomic nuclei that reside there.

The nature of the atomic nucleus was a great mystery. Most physi-
physicists thought it was made from a handful of electrons and twice as
many protons, bound together in some as yet ill-understood way. How-
However, Ernest Rutherford in Cambridge, England, had a different hy-
hypothesis: protons and neutrons. Now, protons were already known to
exist. They had been studied in physics experiments for decades, and
were known to be about 2000 times heavier than electrons and to have

positive electric charges. Neutrons were unknown. Rutherford had to
postulate the neutron's existence in order to get the laws of quantum
mechanics to explain the nucleus successfully. A successful explanation
required three things: A)Each neutron must have about the same mass
as a proton but have no electric charge, B)each nucleus must contain
about the same number of neutrons as protons, and C)all the neutrons
and protons must be held together tightly in their tiny nucleus by a
new type of force, neither electrical nor gravitational—a force called,
naturally, the nuclear force.(It is now also called the strong forced)The
neutrons and protons would protest their confinement in the nucleus
by claustrophobic, erratic, high-speed motions; these motions would
produce degeneracy pressure; and that pressure would counterbalance
the nuclear force, holding the nucleus steady at its size of about 10~15
centimeter.



Box 5.1

The Internal Structures of Atoms

An atom consists of a cloud of electrons surrounding a central, massive
nucleus. The electron cloud is roughly 10""centimeter in size(about a
millionth the diameter of a human hair), and the nucleus at its core is
100,000 times smaller, roughly 10�5 centimeter; see the diagram below. If
the electron cloud were enlarged to the size of the Earth, then the nucleus
would become the size of a football field. Despite its tiny size, the nucleus
is several thousand times heavier than the tenuous electron cloud.

The negatively charged electrons are held in their cloud by the electri-
electrical pull of the positively charged nucleus, but they do not fall into the
nucleus for the same reason as a white-dwarf star does not implode: A
quantum mechanical law called the Pauli exclusion principle forbids
more than two electrons to occupy the same region of space at the same
time(two can do so if they have opposite"spins,"a subtlety ignored in
Chapter 4). The cloud's electrons therefore get paired together in cells
called"orbitals."Each pair of electrons, in protest against being confined
to its small ceil, undergoes erratic, high-speed"claustrophobic"motions,
like those of electrons in a white-dwarf star(Chapter 4). These motions
give rise to"electron degeneracy pressure,"which counteracts the electri-
electrical pull of the nucleus. Thus, one can think of the atom as a tiny white-
dwarf star, with an electric force rather than a gravitational force pulling
the electrons inward, and with electron degeneracy pressure pushing them
outward.

The right-hand diagram below sketches the structure of the atomic
nucleus, as discussed in the text; it is a tiny cluster of protons and neutrons,
held together by the nuclear force.

ATOM�NUCLEUS

?*-

?. few*lO~*ceicbinietef�*. few*10"
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In 1951 and early 1932, experimental physicists competed vigor-
vigorously with each other to test this description of the nucleus. The
method was to try to knock some of Rutherford's postulated neutrons
out of atomic nuclei by bombarding the nuclei with high-energy radia-
radiation. The competition was won in February 1952 by a member of
Rutherford's own experimental team, James Chadwick. Chadwick's
bombardment succeeded, neutrons emerged in profusion, and they had
just the properties that Rutherford had postulated. The discovery was
announced with fanfare by newspapers around the world, and natu-
naturally it caught Zwicky's attention.

neutron arrived on the scene in the same year as Baade and
Zwicky were struggling to understand supernovae. This neutron was
just what they needed, it seemed to Zwicky. Perhaps, he reasoned, the
core of a normal star, with densities of, say, 100 grams per cubic centi-
centimeter, could be made to implode until it reached a density like that of
an atomic nucleus, 1014 A00 trillion)grams per cubic centimeter; and
perhaps the matter in that shrunken stellar core would then transform
itself into a"gas"of neutrons—a"neutron star"Zwicky called it. If so,
Zwicky computed(correctly in this case), the shrunken core's intense
gravity would bind it together so tightly that not only would its cir-
circumference have been reduced, but so would its mass. The stellar core's
mass would now be 10 percent lower than before the implosion. Where
would that 10 percent of the core's mass have gone? Into explosive
energy, Zwicky reasoned(correctly again; see Figure 5.1 and Box 5.2).

If, as Zwicky believed(correctly), the mass of the shrunken stellar
core is about the same as the mass of the Sun, then the 10 percent of it
that is converted to explosive energy, when the core becomes a neutron
star, would produce 1046 joules, which is close to the energy that
Zwicky thought was needed to power a supernova. The explosive en-
energy might heat the outer layers of the star to an enormous tempera-
temperature and blast them off into interstellar space(Figure 5.1), and as the
star exploded, its high temperature might make it shine brightly in
just the manner of the supernovae that he and Baade had identified.

Zwicky did not know what might initiate the implosion of the star's
core and convert it into a neutron star, nor did he know how the core
might behave as it imploded, and therefore he could not estimate how
long the implosion would take(is it a slow contraction or a high-speed
implosion?).(When the full details were ultimately worked out in the
1960s and later, the core turned out to implode violently; its own
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5.1 Fritz Zwick/s hypothesis for triggering supernova explosions: The super-
supernova's explosive energy comes from the implosion of a star's normal-density core
to form a neutron star.

Box 5.2

The Equivalence of Mass and Energy

Mass, according to Einstein's special relativity laws, is just a very compact
form of energy. It is possible, though how is a nontrivial issue, to convert
any mass, including that of a person, into explosive energy. The amount of
energy that comes from such conversion is enormous. It is given by Ein-
Einstein's famous formula E=Me*, where R is the explosive energy, Mis
the mass that gets converted to energy, and c=2.99792 X 10'meters per
second is the speed of light. Prom the 76-kilogram mass of a typical person
this formula predicts an explosive energy of 7 X 10ia joules, which is
thirty times larger than the energy of the most powerful hydrogen bomb
that has ever been exploded.

The conversion of mass into heat or into the kinetic energy of an
explosion underlies Zwicky's explanation for supernovae(Figure 5.1), the
nuclear burning that keeps the Sun hot(later in this chapter), and nuclear
explosions(next chapter).
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intense gravity drives it to implode from about the size of the Earth to
100 kilometers circumference in less than 10 seconds.)Zwicky also did
not understand in detail how the energy from the core's shrinkage
might create a supernova explosion, or why the debris of the explosion
would shine very brightly for a few days and remain quite bright for a
few months, rather than a few seconds or hours or years. However, he
knew—or he thought he knew—that the energy released by forming a
neutron star was the right amount, and that was enough for him.

Zwicky was not content with just explaining supernovae; he wanted
to explain everything in the Universe. Among all the unexplained
things, the one getting the most attention at Caltech in 1932-1933 was
cosmic rays—high-speed particles that bombard the Earth from space.
Caltech's Robert Millikan was the world leader in the study of cosmic
rays and had given them their name, and Caltech's Carl Anderson had
discovered that some of the cosmic-ray particles were made of antimat-
antimatter.2 Zwicky, with his love of extremes, managed to convince himself
(correctly it turns out)that most of the cosmic rays were coming from
outside our solar system, and(incorrectly)that most were from outside
our Milky Way galaxy—indeed, from the most distant reaches of the
Universe—and he then convinced himself(roughly correctly)that the
total energy carried by all the Universe's cosmic rays was about the
same as the total energy released by supernovae throughout the Uni-
Universe. The conclusion was obvious to Zwicky(and perhaps correct3):
Cosmic rays are made in supernova explosions.

It was late 1933 by the time Zwicky had convinced himself of these
connections between supernovae, neutrons, and cosmic rays. Since
Baade's encyclopedic knowledge of observational astronomy had been
a crucial foundation for these connections, and since many of Zwicky's
calculations and much of his reasoning had been carried out in verbal
give-and-take with Baade, Zwicky and Baade agreed to present their
work together at a meeting of the American Physical Society at Stan-
Stanford University, an easy day's drive up the coast from Pasadena. The
abstract of their talk, published in the 15 January 1934 issue of the

2.�Antimatter gets its name from the fact that when a particle of matter meets a particle of
antimatter, they annihilate cacti other.

3.�Tt turns out that cosmic rays are made in many different ways. It is not yet known which
way produces tile most cosmic rays, but a strong possibility is the acceleration of panicles to
high speeds by shack waves in gas-cloud remnants of supernova explosions, long after the
explosions are finished. If this is ihe case, then in an indirect sense Zwicky was correct.
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Physical Review, is shown in Figure 5.2. Tt is one of the most prescient
documents in the history of physics and astronomy.

It asserts unequivocally the existence of supernovae as a distinct
class of astronomical objects—although adequate data to prove firmly
that they are different from ordinary novae would be produced by
Baade and Zwicky only four years later, in 1938. It introduces for the
first time the name"supernovae"for these objects. It estimates, cor-
correctly, the total energy released in a supernova. It suggests that cosmic
rays are produced by supernovae—a hypothesis still thought plausible
in 1993, but*iot firmly established(see Footnote 5). It invents the
concept of a star made out of neutrons—a concept that would not
become widely accepted as theoretically viable until 1939 and would
not be verified observationally until 1968. It coins the name neutron
star for this concept. And it suggests"with nil reserve1'(a phrase pre-
presumably inserted by the cautious Baade)that supernovae are produced
by the transformation of ordinary stars into neutron stars-—a sugges-
suggestion that would be shown theoretically viable oniy in the early 1960s
and would be confirmed by observation only in the late 1960s with the
discover)' of pulsars(spinning, magnetized neutron stars)inside the
exploding gas of ancient supernovae.

5.2 Abstract of the talk, on supernovae, neutron stars, and cosmic rays given by
Walter Baade and Fritz Zwicky al Stanford University in December 1933.
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Astronomers in the 1930s responded enthusiastically to the Baade—
Zwicky concept of a supernova, but treated Zwicky's neutron-star and
cosmic-ray ideas with some disdain."Too speculative"was the general
consensus."Based on unreliable calculations,"one might add, quite
correctly. Nothing in Zwicky's writings or talks provided more than
meager hints of substantiation for the ideas. Tn fact, it is clear to me
from a detailed study of Zwicky's writings of the era that he did not
understand the laws of physics well enough to be able to substantiate
his ideas. I shall return to this later in the chapter.

ome concepts in science are so obvious in retrospect that it is amaz-
amazing nobody noticed them sooner. Such was the case with the connection
between neutron stars and black holes. Zwicky could have begun to
make that connection in 1933, but he didn't; it would get made in a
tentative way six years later and definitively a quarter century later.
The tortured route that finally rubbed physicists' noses in the connec-
connection will occupy much of the rest of this chapter.

To appreciate the story of how physicists came to recognize the
neutron-star/black-hole connection, it will help to know something
about the connection in advance. Thus, the following digression:

What are the fates of stars when they die? Chapter 4 revealed a
partial answer, an answer embodied in the right-hand portion of Fig-
Figure 5.3(which is the same as Figure 4.4). That answer depends on
whether the star is less massive or more massive than 1.4 Suns(Chand-
rasekhar's limiting mass).

If the star is less massive than the Chandrasekhar limit, for example
if the star is the Sun itself, then at the end of its life it follows the path
labeled"death of Sun"in Figure 5.3. As it radiates light into space, it
gradually cools, losing its thermal(heat-induced)pressure. With its
pressure reduced, it no longer can withstand the inward pull of its own
gravity; its gravity forces it to shrink. As it shrinks, it moves leftward in
Figure 5.3 toward smaller circumferences, while staying always at the
same height in the figure because its mass is unchanging.(Notice that
the figure plots mass up and circumference to the right.)And as it
shrinks, the star squeezes the electrons in its interior into smaller and
smaller cells, until finally the electrons protest with such strong degen-
degeneracy pressure that the star can shrink no more. The degeneracy pres-
pressure counteracts the inward pull of the star's gravity, forcing the star to
settle down into a white-dwarf grave on the boundary curve(white-
dwarf curve)between the white region of Figure 5.3 and the shaded
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region. If the star were to shrink even more(that is, move leftward
from the white-dwarf curve into the shaded region), its electron degen-
degeneracy pressure would grow stronger and make the star expand back to
the white-dwarf curve. If the star were to expand into the white region,
its electron degeneracy pressure would weaken, permitting gravity to
shrink it back to the white-dwarf curve. Thus, the star has no choice
but to remain forever on the white-dwarf curve, where gravity and
pressure balance perfectly, gradually cooling and turning into a black
dwarf—a cold, dark, solid body about the size of the Earth but with the
mass of the Sun.

If the star is more massive than Chandrasekhar's 1.4-solar-mass

limit, for example if it is the star Sirius, then at the end of its Jife it will
follow the path labeled"death of Sirius."As it emits radiation and cools
and shrinks, moving leftward on this path to a smaller and smaller
circumference, its electrons get squeezed into smaller and smaller cells;
they protest with a rising degeneracy pressure, but they protest in vain.
Because of its large mass, the star's gravity is strong enough to squelch
all electron protest. The electrons can never produce enough degener-
degeneracy pressure to counterbalance the star's gravity*; the star must, in
Arthur ?ddingtonrs words,"go on radiating and radiating and contract-
contracting and contracting, until, 1 suppose, it gets down to a few kilometers
radius, when gravity becomes strong enough to hold in the radiation,
and the star can at last find peace."

Or that would be its fate, if not for neutron stars. If Zwicky was right
that neutron stars can exist, then they must be rather analogous to
white-dwarf stars, but with their internal pressure produced by neu-
neutrons instead of electrons. This means that there must be a neutron-star

curve in Figure 5.3, analogous to the white-dwarf curve, but at circum-
circumferences(marked on the horizontal axis)of roughly a hundred kilome-
kilometers, instead of tens of thousands of kilometers. On this neutron-star
curve neutron pressure would balance gravity perfectly, so neutron
stars could reside there forever.

Suppose that the neutron-star curve extends upward in Figure 5.3 to
large masses; that is, suppose it has the shape labeled B in the figure.
Then Sirius, when it dies, cannot create a black hole. Rather, Sirius will
shrink until it hits the neutron-star curve, and then it can shrink no
more. Tf it tries to shrink farther(that is, move to the left of the
neutron-star curve into the shaded region), the neutrons inside it will

4. The reason was explained in Box 4.2.
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5.3�The ultimate fate of a star more massive than the Chandrasekhar limit of

1.4�Suns depends on how massive neutron stars can be. If they can be arbitrarily
massive(curve By, then a star such as Sirius, when it dies, can only implode to
form a neutron star, it cannot form a black hole. If there is an upper mass limit

for neutron stars(as on curve A), then a massive dying star can become neither
a white dwarf nor a neutron star; and unless there is some other graveyard
available, it will die a black-hole death.

protest against being squeezed; they will produce a large pressure
(partly due to degeneracy, that is,"claustrophobia,"and partly due to
the nuclear force); and the pressure will be large enough to overwhelm
gravity and drive the star back outward. If the star tries to reexpand
into the white region, the neutrons' pressure will decline enough for
gravity to take over and squeeze it back inward. Thus, Sirius will have
no choice but to settle down onto the neutron-star curve and remain

there forever, gradually cooling and becoming a solid, cold, black neu-
neutron star.

Suppose, instead, that the neutron-star curve does not extend upward
in Figure 5.3 to large masses, but bends over in the manner of the
hypothetical curve marked A. This will mean that there is a maximum
mass that any neutron star can have, analogous to the Chandrasekhar
limit of 1.4 Suns for white dwarfs. As for white dwarfs, so also for
neutron stars, the existence of a maximum mass would herald a mo-
momentous fact: In a star more massive than the maximum, gravity will
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completely overwhelm the neutron pressure. Therefore, when so mas-
massive a star dies, it must either eject, enough mass to bring it below the
maximum, or else it will shrink inexorably, under gravity's pull, right
past the neutron-star curve, and then—if there are no other possible
stellar graveyards, nothing but white dwarfs, neutron stars, and black
holes--it will continue shrinking until it forms a black hole.

Thus, the central question, the question that holds the key to the?
ultimate fate of massive stars, is this: How massive can a neutron star
be? If it can be very massive, more massive than any normal star, then
black holes can never form in the real Universe. If there is a maximum
possible mass for neutron stars, and that maximum is not too large,
then black holes will form--unless there is yet another stellar grave-
graveyard, unsuspected in the 1930s.

This line of reasoning is so obvious in retrospect that it seems amaz-
amazing that Zwicky did not pursue it, Chandrasekhar did not pursue it,
Eddington did not pursue it. Had Zwicky tried to pursue it, however,
he would not have got far; he understood too little nuclear physics and
too little relativity to be able to discover whether the laws of physics
place a mass limit on neutron stars or not. At Caltech there were,
however, two others who did understand the physics well enough to
deduce neutron-star masses: Richard Chace Tolman, a chemist turned
physicist who had written a classic textbook called Relativity, Thermo-
Thermodynamics, and Cosmology; and J. Rohert Oppenheimer, who would
later lead the American effort to develop trie atomic bomb.

Tolman and Oppenheimer, however, paid no attention af all to
Zwicky's neutron stars. They paid no attention, that is. until 1938,
when the idea of a neutron star was published(under the slightly
different name of neutron core)by somebody else, somebody whom,
unlike Zwicky, they respected: Lev Davidovich Landau, in Moscow.

Landau

-LJandau's publication on neutron cores was actually a cry for help:
Stalin's purges were in full swing in the U.S.S.R., and Landau was in
danger. Landau hoped that by making a big splash in the newspapers
with his neutron-core idea, he might protect himself from arrest and
death. But of this, Tolman and Oppenheimer knew nothing.

Landau was in danger because of his past contacts with Western
scientists:
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Soon after the Russian revolution, science had been targeted for
special attention by the new Communist leadership. Lenin himself had
pushed a resolution through the Eighth Congress of the Bolshevik
party in 1919 exempting scientists from requirements for ideological
purity:"The Problem of industrial and economic development de-
demands tlie immediate and widespread use of experts in science and
technology whom we have inherited from capitalism, despite the fact
that they inevitably are contaminated with bourgeois ideas and cus-
customs."Of special concern to the leaders of Soviet science was the sorry
state of Soviet theoretical physics, so, with the blessing of the Commu-
Communist party and the government, the most brilliant and promising young
theorists in the U.S.S.R. were brought to Leningrad(Saint Petersburg)
for a few years of graduate study, and then, after completing the equiv-
equivalent of a Ph.D., were sent to Western Europe for one or two years of
postdoctoral study.

Why postdoctoral study? Because by the 1920s physics had become
so complex that Ph.D.-level training was not sufficient for its mastery.
To promote additional training worldwide, a system of postdoctoral
fellowships had been set up, funded largely by the Rockefeller Founda-
Foundation(profits from capitalists' oil ventures). Anyone, even ardent Rus-
Russian Marxists, could compete for these fellowships. The winners were
called"postdoctoral fellows"or simply"postdocs."

Why Western Europe for postdoctoral study? Because in the 1920s
Western Europe was the mecca of theoretical physics; it was the home
of almost every outstanding theoretical physicist in the world. Soviet
leaders, in their desperation to transfuse theoretical physics from West-
Western Europe to the U.S.S.R., had no choice but to send their young
theorists there for training, despite the dangers of ideological contami-
contamination.

Of all the young Soviet theorists who traveled the route to Lenin-
Leningrad, then to Western Europe, and then back to the U.S.S.R., Lev
Davidovich Landau would have by far the greatest influence on phys-
physics. Born in 1908 into a well-to-do Jewish family(his father was a
petroleum engineer in Baku on the Caspian Sea), he entered Leningrad
University at age sixteen and finished his undergraduate studies by age
nineteen. After just two years of graduate study at the Leningrad
Physicotechnical Institute, he completed the equivalent of a Ph.D. and
went off to Western Europe, where he spent eighteen months of
1929—30 making the rounds of the great theoretical physics centers in
Switzerland, Germany, Denmark, England, Belgium, and Holland.



Left: Ijev Landau, as a student in Leningrad in the mid-1920s. Right: tandau,
with fellow physics students George Oamow and Tevgenia Kanegiesser, horsing
around in the midst, of their studies in Leningrad, ca. 1927. Tn reality, Landau
never played any musical instrument[Left: courtesy Alt*Kinilio Segrt Visual Archives,
Margarethe Bohr Collection; right: courtesy Library of Congress.]

A fellow postdoctoral student in Zurich, German-born Rudolph
Peierls, later wrote,"I vividly remeinber the great impression Landau
made on all of us when he appeared in Wolfgang Pauli's department in
Zurich in 1929. ... It did not take long to discover the depth of his
understanding of modern physics, and his skill in solving basic prob-
problems. He rarely read a paper on theoretical physics in detail, but looked
at it long enough to see whether the problem was interesting, and if so,
what was the author's approach. He then set to work to do the calcula-

calculation himself, and if the answer agreed with the author's he approved of
the paper."Peierls and Landau became the best of friends.

Tall, skinny, intensely critical of others as well as himself, Landau

despaired that he had been born a few years too late. The golden age of
physics, he thought, had been 1925-27 when de Broglie, Schrbdinger,
Heisenberg, Bohr, and others were creating the new quantum mechan-
mechanics,-if born earlier, he, Landau, could have been a participant."All the
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nice girls have been snapped up and married, and all the nice problems
have been solved. I don't really like any of those that are left,"he said
in a moment of despair in Berlin in 1929. But, in fact, explorations of
the consequences of the laws of quantum mechanics and relativity were
only beginning, and those consequences would bold wonderful sur-
surprises: the structure of the atomic nucleus, nuclear energy, black holes
and their evaporation, superfluidity, superconductivity, transistors, las-
lasers, and magnetic resonance imaging, to name only a few. And Landau,
despite his pessimism, would become a central figure in the quest to
discover these consequences.

Upon his return to Leningrad in 1931, Landau, who was an ardent
Marxist and patriot, resolved to focus his career on transfusing modern
theoretical physics into the Soviet Union. He succeeded enormously, as
we shall see in later chapters.

Soon after Landau's return, Stalin's iron curtain descended, making
further travel to the West almost impossible. As George Gamow, a
Leningrad classmate of Landau's, later recalled:"Russian science now
had become one of the weapons for fighting the capitalistic world. Just
as Hitler was dividing science and the arts into Jewish and Aryan
camps, Stalin created the notion of capitalistic and proletarian science.
It[was becoming]... a crime for Russian scientists to 'fraternize' with
scientists of the capitalistic countries."

The political climate went from bad to horrid. In 1936 Stalin, hav-
having already killed 6 or 7 million peasants and kulaks(landowners)in
his forced collectivization of agriculture, embarked on a several-year-
several-yearlong purge of the country's political and intellectual leadership, a purge
now called the Great Terror. The purge included execution of almost
all members of Lenin's original Politburo, and execution or forced
disappearance, never to be seen again, of the top commanders of the
Soviet army, fifty out of seventy-one members of the Central Commit-
Committee of the Communist party, most of the ambassadors to foreign coun-
countries, and the prime ministers and chief officials of the non-Russian
Soviet Republics. At lower levels roughly 7 million people were ar-
arrested and imprisoned and 2.5 million died—half of them intellectuals,
including a large number of scientists and some entire research teams.
Soviet biology, genetics, and agricultural sciences were destroyed.

Tn late 1937 Landau, by now a leader of theoretical physics research
in Moscow, felt the heat of the purge nearing himself. In panic he
searched for protection. One possible protection might be the focus of
public attention on him as an eminent scientist, so he searched among
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his scientific ideas for one that might make a big splash in West and
East alike. His choice was an idea that he had been mulling over since
the early 1930s: the idea that"normal"stars like the Sun might possess
neutron stars at their centers—neutron cores Landau called them.

The ne reasoning behind Landau's idea was this: The Sun and other
normal stars support themselves against the crush of their own gravity
by means of thermal(heat-induced)pressure. As the Sun radiates heat
and light into space, it must cool, contract, and die in about 30 million
years' time—unless it has some way to replenish the heat that it loses.
Since there was compelling geological evidence, in the 1920s and
1930s, that the Earth had been kept at roughly constant temperature
for 1 billion years or longer, the Sun must be replenishing its heat
somehow. Arthur Eddington and others had suggested(correctly)in
the 1920s that the new heat might come from nuclear reactions, in
which one kind of atomic nucleus is transmuted into another—what is

now called nuclear burning <s\nuclear fusion; see Box 5.3. However, the
details of this nuclear burning had not been worked out sufficiently, by
1937, for physicists to know whether it could do the job. Landau's
neutron core provided an attractive alternative.

Just as Zwicky could imagine powering a supernova by the energy
released when a normal star implodes to form a neutron star, so Lan-
Landau could imagine powering the Sun and other normal stars by the
energy released when its atoms, one by one, get captured onto a neu-
neutron core(Figure 5.4).

5.4 Lev Landau's speculation as to the origin of the energy that keeps a normal
star hot.
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Box 5.3

Nuclear Burning(Fusion)Contrasted with
Ordinary Burning

Ordinary burning is a chemical reaction. Tn chemical reactions, atoms get
combined into molecules, where they share their electron clouds with
each other; the electron clouds hold the molecules together. Nuclear burn-
burning is a nuclear reaction. In nuclear burning, atomic nuclei get fused
together(nuclearfusion)to form more massive atomic nuclei; the nuclear
force holds the more massive nuclei together.

The following diagram shows an example of ordinary burning: the
burning of hydrogen to produce water(an. expiosively powerful form of
burning that is used to power some rockets that lift payloads into space).
Two hydrogen atoms combine with an oxygen atom to form a water
molecule. In the water molecule, the hydrogen and oxygen atoms share
their electron clouds with each other, but do not share their atomic nuclei.

y
Atom

The following diagram shows an example of nuclear burning: the fusion
of a deuterium("heavy hydrogen")nucleus and an ordinary hydrogen
nucleus to form a helium-3 nucleus. This is one of the fusion reactions

that is now known to power the Sun and other stars, and that powers
hydrogen bombs(Chapter 6). The deuterium nucleus contains one neu-
neutron and one proton, bound together by the nuclear force; the hydrogen
nucleus consists of a single proton; the helium-3 nucleus created by the
fusion contains one neutron and two protons.
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Capturing an atom onto a neutron core was much like dropping a
rock onto a cement slab from a great height: Gravity pulls the rock
down, accelerating it to high speed, and when it hits the slab, its huge
kinetic energy(energy of motion)can shatter it into a thousand pieces.
Similarly, gravity above a neutron core should accelerate infilling
atoms to very high speeds, Landau reasoned. When such an atom
plummets into the core, its shattering stop converts its huge kinetic
energy(an amount equivalent to 10 percent of its mass)into heat. In
this scenario, the ultimate source of the Sun's heat is the intense grav-
gravity oi its neutron core; and, as for Zwicky's supemovae, the core's
gravity is 10 percent efficient at converting the mass of infalling atoms
into heat.

The burning of nuclear fuel(Box 5.5), in contrast to capturing atoms
onto a neutron core(Figure 5.4), can convert only a few tenths of 1
percent of the fuel's mass into heat. In other words, Eddingtofl's heat
source(nuclear energy)was roughly 30 times less powerful than Lan-
Landau's heat source(gravitational energy).5

Landau had actually developed a more primitive version of his neu-
neutron-core idea in 1931. However, the neutron had not yet been discov-
discovered then and atomic nuclei had been an enigma, so the capture of
atoms onto the core in his 1931 model had released energy by a totally
speculative process, one based on an(incorrect)suspicion that the laws
of quantum mechanics might fail in atomic nuclei. Now that the neu-
neutron had been known for five years and the properties of atomic nuclei
were beginning to be understood, Landau could make his idea much
more precise and convincing. By presenting it to the world with a big
splash of publicity, he might deflect the heat of Stalin's purge.

I ,n late 1937, Landau wrote a manuscript describing his neutron-core
idea; to make sure it got maximum public attention, he took a series of
unusual steps: He submitted it for publication, in Russian, to Doklady
Akademii Nauk(Reports of the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R..
published in Moscow), and in parallel he mailed an English version to

5. '['his may seem surprising to people who think of the nuclear force as tar more powerful
than the gravitational force. The nuclear force is, indeed, far more powerful when owe has orly
a faw atoms or atomic nuclei at one's disposal. However, when one has several solar masses'
worth of atoms A097 atoms)or more, then the gravitational force of all the atoms put together
can become overwhelmingly more powerful than Iheir nuclear force. This simple fact in tile
end guarantees, as we shall see later in this chapter, that when a massive star dies its huge
gravity will overwhelm the repulsion of its atomic nuclei and will crunch ihmi to form a black
hole.
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the same famous Western physicist as Chandrasekhar had appealed to,
when Eddington attacked him(Chapter 4), Niels Bohr in Copenhagen.
(Bohr, as an honorary member of the Academy of Sciences of the
U.S.S.R., was more or less acceptable to Soviet authorities even during
the Great Terror.)With his manuscript, Landau sent Bohr the follow-
following letter:

5 November 1937. Moscow

Dear Mr. Bohr!

I enclose an article about stellar energy, which I have written. If
it makes physical sense to you, I ask that you submit it to Nature. If
it is not too much trouble for you, 1 would be very glad to learn
your opinion of this work.

With deepest thanks.
Yours, L. Landau

{Nature is a British scientific magazine that publishes, quickly, an-
announcements of discoveries in all fields of science and that has one of

the highest worldwide circulations among serious scientific journals.)
Landau had friends in high places-—high enough to arrange that, as

soon as word was received back that Bohr had approved his article and
had submitted it to Nature, a telegram would be sent to Bohr by the
editorial staff of Izvestia.{Izvestia was one of the two most influential
newspapers in the U.S.S.R., a newspaper run by and in behalf of the
Soviet government.)The telegram went out on 16 November 1937
saying:

Inform us, please, of your opinion of the work of Professor Landau.
Telegraph to us, please, your brief conclusion.

Editorial Staff, Izvestia

Bohr, evidently a bit puzzled and worried by the request, replied from
Copenhagen that same day:

The new idea of Professor Landau about neutron cores of massive

stars is of the highest level of excellence and promise. I will be

happy to send a short evaluation of it and of various other
researches by Landau. Inform me please, more exactly, for what

purpose my opinion is needed.
Bohr
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The Izvestia staff responded that they wanted to publish Bohr's evalua-

evaluation in their newspaper. They did just that on 23 November, in an
article that described Landau's idea and praised it highly:

This work of Professor Landau's has aroused great interest among
Soviet physicists, and his bold idea gives new life to one of the most
important processes in astrophysics. There is every reason to think,
that Landau's new hypothesis will turn out to be correct and will
lead to solutions to a whole series of unsolved problems in astrophys-
astrophysics. ... Niels Bohr has given an extremely complementary evaluation
of the work of this Soviet scientist[l^andau], saying that"The new
idea of L. I^andau is excellent and very promising."

This campaign was not enough to save Landau. Early in the morn-
morning of 28 April 1938, the knock came on the door of his apartment, and
he was taken away in an official black limousine as his wife-to-be Cora
watched in shock from the apartment door. The fate that had befallen
so many others was now also Landau's.

The limousine took Landau to one of Moscow's most notorious polit-
political prisons, the Btuyrskaya. There he was told that his activities as a
German spy had been discovered, and he was to pay the price for them.
That the charges were ludicrous(I^andau, a Jew and an ardent Marxist
spying for Nazi Germany?)was irrelevant. The charges almost always
were ludicrous. In Stalin's Russia one rarely knew the real reason one
had been imprisoned—though in landau's case, there are indications
in recently revealed KGB files: In conversations with colleagues, he
had criticized the Communist party and the Soviet government for
their manner of organizing scientific research, and for the massive ar-
arrests of 1936-37 that ushered in the Great Terror. Such criticism was re-

regarded as an"anti-Soviet activity"and could easily land one in prison.
Landau was lucky. His imprisonment lasted but one year, and he

survived it—just barely. He was released in April 1939 after Pyotr
Kapitsa, the most famous Soviet experimental physicist of the 1930s,
appealed directly to Molotov and Stalin to let him go on grounds that
Landau and only Landau, of all Soviet theoretical physicists, had the
ability to solve the mystery of how superfluidity comes about."(Su-
(Superfluidity had been discovered ia Kapitsa's laboratory, and indepen-

6. Superfluidity is a complete absence of viscosity(internal friction)that occurs in some
fluids when they are cooled to a few degrees above absolute zero temperature—that w, cooled
to about minus 270 degrees Okius.
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dently by J. F. Allen and A. D. Misener in Cambridge, England, and if
it could be explained by a Soviet scientist, this would demonstrate
doubly to the world the power of Soviet science.)

Landau emerged from prison emaciated and extremely ill. Tn due
course, he recovered physically and mentally, solved the mystery of
superfluidity using the laws of quantum mechanics, and received the
Nobel Prize for his solution. But his spirit was broken. Never again
could he withstand even mild psychological pressure from the political
authorities.

Oppenheimer

I n Californ ia, Robert Oppenheimer was in the habit of reading with
care every scientific article published by Landau. Thus, Landau's arti-
article on neutron cores in the 19 February 193S issue of Nature caught his
immediate attention. Coming from Fritz Zwicky, the idea of a neutron
star as the ecergizer for supernovae was—in Oppenheirner's view-a
far-out, flaky speculation. Coming from Lev Landau, a neutron core as
the energizer for a normal star was worthy of serious thought. Might
the Sun actually possess such a core? Oppenheimer vowed to find out.

Oppenheirner's style of research was completely different from any
encountered thus far in this book. Whereas Baade and Zwicky worked
together as co-equal colleagues whose talents and knowledge comple-
complemented each other, and Chandrasekhar and Einstein each worked very
much alone, Oppenheimer worked enthusiastically amidst a large en-
entourage of students. Whereas Einstein had suffered when required to
teach, Oppenheimer thrived on teaching.

Like Landau, Oppenheimer had gone to the mecca of theoretical
physics, Western Europe, to get educated; and like Landau, Oppen-
Oppenheimer, upon returning home, had launched a transfusion of theoreti-
theoretical physics from Europe to his native land.

By the time of his return to America, Oppenheimer had acquired so
tremendous a reputation that he received offers of faculty jobs from ten
American universities including Harvard and Caltech, and from two in
Europe. Among the offers was one from the U niversity of California at
Berkeley, which had no theoretical physics at all."I visited Berkeley,"
Oppenheimer recalled later,"and I thought I'd like to go there because
it was a desert."At Berkeley he could create something entirely his
own. However, fearing the consequences of intellectual isolation, Op-
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penheimer accepted both the Berkeley offer and the Caltech offer. He
would spend the autumn and winter in Berkeley, and the spring at
Caltech."I kept the connection with Caltech.... it was a place where T
would be checked if T got too far off base and where T would learn of
things that might not be adequately reflected in the published litera-
literature."

At first Oppenheimer, as a teacher, was too fast, too impatient, too
overbearing with his students. He didn't realize how little they knew;
he couldn't bring himself down to their level. His first lecture at Cal-
Caltech in the spring of t930 was a tour de force—powerful, elegant,
insightful. When the lecture was over and the room had emptied,
Richard Tolman, the chemist-turned-physicist who by now was a close
friend, remained behind to bring him down to earth:"Well, Robert,"
he said;"that was beautiful but 1 didn't understand a damned word."

However, Oppenheimer learned quickly. Within a year, graduate
students and postdocs began flocking to Berkeley from all over America
to learn physics from him, and within several years he had made
Berkeley a more attractive place even than Europe for American theo-
theoretical physics postdocs.

One of Oppenheimer's postdocs, Robert Serber, later described what
it was like to work with him:"Oppie(as he was known to his Berkeley
students)was quick, impatient, and had a sharp tongue, and in the
earliest days of his teaching he was reputed to have terrorized the
students. But after five years of experience he had mellowed(if his
earlier students were to be believed). His course[on quantum mechan-
mechanics]was an inspirational as well as an educational achievement. He
transmitted to his students a feeling of the beauty of the logical struc-
structure of physics and an excitement about the development of physics.
Almost everyone listened to the course more than once, and Oppie
occasionally had difficulty in dissuading students from coming a third
or fourth time. . . .

"Oppie's way of working with his research students was also origi-
original. His group consisted of 6 or 10 graduate students and about a half
dozen postdoctoral fellows. He met the group once a day in his office. A
little before the appointed time, the members straggled in and disposed
themselves on the tables and about the walls. Oppie came in and
discussed with one after another the status of the student's research

problem while the others listened and offered comments. All were

exposed to a broad range of topics. Oppenheimer was interested in
everything; one subject after another was introduced and coexisted
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with all the others. Tn an afternoon they might discuss electrodynam-
electrodynamics, cosmic rays, astrophysics and nuclear physics."

Each spring Oppenheimer piled books and papers into his convert-
convertible and several students into the rumble seat, and drove down to
Pasadena."'We thought nothing of giving up our houses or apartments
in Berkeley,"said Serber,"confident that we could find a garden cot-
cottage in Pasadena for twenty-five dollars a month."

For each problem that interested him, Oppenheimer would select a
student or postdoc to work out the details. For Landau's problem, the
question of whether a neutron core could keep the Sun hot, he selected
Serber.

Robert Serber(left)and Bobert Oppenheimer(right)discussing physics, ca. 1942.
[Courtesy Lf.S. Information Agency.]
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Oppenheiiner and Serber quickly realized that, if the Sun has a
neutron core at its center, and if the core's mass is a large fraction of the
Sun's mass, then the core's intense gravity will hold the Sun's outer
layers in a tight grip, making the Sun's circumference far smaller than
it actually is. Thus, Landau's neutron-core idea could work only if
neutron cores can be far less massive than the Sun.

"How small can the mass of a neutron core be?"Oppenheimer and
Serber were thus driven to ask themselves."What is the minimum

possible mass for a neutron core?"Notice that this is the opposite ques-
question to the one that is crucial for the existence of black holes; to learn
whether black holes can form, one needs to know the maximum possi-
possible mass for a neutron star(Figure 5.3 above). Oppenheiiner as yet had
no inkling of the importance of the maximum-mass question, but he
now knew that the minimum neutron-core mass was central to Lan-

Landau's idea.

In his article landau, also aware of the importance of the minimum
neutron-core mass, had used the laws of physics to estimate it. With
care Oppenheimer and Serber scrutinized Landau's estimate. Yes, they
found, Landau had properly taken account of the attractive forces of
gravity inside and near the core. And yes, he had properly taken ac-
account of the degeneracy pressure of the core's neutrons(the pressure
produced by the neutrons*claustrophobic motions when they get
squeezed into tiny cells). But no, he had not taken proper account of the
nuclear force that neutrons exert on each other. That force was not yet
fully understood. However, enough was understood for Oppenheimer
and Serber to conclude that probably, not absolutely definitely, but
probably, no neutron core can ever be lighter than Vio of a solar mass.
If nature ever succeeded in creating a neutron core lighter than this,
its gravity would be too weak to hold it together; its pressure would
make it explode.

At first sight this did not. rule out the Sun's possessing a neutron core;
after all, a Vio-solar-mass core, which was allowed by Oppenheimer
and Serber's estimates, might, be small enough to hide inside the Sun
without affecting its surface properties very much(without affecting
the things we see). But further calculations, balancing the pull of the
core's gravity against the pressure of surrounding gas, showed chat the
core's effects could not be hidden: Around the core there would be a

shell of white-dwarf-type matter weighing nearly a full solar mass,
and with only a tiny amount of normal gas outside that shell, the Sun
could not look at all like we see it. Thus, the Sun could not possess a
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neutron core, and the energy to keep the Sun hot must come from
somewhere else.

Where else? At the same time as Oppenheimer and Serber in Berke-
Berkeley were doing these calculations, Hans Bethe at Cornell University in
Ithaca, New York, and Charles Critchfield at George Washington Uni-
University in Washington, D.C., were using the newly developed laws of
nuclear physics to demonstrate in detail that nuclear burning(the
fusion of atomic nuclei; Box 5.3)can keep the Sun and other stars hot.
Eddington had been right and Landau had been wrong—at least for
the Sun and most other stars.(As of the early 1990s, it appears that a
few giant stars might, in fact, use Landau's mechanism.)

Oppenheimer and Serber had no idea that Landau's paper was a
desperate attempt to avoid prison and possible death, so on 1 Septem-
September 1938, as Landau languished in Butyrskaya Prison, they submitted
their critique of him to the Physical Review. Since Landau was a great
enough physicist to take the heat, they said quite frankly:"An estimate
of Landau ... led to the value 0.001 solar masses for the limiting
[minimum]mass[of a neutron core]. This figure appears to be wrong.
. . .[Nuclear forces]of the often assumed spin exchange type preclude
the existence of a[neutron]core for stars with masses comparable to
that of the Sun."

J-Jar mdau's neutron cores and Zwicky's neutron stars are really the
same thing. A neutron core is nothing but a neutron star that happens,
somehow, to find itself inside a normal star. To Oppenheimer this must
have been clear, and now that he had begun to think about neutron
stars, he was drawn inexorably to the issue that Zwicky should have
tackled but could not: What, precisely, is the fate of massive stars when
they exhaust the nuclear fuel that, according to Bethe and Critchfield,
keeps them hot? Which corpses will they create: white dwarfs? neutron
stars? black holes? others?

Chandrasekhar's calculations had shown unequivocally that stars
less massive than 1.4 Suns must become white dwarfs. Zwicky was
speculating loudly that at least some stars more massive than 1.4 Suns
will implode to form neutron stars, and in the process generate super-
novae. Might Zwicky be right? And will all massive stars die this way,
thus saving the Universe from black holes?

One of Oppenheimer's great strengths as a theorist was an unerring
ability to look at a complicated problem and strip away the complica-
complications until he found the central issue that controlled it. Several years
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later, this talent would contribute to Oppenheimer's brilliance as the
leader of the American atomic bomb project. Now, in his struggle to
understand stellar death, it told him to ignore all the complications
that Zwicky was trumpeting about—the details of the stellar implo-
implosion, the transformation of normal matter into neutron matter, the
release of enormous energy and its possible powering of supewiovae
and cosmic rays. All this was irrelevant to the issue of the star's final
fate. The only relevant thing was trie maximum mass that a neutron
star can have. If neutron stars can be arbitrarily massive(curve B in
Figure 5-3 above), then black holes can never form. If there is a maxi-
maximum possible neutron-star mass(curve A in Figure 5.3), then a star
heavier than that maximum, when it dies, might form a black hole.

Having posed this maximum-mass question with stark clarity, Op-
penheimer went about solving it, methodically and unequivocally—
and, as was his standard practice, in collaboration with a student, in
this case a young man named George Volkoff. The tale of Oppen-
heimer and Volkoff s quest to leam the masses of neutron stars, and the
central contributions of Oppenheimer's Caltech friend Richard Tol-
man, is told in Box 5.4. Jt is a tale that illustrates Oppenheimer's mode
of research and several of the strategies by which physicists operate,
when they understand clearly some of the laws that govern the phe-
phenomenon they are studying, but not all-In this case Oppenheimer
understood the laws of quantum mechanics and general relativity, but
neither he nor anyone else understood the nuclear force very well.

Despite their poor knowledge of the nuclear force, Oppenheimer
and Volkoff were able to show unequivocally(Box 5,4)that there is a
maximum mass for neutron stars, and it lies between about half a solar
mass and several solar masses.

In the 1990s, after fifty years of additional study, we know that
Oppenheimer and Volkoff were correct; neutron stars do, indeed, have
a maximum allowed mass, and it is now known to lie between 1.5 and
5 solar masses, roughly the same ballpark as their estimate. Moreover,
since 1967 hundreds of neutron stars have been observed by astrono-
astronomers, and the masses of several have been measured with high accu-
accuracy. The measured masses are all close to 1.4 Suns;-why, we do not
know.



Box 5.4

The Tale of Oppenheimer, Volkoff, and Tolman:
A Quest for Neutron-Star Masses

When embarking on a complicated analysis, it is helpful to get one's
bearings by beginning with a rough,"order-of-magnitude"calculation, a
calculation accurate only to within a factor of, say, 10. In keeping with this
rule of thumb, Oppenheimer began his assault on the issue of whether
neutron stars can have a maximum mass by a crude calculation, just a few
pages long. The result was intriguing: He found a maximum mass of 6
Suns for any neutron star. If a detailed calculation gave the same result,
then Oppenheimer could conclude that black holes might form when stars
heavier than 6 Suns die.

A"detailed calculation"meant selecting a mass for a hypothetical neu-
neutron star, then asking whether, for that mass, neutron pressure inside the
star can balance gravity. If the balance can be achieved, then neutron stars
can have that mass. It would be necessary to choose one mass after an-
another, and for each ask about the balance between pressure and gravity.
This enterprise is harder than it might sound, because pressure and grav-
gravity must balance each other everywhere inside the star. However, it was an
enterprise that had been pursued once before, by Chandrasekhar, in his
analysis of white dwarfs(the analysis performed using Arthur Eddington's
Braunschweiger calculator, with Eddington looking over Chandrasekhar's
shoulder; Chapter 4).

Oppenheimer could pattern his neutron-star calculations after Chand-
Chandrasekhar's white-dwarf calculations, but only after making two crucial
changes: First, in a white dwarf the pressure is produced by electrons, and
in a neutron star by neutrons, so the equation of state(the relation between
pressure and density)will be different. Second, in a white dwarf, gravity is
weak enough that it can be described equally well by Newton's laws or by
Einstein's general relativity; the two descriptions will give almost pre-
precisely the same predictions, so Chandrasekhar chose the simpler descrip-
description, Newton's. By contrast, in a neutron star, with its much smaller
circumference, gravity is so strong that using Newton's laws might cause
serious errors, so Oppenheimer would have to describe gravity by Ein-
Einstein's general relativistic laws.*Aside from these two changes—a new
equation of state(neutron pressure instead of electron)and a new descrip-
description of gravity(Einstein's instead of Newton's)—Oppenheimer's calcula-
calculation would be the same as Chandrasekhar's.

Having gotten this far, Oppenheimer was ready to turn the details of
the calculation over to a student. He chose George Volkoff, a young man

*See the discussion in the last section of Chapter 1("The Nature of Physical Law")of the
relationship between different descriptions of the laws of physics and their domains of validity.

(continued next page)
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from Toronto, who had emigrated from Russia in j 924.
Oppenheimer explained the problem to Volkoff and told him that the

mathematical description of gravity that he would need was in a textbook
that Richard Tolman had written, Relativity, Thermodynamics, and Cos-
Cosmology. The equation of state for the neutron pressure, however, was a
more difficult issue, since the pressure would be influenced by the nuclear
force(with which neutrons push and pul)on each other). Although the
nuclear force was becoming well understood at the densities inside atomic
nuclei, it was very poorly understood at the higher densities that neutrons
would face deep inside a massive neutron star. Physicists did not even
know whether the nuclear force was attractive at these densities or repul-
repulsive(whether neutrons pulled on each other or pushed), and thus there
was no way to know whether the nuclear force reduced the neutrons'
pressure or increased it. But Oppenheimer had a strategy to deal with
these unknowns.

Pretend, at first, that the nuclear force doesn't exist, Oppenheimer
suggested to VolkorT. Then all the pressure will be of a sort that is well
understood; it will be neutron degeneracy pressure(pressure produced by
the neutrons'"claustrophobic"motions). Balance this neutron degeneracy
pressure against gravity, and from the balance, calculate the structures
and masses that neutron stars would have in a universe without any
nuclear force. Then, afterward, try to estimate bow the stars' structures
and masses will change if, in our real Universe, the nuclear force behaves
in this, that, or some other way.

With such well-posed instructions it was hard to miss. It took only a few
days for Volkoff, guided by daily discussions with Oppenheiroer and by
Tolman's book, to derive the general relativistic description of gravity
inside a neutron star. And it took only a few days for him to translate the
well-known equation of state for degenerate electron pressure into one for
degenerate neutron pressure. By balancing the pressure against the grav-
gravity, Volkoff obtained a complicated differential equation whose solution
would tell him the star's internal structure. Then he was stymied. Try as
he might, Volkoff could not solve his differential equation to get a formula
for the star's structure; so, like Chandrasekhar with white dwarfs, he was
forced to solve his equation numerically. Just as Chandrasekhar had spent
many days in 1954 punching the buttons of Eddington's Braunschweiger
calculator to compute the analogous white-dwarf structure, so Volkoff
labored through much of November and December 1938, punching the
buttons o(a Marcliant calculator.

While Volkoff punched buttons in Berkeley, Richard Tolman in
Pasadena was taking a different tack: He strongly preferred to express the
stellar structure in terms of formulas instead of just numbers off a calcula-

(continued next, page)
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tor. A single formula can embody all the information contained in many

many tables of numbers. If he could get the right formula, it would
contain simultaneously the structures of stars of 1 solar mass, 2 solar
masses, 5 solar masses—any mass at all. But even with his brilliant math-
mathematical skills, Tolman was unable to solve VolkofFs equation in terms of
formulas.

"On. the other hand,"Tolman presumably argued to himself,"we know
that the correct equation of state is not really the one Volkoff is using.
Volkoff has ignored the nuclear force; and since we don't know the details
of that force at high densities, we don't know the correct equation of state.
So let me ask a different question from Volkoff. Let me ask how the
masses of neutron stars depend on the equation of state. Let me pretend
that the equation of state is very 'stiff,' that is, that it gives exceptionally
high pressures, and let me ask what the neutron-star masses would be in
that case. And then let me pretend the equation of state is very 'soft,' that
is, that it gives exceptionally low pressures, and ask what then would be
the neutron-star masses. In each case, I will adjust the hypothetical equa-
equation of state into a form for which I can solve VolkofFs differential equa-
equation in formu'as. Though the equation of state 1 use will almost certainly
not be the right one, my calculation will still give me a general idea of
what the neutron-star masses might be if nature happens to choose a stiff
equation of state, and what they might be if nature chooses a soft one."

On 19 October, Tolman sent a long letter to Oppenheimer describing
some of the stellar-structure formulas and neutron-star masses he had
derived for several hypothetical equations oi state. A week or so later,
Oppenheimer drove down to Pasadena to spend a few days talking with
Tolman about the project. On 9 November, Tolman wrote Oppenheimer
another long letter, with more formulas. In the meantime, Volkoff was
punching away on his Marchant buttons. In early December, VolkofT
finished. Fie had numerical models for neutron stars with masses 0.3, 0.6,
and 0.7 solar mass; and he had found that, if there were, no nuclear force in
our Universe, then neutron stars would always be less massive than 0.7 solar
mass.

What a surprise! Oppenheimer's crude estimate, before Volkoff started
computing, had been a maximum mass of 6 solar masses. To protect
massive stars against forming black holes, the careful calculation would
have had to push that maximum mass up to a hundred Suns or more.
Instead, it pushed the mass down—way down, to 0.7 solar mass.

Tolman came up to Berkeley to learn more of the details. Fifty years
later Volkoff recalled the scene with pleasure:"I remember being greatly
overawed by having to explain to Oppenheimer and Tolman what 1 had
done. We were sitting out on the lawn of the old faculty club at Berkeley.

(continued next page)
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Amidst the nice green grass and tall, trees, here were these two venerated
gentlemen and here was I, a graduate student just completing my Ph.D.,
explaining my calculations."

Now that they knew the masses of neutron stare in an idealized uni-
universe with no nuclear force, Oppenheimer and Volkoff were ready to
estimate the influence of the nuclear force. Here the formulas that Tol-

man had worked out so carefully for various hypothetical equations of
state were helpful. From Tolman's formulas one could sec roughly how
the star's structure would change if the nuclear force was repulsive and
thereby made the equation of state more"stiff than the one Volkoff had
used, and the change if it was attractive and thereby made the equation of
state more"soft."Within the range of believable nuclear forces, those
changes were not great. There must still be a maximum mass for neutron
stars, Tolman, Oppenheimer, and Volkoff concluded, and it must lie some-
somewhere between about a half solar mass and several solar masses.

0,"ppenheimer and Volkoffs conclusion cannot have been pleasing to
people like Eddington and Einstein, who found black holes anathema.
If Chandrasekhar was to be believed(as, in 1958, most astronomers
were coming to understand he should), and if Oppenheimer and Volk-
Volkoff were to be believed(and it was hard to refute them), then neither
the white-dwarf graveyard nor the neutroxi-star graveyard could inter
massive stars. Was there any conceivable way at all, then, for massive
stars to avoid a black-hole death? Yes; two ways.

First, all massive stars might eject so much matter as they age(for
example, by blowing strong winds off their$urfaces or by nuclear
explosions)that they reduce themselves below 1.4 solar masses and
enter the white-dwarf graveyard, or(if one believed Zwicky's mecha-
mechanism for supernovae, which few people did)they might eject so much
matter in supernova explosions that they reduce themselves below
about 1 solar mass daring the explosion and wind up in the neutron-
star graveyard. Most astronomers, through the 1940s and 1950s, and
into the early 1960s—if they thought at all about the issue—espoused
this view.

Second, besides the white-dwarf, neutron-star, and black-hole grave-
graveyards, there might be a fourth graveyard for massive stars, a graveyard
unknown in the 1950s. For example, one could imagine a graveyard in
Figure 5.3 at circumferences intermediate between neutron stars and
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white dwarfs—a few hundred or a thousand kilometers. The shrinkage
of a massive star might be halted in such a graveyard before the star
ever gets small enough to form either a neutron star or a black hole.

If World War II and then the cold war had not intervened, Oppen-
Oppenheimer and his students, or others, would likely have explored such a
possibility in the 1940s and would have showed firmly that there is no
such fourth graveyard.

However, World War II did intervene, and it absorbed the energies
of almost all the world's theoretical physicists; then after the war, crash
programs to develop hydrogen bombs delayed further the return of
physicists to normalcy(see the next chapter).

Finally, in the mid-1950s, two physicists emerged from their respec-
respective hydrogen bomb efforts and took up where Oppenheimer and his
students had left off. They were John Archibald Wheeler at Princeton
University in the United States and Yakov Borisovich Zel'dovich at the
Institute of Applied Mathematics in Moscow-two superb physicists,
who will be major figures in the rest of this book.

Wheeler

I n March 1956, Wheeler devoted several days to studying the articles
by Chandrasekhar, Landau, and Oppenheimer and Volkoff. Here, he
recognized, was a mystery worth probing. Could it really be true that
stars more massive than about 1.4 Suns have no choice, when they die,
but to form black holes?"Of all the implications of general relativity
for the structure and evolution of the Universe, this question of the fate
of great masses of matter is one of the most challenging,"Wheeler
wrote soon thereafter; and he set out to complete the exploration of
stellar graveyards that Chandrasekhar and Oppenheimer and Volkoff
had begun.

To make his task very precise, Wheeler formulated a careful charac-
characterization of the kind of matter from which cold, dead stars should be
made: He called it matter at the endpoint of thermonuclear evolution,
since the word thermonuclear had become popular for the fusion reac-
reactions that power nuclear burning in stars and also power the hydrogen
bomb. Such matter would be absolutely cold, and it would have burned
its nuclear fuel completely; there would be no way, by any kind of
nuclear reaction, to extract any more energy from the matter's nuclei.
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For this reason, the nickname cold, dead matter will be used in this
book instead of"matter at the endpoint of thermonuclear evolution."

Wheeler set himself the goal to understand all objects that can be
made from cold, dead matter. These would include small objects like
balls of iron, heavier objects such as cold, dead planets made of iron,
and still heavier objects: white dwarfs, neutron stars, and whatever
other kinds of cold, dead objects the laws of physics allow. Wheeler
wanted a comprehensive catalog of cold, dead things.

John Archibald Wheeler, ca. 1954.[Photo by Bluckstorie-Sbslbunie, New York City;
courtesy J. A. Wheeler.]
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Wheeler worked in much the same mode as had Oppenheimer, with
an entourage of students and postdocs. From among them he selected
B. Kent Harrison, a serious-minded Mormon from Utah, to work out
the details of the equation of state for cold, dead matter. This equation
of state would describe the details of how the pressure of such matter
rises as one gradually compresses it to higher and higher density—or,
equivalently, how its resistance to compression changes as its density
increases-

Wheeler was superbly prepared to give Harrison guidance in com-
computing the equation of state for cold, dead matter, since he was among
the world's greatest experts on the laws of physics that govern the
structure of matter: the laws of quantum mechanics and nuclear phys-
physics. During the preceding twenty years, he had developed powerful
mathematical models to describe how atomic nuclei behave; with Niels
Bohr he had developed the laws of nuclear fission(the splitting apart of
heavy atomic nuclei such as uranium and plutonium, the principle
underlying the atomic bomb); and he had been the leader of a team
that designed the American hydrogen bomb(Chapter 6). Drawing on
this expertise, Wheeler guided Harrison through the intricacies of the
analysis.

The result of their analysis, the equation of state for cold, dead
matter, is depicted and discussed in Box 5.5. At the densities of white
dwarfs, it was the same equation of state as Chandrasekhar had used in
his white-dwarf studies(Chapter 4); at neutron-star densities, it was
the same as Oppenheimer and Volkoff had used(Box 5.4); at densities
below white dwarfs and between white dwarfs and neutron stars, it was
completely new.

ith this equation of state for cold, dead matter in hand, John
Wheeler asked Masami Wakano, a postdoc from Japan, to do with it
what Volkoff had done for neutron stars and Chandrasekhar for white
dwarfs: Combine the equation of state with the general relativistic
equation describing the balance of gravity and pressure inside a star,
and from that combination deduce a differential equation describing
the star's structure; then solve the differential equation numerically.
The numerical calculations would produce the details of the internal
structures of all cold, dead stars and, most important, the stars' masses.

The calculations for the structure of a single star(the distribution of
density, pressure, and gravity inside the star)had required Chandrasek-
Chandrasekhar and Volkoff many days of effort as they punched the buttons of



Box 5.5

The Harrison-Wheeler Equation of State for
Cold, Dead Matter
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The drawing above depicts the Harrison—Wheeler equation of state. Plot-
Plotted horizontally is the matter's density. Plotted vertically is its resistance
to compression(or adiabatic index, as physicists like to call it)—the per-
percentage increase in pressure that accompanies a 1 percent increase in
density. The boxes attached to the curve show what is happening to the
matter, microscopically, as it is compressed from low densities to high.
The size of each box, in centimeters, is written along the box's top.

At normal densities(left edge of the figure), cold, dead matter is com-
composed of iron. If the matter's atomic nuclei were heavier than iron, energy
could be released by splitting them apart to make iron(nuclear fission, as
in an atomic bomb). If its nuclei were lighter than iron, energy could be
released by joining them together to make iron(nuclear fusion, as in a

(continued next page)
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hydrogen bomb). Once in the form of iron, the matter can release no more
nuclear energy by any means whatsoever. The nuclear force holds neu-
neutrons and protons together more tightly when they form iron nuclei than
when they form any other kind of atomic nucleus.

As the iron is squeezed from its normal density of 7.6 grams per cubic
centimeter up toward 100, then 1000 grams per cubic centimeter, the iron
resists by the same means as a rock resists compression: The electrons of
each atom protest with"claustrophobic"(degeneracy-1 ike)motions
against being squeezed by the electrons of adjacent atoms. The resistance
at first is huge not because the repulsive forces are especially strong, but
rather because the starting pressure, at low density, is very low.(Recall
that the resistance is the percentage increase in pressure that accompanies
a 1 percent increase in density. When the pressure is low, a strong increase
in pressure represents a huge percentage increase and thus a huge"resist-
"resistance."I^ater, at higher densities where the pressure has grown large, a
strong pressure increase represents a much more modest percentage in-
increase and thus a more modest resistance.)

At first, as the cold matter is compressed, the electrons congregate
tightly around their iron nuclei, forming electron clouds made of electron
orbitals.(There are actually two electrons, not one, in each orbital—a
subtlety overlooked in Chapter 4 but discussed briefly in Box 5.1-)As the
compression proceeds, each orbital and its two electrons are gradually
confined into a smaller and smaller cell of space; the claustrophobic elec-
electrons protest this confinement by becoming more wave-like and develop-
developing higher-speed, erratic, claustrophobic motions("degeneracy motions";
see Chapter 4). When the density has reached 10s A00,000)grams per
cubic centimeter, the electrons' degeneracy motions and the degeneracy
pressure they produce have become so large that they completely over-
overwhelm the electric forces with which the nuclei pull on the electrons. The
electrons no longer congregate around the iron nuclei; they completely
ignore the nuclei. The cold, dead matter, which began as a lump of iron,
has now become the kind of stuff of which white dwarfs are made, and the
equation of state has become the one that Chandrasekhar, Anderson, and
Stoner computed in the early 1930s(Figure 4.3): a resistance of 5/3, and
then a smooth switch to 4/3 at a density of about 107 grams per cubic
centimeter when the erratic speeds of the electrons near the speed of light.

The transition from white-dwarf matter to neutron-star matter begins
at a density of 4 x 10"grams per cubic centimeter, according to the
Harrison—Wheeler calculations. The calculations show several phases to
the transition: In the first phase, the electrons begin to be squeezed into
the atomic nuclei, and the nuclei's protons swallow them to form neu-
neutrons. The matter, having thereby lost some of its pressure-sustaining

(continued next page)
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electrons, suddenly becomes much less resistant to compression; this

causes the sharp cliff in the equation of state(see diagrani above). As this
first phase proceeds and the resistance plunges, the atomic nuclei become
more and more bloated with neutrons, thereby triggering the second
phase: Neutrons begin to drip out of(get squeezed out of)the nuclei and
into the space between them, alongside the few remaining electrons.
These dripped-out neutrons, like the electrons, protest the continuing
squeeze with a degeneracy pressure of their own. This neutron degeneracy
pressure terminates the over-the-cliff plunge in the equation of state; the
resistance to compression recovers and starts rising. In the third phase, at
densities between about 1O1S and 4 X 10**grams per cubic centimeter,
each neutron-bloated nucleus completely disintegrates, that is, breaks up
into individual neutrons, forming the neutron gas studied by Oppen-
heirner and Volko/F, plus a tiny smattering of electrons and protons. From
there on upward in density, the equation of state takes on the Oppen-
heimer—Volkoff neutron-star form(dashed curve in the diagram when
nuclear forces are ignored; solid curve using the best 1990s understanding
of the influence of nuclear forces).

their calculators in Cambridge and Berkeley in the 1930s. Wakano in
Princeton in the 1950s, by contrast, had at his disposal one of the
world's first digital computers, the MANIAC—a room full of vacuum
tubes and wires that had been constructed at the Princeton Institute for

Advanced Study for use in the design of the hydrogen bomb. With the
MANIAC, Wakano could crunch out the structure of each star in less
than an hour.

The results of Wakano's calculations are shown in Figure 5.5. This
figure is the firm and final catalog of cold, dead objects; it answers all the
questions we raised, early in this chapter, in our discussion of Figure SJ.

In Figure 5.5, the circumference of a star is plotted rightward and its
mass upward. Any star with circumference and mass in the white
region of the figure has a stronger internal gravity than its pressure, so
its gravity makes the star shrink leftward in the diagram. Any star in
the shaded region has a stronger pressure than gravity, so its pressure
makes the star expand rightward in the diagram. Only along the
boundary of white and shaded do gravity and pressure balance each
other perfectly; thus, the boundary curve is the curve of cold, dead stars
that are in pressure/gravity equilibrium.
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5.5 The circumferences(plotted horizontally), masses(plotted vertically), and
central densities(labeled on curve)for cold, dead stars, as computed by Masami
Wakano under the direction of John Wheeler, using the equation of slate of Box
5.5. At central densities above those of an atomic nucleus(above 2 x IO14 grams
per cubic centimeter), the solid curve is a modern, 1990s, one that takes proper
account of the nuclear force, and the dashed curve is thai of Oppenheimer and
Volkoff without nuclear forces.

As one moves along this equilibrium curve, one is tracing out dead

"stars"of higher and higher densities. At the lowest densities(along
the bottom edge of the figure and largely hidden from view), these
"stars"are not stars at all; rather, they are cold planets made of iron.
(When Jupiter ultimately exhausts its internal supply of radioactive
heat and cools off, although it is made mostly of hydrogen rather than
iron, it will nevertheless lie near the rightmost point on the equilib-
equilibrium curve.)At higher densities than the planets are Chandrasekhar's
white dwarfs.

When one reaches the topmost point on the white-dwarf part of the
curve(the white dwarf with Chandrasekhar's maximum mass of 1.4
Suns7)and then moves on to still higher densities, one meets cold, dead

7. Actually, the maximum white-dwarf mass in Figure 5.5(Wakano's calculation)is 1.2
Suns, which Is slightly less llian die 1.4 Suns that Chandrasekhar calculated. The difference is
due to a different chemical composition: Wakano's stars were made of"cold, dead matter"
(mostly iron), which has 46 percent as many electrons as nucleoiis(neutrons and protons).
Chandrasekhar's stars were made of element!)such as helium, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen,
which have 50 percent as many electrons as nuclcoiis. In tact, most white dwarfs in our
Universe are more nearly like Chandrasekhar's than like Wakano's. That is why, in this book,
I consistently quote Chandrasekhar's value for the maximum mass: 1.4 Suns.



Box 5.6

Unstable Inhabitants of the Gap between
White Dwarfs and Neutron Stars

Along the equilibrium curve in Figure 5.5, all the stars between the white
dwarfs and the neutron stars are unstable. An example is the star with
central density@"grams per cubic centimeter, whose mass and circum-
circumference are those of the point in Figure 5.5 marked 101*. At the 10"point
this star is in equilibrium; its gravity and pressure balance each other
perfectly. However, the star is as unstable as a pencil standing on its tip.

If some tiny random force(for example, the fall of interstellar gas onto
the star)squeezes the star ever so slightly, that is, reduces its circumfer-
circumference so it moves leftward a bit in Figure 5.5 into the white region, then
the star's gravity will begin to overwhelm its pressure and will pull the
star into an implosion; as the star implodes, it will move strongly leftward
through Figure 5.5 until it crosses the neutron-star curve into the shaded
region; there its neutron pressure will skyrocket, halt the implosion, and
push the star's surface back outward until the star settles down into a
neutron-star grave, on the neutron-star curve.

By contrast, if, when the star is at the 1015 point, instead of being
squeezed inward by a tiny random force, its surface gets pushed outward a
bit(for example, by a random increase in the erratic motions of some of its
neutrons), then it will enter the shaded region where pressure over-
overwhelms gravity; the star's pressure will then make its surface explode on
outward across the white-dwarf curve and into the white region of the
figure; and there its gravity will take over and pull it back inward to the
white-dwarf curve and a white-dwarf grave.

This instability(squeeze the i0ts star a tiny bit and it will implode to
become a neutron star; expand it a tiny bit and it will explode to become a
white dwarf)means that no real star can ever]iv?> for long at the 10"
point—or at any other point along the portion of the equilibrium curve
marked"unstable."

stars that cannot exist in nature because they are unstable against
implosion or explosion(Box 5.6). As one moves from white-dwarf
densities toward neutron-star densities, the masses of these unstable
equilibrium stars decrease until they reach a minimum of about 0.1
solar mass at a circumference of 1000 kilometers and a central density
of 3 X 10ia grams per cubic centimeter. This is the first of the neutron
stars; it. is the"neutron core"that Oppenheimer and Serber studied and
showed cannot possibly be as light as the 0.001 solar mass that Landau
wanted for a core inside the Sun.
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Moving on along the equilibrium curve, we meet the entire family
of neutron stars, with masses ranging from 0.1 to about 2 Suns. The
maximum neutron-star mass of about 2 Suns is somewhat uncertain

even in the 1990s because the behavior of the nuclear force at very
high densities is still not well understood. The maximum could be as
low as 1.5 Suns but not much lower, or as high as 3 Suns but not much
higher.

At the(approximately)2-solar-mass peak of the equilibrium curve,
the neutron stars end. As one moves further along the curve to still
higher densities, the equilibrium stars become unstable in the same
manner as those between white dwarfs and neutron stars(Box 5.6).
Because of this instability, these"stars,"like those between white
dwarfs and neutron stars, cannot exist in nature. Were they to form,
they would immediately implode to become black holes or explode to
become neutron stars.

Figure 5.5 is absolutely firm and unequivocal: There is no third
family of stable, massive, cold, dead objects between the white dwarfs
and the neutron stars. Therefore, when stars such as Sirius, which are
more massive than about 2 Suns, exhaust their nuclear fuel, either they
must eject all of their excess mass or they will implode inward past
white-dwarf densities, past neutron-star densities, and into the critical
circumference—where today, in the 1990s, we are completely certain
they must form black holes. Implosion is compulsory. For stars of
sufficiently large mass, neither the degeneracy pressure of electrons nor
the nuclear force between neutrons can stop the implosion. Gravity
overwhelms even the nuclear force.

There remains, however, a way out, a way to save all stars, even the

most massive, from the black-hole fate: Perhaps all massive stars eject
enough mass late in their lives(in winds or explosions), or during their
deaths, to bring them below about 2 Suns so they can end up in the
neutron-star or white-dwarf graveyard. During the 1940s, 1950s, and
early 1960s, astronomers tended to espouse this view, when they
thought at all about the issue of the final fates of stars.(By and large,
however, they didn't think about the issue. There were no observa-
observational data pushing them to think about it; and the observational data
that they were gathering on other kinds of objects—normal stars,
nebulas, galaxies—were so rich, challenging, and rewarding as to ab-
absorb the astronomers' full attention.)

Today, in the 1990s, we know that heavy stars do eject enormous
amounts of mass as they age and die; they eject so much, in fact, that
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most stars born with masses as large as 8 Suns lose enough to wind up
in the white-dwarf graveyard, and most born between about 8 and 20
Suns lose enough to wind up in the neutron-star graveyard. Thus,
nature seems almost to protect herself against black holes. But not
quite: The preponderance of the observational data suggest(but do not
yet firmly prove)that most stars born heavier than about 20 Suns
remain so heavy when they die that their pressure provides no protec-
protection against gravity. When they exhaust their nuclear fuel and begin to
cool, gravity overwhelms their pressure and they implode to form black
holes. We shall meet some of the observational data suggesting this in
Chapter 8.

it

lhelere is much to be learned about the nature of science and scientists
from the neutron-star and neutron-core studies of the 1930s.

The objects that Oppenheimer and Volkoff studied were Zwicky's
neutron stars and not Landau's neutron cores, since they had no sur-
surrounding envelope of stellar matter. Nevertheless, Oppenheimer had so
little respect for Zwicky that he declined to use Zwicky's name for
them, and insisted on using I^andau's instead. Thus, his article with
Volkoff describing their results, which was published in the 15 Febru-
February 1959 issue of the Physical Review, carries the title"On Massive
Neutron Cores."And to make sure that nobody would mistake the
origin of his ideas about these stars, Oppenheimer sprinkled the article
with references to landau. Not once did he cite Zwicky's plethora of
prior neutron-star publications.

Zwicky, for his part, watched with growing consternation in 1938 as
Tolman, Oppenheimer, and Volkoff pursued their studies of newtron-
star structure. How could they do this? he fumed. Neutron stars were
his babies, not theirs; they had no business working on neutron stars—
and, besides, although Tolman would talk to him occasionally, Oppen-
Oppenheimer was not consulting him at all!

In the plethora of papers that Zwicky had written about neutron
stars, however, there was only taik and speculation, no real details. He
had been so busy getting under way a major(and highly successful)
observational search for supernovae and giving lectures and writing
papers about the idea of a neutron star and its role in supernovae that
he had never gotten around to trying to fill in the details. But now his
competitive spirit demanded action. Early in 1938 he did his best to
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develop a detailed mathematical theory of neutron stars and tie it to his
supernova observations. His best effort was published in the 15 April
1939 issue of the Physical Review under the title"On the Theory and
Observation of Highly Collapsed Stars."His paper is two and a half
times longer than that of Oppenheimer and Volkoff; it contains not a
single reference to the two-months-earlier Oppenheimer—Volkoff arti-
article, though it does refer to a subsidiary and minor article by Volkoff
alone; and it contains nothing memorable. Indeed, much of it is simply
wrong. By contrast, the Oppenheimer-Volkoff paper is a tour de force,
elegant, rich in insights, correct in all details.

Despite this, Zwicky is venerated today, more than half a century
later, for inventing the concept of a neutron star, for recognizing, cor-
correctly, that neutron stars are created in supernova explosions and ener-
energize them, for proving observationally, with Baade, that supernovae
are indeed a unique class of astronomical objects, for initiating and
carrying through a definitive, decades-long observational study of
supernovae—and for a variety of other insights unrelated to neutron
stars or supernovae.

How is it that a man with so meager an understanding of the laws of
physics could have been so prescient? My own opinion, is that he em-
embodied a remarkable combination of character traits: enough under-
understanding of theoretical physics to get things right qualitatively, if not
quantitatively; so intense a curiosity as to keep up with everything
happening in all of physics and astronomy; an ability to discern, intui-
intuitively, in a way that few others could, connections between disparate
phenomena; and, of not least importance, such great faith in his own
inside track to truth that he had no fear whatsoever of making a fool of
himself by his speculations. He knew he was right(though he often
was not), and no mountain of evidence could convince him to the
contrary.

Landau, like Zwicky, had great self-confidence and little fear of
appearing a fool. For example, he did not hesitate to publish his 1931
idea that stars are energized by super dense stellar cores in which the
laws of quantum mechanics fail. In mastery of theoretical physics,
Landau totally outclassed Zwicky; he was among the top ten theorists
of the twentieth century. Yet his speculations were wrong and
Zwicky's were right. The Sun is not energized by neutron cores; super-
supernovae are energized by neutron stars. Was Landau, by contrast with
Zwicky, simply unlucky? Perhaps partly. But there is another factor:
Zwicky was immersed in the atmosphere of Mount Wilson, then the
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world's greatest center for astronomical observations. And he col-
collaborated with one of the world's greatest observational astronomers,
Walter Baade, who was a master of the observational data. And at
Caltech he could and did talk almost daily with the world's greatest
cosmic-ray observers. By contrast, Landau had almost no direct contact
with observational astronomy, and his articles show it. Without such
contact, he could not develop an acute sense for what things are like out
there, far beyond the Earth. Landau's greatest triumph was his master-
masterful use of the laws of quantum mechanics to explain the phenomenon
of superfluidity, and in this research, he interacted extensively with the
experimenter, Pyotr Kapitsa, who was probing superfluidity's details.

For Einstein, by contrast with Zwicky and Landau, close coctact
between observation and theory was of little importance; he discovered
his general relativistic laws of gravity with almost no observational
input. But that was a rare exception. A rich interplay between observa-
observation and theory is essential to progress in most branches of physics and
astronomy.

And what of Oppenheimer, a man whose mastery of physics was
comparable to I.aridau's? His article, with Volkoff. on the structure of
neutron stars is one of the great astrophysics articles of all time. But, as
great and beautiful as it is, it"merely"filled in the details of the
neutron-star concept. The concept was, indeed, Zwicky's baby—as
were supemovae and the powering of supernovae by the implosion of a
stellar core to form a neutron star. Why was Oppenheimer, with so
much going for him. far less innovative than Zwicky? Primarily, I
tbink, because he declined—perhaps even feared—to speculate. Isi-
Isidore I. Rabi. a close friend and admirer of Oppenheimer, has described
this in a much deeper way:

il[I]t seems to me that in some respects Oppenheimer was over-
educated in those fields which lie outside the scientific tradition, such
as his interest in religion, in the Hindu religion in particular, which
resulted in a feeling for the mystery of the Universe that surrounded
him almost like a fog. He saw physics clearly, looking toward what had
already been done, but at the border he tended to feel that there was
much more of the mysterious and novel than there actually was. He
was insufficiently confident of the power of the intellectual tools he
already possessed and did not drive his thought, to the very end because
he felt instinctively that new ideas and new methods were necessary to
go further than he and his students had already gone."



6

Implosion to What?

in which all the armaments

of theoretical physics
cannot ward off the conclusion:
implosion produces black holes

Ihe le confrontation was inevitable. These two intellectual giants, J.
Robert Oppenheimer and John Archibald Wheeler, had such different
views of the Universe and of the human condition that time after time

they found themselves on opposite sides of deep issues: national secu-
security, nuclear weapons policy—and now black holes.

The scene was a lecture hall at the University of Brussels in Bel-
Belgium. Oppenheimer and Wheeler, neighbors in Princeton, New Jersey,
had journeyed there along with thirty-one other leading physicists and
astronomers from around the world for a full week of discussions on

the structure and evolution of the Universe.

It was Tuesday, 10 June 1958. Wheeler had just finished presenting,
to the assembled savants, the results of his recent calculations with
Kent Harrison and Masami Wakano—the calculations that had identi-

identified, unequivocally, the masses and circumferences of all possible cold,
dead stars(Chapter 5). He had filled in the missing gaps in the Chand-
rasekhar and Oppenheimer—Volkoff calculations, and had confirmed
their conclusions: Implosion is compulsory when a star more massive
than about 2 Suns dies, and the implosion cannot produce a white
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dwarf, or a neutron star, or any other kind of cold, dead star, unless the
dying ?tar ejects enough mass to pull itself below the maximum-mass
limit of about 2 Suns.

"Of all the implications of general relativity for the structure and
evolution of the Universe, this question of the fate of great masses of
matter is one of the most challenging,"Wheeler asserted. On this his
audience could agree. Wheeler then, in a near replay of Arthur Edding-
ton's attack on Chandrasekhar twenty-four years earlier(Chapter 4),
described Oppenheimer's view that massive stars must die by implod
ing to form black holes, and then he opposed it: Such implosion"does
not give an acceptable answer,"Wheeler asserted. Why not? For essen-
essentially the same reason as Eddington had rejected it; in Eddington's
words,"there should be a law of Nature to prevent a star from behav-
behaving in this absurd way."But there was a deep difference between
Eddington and Wheeler: Whereas Eddington's 1935 speculative mech-
mechanism to save the Universe from black holes was immediately braaded
as wrong by such experts as Niels Bohr, Wheeler's 1958 speculative
mechanism could not at the time be proved or disproved—and fifteen
years later it would turn out to be partially right(Chapter 12).

Wheeler's speculation was this. Since(in his view)implosion to a
black hole must be rejected as physically implausible,"there seems no
escape from the conclusion that the nucleons[neutrons and protonsj at
the center of an imploding star must necessarily dissolve away into
radiation, and that this radiation must escape from the star fast enough
to reduce its mass[below about 2 Suns]"and permit it to wind up in
the neutron-star graveyard. Wheeler readily acknowledged that such a
conversion of nucleons into escaping radiation was outside the bounds
of the known laws of physics. However, such conversion might result
from the as yet ill-understood"marriage"of the laws of general relativ-
relativity with trie laws of quantum mechanics(Chapters 12-14). This, to
Wheeler, was the most enticing aspect of"the problem of great
masses": The absurdity of implosion to form a black hole forced him to
contemplate an entirely new physical process.(See Figure 6.1.)

Oppenheimer was not impressed. When Wheeler finished speaking,
he was the first to take the floor. Maintaining a politeness that he had
not displayed as a younger man, he affirmed his own view:"I do not
know whether non-rotating masses much heavier than the sun really
occur in the course of stellar evolution; but if they do, I believe their
implosion can be described in the framework of general relativity
(without asserting new laws of physics]. Would not the simplest as-
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6.1 Contrast of Oppenheimer's view of the fates of large masses(upper sequence)
with Wheeler's 1958 view(lower sequence).

sumption be that such masses undergo continued gravitational contrac-
contraction and ultimately cut themselves off more and more from the rest of
the Universe[that is, form black holes]?"(See Figure 6.1.)

Wheeler was equally polite, but held his ground."It is very difficult
to believe 'gravitational cutoff is a satisfactory answer,"he asserted.

Oppenheimer's confidence in black holes grew out of detailed calcu-
calculations he had done nineteezi years earlier:

Black-Hole Birth:

A First Glimpse

I n the winter of 1958—39, having just completed his computation with
George Volkoff of the masses and circumferences of neutron stars
(Chapter 5), Oppenheimer was firmly convinced that massive stars,
when they die, must implode. The next challenge was obvious: use the
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Jaws of physics to compute the details of the implosion. What would
the implosion look like as seen by people in orbit around the star? What
would it look like as seen by people riding on the star's surface? What
would be the final state of the imploded star, thousands of years after
the implosion?

This computation would not be easy. Its mathematical manipula-
manipulations would be the most challenging that Oppenheimer and his stu-
students had yet tackled: The imploding star would change its properties
rapidly as time passes, whereas the Oppenheimer-Volkoff neutron
stars had been static, unchanging. Spacetime curvature would become
enormous inside the imploding star, whereas it had been much more
modest in neutron stars. To deal with these complexities would require
a very special student. The choice was obvious: Hartland Snyder.

Snyder was different from Oppenheimer's other students. The oth-
others came from middle-class families; Snyder was working class. Berke-
Berkeley rumor had it that he was a truck driver jn Utah before turning
physicist. As Robert Serber recalls,"Hartland pooh-poohed a lot of
things that were standard for Oppie's students, like appreciating Bach
and Mozart and going to string quartets and liking fine food and liberal
politics."

The Caltech nuclear physicists were a more rowdy bunch than Op-
Oppenheimer's entourage; on Oppenheimer's annual spring trek to
Pasadena, Hartland fit right in. Says Caltech's William Fowler,"Oppie
was extremely cultured; knew literature, art, music, Sanskrit. But Hart-
Hartland—he was like the rest of us bums. He loved the Kellogg Lab
parties, where Tommy Lauritsen played the piano and Charlie Laurit-
sen[leader of the lab]played the fiddle and. we sang college songs and
drinking songs. Of all of Oppie's students, Hartland was the most inde-
independent."

Hartland was also different mentally."Hartland had more talent for
difficult mathematics than the rest of us,"recalls Serber."He was very
good at improving the cruder calculations that the rest of us did."It
was this talent that made him a natural for the implosion calculation.

Before embarking on the full, complicated calculation, Oppen-
Oppenheimer insisted(as always)on making a first, quick survey of the
problem. How much could be learned with only a little effort? The key
to this first survey was Schwarzschild's geometry for the curved space-
time outside a star(Chapter 3).

Schwarzschild had discovered his spacetime geometry as a solution
to Einstein's general relativistic field equation. It was the solution for
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the exterior of a static star, one that neither implodes nor explodes nor
pulsates. However, in 1923 George Birkhoff, a mathematician at Har-
Harvard, had proved a remarkable mathematical theorem: Schwarzschild's
geometry describes the exterior of any star that is spherical, including
not only static stars but also imploding, exploding, and pulsating ones.

For their quick calculation, then, Oppenheimer and Snyder simply
assumed that a spherical star, upon exhausting its nuclear fuel, would
implode indefinitely, and without probing what happens inside the
star, they computed what the imploding star would look like to some-
somebody far away. With ease they inferred that, since the spacetime geom-
geometry outside the imploding star is the same as outside any static star, the
imploding star would look very much like a sequence of static stars,
each one more compact than the previous one.

Now, the external appearance of such static stars had been studied
two decades earlier, around 1920. Figure 6.2 reproduces the embedding
diagrams that we used in Chapter 5 to discuss that appearance. Recall

6.2(Same as Figure 3.4.)General relativity's predictions for the curvature of
space and the redshift of light from a sequence of three highly compact, static
(non-imploding)stars that all have the same mass but have different circumfer-
circumferences.

PHYSICAL SPACE HYFER.5PACE

Circumference=
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that each embedding diagram depicts the curvature of space inside and
neaT a star. To make the depiction comprehensible, the diagram dis-
displays the curvature of only two of the three dimensions of space: the
two dimensions on a sheet that lies precisely in the star's equatorial
"plane"(left half of the figure). The curvature of space on this sheet is
visualized by imagining that we pull the sheet out of the star and out of
the physical space in which we and the star live, and move it into a flat
(uncurved), fictitious hyperspace. In the uncurved hyperspace, the
sheet can maintain its curved geometry only by bending downward
like a bowl(right half of the figure).

The figure shows a sequence of three static stars that mimic the
implosion that Oppenheimer and Snyder were preparing to analyze.
Each star has the same mass, but they have different circumferences.
The first is four times bigger around than the critical circumference
(four times bigger than the circumference at which the star's gravity
would become so strong that it forms a black hole). The second is twice
the critical circumference, and the third is precisely at the critical
circumference. The embedding diagrams show that the closer the star
is to its critical circumference, the more extreme is the curvature of
space around the star. However, the curvature does not become infi-
infinitely extreme. The bowl-like geometry is smooth everywhere with no
sharp cusps or points or creases, even when the star is at its critical
circumference; that is, the spacetime curvature is not infinite, and,
correspondingly, since tidal gravitational forces(the kinds of forces that
stretch one from head to foot and produce the tides on the Earth)are
the physical manifestation of spacetime curvature, tidal gravity is not
infinite at the critical circumference.

In Chapter 3 we also discussed the fate of light emitted from the
surfaces of static stars. We learned that because time flows more slowly
at the stellar surface than far away(gravitational time dilation), light
waves emitted from the star's surface and received far away will have a
lengthened period of oscillation and correspondingly a lengthened
wavelength and a redder color. The light's wavelength gets shifted
toward the red end of the spectrum as the light climbs out of the star's
intense gravitational field(gravitational redshift). When the static star
is four times larger than its critical circumference, the light's wave-
wavelength is lengthened by 15 percent(see the photon of light in the upper
right part of the figure); when the star is at twice its critical circumfer-
circumference, the redshift is 4J percent(middle right); and when the star is
precisely at its critical circumference, the light's wavelength is infi-
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nitely redshifted, which means that the light has no energy left at all
and therefore has ceased to exist.

Oppenheimer and Snyder, in their quick calculation, inferred two
things from this sequence of static stars: First, an imploding star, like
these static stars, would probably develop strong spacetime curvature as
it nears its critical circumference, but not infinite curvature and there-
therefore not infinite tidal gravitational forces. Second, as the star implodes,
light from its surface should get more and more redshifted, and when it
reaches the critical circumference, the redshift should become infinite,
making the star become completely invisible. In Oppenheimer's words,
the star should"cut itself off' visually from our external Universe.

Was there any way, Oppenheimer and Snyder asked themselves,
that the star's internal properties—ignored in this quick calculation—
could save the star from this cutoff fate? For example, might the implo-
implosion be forced to go so slowly that never, even after an infinite time,
would the critical circumference actually be reached?

Oppenheimer and Snyder would have liked to answer these ques-
questions by calculating the details of a realistic stellar implosion, as de-
depicted in the left half of Figure 6.3. Any real star will spin, as does the
Earth, at least a little bit. Centrifugal forces due to that spin will force
the star's equator to bulge out at least a little bit, as does Earth's
equator. Thus, the star cannot be precisely spherical. As it implodes, the
star must spin faster and faster like a figure skater pulling in his arms;
and its faster spin will cause centrifugal forces inside the star to grow,
making the equatorial bulge more pronounced sufficiently pro-
pronounced, perhaps, that it even halts the implosion, with the outward
centrifugal forces then fully balancing gravity's pull. Any real star has
high density and pressure in its center, and lower density and pressure
in its outer layers; as it implodes, high-density lumps will develop here
and there like blueberries in a blueberry muffin. Moreover, the star's
gaseous matter, as it implodes, will form shock waves—analogues of
breaking ocean waves—and these shocks may eject matter and mass
from some parts of the star's surface just as an ocean wave can eject
droplets of water into the air. Finally, radiation(electromagnetic
waves, gravitational waves, neutrinos)will pour out of the star, carry-
carrying away mass.

All these effects Oppenheimer and Snyder would have liked to in-
include in their calculations, but to do so was a formidable task, far
beyond the capabilities of any physicist or computing machine in 1939.
It would not become feasible until the advent of supercomputers in the
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1980s. Thus, to make any progress at all, it was necessary to build an
idealized model of the imploding star and then compute the predic-
predictions of the laws of physics for that model.

Such idealizations were Oppenheimer's forte: When confronted
with a. horrendously complex situation such as this one, he could dis-
discern almost unerringly which phenomena were of crucial importance
and which were peripheral.

For the imploding star, one feature was crucial above all others,
Oppenheimer believed: gravity as described by Einstein's general rela-
tivistic laws. It, and only it, must not be compromised when formulat-
formulating a calculation that could be done. By contrast, the star's spin and its
nonspherical shape could be ignored; they might be crucially impor-
important for some imploding stars, but for stars that spin slowly, they proba-
probably would have no strong effect. Oppenheimer could not really prove
this mathematically, but intuitively it seemed clear, and indeed it has
turned out to be true. Similarly, his intuition said, the outpouring of
radiation was an unimportant detail, as were shock waves and density
lumps. Moreover, since(as Oppenheimer and Volkoff had shown)grav-
gravity could overwhelm all pressure in inassive, dead stars, it seemed safe
to pretend(incorrectly, of course)that the imploding star has no inter-
internal pressure whatsoever—neither thermal pressure, nor pressure aris-
arising from the electrons' or neutrons' claustrophobic degeneracy mo-
motions, nor pressure arising from the nuclear force. A. real star, with its
real pressure, might implode in a different manner from an idealized,
pressnreless star; but the differences of implosion should be only mod-
modest, not great. Oppenheimer's intuition insisted.

Thus it was that Oppenheimer suggested to Snyder an idealized
computational problem: Study, using the precise laws of general rela-
relativity, the implosion of a star that is idealized as precisely spherical,
nonspinning, and nonradiating, a star with uniform density(the same
near its surface as at its center)and with no internal pressure whatso-
whatsoever; see Figure 6.3.

Even with all these idealizations-idealizations that would generate
skepticism in other physicists for thirty years to come—the calculation
was exceedingly difficult. Fortunately, Richard Tolman was available
in Pasadena for help. Leaning heavily on Tolman and Oppenheimer
for advice, Snyder worked out the equations governing the entire im-
implosion-and in a tour de force, he managed to solve them. He now
had the full details of the implosion, expressed in formulas! By scruti-
scrutinizing those formulas, first from one direction and then another, physi-
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6.3 Left: Physical phenomena in a realistic, imploding star. Right: The idealiza-
idealizations that Oppenheimer and Snyder made in order to compute stellar implosion.

cists could read off whatever aspect of the implosion they wished—
how it looks from outside the star, how it looks from inside, how it
looks on the star's surface, and so forth.

X-Jspecially intriguing is the appearance of the imploding star as ob-
observed from a static, external reference frame, that is, as seen by observ-
observers outside the star who remain always at the same fixed circumference
instead of riding inward with the star's imploding matter. The star, as
seen in a static, external frame, begins its implosion in just the way one
would expect. Like a rock dropped from a rooftop, the star's surface
falls downward(shrinks inward)slowly at first, then more and more
rapidly. Had Newton's laws of gravity been correct, this acceleration of
the implosion would continue inexorably until the star, lacking any
internal pressure, is crushed to a point at high speed. Not so according
to Oppenheimer and Snyder's relativistic formulas. Instead, as the star
nears its critical circumference, its shrinkage slows to a crawl. The
smaller the star gets, the more slowly it implodes, until it becomes
frozen precisely at the critical circumference. No matter how long a
time one waits, if one is at rest outside the star(that is, at rest in the
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static, external reference frame), one will never be able to see the star

implode through the critical circumference. That is the unequivocal
message of Oppenheimer and Snyder's formulas.

Is this freezing of the implosion caused by some unexpected, general
relativistic force inside the star? No, not at all, Oppenheimer and Sny-
der realized. Rather, it is caused by gravitational time dilation(the
slowing of the ilow of time)near the critical circumference. Time on
the imploding star's surface, as seen by static external observers, must
flow more and more slowly when the star approaches the critical cir-
circumference, and correspondingly everything occurring on or inside the
star including its implosion must appear to go into slow motion and
then gradually freeze.

As peculiar as this might seem, even more peculiar was another
prediction made by Oppenheimer and Snyder's formulas: Although, as
seen by static external observers, the implosion freezes at the critical
circumference, it does not freeze at all as viewed by observers riding
inward on the star's surface. If the star weighs a few solar masses and
begins about the size of the Sun, then as observed from its own surface,
it implodes to the critical circumference in about an hour's time, and
then keeps right on imploding past criticality and on in to smaller
circumferences.

By 1939, when Oppenheimer and Snyder discovered these things,
physicists had become accustomed to the fact that time is relative; the
flow of time is dilTerent as measured in different reference frames that

move in different ways through the Universe. But never before had
anyone encountered such an extreme difference between reference
frames. That the implosion freezes forever as measured in the static,
external frame but continues rapidly on past thefreezing point as mea-
measured in the frame of the star's surface was extremely hard to compre-
comprehend. Nobody who studied Oppenheimer and Snyder's mathematics
felt comfortable with such an extreme warpage of time. Yet there it
was in their formulas. One might wave one's arms with heuristic expla-
explanations, but no explanation seemed very satisfying. It would not be
fully understood until the late 1950s(near the end of this chapter).

By looking at Oppenheimer and Snyder's formulas from the view-
viewpoint of an observer on the stair's surface, one can deduce the details of
the implosion even after the star sinks within its critical circumference;
that is, one can discover that the star gets crunched to infinite density
and zero volume, and one can deduce the details of the spacetime
curvature at the crunch. However, in their article describing thevr
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calculations, Oppenheimer and Snyder avoided any discussion of the
crunch whatsoever. Presumably Oppenheimer was prevented from dis-
discussing it by his own innate scientific conservatism, his unwillingness
to speculate(see the last two paragraphs of Chapter 5).

If reading the star's final crunch off their formulas was too much for
Oppenheimer and Snyder to face, even the details outside and at the
critical circumference were too bizarre for most physicists in 1959-At
Caltech, for example, Tolman was a believer; after all, the predictions
were unequivocal consequences of general relativity. But nobody else
at Caltech was very convinced. General relativity had been tested ex-
experimentally only in the solar system, where gravity is so weak that
Newton's laws give almost the same predictions as general relativity.
By contrast, the bizarre Oppenheimer-Snyder predictions relied on
ultra-strong gravity. General relativity might well fail before gravity
ever became so strong, most physicists thought; and even if it did not
fail. Oppenheimer and Snyder might be misinterpreting what their
mathematics was trying to say; and even if they were not misinterpret-
misinterpreting their mathematics, their calculation was so idealized, so devoid of
spin, lumps, shocks, and radiation, that it should not be taken seriously.

Such skepticism held sway throughout the United Stales and West-
Western Europe, but not in the U.S.S.R. There Lev Landau, still recuperat-
recuperating from his year in prison, kept a"Golden List"of the most important
physics research articles published anywhere in the world. Upon read-
reading the Oppenheimer—Snyder paper, Landau entered it in his List, and
he proclaimed to his friends and associates that these latest Oppen-
Oppenheimer revelations had to be right, even though they were extremely
difficult for the human mind to comprehend. So great was Landau's
influence that his view took hold among leading Soviet theoretical
physicists from that day forward.

Nuclear Interlude

w rere Oppenheimer and Snyder right, or were they wrong? TheV Tei

answer would likely have been learned definitively during the 1940s
had World War IT and then crash programs to develop the hydrogen
bomb not intervened. Rut the war and the bomb did intervene, and
research on impractical, esoteric issues like black holes became frozen
in time as physicists turned their full energies to weapons design.

Only in the late 1950s did the weapons efforts wind down enough to
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bring stellar implosion back into physicists1 consciousness. Only then
did the skeptics launch their first serious attack on the Oppenheimer-
Snyder predictions. Carrying the banner of the skeptics at first, but not
for long, was John Archibald Wheeler. From the outset, a leader of the
believers was Wheeler's Soviet counterpart, Yakov Borisovich Zel'-
dovich.

The characters of Wheeler and Zel'dovich were shaped in the fire of
nuclear weapons projects during the nearly two decades that black-hole
research was frozen in time, the decades of the 1940s and 1950s. Prom
their weapons work, Wheeler and Zel'dovich emerged with crucial
tools for analyzing black, holes: powerful computational techniques, a
deep understanding of the laws of physics, and interactive research
styles in which they would continually stimulate younger colleagues.
They also emerged carrying difficult baggage—a set of complex rela-
relationships with some of their key colleagues: Wheeler with Oppen-
heimer; Zel'dovich with Landau and with Andrei Sakharov.

John Wheeler, fresh out of graduate school in 1935, and the winner of
a Rockefeller-financed National Research Council postdoctoral fellow-
fellowship, had a choice of where and with whom to do his postdoctoral
study. He could have chosen Berkeley and Oppenheimer, as did most
NRC theoretical physics postdocs in those days; instead he chose New
York University and Gregory Breit."In personality they[Oppen-
heirner and Breit]were utterly different,"Wheeler says."Oppen-
"Oppenheimer saw tilings in black and white and was a quick decider. Breit
worked in shades of grey. Attracted to issues that require long reflec-
reflection, I chose Breit."

From New York University in 1933, Wheeler moved on to Copenha-
Copenhagen to study with Niels Bohr, then to an assistant professorship at the
University of North Carolina, followed by one at Princeton University,
in New Jersey. In 1939, while Oppenheimer and students in California
were probing neutron stars and black holes, Wheeler and Bohr at
Princeton(where Bohr was visiting)were developing the theory of
nuclear fission: the breakup of heavy atomic nuclei such as uranium
into smaller pieces, when the nuclei are bombarded by neutrons(Box
6.1). Fission had just been discovered quite unexpectedly by Otto Hahn
and Fritz Strassman in Germany, and its implications were ominous:
By a chain reaction of fissions a weapon of unprecedented power might
be made. But Bohr and Wheeler did not concern themselves with chain

reactions or weapons; they just wanted to understand how fission comes



Box 6.1

Fusion, Fission, and Chain Reactions

The fusion of very light nuclei to form medium-sized nuclei releases huge
amounts of energy. A simple example from Box 5.3 is the fusion of a
deuterium nucleus("heavy hydrogen,"with one proton and one neutron)
and an ordinary hydrogen nucleus(a single proton)to form a helium-3
nucleus(two protons and one neutron):

Nucleus

Such fusion reactions keep the Sun hot and power the hydrogen bomb
(the"superbomb"as it was called in the 1940s and 1950s).

The fission(splitting apart)of a very heavy nucleus to form two me-
medium-sized nuclei releases a large amount of energy—far more than
comes from chemical reactions(since the nuclear force which governs
nuclei is far stronger than the electromagnetic force which governs chemi-
chemically reacting atoms), but much less energy than comes from the fusion of
light nuclei. A few very heavy nuclei undergo fission naturally, without
any outside help. More interesting for this chapter arc fission reactions in
which a neutron hits a very heavy nucleus such as uranium-235(a ura-
uranium nucleus with 235 protons and neutrons)and splits it roughly in half:

(continued next page)



(Box 6.1 continued)

There are two special, heavy nuclei, uranium-235 and plutonium-239,
with the property that their fission produces not only two medium-sized
nuclei, but also a handful of neutrons(as in the drawing above). These
neutrons make possible a chain reaction: If one concentrates enough ura-
uranium-235 or plutonium-239 into a small enough package, then the neu-
neutrons released from one fission will hit other uranium or plutonium nuclei
and fission them, producing more neutrons that fission more nuclei, pro-
producing still more neutrons that fission still more nuclei, and so on. The
result of this chain reaction, if uncontrolled, is a huge explosion(an atomic
bomb blast); if controlled in a reactor, the result can be highly efficient
electric power.

about. What is the underlying mechanism? How do the laws of physics
produce it?

Bohr and Wheeler were remarkably successful. They discovered
how the laws of physics produce fission, and they predicted which
nuclei would be the most effective at sustaining chain reactions: ura-
uranium-235(which would become the fuel for the bomb to destroy Hiro-
Hiroshima)and plutonium-239(a type of nucleus that does not exist in
nature but that the American physicists would soon learn how to make
in nuclear reactors and would use to fuel the bomb to destroy
Nagasaki). However, Bohr and Wheeler were not thinking of bombs in
1939; they only wanted to understand.

The Bohr-Wheeler article explaining nuclear fission was published
in the same issue of the Physical Review as the Oppenheimer Snyder
article describing the implosion of a star. The publication date was 1
September 1939, the very day that Hitler's troops invaded Poland,
triggering World War II.

X akov Borisovich Zel'dovich was born into a Jewish f am ily in Minsk in
1914,-later that year his family moved to Saint Petersburg(renamed Len-
Leningrad in the 1920s, then restored to Saint Petersburg in the 1990s). Zel'-
Zel'dovich completed high school at age fifteen and then, instead of enter-
entering university, went to work as a laboratory assistant at the Physico-
technical Institute in I Leningrad. There he taught himself so much phy-
physics and chemistry and did such impressive research that, without any for-
formal university training, he was awarded a Ph.D. in 1934, at age twenty.
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In 1959, while Wheeler and Bohr were developing the theory of
nuclear fission, Zel'dovich and a close friend, Yuli Borisovich Khariton,
were developing the theory of chain reactions produced by nuclear
fission: Their research was triggered by an intriguing(incorrect)sug-
suggestion from French physicist Francis Perrin that volcanic eruptions
might be powered by natural, underground nuclear explosions, which
result from a chain reaction of fissions of atomic nuclei. However,
nobody including Perrin had worked out the details of such a chain
reaction. Zel'dovich and Khariton—already among the world's best
experts on chemical explosions—leaped on the problem. Within a few
months they had shown(as, in parallel, did others in the West)that
such an explosion cannot occur in nature, because naturally occurring
uranium consists mostly of uranium-238 and not enough uranium-235.
However, they concluded, if one were to artificially separate out ura-
nium-255 and concentrate it, then one could make a chain-reaction
explosion.(The Americans would soon embark on such separation to
make the fuel for their Hiroshima bomb.)The curtain of secrecy had
not yet descended around nuclear research, so Zel'dovich and Khariton
published their calculations in the most prestigious of Soviet physics
journals, the Journal of Experimental and Theoretical Physics, for all
the world to see.

"uring the six years of World War II, physicists of the warring
nations developed sonar, mine sweepers, rockets, radar, and, most fate-
fully, the atomic bomb. Oppenheimer led the"Manhattan Project"at
Los Alamos, New Mexico, to design and build the American bombs.
Wheeler was the lead scientist in the design and construction of the
world's first production-scale nuclear reactors, in Hanford, Washing-
Washington, which made the plutonium-239 for the Nagasaki bomb.

After the bombs' decimation of Hiroshima and Nagasaki and the
deaths of several hundred thousand people, Oppenheimer was in an-
anguish:"If atomic bombs are to be added to the arsenals of a warring
world, or to the arsenals of nations preparing for war, then the time
will come when mankind will curse the name of Los Alamos and

Hiroshima.""In some sort of crude sense which no vulgarity, no
humor, no overstatement can quite extinguish, the physicists have
known sin; and this is a knowledge which they cannot lose."

But Wheeler had the opposite kind of regret:"As I look back on
[1939 and my fission theory work with Bohr], I feel a great sadness.
How did it come about that I looked on fission first as a physicist
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[simply curious to know how fission works], and only secondarily as a
citizen[intent on defending my country]? Why did T not look at it iirst
as a citizen and only secondarily as a physicist? A simple survey of the
records shows that between twenty and twenty-five million people
perished in Worid War II and more of them in the later years than in
the earlier years. Every month by which the war was shortened would
have meant a saving of the order of half a million to a million lives.
Among those granted life would have been my brother Joe, killed in
October 1944 in the Battle for Italy. What a difference it would have
made if the critical date[of the atomic bomb's first use in the war]had
been not August 6, 1945, but August 6, 1943."

In the U.S.S.R,, physicists abandoned all nuclear research in June
1941, when Germany attacked Russia, since other physics would pro-
produce quicker payoffs for national defense. As the German army
marched on and sxirrounded Leningrad, Zel'dovich and his friend
Khariton were evacuated to Kazan, where they worked intensely on the
theory of trie explosion of ordinary types of bombs, trying to improve
the bombs' explosive power. Then, in 1943, they were summoned to
Moscow. It had become clear, they were told, that both the Americans
and the Germans were mounting efforts to construct an atomic bomb.
They were to be part of a small, elite, Soviet bomb development effort
under the leadership of Igor V. Kurchatov.

By two years later, when the Americans bombed Hiroshima and
Nagasaki, Kurcliatov's team had developed a thorough theoretical un-
understanding of nuclear reactors for making plutonium-259, and had
developed several possible bomb designs—and Khariton and ZeF
dovich had become the lead theorists on the project.

When Stalin learned of the American atomic bomb explosions, he
angrily berated Kurchatov for the Soviet team's slowness. Kurchatov
defended his team: Amidst the war's devastation, and with its limited

resources, the team could not move more rapidly. Stalin to)d him
angrily that if a child doesn't cry, its mother can't know what it needs.
Ask for anything you need, he commanded, nothing will be refused;
and he then demanded a no-holds-barred, crash project to construct the
bomb, a project under the ultimate authority of Lavrenty Pavlovich
Beria, the fearsome head of the secret police.

The magnitude of the effort that Beria mounted is hard to imagine.
He commandeered the forced labor of millions of Soviet citizens from

Stalin's prison camps. These zeks, as they were colloquially called,
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constructed uranium mines, uranium purification factories, nuclear
reactors, theoretical research centers, weapons test centers, and self-
contained, small cities to support these facilities. The facilities, scat-
scattered across the face of the nation, were surrounded by levels of secu-
security unheard of in the Americans' Manhattan Project. Zel'dovich and
Khariton were moved to one of these facilities, in"a far away place"
whose location, though almost certainly well kuown to Western au-
authorities by the late 1950s, was forbidden to be revealed by Soviet
citizens until 1990.l The facility was known simply as Obyekt("the
Installation"); Khariton became its director, and Zel'dovich the leader
of one of its key bomb design teams. Under Beria's authority, Kur-
chatov set up several teams of physicists to pursue, in parallel and
completely independently, each aspect of the bomb project; redun-
redundancy brings security. The teams at the Installation fed design prob-
problems to the other teams, including a small one led by Lev Landau at
the Institute of Physical Problems in Moscow.

While this massive effort was rolling inexorably forward, Soviet
spies were acquiring, through Klaus Fuchs(a British physicist who had
worked on the American bomb project), the design of the Americans'
plutonium-based bomb. It differed somewhat from the design that
Zel'dovich and his colleagues had produced, so Kurchatov, Khariton,
and company faced a tough decision: They were under excruciating
pressure from Stalin and Beria for results, and they feared the conse-
consequences of an unsuccessful bomb test in an era when failure often
meant execution; they knew that the American design had worked at
Alamogordo and Nagasaki, but they could not be completely sure of
their own design; and they possessed enough plutonium for only one
bomb. The decision was clear but painful: They put their own design
on hold8 and converted their crash program over to the American
design.

At last, on 29 August 1949—after four years of crash effort, untold
misery, untold deaths of slave-labor zeks, and the beginning of an
accumulation of waste from nuclear reactors near Cheliabinsk that

would explode ten years later, contaminating hundreds of square miles
of countryside—the crash program reached fruition. The first Soviet
atomic bomb was exploded near Semipalatinsk in Soviet Asia, in a test

1.�It is near the town of Arzimas, between Cheliabinsk and the Ural Mountains.
2.�After their successful test of a bomb based on the American design, the Soviets relumed

to then own design, constructed a bomb based on it, and tested it successfully is
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witnessed by the Supreme Command of the Soviet army and govern-
government leaders.

a*n 3 September 1949 an American WB-29 weather reconnaissance
plane, on a routine flight, from Japan to Alaska, discovered products of
nuclear fission from the Soviet test The data were given to a commit-
committee of experts, including Oppenheimer, for evaluation. The verdict was
unequivocal. The Russians had tested an atomic bomb'

Amidst the panic that ensued(backyard bomb shelters; atomic bomb
drills for schoolchildren; McCarthy's"witch hunts"to root out spies,
Communists, and their fellow travelers from government, army,
media, and universities), a profound debate occurred amongst physi-
physicists and politicians. Edward Teller, one of the most innovative of the
American atomic bomb design physicists, advocated a crash program to
design and build the"superbomb"(or"hydrogen bomb")—a weapon
based on the fusion of hydrogen nuclei to form helium. The hydrogen
bomb, if it could be built, would be awesome. There seemed no limit to
its power. Oid one want a bomb ten times more powerful than Hiro-
Hiroshima? a hundred times more powerful? a thousand? a million? If the
bomb could be made to work at all, it could be made as powerful as one
wished.

John Wheeler backed Teller A crash program for the"super"was
essential to counter the Soviet threat, he believed. Robert Oppen-
Oppenheimer and his General Advisory Committee to the U.S. Atomic En-
Energy Commission were opposed. It was not at all obvious whether a
superbomb as then conceived could ever be made to work, Oppen-
Oppenheimer and his committee argued. Moreover, even if it did work, any
super that was vastly more powerful than an ordinary atomic bomb
would likely be too heavy for delivery by airplane or rocket. And then
there were the moral issues, which Oppenheimer and his committee
addressed as follows."We base our recommendations[against a crash
program]on our belief that the extreme dangers to mankind inherent
in the proposal wholly outweigh any military advantage that could
come from this development. Let it be clearly realized that this is a
super weapon; it is in a totally different category from an atomic bomb.
The reason for developing such super bombs would be to have the
capacity to devastate a vast area with a single bomb. Its use would
involve a decision to slaughter a vast number of civilians. We are
alarmed as to the possible global effects of the radioactivity generated
by the explosion of a few super bombs of conceivable magnitude. If
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super bombs will work at all, there is no inherent limit in the destruc-
destructive power that may be attained with them. Therefore, a super bomb
might become a weapon of genocide."

To Edward Teller and John Wheeler these arguments made no
sense at all. The Russians surely would push forward with the hydro-
hydrogen bomb; if America did not push forward as well, the free world
could be put in enormous danger, they believed.

The Teller-Wheeler view prevailed. On 10 March 1950, President
Truman ordered a crash program to develop the super.

The Americans' 1949 design for the super appears in retrospect to
have been a prescription for failure, just as Oppenheimer's committee
had suspected. However, since it was not certain to fail, and since
nothing better was known, it was pursued intensely until March 1951,
when Teller and Stanislaw Ulam invented a radically new design, one
that showed bright promise.

The Teller-Ulam invention at first was just an idea for a design. As
Hans Bethe has said,"Nine out of ten of Teller's ideas are useless. He
needs men with more judgement, even if they be less gifted, to select
the tenth idea, which often is a stroke of genius."To test whether this
idea was a stroke of genius or a deceptive dud required turning it into a
concrete and detailed bomb design, then carrying out extensive compu-
computations on the biggest available computers to see whether the design
might work, and then, if the calculations predicted success, construct-
constructing and testing an actual bomb.

Two teams were set up to carry out the calculations: One at Los
Alamos, the other at Princeton University. John Wheeler led the
Princeton team. Wheeler's team worked night and day for several
months to develop a full bomb design based on the Teller-Ulam idea,
and to test by computer calculations whether it would work. As
Wheeler recalls,"We did an immense amount of calculation. We were
using the computer facilities of New York, Philadelphia, and Washing-
Washington—in fact, a very large fraction of the computer capacity of the
United States. Larry Wilets, John Toll, Ken Ford, Louis Henyey, Carl
ilausman, Dick l'Olivier, and others worked three six-hour stretches
each day to get things out."

When the calculations made it clear that the Teller Ulam idea

probably would work, a meeting was called, at the Institute for Ad-
Advanced Study in Princeton(where Oppenheimer was the director), to
present the idea to Oppenheimer's General Advisory Committee and
its parent U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. Teller described the idea,
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and then Wheeler described his team's specific design and its predicted
explosion. Wheeler recalls,"While I was starting to give rny talk, Ken
Ford rushed up to the window from outside, lifted it up, arid passed in
this big chart. I unrolled it and put it on the wall; it showed the
progress of the thermonuclear combustion[as we had computed it.]
... The Committee had no option but to conclude that this thing made
sense... . Our calculation turned Oppie around on the project."

A portion of John Wheeler's hydrogen bomb design team at Princeton University
in 1952. Front row, left to right: Margaret Fellows, Margaret Murray, Dorothea
Ruffe!, Audrey Ojala, Christens Shack, Roberta Casey. Second row: Walter Aron,
William Clendenin, Solomon Bochner, John Toll, John Wheeler, Kenneth Ford.
Third and fourth rows: David Layzer, tawrence Wilets, David Carter, Edward
Frieman, Jay Berger, John Mclniosh, Ralph Pennington, unidentified, Robert
Goerss.[Photo by Howard Scbrader; courtesy Lawrence Wilets and John A Wheeler.]
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Oppenheimer has described his own reaction:"The program we had
in 1949[the 'prescription for failure']was a tortured thing that you
could well argue did not make a great deal of technical sense. It was
therefore possible to argue also that you did not want it even if you
could have it. The program in 1952[the new design based on the
Teller—Ulam idea]was technically so sweet that you could not argue
about that. The issues became purely the military, the political and the
humane problems of what you were going to do about it once you had
it."Suppressing his deep misgivings about the ethical issues, Oppen-
Oppenheimer, together with the other members of his committee, closed
ranks with Teller, Wheeler, and the super's proponents, and the project
moved forward at an accelerated pace to construct and test the bomb. It
worked as predicted by Wheeler's team and by parallel calculations at
Los Alamos.

Wheeler's team's extensive design calculations were ultimately
written up as the secret Project Matter/torn Division B Report 31 at
PMB-31."I'm told,"says Wheeler,"that for at least ten years PMB-31
was the bible for design of thermonuclear devices"(hydrogen bombs).

in 1949-50, while America was in a state of panic, and Oppenheimer,
Teller, and others were debating whether America should mount a
crash program to develop the super, the Soviet Union was already in
the midst of a crash superbomb project of its own.

In spring 1948, fifteen months before the first Soviet atomic bomb
test, Zel'dovich and his team at the Installation had carried out theoret-
theoretical calculations on a superbomb design similar to the Americans'"pre-
"prescription for failure."*Tn June 1948, a second superbomb team was
established in Moscow under the leadership of Igor Tamm, one of the
most eminent of Soviet theoretical physicists. Its members were Vitaly
Ginzburg(of whom we shall hear much in Chapters 8 and 10), Andrei
Sakharov(who would become a dissident in the 1970s, and then a hero
and Soviet saint in the late 1980s and 1990s), Semyon Belen'ky, and
Yuri Romanov. Tamm's team was charged with the task of checking
and refining the Zel'dovich team's design calculations.

3. Sakharov has speculated that this design was directly inspired by information acquired
trom the Americans through espionage, perhaps via the spy Klaus Fuchs. Zel'dovich by con-
contrast has asserted that neither Fuchs nor any other spy produced any significant information
about the superbomb that his design team did not already know; the principal value of the
Soviet superbomb espionage was to convince Soviet political authorities that their physicists
knew what they were doing.
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The Tamm team's attitude toward this task is epitomized by a state-
statement of Belen'ky's at the time:"Our job is to lick Zel'dovich's anus."
Zel'dovich, with his paradoxical combination of a forceful, demanding
personality and extreme political timidity, was not among the most
popular of Soviet physicists. But he was among the most brilliant.
Landau, who as a leader of a small subsidiary design team occasionally
received orders from Zel'dovich's team to analyze this, that, or another
facet of the bomb design, sometimes referred to him behind his back as
"that bitch, Zel'dovich."Zel'dovich, by contrast, revered Landau as a
great judge of the correctness of physics ideas, and as his greatest
teacher—though Zel'dovich had never taken a formal course from
him.

It required only a few months for Sakharov and Ginzburg, in
Tamm's team, to come up with a far better design for a superbomb
than the"prescription for failure"that Zel'dovich and the Americans
were pursuing. Sakharov proposed constructing the bomb as a layered
cake of alternating shells of a heavy fission fuel(uranium)and light
fusion fuel, and Ginzburg proposed for the fusion fuel lithium deute-
ride(LiD). In the bomb's intense blast, the LiD's lithium nuclei would
fission into two tritium nuclei, and these tritiums, together with the
LiD's deuterium, would then fuse to form helium nuclei, releasing
enormous amounts of energy. The heavy uranium would strengthen
the explosion by preventing its energy from leaking out too quickly, by
helping compress the fusion fuel, and by adding fission energy to the
fusion. When Sakharov presented these ideas, Zel'dovich grasped their
promise immediately. Sakharov's layered cake and Ginzburg's LiD
quickly became the focus of the Soviet superbomb effort.

To push the superbomb forward more rapidly, Sakharov. Tamm,
Belen'ky, and Romanov were ordered transferred from Moscow to the
Installation. But not Ginzburg. The reason seems obvious: Three years
earlier, Ginzburg had married Nina Ivanovna, a vivacious, brilliant
woman, who in the early 1940s had been thrown into prison on a
trumped-up charge of plotting to kill Stalin. She and her fellow plot-
plotters supposedly were planning to shoot Stalin from a window in the
room where she lived, as he passed by on Arbat Street below. When a
troika of judges met to decide her fate, it was pointed out that her room
did not have any windows at all looking out on Arbat Street, so in an
unusual exhibition of mercy, her life was spared; she was merely sen-
sentenced to prison and then to exile, not death. Her imprisonment and
exile presumably were enough to taint Ginzburg, the inventor of the
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LiD fuel for the bomb, and lock him out of the Installation. Ginzburg,
preferring basic physics research over bomb design, was pleased, and
the world of science reaped the rewards: While Zel'dovich, Sakharov,
and Wheeler concentrated on bombs, Ginzburg solved the mystery of
how cosmic rays propagate through our galaxy, and with Landau he
used the laws of quantum mechanics to explain the origin of supercon-
superconductivity.

J.n 1949, as the Soviet atomic bomb project reached fruition, Stalin
ordered that the full resources of the Soviet state be switched over, with-

without pause, to a superbomb effort. The slave labor of zeks, the theoretical
research facilities, the manufacturing facilities, the test facilities, the
multiple teams of physicists on each aspect of the design and construc-
construction, all must be focused on trying to beat the Americans to the hydro-
hydrogen bomb. Of this the Americans, in the midst of their debate over
whether to mount a crash effort on the super, knew nothing. However,
the Americans had superior technology and a large head start.

On 1 November 1952, the Americans exploded a hydrogen bomb-
type device code-named Mike. Mike was designed to test the 1951
Teller-Ulam invention and was based on the design computations of
Wheeler's team and the parallel team at Los Alamos. It used liquid
deuterium as its principal fuel. To liquify the deuterium and pipe it
into the explosion region required an enormous, factory-like apparatus.
Thus, this was not the kind of bomb that one could deliver on any
airplane or rocket. Nevertheless, it totally destroyed the island of
Elugelab in the Eniwetok Atoll in the Pacific Ocean; it was 800 times
more powerful than the bomb that killed over 100,000 people in Hiro-
Hiroshima.

On 5 March 1953, amidst somber music, Radio Moscow announced

that Joseph Stalin had died. There was rejoicing in America, and grief
in the U.S.S.R. Andrei Sakharov wrote to his wife, Klava,"I am under

the influence of a great man's death. I am thinking of his humanity."
On 12 August 1953, at Semipalatinsk, the Soviets exploded their first

hydrogen bomb. Dubbed Joe-4 by the Americans, it used Sakharov's
layered-cake design and Ginzburg's LiD fusion fuel, and it was small
enough to deliver in an airplane. However, the fuel in Joe-4 was not
ignited by the Teller—Ulam method, and as a result Joe-4 was rather
less powerful than the Americans' Mike:"only"about 50 Hiroshimas,
compared to Mike's 800.

In fact, in the language of the American bomb design physicists,
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Joe-4 was not a hydrogen bomb at all; it was a boosted atomic bomb,
that is, an atomic bomb whose power is boosted by the inclusion of
some fusion fuel. Such boosted atomic bombs were already part of the
American arsenal, and the Americans refused to regard them as hydro-
hydrogen bombs because their layered-cake design did not enable them to
ignite an arbitrarily large amount of fusion fuel. There was no way by
this design to make, for example, a"doomsday weapon"thousands of
times more powerful than Hiroshima.

But 30 Hiroshimas was not to be sneezed at, nor was deliverability.
Joe 4 was an awesome weapon indeed, and Wheeler and other Ameri-
Americans heaved a sigh of relief that, thanks to their own, true superbomb,
the new Soviet leader, Georgi Malenkov, could not threaten America
with it.

On 1 March 1954, the Americans exploded their first LiD-fueled,
deliverable superbomb. It was code named Bravo and like Mike, it
relied on design calculations by the Wheeler and Los Alamos teams
and used the Teller-Ulam invention. The explosive energy was 1300
Hiroshimas.

Tn March 1954, Sakharov and Zel'dovich jointly inveDted(indepen-
(independently of the Americans)the Teller-TJlam idea, and within a few
months Soviet resources were focused on implementing it in a real
superbomb, one that, could have as large a destructive power as anyone
might wish, tt took}ust eighteen months to fully design and construct
the bomb. On 23 November 1955, it was detonated, with an explosive
energy of 300 Hiroshimas.

As Oppenheimer's General Advisory Committee had suspected, in
their opposition to the crash program for the super, these enormously
powerful bombs—and the behemoth 5000 Hiroshima weapon ex-
exploded later by the Soviets in an attempt to intimidate John
Kennedy—have not been very attractive to the military establishments
of either the United States or the U.S.S.R. The weapons currently in
Russian arid American arsenals are around 30 Hiroshimas, not thou-
thousands. Although they are true hydrogen bombs, they are no more
powerful than a large atomic bomb. The military neither needed nor
wanted a"doomsday"device. The sole use of such a device would be
psychological intimidation of the adversary—but intimidation can be a
serious matter in a world with leaders like Joseph Stalin.

a"n 2 July 1953, Lewis Strauss, a member of the Atomic Energy
Commission who bad fought bitterly with Oppenheimer over the crash



Box 6.2

Why Did Soviet Physicists Build the Bomb for Stalin?

Why did Zel'dovich, Sakharov, and other great Soviet physicists work so
hard to build atomic bombs and hydrogen bombs for Joseph Stalin? Stalin
was responsible for the deaths of millions of Soviet citizens: 6 million or 7
million peasants and kulaks in forced collectivization in the early 1950s,
2.5 million from the top strata of the military, government, and society in
the Great Terror of 1937-39, 10 million from all strata of society in the
prisons and labor camps of the 1930s through 1950s. How could any
physicist, in good conscience, put the ultimate weapon into the hands of
such an evil man?

Those who ask such questions forget or don't know the conditions—
physical and psychological—that pervaded the Soviet Union in the late
1940s and early 1950s:

1.�The Soviet Union bad just barely emerged from the bloodiest, most
devastating war in its history—a war in which Germany, the ag-
aggressor, had killed 27 million Soviet people and had laid waste to
their homeland—when Winston Churchill fired an early salvo of
the cold war: In a 5 March 1946 speech in Fulton, Missouri, Church-
Churchill warned the West about a Soviet threat and coined the phrase
"iron curtain"to describe the boundaries that Stalin had established

around his empire. Stalin's propaganda machinery milked Church-
Churchill's speech for all it co\ild. creating a deep fear among Soviet citizens
that the British and Americans might attack. The Americans, the
subsequent propaganda claimed,*were planning a nuclear war
against the Soviet Union, with hundreds of atomic bombs, carried
by airplanes, and targeted on hundreds of Soviet cities. Most Soviet
physicists believed the propaganda and accepted the absolute neces-
necessity that the U.S.S.R. create nuclear weapons to protect against a
repeat of Hitler's devastation.

2.�The machinery of Stalin's state was so effective at controlling infor-
information and at brainwashing even the leading scientists that few of
them understood the evil of the man. Stalin was revered by most
Soviet physicists(even Sakharov), as by most Soviet citizens, as the
Great Leader—a harsh but benevolent dictator who had master-

masterminded the victory over Germany and would protect his people
against a hostile world. The Soviet physicists were frightfully aware
that evil pervaded lower levels of the government: The flimsiest of
denunciations by somebody one hardly knew could send one to

'Beginning in 194j, American strategic planning did, indeed, include an option—if the
U.S.S.R initiated a conventional war—for a aiassive nuclear attack on Soviet cities Mid on

military and industrial targets; see Brown A976V

(continued next page)
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prison, and often to death.(In the late 1960s, Zel'dovich recalled for
me what it was like:"life is so wonderful now,"he said;"the knocks

no longer come in the middle of the night, and one's friends no
longer disappear, never to be heard from again.")But the source of
this evil, most physicists believed, could not be the Great Leader; it
must be others below him.(I^andau knew better; he had learned
much in prison. But, psychologically devastated by his imprison-
imprisonment, he rarely spoke of Stalin's guilt, and when be did, his friends
did not believe.)

3.�Though one lived a life of fear, information was so tightly con-
controlled that one could not deduce the enormity of the toll that Stalin
had taken. That toll would only become known in Gorbachev's
epoch of glasnost, the late 1980s.

4.�Many Soviet physicists were"fatalists."They didn't think about
these issues at all. life was so hard that one merely struggled to keep
going, doing one's job as best one could, whatever it might be.
Besides, the technical challenge of figuring out how to make a bomb
that works was fascinating, and there was some joy to be had in the
camaraderie of the design team and the prestige and substantial
salary that one's work brought

program for the super, became the Commission's chairman. As one of
his first acts in power, he ordered removal of all classified material
from Oppenheimer's Princeton office. Strauss and many others in
Washington were deeply suspicious of Oppenheimer's loyalty. How
could a man loyal to America oppose the super effort, as he had before
Wheeler's team demonstrated that the Teller-Ulam invention would
work? William Borden, who had been chief counsel of Congress's Joint
Committee on Atomic Energy during the super debate, sent a letter to
/. Edgar Hoover saying, in part:"The purpose of this letter is to state
my own exhaustively considered opinion, based upon years of study of
the available classified evidence, that more probably than not J. Robert
Oppenheimer is an agent of the Soviet Union."Oppenheimer's security
clearance was canceled, and in April and May of 1954, simultaneous
with the first American tests of deliverable hydrogen bombs, the
Atomic Energy Commission conducted hearings to determine whether
or not Oppenheimer was really a security risk.

Wheeler was in Washington on other business at the time of the
hearings. He was not involved in any way However, Teller, a close
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personal friend, went to Wheeler's hotel room the night before he was
to testify, and paced the floor for hours. If Teller said what he really
thought, it would severely damage Oppenheimer. But how could he
not say it? Wheeler had no doubts; in his view, Teller's integrity would
force him to testify fully.

Wheeler was right. The next day Teller, espousing a viewpoint that
Wheeler understood, said:"In a great number of cases I have seen Dr.
Oppenheimer act ... in a way which for me was exceedingly hard to
understand. I thoroughly disagreed with him in numerous issues and
his actions frankly appeared to me confused and complicated. To this
extent I feel that I would like to see the vital interests of the country in
hands which 1 understand better, and therefore trust more. ... I
believe, and that is merely a question of belief and there is no expert-
ness, no real information behind it, that Dr. Oppenheimer's character
is such that he would not knowingly and willingly do anything that is
designed to endanger the safety of this country. To the extent, there-
therefore, that your question is directed toward intent, I would say I do not
see any reason to deny clearance. If it is a question of wisdom and
judgment, as demonstrated by actions since 1945, then I would say one
would be wiser not to grant clearance."

Almost all the other physicists who testified were unequivocal in
their support of Oppenheimer—and were aghast at Teller's testimony.
Despite this, and despite the absence of credible evidence that Oppen-
Oppenheimer was"an agent of the Soviet Union,"the climate of the times
prevailed: Oppenheimer was declared a security risk and was denied
restoration of his security clearance.

To most American physicists, Oppenheimer became an instant mar-
martyr and Teller an instant villain. Teller would be ostracized by the
physics community for the rest of his life. But to Wheeler, it was Teller
who was the martyr: Teller had"had the courage to express his honest
judgment, putting his country's security ahead of solidarity of the com-
community of physicists,"Wheeler believed. Such testimony, in Wheeler's
view,"deserved consideration,"not ostracism. Andrei Sakharov, thirty-
five years later, came to agree.4

4. Just for the record, 1 strongly disagree with Wheeler(though he is one of my closest,
friends and my mentor)and with Sakharov. For thoughtful and knowledgeable insights into
the Tellet-Oppenheimer controversy and the pros and cons of the American debate over
whether to build the superbomb, 1 recommend reading Bethe A982)and York A976). For
Sakharov's view, see Sakharov A990); for a critique of Sakharov's view, see Kethe A990). For a
transcript of the Oppenheimer hearings, see USAEC A954).
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Black-Hole Birth:

Deeper Understanding

N. I ot only did Wheeler and Oppenheimer differ profoundly on issues
of national security, they also differed profoundly in their approach to
theoretical physics. Where Oppenheimer hewed narrowly to the pre-
predictions of well-established physical law, Wheeler was driven by a deep
yearning to know what lies beyond well-established law. He was con-
continually reaching, mentally, toward the domain where known laws
break down and new laws come into play. He tried to leapfrog his way
into the twenty-first century, to catch a glimpse of what the laws of
physics might be like beyond twentieth-century frontiers.

Of all the places that such a glimpse might be had, none looked
more promising to Wheeler, from the 1950s onward, than the interface
between general relativity'(the domain of the large)and quantum
mechanics(the domain of the small). General relativity and quantum
mechanics did not mesh with each other in a logically consistent way.
They were like the rows and columns of a crossword puzzle early
in one's attempts to solve it. One has a tentative set of words written
along the rows and a tentative set written down the columns,

and one discovers a logical inconsistency at some of the intersections of
rows and columns: Where the row word GENERAL demands an E, the
column word QUANTUM demands a U; where the row word RELA-
RELATIVITY demands an E, the column word QUANTUM demands a T.
Looking at the row and column, it is obvious that one or the other or
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both must be changed to get consistency. Similarly, looking at the laws
of general relativity and the laws of quantum mechanics, it was obvi-
obvious that one or the other or both must be changed to make them mesh
logically. If such a mesh could be achieved, the resulting union of
general relativity and quantum mechanics would produce a powerful
new set of laws that physicists were calling quantum gravity. However,
physicists' understanding of how to marry general relativity with
quantum mechanics was so primitive in the 1950s that, despite great
effort, nobody was making much progress.

Progress was also slow on trying to understand the fundamental
building blocks of atomic nuclei—the neutron, the proton, the elec-
electron, and the plethora of other elementary particles that were being
created in particle accelerators.

Wheeler had a dream of leaping over these impasses and catching a
simultaneous glimpse of the nature of quantum gravity and the nature
of elementary particles. Such a glimpse, he thought, might come from
seeking out those places in theoretical physics where paradoxes
abound. From resolving a paradox comes deep understanding. The
deeper the paradox, the more likely that the understanding would
probe beyond twentieth-century frontiers.

It was in this spirit that, soon after emerging from the superbomb
effort, Wheeler, with Harrison and Wakano, filled in the missing gaps
in our knowledge of cold, dead stars(Chapter 5); and it was in this
spirit that Wheeler contemplated the resulting"fate of great masses."
Here was a deep paradox of just the sort Wheeler was seeking: No cold,
dead star can be more massive than about 2 Suns; and yet the heavens
seem to abound in hot stars far more massive than that—stars which

some day must cool and die. Oppenheimer, in his straightforward way,
had asked the well-established laws of physics what happens to such
stars, and had got(with Snyder)an answer that seemed outrageous to
Wheeler. This reinforced Wheeler's conviction that here, in the fates of
great masses, he might catch a glimpse of physics beyond twentieth-
century frontiers. Wheeler was right, as we shall see in Chapters 12
and 13.

Wheeler had fire in his belly—a deep, unremitting need to know
the fate of great masses and learn whether their fate might unlock the
mysteries of quantum gravity and elementary particles. Oppenheimer,
by contrast, seemed not to care much in 1958. He believed his own
calculations with Snyder but showed no need to push further, no drive
for deeper understanding. Perhaps he was tired from the intense bat-
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ties of the preceding two decades—weapons design battles, political
battles, personal battles. Perhaps be was overawed by the mysteries of
the unknown. In any event, he would never again contribute answers.
The torch was being passed to a new generation. Oppenheimer's legacy
would become Wheeler's foundation; and in the U.S.S.R., Landau's
legacy would become Zel'dovich's foundation.

I n his 1958 Brussels confrontation with Oppenheimer, Wheeler as-
asserted that the Oppenheimer—Snyder calculations could not be trusted.
Why? Because of their severe idealizations(Figure 6.3 above). Most
especially, Oppenheimer had pretended from the outset that the im-
imploding star has no pressure whatsoever. Without pressure, it was im-
impossible for the imploding material to form shock waves(the analogue
of breaking ocean waves, with their froth and foam). Without pressure
and shock waves, there was no way the imploding material could heat
up. Without heat and pressure, there was no way for nuclear reactions
to be triggered and no way to emit radiation. Without outpouring
radiation, and without the outward ejection of material by nuclear
reactions, pressure, or shock waves, there was no way for the star to lose
mass. With mass loss forbidden from the outset, there was no way the
massive star could ever reduce itself below 2 Suns and become a cold,
dead, neutron star. No wonder Oppenheimer's imploding star had
formed a black hole, Wheeler reasoned; his idealizations prevented it
from doing anything else!

In 1939, when Oppenheimer and Snyder did their work, it had been
hopeless to compute the details of implosion with realistic pressure
(thermal pressure, degeneracy pressure, and pressure produced by the
nuclear force)and with nuclear reactions, shock waves, heat, radiation,
and mass ejection. However, the nuclear weapons design efforts of the
intervening twenty years provided precisely the necessary tools. Pres-
Pressure, nuclear reactions, shock waves., heat, radiation, and mass ejection
are all central features of a hydrogen bomb; without them, the bomb
won't explode. To design a bomb, one had to incorporate all these
things into one's computer calculations. Wheeler's team, of course, had
done so. Thus, it would have been natural for Wheeler's team now to
rewrite their computer programs so that, instead of simulating the
explosion of a hydrogen bomb, they simulated the implosion of a mas-
massive star.

It would have been natural, that is, if the team still existed. How-
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ever, the team was now disbanded; they had written their PMB-51
report and had dispersed to teach, do physics research, and become
administrators at a variety of universities and government laboratories.

America's bomb design expertise was now concentrated at Los
Alamos, and at a new government laboratory in Livermore, California.
At Livermore in the late 1950s, Stirling Colgate became fascinated by
the problem of stellar implosion. With encouragement from Edward
Teller, and in collaboration with Richard White and later Michael
May, Colgate set out to simulate such an implosion on a computer. The
Colgate-White May simulations kept some of Oppenheimer's ideali-
idealizations: They insisted from the outset that the imploding star be
spherical and not rotate. Without this restriction, their computations
would have been enormously more difficult. However, their simula-
simulations took account of all the things that worried Wheeler—pressure,
nuclear reactions, shock waves, heat, radiation, mass ejection—and did
so by relying heavily on bomb design expertise and computer codes. To
perfect the simulations required several years of effort, but by the early
1960s they were working well.

One day in the early 1960s, John Wheeler rushed into a relativity
class at Princeton University that I, as a graduate student, was taking
from him. He was slightly late, but beaming with pleasure. He had just
returned from a visit to Livermore, where he had seen the results of the
most recent Colgate, White, and May simulations. With excitement in
his voice, he drew diagram after diagram on the blackboard, explain-
explaining what his Livermore friends had learned:

When the imploding star had a small mass, it triggered a supernova
explosion and formed a neutron star in just the manner that Fritz
Zwicky had speculated thirty years earlier. When the mass of the star
was much larger than the 2-Suns maximum for a neutron star, the
implosion—despite its pressure, nuclear reactions, shock waves, heat,
and radiation—produced a black hole. And the black hole's birth was
remarkably similar to the highly idealized one computed nearly
twenty-five years earlier by Oppenheimer and Snyder. As seen from
outside, the implosion slowed and became frozen at the critical circum-
circumference, but as seen by someone on the star's surface, the implosion did
not freeze at all. The star's surface shrank right through the critical
circumference and on inward, without hesitation.

Wheeler, in fact, had already come to expect this. Other insights(to
be described below)had already transformed him from a critic of
Oppenheimer's black holes to an enthusiastic supporter. But here, for
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the first time, was a concrete proof from r realistic computer simula-
simulation: Implosion must produce black holes.

Was Oppenheimer pleased by Wheeler's conversion? He showed
little interest and little pleasure. At a December 1963 international
conference in Dallas, Texas, on the occasion of die discovery of quasars
(Chapter 9), Wheeler gave a long lecture on stellar implosion. In his
lecture, he described with enthusiasm the 1939 calculations of Oppen
heimer and Snyder. Oppenheimer attended the conference, but during
Wheeler's lecture he sat on a bench in the hallway chatting with
friends about other things. Thirty years later, Wheeler recalls the scene
with sadness in his eyes and voice.

I n the late 1950s, Zel'dovich began to get bored with weapons design
work. Most of the really interesting problems bad beezi solved. In
search of new challenges, he forayed, part time, into the theory of
elementary particles and then into astrophysics, while keeping com-
command of his bomb design team at the Installation and of another team
that did subsidiary bomb calculations at the Institute of Applied Math-
Mathematics, in Moscow.

In his bomb design work, Zel'dovich would pummel his teams with
ideas, and the team members would do calculations to see whether the
ideas worked."Zel'dovich's sparks and his team's gasoline"was the
way Ginzburg described it. As he moved into astrophysics, Zel'dovich
retained this style.

Stellar implosion was among the astrophysics! problems that caught
Zel'dovich's fancy. It was obvious to him, as to Wheeler, Colgate, May,
and White in America, that the tools of hydrogen bomb design were
ideally suited to the mathematical simulation of imploding stars.

To puzzle out the details of realistic stellar imp)osion: Zel'dovich
collared several young colleagues: Dmitri Nadezhin and Vladimir 1m-
shennik at the Institute of Applied Mathematics, and Mikhail Podurets
at the Installation. In a series of intense discussions, he gave them his
vision of how the implosion could be simulated on a computer, includ-
including all the key effects that were so important for the hydrogen bomb:
pressure, nuclear reactions, shock waves, heat, radiation, mass ejection.

Stimulated by these discussions, Imshennik and Nadezhin simulated
the implosion of stars with small mass—and verified, independently of
Colgate and White in America, Zwicky's conjectures about supernovae.
Jn parallel, Podurets simulated the implosion of a massive star. Podu-
rets's results, published almost simultaneously with those from May
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and White in America, were nearly identical to the Americans'. There
could be no doubt. Implosion produces black holes, and does so in just
the way that Oppenheimer and Snyder had claimed.

Ihe adaptation of bomb design codes to simulate stellar implosion is
just one of many intimate connections between nuclear weapons and
astrophysics. These connections were obvious to Sakharov in 1948.
Upon being ordered to join Tamm's bomb design team, he embarked
on a study of astrophysics to prepare himself. My own nose was rubbed
into the connections unexpectedly in 1969.

I never really wanted to know what the Teller-Ulam/Sakharov-
Zel'dovich idea was. The superbomb, one that by virtue of their idea
could"be arbitrarily powerful,"seemed obscene to me, and I didn't
want even to speculate about how it worked. But my quest to under-
understand the possible roles of neutron stars in the Universe forced the
Teller-Ulam idea onto my consciousness.

Zel'dovich, several years earlier, had pointed out that gas from inter-
interstellar space or a nearby star, falling onto a neutron star, should heat up
and shine brightly: It should become so hot, in fact, that it radiates
mostly high-energy X-rays rather than less energetic light. The infall-
ing gas controls the rate of outflow of X-rays, Zel'dovich argued, and
conversely, the outflowing X-rays control the rate of infall of gas.
Thereby, the two, gas and X-rays, working together, produce a steady,
self-regulated flow. If the gas falls in at too high a rate, then it will
produce lots of X-rays, and the outpouring X-rays will strike the infall-
ing gas, producing an outward pressure that slows the gas's fall(Figure
6.4a). On the other hand, if the gas falls in at too low a rate, then it
produces so few X-rays that they are powerless to slow the infalling gas,
so the infall rate increases. There is just one unique rate of gas infall,
not too high and not too low, at which the X-rays and gas are in mutual
equilibrium.

This picture of the flow of gas and X-rays disturbed me. I knew full
well that if, on Earth, one tries to hold a dense fluid such as liquid
mercury up by means of a less dense fluid such as water below it,
tongues of mercury quickly eat their way down into the water, the
mercury goes whooshing down, and the water goes whooshing up
(Figure 6.4b). This phenomenon is called the Rayleighr-Taylor insta-
instability. In Zel'dovich's picture, the X-rays were like the low-density
water and the infalling gas was like the high-density mercury.
Wouldn't tongues of gas eat their way into the X-rays, and wouldn't
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the gas then fall freely down those tongues, destroying Zel'dovich's
self-regalated flow(Figure 6.4c)? A detailed calculation with the laws
of physics could tell me whether this happens, but such a calculation
would be very complex and time consuming; so, rather than calculate, 1
asked Zel'dovich one afternoon in 1969, when we were discussing
physics in his apartment in Moscow.

Zel'dovich looked a bit uncomfortable when 1 raised the question,
but his answer was firm:"No, Kip, that doesn't happen. There are no
tongues into the X-rays. The gas flow is stable.""How do you know,
Yakov Borisovich?"I asked. Amazingly, 1 could not get an answer. It
seemed clear that Zel'dovich or somebody had done a detailed calcula-
calculation or experiment showing that X-rays can push hard on gas without
Rayleigh-Taylor tongues destroying the push, but Zel'dovich could
not point me to any such calculation or experiment in the published
literature, nor would he describe for me the detailed physics that goes
on. How uncharacteristic of him!

A. few months later J was hiking in the high Sierras in California
with Stirling Colgate.(Colgate is one of the best American experts on
the flows of fluids and radiation, he was deeply involved in the late
stages of the American superbomb effort, and he was one of the three
Livermore physicists who had simulated a star's implosion on a com-

6A(a)Gas falling unto a neutron star is slowed by the pressure of outpouring
X-rays,(b)liquid mercury trying to fall in the Earth's gravitational field is held
back by water beneath it; a Rayldgh-TayJor instability results,(c)Is it possible
that there is also a Rayleigh-Taylor instability for the infalling gait held back by
a neutron star's X-rays?
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puter.)As we hiked, I posed to Colgate the same question I had asked of
Zel'dovich, and he gave me the same answer: The flow is stable; the gas
cannot escape the force of the X-rays by developing tongues."How do
you know, Stirling?"T asked."It has been shown,"he replied."Where
can I find the calculations or experiments?"1 asked. � don't know . . ."

"That's very peculiar,"I told Stirling."Zel'dovich told me precisely
the same thing the flow is stable. But he, like you, would not point
me to any proofs.""Oh! That's fascinating. So Zel'dovich really knew,"
said Stirling.

And then I knew as well. 1 hadn't wanted to know. But the conclu-

conclusion was unavoidable. The Teller-Ulam idea must be the use of X-rays,

emitted in the first microsecond of the fission(atomic bomb)trigger, to
heat, help compress, and ignite the superbomb's fusion fuel(Figure
6.5). That this is, indeed, part of the Tellei^Ulam idea was confirmed
in the 1980s in several unclassified American publications; otherwise I
would not mention it here.

6.5 Schematic diagram showing one aspect of the Teller-Ulam/Sakharov-Zer-
dovich idea for the design of a hydrogen bomb: A fission-powered explosion
(atomic bomb trigger)produces intense X-rays that somehow are focused onto
the fusion fuel(lithium deuteride, IiD). The X-rays presumably heal the fusion
fuel and help compress it long enough for fusion reactions Lo occur. The technol-
technology for focusing the X-rays and other practical problems are so formidable that
by knowing this piece of the Teller-Ulam"secret,"one is only an infinitesimal
distance along the way toward building a working superbomb.

}epn
(Arboirjb trigger)

Fwsiot)fuel
(HJfe)
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hat converted Wheeler from a skeptic of black holes to a believer
and advocate? Computer simulations of imploding stars were only the
final validation of his conversion. Far more important was the destruc-
destruction of a mental block. This mental block pervaded the world's com-
community of theoretical physicists from the 1920s through the 1950s. It
was fostered in part by the same SchwarzschiJd singularity that was
then being used for a black hole. It was also fostered by the mysterious,
seemingly paradoxical conclusion, from Oppenheimer and Snyder's
idealized calculations, that an imploding star becomes frozen forever at
the critical circumference("Schwarzschild singviiarity'�)from the
viewpoint of a static, external observer, but it implodes quickly
through the freezing point and on inward from the viewpoint of an
observer on the star's surface.

In Moscow, Landau and his colleagues, while believing Oppen-
heimer and Snyder's calculations, had severe trouble reconciling these
two viewpoints."You cannot appreciate how difficult it was for the
human mind to understand how both viewpoints can be true simulta-
simultaneously,"Landau's closest friend, Evgeny Lifshitz, told me some years
later.

Then one day in 1958, the same year as Wheeler was attacking
Oppenheimer and Snyder's conclusions, there arrived in Moscow an
issue of the PhysiceU Review with an article by David Finkelstein, an
unknown postdoc at a little known American university, the Stevens
Institute of Technology in Hoboken, New Jersey. Landau and Lifshitz
read the article. It was a revelation. Suddenly everything was clear.*

Finkelstein visited England that year and lectured at Kings College
in London. Roger Penrose(who later would revolutionize our under-
understanding of what goes on inside black holes; see Chapter 15)took the
train down to l^ondon to hear Finkelstein's lecture, and returned to
Cambridge enthusiastic.

In Princeton, Wheeler was intrigued at first, but was not fully con-
convinced. He would become convinced only gradually, over the next
several years. He was slower than Landau or Penrose, I believe, be-
because he was looking deeper. He was fixated on his vision that quan-
quantum gravity must make micleons(neutrons and protons)in an implod-
imploding star dissolve away into radiation and escape the implosion, and it

5. Finkelstein's insight had actually been found earlier, in other contexts by other physi-
physicists including Arthur Eddingtori; bi;t they had not understood its significance and it was
quickly forgotten.
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seemed impossible to reconcile this vision with Finkelstein's insight.
Nevertheless, as we shall see later, in a certain deep sense both
Wheeler's vision and Finkelstein's insight were correct.

just what was Finkelstein's insight? Finkelstein discovered, quite
by chance and in just two lines of mathematics, a new reference frame
in which to describe Schwarzschild's spacetime geometry. Finkelstein
was not motivated by the implosion of stars and he did not make the
connection between his new reference frame and stellar implosion.
However, to others the implication of his new reference frame was
clear. It gave them a totally new perspective on stellar implosion.

David Finkelstein, Ca. 1958.[Photo by Herbert S. Sonnenfeld; courtesy David Finke'.stein.]
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The geometry of spacetitne outside an imploding star is that of
Schwarzschild, and thus the star's implosion could be described using
Finkelstein's new reference frame. Now, Finkelstein's new frame was
quite diiferent from the reference frames we have met previously
(Chapters 1 and 2). Most of those frames(imaginary laboratories)were
small, and all portions of each frame(top, bottom, sides, middle)were
at rest with respect to each other. By contrast, Finkelstein's reference
frame was large enough to cover simultaneously the regions of space-
time far from the imploding star, the regions near it, and all regions in
between. More important, the various parts of Finkelstein's frame were
in motion with respect to each other: The parts far from the star were
static, that is, not imploding, while the parts near the star were falling
inward along with the imploding star's surface. Correspondingly, Fin-
Finkelstein's frame could be used to describe the star's implosion simulta-
simultaneously from the viewpoint of faraway static observers and from the
viewpoint of observers who ride inward with the imploding star. The
resulting description reconciled beautifully the freezing of the implo-
implosion as observed from far away with the continued implosion as ob-
observed from the star's surface.

In 1962, two members of Wheeler's Princeton research group, David
Beckedorff and Charles Misner, constructed a set of embedding dia-
diagrams to illustrate this reconciliation, and in 1967 T converted their
embedding diagrams into the following fanciful analogy for an article
in Scientific American.

Once upon a time, six ants lived on a large rubber membrane(Fig-
(Figure 6.6). These ants, being highly intelligent, had learned to communi-
communicate using signal balls that roll with a constant speed(the"speed of
light")along the membrane's surface. Regrettably, the ants had not
calculated the membrane's strength.

One day five of the ants happened to gather near the center of the
membrane, and their weight made it begin to collapse. They were
trapped; they could not crawl out fast, enough to escape. The sixth
ant—an astronomer ant—was a safe distance away with her signal-
ball telescope. As the membrane collapsed, the trapped ants dispatched
signal bails to the astronomer ant so she could follow their fate.

The membrane did two things as it collapsed: First, its surface con-
contracted inward, dragging surrounding objects toward the center of the
collapse in much the same manner as an imploding star's gravity pulls
objects toward its center. Second, the membrane sagged and became
curved into a bowl-like shape analogous to the curved shape of space
around an imploding star(compare with Figure 6.2).



137 seconds

6.6 Collapsing rubber membrane populated by ants provides a fanciful ana-
analogue of the gravitational implosion of a star to form a black hole.[Adapted from
Thome A967).]
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The membrane's surface contracted faster and faster as the collapse
proceeded. As a result, the signal balls, which were uniformly spaced in
time when dispatched by the trapped ants, were received by the astron-
astronomer ant at more and more widely spaced time intervals.(This is
analogous to the reddening of light from an imploding star.)Ball
number 15 was dispatched 15 seconds after the collapse began, at trie
precise moment when the trapped ants were being sucked through the
membrane's crkical circumference. Ball 15 stayed forever at ths critical
circumference because the membrane there was contracting with pre-
precisely the speed of the ball's motion(speed of light). Just 0.001 second
before reaching the critical circumference, the trapped ants dispatched
ball number 14.999(shown only in the last diagram). This ball, barely
outraning the contracting membrane, did not reach the astronomer ant
until 137 seconds after the collapse began. Ball number 15.001, sent out
0.001 second after the critical circumference, got inexorably sucked
into the highly curved region and was crushed along with the five
trapped ants.

But the astronomer ant could never learn about the crushing. She
would never receive signal ball number 15, or any signal balls emitted
after it; and those just before 15 would take so long to escape that to her
the collapse would appear to slow and freeze right at the critical cir-
circumference.

This analogy is remarkably faithful in reproducing the behavior of
an imploding star:

1.�The shape of the membrane is precisely that of the curved space
around the star—as embodied in an embedding diagram.

2.�The motions of the signal balls on the membrane are precisely
the same as the motions of photons of light in the imploding
star's curved space. In particular, the signal balls move with the
speed of light as measured locally by any ant at rest on the
membrane; yet balls emitted just before number 15 take a very
long time to escape, so long that to the astronomer ant the col-
collapse seems to freeze. Similarly, photons emitted from the star's
surface move with the speed of light as measured locally by
anyone; yet the photons emitted just before the star shrinks in-
inside its critical circumference(its horizon)take a very long time
to escape, so long that to external observers the implosion must
appear to freeze.

5. The trapped ants do not see any freezing whatsoever at the criti-
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cal circumference. They are sucked through the critical circum-
circumference without hesitation, and crushed. Similarly, anyone on the
surface of an imploding star will not see the implosion freeze, fie
will experience implosion with no hesitation, and get crushed by
tidal gravity(Chapter 13).

This, translated into embedding diagrams, was the insight that came
from Finkelstein's new reference frame. With this way of thinking
about the implosion, there was no more mystery. An imploding star
really does shrink through the critical circumference without hesita-
hesitation. That it appears to freeze as seen from far away is an illusion.

J. he embedding diagrams of the parable of the ants capture only
some of the insight that came from Finkelstein's new reference frame,
not all. Further insight is embodied in Figure 6.7, which is a spacetime
diagram for the imploding star.

Until now, the only spacetime diagrams we have met were in the
flat spacetime of special relativity; for example, Figure 1.3. In Figure
1.3, we drew our diagrams from two different viewpoints: that of an
inertial reference frame at rest in the city of Pasadena(with the down-
downward pull of gravity ignored), Figure 1.3c; and that of an inertial frame
attached to your high-speed sports car as you zoom down Pasadena's
Colorado Boulevard, Figure 1.3b. Tn each diagram we plotted our cho-
chosen frame's space horizontally, and its time vertically.

In Figure 6.7, the chosen reference frame is that of Finkelstein.
Accordingly, we plot horizontally two of the three dimensions of space,
as measured in Finkelstein's frame("Finkelstein's space"), and we plot
vertically time as measured in his frame("Finkelstein's time"). Since,
far from the star, Finkelstein's frame is static(not imploding), Finkel-
Finkelstein's time there is that experienced by a static observer. And since,
near the star, Finkelstein's frame falls inward with the imploding
stellar surface, Finkelstein's time there is that experienced by an infall-
ing observer.

Two horizontal slices are shown in the diagram. Each depicts two of
the dimensions of space at a specific moment of time, but with the
space's curvature removed so the space looks flat. More specifically,
circumferences around the star's center are faithfully represented on
these horizontal slices, but radii(distances from the center)are not. To
represent both radii and circumferences faithfully, we would have to
use embedding diagrams like those of Figure 6.2 or those of the parable
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of the ants, Figure 6.6. The space curvature would then show clearly:
Circumferences would be less than 2ft times radii. By drawing the
horizontal slices flat, we are artificially removing their curvature. This
incorrect flattening of the space is a price we pay to make the diagram
legible. The payoff we gain is our ability to see space and time together
on a single, legible diagram.

At the earliest time shown id the diagram(bottom horizontal slice),
the star, with one spatial dimension absent, is the interior of a large
circle; if the missing dimension were restored, the star would be the
interior of a large sphere. At a later time(second slice), the star has
shrunk; it is now the interior of a smaller circle. At a still later time, the
star passes through its critical circumference, and still later it shrinks to
zero circumference, creating there a. singularity in which, according 10
general relativity, the star is crunched out of existence. We shall not
discuss the details of this singularity until Chapter 13, but it is crucial
to know that it is a completely different thing from the"Schwarzschild
singularity"of which physicists spoke from the 1920s through the
1950s. The"Schwarzschild singularity"was their ill-conceived name
for the critical circumference or for a black hole; this"singularity"is
the object that resides at the black hole's center.

The black hole itself is the region of spacetime that is shown black in
the diagram, that is, the region inside the critical circumference and to
the future of the imploding star's surface. The hole's surface(its hori-
horizon)is at the critical circumference.

Also shown in the diagram are the world lines(trajectories through
spacetime)of-some particles attached to the star's surface. As one's eye
travels upward in the diagram(that is, as time passes), one sees these
world lines move in closer and closer to the center of the star(to the
central axis of the diagram). This motion exhibits the star's shrinkage
with time.

Of greatest interest are the world lines of four photons(four particles
of light). These photons are the analogues of the signal balls in the
parable of the ants. Photon A is emitted outward from the star's surface
at the moment wlien the star begins to implode(bottom slice). It
travels outwaiti with ease, to larger and larger circumferences, as time
passes(as one's eye travels upward in the diagram). Photon B, emitted
shortly before the star reaches its critical circumference, requires a long
time to escape; it is the analogue of signal ball number 14.999 in the
parable of the ants. Photon C, emitted precisely at the critical circum-
circumference, remains always there, just like signal ball number 15. And
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Circumference
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6.7 A spacetime diagram depicting the implosion of a star to form a black hole.
Plotted upward is time as measured in Kinkelstein's reference frame. Plotted
horizontally are two of the three dimensions of that frame's space. Horizontal
slices are two-dimensional"snapshots"of the imploding star and the black hole
it creates at specific moments of Finkelstein's time, but with the curvature of
space suppressed.

photon D, emitted from inside the critical circumference(inside the
black hole), never escapes; it gets pulled into the singularity by the
hole's intense gravity, just like signal ball 15.001.

It is interesting to contrast this modern understanding of the propa-
propagation of light from an imploding star with eighteenth-century predic-
predictions for light emitted from a star smaller than its critical circumfer-
circumference.
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Recall(Chapter 3)that in the late eighteenth century John Michel!
in England and Pierre Simon Laplace in France used Newton's laws of
gravity and Newton's corpuscular description of light to predict the
existence of black holes. These"Newtonian black holes"were actually
static stars with circumferences so small(less than the critical circum-
circumference)that gravity prevented light from escaping from the stars'
vicinities.

The left half of Figure 6.8(a space diagram, not a spacetime dia-
diagram)depicts such a star inside its critical circumference, and depicts
the spatial trajectory of a photon(light corpuscle)emitted from the
star's surface nearly vertically(radially). The outflying photon, like a
thrown rock, is slowed by the pull of the star's gravity, it draws to a
halt, and it then falls back into the star.

The right half of the figure depicts in a spacetime diagram the
motions of two such photons. Plotted upward js Newton's universal
time; plotted outward, his absolute space. With the passage of time, the
circular star sweeps out the vertical cylinder; at any moment of time
(horizontal slice through the diagram)the star is described by the same
circle as in the left picture. As time passes, photon A flies out and men
falls back into the star, and photon B, emitted a little later, does the
same.

6.8 The predictions from Newton's laws of physics for the motion of light
corpuscles(photons)emitted by a star that is inside its critical circumference.
f-ejt; a spatial diagram(similar to Figure 3.0. Right: a spacetime diagram.

Time

Trajectory of

-i-Ccr ifcical |??/PljotoiiA
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It is instructive to compare this(incorrect)Newtonian version of a
star inside its critical circumference and the photons it emits with the
(correct)relativistic version, Figure 6.7. The comparison shows two
profound differences between the predictions of Newton's laws and
those of Einstein:

1.�Newton's laws(Figure 6.8)permit a star smaller than the critical
circumference to live a happy, non-imploding life, with its gravi-
gravitational squeeze forever counterbalanced by its internal pressure.
Einstein's laws(Figure 6.7)insist that when any star is smaller
than its critical circumference, its gravitational squeeze will be so
strong that no internal pressure can possibly counterbalance it.
The star has no choice but to implode.

2.�Newton's laws(Figure 6.8)predict that photons emitted from the
star's surface at first will fly out to larger circumferences, even in
some cases to circumferences larger than critical, and then will be
pulled back in. Einstein's laws(Figure 6.7)demand that any
photon emitted from inside the critical circumference move al-
always toward smaller and smaller circumferences. The only rea-
reason that such a photon can escape the star's surface is that the star
itself is shrinking faster than the outward-directed photon moves
inward(Figure 6.7).

Xilthough Finkelstein's insight and the bomb code simulations fully
convinced Wheeler that the implosion of a massive star must produce a
black hole, the fate of the imploding stellar matter continued to disturb
him in the 1960s, just as it had disturbed him in Brussels in his 1958
confrontation with Oppenheimer. General relativity insisted that the
star's matter will be crunched out of existence in the singularity at the
hole's center(Chapter 13), but such a prediction seemed physically
unacceptable. To Wheeler it seemed clear that the laws of general
relativity must fail at the hole's center and be replaced by new laws of
quantum gravity, and these new laws must halt the crunch. Perhaps,
Wheeler speculated, building on views he had expounded in Brussels,
the new laws would convert the imploding matter into radiation that
quantum mechanically"tunnels"its way out of the hole and escapes
into interstellar space. To test this speculation would require under-
understanding in depth the marriage of quantum mechanics and general
relativity. Therein lay the beauty of the speculation. It was a testbed to
assist in discovering the new laws of quantum gravity.
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As Wheeler's student in the early 1960s, I thought that his specula-
speculation of matter being convened into radiation at the singularity and
then tunneling its way out of the hole was outrageous. How could
Wheeler believe such a thing? The new laws of quantum gravity would
surely be important in the singularity at the hole's center, as Wheeler
asserted. But not near the critical circumference. The critical circum-

circumference was in the"domain of the large,"where general relativity must
be highly accurate; and the general relativistic laws were unequivo-
unequivocal—nothing can escape out of the critical circumference. Gravity
holds everything in. Thus, there can be no"quantum mechanical tun-
tunneling"(whatever that was)to let radiation out; I was firmly convinced
of it

In 1964 and 1965 Wheeler and I wrote a technical book, together
with Kent Harrison and Masami Wakano, about cold, dead stars and
stellar implosion. I was shocked when Wheeler insisted on including in
the last chapter his speculation that radiation might tunnel its way out
of the hole and escape into interstellar space. In a last-minute struggle
to convince Wheeler to delete his speculation from the book, I called on
David Sharp, one of Wheeler's postdocs, for help. David and 1 argued
vigorously with Wheeler in a three-way telephone call, and Wheeler
finally capitulated.

Wheeler was right; David and 1 were wrong. Ten years later, Zel'-
dovich and Stephen Hawking would use a newly developed partial
marriage of general relativity and quantum mechanics to prove, math-
mathematically, that radiation can tunnel its way out of a black hole—
though very, very slowly(Chapter 12). In other words, black holes can
evaporate, though they do it so slowly that a hole formed by the
implosion of a star will require far longer than the age of our Universe
to disappear.

A he names that we give to things are important. The agents of movie
stars, who change their clients1 names from Norma Jean Baker to
Marilyn Monroe and from Bela Blasko to Bela Lugosi, know this well.
So do physicists. In the movie industry a name helps set the tone, the
frame of mind with which the viewer regards the star—glamour for
Marilyn Monroe, horror for Bela Lugosi. In physics a name helps set
the frame of mind with which we view a physical concept. A good
name will conjure up a mental image that emphasizes the concept's
most important, properties, and thereby it will help trigger, in a sub-
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conscious, intuitive sort of a way, good research. A bad name can
produce mental blocks that hinder research.

Perhaps nothing was more influential in preventing physicists, be-
between 1939 and 1958, from understanding the implosion of a star than
the name they used for the critical circumference:"Schwarzschild sin-
singularity."The word"singularity"conjured up an image of a region
where gravity becomes infinitely strong, causing the laws of physics as
we know them to break down-—an image that we now understand is
correct for the object at the center of a black hole, but not for the
critical circumference. This image made it difficult for physicists to
accept the Oppenheimer—Snyder conclusion that a person who rides
through the Schwarzschild singularity(the critical circumference)on
an imploding star will feel no infinite gravity and see no breakdown of
physical law.

How truly nonsingular the Schwarzschild singularity(critical cir-
circumference)is did not become fully clear until David Finkelstein dis-
discovered his new reference frame and used it to show that the Schwarz-

Schwarzschild singularity is nothing but a location into which things can fall
but out of which nothing can come—and a location, therefore, into
which we on the outside can never see. An imploding star continues to
exist after it sinks through the Schwarzschild singularity, Finkelstein's
reference frame showed, just as the Sun continues to exist after it sinks
below the horizon on Earth. But just as we, sitting on Earth, cannot see
the Sun beyond our horizon, so observers far from an imploding star
cannot see the star after it implodes through the Schwarzschild singu-
singularity. This analogy motivated Wolfgang Rindler, a physicist at Cornell
University in the 1950s, to give the Schwarzschild singularity(critical
circumference)a new name, a name that has since stuck: lie called it
the horizon

There remained the issue of what to call the object created by the
stellar implosion. From 1958 to 1968 different names were used in East
and West: Soviet physicists used a name that emphasized a distant
astronomer's vision of the implosion. Recall that because of the enor-
enormous difficulty light has escaping gravity's grip, as seen from afar the
implosion seems to take forever; the star's surface seems never quite to
reach the critical circumference, and the horizon never quite forms. It
looks to astronomers(or would if their telescopes were powerful
enough to see the imploding star)as though the star becomes frozen
just outside the critical circumference. For this reason, Soviet physicists
called the object produced by implosion a frozen star—and this name
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helped set the tone and frame of mind for their implosion research in
the 1960s.

In the West, by contrast, the emphasis was on the viewpoint of the
person who rides inward on the imploding star's surface, through the
horizon and into the true singularity; and, accordingly, the object
thereby created was called a collapsed star. This name helped focus
physicists' minds on the issue that became of greatest concern to John
Wheeler: the nature of the singularity in which quantum physics and
spacetime curvature would be married.

Neither name was satisfactory. Neither paid particular attention to
the horizon which surrounds the collapsed star and which is responsi-
responsible for the optical illusion of stellar"freezing."During the 1960s,
physicists' calculations gradually revealed the enormous importance of
the horizon, and gradually John Wheeler—the person who, more than
anyone else, worries about using optimal names--became more and
more dissatisfied.

I t is Wheeler's habit to meditate about the names we call things when
relaxing in the bathtub or lying in bed at nigbt. He sometimes will
search for mouths in this way for just the right name for something.
Such was his search for a replacement for"frozen star"/"collapsed
star."Finally, in late 1967, he found the perfect name.

In typical Wheeler style, he did not go to his colleagues and say,
"I've got a great new name for these things; let's call them da-de-da-de-
da/' Rather, he simply started to use the name as though no other
name had ever existed, as though everyone had already agreed that
this was the right name. He tried it out at a conference on pxilsars in
New York City in the late fall of 1967, and he then firmly adopted it in
a lecture in December 1967 to the American Association for the Ad-

Advancement of Science, entitled"Our Universe, the Known and the
Unknown."Those of us not there encountered it first in the written

version of his lecture:"[Bjy reason of its faster and faster infall[the
surface of the imploding star]moves away from the[distant]observer
more and more rapidly. The light is shifted to the red. It becomes
dimmer millisecond by millisecond, and in less than a second is too
dark to see .. .[The star,]like the Cheshire cat, fades from view. One
leaves behind only its grin, the other, only its gravitational attraction.
Gravitational attraction, yes; light, no. No more than light do any
particles emerge. Moreover, light and particles incident from outside
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...[and]going down the black hole only add to its mass and increase its
gravitational attraction."

Black hole was Wheeler's new name. Within months it was adopted
enthusiastically by relativity physicists, astrophysicists, and the general
public, in East as well as West—with one exception: In France, where
the phrase trou noir(black hole)has obscene connotations, there was
resistance for several years.



The Golden Age

in which black holes are found
to spin and pulsate,
store energy and release it,

and haw no hair

A he year was 1975; the place, the University of Chicago on the south
side of the city, near the shore of Lake Michigan. There, in a comer
office overlooking 56th Street, Subrahmanyan Chajidrasekhar was im-
immersed in developing a full mathematical description of black holes.
The black holes he was analyzing were radically different beasts from
those of the early 1960s, when physicists had begun to embrace the
concept of a black hole. The intervening decade had been a golden age
of black-hole research, an era that revolutionized our understanding of
general relativity's predictions.

In 1964, at the beginning of the golden age, black holes were
thought to be just what their name suggests: holes in space, down
which things can fall, out of which nothing can emerge. But during the
golden age, one calculation after another, by more than a hundred
physicists using Einstein's general relativity equations, had changed
that picture. Now, as Chandrasekhar sat in his Chicago office, calculat-
calculating, black holes were regarded not as mere quiescent holes in space, but
rather as dynamical objects: A black hole should be able to spin, and as
it spins it should create a tornado-like swirling motion in the curved
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spacetime around itself. Stored in that swirl should be enormous ener-
energies, energies that nature might tap and use to power cosmic explo-
explosions. When stars or planets or smaller holes fall into a big hole, they
should set the big hole pulsating. The horizon of the big hole should
pulsate in and out, just as the surface of the Earth pulsates up and down
after an earthquake, and those pulsations should produce gravitational
waves—ripples in the curvature of spacetime that propagate out
through the Universe, carrying a symphonic description of the hole.

Perhaps the greatest surprise to emerge from the golden age was
general relativity's insistence that all the properties of a black hole are
precisely predictable from just three numbers: the hole's mass, its rate
of spin, and its electric charge. From those three numbers, if one is
sufficiently clever at mathematics, one should be able to compiite, for
example, the shape of the hole's horizon, the strength of its gravita-
gravitational pull, the details of the swirl of spacetime around it, and its
frequencies of pulsation. Many of these properties were known by
1975, but not all. To compute and thereby learn all the remaining
black-hole properties was a difficult challenge, precisely the kind of
challenge that Chandrasekhar loved. He took it up, in 1975, as his
personal quest.

For nearly forty years, the pain of his 1930s battles with Eddington
had smoldered inside Chandrasekhar, impeding him from a return to
research on the black-hole fates of massive stars. In those forty years he
had laid many of the foundations for modern astrophysics founda-
foundations for the theories of stars and their pulsations, of galaxies, of inter-
interstellar gas clouds, and much more. But throughout it all, the fascina-
fascination of the fates of massive stars had attracted him. Finally, in the
golden age, he had overcome his pain and returned.

He returned to a family of researchers who were almost all students
and postdocs. The golden age was dominated by youth, and Chand-
Chandrasekhar, young at heart but middle-aged and conservative in de-
demeanor, was welcomed into their midst. On extended visits to Caltech
and Cambridge, he could often be seen in cafeterias, surrounded by
brightly and informally bedecked graduate students but himself attired
in a conservative dark gray suit—"Chandrasekhar gray"his youthful
friends called its color.

The golden age was brief. Caltech graduate student Bill Press had
given the golden age its name, and in the summer of 1975, just as
Chandrasekhar was embarking on his quest to compute the properties
of black holes, Press organized its funeral: a four-day conference at



Top: Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar at Cahech's student cafeteria("the
Greasy")with graduate students Saul Teukolsky(left)and Alan Iightman
(right), in autuinn 1971. Bottom: The participants In the conference/funeral for
the golden age of black-hole research, Princeton University, summer 1975. Front
row, left to right: Jacobus Petterson, Philip Yasskin, Bill Press, Larry Smarr,
Beverly Rerger, Georgia Witt, Bob Wald. Second and third raws, left to right:
Philip Marcus, Peter D'Eath, Paul Schechter, Saul Teukolsky, Jim Nestor, Paul
Wiita, Michael Schull, Bernard Carr, Clifford WUi, Tom Chester, Bill Unruh, Steve
ChriStensen.[Top: courtesy Sandor J. Kovati); bottom: courtesy Saul Teukokky.]
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Princeton University to which only researchers under the age of thirty
were invited.1 At the conference, Press and many of his young col-
colleagues agreed that now was the time to move on to other research
topics. The broad outlines of black holes as spinning, pulsating,
dynamical objects were now in place, and the rapid pace of theoretical
discoveries was beginning to slow. All that was left, it seemed, was to
fill in the details. Chandrasekhar and a few others could do that hand-

handily, while his young(but now aging)friends sought new challenges
elsewhere. Chandrasekhar was not pleased.

The Mentors:
Wheeler, ZeFdovich, Sciama

Whc 10 were these youths who revolutionized our understanding of
black holes? Most of them were students, postdocs, and intellectual
"grandchildren"of three remarkable master teachers: John Archibald
Wheeler in Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.; Yakov Borisovich Zel1-
dovich in Moscow, Russia, U.S.S.R.; and Dennis Sciama in Cambridge,
England, U.K. Through their intellectual progeny, Wheeler, Zel'-
dovich, and Sciama put their personal stamps on our modern under-
understanding of black holes.

Each of these mentors had his own style. In fact, styles more differ-
different are hard to find. Wheeler was a charismatic, inspirational vision-
visionary. Zel'dovich was the hard-driving player/coach of a tightly knit
team. Sciama was a self-sacrificing catalyst. We shall meet each of
them in turn in the following pages.

H. Low well I recall my first meeting with Wheeler. It was September
1962, two years before the advent of the golden age. Wheeler was a
recent convert to the concept of a black hole, and I, at twenty-two years
of age, had just graduated from Caltech and come to Princeton to
pursue graduate study toward a Ph.D. My dream was to work on
relativity research under Wheeler's guidance, so I knocked on his office
door that first time with trepidation.

1. As Saul Teukolsky, a compatriot of Bill Press's, recalls it,"This conference was Bill's
response to what he considered a provocation. There was another conference going on, to
which none of us had been invited. But all the gray eminences were attending, so Bill decided
to have a conference only for young people."
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Professor Wheeler greeted me with, a warm smile, ushered me into
his office, and began immediately(as though T were an esteemed
colleague, not a total novice)to discuss the mysteries of stellar implo-
implosion. The mood and content of that stirring private discussion are
captured in Wheeler's writings of that era:"There have been few
occasions in the history of physics when one could surmise more surely
than one does now(in the study of stellar implosion]that he confronts
a new phenomenon, with a mysterious nature of its own, waiting to be
unravelled.... Whatever the outcome[of future studies], one feels that
one has at last[in stellar implosion]a phenomenon where general
relativity dramatically comes into its own, and where its fiery marriage
with quantum physics will be consummated."I emerged, an hour later,
a convert.

Wheeler gave inspiration to an entourage of five to ten Princeton
students and postdocs—inspiration, but not detailed guidance. He pre-
presumed that we were brilliant enough to develop the details for our-
ourselves. To each of us he suggested a first research problem—some issue
that might yield a bit of new insight about stellar implosion, or black
holes, or the"fiery marriage"of general relativity with quantum phys-
physics. If that first problem turned out to be too hard, he would gently
nudge us in some easier direction. If it turned out easy, he would prod
us to extract from it all the insight we possibly could, then write a
technical article on the insight, and then move on to a more challeng-
challenging problem. We soon learned to keep several problems going at
once—one problem so hard that it must be visited and revisited time
after time over many months or years before it cracked, hopefully with
a big payoff; and other problems much easier, with quicker payoffs.
Through it all, Wheeler gave just barely enough advice to keep us from
totally floundering, never so much that we felt he had solved our
problem for us.

My first problem was a lulu: Take a bar magnet with a magnetic
field threading through it and emerging from its two ends. The field
consists of field lines, which children are taught to make visible using
iron filings on a piece of paper with the magnet below it(Figure 7.1a).
Adjacent field lines repel each other.(Their repulsion is felt when one
pushes the north poles of two magnets toward each other.)Each mag-
net'9 field lines are held together, despite their mutual repulsion, by
the magnet's iron. Remove the iron, and their repulsion will make the
field lines explode(Figure 7.1b). All this was familiar to me from my
undergraduate studies. Wheeler reminded me of it in a long, private
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7.1(a)The magnetic field lines around a bar magnet, made visible by iron
filings on a piece of paper with the magnet below it.(b)The same field lines, with

the paper and the magnet removed. Pressure between adjacent field lines makes

them explode in the directions of the wavy arrows,(c)An infinitely long, cylindri-
cylindrical bundle of magnetic field lines whose field is so intense that its energy creates
enough spacetime curvature(gravity)to hold the bundle together, despite the
repulsion between field lines,(d)Wheeler's conjecture that when the bundle of
field lines in(c)is squeezed slightly, its gravity would become so strong as to
compress the bundle into implosion(wiggly lines).

discussion in his Princeton office. He then described a recent discovery

by his friend Professor Mael Melvin at Florida State University in
Tallahassee.

Melvin had shown, using Einstein's field equation, that not only can

magnetic field lines be held together against explosion by the iron in a
bar magnet, they can also be held together by gravity without the aid
of any magnet. The reason is simple: The magnetic field has energy,
and its energy gravitates.[To see why the energy gravitates, recall that
energy and mass are"equivalent"(Box 5.2): It is possible to convert
mass of any sort(uranium, hydrogen, or whatever)into energy; and
conversely, it is possible to convert energy of any sort(magnetic en-
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ergy, explosive energy, or whatever)into mass. Thus, in a deep sense,
mass and energy are merely different names for the same thing, and
this means that, since all forms of mass produce gravity, so must all
forms of energy. The Einstein field equation, when examined care-
carefully, insists on it.]Now, if we have an enormously intense magnetic
field—-a field far more intense than ever encountered on Earth—then

the field's intense energy-will produce intense gravity, and that gravity
will compress the field; it will hold the field lines together despite the
pressure between them(Figure 7.1c). This was Melvin's discovery.

Wheeler's intuition told him that such"gravitationally bundled"
field lines might be as unstable as a pencil standing on its tip: Push the
pencil slightly, and gravity will make it fall. Compress the magnetic
field lines slightly, and gravity might overwhelm their pressure, pull-
pulling them into implosion(Figure 7.Id). Implosion to what? Perhaps to
form an infinitely long, cylindrical black hole: perhaps to form a naked
singularity(a singularity without an enshrouding horizon).

Tt did not matter to Wheeler that magnetic fields in the real Uni-
Universe are too weak for gravity to hold them them together against
explosion. Wheeler's quest was not to understand the Universe as it
exists, but rather to understand the fundamental laws that govern the
Universe. By posing idealized problems which push those laws to the
extreme, he expected to gain new insights into the laws. In this spirit,
he offered me my first gravitational research problem: Use the Einstein
field equation to try to deduce whether Melvin's bundle of magnetic
field lines will implode, and if so, to what.

For many months I struggled with this problem. The scene of the
daytime straggle was the attic of Palmer Physical Laboratory in
Princeton, where T shared a huge office with other physics students and
we shared our problems with each other, in a camaraderie of verbal
give-and-take. The nighttime struggle was in the tiny apartment, in a
converted World War II army barracks, where 1 lived with my wife,
Linda(an artist and mathematics student), our baby daughter, Kares,
and our huge collie dog, Prince. Each day I carried the problem back
and forth with me between army barracks and laboratory attic. Every
few days I collared Wheeler for advice. I beat at the problem with
pencil and paper; I beat at it with numerical calculations on a com-
computer; I heat at it in long arguments at the blackboard with my fellow
students; and gradually the truth became clear. Einstein's equation,
pummeled, manipulated, and distorted by my beatings, finally told me
that Wheeler's guess was wrong. No matter how hard one might
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squeeze it, Melvin's cylindrical bundle of magnetic field lines will
always spring back. Gravity can never overcome the field's repulsive
pressure. There is no implosion.

This was the best possible result, Wheeler explained to me enthusi-
enthusiastically: When a calculation confirms one's expectations, one merely
firms up a bit one's intuitive understanding of the laws of physics. But
when a calculation contradicts expectations, one is on the way toward
new insight.

The contrast between a spherical star and Melvin's cylindrical bun-
bundle of magnetic field lines was extreme, Wheeler and T realized: When
a spherical star is very compact, gravity inside it overwhelms any and
all internal pressure that the star can muster. The implosion of massive,
spherical stars is compulsory(Chapter 5). By contrast, regardless of how
hard one squeezes a cylindrical bundle of magnetic field lines, regard-
regardless of how compact one makes the bundle's circular cross section(Fig-
(Figure 7. Id), the bimdle's pressure will always overcome gravity and push
the field lines back outward. The implosion of cylindrical, magnetic
field lines is forbidden; it can never occur.

Why do spherical stars and a cylindrical magnetic field behave so
differently? Wheeler encouraged me to probe this question from every
possible direction; the answer might bring deep insight into the laws of
physics. But he did not tell me how to probe. I was becoming an
independent researcher; it would be best, he believed, for me to de-
develop my own research strategy without further guidance from him.
Independence breeds strength.

From 1963 to 1972, through most of the golden age, I struggled to
understand the contrast between spherical stars and cylindrical mag-
magnetic fields, but only in fits and starts. The question was deep and
difficult, and there were other, easier issues to study with most of my
effort: the pulsations of stars, the gravitational waves that stars should
emit when they pulsate, the effects of spacetime curvature on huge
clusters of stars and on their implosion. Amidst those studies, once or
twice a year I would pull from my desk drawer the stacks of manila
folders containing my magnetic field calculations. Gradually I aug-
augmented those calculations with computations of other idealized infi-
infinitely long, cylindrical objects: cylindrical"stars"made of hot gas,
cylindrical clouds of dust that implode, or that spin and implode simul-
simultaneously. Although these objects do not exist in the real Universe, my
calculations about them, done in fits and starts, gradually brought
understanding.
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By 1972 the truth was evident-Only if an object is compressed in all
three of its spatial directions, north-south, east—west, and up-down
(for example, if it is compressed spherically), can gravity become so
strong that it overwhelms all forms of internal pressure. If. instead, the
object is compressed in only two spatial directions(for example, if it is
compressed cylindrically into a long thin thread), gravity grows strong,
but not nearly strong enough to win the battle with pressure. Very
modest pressure, whether due to hot gas, electron degeneracy, or mag-
magnetic field lines, can easily overwhelm gravity and make the cylindrical
object explode. And if the object is compressed in only a single direc-
direction, into a very thin pancake, pressure will overwhelm gravity even
more easily.

My calculations showed this clearly and unequivocally in the case of
spheres, infinitely long cylinders, and infinitely extended pancakes. For
such objects, the calculations were manageable. Much harder to com-
compute—indeed, far beyond my talents-—were nonspherical objects of
finite size. Bxit physical intuition emerging from my calculations and
from calculations by my youthful comrades told me what to expect.
That expectatiozj I formulated as a hoop conjecture:

Take any kind of object you might wish—a star, a cluster of stars, a
bundle of magnetic field lines, or whatever. Measure the object's mass,
for example, by measuring the strength of its gravitational pull on
orbiting planets. Compute from that mass the object's critical circum-
circumference A8.5 kUometers times the object's mass in units of the mass of
the Sun). If the object were spherical(which it is not)and were to
implode or be squeezed, it would form a black hole when it gets com-
compressed inside this critical circumference. What happens if the object is
not spherical? The hoop conjecture purports to give an answer(Figure
7.2).

Construct a hoop with circumference equal to the critical circumfer-
circumference of your object. Then try to place the object at the center of the
hoop, and try to rotate the hoop completely around the object. If you
succeed, then the object must already have created a black-hole horizon
around itself. Tf you fail, then the object is not yet compact enough to
create a black hole.

In other words, the hoop conjecture claims that, if an object(a star, a
star cluster, or whatever)gets compressed in a highly nonspherical
mariner, then the object will form a black hole around itself when, and
only when, its circumference in all directions has become less than the
critical circumference.
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7.2 According to the hoop conjecture, an imploding object forms a black hole
when, and only when, a hoop with the critical circumference can be placed
around the object and rotated.

I proposed this hoop conjecture in 1972. Since then, I and others
have tried hard to learn whether it is correct or not. The answer is

buried in Einstein's field equation, but to extract the answer has proved
exceedingly difficult. In the meantime, circumstantial evidence in
favor of the hoop conjecture has continued to mount. Most recently, in
1991, Stuart Shapiro and Saul Teukolsky at Cornell University have
simulated, on a supercomputer, the implosion of a highly nonspherical
star and have seen black, holes form around the imploded star precisely
when the hoop conjecture predicts it. If a hoop can be slipped over the
imploded star and rotated, a black hole forms; if it cannot, there is no
black hole. But only a few such stars were simulated and with special
nonspherical shapes. We therefore still do not know for certain, nearly
a quarter century after I proposed it, whether the hoop conjecture is
correct, but it looks promising.

I gor Dmitrievich Novikov in many ways was my Soviet counterpart,
just as Yakov Borisovich Zel'dovich was Wheeler's. In 1962, when 1

was first meeting Wheeler and embarking on my career under his
mentorship, Novikov was first meeting Zel'dovich and becoming a
member of his research team.

Whereas T had had a simple and supportive early life—born and
reared in a large, tightly knit Mormon family*in Logan, Utah—Igor

2. In the late 1980s, at iny mother's suggestion, the entire family requested excommunica-
excommunication from the Mormon Church in response to the Church's suppression of the rights of women.
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Novikov had had it rough. In 1937. when Igor was two, his father, a
high official in the Railway Ministry in Moscow, was entrapped by
Stalin's Great Terror, arrested, and(less lucky than Landau)executed.
His mother's life was spared; she was sent to prison and then exile, and
Igor was reared by an aunt.(Such Stalin-era family tragedies were
frightfully common among my Russian friends and colleagues.)

In the early 1960s, while I was studying physics as an undergraduate
at Caltech, Igor was studying it as a graduate student at Moscow Uni-
University.

In 1962, when I was preparing to go to Princeton for graduate study
and do general relativity research with John Wheeler, one of my Cal-
Caltech professors warned me against this course: General relativity has
little relevance for the real Universe, he warned; one should look else-
elsewhere for interesting physics challenges.(This was the era of wide-
widespread skepticism aboat black holes and lack of interest in them.)At
this same time, in Moscow, Igor was completing his kandidat degree
(Ph.D.)-with a specialty in general relativity, and his wife, Nora, also a
physicist, was being warned by friends that relativity was a backwater
with no relevance to the real Universe. Her husband, for the sake of his
career, should leave it.

While I was ignoring these warnings and pushing onward to Prince-
Princeton, Nora, worried by the warnings, seized an opportunity at a physics
conference in Estonia to get advice from the famous physicist Yakov
Borisovich Zel'dovich. She sought Zel'dovich out and asked whether he
thought general relativity was of any importance. Zel'dovich, in his
dynamic, forceful way, replied that relativity was going to become
extremely important for astrophysics research. Nora then described an
idea on which her husband was working, the idea that the implosion of
a star to form a black hole might be similar to the big-bang origin of
our Universe, but with time turned around and run backward.5 As Nora
spoke, Zel'dovich became more and more excited. He himself had
developed the same idea and was exploring it.

A few days later, Zerdovich barged into an office that Igor Novikov
shared with many other students at Moscow University's Shternberg
Astronomical Institute, and began grilling Novikov about his research.
Though their ideas were similar, their research methods were com-
completely different. Novikov, already a great expert in relativity, had used

3. Th;? idea, while correct, has not yet produced any big payoffs, so 1 shall not discuss it in
this book.
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an elegant mathematical calculation to demonstrate the similarity be-
between the big bang and stellar implosion. Zel'dovich, who knew hardly
any relativity, had demonstrated it using deep physical insight and
crude calculations. Here was an ideal match of talents, Zel'dovich real-
realized. He was just then emerging from his life as an inventor and
designer of nuclear weapons and was beginning to build a new team of
researchers, a team to work on his newfound love: astrophysics. Novi-
kov, as a master of general relativity, would be an ideal member of the
team.

When Novikov, happy at Moscow University, hesitated to sign up,
Zel'dovich exerted pressure. He went to Mstislav Keldysh, the director
of the Institute of Applied Mathematics where Zel'dovich's team was
being assembled; Keldysh telephoned Tvan Petrovsky, the Rektor(pres-
(president)of Moscow University, and Petrovsky sent for Novikov. With
trepidation Novikov entered Petrovsky's office, high in the central
tower of the University, a place to which Novikov had never imagined
venturing. Petrovsky was unequivocal:"Maybe you now don't want to
leave the University to work with Zel'dovich, but you will want to."
Novikov signed up, and despite some difficult times, never regretted it.

Zel'dovich's style as a mentor for young astrophysicists was the one
he had developed while working with his nuclear weapons design
team:"Zel'dovich's sparks[ideas]and his team's gasoline"—unless,
perchance, some other member of the team could compete in inventing
ideas(as Novikov usually did, when relativity was involved). Then
Zel'dovich would enthusiastically take up his young colleague's idea
and knock it about with the team in a vigorous thrust and parry,
bringing the idea quickly to maturity and making it the joint property
of himself and its inventor.

Novikov has described Zel'dovich's style vividly. Calling his mentor
by first name plus abbreviated patronymic(a form of Russian address
that is simultaneously respectful and intimate), Novikov says:"Yakov
Boris'ch would often awaken me by telephone at five or six in the
morning. 'T have a new idea! a new idea! Come to my apartment! Let's
talk!' I would go, and we would talk for a long, long time. Yakov
Boris'ch thought we all could work as long as he. He would work with
his team from six in the morning to, say, ten, on one subject. Then a
new subject until lunch. After lunch we would take a small walk or
exercise or a short nap. Then coffee and more interaction until five or
six. In the evening we were freed to calculate, think, or write, in
preparation for the next day."
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Coddled in his weapons design days, Zel'dovich continued to de-
demand that the world adjust to him; follow his schedule, start work,
when he started, nap when he napped.(In 1968, John Wheeler, Andrei
Sakharov, and I spent an afternoon discussing physics with him in a
hotel room in the deep south of the Soviet Dnion. After several hours of
intense discussion, Zel'dovich abruptly announced that it was time to
nap. He then laid down and slept for twenty minutes, while Wheeler,
Sakharov, and I relaxed and read quietly in our respective corners of
the room, waiting for him to awaken.)

Impatient with perfectionists like me, who insist on getting all the
details of a calculation right, Zel'dovich cared only about the main
concepts. Like Oppenheimer, he could scatter irrelevant details to the
winds and zero In, almost unerringly, on the central issues. A few
arrows and curves on the blackboard, an equation not longer than half
a line, a few sentences of vivid prose, with these he would bring his
team to the heart of a research problem.

He was quick to judge an idea or a physicist's worth, and slow to
change his judgments. He could retain faith in a wrong snap judgment
for years, thereby blinding himself to an important truth, as when he
rejected the idea that tiny black holes can evaporate(Chapter 12). But
when(as was usually the case)his snap judgments were right, they
enabled him to move forward across the frontiers of knowledge at a
tremendous pace, faster than anyone 1 have ever met.

The contrast between Zel'dovich and Wheeler was stark: Zel'dovich

whipped his team into shape with a firm hand, a constant barrage of
his own ideas, and joint exploitation of his team's ideas. Wheeler of-
offered his fledglings a philosophical ambience, a sense that there were
exciting ideas all around, ready for the plucking; but he rarely pressed
an idea, in concrete form, onto a student, and he absolutely never
joined his students in exploiting their ideas. Wheeler's paramount goal
was the education of his fledglings, even if that slowed the pace of
discovery. Zel'dovich--still infused with the spirit of the race for the
superbomb—sought the fastest pace possible, whatever the expense.

Zel'dovich was on the telephone at ungodly hours of the morning,
demanding attention, demanding interaction, demanding progress.
Wheeler seemed to us, his fledglings, the busiest man in the world; far
too busy with his own projects to demand our attention. Yet he was
always available at our request, to give advice, wisdom, encourage-
encouragement.



Top left:So\m Archibald Wheeler, ca. 1970. Top right: Igor Dmitrievich Novikov
and Yakov Borisovich Zel'dovich in 1962. Bottom: Dennis Sciama in 1955.[Top
left: courtesy Joseph Henry Laboratories, Princeton University; top right: courtesy S.(/hand
rarckhar; bottom: courtesy Dennis VV. Sciama.]
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D?"ennis Sciama, the third great mentor of the eTa, had yet another
style. He devoted the 1960s and early 1970s almost exclusively to
providing an optimal environment for bis Cambridge University stu-
students to grow in. Because he relegated his own personal research and
career to second place, after those of his students, he was never pro-
promoted to the august position of"Professor"at Cambridge(a position
much higher than being a professor in America). It was his students,
far more than he, who reaped the rewards and the kudos. By the end of
the 1970s two of his former students, Stephen Hawking and Martin
Rees, were Cambridge Professors.

Sciama was a catalyst; he kept his students closely in touch with the
most important new developments in physics, worldwide. Whenever
an interesting discovery was published, he would assign a student to
read and report on it to the others. Whenever an interesting lecture was
scheduled in London, he would take or send his entourage of students
down on the train to hear it. He had exquisitely good sense about what
ideas were interesting, what issues were worth pursuing, what one
should read in order to get started on any research project, and whom
one should go to for technical advice.

Sciama was driven by a desperate desire to know how the Universe
is made. He himself described this drive as a sort of metaphysical angst.
The Universe seemed so crazy, bizarre, and fantastic that the only way
to deal with it was to try to understand it, and the best way to under-
understand it was through his students. By having his students solve the most
challenging problems, he could move more quickly from issue to issue
than if he paused to try to solve them himself.

Black Holes Have No Hail'

-iXmong the discoveries of the golden age, one of the greatest was that
"a black hole has no hair."(The meaning of this phrase will become
clear gradually in the corning pages.)Some discoveries in science are
made quickly, by individuals; others emerge slowly, as a result of di-
diverse contributions from many researchers. The hairlessness of black
holes was of the second sort. Tt grew out of research by the intellectual
progeny of all three great mentors, Zel'dovich, Wheeler, and Sciarna,
and out of research by many others. In the following pages, we shall
watch as this myriad of researchers straggles step by step, bit by bit, to
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formulate the concept of a black hole's hairlessness, prove it, and grasp
its implications.

The first hints that"a black hole has no hair"came in 1964, from
Vitaly Lazarevich Ginzburg, the man who had invented the LiD fuel
for the Soviet hydrogen bomb, and whose wife's alleged complicity in a
plot to kill Stalin had freed him from further bomb design work(Chap-
(Chapter 6). Astronomers at Caltech had just discovered quasars, enigmatic,
explosive objects in the most distant reaches of the Universe, and Ginz-
Ginzburg was trying to understand how quasars might be powered(Chapter
9). One possibility, Ginzburg thought, might be the implosion of a
magnetized, supermassive star to form a black hole. The magnetic field
lines of such a star would have the shape shown in the upper part of
Figure 7.3a—the same shape as the Earth's magnetic field lines. As the
star implodes, its field lines might become strongly compressed and
then explode violently, releasing huge energy, Ginzburg speculated;
and this might help to explain quasars.

f^e/t: Vital; Lazarevich Ginzburg(ca. 1962), the person who produced Ihe first
evidence for the"no-hair conjecture."Right: Werner Israel(in 1964), the person
who devised the first rigorous proof that the"no-hair conjecture"is correct

: courtesy Vitaly Giniburg; right: courtesy Werner Israel.}
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To test this speculation by computing the full details of the star's
implosion would have been exceedingly difficult, so Ginzburg did the
second best thing. Like Oppenheimer in his first crude exploration of
what happens when a star implodes(Chapter 6), Ginzburg examined a
sequence of static stars, each one more compact than the previous one,
and all with the same number of magnetic field lines threading
through their interiors. This sequence of static stars should mimic a
single imploding star, Ginzburg reasoned. Ginzburg derived a formula
that described the shapes of the magnetic field lines for each of the
stars in his sequence--and found a great surprise. When a star was
nearly at its critical circumference and beginning to form a black hole
around itself, its gravity sucked its magnetic field lines down onto its
surface, plastering them there tightly. When the black hole was
formed, the plastered-down field lines were all inside its horizon. No
field lines remained, sticking out of the hole(Figure 7.3a). This did not
bode well for Ginzburg's idea of how to power quasars, but it did
suggest an intriguing possibility: When a magnetized star implodes to
form a black hole, the hole might well be born with no magnetic field
whatsoever.

7.3 Some examples of the"no-hair conjecture":(a)When a magnetized star
implodes, the hole it forms has no magnetic field,(b)When a square star im-
implodes, the hole it forms is round, not square,(c)When a star with a mountain
on its surface implodes, the hole h forms has no mountain.

M to (c)
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At about the time that Ginzburg was making this discovery, only a
few kilometers away in Moscow Zel'dovich's team ? with Tgor Novi-
kov and Andrei Doroshkevich taking the lead began to ask them-
themselves,"Since a round star produces a round hole when it implodes, will
a deformed star produce a deformed hole?"As an extreme example,
will a square star produce a square hole?(Figure 7.3b). To compute the
implosion of a hypothetical square star would be exceedingly difficult,
so Doroshkevich, Novikov, and Zel'dovich focused on an easier exam-

example: When a nearly spherical star implodes with a tiny mountain stick-
sticking out of its surface, will the hole it forms have a mountain-like
protrusion on its horizon? By asking about nearly spherical stars with
tiny mountains, the Zel'dovich team could simplify their calculations
greatly; they could use mathematical techniques called perturbation
methods that John Wheeler and a postdoc, TuUio Regge, had pioneered
a few years earlier. These perturbation methods, which are explained a
bit in Box 7.1, were carefully designed for the study of any small
"perturbation"(any small disturbance)of an otherwise spherical situa-
situation. The gravitational distortion due to a tiny mountain on the Zel'-
dovich team's star was just such a perturbation.

Doroshkevich, Novikov, and Zel'dovich simplified their calculation
still further by the same trick that Oppenheimer and Ginzburg used:
Instead of simulating the full, dynamical implosion of a mountain-
endowed star, they examined only a sequence of static, mountainous
stars, each one more compact than trie one before. With this trick, and
with perturbation techniques, and with intensive give-and-take
amongst themselves, Doroshkevich, Novikov, and Zel'dovich quickly
discovered a remarkable result: When a static, mountain-endowed star

is small enough to form a black hole around itself, the hole's horizon
must be precisely round, with no protrusion(Figure 7.5c).

Similarly, it was tempting to conjecture that if an imploding square
star were to form a black hole, its horizon would also be round, not
square(Figure 7.3b). Tf this conjecture was correct, then a black hole
should bear no evidence whatsoever of whether the star that created it

was square, or round, or mountain-endowed, and also(according to
Ginzburg)no evidence of whether the star was magnetized or free of
magnetism.

Seven years later, as this conjecture was gradually turning out to be
correct, John Wheeler invented a pithy phrase to describe it: A black
hole has no hair—the hair being anything that might stick out of the
hole to reveal the details of the star from which it was formed.
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Box 7.1

An Explanation of Perturbation Methods,
for Readers Who Like Algebra

In algebra one learns to compute the square of a sum of two numbers, a
and b, from the formula

(a+bf-?a+2?*+#?.

Suppose that a is a huge number, for example 1000, and that b is very
small by comparison, for example 5. Then the third term in this formula,
b2t will be very small compared to the other two and thus can be thrown
away without making much error:

A000+3)*-10009+2 X 1000 x 3+32=1,006,009
? 1000"+2 x 1000 X 3=1,006,000.

Perturbation methods are based on this approximation. The a—1000 is
like a precisely spherical star, b—3 is like the star's tiny mountain, and
(a+b)9 is like the spacetime curvature produced by the star and mountain
together. In computing that curvature, perturbation methods keep only
effects that are linear in the mountain's properties(effects like 2ab ~
6000, which is linear in b—3); these methods throw away all other
effects of the mountain(effects like 6a=9). So long as the mountain
remains small compared to the star, perturbation methods are highly
accurate. However, if the mountain were to grow as big as the rest of the
star(as it would need to do to make the star square rather than round),
then perturbation methods would produce serious errors—errors like
those in the above formulas with a-1000 and b=1000:

A000+1000)9=1000*+2 X 1000 X 1000+1000s=4,000,000

9HOOO2+2 X 1000 X 1000=3,000,000.

These two results differ significantly.
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It is hard for most of Wheeler's colleagues to believe that this con-
conservative, highly proper man was aware of his phrase's prurient inter-
interpretation. But I suspect otherwise; 1 have seen his impish streak, in
private, on rare occasion.4 Wheeler's phrase quickly took hold, despite
resistance from Simon Pasternak, the editor-in-chief of the Physical
Review, the journal in which most Western black-hole research is pub-
published. When Werner Israel tried to use the phrase in a technical paper
around 1971, Pasternak fired off a peremptory note that under no
circumstances would he allow such obscenities in his journal. But Pas-
Pasternak could not hold back for long the flood of"no-hair"papers. In
France and the U.S.S.R., where the French-and Russian-language
translations of Wheeler's phrase were also regarded as unsavory, the
resistance lasted longer. By the late 1970s, however, Wheeler's phrase
was being used and published by physicists worldwide, in all lan-
languages, without even a dicker of a childish grin.

I ,t was the winter of 1964-65 by the time Ginzburg, and Dorosh-
kevich, Novikov, and Zel'dovich, had invented their no-hair conjecture
and mustered their evidence for it. Once every three years, experts on
general relativity gathered somewhere in the world for a one-week
scientific conference to exchange ideas and show each other the results
of their researches. The fourth such conference would be held in Lon-
London in June.

Nobody on Zel'dovich's team had ever traveled beyond the borders
of the Communist bloc of nations. Zel'dovich himself would surely not
be allowed to go; his contact with weapons research was much too
recent. Novikov, however, was too young to have been involved in the
hydrogen bomb project, his knowledge of general relativity was the
best of anyone on the team(which is why Zel'dovich had recruited him
onto the team in the first place), he was now the team's captain(Zel'-
(Zel'dovich was the coach), and his English was passable though far from
fluent. He was the logical choice.

This was a good period in East—West relations. Stalin's death a
dozen years earlier had triggered a gradual resumption of correspon-
correspondence and visits between Soviet scientists and their Western colleagues

4. T hive seen it unleashed in public only once. In 1971, on the occasion of his sixtieth
birthday, Wheeler happened 10 be at an elegant banquet in a caslle in Copenhagen—a banquet
in honor of an international conference, not in honor of him. To celebrate iiis birthday.
Wheeler set. off a. string of firecrackers behind his banquet chair, creating chaos amongst the
nearby diners.
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(though not nearly so free a correspondence or visits as in the 1920s and
early 1930s before Stalin's iron curtain descended). As a matter of
course, the Soviet Union was now sending a small delegation of scien-
scientists to every major international conference; such delegations were
important not only for maintaining the strength of Soviet science, but
also for demonstrating the Soviets' strength to Western scientists. Since
the time of the tsars, Russian bureaucrats have had an inferiority com-
complex with respect to the West; it is very important for them to be able to
hold their heads up in Western public view and show with pride what
their nation can do.

Thus it was that Zel'dovich, having arranged an invitation from

London for Novikov to give one of the major lectures of the Relativity

Conference, found it easy to convince the bureaucrats to include his
young colleague in the Soviet delegation. Novikov had many impres-
impressive things to report; he would create a very positive impression of the
strength of Soviet physics.

In London, Novikov presented a one-hour lecture to an audience of
three hundred of the world's leading relativity physicists. His lecture
was a tour de force. The results on the gravitational implosion of a
mountain-endowed star were but one small part of the lecture; the
remainder was a series of equally major contributions to our under-
understanding of relativistic gravity, neutron stars, stellar implosion, black
holes, the nature of quasars, gravitational radiation, and the origin of
the Universe. As I sat there in London listening to Novikov, I was
stunned by the breadth and power of the Zel'dovich team's research. I
had never before seen anything like it.

After Novikov's lecture, I joined the enthusiastic crowd around him
and discovered, much to my pleasure, that my Russian was slightly
better than his English and that I was needed to help with translating
the discussion. As the crowd thinned, Novikov and I went off together
to continue oar discussion privately. Thus began one of my finest
friendships.

I t was not possible for me or anyone else to absorb fully in London the
details of the Zel'dovich team's no-hair analysis. The details were too
complex. We had to await a written version of the work, one in which
the details were spelled out with care.

The written version arrived in Princeton in September 1965, in
Russian. Once again 1 was thankful for the many boring hours T had
spent in Russia/)class as an undergraduate. The written analysis con-
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tained two pieces. The first piece, clearly the work of Doroshkevich and
Novikov, was a mathematical proof that, when a static star with a tiny
mountain is made more and more compact, there are just two possible
outcomes. Either the star creates a precisely spherical hole around
itself, or else the mountain produces such enormous spacetime curva-
curvature, as the star nears its critical circumference, that the mountain's
effects are no longer a"small perturbation"; the method of calculation
then fails, and the outcome of the implosion is unknown. The second
piece of the analysis was what 1 soon learned to identify as a"typical
Zel'dovich"argument: If the mountain initially is tiny, it is intuitively
obvious that the mountain cannot produce enormous curvature as the
star nears its critical circumference. We must discard that possibility.
The other possibility must be the truth: The star must produce a pre-
precisely spherical hole.

What was intuitively obvious to Zel'dovich(and would ultimately
turn out to be true)was far from obvious to most Western physicists.
Controversy began to swirl.

The power of a controversial research result is enormous. It attracts
physicists like picnics attract ants. Thus it was with the Zel'dovich
team's no-hair evidence. The physicists, like ants, came one by one at
first, but then in droves.

1 he first was Werner Israel, born in Berlin, reared in South Africa,
trained in the laws of relativity in Ireland, and now struggling to start a
relativity research group in Edmonton, Canada. Tn a mathematical tour
de force, Israel improved on the first, Doroshkevich Novikov, part of
the Soviet proof: He treated not just tiny mountains, as had the Soviets,
but mountains of any size and shape. In fact, his calculations worked
correctly for any implosion, no matter how nonspherical, even a square
one, and they allowed the implosion to be dynamical, not just an
idealized sequence of static stars. Equally remarkable was Israel's con-
conclusion, which was similar to the Doroshkevich—Novikov conclusion,
but far stronger: A highly nonspherical implosion can have only two
outcomes: either it produces no black hole at all, or else it produces a black
hole that is precisely spherical For this conclusion to be true, however,
the imploding body had to have two special properties: It must be
completely devoid of any electric charge, and it must not spin at all.
The reasons will become clear below.

Israel first presented his analysis and results on 8 February 1967, at a
lecture at Kings College in London. The title of the lecture was a little
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enigmatic, bat Dennis Sciama in Cambridge urged his students to
journey down to London and hear it. As George Ellis, one of the
students, recalls,"It was a very, very interesting lecture. Israel proved a
theorem that came totally out of the blue; it was totally unexpected;
nothing remotely like it had ever been done before."When Israel
brought his lecture to a close, Charles Misner(a former student of
Wheeler's)rose to his feet and offered a speculation: What happens if
the imploding star spins and has electric charge? Might there again be
just two possibilities: no hole at all, or a hole with a unique form,
determined entirely by the imploding star's mass, spin, and charge?
The answer would ultimately turn out to be yes. but not until after
Zel'dovich's intuitive insight had been tested.

|I'dovich, Doroshkevich, and Novikov, you will recall, had studied
not highly deformed stars, but rather nearly spherical stars, with small
mountains. Their analysis and Zel'dovich's claims triggered a plethora
of questions.-

If an imploding star has a tiny mountain on its surface, what is the
implosion's outcome? Does the mountain produce enormous spctcetime
curvature, as the star rteans its critical circumference(the outcome
rejected by Zel'dovich's intuition)? Or does the mountain's influence
disappear, leaving behind a perfectly spherical black hole(the outcome
Zel'dovich favored)? And if a perfectly spherical hole is formed, how
does the hole manage to rid itself of the mountain's gravitational in-
influence? What makes the hole become spherical?

As one of"Wheeler's students, 1 pondered these questions. However, I
pondered them not as a challenge for myself, bat rather as a challenge
for my own students. Iv was now 1968; I had completed my Ph.D. at
Princeton and had returned to my alma mater, Caltech, first as a
postdoc and now as a professor; and I was beginning to build around
myself an entoxirage of students similar to Wheeler's at Princeton.

Richard Price, a rough-bearded, two-hundred-pound, physically
powerful young man from Brooklyn with a black bell in karate, had
already worked with me on several small research projects, including
one using the kind of mathematical methods needed to answer these
questions: perturbations methods. He was now mature enough to
tackle a more challenging project. The test of Zel'dovich's intuition
looked ideal, but for one thing. Jt was a hot topic; others elsewhere
were struggling with it; the ants were beginning to attack the picnic in
droves. Price would have to move fast
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He didn't. Others beat him to the answers. He got there third, after
Novikov and after Israel, but he got there more firmly, more com-
completely, with deeper insight.

Price's insight was immortalized by Jack Smith, a humorous colum-
columnist for the Los Angeles Times. In the 27 August 1970 issue of the
Times, Smith described a visit the previous day to Caltech:"After
luncheon at the Faculty Club I walked alone around the campus. I
could feel the deep thought in the air. Even in summer it stirs the olive
trees. I looked in a window. A blackboard was covered with equations,
thick as leaves on a walk, and three sentences in English: Price's Theo-
Theorem: Whatever can be radiated is radiated. Schutz's Observation: What-

Whatever is radiated can be radiated Things can be radiated if and only if
they are radiated I walked on, wondering how it will affect Caltech
this fall when they let girls in as freshmen for the first time. I don't
think they'll do the place a bit of harm . . . T have a hunch they'll
radiate."

This quote requires some explanation."Schutz's observation"was
facetious, but Price's theorem,"Whatever can be radiated is radiated."
was a serious confirmation of a 1969 speculation by Roger Penrose.

Price's theorem is illustrated by the implosion of a mountain-en-
mountain-endowed star. Figure 7.4 depicts the implosion. The left half of this figure
is a spacetime diagram of the type introduced in Figure 6.7 of Chapter
6; the right side is a sequence of snapshots of the star's and horizon's
shape as time passes, with the earliest times at the bottom and the
latest at the top.

As the star implodes(bottom two snapshots in Figure 7.4), its moun-
mountain grows larger, producing a growing, mountain-shaped distortion in
the star's spacetime curvature. Then, as the star sinks inside its critical
circumference and creates a black hole horizon around itself(middle
snapshot), the distorted spacetime curvature deforms the horizon, giv-
giving it a mountain-like protrusion. The horizon's protrusion, however,
cannot live long. The stellar mountain that generated it is now inside
the hole, so the horizon can no longer feel the mountain's influence.
The horizon is no longer being forced, by the mountain, to keep its
protrusion. The horizon ejects the protrusion in the only way it can: It
converts the protrusion into ripples of spacetime curvature(gravita-
(gravitational waves—Chapter 10)that propagate away in all directions(top
two snapshots). Some of the ripples go down the hole, others fly out
into the surrounding Universe, and as they fly away, the ripples leave
the hole with a perfectly spherical shape.
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7.4 Spacetime diagram flgd; and a sequence of snapshots(right)showing the
implosion of a mountain endowed star to form a black hole
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A familiar analogue is the plucking of a violin string. So long as
one's finger holds the string in a deformed shape, it remains deformed;
so long as the mountain is protruding out of the hole, it keeps the
newborn horizon deformed. When one removes one's finger from the
string, the string vibrates, sending sound waves out into the room; the
sound waves carry away the energy of the string's deformation, and the
string settles down into an absolutely straight shape. Similarly, when
the mountain sinks inside the hole, it can no longer keep the horizon
deformed, so the horizon vibrates, sending off gravitational waves; the
waves carry away the energy of the horizon's deformation, and the
horizon settles down into an absolutely spherical shape.

How does this mountain-endowed implosion relate to Price's theo-
theorem? According to the laws of physics, the horizon's mountain-like
protrusion can be converted into gravitational radiation(ripples of
curvature). Price's theorem tells us, then, that the protrusion must be
converted into gravitational waves, and that this radiation must carry
the protrusion completely away. This is the mechanism that makes the
hole hairless.

Price's theorem tells us not only how a deformed hole loses its
deformation, but also how a magnetized hole loses its magnetic field
(Figure 7.5).(The mechanism, in this case, was already clear before

7.5 A sequence of snapshots showing the implosion of a magnetized star(a)to
form a black hole(b). The hole at first inherits Ihe magnetic field from the star.
However, the hole has no power to hold on to(he field. The field slips off il(c),
is converted into electromagnetic radiation, and flies away(d).
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Price's theorem from a computer simulation by Werner Israel and two
of his Canadian students, Vicente de la Cruz and Ted Chase.)The
magnetized hole is created by the implosion of a magnetized star.
Before the horizon engulfs the imploding star(Figure 7.5a), the mag-
magnetic field is firmly anchored in the star's interior; electric currents
inside the star prevent the field from escaping. After the star is swal-
swallowed by the horizon(Figure 7.5b), the field can no longer feel the
star's electric currents; they no longer anchor it. The field now threads
the horizon, rather than the star, but the horizon is a worthless anchor.
The laws of physics permit the field to turn itself into electromagnetic
radiation(ripples of magnetic and electric force), and Price's theorem
therefore demands that it do so(Figure 7.5c). The electromagnetic
radiation flies away, partly down the hole and partly away from it,
leaving the hole unmagnetized(Figure 7.5d).

If, as we have seen, mountains can be radiated away and magnetic
fields can be radiated away, then what is left? What cannot be turned
into radiation? The answer is simple: Among the laws of physics there
is a special set of laws called conservation laws. According to these
conservation laws, there are certain quantities that can never oscillate
or vibrate in a radiative manner, and that therefore can never be
converted into radiation and be ejected from a black hole's vicinity.
These conserved quantities are the gravitational pull due to the hole's
mass, the swirl of space due to the hole's spin(discussed below), and
radially pointing electric field lines, that is, electric fields that point
directly outward(discussed below)due to the hole's electric charge.*

Thus, according to Price's theorem, the influences of the hole's mass,
spin, and charge are the only things that can remain behind when all
the radiation has cleared away. All of the hole's other features will be
gone, carried away by the radiation. This means that no measurement
one might ever make of the properties of the final hole can possibly
reveal any features of the star that imploded to form it, except the star's
mass, spin, and charge. From the hole's properties one cannot even
discern(according to calculations by James Hanle and Jacob Beken-

S. In the late 1980s it became clear that the laws of quuiitiw? mechanics can give rise to
additional conserved quantities, associated with"quantum fields"(a type of field discussed in
Chapter 12); aud since these quantities, like a iiole's mass, spin, and electric charge, cannot be
radiated, they will remain as"quantum hair"when a black hole is born. Although this
quantum hair might strongly influence the final fate of a microscopic, evaporating black hole
(Chapter 12), it is of no consequence for the macroscopic holes(holes weighing more than the
Sun)of this and the next few chapters, since quant-am mechanics Is generally unimportant on
macroscopic scales.
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stein, both Wheeler students)whether the star that formed the hole
was made of matter or antimatter, of protons and electrons, or of
neutrinos and antineutrinos. In Wheeler's words, made more precise, a
black, hole has almost no hair; its only"hair"is its mass, its spin, and its
electric charge.

J. he firm, ultimate proof that a black hole has no hair(except its
mass, spin, and electric charge)was actually not Price's. Price's analysis
was restricted to imploding stars that are very nearly spherical, and
that spin, if at all, onty very slowly. The perturbation methods he used
required this restriction. To learn the ultimate fate of a highly de-
deformed, rapidly spinning, imploding star required a set of mathemati-
mathematical techniques very different from perturbation methods.

Dennis Sciama's students at Cambridge University were masters of
the required techniques, but the techniques were difficult; extremely
so. It took fifteen years for Sciama's students and their intellectual
descendants, using those techniques, to produce a firm and complete
proof that black holes have no hair-that even if a hole spins fast and is
strongly deformed by its spin, the hole's final properties(after all radia-
radiation has flown away)are uniquely fixed by the hole's mass, spin, and
charge. The lion's share of the credit for the proof goes to two of
Sciama's students, Brandon Carter and Stephen Hawking, and to
Werner Israel; but major contributions came also from David Robin-
Robinson, Gary Bunting, and Pavel Mazur.

An Chapter 3,1 commented on the great difference between the laws
of physics in our real Universe and the society of ants in T. H. White's
epic novel The Once and Future King. White's ants were governed by
the motto"Everything not forbidden is compulsory,"but the laws of
physics violate that motto flagrantly. Many things allowed by physical
law are so highly improbable that they never occur. Price's theorem is a
remarkable exception. It is one of the few situations I have ever en-
encountered in physics where the ants' motto holds sway-If physical law
does not forbid a black hole to eject something as radiation, then
ejection is compulsory.

Equally unusual are the implications of a black hole's resulting
"hairless"state. Normally we physicists build simplified theoretical or
computer models to try to understand the complicated Universe around
us. As an aid to understanding weather, atmospheric physicists build
computer models of the Earth's circulating atmosphere. As an aid to
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understanding earthquakes, geophysicists build simple theoretical
models of slipping rocks. As an aid to understanding stellar implosion,
Qppenheimer and Snyder in 1959 built a simple theoretical model: an
imploding cloud of matter that was perfectly spherical, perfectly ho-
homogeneous, and completely devoid of pressure. And as we physicists
build all these models, we are intensely aware of their limitations.
They are but pale images of the complexity that abounds"out there."
in the"real"Universe.

Not so for a black hole-—or, at least, not so once the radiation has

flown away, carrying off all the hole's"hair."Then the hole is so
exceedingly simple that we can describe it by precise, simple mathe-
mathematical formulas. We need no idealizations at all. Nowhere else in the

macroscopic world(that is, on scales larger than a subatomic particle)is
this true. Nowhere else is our mathematics expected to be so precise.
Nowhere else are we freed from the limitations of idealized models.

Why are black holes so different from all other objects in the macro-
macroscopic Universe? Why are they, and they alone? so elegantly simple? If I
knew the answer, it would probably tell me something very deep about
the nature of physical laws. But I dors't know. Perhaps the next genera-
generation of physicists will figure it out.

Black Holes Spin and Pulsate

hat are the properties of the hairless holes, which are described so
perfectly by the mathematics of general relativity?

If a black hole is idealized as having absolutely no electric charge
and no spin, then it is precisely the spherical hole that we met in
previous chapters. It is described, mathematically, by Karl Schwarz-
schild's 1916 solution to Einstein's field equation(Chapters 3 and 6").

When electric charge is dropped into such a hole, then the hole
acquires just one new feature: electric field lines, which stick out of it
radially like quills out of a hedgehog. If the charge is positive, then
these electric field lines push protons away from the hole and attract
electrons; if it is negative, then the field lines push electrons away and
attract protons. Such a charge-endowed hole is described mathemati-
mathematically, with perfect precision, by a solution to Einstein's field equation
found by the German and Dutch physicists Hans Reissner in J 916"and
Gunnar Nordstrom in 1918. However, nobody understood the physical
meaning of Reissner's and Nordstrom's solution until 1960, when two



Box 7.2

The Organization of Soviet and Western Science:
Contrasts and Consequences

As I and my young physicist colleagues struggled to develop the hoop
conjecture and to prove that black holes have no hair and to discover how
they lose their hair, we also were discovering how very differently physics
was organized in the U.S.S.R. than in Britain and America, and what
profound effects those differences have. The lessons we learned may have
some value in planning for the future, especially in the Former Soviet
Union, where all state institutions—sciontifie as well as governmental
and economic—are now A993)struggling to reorganize along Western
lines. The Western model is not completely perfect, and the Soviet system
was not uniformly had!

In America and Britain there is a constant flow of young talent through
a research group such as Wheeler's or Sciama's. Undergraduates may join
the group for their last, senior year, but they then are sent away for
graduate study. Graduate students join it for three to five years, and then
are sent elsewhere for postdoctoral study. Postdocs join it for two or three
years and then arc sent away and expected either to start a research group
of their own elsewhere(as T did at Caltech)or to join a small, struggling
group elsewhere. Almost nobody in Britain or America, no matter how
talented, is allowed to stay on in the nest of his or her mentor.

In the U.S.S.R., by contrast, outstanding young physicists(such as Novi-
kov)usually remained in the nest of their mentor for ten, twenty, and
sometimes even thirty or forty years. A great Soviet mentor like Zel'-
dovich or Landau usually worked in an Institute of the Academy of
Sciences, rather than in a university, so his teaching load was small or
nonexistent; by keeping his best former students, he built around himself
a permanent team of full-time researchers, which became tightly knit and
extremely powerful, and which might even stay with him until the end of
his career.

Some of my Soviet friends attributed this difference to the failings of
the British/American system: Almost all great British or American physi-
physicists work at universities, where research is often subservient to teaching
and where there are inadequate numbers of permanent positions available
to permit building up a strong, lasting group of researchers. As a result,
there have been no theoretical physics research groups in Britain or Amer-
America that can pretend to be the equal of Landau's group in the 1930s
through 1950s, or of Zel'dovich's group in the 1960s and 1970s. The West,
in this sense, had no hope of competing with the Soviet Union.

Some of my American friends attributed the difference to the failings of
the Soviet system: It was very difficult, logistically, to move from institute

(continued next fttige)
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to institute and city to city in the U.S.S.R., ?o young physicists were forced
to remain with vheir mentors; they had no opportunity to get out and start
independent groups of their own. The result, the critics asserted, wag a
feudal system. The mentor was like a lord and his team like serfs, inden-
indentured for most of their careers. The lord and serfs were interdependent in
a complex way, but there was no question who was boss. If the lord was a
master craftsman like Zel'dovich or Landau, the lord/serf team could be
richly productive. If the lord was authoritarian and not so outstanding(as
was commonly the case), the result could be tragic: a waste of human
talent and a miserable life for tlte serfs.

In the Soviet system, each great mentor such as Xel'dovich produced
just one research team, albeit a tremendously powerful one, one un-
equaled anywhere in the West By contrast, great American or British
mentors like Wheeler and Sciama produce as their progeny many smaller
and weaker research groups, scattered throughout the land, but those
groups can have a large cumulative impact on physics. The American and
British mentors have a constant influx of new, young people to help keep
their minds and ideas fresh. In those rare cases where Soviet mentors

wanted to start over afresh, they had to break their ties with their old

team in a manner which could be highly traumatic.
This, in fact, was destined to happen to Zel'dovich: He began building

his astrophysics team in 1961: by 1964 it was superior to any other theoret-
theoretical astrophysics team anywhere in the world; then in 1978. soon after the
golden age ended, came a traumatic, explosive split in which almost ev-
everybody in Zel'dovich's team went one way and he went another, psycho-
psychologically wounded but free from encumbrances, free to begin building
afresh. Sadly, his rebuilding would not be successful. Ne\'er again would
he surround himself with, a team so talented and powerful as that which
he, with Kovikov's assistance, had led. But Novikov, now an independent
researcher, would come into his own in the 1980s as the talented leader of
a reconstructed team.

of Wheeler's students, John Graves and Dieter Brill, discovered that it

describes a charged black hole.
We can depict the curvature of space around a charged black hole,

and the hole's electric field lines, using an embedding diagram(left
half of Figure 7.6). This diagram is essentially the same as the one in
the lower right of Figure 3.4, but with the star(black portion of Figure
3.4)removed because the star is inside the black hole and thus no
longer has contact with the external Universe. Stated more carefully,
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7.6 Electric field lines emerging from the horizon of an electrically charged
black hole, f^eft: Embedding diagram. Right: View of the embedding diagram
from above.

this diagram depicts the equatorial"plane"—a two-dimensional piece
of the hole's space-outside the black hole, embedded in a flat, three-
dimensional hyperspace.(For a discussion of the meaning of such dia-
diagrams, see Figure 5.3 and the accompanying text.)The equatorial
"plane"is cut off at the hole's horizon, so we are seeing only the hole's
exterior, not its interior. The horizon, which in reality is the surface of
a sphere, looks like a circle in the diagram because we are seeing only
its equator. The diagram shows the hole's electric field lines sticking
radially out of the horizon. If we look down on the diagram from above
(right side of Figure 7.6), then we do not see the curvature of space, but
we do see the electric field lines more clearly.

The effects of spin on a black hole were not understood until the late
1960s. The understanding came largely from Brandon Carter, one of
Dennis Sciama's students at Cambridge University.

When Carter joined Sciama's group in autumn 1964, Sciama imme-
immediately suggested, as his first research problem, a study of the implosion
of realistic, spinning stars. Sciama explained that all previous calcula-
calculations of implosion had dealt with idealized, nonspinning stars, but that
the time and tools now seemed right for an assault on the effects of
spin. A New Zealander mathematician named Roy Kerr had just pub-
published a paper giving a solution of Einstein's field equation that de-
describes the spacetime curvature outside a spinning star. This was the
first solution for a spinning star that anyone had ever found. Unfortu-
Unfortunately, Sciama explained, it was a very special solution; it surely could
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Left: Hoy Kerr ca. 1975. Right: Brandon Garter lecturing about black holes at a
summer school in the French Alps in June 1072. il.cft a>i;n??y ftoy Ken--, righi:
by Kip Thome.?

not describe all spinning stars. Spinning stars have lots of"hair"(lots of
properties such as complicated shapes and complicated internal mo-
motions of their gas), and Kerr's solution did not have much"hair"at all:
The shapes of its spacetime curvature were very smooth, very simple;
too simple to correspond to typical spinning stars. Nevertheless, Kerr's
solution of Einstein's field equation was a place to start

Few research problems have the immediate payoff that this one did:
Within a year Carter had shown mathematically that Kerr's solution
describes not a spinning star, but rather a spinning black hole.(This
discovery was ako made, independently, by Roger Penrose in London,
and by Robert Boyer in Liverpool and Richard Lmdquist, a former
student of Wheeler's who was working at Wegleyan University in
Middletown, Connecticut.)By the mid-1970s, Carter and others had
gone on to show that Kerr's solution describes not just one special type
of spinning black hole, hut rather every spinning black hole that can
possibly exist

The physical properties of a spinning black hole are embodied in the
mathematics of Kerr's solution, and Carter, by plumbing that mathe-
mathematics, discovered just what those properties should be. One of the
most interesting is a tornado-like swiri that the hole creates in the
space aiound itself.
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Horizon

7.7 An embedding diagram showing the"tornado-like swirl"of space created
by the spin of a black hole.

This swirl is depicted in the embedding diagram of Figure 7.7. The
trumpet-horn-shaped surface is the hole's equatorial sheet(a two-di-
two-dimensional piece of the hole's space), as embedded in a flat, three-
dimensional hyperspace. The hole's spin grabs hold of its surrounding
space(the trumpet-horn surface)and forces it to rotate in a tornado-
like manner, with speeds proportional to the lengths of the arrows on
the diagram. Far from a tornado's core the air rotates slowly, and,
similarly, far from the hole's horizon space rotates slowly. Near the
tornado's core the air rotates fast, and, similarly, near the horizon space
rotates fast. At the horizon, space is locked tightly onto the horizon: ft
rotates at precisely the same rate as the horizon spins.

This swirl of space has an inexorable influence on the motions of
particles that fall into the hole. Figure 7.8 shows the trajectories of two
such particles, as viewed in the reference frame of a static, external
observer—that is, in the frame of an observer who does not fall
through the horizon and into the hole.

The first particle(Figure 7.8a)is dropped gently into the hole. If the
hole were not spinning, this particle, like the surface of an imploding
star, would move radially inward faster arid faster at first; but then, as
observed by the static, external observer, it would slow its infall and
become frozen right at the horizon.(Recall the"frozen stars"of Chap-
Chapter 6.)The hole's spin changes this in a very simple way: The spin
makes space swirl, and the swirl of space makes the particle, as it nears
the horizon, rotate in lockstep with the horizon itself. The particle
thereby becomes frozen onto the spinning horizon and, as seen by the
static, external observer, it circles around and around with the hori?xjn
forever.(Similarly, when a spinning star implodes to form a spinning
hole, as seen by a static, external observer the star's surface"freezes"
onto the spinning horizon, circling around and around with it forever.)
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7.8 The trajectories in space of two particles that are thrown toward a black
hole.(The trajectories are those that would be measured ki a static, external
reference frame.)Despite their very different initial motions, both particles are
dragged, by the swirl of space, into precisely the same lockstep rotation with the
hole as they near the horizon.

Though external observers see the particle of FigUTe 7.8a freeze onto
the spinning horizon and stay there forever, the particle itself sees

something quite different. As the particle nears the horizon, gravita-
gravitational time dilation forces the particle's time to flow more and more
slowly, compared with die time of a static, external reference frame.
When an infinite amount of external time has passed, the particle has
experienced only a finite and very small amount of time. In that finite
time, the particle has reached the hole's horizon, and in the next few
moments of its time, it plunges right on through the horizon and down
toward the bole's center. This enormous difference between the parti-

particle's infall as seen by the particle and as seen by external observers is
completely analogous to the difference between a stellar implosion as
seen on the star's surface(rapid plunge through the horizon)and as
seen by external observers(freezing of the implosion; last part of Chap-
Chapter 6).

The second particle(Figure 7.8b)is thrown toward the hole on an
inspiraling trajectory that rotates oppositely to the hole's spin. How-
However, as the particle spirals closer and closer to the horizon, the swirl of
space grabs hold of it and reverses its rotational motion. Like the first
particle, it is forced into lockstep rotation with the horizon, as seen by
external observers.
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B esides creating a swirl in space, the spin of a black hole also distorts
the hole's horizon, in much the same way as the spin of the Earth
distorts the Earth's surface. Centrifugal forces push the spinning
Earth's equator outward a distance of 22 kilometers relative to its poles.
Similarly, centrifugal forces make a black hole's horizon bulge out at
its equator in the manner depicted in Figure 7.9. If the hole does not
spin, its horizon is spherical(left half of figure). If the hole spins
rapidly, its horizon bulges out strongly(right half of figure).

If the hole were to spin extremely rapidly, centrifugal forces would
tear its horizon apart much like they flixig water out of a bucket when
the bucket spins extremely rapidly. Thus, there is some maximum spin
rate at which the hole can survive. The hole on the right half of Figure
7.9 is spinning at 58 percent of this maximum.

Is it possible to spin a hole up beyond its maximum allowed rate,
and thereby destroy the horizon and catch a glimpse of what is inside?
Unfortunately not. In 1986, a decade after the golden age, Werner
Israel showed that, if one tries to make the hole spin faster than its
maximum by any method at all, one will always fail. For example, if
one tries to speed up a maximally spinning hole by throwing fast-
spinning matter into it, centrifugal forces will prevent the fast-spin-
fast-spinning matter from reaching the horizon and entering the hole. More to
the point, perhaps, any tiny random interaction of a maximally spin-
spinning hole with the surrounding Universe(for example, the gravita-
gravitational pull of distant stars)acts to slow the spin a bit. The laws of

7.9 The shapes of the horizons of two black holes, one(left)not spinning, and
the other(right)spinning with a spin rate 58 percent of the maximum. The effect
of the spin on the horizon shape was discovered in 1973 by Larry Smarr, a
student at Stanford University who was inspired by Wheeler.

Horizon of a.-non-�Horiz.o±i of a r?.pi.dly
black, hole. 3pi-n.tiiiu5 bl?ck hole
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physics, it seems, don't want to let anyone outside the hole peek into its
interior and discover the quantum gravity secrets locked up in the
hole's central singularity(Chapter 13).
-For a hole with the mass of the Sun, the maximum spin rate is one
revolution each 0.000062 second F2 microseconds). Since the hole's
circumference is about 18.5 kilometers, this corresponds to a spin speed
of about 0 8.5 kflonieters)/@.000062 second), which is about the speed
of light, 299,792 kilometers per second(not entirely a coincidence!)-A
hole whose mass is 1 million Suns has a 1 million times larger circum-
circumference than a t-solar-mass hole, so its maximum spin rate(the rate
which makes it spin at about the speed of light)is 1 million times
smaller, one revolution each 62 seconds.

I n 1969, Roger Peiirose(about whom we sbaH learn much in Chapter
15)made a marvelous discovery. By manipulating the equations of
Kerr's solution to the Einstein field equation, he discovered that a
spinning black hole stores rotational energy in the swirl of space around
itself, and because the swirl of space and the swirl's energy are outside
the hole's horizon and not inside, this energy can actually be extracted
and used to power things. Penrose's discover)' was marvelous because
the hole's rotational energy is huge. If the hole spins at its maximum
possible rate, its efficiency at storing and releasing energy is 48 times
higher than the efficiency of all the Sun's nuclear fuel. If it were to
burn all its nuclear fuel over its entire lifetime(actually, it will not
bum all), the Sun would only be able to convert a fraction 0.006 of its
mass into heat and light. If one were to extract all of a fast-spinning
hole's rotational energy(thereby halting its spin), one would get out 48
X 0.0O6=29 percent of the hole's mass as usable energy.

Amazingly, physicists had to search for seven years before they dis-
discovered a practical method by which nature might extract a hole's spin
energy and put it to use. Their search led the physicists through one
crazy method after another, all of which would work in principle but
none of which showed much practical promise, before they finally
discovered nature's cleverness. In Chapter 9 I shall describe this search
and discovery, and its payoff: a black-hole ''machine"for powering
quasars and gigantic jets.

Af, as we have seen, electric charge produces electric field lines that
stick radially out of a hole's horizon, and spin produces a swirl in space
around the hole, a distortion of the horizon's shape, and a storage of
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energy, then what happens when a hole has both charge and spin?
Unfortunately, the answer is not terribly interesting; it contains little
new. The hole's charge produces the usual electric field lines. The
hole's spin creates the usual swirl of the hole's space, it stores the usual
rotational energy, and it makes the horizon's equator bulge out in the
usual manner. The only things new are a few rather uninteresting
magnetic field lines, created by the swirl of space as it flows through
the electric field.(These field lines are not a new form of"hair"on the
hole; they are merely a manifestation of the interaction of the old,
standard forms of hair: the interaction of the spin-induced swirl with
the charge-induced electric field.)All the properties of a spinning,
charged black hole are embodied in an elegant solution to the Einstein
field equation derived in 1965 by Ted Newman at the University of
Pittsburgh and a bevy of his students: Eugene Couch, K. Chinnapared,
Albert Exton, A. Prakash, and Robert Torrence.

N. I ot only can black holes spin; they can also pulsate. Their pulsations,
however, were not discovered mathematically until nearly a decade
after their spin; the discovery was impeded by a powerful mental
block.

For three years A969-71)John Wheeler's progeny"watched"black
holes pulsate, and didn't know what they were seeing. The progeny
were Richard Price(my student, and thus Wheeler's intellectual
grandson), C. V. Vishveshwara and Lester Edelstein(students of
Charles Misner's at the University of Maryland, and thus also
Wheeler's intellectual grandsons), and Frank Zerilli(Wheeler's own
student at Princeton). Vishveshwara, Edelstein, Price, and Zerilli
watched black holes pulsate in computer simulations and in pencil-
and-paper calculations. What they thought they were seeing was gravi-
gravitational radiation(ripples of spacetime curvature)bouncing around in
the vicinity of a hole, trapped there by the hole's own spacetime curva-
curvature. The trapping was not complete; the ripples would gradually leak
out of the hole's vicinity, and fly away. This was sort of cute, but not
terribly interesting.

In autumn 1971, Bill Press, a new graduate student in my group,
realized that the ripples of spacetime curvature bouncing around near a
hole could be thought of as pulsations of the black hole itself. After all,
as seen from outside its horizon, the hole consists of nothing but space-
time curvature. The ripples of curvature were thus nothing more nor
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less than pulsations of the hole's curvature, and therefore pulsations of
the hole itself.

This change of viewpoint had a huge impact. If we think of black
holes as able to pulsate, then it is natural to ask whether there are any
similarities between their pulsations and the pulsations("ringing")of a
bell, or the pulsations of a star. Before Press's insight, such questions
weren't asked. Afterwards, such questions were obvious.

A bell and a star have natural frequencies at which they like to
pulsate.(The bell's natural frequencies produce its pure ringing tone.)
Are there similarly natural frequencies at which a black hole likes to
pulsate? Yes, Press discovered, using computer simulations. This dis-
discovery triggered Chandrasekhar, together with Steven Detweiler(an
intellectual great-grandson of Wheeler's), to embark on a project of
cataloging all of a black hole's natural frequencies of pulsation. We
shall return to those frequencies, the bell-like tones of a black hole, in
Chapter 10.

When a rapidly spinning automobile wheel is slightly out of align-
alignment, it can begin to vibrate, and its vibrations can begin to extract
energy from the spin and use that energy to grow stronger and
stronger. The vibrations can grow so strong, in fact, that in extreme
cases they can even tear the wheel off the car. Physicists describe this
by the phrase"the wheel's vibrations are unstable."Bill Press was
aware of this and of an analogous behavior of spinning stars, so it was
natural for him to ask, when he discovered that black holes can pulsate,
"If a black hole spins rapidly, will its pulsations be unstable? Will they
extract energy from the hole's spin and use that energy to grow
stronger and stronger, and can the pulsations grow so strong that they
tear the hole apart?"Chandrasekhar(who was not yet. deeply im-
immersed in black-hole research)thought yes. I thought no. In November
1971, we made a bet.

The tools did not vet exist for resolving the bet. What kinds of tools
were needed? Since the pulsations would begin weak and only gradu-
gradually grow strong(if they grew at all), they could be regarded as small
"perturbations"of the hole's spacetime curvature—just as the vibra-
vibrations of a ringing wine glass are small perturbations of the glass's
shape. This meant that the hole's pulsations could be analyzed using
the perturbation methods whose spirit was described in Box 7.1 above.
However, the specific perturbation methods which Price, Press, Vish-
veshwara, Chandrasekhar, and others were using in the autumn of
1.971 would work only for perturbations of nonspinning, or very slowly
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spinning, black holes. What they needed were entirely new perturba-
perturbation methods, methods for perturbations of rapidly spinning holes.

The effort to devise such perturbation methods became a hot topic in
1971 and 1972. My students, Misner's students, Wheeler's students,
and Chandrasekhar with his student John Friedman all worked on it,
as did others. The competition was stiff. The winner was Saul Teu-
kolsky, a student of mine from South Africa.

Teukolsky recalls vividly the scene when the equations of his
method fell into place."Sometimes when you play with mathematics,
your mind starts picking out patterns,"he says. � was sitting at the
kitchen table in our apartment in Pasadena one May evening in 1972,
playing with tile mathematics; and my wife Roz was making crepes in
a Teflon pan, which was supposed not to slick. The crepes kept sticking.
Everytime she poured the batter in she would bang the pan on the
countertop. She was cursing and banging, and I was yelling at her to be
quiet because 1 was getting excited; the mathematical terms were start-

A party at Mama Kovacs's home in New York City, December 1972. I^fl to right:
Kip Thome, Margaret Press, Bill Press, ftoseryn Teukolsky, and Saul Teukolsky.
[Courtesy Sandor J. KovAra.]
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ing to cancel each other in my formulas. Everything was canceling'
The equations were falling into place! As I sat there staring at my
amazingly simple equations, I was filled with this feeling of how dumb
T had been; 1 could have done it six months earlier; all I had to do was
collect the right terms together."

Using Teukolsky's equations, one could analyze ail sorts of problems:
the natural frequencies of black hole pulsations, the stability of a hole's
pulsations, the gravitational radiation produced when a neutron star
gets swallowed by a black hole, and more. Such analyses, and exten-
extensions of Teukolsky's methods, were immediately undertaken by a small
army of researchers: Alexi Starobinsky(a student of Zel'dovich's), Bob
Wald(a student of Wheeler's), Jeff Cohen(a student of Dieter Brill's,
who was a student of Wheeler's), and many others. Teukolsky himself,
with Bill Press, commanded the most important problem: the stability
of black-hole pulsations.

Their conclusion, derived by a mixture of computer calculations and
calculations with formulas, was disappointing: No matter how fast a
blark hole spins, its pulsations are stable.*The hole's pulsations do
extract rotational energy from the hole, but they also radiate energy
away as gravitational waves; and the rate at which they radiate energy
is always greater than die rate they extract if, from the hole's spin.
Their pulsational energy thus always dies out. It never grows, and the
hole therefore cannot be destroyed by its pulsations.

Chandrasekhar, dissatisfied with this Press-Teukolsky conclusion
because of its crucial reliance on computer calculations, refused to
concede our bet. Only when the entire proof could be done directly
with formulas would he be fully convinced. Fifteen years later Bernard
Whiting, a former postdoc of Hawking's(and thus an intellectual
grandson of Sciama's), gave such a proof, and Chandrasekhar threw in
the towel.7

vJhandrasekhar is even more of a perfectionist than I. He and ZeV-
dovich are at opposite ends of the perfectionist spectrum. So in 1975,
when the youths of the golden age declared the golden age finished

6.�A significant, mathematical piece of the proof of stability wu provided, independently,
by Steven Dctweslcr and Junes Lpser at Chicago., and g nussing niece of rite proof??? supplied
a year Jater by James Hirtle vsA J Jan Wiikinsat the University of Ciui/bnua ai Santa Barbers.

7.�(.SiandraseMw was supposed to give soe a subscription to Ptv)boy as my reward, but my
feminist mother and siner*made me feel so guilty thai I requested instead ? subscription to
The Listener.
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and exited from black-hole research en masse, Chandrasekhar was

annoyed. These youths had carried Teukolsky's perturbation methods
far enough to prove that black holes are probably stable, but they had
not brought the methods into a form where other physicists could
automatically compute all details of any desired black-hole perturba-
perturbation—be it a pulsation, the gravitational waves from an infailing neu-
neutron star, a black-hole bomb, or whatever. This incompleteness was
rankling.

Thus Chandrasekhar, in 1975 at age sixty-five, turned the full force
of his mathematical prowess onto Teukolsky's equations. With unfail-
unfailing energy and mathematical insight, he drove forward, through the
complex mathematics, organizing it into a form that has been charac-
characterized as"rococo: splendorous, joyful, and immensely ornate."Finally
in 1983, at age seventy-three, he completed his task and published a
treatise entitled The Mathematical Theory of Black Holes—a treatise
that will be a mathematical handbook for black-hole researchers for

decades to come, a handbook from which they can extract methods for
solving any black-hole perturbation problem that catches their fanny.
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The Search

in which a method to search

for black holes in the sky
is proposed and pursued

and succeeds(probably)

The Method

imagine yourself as J. Robert Oppenbeimer. It is 1939; you have just
convinced yourself that massive stars, when they die, must form black
holes(Chapters 5 and 6). Do you now sit. down with astronomers and
plan a search of the sky for evidence that black holes truly exist? No.
not at all. If you are Oppenheimer, then your interests art: in funda-
fundamental physic*: you may offer your ideas to astronomers, but your own
attention is now fixed on the atomic nucleus—and ozi the outbreak of
World War IJ, which soon will embroil you in the development of the
atomic bomb. And what of the astronomers; do they take up your idea?
No, not at all. There is a conservatism abroad in the astronomical
community, except for that"wild man"Zwicky, pushing his neutron
stars(Chapter 5). The worldview that rejected Chandrasekhar's maxi-
maximum mass for a white-dwarf star(Chapter 4)still holds sway-

Imagine yourself as John Archibald Wheeler. It is 1962; you are
beginning to be convinced, after mighty resistance, that some massive
stairs must create black holes when they die(Chapters 6 and 7). Do yoa
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now sit down with astronomers and plan a search for them? No, not at
all. If you are Wheeler, then your interest is riveted on the fiery mar-
marriage of general relativity with quantum mechanics, a marriage that
may take place at the center of a black hole(Chapter 13). You are
preaching to physicists that the endpoint of stellar implosion is a great
crisis, from which deep new understanding may emerge. You are not
preaching to astronomers that they should search for black holes, or
even neutron stars. Of searches for black holes you say nothing; of the
more promising idea to search for a neutron star, you echo in your
writings the conservative view of the astronomical community:"Such
an object will have a diameter of the order of 30 kilometers. ... it will
cool rapidly. . . . There is about as little hope of seeing such a faint
object as there is of seeing a planet belonging to another star"(in other
words, no hope at all).

Imagine yourself as Yakov Borisovich Zel'dovich. Tt is 1964; Mikhail
Podurets, a member of your old hydrogen bomb design team, has just
finished his computer simulations of stellar implosion including the
effects of pressure, shock waves, heat, radiation, and mass ejection
(Chapter 6). The simulations produced a black hole(or, rather, a com-
computer's version of one). You are now fully convinced that some massive
stars, when they die, must form black holes. Do you next sit down with
astronomers and plan a search for them? Yes, by all means. If you are
Zel'dovich, then you have little sympathy for Wheeler's obsession with
the endpoint of stellar implosion. The endpoint will be hidden by the
hole's horizon; it will be invisible. By contrast, the horizon itself and
the hole's influence on its surroundings might well be observable; you
just need to be clever enough to figure out how. Understanding the
observable part of the Universe is your obsession, if you are Zel'dovich;
how could you possibly resist the challenge of searching for black
holes?

Where should your search begin? Clearly, you should begin in our
own Milky Way galaxy—our disk-shaped assemblage of 10ia stars. The
other big galaxy nearest to our own, Andromeda, is 2 million light-
years away, 20 times farther than the size of the Milky Way; see Figure
8.1. Thus, any star or gas cloud or other object in Andromeda will
appear 20 times smaller and 400 times dimmer than a similar one in
the Milky Way. Therefore, if black holes are hard to detect in the
Milky Way, they will be 400 times harder to detect in Andromeda—
and enormously harder still in the 1 billion or so large galaxies beyond
Andromeda.
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8.1 A sketch of the structure of our Universe.

If searching nearby is so important, then why not search in our <rwn
solar system, the realm stretching from the Sun out to the planet Pluto?
Might there be a black hole here, among the planets, unnoticed be-
because of its darkness? No, clearly not. The gravitational pull of such a
hole would be greater than that of the Sun; it would totally disrupt the
orbits of the planets; bo such disruption is seen. The nearest hole,
therefore, most be far beyond the orbit of Pluto.

How far beyond Pluto? You can make a rough estimate. If black
holes are formed by the deaths of massive stars, then the nearest hole is
not likely to be much closer than the closest massive star, Srrius, at 8
light-years from Earth; ajid it almost certainly won't be closer than the
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closest of all stars(aside from the Sun), Alpha Centauri, at 4 light-years
distance.

How could an astronomer possibly detect a black hole at such a great
distance? Could an astronomer just watch the sky for a moving, dark
object which blots out the light from stars behind it? No. With its
circumference of roughly 50 kilometers and its distance of at least 4
light-years, the hole's dark disk will subtend an angle no larger than
10� arc second. That is roughly the thickness of a human hair as seen
from the distance of the Moon, and 10 million times smaller than the
resolution of the world's best telescopes. The moving dark object would
be invisibly tiny.

If one could not see the hole's dark disk as the hole goes in front of a
star, might one see the hole's gravity act like a lens to magnify the
star's light(Figure 8.2)? Might the star appear dim at first, then
brighten as the hole moves between Earth and the star, then dim again
as the hole moves on? No, this method of search also will fail. The
reason it will fail depends on whether the star and the hole are orbiting
around each other and thus are close together, or are separated by

8.2 A black hole's gravity should act like a lens to change the apparent size and
shape of a star as seen from Earth. In this figure the hole is precisely on the line
between the star and the Earth, so light rays from the star can reach the Earth
equally well by going over the top of the hole, or under the bottom, or around the
front, or around the back. All the light rays reaching Earth move oulward from
the star on a diverging cone; as they pass the hole they get bent down toward
Earth; they then arrive at Earth on a converging cone. The resulting image of the
star on the Earth's sky is a thin ring. This ring has far larger surface area, and
hence far larger total brightness, than the star's image would have if the black
hole were absent The ring is too small to be resolved by a telescope, but the star's
total brightness can be increased by a factor of 10 or 100 or more.
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typical interstellar distances. If they are close together, then the tiny
hole will be like a hand-held magnifying glass placed upright on a
windowsill on the eighty-ninth floor of the Empire State Building, and
then viewed from several kilometers distance. Of course, the tiny mag-
magnifying glass has no power to magnify the building's appearance, and
similarly the hole has no effect on the star's appearance.

If the star and the hole are far apart as in Figure 8.2, however, the
strength of the focusing can be large, an increase of 10 or 100 or more
in stellar brightness. But interstellar distances are so vast that the
necessary Earth—hole-star lineup would be an exceedingly rare event,
so rare that to search for one would be hopeless. Moreover, even if such
a leasing were observed, the light rays from star to Earth would pass
the hole at so large a distance(Figure 8.2)that there would be room for
an entire star to sit at the hole's location and act as the lens. An

astronomer on Earth thus could not know whether the lens was a black

hole or merely an ordinary, but dim, star.
Zel'dovich must have gone through a chain of reasoning much like

this as he sought a method to observe black holes. His chain led finally
to a method with some promise(Figure 8.3): Suppose that a black hole
and a star are in orbit around each other(they form a binary system).
When astronomers train their telescopes on this binary, they will see
light from only the star; the hole will be invisible. However, the star's
light will give evidence of the hole's presence: As the star moves
around the hole in its orbit, it will travel first toward the Earth and
then away. When it is traveling toward us, the Doppler effect should
shift the star's light toward the blue, and when moving away, toward
the red. Astronomers can measure such shifts with high precision, since
the star's light, when sent through a spectrograph(a sophisticated form
of prism), exhibits sharp spectral lines, and a slight charge in the
wavelength(color)of such a line stands out clearly. From a measure-
measurement of the shift in wavelength, astronomers can infer the velocity of
the star toward or away from Earth, and by monitoring the shift as
time passes, they can infer how the star's velocity changes with time.
The magnitude of those changes might typically be somewhere be-
between 10 and 100 kilometers per second, and the accuracy of the mea-
measurements is typically 0.1 kilometer per second.

What does one learn from such high-precision measurement*of the
star's velocity? One learns something about the mass of the hole: The
more massive is the hole, the stronger is its gravitational pull on the
star, and thus the stronger must be the centrifugal forces by which the
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star resists getting pulled into the hole. To acquire strong centrifugal
forces, the star must move rapidly in its orbit. Thus, large orbital
velocity goes hand in hand with large black-hole mass.

To search for a black hole, then, astronomers should look for a star
whose spectra show a telltale periodic shift from red to blue to red to
blue. Such a shift is an unequivocal sign that the star has a companion.
The astronomers should measure the star's spectra to infer the velocity
of the star around its companion, and from that velocity they should
infer the companion's mass. If the companion is very massive and no

8.3 Zel'dovich's proposed method of searching for a black hole,(a)The hole and
a star are in orbit around each other. If the hole is heavier than the star, then its
orbit is smaller than the star's as shown(thai is, the hole moves only a little while
the star moves a lot). If the hole were lighter than the star, then its orbit would
be the larger one(that is, the star would move only a little while the hole moves
a lot). When the star is moving away from Earth, as shown, its light is shifted
toward the red(toward longer wavelength),(b)The light, upon entering a tele-
telescope on Earth, is sent through a spectrograph to form a spectrum. Here are
shown two spectra, the top recorded when the star is moving away from Earth,
the bottom a half orbit later when the star is moving toward Earth. The wave-
wavelengths of the sharp lines in the spectra are shifted relative to each other,(c)By
measuring a sequence of such spectra, astronomers can determine how the
velocity of the star toward and away from the Earth changes with time, and from
that changing velocity, they can determine the mass of the object around which
the star orbits. If the mass is larger than about 2 Suns and no light is seen from
the object, then the object might be a Mack hole.

I^EOSHIFTED lights
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light is seen from it at all, then the companion might well be a black
hole. This was Zel'dovicb/s proposal.

Although this method was vastly superior to any previous oue, it
nevertheless is fraught with many pitfalls, of which 7 shall discuss just
two: First, the weighing of the dark companion is not straightforward.
The star's measured velocity depends not only on the companion's
mass, but also on the mass of the star itself, and on the inclination of
the binary's orbital plane to our line of sight. While the star's mass and
the inclination may be inferred from careful observations, one cannot
do so with ease or with good accuracy. As a result, one can readily make
large errors(say, a factoT of 2 or 5)in one's estimate of the mass of the
dark companion. Second, black holes are not the only kind of dark
companions that a star might have. For example, a neutron-star com-
companion would also be dark. To be certain the companion is not a
neutron star, one needs to be very confident that it us much heavier
than the maximum allowed lor a noutron star, about 2 solar masses.
Two neutron stars in a tight orhit around each other could also be dark
and could weigh as much as 4 Suns. The dark, companion might be
swch a system,-or it might be two cold white dwarfs in a tight orbit with
total mass as much as 3 Suns. A.nd there are other kinds of stars that,
while not completely dark, can be rather massive and abnormally dim.
One must look very carefully at the measured spectra to be certain
there is no sign of tiny amounts of light from such stars.

Astronomers had worked hard over the preceding decades to observe
and catalog binary star systems, so it was not necessary for Zel'dovich
to conduct his search directly in the sky; he txrnld search the astrono-
astronomers' catalogs instead. However, he had a either the time nor the pa-
patience to comb through the catalogs himself, nor did he have the
expertise to avoid all the pitfalls. Therefore, as was his custom in such a
situation, he commandeered the time; and the talents of someone

else-in this case, Oktay Guseinov, an astronomy graduate student
who already knew murh aboxit binary stars. Together, Guseinov and
Zel'dovich found five promising black-hole candidates among the
many hundreds of weir documented binary systems in the catalogs.

Over the next few years, astronomers paid little attention to these
five black-hole candidates. I was rather annoyed at the astronomers'
lack of interest, so in 1968 I enlisted Virginia Trimble, a Caltecb as-
astronomer, to help me revise and extend the Zel'dovich--Guseinov list.
Trimble, though only months past her Ph.D., had already acquired a
formidable knowledge of the lore of astronomy. She knew all the
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pitfalls we might encounter—those described above and many more—
and she could gauge them accurately. By searching through the cata-
catalogs ourselves, and by collating all the published data we could find on
the most promising binaries, we came up with a new list of eight
black-hole candidates. Unfortunately, in all eight cases, Trimble could
invent a semi-reasonable non black-hole explanation for why ihe
companion was so dark. Today, a quarter century later, none of our
candidates has survived. It now seems likely that none oi them is truly
a black hole.

^Jel'dovich knew, when he conceived it, that this binary star method
of search was a gamble, by no means assured of success. Fortunately,
his brainstorming on how to search for black holes produced a second
idea—an idea conceived simultaneously and independently, in 1964,
by Edwin Salpeter, an astrophysicist at Cornell University in llhaca,
New York.

Suppose that a black hole is traveling through a cloud of gas—or,
equivalently, as seen by the hole a gas cloud is traveling past it(Figure
8.4). Then streams of gas, accelerated to near the speed of light by the
hole's gravity, will fly around opposite sides of the hole and come
crashing together at the hole's rear. The crash, in the form of a shock
front(a sudden, large increase in density), will convert the gas's huge
energy of infall into heat, causing it to radiate strongly. Tn effect, then,

8.4 The Salpeter-Zel'dovich proposal for how to detect a black hole.
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the black hole will serve as a machine for converting some of the mass
of infalling gas into heat and then radiation. This"machine"could be
highly efficient, Zel'dovich and Salpeter deduced—far more efficient,
for example, than the burning of nuclear fuel.

Zel'dovich and his team mulled over this idea for two years, looking
at it first from this direction and then that, searching for ways to make
it more promising. However, it was but one of dozens of ideas about
black holes, neutron stars, supernovae, and the origin of the Universe
that they were pursuing, and it got only a little attention. Then, one
day in 1966, in an intense discussion, Zel'dovich and Novikov together
realized they could combine the binary star idea with the infalling gas
idea(Figure 8.5).

Strong winds of gas(mostly hydrogen and helium)blow off the
surfaces of some stars.(The Sun emits such a wind, though only a weak
one.)Suppose that a black hole and a wind-emitting star are in orbit
around each otlier. The hole will capture some of the wind's gas, heat it
in a shock front, and force it to radiate. At the one-meter-square black-

8.5 The Zel'dovich-Novikov proposal of how to search for a black hola A wind,
blowing off the surface of a companion star, is captured by the hole's gravity. The
wind's streams of gas swing around the hole in opposite directions and collide
in a sharp shock front, where they are heated to millions of degrees temperature
and emit X-rays. Optical telescopes should see the star orbiting around a heavy,
dark companion. X-ray telescopes should see X-rays from the companion.
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board in Zel'dovich's Moscow apartment, he and Novikov estimated
the temperature of the shocked gas: several million degrees.

Gas at such a temperature does not emit much light. It emits X-rays
instead. Thus, Zel'dovich and Novikov realized, among those black
holes which orbit around stellar companions, a few(though not most)
might shine brightly with X-rays.

To search for black holes, then, one could use a combination of
optical telescopes and X-ray telescopes. The black-hole candidates
would be binaries in which one object is an optically bright but X-ray-
dark star, and the otlier is an optically dark but X-ray-bright object(the
black hole). Since a neutron star could also capture gas from a compan-
companion, heat it in shock fronts, and produce X-rays, the weighing of the
optically dark but X-ray-bright object would be crucial. One must be
sure it is heavier than 2 Suns and thus not a neutron star.

There was but one problem with this search strategy. In 1966, X-ray
telescopes were extremely primitive.

The Search

A he trouble with X-rays, if you are an astronomer, is that they cannot
penetrate the Earth's atmosphere.(If you are a human, that is a virtue,
since X-rays cause cancer and mutations.)

Fortunately, experimental physicists with vision, led by Herbert
Friedman of the U.S. Naval Research laboratory(NRL), had been
working since the 1940s to lay the groundwork for space-based X-ray
astronomy. Friedman and his colleagues had begun, soon after World
War II, by flying instruments to study the Sun on captured German
V-2 rockets. Friedman has described their first flight, on 28 June 1946,
which carried in the rocket's nose a spectrograph for studying the Sun's
far ultraviolet radiation.(Far ultraviolet rays, like X-rays, cannot pene-
penetrate the Earth's atmosphere.)After soaring above the atmosphere
briefly and collecting data,"the rocket returned to Earth, nose down, in
streamlined flight and buried itself in an enormous crater some 80 feet
in diameter and 30 feet deep. Several weeks of digging recovered just a
small heap of unidentifiable debris; it was as if the rocket had vapo-
vaporized on impact."

From this inauspicious beginning, the inventiveness, persistence,
and hard work of Friedman and others brought ultraviolet and X-ray
astronomy step by step to fruition. By 1949 Friedman and his col-
colleagues were flying Geiger counters on V-2 rockets to study X-rays
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from the Sun. By the late 1950s, now flying their counters on Ameri-
American-made Aerobee rockets, Friedman and colleagues were studying
ultraviolet radiation not only from the Sun, but also from stars. X-rays,
however, were another matter. Each second the Sun dumped 1 million
X-rays onto a square centimeter of their Geiger counter, so detecting
the Sun with X-rays was relatively easy. Theoretical estimates, how-
however, suggested that the brightest X-ray stars would be 1 billion times
fainter than the Sun. To detect so faint a star would require an X-ray
detector 10 million times more sensitive thaii those that Friedman was

flying in 1958. Such an improvement was a tall order, but not impossi-
impossible.

By 1962, the detectors had been improved 10,000-fold. With just
another factor of a thousand to go, other research groups, impressed by
Friedman's progress, were beginning to compete with him. One, a
team led by Riccardo Giacconi, would become a formidable competi-
competitor.

In a peculiar way, Zel'dovich may have shared responsibility for
Giacconi's success. In 1961, the Soviet Union unexpectedly abrogated a
mutual Soviet,'American three-year moratorium on the testing of nu-
nuclear weapons, and tested the most powerful bomb ever exploded by
humans—a bomb designed by Zel'dovich's and Sakharov's teams at.
the Installation(Chapter 6). Tn panic, the Americans prepared new
bomb tests of their own. These would be the first American tests in the

era of Earth-orbiting spacecraft. For the first time it would be possible
to measure, from space, the X-rays, gamma rays, and high-energy
particles emerging from nuclear explosions. Such measurements would
be crucial for monitoring future Soviet bomb tests. To make such
measurements on the impending series of American tests, however,
would require a crash program. The task of organizing and leading it
went to Giacconi, a twenty-eight-year-old experimental physicist at
American Science and Engineering(a private Cambridge. Massachu-
Massachusetts, company), who had recently begun to design and fly X-ray detec-
detectors like Friedman's. The U.S. Air Force gave Giacconi all the money
he needed, but little time. Tn less than a year, he augmented his six-
person X-ray astronomy team by seventy new people, designed, built,
and tested a variety of weapons-blast monitoring instruments, and flew
th^m with a 95 percent success rate in twenty-four rockets and six
satellites. This experience molded the core members of his group into a
loyal, dedicated, and highly skilled team, ideally primed to beat all
competitors in trie creation of X-ray astronomy.
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Left: Herbert Friedman, with payload from an Aerobic rocket, in 1968. Right:
Riccardo Giacconi with the Uhuru X-ray detector, ca. 1970.[Left: courtesy u.S.
Naval Research Laboratory; right: courtesy R. Giacconi.j

Giacconi's seasoned team took its first astronomical step with a
search for X-rays from the Moon, using a detector patterned after
Friedman's, and like Friedman, flying it on an Aerobee rocket. Their
rocket, launched from White Sands, New Mexico, at one minute before
midnight on 18 June 1962, climbed quickly to an altitude of 230 kilo-
kilometers, then fell back to Earth. For 350 seconds it was high enough
above the Earth's atmosphere to detect the Moon's X-rays. The data,
telemetered back to the ground, were puzzling; the X-rays were far
stronger than expected. When examined more closely, the data were
even more surprising. The X-rays seemed to be coming not from the
Moon, but from tile constellation Scorpius(Figure 8.6b). For two
months, Giacconi and his team members(Herbert Gursky, Frank
Paolini, and Bruno Rossi)sought errors in their data and apparatus.
When none could be found, they announced their discovery: The first
X-ray star ever detected, 5000 times brighter than theoretical astrophysi-
astrophysicists had predicted. Ten months later, Friedman's team confirmed the
discovery, and the star was given the name Sco X-1(i for"the bright-
brightest,"Xtet"X-ray source,"Sco for"in the constellation Scorpius").



(a) THIN WINDOW PSOPORTONM. COUNTERS

8.6 The improving technology and performance of X-ray astronomy's tools,
1962-1978.(a)Schematic design of the Geiger counter used by Giacconi's team
in their 1962 discovery of the first X-ray star,(b)The data from that Geiger
counter, showing that the star was not at the location of the Moon; note the very
poor angular resolution(large error box), 90 degrees,(c)The 1970 Uhuru X-ray
detector. A vastly improved Geiger counter sits inside the box, and in front of the
counter one sees venetian-blind slats that prevent the counter from detecting an
X-ray unless it arrives nearly perpendicular to the counter's window,(d)Uhuru's
measurements of X-rays from the black-hole candidate Cygnus X 1.(e)Sche-
Schematic diagram and(f)photograph of the mirrors that focus X-rays in the(978
X-ray telescope Einstein,(g, h)Photographs made by the Einstein telescope of
two black-hole candidates, Cygnus X-1 and SS-435.[Individual drawings and pictures
courtesy R. Giacconi.]
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How had the theorists gone wrong? How had they underestimated
by a factor of 5000 the strengths of cosmic X-rays? They had presumed,
wrongly, that the X-ray sky would be dominated by objects already
known in the optical sky objects like the Moon, planets, and ordinary
stars that are poor emitters of X-rays. However, Sco X-l and other
X-ray stars soon to be discovered were not a type of object anyone had
ever seen before. They were neutron stars and black holes, capturing
gas from normal-star companions and heating it to high temperatures
in the manner soon to be proposed by Zel'dovich and Novikov(Figure
8.5 above). To deduce that this was indeed the nature of the observed
X-ray stars, however, would require another decade of hand-in-hand
hard work by experimenters like Friedman and Giacconi and theorists
like ZePdovich and Novikov.

Tiacconi's 1962 detector was exceedingly simple(Figure 8.6a): an
electrified chamber of gas, with a thin window in its top face. When an
X-ray passed through the window into the chamber, it knocked elec-
electrons off some of the gas's atoms; and those electrons were pulled by an
electric field onto a wire, where they created an electric current that
announced the X-ray's arrival.(Such chambers are sometimes called
Geiger counters and sometimes proportional counters.)The rocket car-
carrying the chamber was spinning at two rotations per second and its
nose slowly swung around from pointing up to pointing down. These
motions caused the chamber's window to sweep out a wide swath of
sky, pointing first in one direction and then another. When pointed
toward the constellation Scorpius, the chamber recorded many X-ray
counts. When pointed elsewhere, it recorded few. However, because
X-rays could enter the chamber from a wide range of directions, the
chamber's estimate of the location of Sco X-l on the sky was highly
uncertain. It could report only a best-guess location, and a surrounding
90-degrfce-wide error box indicating how far wrong the best guess was
likely to be(see Figure 8.6b).

To discover that Sco X-l and other X-ray stars soon to be found were
in fact neutron stars and black holes in binary systems would require
error boxes(uncertainties in position on the sky)a few minutes of arc
in size or smaller. That was a very tall order: a 1000-fold improvement
in angular accuracy.

The needed improvement, and much more, came step by step over
the next sixteen years, with several teams(Friedman's, Giacconi's, and
others)competing at each step of the way. A succession of rocket flights
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by one team after another with continually improving detectors was
followed, in December 1970, by the launch of Uhuru, the first X-ray
satellite(Figure 8.6c). Built by Giacconi's team, Uhuru contained a
gas-filled, X-ray counting chamber one hundred times larger than the
one they Hew on their 1962 rocket. In front of the chamber's window
were slats, like Venetian blinds, to prevent the chamber from seeing
X-rays from any direction except a few degrees around the perpendicu-
perpendicular(Figure 8.6d). Uhuru, which discovered and cataloged 339 X-ray
stars, was followed by several other similar but special-purpose X-ray
satellites, built by American, British, and Dutch scientists. Then in
1978 Giacconi's team flew a grand successor to Uhuru: Einstein, the
world's first true X-ray telescope. Because X-rays penetrate right
through any object that they strike perpendicularly, even a mirror, the
Einstein telescope used a set of nested mirrors along which the X-rays
slide, like a tobogan sliding down an icy slope(Figures 8.6e,f). These
mirrors focused the X-rays to make images of the X-ray sky 1 arc
second in size—images as accurate as those made by the world's best
optical telescopes(Figures 8.6g,h).

From Giacconi's rocket to the Einstein telescope in just sixteen years
A962 to 1978), a 300,000-fold improvement of angular accuracy had
been achieved, and in the process our understanding of the Universe
had been revolutionized: The X-rays had revealed neutron stars, black-
hole candidates, hot diffuse gas that bathes galaxies when they reside
in huge clusters, hot gas in the remnants of supernovae and in the
coronas(outer atmospheres)of some types of stars, and particles with
ultra-high energies in the nuclei of galaxies and quasars.

0."f the several black-hole candidates discovered by X-ray detectors
and X-raj' telescopes, Cygnus X-1(Cyg X-1 for short)was one of the
most believable. Tn 1974, soon after it became a good candidate, Ste-
Stephen Hawking and T made a bet; he wagered that it is not a black hole,
T that it is.

Carolee Winstein, whom I married a decade after the bet was made,

was mortified by the stakes(Penthouse magazine for me if T win;
Private Rye magazine for Stephen if he wins). So were my siblings and
mother. But they didn't need to worry that I would actually win the
Penthouse subscription(or so I thought in die 1980s); our information
about the nature of Cyg X-1 was improving only very slowly. By 1990,
in my view, we; could be only 95 percent confident it was a black hole,
still not confident enough for Stephen to concede. Evidently Stephen



Right: The bet between Stephen Hawking and me as to whether Cygnus X-l is
a black hole. UJl: Hawking lecturing at the University of Southern California in
June 1990, just two hours before breaking into my office and signing off on our
bet[Htwking photo courtesy Irene Fertile, University of Southern California.]

read the evidence differently. Late one night in June 1990, while 1 was
in Moscow working on research with Soviet colleagiies, Stephen and an
entourage of family, nurses, and friends broke into my office at Cal-
tech, found the framed bet, and wrote a concessionary note on it with

validation by Stephen's thumbprint.
The evidence that Cyg X-l contains a black hole is oi' just the sort

that Zel'dovich and Novikov envisioned when they proposed the
method of search: Cyg X-l is a binary made of an optically bright and
X-ray dark star orbiting around an X-ray-bright and optically dark
companion, and the companion has been weighed to make sure it is too
heavy to be a neutron star and thus is probably a black hole.

The evidence that this is the nature of Cyg X-l was not developed
easily. It required a cooperative, massive, worldwide effort carried out
in the 1960s and 1970s by hundreds of experimental physicists, theo-
theoretical astrophysicists, and observational astronomers.

The experimental physicists were people like Herbert Friedman,
Stuart Bowjer, Edward By ram, and Talbot Chubb, who discovered Cyg
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8.7 Left: A negative print of a photograph taken with the 5-meter B00-inch)
optical telescope at Palomar Mountain by Jerome Kristian in 1971. The black
rectangle outlines the error box in which Uhuru's 1971 data say that Cygnus X-1
lies. The white x marks the location of a radio flare, measured by radio tele-
telescopes, which coincided with a sudden change in the X-rays from Cyg XI. The
x coincides with the optical star HDE 226868, and thus identifies it as a binary
companion of Cyg X-1. In 1978 the X-ray telescope Einstein confirmed this identi-
identification; see Figure 8.6g. Right: Artist's conception of Cyg X-1 and HDE 226868,
based on all the optical and X-ray data.[Left: photo courtesy Dr. Jerome Kristian.
Carnegie Observatories; right: pointing by Victor J. Kelley, courtesy the National Geographic
Society.]

X-1 in a rocket flight in 1964; Harvey Tananbaum, Edwin Kellog,

Herbert Gursky, Stephen Murray, Ethan Schrier, and Riccardo Giac-
coni, who used Uhuxu in 1971 to produce a 2-arc-minute-sized, error

box for the position of Cyg X-1(Figure 8.7); and many others who
discovered and studied violent, chaotic fluctuations of the X-rays and
their energies—fluctuations that are what one would expect from hot,
turbulent gas around a black hole.

The observational astronomers contributing to the worldwide effort
were people like Robert Hjellming, Cam Wade, Luc Braes, and George
Miley, who discovered in 1971 a flare of radio waves in Uhuru's Cyg
X-1 error box simultaneous with a huge, Uhuru-measured change in
Cyg X-l's X-rays, and thereby pinned down the location of Cyg X-1 to
within 1 second of arc(Figures 8.6d and 8.7); Louise Webster, Paul
Murdin, and Charles Bolton, who discovered with optical telescopes
that an optical star, HDE 226868, at the location of the radio flare is
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orbiting around a massive, optically dark but X-ray-bright companion
(Cyg X-l); and a hundred or so other optical astronomers who made
painstaking measurements of HDE 226868 and other stars in its vicin-
vicinity, measurements crucial to avoiding severe pitfalls in estimating the
mass of Cyg X-l.

The theoretical astrophysicists contributing to the effort included
people like Zel'dovich and Novikov, who proposed the method of
search; Bohdan Paczyriski, Yoram Avni, and John Bahcall, who devel-
developed complex but reliable ways to circumvent the mass-estimate pit-
pitfalls; Geoffrey Burbidge and Kevin Prendergast, who realized that the
hot, X-ray-emitting gas should form a disk around the hole; and Niko-
Nikolai Shakura, Rashid Sunyaev, James Pringle, Martin Rees, Jerry Os-
triker, and many others, who developed detailed theoretical models of
the X-ray-emitting gas and its disk, for comparison with the X-ray
observations.

By 1974 this massive effort had led, with roughly 80 percent confi-
confidence, to the picture of Cyg X-l and its companion star HDE 226868
that is shown in an artist's sketch in the right half of Figure 8.7. It was
just the kind of picture that Zel'dovich and Novikov had envisioned,
but with far greater detail: The black hole at the center of Cyg X-l has
a mass definitely greater than 3 Suns, probably greater than 7 Suns,
and most likely about 16; its optically bright but X-ray-dark companion
HDE 226868 has a mass probably greater than 20 Suns and most likely
about 33, and it is roughly 20 times larger in radius than the Sun; the
distance from the star's surface to the hole is about 20 solar radii A4
million kilometers); and the binary is about 6000 light-years from
Earth. Cyg X-l is the second brightest object in the X-ray sky; HDE
226868, while very bright in comparison with most stars seen by a
large telescope, is nevertheless far too dim to be seen by the naked eye.

In the nearly two decades since 1974, our confidence in this picture
of Cyg X-1 has increased from roughly 80 percent to, say, 95 percent.
(These are my personal estimates.)Our confidence is not 100 percent
because, despite enormous efforts, no unequivocal signature of a black
hole has yet been found in Cyg X-l. No signal, in X-rays or light, cries
out at astronomers saying unmistakably,"I come from a blank hole."Tt
is still possible to devise other, non-black-hole explanations for all the
observations, though those explanations are so contorted that few as-
astronomers take them seriously.

By contrast, some neutron stars, called pulsars, produce an unequivo-
unequivocal"I am a neutron star"cry: Their X-rays, or in some cases radio
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waves, come in sharp pulses that are very precisely timed. The timing
is as precise, in some cases, as the ticking of oar best atomic docks.
Those pulses can only be explained as due to beams of radiation shin-
shining off a neutron star's surface and swinging past Earth as the star
rotates—the analogue of a rotating light beacon at a rural airport or in
a lighthouse. Why is this the only possible explanation? Such precise
timing can come only from the rotation of a massive object with mas
sive inertia and thus massive resistance to erratic forces chat would

make the timing erratic; of all the massive objects ever conceived by
the minds of astrophysicists, only neutron stars and black holes can spin
at the enormous rates(hundreds of rotations per second)of some pul-
pulsars; and only neutron stars, not black holes, can produce rotating
beams, because black holes cannot have"hair."(Any source of such a
beam, attached to the hole's horizon, would be an example of the type
of"hair"that a black hole cannot hang on to.1)

An unequivocal black-hole signature, analogous to a pulsar's pulses,
has been sought by astronomers in Cyg X-l for twenty years, to no
avail. An example of such a signature(suggested in 1972 by Rashid
Sunyaev, a member of Zel'dovich's team)is pulsar-like pulses of radia-
radiation produced by a swinging beam that originates in a coherent lump
of gas orbiting around the hole. If the lump were close to the hole and
held itself together for many orbits umil it finally began to plunge into
the horizon, then the details of its gradually shifting interval between
pulses might provide a clear and unambiguous � am a black hole"
signature. Unfortunately, such a signature has never been seen. There
seem to be several reasons:(l)The hot, X-ray-eznitting gas moves
around the black hole so turbulently and chaotically that coherent
lumps may hold themselves together for only one or a few orbits, not
many. B)If a few lumps do manage to hold themselves together for a
long time and produce a black-hole signature, the turbulent X-rays
from the rest of the turbulent gas evidently bury their signature. C)If
Cyg X-l is Indeed a black hole, then mathematical simulations show
that most of the X-rays should come from far outside its horizon-—from
circumferences roughly 10 times critical or more, where there is much
more volume from which X-rays can be emitted than near the horizon.
At. such large distances from the hole, the gravitational predictions of
general relativity and Newton's theory of gravity are approximately

f. Chapter 7. The electric fieVJ hair of a charged block hole if evenly distributed around the
hok's spin sous and thus cannot produce a concentrated beam.
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the same, so if there were pulses from orbiting lumps, they would not
carry a strongly definitive black-hole signature.

For reasons similar to these, astronomers might never find any kind
of definitive black-hole signature in any electromagnetic waves pro-
produced from the vicinity of a black hole. Fortunately, the prospects are
excellent for a completely different kind of black-hole signature: one
carried by gravitational radiation. To this we shall return in Chapter
10.

ir 6 it

X he golden age of theoretical black-hole research(Chapter 7)coin-
coincided with the observational search for black holes and the discovery of
Cyg X-l and deciphering of its nature. Thus, one might have expected
the youths who dominated the golden age(Penrose, Hawking, Novi-
kov, Carter, Israel, Price, Teukolsky, Press, and others)to play key roles
in the black-hole search. Not so, except for Novikov. The talents and
knowledge that those youths had developed, and the remarkable dis-
discoveries they were making about black-hole spin, pulsation, and hair-
lessness, were irrelevant to the search and to deciphering Cyg X-l. It
might have been different if Cyg X-l had had an unequivocal black-
hole signature. But there was none.

These youths and other theoretical physicists like them are some-
sometimes called relativists, because they spend so much time working with
the laws of general relativity. The theorists who did contribute to the
search(Zel'dovich, Paczyriski, Sunyaev, Rees, and others)were a very
different breed called astrophysicists. For the search, these astrophysi-
astrophysicists needed to master only a tiny amount of general relativity—just
enough to be confident that curved spacetime was quite irrelevant, and
that a Newtonian description of gravity would be quite sufficient for
modeling an object like Cyg X-l. However, they needed enormous
amounts of other knowledge, knowledge that is part of the standard
tool kit of an astrophysicist. They needed a mastery of extensive astro-
astronomical lore about binary star systems, and about the structures and
evolutions and spectra of the companion stars of black-hole candidates,
and about the reddening of starlight by interstellar dust—a key tool in
determining the distance to Cyg X-l. They also needed to be experts on
such issues as the flow of hot gas, shock waves formed when streams of
hot gas collide, turbulence in the gas, frictional forces in the gas caused
by turbulence and by chaotic magnetic fields, violent breaking and
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reconnection of magnetic field lines, the formation of X-rays in hot gas,
the propagation of X-rays through the gas, and much much more. Few
people could be masters of all this and, simultaneously, be masters of
the intricate mathematics of curved spacetime. Human limitations
forced a split in the community of researchers. Either you specialized in
the theoretical physics of black holes, in deducing from general relativ-
relativity the properties that black holes ought to have, or you specialized in
the astrophysics of binary systems and hot gas falling onto black holes
and radiation produced by the gas. You were either a relativist or an
astrophysicist

Some of us tried to be both, with only modest success. Zel'dovich, the
consummate astrophysicist, had occasional new insights about the fun-
fundamentals of black holes. 1, as a somewhat talented relativist, tried to
build general relativistic models of flowing gas near the black hole in
Cyg X-l. But Zel'dovich didn't understand relativity deeply, and I
didn't understand the astronomical lore very well. The barrier to cross
over was enormous. Of all the researchers I knew in the golden age,
only Novikov and Chandrasekhar had one foot firmly planted in astro-
astrophysics arid the other in relativity.

Experimental physicists like Giacconi, who designed and flew X-ray
detectors and satellites, faced a similar barrier. But there was a differ-
difference. Relativists were not needed in the search for black holes, whereas
experimental physicists were essential. The observational astronomers
and the astrophysicists, with their mastery of the tools for understand-
understanding binaries, gas flow, and X-ray propagation, could do nothing until
the experimental physicists gave them detailed X-ray data. The experi-
experimental physicists often tried to decipher what their own data said
about the gas flow and the possible black hoJe producing it, before
turning the data over to the astronomers and astrophysicists, but with
only modest success. The astronomers and astrophysicists thanked
them very kindly, took the data, and then interpreted them in their
own, more sophisticated and reliable ways.

This dependence of the astronomers and astrophysicists on the ex-
experimental physicists is but one of many interdependences that were
crucial to success in the search for black holes. Success, in fact, was a
product of joint, mutually interdependent efforts by six different com-
communities of people. Each community played an essential role. Relati-
Relativists deduced, using the laws of general relativity, that black holes must
exist. Astrophysicists proposed the method of search and gave crucial
guidance at several steps along the way. Observational astronomers
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identified HDE 226868, the companion of Cyg X-l; they used periodi-
periodically shifting spectral lines from it to weigh Cyg X-l; and they made
extensive other observations to firm up their estimate of its weight.
Experimental physicists created the instruments and techniques that
made possible the search for X-ray stars, and they carried out the
search that identified Cyg X-l. Engineers and managers at NASA cre-
created the rockets and spacecraft that carried the X-ray detectors into
Earth orbit. And, not least in importance, American taxpayers provided
the funds, several hundreds of millions of dollars, for the rockets, space-
spacecraft, X-ray detectors and X-ray telescopes, and the salaries of the
engineers, managers, and scientists who worked with them.

Thanks to this remarkable teamwork, we now, in the 1990s, are
almost 100 percent sure that black holes exist not only in Cyg X-l, but
also in a number of other binaries in our galaxy.



9

Serendipity

in which astronomers are forced to conclude,
without any prior predictions,

that black holes a million/old heavier than the Sun
inhabit the cores of galaxies(probably)

Radio Galaxies

-If, in 1962(when theoretical physicists were just beginning to accept
the concept of a black hole), anyone had asserted that the Universe
contains gigantic black holes, millions or billions of times heavier than
the Sun, astronomers would have laughed. Nevertheless, astronomers
unknowingly had been observing such gigantic holes since 1939, using
radio waves. Or so we strongly suspect today.

Radio waves are the opposite extreme to X-rays. X-rays are electro-
electromagnetic waves with extremely short wavelengths, typically 10,000
times shorter than the wavelength of light(Figure P.2 in the Pro-
Prologue). Radio waves are also electromagnetic, but they have long wave-
wavelengths, typically a few meters from wave crest to wave cre^t, which is
a million times longer than the wavelength of light. X-rays and radio
waves are also opposites in terms of wave/particle duality(Box 4.1)—
the propensity of electromagnetic waves to behave sometimes like a
-wave and sometimes like a particle(a photon). X-rays typically behave
like high-energy particles(photons)and thus are most easily detected
with Geiger counters in which the X-ray photons hit atoms, knocking
electrons off them(Chapter 8). Radio waves almost always behave like
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waves of electric and magnetic force, and thus are most easily detected
with wire or metal antennas in which the waves' oscillating electric
force pushes electrons up and down, thereby creating oscillating signals
in a radio receiver attached to the antenna.

Cosmic radio waves(radio waves coming from outside the Earth)
were discovered serendipitously in 1932 by Karl Jansky, a radio engi-
engineer at the Bell Telephone Laboratories in Holmdel, New Jersey. Fresh
out of college, Jansky had been assigned the task of identifying the
noise that plagued telephone calls to Europe. In those days, telephone
calls crossed the Atlantic by radio transmission, so Jansky constructed a
special radio antenna, made of a long array of metal pipes, to search for
sources of radio static(Figure 9.1a). Most of the static, he soon discov-
discovered, came from thunderstorms, but when the storms were gone, there
remained a faint, hissing static By 1935 he had identified the source of
the hiss; it was coming, mostly, from the central regions of our Milky
Way galaxy. When the central regions were overhead, the hiss was
strong; when they sank below the horizon, the hiss weakened but did
not entirely disappear.

This was an amazing discovery. Anyone who had ever thought about
cosmic radio waves had expected the Sun to be the brightest source of
radio waves in the sky, just as it is the brightest source of light. After
all, the Sun is a billion A09)times closer to us than most other stars in
the Milky Way, so its radio waves ought to be roughly 109*109—
10ia times brighter than those from other stars. Since there are only
1012 stars in our galaxy, the Sun should be brighter than all the others
put together by a factor of roughly 10"/10*a=106(a million). How
could this argument fail? How could the radio waves from the distant
central regions of the Milky Way be so much brighter than those from
the nearby Sun?

As amazing as this mystery might be, it is even more amazing, in
retrospect, that astronomers paid almost no attention to the mystery. In
fact, despite extensive publicity by the Bell Telephone Company, only
two astronomers seem to have taken any interest at all in Jansky's
discovery. It was doomed to near oblivion by the same astronomical
conservatism that Chandrasekhar was encountering with his claims
that no white dwarf can be heavier than 1.4 Suns(Chapter 4).

The two exceptions to this general lack of interest were a graduate
student, Jesse Greenstein, and a lecturer, Fred Whipple, in Harvard
University's astronomy department. Greenstein and Whipple, ponder-
pondering Jansky's discovery, showed that, if the then-current ideas about
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how cosmic radio waves might be generated were correct, it was impos-
impossible for our Milky Way galaxy to produce radio waves as strong as
Jansky was seeing. Despite this apparent impossibility, Greenstein and
Whipple believed Jansky's observations,-they were sure the problem
lay with astrophysical theory, not with Jansky. But, with no hints as to
where the theory was going wrong, and since, as Greenstein recalls, i;I
never met anybody else(in the 1930s]who had any interest in the
subject, not one astronomer,"they turned their attention elsewhere.

By 1955(about the dine that Zwicky was inventing the concept of a
neutron star; Chapter 5), Jansky had learned everything about, the
galactic hiss that his primitive antenna would allow him to discover. In
a quest to learn more, he proposed to Bell Telephone Laboratories the
construction of the world's first real radio telescope: a huge metal bowl,
100 feet C0 meters)in diameter, which would reflect incoming radio
waves up to a radio antenna and receiver in much the same way that an
optical reflecting telescope reflects light from its mirror up to an eye-
eyepiece or a photographic plate. The Bell bureaucracy rejected the pro-
proposal; there was no profit in it. Jansky, eveT the good employee, ac-
acquiesced. He abandoned his study of the sky, and in the shadow of the
approach of World War II, turned his efforts toward radio-wave com-
communication at shorter wavelengths.

Oo uninterested were professional scientists in Jansky's discovery that
the only person to build a radio telescope during the next decade was
Grote Reber, an eccentric bachelor and ham radio operator in Whea-
ton, Illinois, call number W9GFZ. Having read of Jansky's radio hiss in
the magazine Papular Astronomy, Reber set out to study its details.
Reber had a very poor education in science, but that was unimportant.
What mattered was his good training in engineering and his strong
practical streak. Using enormous ingenuity and his own modest sav-
savings, he designed and constructed with his own hands, in his mother's
backyard, the world's first radio telescope, a 30-foot(that is, 9-meter)-
diameter dish(Figure 9.1c); and with it, he made radio maps of the sky

9.1(a)Karl Jansky and tbe antenna with which he discovered, in 1952, cosmic
radio waves from our galaxy,(b)Grote Reber, ca. 1940.(c)The world's first radio
telescope, constructed by Reber in his mother's backyard in Wheaton, Illinois,(d)
A map of radio waves from the sky constructed by Reber with his backyard radio
telescope,{(a)Photo by Bell Telephone Laboratories, courtesy AIP Emfro Stgrt Visual
Archives;(b)and(c)courtesy Grote Rebw,(d)is adapted from Reber A944-).)
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(Figure 9.1d). In his maps one can see clearly not only the centra]
region of our Milky Way galaxy, but also two other radio sources, later
called Cyg A and Cas A—A for the"brightest radio sources,"Cyg and
Cas for"in the constellations Cygnus and Cassiopeia."Four decades of
detective work would ultimately show, with high probability, that Cyg
A and many other radio sources discovered in the ensuing years are
powered by gigantic black holes.

The story of this detective work will be the central thread of this
chapter. I have chosen to devote a whole chapter to the story for several
reasons:

First, this story illustrates a mode of astronomical discovery quite
different from that illustrated in Chapter 8. In Chapter 8, Zel'dovich
and Novikov proposed a concrete method to search for black holes;
experimental physicists, astronomers, and astrophysicists implemented
that method; and it paid off. In this chapter, gigantic black holes are
already being observed by Reber in 1.939, long before anyone ever
thought to look for them, but it will take forty years for the mounting
observational evidence to force astronomers to the conclusion that
black holes are what they are seeing.

Second, Chapter 8 illustrated the powers of astrophysicists and
relativists; this chapter shows their limitations. The types of black holes
discovered in Chapter 8 were predicted to exist a quarter century before
anyone ever went searching for them. They were the Oppenheimer—
Snyder holes: a few times heavier than the Sun and created by the
implosion of heavy stars. The gigantic black holes of this chapter, by
contrast, were never predicted to exist by any theorist. They aTe thou-
thousands or millions of times heavier than any star that any astronomer
has ever seen in the sky, so they cannot possibly be created by the
implosion of such stars. Any theorist predicting these gigantic holes
would have tarnished his or her scientific reputation. The discovery of
these holes was serendipity in its purest form.

Third, this chapter's story of discovery will illustrate, even more
cleariy than Chapter 8. the complex interactions and interdependencies
of four communities of scientists: relativists, astrophysicists, astrono-
astronomers, and experimental physicists.

Fourth, it will turn out, late in this chapter, that the spin arid the
rotational energy of gigantic black holes play central ro)es in explain-
explaining the observed radio waves. By contrast, a hole's spin was of no
importance for the observed properties of the modest-sized holes in
Chapter 8.
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I n 1940, having made his first radio scans of the sky, Reber carefully
wrote up a technical description of his telescope, his measurements,
and his map, and mailed it to Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, who was
now the editor of the Astraphysical Journal at the University of
Chicago's Yerkes Observatory, on the shore of Lake Geneva in Wis-
Wisconsin. Chandrasekhar circulated Reber's remarkable manuscript
among the Yerkes astronomers. Bemused by the manuscript and skep-
skeptical of this completely unknown amateur, several of the astronomers
drove down to Wheaton, Illinois, to look at his instrument. They
returned, impressed. Chandrasekhar approved the paper for publica-
publication.

Jesse Greenstein, who had become an astronomer at Yerkes after

completing his Harvard graduate studies, made a number of trips down
to Wheaton over the next few years and became a close friend of
Reber's. Greenstein describes Reber as"the ideal American inventor. If

he had not been interested in radio astronomy, he would have made a
million dollars."

Enthusiastic about Reber's research, Greenstein tried, after a few

years, to move him to the University of Chicago."The University
didn't want to spend a dime on radio astronomy,"Greenstein recalls.
But Otto Struve, the director of the University's Yerkes Observatory,
agreed to a research appointment provided the money to pay Reber
and support his research came from Washington. Reber, however,"was
an independent cuss,"Greenstein says. He refused to explain to the
bureaucrats in any detail how the money for new telescopes would be
spent. The deal fell through.

In the meantime, World War II had ended, and scientists who had
done technical work in the war effort were looking for new challenges.
Among them were experimental physicists who had developed radar
for tracking enemy aircraft during the war. Since radar is nothing but
radio waves that are sent out from a radio-telescope-like transmitter,
bounce off an airplane, and return back to the transmitter, these exper-
experimental physicists were ideally poised to give life to the new field of
radio astronomy—and some of them were eager to do so; the technical
challenges were great, and the intellectual payoffs promising. Of the
many who tried their hand at it, three teams quickly came to dominate
the field: Bernard Lovell's team at Jodrell Bank/Manchester University
in England; Martin Ryle's learn at Cambridge University in England;
and a team put together by J. L. Pawsey and John Bolton in Australia.
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In America there was little effort of note; Grote Reber continued his

radio astronomy research virtually alone.
Optical astronomers(astronomers who study the sky with light,1 the

only kind of astronomer that existed in those days)paid little attention
to the experimental physicists1 feverish activity. They would remain
uninterested until radio telescopes could measure a source's position on
the sky accurately enough to determine which light-emitting object
was responsible for the radio waves. This would require a 100-fold
improvement in resolution over that achieved by Reber, that is, a
100-foid improvement in the accuracy with which the positions, sizes,
and shapes of the radio sources were measured.

Such an improvement was a tall order. An optical telescope, or even
a naked human eye, can achieve a high resolution with ease, because
the waves it works with(light)have very short wavelengths, less than
10� meter. By contrast, the human ear cannot distinguish very accu-
accurately the direction from which a sound comes because sound waves
have wavelengths that are long, roughly a meter. Similarly, radio
waves, with their meter-sized wavelengths, gh-e poor resolution-—un-
resolution-—unless the telescope one uses is enormously larger than a meter. Reber's
telescope was only modestly larger; hence, its modest resolution. To
achieve a i 00-fold improvement in resolution would require a tele-
telescope 100 times larger, roughly a kilometer in size, and/or the use of
shorter wavelength radio waves, for example, a few centimeters in-
instead of one meter.

The experimental physicists actually achieved this)00-fold im-
improvement in 1949, not by brute force, but by cleverness. The key to
their cleverness can be understood by analogy with something very
simple and familiar.(This is just an analogy; it in fact is a slight cheat,
but it gives an impression of the general idea.)We humans can see the
three-dimensionality of trie world around us using Just two eyes, not
more. The left eye sees around an object a little bit on the left side, and
the right eye sees around it a bit on the right side. If we turn our heads
over on their sides we can see around the top of the object a bit and
around the bottom of the object a bit; and if we were to move our eyes
farther apart(as in effect is done with the pair of cameras that make

1. By iiglit, 1 always mean in this book Ihetype of cfecuomagnciit: waves that the huinan
eye car see; that is, optical radiation.
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5-D movies with exaggerated three-dimensionality), we would see
somewhat farther around the object. However, our three-dimensional
vision would not be improved enormously by having a huge number of
eyes, covering the entire fronts of our faces. We would see things far
more brightly with all those extra eyes(we would have a higher sensi-
sensitivity), but we would gain only modestly in three-dimensional resolu-
resolution.

Now a huge, 1-kilometer radio telescope(left half of Figure 9.2)
would be somewhat like our face covered with eyes. The telescope
would consist of a 1-kilometer-sized bowl covered with metal that

reflects and focuses the radio waves up to a wire antenna and radio
receiver. If we were to remove the metal everywhere except for a few
spots widely scattered over the bowl, it would be like removing most of
those extra eyes from our face, and keeping only a few. In both cases,
there is a modest loss of resolution, but a large loss of sensitivity. What
the experimental physicists wanted most was an improved resolution

9.2 The principle of a radio interferometer. Left: In order to achieve good
angular resolution, one would like to have a huge, say, 1-kilometer, telescope.
However, it would be sufficient if only a few spots(solid)on the radio-wave-
reflecting bowl are actually covered with metal and reflect Right: It is not
necessary for the radio waves reflected from those spots to be focused to an
antenna and radio receiver at the huge bowl's center. Rather, each spot can focus
its waves to its own antenna and receiver, and the resulting radio signals can
then be carried by wire from all the receivers to a central receiving station,
where they are combined in the same manner as they would have been at the
huge telescope's receiver. The result is a network of small radio telescopes with
linked and combined outputs, a radio interferometer.

receiver

-t kilometer�+|�|*�1 ly.loin.0ter >|
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(they wanted to find out where the radio waves were coming from and
what the shapes of the radio sources were), not an improved sensitivity
(not an ability to see more, dimmer radio sources—at least not for
now). Therefore, they needed only a spotty bowl, not a fully covered
bowl.

A practical way to make such a spotty bowl was by constructing a
network of small radio telescopes connected by wires to a central radio
receiving station(right half of Figure 9.2). Each small telescope was
like a spot of metal on the big bowl, the wires carrying each small
telescope's radio signal were like radio beams reflected from the big
bow]'s spots, and the central receiving station which combines the
signals from the-wires was like the big bowl's antenna and receiver,
which combine the beams from the bowl's spots. Such networks of
small telescopes, the centerpieces of the experimental physicists' ef-
efforts, were called radio interferometers, because the principle behind
their operation was iruerferornetrp By"interfering"the outputs of the
small telescopes with each other in a manner we shall meet in Box 10.3
of Chapter 10, the central receiving station constructs a radio map or
picture of the sky.

Ahrough the late 1940s, the 1950s, and into the 1960s, the three
teams of experimental physicists(Jodrell Bank, Cambridge, and Aus-
Australia)competed with each other in building ever larger and more
sophisticated radio interferometers, with ever improving resolutions.
The first crucial benchmark, the 100-fold improvement necessary to
begin to stir an interest among optical astronomers, came in 1949,
when John Bolton. Gordon Stanley, and Bruce Slee of the Australian
team produced lQ-arc-minute-sized error boxes for the positions of a
number of radio sources; that is, when they identified 10-arc-minute-
sized regions on the sky in which the radio sources must lie.(Ten arc
minutes is one-third the diameter of the Sun as seen from Earth, and
thus much poorer resolution than the human eye can achieve with
light, but it is a remarkably good resolution when working with radio
waves.)When the error boxes were examined with optical telescopes,
some, including Cyg A, showed nothing bright of special note; finer
radio resolution would be needed to reveal which of the plethora of
optically dun objects in these error boxes might be the true sources of
the radio waves. In three of the error boxes, however, there was an
unusually bright optical object: one remnant of an ancient supernova,
and two distant galaxies.
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As difficult as it may have been for astrophysicists to explain the
radio waves that Jansky had discovered emanating from our own gal-
galaxy, it was even more difficult to understand how distant galaxies
could emit such strong radio signals. That some of the brightest radio
sources in the sky might be objects so extremely distant was too incred-
incredible for belief(though it ultimately would turn out to be true). There-
Therefore, it seemed a good bet(but those who made the bet would lose)that
each error box's radio signals were coming not from the distant galaxy,
but rather from one of the plethora of optically dim but nearby stars in
the error box. Only better resolution could tell for sure. The experi-
experimental physicists pushed forward, and a few optical astronomers began
to watch with half an eye, mildly interested.

By summer 1951, Ryle's team at Cambridge had achieved a further
10-fold improvement of resolution, and Graham Smith, a graduate
student of Ryle's, used it to produce a 1-arc-minute error box for Cyg
A—a box small enough that it could contain only a hundred or so
optical objects(objects seen with light). Smith airmailed his best-guess
position and its error box to the famous optical astronomer Walter
Baade at the Carnegie Institute in Pasadena.(Baade was the man who
seventeen years earlier, with Zwicky, had identified supernovae and
proposed that neutron stars power them—Chapter 5.)The Carnegie
Institute owned the 2.5-meter A00-inch)optical telescope on Mount
Wilson, until recently the world's largest; Caltech, down the street in
Pasadena, had just finished building the larger 5-meter B00-inch)
telescope on Palomar Mountain; and the Carnegie and Caltech astrono-
astronomers shared their telescopes with each other. At his next scheduled
observing session on the Palomar 5-meter(Figure 9.3a), Baade photo-
photographed the error box on the sky where Smith said Cyg A lies.(This
spot on the sky, like most spots, had never before been examined
through a large optical telescope.)When Baade developed the photo-
photograph, he could hardly believe his eyes. There, in the error box, was an
object unlike any ever before seen. It appeared to be two galaxies
colliding with each other(center of Figure 9.3d).(We now know,
thanks to observations with infrared telescopes in the 1980s, that the
galaxy collision was an optical illusion. Cyg A is actually a single
galaxy with a band of dust running across its face. The dust absorbs
light in just such a way as to make the single galaxy look like two
galaxies in collision.)The whole system, central galaxy plus radio
source, would later come to be called a radio galaxy.

Astronomers were convinced for two years that the radio waves were
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being produced by a galactic collision. Then, in 1953, came another
surprise. R. C. Jennison and M. K. Das Gupta of Lovell's Jodrell Bank
team studied Cyg A using a new interferometer consisting of two
telescopes, one fixed to the ground and the other moving around the
countryside on a truck so as to cover, one after another, a number of
"spots"on the"bowl"of an imaginary 4-kilometer-square telescope
(see left half of Figure 9.2). With this new interferometer(Figures
9.3b, c), they discovered that the Cyg A radio waves were not coming
from the"colliding galaxies,"but rather from two giant, roughly rec-
rectangular regions of space, about 200,000 light-years in size and 200,000
light-years apart, on opposite sides of the"colliding galaxies."These
radio-emitting regions, or lobes as they are called, are shown as rectan-
rectangles in Figure 9.3d, together with Baade's optical photograph of the
"colliding galaxies."Also shown in the figure is a more detailed map of
the lobes' radio emission, constructed sixteen years later using more
sophisticated interferometers; this map is shown as thin lined contours
that exhibit the brightness of the radio emission in the same way as the
contours of a topographic map exhibit the height of the land. These
contours confirm the 1953 conclusion that the radio waves come from

gigantic lobes of gas on either side of the"colliding galaxies."How
both of these enormous lobes can be powered by a single, gigantic black
hole will become a major issue later in this chapter.

9.3 The discovery that Cyg A is a distant radio galaxy:(a)The 5-meler optical
telescope used in 1051 by Baade to discover that Cyg A is connected with what
appeared to be two colliding galaxies,(b)The radio interferometer at Jodrell
Bank used in 1953 by Jennison and Das Gupta to show that the radio waves are
coming from two giant lobes outside the colliding galaxies. The interferometer's
two antennas(each an array of wires on a wooden framework)are shown here
side by side. In the measurements, one was put on a truck and moved around the
countryside, while the other remained behind, at rest on the ground,(c)Jennison
and Das Gupta, inspecting the radio data in the control room of their interfer-
interferometer,(d)The two giant lobes of radio emission(rectangles)as revealed in the
1953 measurements, shown together with Baade's optical photograph of the
"colliding galaxies."Also shown in(d)is a high-resolution contour map of the
lobes' radio emission(thin solid contours), produced in 1969 by Ryle's group at
Cambridge,{(a)Courtesy Palomar Observatory/California Institute of Technology;(b)and
(c)courtesy Nuffield Radio Astronomy Laboratories, University of Manchester;(d)adapted
from Mitton and Rvle A969), Baade and Minkowski A954), Jennison and Das Gupta A953).]
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These discoveries were startling enough to generate, at long last,
strong interest among optical astronomers. Jesse Greenstein was no
longer the only one paying serious attention.

For Greenstein himself, these discoveries were the final straw. Hav-
Having failed to push into Tadio work right after the war, Americans were
now bystanders in the greatest revolution to hit astronomy since
Galileo invented the optical telescope. The rewards of the revolution
were being reaped in Britain and Australia, and not in America.

Greenstein was now a professor at Galtech. He had been brought
there from Yerkes to build an astronomy program around the new
5-meter optical telescope, so naturally, he now went to Lee DuBridge,
the Caltech president, and urged that Caltech build a radio interfer-
interferometer to be used hand in hand with the 5 meter in exploring distant
galaxies. DuBridge, having been director of the American radar effort
during the war, was sympathetic, but cautious. To swing DuBridge into
action. Greenstein organized an international conference on the future
of radio astronomy in Washington, D.C., on 5 and 6 January 1954.

In Washington, after the representatives from the great British and
Australian radio observatories had described their remarkable discover-

discoveries, Greenstein posed his question: Must the United States continue as a
radio astronomy wasteland? The answer was obvious.

With strong backing from the National Science Foundation, Ameri-
American physicists, engineers, and astronomers embarked on a crash pro-
program to construct a National Radio Astronomy Observatory in Green-
bank, West Virginia; and DuBridge approved Greenstein's proposal for
a state-of-the-art Caltech radio inteferometer, to be built in Owens
Valley, California, just southeast of Yosemite National Park. Since
nobody at Caltech had the expertise to build such an instrument,
Greenstein lured John Bolton from Australia to spearhead the effort.

Quasars

B 'y the late 1950s, the Americans were competitive. Radio telescopes
at Greenbank were coming into operation, and at Caltech, Tom Math-
ews, Per Eugen Maltby, and Alan Moffett on the new Owens Valley
radio interferometer were working hand in hand with Baade, Green-
Greenstein, and others on the Palomar 5-meter optical telescope to discover
and study large numbers of radio galaxies.
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In 1960 this effort brought another surprise: Tom Mathews at Cal-
tech received word from Henry Palmer that, according to Jodrell Bank
measurements, a radio source named 3C48(the 48th source in the third
version of a catalog constructed by Ryle's group at Cambridge)was
extremely small, no more than 1 arc second in diameter A/10,000 of
the angular size of the Sun). So tiny a source would be something quite
new. However, Palmer and his Jodrell Bank colleagues could not pro-
provide a tight error box for the source's location. Mathews, in exquisitely
beautiful work with Caltech's new radio interferometer, produced an
error box just 5 seconds of arc in size, and gave it to Allan Sandage, an
optical astronomer at the Carnegie Institute in Pasadena. On his next
observing run on the 5-meter optical telescope, Sandage took a photo-
photograph centered on Mathews's error box and found, to his great surprise,
not a galaxy, but a single, blue point of light; it looked like a star."I
took a spectrum the next night and it was the weirdest spectrum I'd
ever seen,"Sandage recalls. The wavelengths of the spectral lines were
not at all like those of stars or of any hot gas ever manufactured on
Earth; they were unlike anything ever before encountered by astrono-
astronomers or physicists. Sandage could not make any sense at all out of this
weird object.

Over the next two years a half-dozen similar objects were discovered
by the same route, each as puzzling as 3C48. All the optical astronomers
at Caltech and Carnegie began photographing them, taking spectra,
struggling to understand their nature. The answer should have been
obvious, but it was not. A mental block held sway. These weird objects
looked so much like stars that the astronomers kept trying to interpret
them as a type of star in our own galaxy that had never before been
seen, but the interpretations were horrendously contorted, not really
believable.

The mental block was broken by Maarten Schmidt, a thirty-two-
year-old Dutch astronomer who had recently joined the Caltech fac-
faculty. For months he had struggled to understand a spectrum he had
taken of 3C273, one of the weird objects. On 5 February 1963, as he sat
in his Caltech office carefully sketching the spectrum for inclusion in a
manuscript he was writing, the answer suddenly hit him. The four
brightest lines in the spectrum were the four standard"Balmer lines"
produced by hydrogen gas—the most famous of all spectral lines, the
first lines that college physics students learned about in their courses on
quantum mechanics. However, these four lines did not have their usual
wavelengths. Each was shifted to the red by 16 percent. 3C273 must be
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an object containing a massive amount of hydrogen gas and moving
away from the Earth at 16 percent, of the speed of light—enormously
faster than any star that any astronomer had ever seen.

Schmidt flew out into the hall, ran into Greenstein., and excitedly
described his discovery. Greenstein turned, headed back to his office,
pulled out his spectrum of 5C48, and stared at it for a while. Balmer
lines were not present at any redshift; but lines emitted by magnesium,
oxygen, and neon were there staring him in the face, and they had a
redshift of 37 percent. 3C48 was. at least in part, a massive amount of
gas containing magnesium, oxygen, and neonr and moving away from
Earth at 37 percent of the speed of light.

What was producing these high speeds? If, as everyone had thought,
these weird objects(which would later be named quasars)were some
type of star in our own Milky Way galaxy, then they must have been
ejected from somewhere, perhaps the Milky Way's central nucleus,
with enormous force. This was too incredible to believe, and a close
examination of the quasars' spectra made it seem extremely unlikely.

Ltfl: Jesse L. Greenstein with a drawing of the Palomar 5-meter optical tele*
scope, ca. 1955. Right: Maarten Schmidt, with an instrument for measuring
spectra made by the 5-meter telescope, ca. 1963.[Courtesy the Archives, California
Institute of Technology.]
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The only reasonable alternative, Greenstein and Schmidt argued(cor-
(correctly), was that these quasars are very far away in our Universe, and
move away from Earth at high speed as a result of the Universe's
expansion.

Recall that the expansion of the Universe is like the expansion of the
surface of a balloon that is being blown up. If a number of ants are
standing on the balloon's surface, each ant will see all the other ants
move away from him as a result of the balloon's expansion. The farther
away another ant is, the faster the first ant will see it move. Similarly,
the farther away a distant object is from Earth, the faster we on Earth
will see it move as a result of the Universe's expansion. In other words,
the object's speed is proportional to its distance. Therefore, from the
speeds of 3C273 and 3C48, Schmidt and Greenstein could infer their
distances: 2 billion light-years and 4.5 billion light-years, respective-

These were enormous distances, nearly the largest distances ever yet
recorded. This meant that, in order for 3C273 and 3C48 to be as bright
as they appear in the 5-meter telescope, they had to radiate enormous
amounts of power: 100 times more power than the most luminous
galaxies ever seen.

3C273, in fact, was so bright that, along with many other objects
near it on the sky, it had been photographed more than 2000 times
since 1895 using modest-sized telescopes. Upon learning of Schmidt's
discovery, Harlan Smith of the University of Texas organized a close
examination of this treasure trove of photographs, archived largely at
Harvard, and discovered that 3C273 had been fluctuating in brightness
during the past seventy years. Its light output had changed substan-
substantially within periods as short as a month. This means that a large
portion of the light from 3C273 must come from a region smaller than
the distance light travels in a month, that is, smaller than 1"light-
month."(If the region were larger, then there would be no way that
any force, traveling, of course, at a speed less than or equal to that of
light, could make the emitting gas all brighten up or dim out simulta-
simultaneously to within an accuracy of a month.)

The implications were extremely hard to believe. This weird quasar,
this 3C273, was shining 100 times more brightly than the brightest
galaxies in the Universe; but whereas galaxies produce their light in
regions 100,000 light-years in size, 3C273 produces its light in a region
at least a million times smaller in diameter and 1019 times smaller in

volume: just a light-month or less. The light must come from a mas-
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sive, compact, gaseous object that is heated by an enormously powerful
engine. The engine would ultimately turn out to be, with high but not
complete confidence, a gigantic blade hole, but strong evidence for this
was still fifteen years into the future.

I f explaining Jansky's radio waves from our own Milky Way galaxy
was difficult, and explaining the radio waves from distant radio galax-
galaxies was even more difficult, then the explanation for radio waves from
these superdistant quasars would have to be superdifficult.

The difficulty, it turned out, was an extreme mental block. Jesse
Greenstein, Fred Whipple, and all other astronomers of the 1930s and
1940s had presumed that cosmic radio waves, like light from stars, are
emitted by the heat-induced jiggling of atoms, molecules, and elec-
electrons. Astronomers of the thirties and forties could not conceive of any
other way for nature to create the observed radio waves, even though
their calculations showed unequivocally that this way can't work.

Another way, however, had been known to physicists since the eariy
twentieth century:"When an electron, traveling at high speed, encoun-
encounters a magnetic field, the field's magnetic force twists the electron's
motion into a spiral. The electron is forced to spiral around and around
the magnetic field lines(Figure 9.4), and as it spirals, it emits electro-

9.4 Cosmic radio waves ave produced by near-light-speed electrons that spiral
around and around in magnetic fields. The magnetic field forces an electron to
spiral instead of moving on a straight line, and the electron's spiraling motion
produces the radio waves.

electron
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magnetic radiation. Physicists in the 1940s began to call this radiation
synchrotron radiation, because it is produced by spiraling electrons in
the particle accelerators called"synchrotrons"that they were then
building. Remarkably, in the 1940s, despite physicists' considerable
interest in synchrotron radiation, astronomers paid no attention to it.
The astronomers' mental block held sway.

In 1950 Karl Otto Kiepenheuer in Chicago and Vitaly Lazarevich
Ginzburg in Moscow(the same Ginzburg who had invented the LiD
fuel for the Soviet hydrogen bomb, and who had discovered the first
hint that black holes have no hair3)broke the mental block. Building
on seminal ideas of Hans Alfven and Nicolai Herlofson, Kiepenheuer
and Ginzburg proposed(correctly)that Jansky's radio waves from our
own galaxy are synchrotron radiation produced by near-light-speed
electrons spiraling around magnetic field lines that fill interstellar
space(Figure 9.4).

A few years later, when the giant radio-emitting lobes of radio
galaxies and then quasars were discovered, it was natural(and correct)
to conclude that their radio waves were also produced by electrons
spiraling around magnetic field lines. From the physical laws govern-
governing such spiraling and the properties of the observed radio waves,
Geoffrey Burbidge at the University of California in San Diego com-
computed how much energy the lobes' magnetic field and high-speed elec-
electrons must have. His startling answer: In the most extreme cases, the
radio-emitting lobes must have about as much magnetic energy and
high-speed(kinetic)energy as one would get by converting all the
mass of 10 million A07)Suns into pure energy with 100 percent effi-
efficiency.

1 hese energy requirements of quasars and radio galaxies were so
staggering that they forced astrophysicists, in 1965, to examine all
conceivable sources of power in search of an explanation.

Chemical power(the burning of gasoline, oil, coal, or dynamite),
which is the basis of human civilization, was clearly inadequate. The
chemical efficiency for converting mass into energy is only 1 part in
100 million A part in 10s). To energize a quasar's radio-emitting gas

2. See Figure 7.5. Ginzhurg is best known not for these discoveries, but for yet another: his
development, with Lev Landau, of tile"Ginzburg-LanHau theory"of superconductivity(that
is, an explanation for how it is that some metals, when made very cold, lose all their resistance
to the flow of electricity). Ginzburg is one of the world's few true"Renaissance physicists,"a
man who has contributed significantly to almost all branches of theoretical physics.
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would therefore require 10"X 10'=10"solar masses of chemical
fuel—10,000 times more fuel than is contained in our entire Milky-
Way galaxy. This seemed totally unreasonable.

Nuclear power, the basis of the hydrogen bomb and of the Sun's heat
and light, looked only marginal as a way to energize a quasar. Nuclear
fuel's efficiency for mass-to-energy conversion is roughly 1 percent A
part in 10a), so a quasar would need 10*X 1O?=10*A billion)solar
masses of nuclear fuel to energize its radio-emitting lobes. And this 1
billion solar masses would be adequate only if the nuclear fuel were
burned completely and the resulting energy were converted com-
completely into magnetic fields and kinetic energy of high speed electrons.
Complete burning and complete energy conversion seemed highly un-
unlikely. Even with carefully contrived machines, humans rarely achieve
better than a few percent conversion of fuel energy into useful energy,
and nature without careful designs might well do worse. Thus, 10
billion or 100 billion solar masses of nuclear fuel seemed more reason-

reasonable. Now, this is less than the mass of a giant galaxy, but not a lot less,
and how nature might achieve the conversion of the fuel's nuclear
energy into magnetic and kinetic energy was very unclear. Thus, nu-
nuclear fuel was a possibility, but not a likely one.

The annihilation of matter with antimatter*could give 100 percent
conversion of mass to energy, so 10 million solar masses of antimatter
annihilating with 10 million solar masses of matter could satisfy a
quasar's energy needs. However, there is no evidence that any antimat-
antimatter exists in our Universe, except tiny bits created artifically by humans
in particle accelerators and tiny bits created by nature in collisions
between matter particles. Moreover, even if so much matter and an-
antimatter were to annihilate in a quasar, their annihilation energy
would go into very high energy gamma rays, and not into magnetic
energy azsd electron kinetic energy. Thus, matter/antimatter annihila-
annihilation appeared to be a very unsatisfactory way to energize a quasar.

One other possibility remained: gravity. The implosion of a normal
star to form a neutron star or a black hole might, conceivably, convert
10 percent of the star's mass into magnetic and kinetic energy—
though precisely how was unclear. If it managed to do so, then the
implosions of 10 X i07—10"A00 million)normal stars might pro-
provide a quasar's energy, as would the implosion of a single, hypothetical,

3. For background, tee the entry"antimatter"in the gltfury, and Footnote 'i in ChiptCT 5.
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supermassive star 100 million times heavier than the Sun.[The correct
idea, that the gigantic black hole produced by the implosion of such a
supermassive star might itself be the engine that powers the quasar,
did not occur to anybody in 1963. Black holes were but poorly under-
understood. Wheeler had not yet coined the phrase"black, hole"(Chapter 6).
Salpeter and Zel'dovich had not yet realized that gas failing toward a
black hole could heat and radiate with high efficiency(Chapter 8).
Penrose had not yet discovered that a black hole can store up to 29
percent of its mass as rotational energy, and release it(Chapter 7). The
golden age of black-hole research had not yet begun.]

The idea that the implosion of a star to form a black hole might
energize quasars was a radical departure from tradition. This was the
first time in history that astronomers and astrophysicists had felt a need
to appeal to effects of general relativity to explain an object that was
being observed. Previously, relativists had lived in one world and as-
astronomers and astrophysicists in another, hardly communicating.
Their insularity was about to end.

To foster dialogue between the relativists and the astronomers and
astrophysicists, and to catalyze progress in the study of quasars, a con-
conference of three hundred scientists was held on 16-18 December 1963,

in Dallas, Texas. In an after-dinner speech at this First Texas Sympo-
Symposium on Relativistic Astrophysics, Thomas Gold of Cornell University
described the situation, only partially with tongue in cheek:"[The
mystery of the quasars]allows one to suggest that the relativists with
their sophisticated work are not only magnificent cultural ornaments
but might actually be useful to science! Everyone is pleased: the relati-
relativists who feel they are being appreciated and are experts in a field they
hardly knew existed, the astrophysicists for having enlarged their do-
domain, their empire, by the annexation of another subject general
relativity. It is all very pleasing, so let us all hope that it is right. What
a shame it would be if we had to go and dismiss all the relativists
again."

Lectures went on almost continuously from 8:30 in the morning
until 6 in the evening with an hour out for lunch, plus 6 P.M. until
typically 2 A.M. for informal discussions and arguments. Slipped iri
among the lectures was a short, ten-minute presentation by a young
New Zealander mathematician, Roy Rerr, who was unknown to the
other participants. Kerr had just discovered his solution of the Einstein
field equation—the solution which, one decade later, would turn out to
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describe all properties of spinning black holes, including their storage
and release of rotational energy(Chapters 7 and 11); the solution
which, as we shall see below, would ultimately become a foundation
for explaining the quasars' energy. However, in 1963 Kerr's solution
seemed to most scientists only a mathematical curiosity; nobody even
knew it described a black hole—though Kerr speculated it might
somehow give insight into the implosion of rotating stars.

The astronomers and astrophysicists had come to Dallas to discuss
quasars; they were not at all interested in Kerr's esoteric mathematical
topic. So, as Kerr got up to speak, many slipped out of the lecture hall
and into the foyer to argue with each other about their favorite theories
of quasars. Others, less polite, remained seated in the hall and argued
in whispers. Many of the rest catnapped in a fruitless effort to remedy
their sleep deficits from late-night science. Only a handful of relativists
listened, with rapt attention.

This was more than Achilles Papapetrou, one of the world's leading
relativists, could stand. As Kerr finished. Papapetrou demanded the
floor, stood up, and with deep feeling explained the importance of
Kerr's feat. He, Papapetrou, had been trying for thirty years to find
such a solution of Einstein's equation, and had failed, as had many
other relativists. The astronomers and astrophysicists nodded politely,
and then, as the next speaker began to hold forth on a theory of
quasars, they refocused their attention, and the meeting picked up
pace.

tie 1960s marked a turning point in the study of radio sources.
Previously the study was totally dominated by observational astrono-
astronomers—-that is, optical astronomers and the radio-observing experimen-
experimental physicists, who were now being integrated into the astronomical
community and called radio astronomers. Theoretical astrophysicists,
by contrast, had contributed little, because the radio observations were
not yet detailed enough to guide their theorizing very much. Their
only contributions had been the realization that the radio waves are
produced by high-speed electrons spiraling around magnetic field lines
in the giant radio-emitting lobes, and their calculation of how much
magnetic and kinetic energy-this entails.

In the 1960s, as the resolutions of radio telescopes continued to
improve and optical observations began to reveal new features of the
radio sources(for example, the tiny sizes of the light-emitting cores of
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quasars), this growing body of information became grist for the minds
of astrophysicists. From this rich information, the astrophysicists gen-
generated dozens of detailed models to explain radio galaxies and quasars,
and then one by one their models were disproved by accumulating
observational data. This, at last, was how science was supposed to work!

One key piece of information was the radio astronomers' discovery
that radio galaxies emit radio waves not only from their giant double
lobes, one on each side of the central galaxy, but also from the core of
the central galaxy itself. In 1971, this suggested to Martin Rees, a
recent student of Dennis Sciama's in Cambridge, a radically new idea
about the powering of the double lobes. Perhaps a single engine in the
galaxy's core was responsible for all the galaxy's radio waves. Perhaps
this engine was directly energizing the core's radio-emitting electrons
and magnetic fields, perhaps it was also beaming up power to the giant
lobes, to energize their electrons and fields, and perhaps this engine in
the cores of radio galaxies was of the same sort(whatever that might
be)that powers quasars.

Rees initially suspected that the beams that cany power from the
core to the lobes were made of ultra-low-frequency electromagnetic
|waves. However, theoretical calculations soon made it clear that such
electromagnetic beams cannot penetrate through the galaxy's interstel-
interstellar gas, no matter how hard they try.

As is often the case, Rees's not quite correct idea stimulated a correct
one. Malcolm Longair, Martin Ryle, and Peter Scheuer in Cambridge
took the idea and modified it in a simple way: They kept Rees's beams,
but made them of hot, magnetized gas rather than electromagnetic
waves. Rees quickly agreed that this kind of gas jet would do the job,
and with his student Roger Blandford he computed the properties that
the gas jets should have.

A few years later, this prediction, that the radio-emitting lobes are
powered by jets of gas emerging from a central engine, was spectacu-
spectacularly confirmed using huge new radio interferometers in Britain, Hol-
Holland, and America—most notably the American VLA(very large
array)on the plains of St. Augustin in New Mexico(Figure 9.5). The
interferometers saw the jets, and the jets had just the predicted proper-
properties. They reached from the galaxy's core to the two lobes, and they
could even be seen ramming into gas in the lobes and being slowed to a
halt.

The VLA uses the same"spots on the bowl"technique as the radio
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9.5 7bp: The V7.A radio interferomeler on the plains of St Augustin in New
Mexico. Bottom: A picture of the radio emission from the radio galaxy Cygnus A
made with the VIA by R. A. Perley, J.W. Drcyer, and U. Cowaa The jet that feeds
tbe risht-band radio lobe is quite clean the jet feeding the left lobe is much
fainter. Notice uV enormous improvement in resolution of this radio-ware pic-
picture compared with Aeber's 1944 contour map which did not show the double
lobes at all(Figure 9Ady. and with Jennison and Das Gupta's 1953 radio map
which barely revealed the existence of the lobes(two rectangles in Figure 9.3d),
and with Kyle's 1969 contour map(Figure 9.5d).(Both picauta cmute?y NRAO/AL'J.5
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interferometers of the 1940s and 1950s(Figure 9.2), but its bowl is
much larger and it uses many more spots(many more linked radio
telescopes). It achieves resolutions as good as 1 arc second, about the
same as the world's best optical telescopes—a tremendous achievement
when one contemplates the crudeness of Jansky's and Reber's original
instruments forty years earlier. But the improvements did not stop
there. By the early 1980s, pictures of the cores of radio galaxies and
quasars, with resolutions 1000 times better than optical telescopes,
were being produced by very long baseline interferometers(VLBIs)
composed of radio telescopes on opposite sides of a continent or the
world.(The output of each telescope in a VLBI is recorded on magnetic
tape, along with time markings from an atomic clock, and the tapes
from all the telescopes are then played into a computer where they are
"interfered"with each other to make the pictures.)

These VLBI pictures showed, in the early 1980s, that the jets extend
right into the innermost few light-years of the core of a galaxy or
quasar—the very region in which resides, in the case of some quasars
such as 3C273, a brilliantly luminous, light-emitting object no larger
than a light-month in size. Presumably the central engine is inside the
light-emitting object, and it is powering not only that object, but also
the jets, which then feed the radio lobes.

The jets gave yet another clue to the nature of the central engine.
Some jets were absolutely straight over distances of a million light-
years or more. If the source of such jets were turning, then, like a
rotating water nozzle on a sprinkler, it would produce bent jets. The
observed jets' straightness thus meant that the central engine had been
firing its jets in precisely the same direction for a very long time. How
long? Since the jets' gas cannot move faster than the speed of light, and
since some straight jets were longer than a million light-years, the
firing direction must have been steady for more than a million years.
To achieve such steadiness, the engine's"nozzles,"which eject the jets,
must be attached to a superbly steady object—a long-lived gyroscope of
some sort.(Recall that a gyroscope is a rapidly spinning object that
holds the direction of its spin axis steadily fixed over a very long time.
Such gyroscopes are key components of inertial navigation systems for
airplanes and missiles.)

Of the dozens of ideas that had been proposed by the early 1980s to
explain the central engine, only one entailed a superb gyroscope with a
long life, a size less than a light-month, and an ability to generate
powerful jets. That unique idea was a gigantic, spinning black hole.
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Gigantic Black Holes

X he idea that gigantic black holes might power quasars and radio
galaxies was conceived by Edwin Salpeter and Yakov Borisovich Zel'-
dovich in 1964(the first year of the golden age—Chapter 7). This idea
was an obvious application of the Salpeter-Zel'dovich discovery that
gas streams, falling toward a black hole, should collide and radiate(see
Figure 8.4).

A more complete and realistic description of the fall of gas streams
toward a black hole was devised in 1969 by Donald Lynden-Bell, a
British astrophysicist in Cambridge. Lynden-BeU argued, convincingly,
that after the gas streams collide, they will join together, and then
centrifugal forces will make them spiral around and around the hole
many rimes before falling in; and as they spiral, they will form a
disk-shaped object, much like the Tings around the planet Saturn—an
accretion disk Lynden-Bell called it, since the gas is"accreting"onto
the hole.(The right half of Figure 8.7 shows an artist's conception of
such an accretion disk around the modest-sized hole in Cygnus XI.)In
the accretion disk, adjacent gas streams will rub against each other, and
intense friction from that rubbing will heat the disk to high tempera-
temperatures.

In the 1980s, astrophysicists realized that the brilliant light-emitting
object at the center of 3C273, the object 1 light-month or less in size,
was probably Lynden-BeU's friction-heated accretion disk.

We normally think of friction as a poor source of heat. Recall the
unfortunate Boy Scout who tries to start a fire by rubbing two sticks
together! However, the Boy Scout is limited by his meager muscle
power, while an accretion disk's friction feeds off gravitational energy.
Since the gravitational energy is enormous, far larger than nuclear
energy, the friction is easily up to the task of heating the disk and
making it shine 100 times more brightly than the most luminous
galaxies.

Low can a black hole act as a gyroscope? James Bardeen and Jacobus
Petterson of Yale University realized the answer in 1975: If the black
hole spins rapidly, then it behaves precisely like a gyroscope. Its spin
direction remains always firmly fixed and unchanging, and the swirl of
space near the hole created by the spin(Figure 7.7)remains always
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firmly oriented in the same direction. Bardeen and Petterson showed
by a mathematical calculation that this near-hole swirl of space must
grab the inner part of the accretion disk and hold it firmly in the hole's
equatorial plane—and must do so no matter how the disk is oriented
far from the hole(Figure 9.6). As new gas from interstellar space is
captured into the distant part of the disk, it may change the distant
disk's orientation, but it can never change the disk's orientation near
the hole. The hole's gyroscopic action prevents it. Near the hole the
disk remains always in the hole's equatorial plane.

Without Kerr's solution to the Einstein field equation, this gyro-
gyroscopic action would have been unknown, and it might have been im-
impossible to explain quasars. With Kerr's solution in hand, astrophysi-
astrophysicists in the mid-1970s were arriving at a clear and elegant explanation.
For the first time, the concept of a black hole as a dynamical body,
more than just a"hole in space,"was playing a central role in explain-
explaining astronomers' observations.

How strong will the swirl of space be near the gigantic hole? In other
words, how fast will gigantic holes spin? James Bardeen deduced the
answer: He showed mathematically that gas accreting into the hole
from its disk should gradually make the hole spin faster and faster. By

9.6 The spin of a black hole produces a swirl of space around the hole, and that
swirl holds the inner part of the accretion disk in the hole's equatorial plane.

Swirl
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the time the hole has swallowed enough inspiraling gas to double its
mass, the hole should be spinning at nearly its maximum possible
rate—the rate beyond which centrifugal forces prevent any further
speedup(Chapter 7). Thus, gigantic holes should typically have near-
maximal spins.

Low can a black hole and its disk produce two oppositely pointed
jets? Amazingly easily, Blandford, Rees, and Lynden-Bell at Cam-
Cambridge University recognized in the mid-1970s. There are four possible
ways to produce jets; any one of them might do the job.

First, Blandford and Rees realized, the disk may be surrounded by a
cool gas cloud(Figure 9.7a). A wind blowing off the upper and lower
faces of the disk(analogous to the wind that blows off the Sun's sur-
surface)may create a bubble of hot gas inside the cool cloud. The hot gas
may then punch orifices in the cool cloud's upper and lower faces and
flow out of them. Just as a nozzle on a garden hose collimates outflow-
outflowing water to form a fast, thin stream, so the orifices in the cool cloud
should collimate the outflowing hot gas to form thin jets. The direc-
directions of the jets will depend on the locations of the orifices. The most
likely locations, if the cool cloud spins about the same axis as the black
hole, are along the common spin axis, that is, perpendicular to the
plane of the inner part of the accretion disk—and the orifices at these
locations will produce jets whose direction is anchored to the black
hole's gyroscopic spin.

Second, because the disk is so hot, its internal pressure is very high,
and this pressure might puff the disk up until it becomes very thick
(Figure 9.7b). In this case, Lynden-Bell pointed out, the orbital motion
of the disk's gas will produce centrifugal forces that create whirlpool-
like funnels in the top and bottom faces of the disk. These funnels are
precisely analogous to the vortex that sometimes forms when water
swirls down the drainhole of a bathtub. The black hole is like the

drainhole, and the disk's gas is like the water. The faces of the vortex-
like funnels should be so hot, because of friction in the gas, that they
blow a strong wind off themselves, and the funnels might then colli-
mate this wind into jets, Lynden-Bell reasoned. The jets' directions will
be the same as the funnels', which in turn are firmly anchored to the
hole's gyroscopic spin axis.

Third, Blandford realized, magnetic field lines anchored in the disk
and sticking out of it will be forced, by the disk's orbital motion, to spin
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9.7 Four methods by which a black liole or its accretion disk could power twin
jets,(a)A wind from the disk blows a bubble in a surrounding, spinning gas
cloud; the bubble's hot gas punches orifices through the cloud, along its spin axis-,
and jets of hot gas shoot out the orifices,(b)The disk is puffed up by the pressure
of its great internal heat, and the surface of the puffed, rotating disk forms two
funnels that coUimate the disk's wind into two jets,(c)Magnetic field lines
anchored in the disk are forced to spin by the disk's orbital rotation; as they spin,
the field lines fling plasma upward and downward, and the plasma, sliding along
the field lines, forms two magnetized jets,(d)Magnetic field lines threading
through the black hole are forced to spin by the swirl of the hole's space, and as
they spin, the field lines fling plasma upward and downward to form two magne-
magnetized jets.
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around and around(Figure 9.7c). The spinning field lines will assume
an outward and upward(or outward and downward)spiraling shape.
Electrical forces should anchor hot gas(plasma)onto the spinning field
lines; the plasma can slide along the field lines but not across them. As
the field lines spin, centrifugal forces should fling the plasma outward
along them to form two magnetized jets, one shooting outward and
upward, the other outward and downward. Again the jets' directions
will be firmly anchored to the hole's spin.

The fourth method of producing jets is more interesting than the
others and requires more explanation. In this fourth method, the hole
is threaded by magnetic field lines as shown in Figure 9.7d. As the hole
spins, it drags the field lines around and around, causing them to fling
plasma upward and downward in much the same manner as the third
method, to form two jets. The jets shoot out along the hole's spin axis
and their direction thus is firmly anchored to the hole's gyroscopic spin.
This method was conceived of by Blandford soon after he received his
Ph.D. in Cambridge, together with a Cambridge graduate student,
Roman Znajek, and it thus is called the Blandford-Znajek process.

The Blandford—Znajek process is especially interesting, because the
power that goes into the jets comes from the hole's enormous rotational
energy.(This should be obvious since it is the hole's spin that causes
space to swirl, and the swirl of space that causes the magnetic field lines
to rotate, and the field lines' rotation that flings plasma outward.)

How is it possible, in this Blandford-Znajek process, for the hole's
horizon to be threaded by magnetic field lines? Such field lines would
be a form of"hair"that can be converted into electromagnetic radia-
radiation and be radiated away, and therefore, according to Price's theorem
(Chapter 7), they must be radiated away. In fact, Price's theorem is
correct only if the black hole is sitting alone, far from all other objects.
The hole we are discussing, however, is not alone; it is surrounded by
an accretion disk. If the field lines of Figure 9.7d pop off the hole, the
lines going out the hole's northern hemisphere and those going out its
southern hemisphere will turn out to be continuations of each other,
and the only way these lines can then escape is by pushing their way
out through the accretion disk's hot gas. But the hot gas will not let the
field lines through; it confines them firmly into the region of space
inside the disk's inner face, and since most of that region is occupied by
the hole, most of the confined field lines thread through the hole.

Where do these magnetic field lines come from? From the disk itself.
All gas in the Universe is magnetized, at least a little bit, and the disk's
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gas is no exception.4 As, bit by bit, the disk's gas accretes into the hole,
it carries its magnetic field lines-with it. Upon nearing the hole, each
bit of gas slides down its magnetic field lines and through the horizon,
leaving the field lines behind, sticking out of the horizon and threading
it in the manner of Figure 9.7d. These threading field lines, firmly
confined by the surrounding disk, should then extract the hole's rota-
rotational energy by the Blandford—Znajek process.

All four methods of producing jets(orifices in a gas cloud, wind from
a funnel, whirling field lines anchored in a disk, and the Blandford—
Znajek process)probably operate, to varying degrees, in quasars, in
radio galaxies, and in the peculiar cores of some other types of galaxies
(cores that are called active galactic nuclei).

I f quasars and radio galaxies are powered by the same kind of black-
hole engine, what makes them look so different? Why does the light of
a quasar appear to come from an intensely luminous, star-like object, 1
light-month in size or less, while the light of a radio galaxy comes from
a Milky Way-like assemblage of stars, 100,000 light-years in size?

It seems almost certain that quasars are not much different from
radio galaxies; their central engines are also surrounded by a 100,000-
light-year-sized galaxy of stars. However, in a quasar, the central black
hole is fueled at an especially high rate by accreting gas(Figure 9.S),
and frictional heating in the disk is correspondingly high. This huge
heating makes the disk shine so strongly that its optical brilliance is
hundreds or thousands of times greater than that of all the stars in the
surrounding galaxy put together. Astronomers, blinded by the bril-
brilliance of the disk, cannot see the galaxy's stars, and thus the object
looks"quasi-stellar"(that is, star-like; like a tiny, intense point of light)
instead of looking like a galaxy.*

The innermost region of the disk is so hot that it emits X-rays; a
little farther out, the disk is cooler and emits ultraviolet radiation; still
farther out it is cooler still and emits optical radiation(light); and in its
outermost region it is even cooler and emits infrared radiation. The
light-emitting region is typically about a light-year in size, though in

4.�The magnetic fields have been built up continually over the life of the Universe by the
motions of interstellar and stellar gas, and once generated, the magnetic fields are extremely
hard to g?t rid of. When interstellar gas accumulate! into the accretion disk, it carries its
magnetic fields with itself.

5.�The word"quasar"ia shorthand for"quasi-stellar."
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9.8 Our best present understanding of the structures of quasars and radio
galaxies. This detailed model, based on all the observational data, has been
developed by Sterl Phinney of Callech and others.
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some cases such as 3C273 it can be a light-month or smaller and thus
can vary in brightness over periods as short as a month. Much of the
X-ray radiation and ultraviolet light pouring out of the innermost
region hits and heats gas clouds several light-years from the disk; it is
those heated clouds that emit the spectral lines by which the quasars
were first discovered. A magnetized wind blowing off the disk, in some
quasars but not all, will be strong enough and well enough collimated
to produce radio-emitting jets.

In a radio galaxy, by contrast with a quasar, the central accretion
disk presumably is rather quiescent. Quiescence means small friction in
the disk, and thus small heating and low luminosity, so that the disk
shines much less brightly than the rest of the galaxy. Astronomers thus
see the galaxy and not the disk through their optical telescopes. How-
However, the disk, the spinning hole, and magnetic fields threading
through the hole together produce strong jets, probably in the manner
of Figure 9.7d(the filandford—Znajek process), and those jets shoot out
through the galaxy and into intergalactic space, where they feed en-
energy into the galaxy's huge radio-emitting lobes.

Th? iese black-hole-based explanations for quasars and radio galaxies
are so successful that it is tempting to assert they must be right, and a
galaxy's jets must be a unique signature crying out to us"I come from a
black hole!"However, astrophysicists are a bit cautious. They would
like a more ironclad case. It is still possible to explain all the observed
properties of radio galaxies and quasars using an alternative, non—
black-hole engine: a rapidly spinning, magnetized, supermassive star,
one weighing millions or billions of times as much as the Sun—a type
of star that has never been seen by astronomers, but that theory sug-
suggests might form at the centers of galaxies. Such a supermassive star
would behave much like a hole's accretion disk. By contracting to a
small size(but a size still larger than its critical circumference), it could
release a huge amount of gravitational energy; that energy, by way of
friction, could heat the star so it shines brightly like an accretion disk;
and magnetic field lines anchored in the star could spin and fling out
plasma in jets.

It might be that some radio galaxies or quasars are powered by such
supermassive stars. However, the laws of physics insist that such a star
should gradually contract to a smaller and smaller size, and then, as it
nears its critical circumference, should implode to form a black hole.
The star's total lifetime before implosion should be much less than the
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age of the Universe. This suggests that, although the youngest of radio
galaxies and quasars might be powered by supermassive stars, older
ones are almost certainly powered, instead, by gigantic holes—almost
certainly, but not absolutely certainly. These arguments are not iron-
ironclad.

Low common are gigantic black holes? Evidence, gradually ac-
accumulated during the 1980s, suggests that such holes inhabit not only
the cores of most quasars and radio galaxies, but also the cores of most
large, normal(non-radio)galaxies such as the Milky Way and An-
Andromeda, and even the cores of some small galaxies such as An-
Andromeda's dwarf companion, M32. In normal galaxies(the Milky Way,
Andromeda, M32)the black hole presumably is surrounded by no
accretion disk at all, or by only a tenuous disk that pours out only
modest amounts of energy.

The evidence for such a hole in our own Milky Way galaxy(as of
1993)is sxiggestive, but far from firm. One key bit of evidence comes
from the OTbiial motions of gas clouds near the center of the galaxy.
Infrared observations of those clouds, by Charles Townes and col-
colleagues at the University of California at Berkeley, show that they are
orbiting around an object which weighs about 3 million times as much
as the Sun, and radio observations reveal a very peculiar, though not
strong, radio source at the position of the central object—a radio source
amazingly small, no larger than our solar system. These are the types of
observations one might expect from a quiescent, 3-million-soIar-mass
black hole with only a tenuous accretion disk; but they are also readily
explained in other ways.

i possibility that gigantic black holes might exist and inhabit the
cores of galaxies came as a tremendous surprise to astronomers. In
retrospect, however, it is easy co understand how such holes might form
in a galactic core.

In any galaxy, whenever two stars pass near each other, their gravi-
gravitational forces swing them around each other and then fling them off
in directions diiferent from their original paths.(This same kind of
swing and fling changes the orbits of NASA's spacecraft when they
encounter planets such as Jupiter.)In the swing and fling, one of the
stars typically gets flung inward, toward the galaxy's center, while the
other gets flung outward, away from the center. The cumulative effect
of many such swings and flings is to drive some of the galaxy's stars
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deep down into the galaxy's core. Similarly, it turns out, the cumula-
cumulative effect of friction in the galaxy's interstellar gas is to drive much of
the gas down into the galaxy's core.

As more and more gas and stars accumulate in the core, the gravity
of the agglomerate they form should become stronger and stronger.
Ultimately, the agglomerate's gravity may become so strong as to over-
overwhelm its internal pressure, and the agglomerate may implode to form
a gigantic hole. Alternatively, massive stars in the agglomerate may
implode to form small holes, and those small holes may collide with
each other and with stars and gas to form ever larger and larger holes,
until a single gigantic hole dominates the core. Estimates of the time
required for such implosions, collisions, and coalescences make it seem
plausible(though not compelling)that most galaxies will have grown
gigantic black holes in their cores long before now.

If astronomical observations did not strongly suggest that the cores
of galaxies are inhabited by gigantic black holes, astrophysicists even
today, in the 1990s, would probably not predict it. However, since the
observations do suggest gigantic holes, astrophysicists easily accommo-
accommodate themselves to the suggestion. This is indicative of our poor under-
understanding of what really goes on in the cores of galaxies.

lat of the future? Need we worry that the gigantic hole in our
Milky Way galaxy might swallow the Earth? A few numbers set one's
mind at ease. Our galaxy's central hole(if it indeed exists)weighs
about 3 million times what the Sun weighs, and thus has a circumfer-
circumference of about 50 million kilometers, or 200 light-seconds-about one-
tenth the circumference of the Earth's orbit around the Sun. This is

tiny by comparison with the size of the galaxy itself. Our Earth, along
with the Sun, is orbiting around the galaxy's center on an orbit with a
circumference of 200,000 light-years—about 30 billion times larger
than the circumference of the hole. If the hole were ultimately to
swallow most of the mass of the galaxy, its circumference would ex-
expand only to about 1 light-year, still 200,000 times smaller than the
circumference of our orbit.

Of course, in the roughly 101B years(tOO million times the Uni-
Universe's present age)that it wiJ)require for our central hole to swallow a
large fraction of the mass of our galaxy, the orbit of the Earth and Sun
will change substantially. It is not possible to 'predict the details of
those changes, since we do not know well enough the locations and
motions of all the other stars that the Sun and Earth may encounter
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during 1018 years. Thus, we cannot predict whether the Earth and Sun
will wind up, ultimately, inside the galaxy's central hole, or will be
flung out of the galaxy. However, we can be confident that, if the Earth
ultimately gets swallowed, its demise is roughly 10"years in the fu-
future—so far off that many other catastrophes will almost certainly
befall the Earth and humanity in the meantime.
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Ripples
of Curvature

in which gravitational waves carry to Earth
encoded symphonies of black holes colliding,

and physicists devise instruments
to monitor the waves

and decipher their symphonies

Symphonies

-Ln the core of a far-off galaxy, a billion light-years from Earth and a
billion years ago, there accumulated a dense agglomerate of gas and
hundreds of millions of stars. The agglomerate gradually shrank, as
one star after another was flung out and the remaining 100 million
stars sank closer to the center. After 100 million years, the agglomerate
had shrunk to several light-years in size, and small stars began, occa-
occasionally, to collide and coalesce, forming larger stars. The larger stars
consumed their fuel and then imploded to form black holes, and pairs
of holes, flying close to each other, occasionally were captured into
orbit around each other.

Figure 10.1 shows an embedding diagram for one such black-hole
binary. Each hole creates a deep pit(strong spacetime curvature)in the
embedded surface, and as the holes encircle each other, the orbiting
pits produce ripples of curvature that propagate outward with the
speed of light. The ripples form a spiral in the fabric of spacetime
around the binary, much like the spiraling pattern of water from a
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10.1 An embedding diagram depicting the curvature of space in the orbital
"plane"of a binary system made of two black holes. At the center are two pits
that represent the strong spacetime curvature around the two holes. These pits
are the same as encountered in previous black-hole embedding diagrams, for
example, Figure 7.6. As the holes orbit each other, they create outward propaga-
propagating ripples of curvature called gravitational waves.[Courtesy LIGO Project, Califor-
California Institute of Technology.]

rapidly rotating lawn sprinkler. Just as each drop of water from the
sprinkler flies nearly radially outward, so each bit of curvature flies
nearly radially outward; and just as the outward flying drops together

form a spiraling stream of water, so all the bits of curvature together
form spiraling ridges and valleys in the fabric of spacetime.

Since spacetime curvature is the same thing as gravity, these ripples
of curvature are actually waves of gravity, or gravitational waves. Ein-

Einstein's general theory of relativity predicts, unequivocally, that such
gravitational waves must be produced whenever two b]ack holes orbit
each other—and also whenever two stars orbit each other.

As they depart for outer space, the gravitational waves push back on
the holes in much the same way as a bullet kicks back on the gun that
fires it. The waves' push drives the holes closer together and up to

higher speeds; that is, it makes them slowly spiral inward toward each
other. The inspiral gradually releases gravitational energy, with half of
the released energy going into the waves and the other half into in-
increasing the holes' orbital speeds.
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The holes' inspiral is slow at first, but the closer the holes draw to
each other, the faster they move, the more strongly they radiate their
ripples of curvature, and the more rapidly they lose energy and spiral
inward(Figures 10.2a,b). Ultimately, when each hole is moving at
nearly the speed of light, their horizons touch and merge. Where once
there were two holes, now there is one—a rapidly spinning, dumbbell-
shaped hole(Figure 10.2c). As the horizon spins, its dumbbell shape
radiates ripples of curvature, and those ripples push back on the hole,
gradually reducing its dumbbell protrusions until they are gone(Fig-
(Figure 10.2d). The spinning hole's horizon is left perfectly smooth and
circular in equatorial cross section, with precisely the shape described
by Kerr's solution to the Einstein field equation(Chapter 7).

By examining the final, smooth black hole, one cannot in any way
discover its past history. One cannot discern whether it was created by
the coalescence of two smaller holes, or by the direct implosion of a star
made of matter, or by the direct implosion of a star made of antimatter.
The black hole has no"hair"from which to decipher its history(Chap-
(Chapter 7).

10.2 Embedding diagrams depicting the curvature of space around a binary
system made of two black holes. The diagrams have been embellished by the
artist to give a sense of motion. Each successive diagram is at a later moment of
time, when the two holes have spiraled closer together. In diagrams(a)and(b),
the holes' horizons are the circles at the bottoms of the pits. The horizons merge
)ust before diagram(c), to form a single, dumbbell-shaped horizon. The rotating
dumbbell emits gravitational waves, which carry away its deformation, leaving
behind a smooth, spinning, Kerr black hole in diagram(d).[Courtesy UGO Project,
California Institute of Technology.]
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However, the history is not entirely lost A record has been kept: It
has been encoded in the ripples of spacetime curvature that the coalesc-
coalescing holes emitted. Those curvature ripples are much like the sound
waves from a symphony. Just as the symphony is encoded hi the sound
waves' modulations(larger amplitude here, smaller there; higher fre-
frequency wiggles here, lower there), so the coalescence history is encoded
in modulations of the curvature ripples. And jast as the sound waves
cany their encoded symphony from the orchestra that produces it to
the audience, so the curvature ripples carry their encoded history from
the coalescing holes to the distant Universe.

The curvature ripples travel outward in the fabric of spacetime,
through the agglomerate of stars and gas where the two holes were
born. The agglomerate absorbs none of the ripples and distorts them
not at all; the ripples' encoded history remains perfectly unchanged. On
outward the ripples propagate, through the agglomerate's parent gal-
galaxy and into intergalactic space, through the cluster of galaxies in
which the parent galaxy resides, then onward through one cluster of
galaxies after another and into our own cluster, into our own Milky
Way galaxy, and into our solar system, through the Earth, and on out
toward other, distant galaxies.

If we humans are clever enough, we should be able to monitor the
ripples of spacetime curvature as they pass. Our computers can trans-
translate them from ripples of curvature to ripples of sound, and we then
will hear the holes' symphony: a symphony that gradually rises in pitch
and intensity as the holes spiral together, then gyrates in a wild way as
they coalesce into one, deformed hole, then slowly fades with steady
pitch as the hole's protrusions gradually shrink and disappear.

If we can decipher it, the ripples' symphony will contain a wealth of
information:

1. The symphony will contain a signature that says,"I come from a
pair of black holes that are spiraling together and coalescing."
This will be the kind of absolutely unequivocal black-hole signa-
signature that astronomers thus far have searched for in vain using
light and X-rays(Chapter 8)and radio waves(Chapter 9). Be-
Because the tight, X-rays, and radio waves are produced far outside
a hole's horizon, and because they are emitted by a type of mate-
material(hot, high-speed electrons)that is completely different from
that of which the bole is made(pure spacetime curvature), and
because they can be strongly distorted by propagating through
intervening matter, they can bring us but little information about
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the hole, and no definitive signature. The ripples of curvature
(gravitational waves), by contrast, are produced very near the
coalescing holes' horizons, they are made of the same material(a
warpage of the fabric of spacetime)as the holes, they are not
distorted at all by propagating through intervening matter—and,
as a consequence, they can bring us detailed information about
the holes and an unequivocal black-hole signature.

2.�The ripples' symphony can tell us just how heavy each of the
holes was, how fast they were spinning, the shape of their orbit
(circular? elongated?), where the holes are on our sky, and how
far they are from Earth.

3.�The symphony will contain a partial map of the inspiraling holes'
spacetime curvature. For the first time we will be able to test
definitively general relativity's black-hole predictions: Does the
symphony's map agree with Kerr's solution of the Einstein field
equation(Chapter 7)? Does the map show space swirling near the
spinning hole, as Kerr's solution demands? Does the amount of
swiil agree with Kerr's solution? Does the way the swirl changes
as one approaches the horizon agree with Kerr's solution?

4.�The symphony will describe the merging of the two holes' hori-
horizons and the wild vibrations of the newly merged holes—merg-
holes—merging and vibrations of which, today, we have only the vaguest
understanding. We understand them only vaguely because they
are governed by a feature of Einstein's general relativity laws
that we comprehend only poorly: the laws' nonlinearity(Box
10.1). By"nonlinearity"is meant the propensity of strong curva-
curvature itself to produce more curvature, which in turn produces still
more curvature—much like the growth of an avalanche, where a
trickle of sliding snow pulls new snow into the flow, which in
turn gTabs more snow until an entire mountainside of snow is in
motion. We understand this nonlinearity in a quiescent black
hole; there it is responsible for holding the hole together; it is the
hole's"glue"But we do not understand what the nonlinearity
does, how it behaves, what its effects are, when the strong curva-
curvature is violently dynamical. The merger and vibration of two
holes is a promising"laboratory"in which to seek such under
standing. The understanding can come through hand-in-haud
cooperation between experimental physicists who monitor the
symphonic ripples from coalescing holes in the distant Universe
and theoretical physicists who simulate the coalescence on super-
supercomputers.



Box 10.1

Nonlinearity and Its Consequences

A quantity is called linear if its total size is the sum of its parts; otherwise
it is nonlinear.

My family income is linear: It is the sum of my wife's salary and my
own. The amount of money I have in my retirement fund is nonlinear; It
is not the sum of all the contributions J have invested in the past; rather, it
is far greater than that sum, because each contribution started earning
interest when it was invested, and eacti bit of interest in turn earned
interest of its own.

The volume of water flowing in a sewer pipe is linear: It is the sum of
the contributions from all the homes that feed into the pipe. The volume
of snow flowing in an avalanche is nonlinear: A tiny trickle of snow can
trigger a whole mountainside of snow to start sliding.

Linear phenomena are simple, easy to analyze, easy to predict. Nonlin-
Nonlinear phenomena are complex and hard to predict. Linear phenomena ex-
exhibit only a few types of behaviors; they are easy to categorize. Nonlinear
phenomena exhibit great richness—a richness that scientists and engi-
engineers have only appreciated in recent years, as they have begun to con-
confront a type of nonlinear behavior called chaos.(For a beautiful introduc
tion to the concept of chaos see Gleicfc, 1987.)

When spacetime curvature is weak(as in the solar system), it is very
nearly linear; for example, the tides on the Earth's oceans are the satn of
the tides produced by the Moon's spacetime curvature(tidal gravity)and
the tides produced by the Sun. By contrast, when spacetime curvature is

J. o achieve this understanding will require monitoring the holes'
symphonic ripples of curvature. How can they be monitored? The key
is the physical nature of the curvature: Spacetime curvature is the same
thing as tidal gravity. The spacetime curvature produced by the Moon
raises tides in the Earth's oceans(Figure 10.3a), and the ripples of
spacetime curvature in a gravitational wave should similarly raise
ocean tides(Figure 10.3b).

General relativity insists, however, that the ocean tides raised by the
Moon and those raised by a gravitational wave differ in three major
ways. The first difference is propagation. The gravitational wave's tidal
forces(curvature ripples)are analogous to light waves or radio waves:
They travel from their source to the Earth at the speed of light, oscillat-
oscillating as they travel. The Moon's tidal forces, by contrast, are like the
electric field of a charged body. Just as the electric field is attached
firmly to the charged body and the body carries it around, always



strong(as in the big bang and near a black hole), Einstein's general
relativistic laws of gravity predict that the curvature should be extremely
nonlinear—among the most nonlinear phenomena in the Universe. How-
However, as yet we possess almost no experimental or observational data to
show us the effects of gravitational nonlinearity, and we are so inept at
solving Einstein's equation that our solutions have taught us about the
nonlinearity only in simple situations—for example, around a quiescent,
spinning black hole.

A quiescent black hole owes its existence to gravitational nonlinearity;
without the gravitational nonlinearity, the hole could not hold itself to-
together, just as without gaseous nonlitiearities, the great red spot on the
planet Jupiter could not hold itself together. When the imploding star that
creates a black hole disappears through the hole's horizon, the star loses its
ability to influence the hole in any way; most important, the star's gravity
can no longer hold the hole together. The hole then continues to exist
solely because of gravitational nonlinearity: The hole's spacetime curva-
curvature continuously regenerates itself nonlinearly, without the aid of the
star; and the self-generated curvature acts as a nonlinear"glue"to bind
itself together.

The quiescent black hole whets our appetites to learn more. What other
phenomena can gravitational nonlinearity produce? Some answers may
come from monitoring and decoding the ripples of spacetime curvature
produced by coalescing black holes. We there might see chaotic, bizarre
behaviors that we never anticipated.

sticking out of itself like quills out of a hedgehog, so also the tidal forces
are attached firmly to the Moon, and the Moon carries them around,
sticking out of itself in a never-changing way, ready always to grab
hold of and squeeze and stretch anything that comes into the Moon's
vicinity. The Moon's tidal forces squeeze and stretch the Earth's oceans
in a way that seems to change every few hours only because the Earth
rotates through them. If the Earth did not rotate, the squeeze and
stretch would be constant, unchanging.

The second difference is the direction of the tides(Figures 10.3a,b):
The Moon produces tidal forces in all spatial directions. It stretches the
oceans in the longitudinal direction(toward and away from the Moon),
and it squeezes the oceans in transverse directions(perpendicular to the
Moon's direction). By contrast, a gravitational wave produces no tidal
forces at all in the longitudinal direction(along the direction of the
wave's propagation). However, in the transverse plane, the wave
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10.3 The tidal forces produced by the Moon and by a gravitational wave,(a)The
Moon's tidal forces stretch and squeeze the Earth's oceans; the stretch is longitu-
longitudinal, the squeeze U transverse(b)A gravitational wave's tidal forces stretch and
squeeze the Earth's oceans;(he forces are entirely transverse, with a stretch
along one transverse direction and a squeeze along the other.

stretches the oceans in one direction(the up-down direction in Figure
10.3b)and squeezes along the other direction(the front-back direction
in Figure 10.5b). This stretch and squeeze is oscillatory. As a crest of the
wave passes, the stretch is up--dovrn, the squeeze is front-back; as a
trough of the wave passes, tbere is a reversal to up-down squeeze and
front-back stretch; as the next crest arrives, there is a reversal again to
up-down stretch and front-back squeeze.
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The third difference between the Moon's tides and those of a gravi-
gravitational wave is their size. The Moon produces tides roughly I meter in
size, so the difference between high tide and low tide is about 2 meters.
By contrast, the gravitational waves from coalescing black holes should
produce tides in the Earth's oceans no larger than about 10***meter,
which is 10-21 of the size of the Earth(and 1/10,000 the size of a single
atom, and just 10 times larger than an atom's nucleus). Since tidal
forces are proportional to the size of the object on which they act
(Chapter 2), the waves will tidally distort any object by about 10'21 of
its size. In this sense, 10�1 is the strength of the waves when they arrive
at Earth.

Why are the waves so weak? Because the coalescing holes are so far
away. The strength of a gravitational wave, like the strength of a light
wave, dies out inversely with the distance traveled. When the waves
are still close to the holes, their strength is roughly 1; that is, they
squeeze and stretch an object by about as much as the object's size;
humans would be killed by so strong a stretch and squeeze. However,
when the waves have reached Earth, their strength is reduced to
roughly A/30 of the holes' circumference)/(the distance the waves
have traveled).1 For holes that weigh about 10 times as much as the
Sun and are a billion light-years away, this wave strength is
(?/jo)X A80 kilometers for the horizon circumference)/(a billion light-
years for the distance to Earth)—10'*1. Therefore, the waves distort
the Earth's oceans by 10"ai X A07 meters for the Earth's size)=10""
meter, or 10 times the diameter of an atomic nucleus.

It is utterly hopeless to think of measuring such a tiny tide on the
Earth's turbulent ocean. Not quite so hopeless, however, are the pros-
prospects for measuring the gravitational wave's tidal forces on a carefully
designed laboratory instrument—a gravitational-wave detector.

Bars

J oseph Weber was the first person with sufficient insight to realize
that it is not utterly hopeless to try to detect gravitational waves. A
graduate of the U.S. Naval Academy in 1940 with a bachelor's degree

1. The factor Vw comes from detailed calculations with the Einstein field equation. It
includes a factor 1/Bk), which ia approximately*/<>, to convert the hole's circumference into
a radius, and an additional factor Vs that arises from details of the Einstein field equation.
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in engineering, Weber served in World War II on the aircraft carrier
Lexington, until it was sunk in the Battle of the Coral Sea, and then
became commanding officer of Submarine Chaser No. 690; and he led
Brigadier General Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., and 1900 Rangers onto the
beach in the 1943 invasion of Italy. After the war he became head of
the electronic countermeasures section of the Bureau of Ships for the
U.S. Navy. His reputation for mastery of radio and radar technology
was so great that in 1948 he was offered and accepted the position of
full professor of electrical engineering at the University of Maryland—
full professor at age twenty-nine, and with no more college edtication
than a bachelor's degree.

While teaching electrical engineering at Maryland, Weber prepared
for a career change: He worked toward, and completed, a Ph.D. in
physics at Catholic University, in part under the same person as had
been John Wheeler's Ph.D. adviser, Karl Herzfeld. From Herzfeld,
Weber learned enough about the physics of atoms, molecules, and
radiation to invent, in 1951, one version of the mechanism by which
lasers work, but he did not have the resources to demonstrate his
concept experimentally. While Weber was publishing his concept, two
other research groups, one at Columbia University led by Charles
Townes and the other in Moscow led by Nikolai Gennadievich Basov
and Aleksandr Miehailovich Prokharov, independently invented alter-
alternative versions of the mechanism, and then went on to construct work-
working lasers*Though Weber's paper had been the first publication on the
mechanism, he received hardly any credit; the Nobel Prize and patents
went to the Columbia and Moscow scientists. Disappointed, but main-
maintaining close friendships with Townes and Basov, Weber sought a new
research direction.

As part of his search, Weber spent a year in John Wheeler's group,
became an expert on general relativity, and with Wheeler did theoreti-
theoretical research on general relativity's predictions of the properties of
gravitational waves. By 1957, he had found his new direction. He
would embark on the world's first effort to build apparatus for detect-
detecting and monitoring gravitational waves.

Through late 1957, all of 1958, and early 1959, Weber struggled to
invent every scheme he could for detecting gravitational waves. This

2. Their lasers actually produced microwaves(short wavelength radio wave*)rather than
light, and thus w<?re called masers rather than"lasers.""Beat"layers, the kind that produce
light, were not successfully constructed until several yean later.
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was a pen, paper, and brainpower exercise, not experimental. Me filled
four 300-page notebooks with ideas, possible detector designs, and cal-
calculations of the expected performance of each design. One idea after
another he cast aside as not promising. One design after another failed
to give high sensitivity. But a few held promise; and of them, Weber
ultimately chose a cylindrical aluminum bar about 2 meters long, a
half meter in diameter, and a ton in weight, oriented broadside to the
incoming waves(Figure 10.4 below).

As the waves' tidal force oscillates, it should first compress, then
stretch, then compress such a bar's ends. The bar has a natural mode of
vibration which can respond resonantly to this oscillating tidal force, a
mode in which its ends vibrate in and out relative to its center. That

natural mode, like the ringing of a bell or tuning fork or wine glass, has
a well-defined frequency. Just as a bell or tuning fork or wine glass can
be made to ring sympathetically by sound waves that match its natural
frequency, so the bar can be made to vibrate sympathetically by oscil-
oscillating tidal forces that match its natural frequency. To use such a bar as
a gravitational-wave detector, then, one should adjust its size so its nat-
natural frequency will match that of the incoming gravitational waves.

What frequency will that be? In 1959, when Weber embarked on
this project, few people believed in black holes(Chapter 6), and the
believers understood only very little about a hole's properties. Nobody
then imagined that holes could collide and coalesce and eject ripples of
spacetime curvature with encoded histories of their collisions. Nor
could anyone give much hopeful guidance about other sources of gravi-
gravitational waves.

So Weber embarked on his effort nearly blind. His sole guide was a
crude(but correct)argument that the gravitational waves probably
would have frequencies below about 10,000 Hertz A0,000 cycles per
second)—that being the orbital frequency of an object which moves at
the speed of light(the fastest possible)around the most compact con-
conceivable star: one with size near the critical circumference. So Weber

designed the best detectors he could, letting their resonant frequencies
fall wherever they might below 10,000 Hertz, and hoped that the
Universe would provide waves at his chosen frequencies. He was lucky.
The resonant frequencies of his bars were about 1000 Hertz A000
cycles of oscillation per second), and it turns out that some of the waves
from coalescing black holes should oscillate at just such frequencies, as
should some of the waves from supernova explosions and from coalesc-
coalescing pairs of neutron stars.
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The most challenging aspect of Weber's project was to invent a
sensor for monitoring his bars' vibrations. Those wave-induced vibra-
vibrations, he expected, would be tiny: smaller than the diameter of the
nucleus of an atom[bat he did not know, in the 1960s, how very tiny:
just 10~21 X(the 2-meter length of his bars)—10~ai meter or one-
millionth the diameter of the nucleus of an atom, according to more
recent estimates]. To most physicists of the late 1950s and the 1960s,
even one-tenth of the diameter of an atomic nucleus looked impossibly

10.4 Joseph Weber, demonstrating the piezoelectric crystals glued around the
middle of his aluminum bar, ca. 1975. Gravitational waves should drive the bar's
end-to-end vibrations, and those vibrations should squeeze the crystals in and
out so they produce oscillating voltages that are detected electronically, i Photo by
James P. Blair, courtesy the National Geographic Society.]
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difficult to measure. Not so to Weber. lie invented a sensor that was up
to the task.

Weber's sensor was based on the piezoelectric effect, in which certain
kinds of materials(certain crystals and ceramics), when squeezed
slightly, develop electric voltages from one end to the other. Weber
would have liked to make his bar from such a material, but these

materials were far too expensive, so he did the next best thing: He
made his bar from aluminum, and he then glued piezoelectric crystals
around the bar's middle(Figure 10.4). As the bar vibrated, its surface
squeezed and stretched the crystals, each crystal developed an oscillat-
oscillating voltage, and Weber strung the crystals together one after another
in an electric circuit so their tiny oscillating voltages would add up to a
large enough voltage for electronic detection, even when the bar's
vibrations were only one-tenth the diameter of the nucleus of an
atom.

In the early 1960s, Weber was a lonely figure, the only experimental
physicist in the wco-ld seeking gravitational waves. With his bitter
aftertaste of laser competition, he enjoyed the loneliness, flowever, in
the early 1970s, his impressive sensitivities and evidence that he might
actually be detecting waves(which, in retrospect, I am convinced he
was not)attracted dozens of other experimenters, and by the 1980s
more than a hundred talented experimenters were engaged in a com-
competition with him to make gravitational-wave astronomy a reality.

I first met Weber on a hillside opposite Mont Blanc in the French
Alps, in the summer of 1963, four years after he embarked on his
project to detect gravitational waves. I was a graduate student, just
beginning research in relativity, and along with thirty-five other stu-
students from around the world I had come to the Alps for an intensive
two-month summer school focusing solely on Einstein's general rela-
tivistic laws of gravity. Our teachers were the world's greatest relativity
experts—John Wheeler, Roger Penrose, Charles Misner, Bryce De-
Witt, Joseph Weber, and others—and we learned from them in lec-
lectures and private conversations, with the glistening snows of the Agui
de Midi and Mont Blanc towering high in the sky above us, belled cows
grazing in brilliant green pastures around us, and the picturesque vil-
village of Les Houches several hundred meters below us, at the foot of our
school's hillside.

In this glorious setting, Weber lectured about gravitational waves
and his project to detect them, and I listened, fascinated. Between
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lectures Weber and I conversed about physics, life, and mountain
climbing, and I came to regard him as a kindred soul. We were both
loners; neither of us enjoyed intense competition or vigorous intellec-
intellectual give-arid-take. We both preferred to wrestle with a problem on our
own, seeking advice and ideas occasionally from friends, but not being
buffeted by others who were trying to beat us to a new insight or
discovery.

Over the next decade, as research an black holes heated up and
entered its golden age(Chapter 7), I began to find black-hole research
distasteful—too much intensity, too much competition, too much
rough-and-tumble. So I cast about for another area of research, one
with more elbow room, into which I could put most of my effort while
still working on black holes and other things part time. Inspired by
Weber, I chose gravitational waves.

Like Weber, I saw gravitational waves as an infant research field
with a bright future. By entering the field in its infancy, 1 could have
the fun of helping mold it, I could lay foundations on which others
later would build, and I could do so without others breathing down, my
neck, since most other relativity theorists were then focusing on black
holes.

For Weber, the foundations to be laid wen? experimental: the inven-

invention, construction, and continual improvement of detectors. For me,

they were theoretical: try to understand what Einstein's gravitational
laws have to say about how gravitational waves are produced, how they
push back on their sources as they depart, and how they propagate; try
to figure out which kinds of astronomical objects will produce the
Universe's strongest waves, how strong their waves will be, and with
what frequencies they will oscillate; invent mathematical tools for
computing the details of the encoded symphonies produced by these
objects, so when Weber and others ultimately detect the waves, theory
and experiment can be compared.

I n 1969 T spent six weeks in Moscow, at Zel'dovich's invitation. One
day ZeVdovich took time out from bombarding me and others with
new ideas(Chapters 7 and 12), and drove me over to Moscow Univer-
University to introduce me to a young experimental physicist, Vladimir Bra-
ginsky. Braginsky, stimulated by Weber, had been working for several
years to develop techniques for gravitational-wave detection; he was
the first experimenter after Weber to enter the field. He was also in the
midst of other fascinating experiments: a search for quarks(a funda-
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mental building block of protons and neutrons), and an experiment to
test Einstein's assertion that all objects, no matter what their composi-
composition, fall with the same acceleration in a gravitational field(an asser-
assertion that underlies Einstein's description of gravity as spacetime curva-
curvature).

I was impressed. Braginsky was clever, deep, and had excellent taste
in physics; and he was warm and forthright, as easy to talk to about
politics as about science. We quickly became close friends and learned
to respect each other's world views. For me, a liberal Democrat in the
American spectrum, the freedom of the individual was paramount over
all other considerations. No government should have the right to dic-
dictate how one lives one's life. For Braginsky, a nondoctrinaire Commu-
Communist, the responsibility of the individual to society was paramount. We
are our brothers' keepers, and well we should be in a world where evil
people like Joseph Stalin can gain control if we are not vigilant.

Left: Joseph Weber, Kip Thome, and Tony Tyson at a conference on gravitational
radiation in Warsaw, Poland, September 1975. Right: Vladimir Braginsky and
Kip Thome, in Pasadena, California, October 1984.[Left: photo by Marek Holzman,
courtesy Andrzej Trautman; right: courtesy Valentin N. Rudenko]
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Braginsky had foresight that nobody else possessed. During our 1969
meeting, and then again in 1971 and 1972, he warned me that the bars
being used to search for gravitational waves have a fundamental, ulti-
ultimate limitation. That limitation, he told me, conies from the laws of
quantum mechanics. Although we normally think of quantum me-
mechanics as governing tiny objects such as electrons, atoms, and mole-
molecules, if we make sufficiently precise measurements on the vibrations
of a one-ton bar, we should see those vibrations also behave quantum
mechanically, and their quantum mechanical behavior will ultimately
cause problems for gravitational-wave detection. Braginsky had con-
convinced himself of this by calculating the ultimate performance of
Weber's piezoelectric crystals and of several other kinds of sensors that
one might use to measure a bar's vibrations.

I didn't understand what Braginsky was talking about; I didn't un-
understand his reasoning, I didn't understand his conclusion, I didn't
understand its importance, and I didn't pay much attention. Other
things he was teaching me seemed much more important: From him I
was learning how to think about experiments, how to design experi-
experimental apparatus^how to predict the noise that will plague the appara-
apparatus, and how to suppress the noise so the apparatus will succeed in its
task—and from me, Braginsky was learning how to think about Ein-
Einstein's laws of gravity, how to identify their predictions. We were
rapidly becoming a team, each bringing to our joint enterprise his own
expertise; and over the next two decades, together we would have great
fun and make a few discoveries.

Each year in the early and mid-1970s, when we saw each other in

Moscow or Pasadena or Copenhagen or Rome or wherever, Braginsky
repeated his warning about quantum mechanical trouble for gravita-
gravitational-wave detectors, and each year I again did not understand. His
warning was somewhat muddled because he himself did not under-
understand fully what was going on. However, in 1976, after Braginsky, and
independently Robin Giffard at Stanford University, managed to make
the warning more clear, I suddenly understood. The warning was seri-
serious, I finally realized; the ultimate sensitivity of a bar detector is
severely limited by the uncertainty principle.

Ihe le uncertainty principle is a fundamental feature of the laws of
quantum mechanics. It says that, if you make a highly accurate mea-
measurement of the position of an object, then in the process of your
measurement you will necessarily kick the object, thereby perturbing



Box 10.2

The Uncertainty Principle and
Wave/Particle Duality

The uncertainty principle is intimately related to wave/particle duality
(Box 4.1)—that is, to the propensity of particles to act sometimes like
waves and sometimes like particles.

If you measure the position of a particle(or any other object, for exam-
example, the end of a bar)and learn that it is somewhere inside some error box,
then regardless of what the particle's wave might have looked like before
the measurement, during the measurement the measuring apparatus will
"kick"the wave and thereby confine it inside the error box's interior. The
wave, thereby, will acquire a confined form something like the following:

I
DISTANCE

Such a confined wave contains many different wavelengths, ranging from
the size of the box itself(marked max above)to the tiny size of the corners
at which the wave begins and ends(marked min). More specifically, the
confined wave can be constructed by adding together, that is, superimpos-
superimposing, the following oscillatory waves, which have wavelengths ranging
from max down to min:

Now, recall that the shorter the wavelength of the wave's oscillations,
the larger the energy of the particle, and thus also the larger the particle's
velocity. Since the measurement has given the wave a range of wave-
wavelengths, the particle's energy and velocity might now be anywhere in the
corresponding ranges; in other words, its energy and velocity are uncer-
uncertain.

(continued next page)



(Box 102 continued)

To recapitulate, the measurement confined the particle's wave to the
error box(first diagram above); this made the wave consist of a range of
wavelengths(second diagram); that range of wavelengths corresponds to a
range of energy and velocity; and the velocity is therefore uncertain. No
matter how hard you try, you cannot avoid producing this velocity uncer-
uncertainty when you measure the particle's position. Moreover, when this
chain of reasoning is examined in greater depth, it predicts that the more
accurate your measurement, that is, the smaller your error box, the larger
the ranges of wavelengths and velocity, and thus the larger the uncer-
uncertainty in the particle's velocity.

the object's velocity in a random, unpredictable way. The more accu-
accurate your position measurement is, the more strongly and unpredict-
ably you must perturb the object's velocity. No matter how clever you
are in designing your measurement, you cannot circumvent this innate
uncertainty.(See Box 10.2.)

The uncertainty principle governs not only measurements of micro-
microscopic objects such as electrons, atoms, and molecules; it also governs
measurements of large objects. However, because a large object has
large inertia, a measurement's kick will perturb its velocity only
slightly.(The velocity perturbation will be inversely proportional to
the object's mass.)

The uncertainty principle, when applied to a gravitational-wave
detector, says that the more accurately a sensor measures the position
of the end or side of a vibrating bar, the more strongly and randomly
the measurement must kick the bar.

For an inaccurate sensor, the kick can be tiny and unimportant, but
because the sensor was inaccurate, you do not know very well the
amplitude of the bar's vibrations and thus cannot monitor weak gravi-
gravitational waves.

For an extremely accurate sensor, the kick is so enormous that it
strongly changes the bar's vibrations. These large, unknowable changes
thus mask the effects of any gravitational wave you might try to detect.

Somewhere between these two extremes there is an optimal accu-
accuracy for the sensor: an accuracy neither so poor that you learn little nor
so great that the unknowable kick is strong. At that optimal accuracy,
which is now called Braginsky's standard quantum limit, the effect of
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the kick is just barely as debilitating as the errors made by the sensor.
No sensor can monitor the bar's vibrations more accurately than this
standard quantum limit. How small is this limit? For a 2-meter-long,
1-ton bar, it is about 100,000 times smaller than the nucleus of an
atom.

In the 1960s, nobody seriously contemplated the need for such accu-
accurate measurements, because nobody understood very clearly just how
weak should be the gravitational waves from black holes and other
astronomical bodies. But by the mid-1970s, spurred on by Weber's
experimental project, I and other theorists had begun to figure out how
strong the strongest waves were likely to be. Roughly 10'21 was the
answer, and this meant the waves would make a 2-meter bar vibrate
with an amplitude of only 10'*1 X B meters), or about a millionth the
diameter of the nucleus of an atom. If these estimates were correct(and
we knew they were highly uncertain), then the gravitational-wave
signal would be ten times smaller than Braginskys standard quantum
limit, and therefore could not possibly be detected using a bar and any
known kind of sensor.

Though this was extremely worrisome, all was not lost. Braginsky's
deep intuition told him that, if experimenters were especially clever,
they ought to be able to circumvent his standard quantum limit. There
ought to be a new way to design a sensor, he argued, so that its un-
unknowable and unavoidable kick does not hide the influence of the

gravitational waves on the bar. To such a sensor Braginsky gave the
name quantum nondemolition*;"quantum"because the sensor's kick is
demanded by the laws of quantum mechanics,"nondemolition"be-
because the sensor would be so configured that the kick would not demol-
demolish the thing you are trying to measure, the influence of the waves on
the bar. Braginsky did not have a workable design for a quantum
nondemolition sensor, but his intuition told him that such a sensor
should be possible.

This time I listened, carefully; and over the next two years I and my
group at Caltech and Braginsky and his group in Moscow both strug-
struggled, on and off, to devise a quantum nondemolition sensor.

We both found the answer simultaneously in the autumn of 1977—
but by very different routes. I remember vividly my excitement when

3. Braginsky has a remarkable mastery of the nuances of the English language; he can
construct an eloquent English phrase to describe a new idea far more readily than most
Americans or Britons.
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the idea occurred to Carlton Caves and me4 in an intense discussion

over lunch at the Greasy(Caltech's student cafeteria). And I recall the
bittersweet taste of learning that Braginsky, Yuri Vorontsov, and Far-
hid Khalili had had a significant piece of the same idea in Moscow at
essentially the same time—bitter because I get great satisfaction from
being the first to discover something new; sweet because I am so fond
of Braginsky and thus get pleasure from sharing discoveries with him.

Our full quantum nondemolition idea is rather abstract and permits
a wide variety of sensor designs for circumventing Braginsky's standard
quantum limit. The idea's abstractness, however, makes it difficult to
explain, so here I shall describe just one(not very practical)example of
a quantum nondemolition sensor.5 This example has been called, by
Braginsky, a stroboscopic sensor.

A stroboscopic sensor relies on a special property of a bar's vibrations:
If the bar is given a very sharp, unknown kick, its amplitude of vibra-
vibration will change, but no matter what that amplitude change is. pre-
precisely one period of oscillation after the kick the bar's vibrating end
will return to the same position as it had at the moment of the kick
(black dots in Figure 10.5). At least this is true if a gravitational wave
(or some other force)has not squeezed or stretched the bar in the
meantime. If a wave(or other force)has squeezed the bar in the
meantime, then the bar's position one period later will be changed.

To detect the wave, then, one should build a sensor that makes
stroboscopic. measurements of the bar's vibrating ends, a sensor that
measures the position of the bar's ends quickly once each period of
vibration. Such a sensor will kick the bar in each measurement, but the
kicks will not change the position of the bar's ends at the times of
subsequent measurements. If the position is found to have changed,
then a gravitational wave(or some other force)must have squeezed the
bar.

Ait lthough quantum nondemolition sensors solved the problem of Bra-
Braginsky's standard quantum limit, by the mid-1980s 1 had become
rather pessimistic about the prospects for bar detectors to bring gravita-
gravitational-wave astronomy to fruition. My pessimism had two causes.

4.�A key foundation for our idea came from a colleague, William Unruh, at the University
of British Columbia. The development of the idea and its consequences was carried out jointly
by Caves, me, and three others who were gathered around the lunch table with ui when we
discovered it: Ronald Drever, Vernoc Sandberg, and Mark Zinunermtunn.

5.�The full idea is described by Caves et ai. A980)and by Braginsky, Vorontsov, and
Tiorne A980).
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TIME.

Period Period

10.5 The principle underlying a struboscopic quantum nondemolition mea-
measurement Plotted vertically is the position of the end of a vibrating bar; plotted
horizontally is time. If a quick, highly precise measurement of the position is
made at the time marked KICK, Ihe sensor that makes the measurement will
give the bar a sudden, unknowable kick, thereby changing the bar's amplitude
of vibration in an unknown way. However, there will be no change of the
position of the bar's end precisely one period after the kick, or two periods, or
three periods. Those positions will be the same as at the time of the kick and will
be completely independent of the kick.

First, although the bars built by Weber, by Braginsky, and by others
had achieved far better sensitivities than anyone had dreamed possible
in the 1950s, they were still only able to detect with confidence waves
of strength 10*17 or larger. This was 10,000 times too poor for success, if
I and others had correctly estimated the strengths of the waves arriving
at Earth. This by itself was not serious, since the march of technology
has often produced 10,000-fold improvements in instruments over
times of twenty years or less.[One example was the angular resolution
of the best radio telescopes, which improved from tens of degrees in the
mid-1940s to a few arc seconds in the mid-1960s(Chapter 9). Another
was the sensitivity of astronomical X-ray detectors, which improved by
a factor of 1O10 between 1958 and 1978, that is, at an average rate of
10,000 every eight years(Chapter 8).]However, the rate of improve-
improvement of the bars was so slow, and projections of the future technology
and techniques were so modest, that there seemed no reasonable way
for a 10,000-fold improvement to be made in the foreseeable future.
Success, thus, would likely hinge on the waves being stronger than the
10�1 estimates—a real possibility, but not one that anybody was happy
to rely on.
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Second, even if the bars did succeed in detecting gravitational waves,
they would have enormous difficulty in decoding the waves' sym-
symphonic signals, and in fact would probably fail. The reason was simple:
Just as a tuning fork or wine glass responds sympathetically only to a
sound whose frequency is close to its natural frequency, so a bar would
respond only to gravitational waves whose frequency is near the bar's
natural frequency; in technical language, the bar detector has a narrow
bandwidth(the bandwidth being the band of frequencies to which it
responds). But the waves' symphonic information should typically be
encoded in a very wide band of frequencies. To extract the waves'
information, then, would require a"xylophone1' of many bars, each
covering a different, tiny portion of the signal's frequencies. How many
bars in the xylophone? For the types of bars then being planned and
constructed, several thousand-far too many to be practical. In princi-
principle it would be possible to widen the bars' band widths and thereby
manage with, say, a dozen bars, but to do so would require major
technical advances beyond those for reaching a sensitivity of 10�1.

Although I did not say much in public in the 1980s about my pessi-
pessimistic outlook, in private I regarded it as tragic because of the great
effort that Weber, Braginsky, and my other friends and colleagues had
put into bars, and also because I had become convinced that gravita-
gravitational radiation has the potential to produce a revolution in our knowl-
knowledge of the Universe.

LIGO

J. o understand the revolution that the detection and deciphering of
gravitational waves might bring, iet us recall the details of a previous
revolution: the one created by the development of X-ray and radio
telescopes(Chapters 8 and 9).

In the 1930s, before the advent of radio astronomy and X-ray astron-
astronomy, our knowledge of the Universe came almost entirely from light.
Light showed it to be a serene and quiescent Universe, a Universe
dominated by stars and planets that wheel smoothly in their orbits,
shining steadily and requiring millions or billions of years to change in
discernible ways.

This tranquil view of the Universe was shattered, in the 1950s,
1960s, and 1970s, when radio-wave and X-ray observations showed us
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our Universe's violent side: jets ejected from galactic nuclei, quasars
with fluctuating luminosities far brighter than our galaxy, pulsars with
intense beams shining off their surfaces and rotating at high speeds.
The brightest objects seen by optical telescopes were the Sun, the
planets, and a few nearby, quiescent stars. The brightest objects seen by
radio telescopes were violent explosions in the cores of distant galaxies,
powered(presumably)by gigantic black holes. The brightest objects
seen by X-ray telescopes were small black holes and neutron stars
accreting hot gas from binary companions.

What was it about radio waves and X-rays that enabled them to
create such a spectacular revolution? The key was the fact that they
brought us very different kinds of information than is brought by light:
Light, with its wavelength of a half micron, was emitted primarily by
hot atoms residing in the atmospheres of stars and planets, and it thus
taught us about those atmospheres. The radio waves, with their 10-
million-fold greater wavelengths, were emitted primarily by near-
light-speed electrons spiraling in magnetic fields, and they thus taught
us about the magnetized jets shooting out of galactic nuclei, about the
gigantic, magnetized intergalactic lobes that the jets feed, and about
the magnetized beams of pulsars. The X-rays, with their thousand-fold
shorter wavelengths than light, were produced mostly by high-speed
electrons in ultra-hot gas accreting onto black holes and neutron stars,
and they thus taught us directly about the accreting gas and indirectly
about the holes and neutron stars.

The differences between light, on the one hand, and radio waves and
X-rays, on the other, are pale compared to the differences between the
electromagnetic waves(light, radio, infrared, ultraviolet, X-ray, and
gamma ray)of modern astronomy and gravitational waves. Corre-
Correspondingly, gravitational waves might revolutionize our understand-
understanding of the Universe even more than did radio waves and X-rays.
Among the differences between electromagnetic waves and gravita-
gravitational waves, and their consequences, are these6:

? The gravitational waves should be emitted most strongly by large-
scale, coherent vibrations of spacetime curvature(for example, the
collision and coalescence of two black holes)and by large-scale,

6. These differences, their consequences, and the details of the waves to be expected from
various astrophysical sources have been elucidated by a number of theorists including, among
others, Thibault Dainour in Paris, Leonid Grishchuk in Moscow, Takashi Xakamura in Kyoto,
Bernard Schutz in Wales, Stuart Shapiro in Ith&ca, New York, Clifford Will in St. Louis, and
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coherent motions of huge amounts of matter(for example, the
implosion of the core of a star that triggers a supernova, or the
inspiral and merger of two neutron stars that are orbiting each
other). Therefore, gravitational waves should show us the motions
of huge curvatures and huge masses. By contrast, cosmic electro-
electromagnetic waves are usually emitted individually and separately by
enormous numbers of individual and separate atoms or electrons;
and these individual electromagnetic waves, each oscillating in a
slightly different manner, then superimpose on each other to pro-
produce the total wave that an astronomer measures. As a result, from
electromagnetic waves we learn primarily about the temperature,
density, and magnetic fields experienced by the emitting atoms
and electrons.

? Gravitational waves are emitted most strongly in regions of space

where gravity is so intense that Newton's description fails and
must be replaced by Einstein's, and where huge amounts of matter
or spacetime curvature move or vibrate or swirl at near the speed
of light. Examples are the big bang origin of the Universe, the
collisions of black holes, and the pulsations of newborn neutron
stars at the centers of supernova explosions. Since these strong-
gravity regions are typically surrounded by thick layers of matter
that absorb electromagnetic waves(but do not absorb gravitational
waves), the strong-gravity regions cannot send us electromagnetic
waves. The electromagnetic waves seen by astronomers come, by
contrast, almost entirely from weak-gravity, low-velocity regions;
for example, the surfaces of stars and supernovae.

These differences suggest that the objects whose symphonies we
might study with gravitational-wave detectors will be largely invisible
in light, radio waves, and X-rays; and the objects that astronomers now
study in light, radio waves, and X-rays will be largely invisible in
gravitational waves. The gravitational Universe should thus look ex-
extremely different from the electromagnetic Universe; from gravita-
gravitational waves we should learn things that we will never learn elec-
tromagnetically. This is why gravitational waves are likely to
revolutionize our understanding of the Universe.

It might be argued that our present electromagnetically based un-
understanding of the Universe is so complete compared with the optically
based understanding of the 1930s that a gravitational-wave revolution
will be far less spectacular than was the radio-wave/X-ray revolution.
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This seems to me unlikely. I am painfully aware of our lack of under-
understanding when I contemplate the sorry state of present estimates of the
gravitational waves bathing the Earth. For each type of gravitational-
wave source that has been thought about, with the exception of binary
stars and their coalescences, either the strength of the source's waves
for a given distance from Earth is uncertain by several factors of 10, or
the rate of occurrence of that type of source(and thus also the distance
to the nearest one)is uncertain by several factors of 10, or the very
existence of the source is uncertain.

These uncertainties cause great frustration in the planning and de-
design of gravitational-wave detectors. That is the downside. The upside
is the fact that, if and when gravitational waves are ultimately detected
and studied, we may be rewarded with major surprises.

I n 1976 I had not yet become pessimistic about bar detectors. On the
contrary, I was highly optimistic. The first generation of bar detectors
had recently reached fruition and had operated with a sensitivity that
was remarkable compared to what one might have expected; Braginsky
and others had invented a number of clever and promising ideas for
huge future improvements; and I and others were just beginning to
realize that gravitational waves might revolutionize our understanding
of the Universe.

My enthusiasm and optimism drove me, one evening in November
1976, to wander the streets of Pasadena until late into the night, strug-
struggling with myself over whether to propose that Caltech create a project
to detect gravitational waves. The arguments in favor were obvious: for
science in general, the enormous intellectual payoff if the project suc-
succeeded; for Caltech, the opportunity to get in on the ground floor of an
exciting new field: for me, the possibility to have a team of experi-
experimenters at my home institution with whom to interact, instead of
relying primarily on Braginsky and his team on the other side of the
world, and the possibility to play a more central role than I could
commuting to Moscow(and thereby have more fun). The argument
against was also obvious: The project would be risky; to succeed, it
would require large resources from Caltech and the U.S. National Sci-
Science Foundation and enormous time and energy from me and others;
and after all that investment, it might fail. It was much more risky
than Caltech !s entry into radio astronomy twenty-three years earlier
(Chapter 9).

After many hours of introspection, the lure of the payoffs won me
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over. And after several months studying the risks and payoffs, Caltech's
physics and astronomy faculty and administration unanimously ap-
approved ray proposal—subject to two conditions. We would have to find
an outstanding experimental physicist to lead the project, and the pro-
project would have to be large enough and strong enough to have a good
chance of success. This meant, we believed, much larger and stronger
than Weber's effort at the University of Maryland or Braginsky's effort
in Moscow or any of the other gravitational-wave efforts then under
way.

The first, step was finding a leader. I flew to Moscow to ask Bra-
Braginsky's advice and feel him out about taking the post. My feeler tore
him every which way. He was torn between the far better technology
he would have in America and the greater craftsmanship of the techni-
technicians in Moscow(for example, intricate glassblowing was almost a lost
art in America, but not in Moscow). He was torn between the need to
build a project from scratch in America and the crazy impediments
that the inefficient, bureaucracy-bound Soviet system kept putting in
the way of his project in Moscow. He was torn between loyalty to his
native land and disgust with his native land, and between his feelings
that life in America is barbaric because of the way we treat our poor
and our lack of medical care for everyone and his feelings that life in
Moscow is miserable because of the power of incompetent officials. He
was torn between the freedom and wealth of America and fear of KGB

retribution against family and friends and perhaps even himself if he
"defected."In the end he said no, and recommended instead Ronald
Drever of Glasgow University.

Others I consulted were also enthusiastic about Drever. Like Bra-

ginsky, he was highly creative, inventive, and tenacious—traits that
would be essential for success of the project. The Caltech faculty and
administration gathered all the information they could about Drever
and other possible leaders, selected Drever, and invited him to join the
Caltech faculty and initiate the project. Drever, like Braginsky, was
torn, but in the end he said yes. We were off and running.

I had presumed, when proposing the project, that like Weber and
Braginsky, Caltech would focus on building bar detectors. Fortunately
(in retrospect)Drever insisted on a radically different direction. In
Glasgow he had worked with bar detectors for five years, and he could
see their limitations. Much more promising, he thought, were interfe-
rometric gravitational-wave detectors{interferometers for short—
though they are radically different from the radio interferometers of
Chapter 9).
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Interferometers for gravitational-wave detection had first been con-
conceived of in primitive form in 1962 by two Russian friends of Bra-
ginsky's, Mikhail Gertsenshtein and V.I. Pustovoit, and independently
in 1964 by Joseph Weber. Unaware of these early ideas, Rainer Weiss
devised a more mature variant of an interferometric detector in 1969,
and then he and his MIT group went on to design and build one in the
early 1970s, as did Robert Forward and colleagues at Hughes Research
Laboratories in Malibu, California. Forward's detector was the first to
operate successfully. By the late 1970s, these interferometric detectors
had become a serious alternative to bars, and Drever had added his own
clever twists to their design.

a-igure 10.6 shows the basic idea behind an interferometric gravita-
gravitational-wave detector. Three masses hang by wires from overhead sup-
supports at the corner and ends of an"L"(Figure 10.6a). When the first
crest of a gravitational wave enters the laboratory from overhead or
underfoot, its tidal forces should stretch the masses apart along one arm
of the"L"while squeezing them together along the other arm. The
result will be an increase in the length Lt of the first arm(that is, in the
distance between the arm's two masses)and a decrease in the length L2
of the second arm. When the wave's first crest has passed and its first
trough arrives, the directions of stretch and squeeze will be changed: Lt
will decrease and La will increase. By monitoring the arm-length dif-
difference, Lt-La, one can seek gravitational waves.

10.6 A laser interferometric gravitational-wave detector. This instrument is
very similar to the one used by Michelson and Morley in 1887 to search for
motion of the Earth through the aether(Chapter 1). See the text for a detailed
explanation.

(-0
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The difference L,~^7 is monitored using inteiferometry(Figure
10.6b and Box 10.5). A. laser beam shines onto a beam splitter that rides
on the comer mass. The beam splitter reflects half of the beam and
transmits half, and thereby splits the beam in two. The two beams go
down the two arms of the interferometer and bounce off mirrors that

ride on the arms' end masses, and then return to the beam splitter. The
splitter half-transmits and half-reflects each of the beams, so part of
each beam's light is combined with part from the other and goes back
toward the laser, and the other parts of the two beams are combined
and go toward the photodetector. When no gravitational wave is pre-
present, the contributions from the two arms interfere in such a way(Box
10.5)that all the net light goes back toward the laser and none toward

Box 10.3

Interference and Interferometry

Whenever two or more waves propagate through the same region of
space, they superimpose on each other"linearly"(Box 10.1); that is, they
add. Foir example, the following dotted wave and dashed wave superim-
superimpose to produce the heavy solid wave:

Notice that at locations such as A where a trough, of one wave(dotted)
superimposes on a crest of the other(dashed), the waves cancel, at least in
part, to produce a vanishing or weak total wave(solid); and at locations
such as R where two troughs superimpose or two crests superimpose, ihe
waves reinforce each other. One says that the waves are interfering with
each other, destructively in the first case and constructively in the second.
Such superimposing and interference occurs in all types of waves—ocean
vraves, radio waves, light waves, gravitational waves—and such interfer-
interference is central to the operation of radio interferometers(Chapter 9)and
interferomefric detectors for gravitational waves.

In the interferometric detector of Figure 10.6b, the beam splitter super-
superimposes half the light wave from one arm on half from the other and
sends them toward the laser, and it superimposes the other halves and
sends them toward the photodetector. When no gravitational wave or
other force has moved the masses and their mirrors, the superimposed
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the photodetector. If a gravitational wave slightly changes Li—La, the
two beams will then travel slightly different distances in their two
arms and will interfere slightly differently—a tiny amount of their
combined light will now go into the photodetector. By monitoring the
amount of light reaching the photodetector, one can monitor the arm-
length difference Z^—L2, and thereby monitor gravitational waves.

I t is interesting to compare a bar detector with an interferometer. The
bar detector uses the vibrations of a single, solid cylinder to monitor the
tidal forces of a gravitational wave. The interferometric detector uses
the relative motions of masses hung from wires to monitor the tidal
forces.

light waves have the following forms, where the dashed curve shows the
wave from arm 1, the dotted curve the wave from arm 2, and the solid
curve the superimposed, total wave:

*"-—..

fVtodefcecteor�Tow*r&Laser

Toward the photodetector, the waves interfere perfectly destructively, so
the total, superimposed wave vanishes, which means that the photodetec-
photodetector sees no light at all. When a gravitational wave or other force has
lengthened one arm slightly and shortened the other, then the beam from
the one arm arrives at the beam splitter with a slight delay relative to the
other, and the superimposed waves therefore look like this:

Toward Flpfcodefeecfcor�Toward

The destructive interference in the photodetector's direction is no longer
perfect; the photodetector receives some light. The amount it receives is
proportional to the arm length difference, Lt~La, which in turn is pro-
proportional to the gravitational-wave signal.
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The bar detector uses an electrical sensor(for example, piezoelectric
crystals squeezed by the bar)to monitor the bar's wave-induced vibra-
vibrations. The interferometric detector uses interfering light beams to
monitor its masses' wave-induced motions.

The bar responds sympathetically only to gravitational waves over a

narrow frequency band, and therefore, decoding the waves' symphony
would require a xylophone of many bars. The interferometer's masses
wiggle back and forth in response to waves of all frequencies higher
than about one cycle peT second,7 and therefore the interferometer has
a wide bandwidth; three or four interferometers are sufficient to fully
decode the symphony.

By making the interferometer's arms a thousand times longer than
the bar(a few kilometers rather than a few meters), one can make the
waves' tidal forces a thousand times bigger and thus improve the sensi-
sensitivity of the instrument a thousand-fold.8 The bar, by contrast, cannot
be lengthened much. A kilometer-long bar would have a natural fre-
frequency less than one cycle per second and thus would not operate at the
frequencies where we think the most interesting sources lie. Moreover,
at such a low frequency, one nmst launch the bar into space to isolate it
from vibrations of the ground and from the fluctuating gravity of the
Earth's atmosphere. Putting such a bar in space would be ridiculously
expensive.

Because it is a thousand times longer than the bar, the interferome-
interferometer is a thousand times more immune to the"kick"produced by the
measurement process. This immunity means that the interferometer
does not need to circumvent the kick with the aid of a(difficult to
construct)quanttim nondemolition sensor. The bar, by contrast, can
detect the expected waves only if it employs quantum nondemolition.

If the interferometer has such great advantages over the bar(far
larger bandwidth and far larger potential sensitivity), then why didn't
Braginsky, Weber, and others build interferometers instead of bars?
When I asked Braginsky in the mid-1970s, he replied that bar detectors
are simple, while interferometers are horrendously complex, A smalZ,
intimate team like his in Moscow had a reasonable chance of making
bar detectors work well enough to discover gravitational waves. How-
However, to construct, debug, and operate interferometric detectors success-

7.�Below about one cycle per second, the wires that suspend the masses prevent them from]
-wiggling in response to the waves.

8.�Actually, the details of th? improvement arc far more complicated lha.1 this, and the
resulting sensitivity enhancement is far more difficult to achieve than these words suggest;
however, this description is roughly correct
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fully would require a huge team and large amounts of money—and
Braginsky doubted whether, even with such a team and such money, so
complex a detector could succeed.

Ten years later, as the painful evidence mounted that bars would
have great difficulty reaching 10'21 sensitivity, Braginsky visited Cal-
tech and was impressed with the progress that Drever's team had
achieved with interferometers. Interferometers, he concluded, will
probably succeed after all. But the huge team and large money re-
required for success were not to his taste; so upon returning to Moscow,
he redirected most of his own team's efforts away from gravitational-
wave detection.(Elsewhere in the world bars have continued to be
developed, which is fortunate; they are cheap compared to interferom-
interferometers, for now they are more sensitive, and in the long run they might
play special roles at high gravity-wave frequencies.)

lerein lies the complexity of interferometric detectors? After all,
the basic idea, as described in Figure 10.6, looks reasonably simple.

Tn fact, Figure 10.6 is a gross oversimplification because it ignores an
enormous number of pitfalls. The tricks required to avoid these pitfalls
make an interferometer into a very complex instrument. For example,
the laser beam must point in precisely the right direction and have
precisely the right shape and wavelength to fit into the interferometer
perfectly; and its wavelength and intensity must not fluctuate. After
the beam is split in half, the two beams must bounce back and forth in
the two arms not just once as in Figure 10.6, but many times, so as to
increase their sensitivity to the wiggling masses' motions, and after
these many bounces, they must meet each other perfectly back at the
beam splitter. Each mass must be continually controlled so its mirrors
point in precisely the right directions and do not swing as a result
of vibrations of the floor, and this must be done without masking
the mass's gravitational-wave-induced wiggles. To achieve perfection
in all these ways, and in many many more, requires continuously
monitoring many different pieces of the interferometer and its light
beams, and continuously applying feedback forces to keep them per-
perfect.

One gets some impression of these complications from a photograph
(Figure 10.7)of a 40-meter-long prototype interferometric detector
that Drever's team has built at Caltech—a prototype which itself is far
simpler than the full-scale, several-kilometer-long interferometers that
are required for success.
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10.7 The Galtech 40-meter interferometric prototype gravitational-wave detec-
detector, ca. 1989. The table in front and the front caged vacuum chamber hold lasers
and devices to prepare the laser light for entry into the interferometer. The
central mass resides in the second caged vacuum chamber—the chamber above
which a dangling rope can be seen faintly. The end masses are 40 meters away,
down the two corridors. The two arms' laser beams shine down the larger of the
two racuum pipes that extend the lengths of the corridors.[Comes/LJGO Project,
California Institute of Technology.]

.Lluring the early 1980s four teams of experimental physicists strug-
struggled to develop tools and techniques for interferometric detectors:
Drever's Caltech team, the team he had founded at Glasgow(now led
by James Hough), Kainer Weiss's team at MIT, and a team founded by
Hans Billing at the Max Planck Institut in Munich, Germany. The
teams were small and intimate, and they worked more or less indepen-
independently,"pursuing their own approaches to the design of interferometric
detectors. Within each team the individual scientists had free rein to

invent new ideas and pursue them as they wished and for as long as
they wished; coordination was very loose. This is just the kind of cul-
culture that inventive scientists love and thrive on, the culture that Bra-

9. Though with a close link, through Drever, between the Glasgow ard Caltech teams.
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ginsky craves, a culture in which loners like me are happiest. But it is
not a culture capable of designing, constructing, debugging, and oper-
operating large, complex scientific instruments like the several-kilometer-
long interferometers required for success.

To design in detail the many complex pieces of such interferome-
interferometers, to make them all fit together and work together properly, and to
keep costs under control and bring the interferometers to completion
within a reasonable time require a different culture: a culture of tight
coordination, with subgroups of each team focusing on well-defined
tasks and a single director making decisions about what tasks will be
done when and by whom.

The road from freewheeling independence to tight coordination is a
painful one. The world's biology community is traveling that road,
with cries of anguish along the way, as it moves toward sequencing the
human genome. And we gravitational-wave physicists have been trav-
traveling that road since 1984, with no less pain and anguish. I am confi-
confident, however, that the excitement, pleasure, and scientific payoff of
detecting the waves and deciphering their symphonies will one day
make the pain and anguish fade in our memories.

The first sharp turn on our painful road was a 1984 shotgun mar-
marriage between the Caltech and MIT teams—each of which by then had
about eight members. Richard Isaacson of the U.S. National Science
Foundation(NSF)held the shotgun and demanded, as the price of the
taxpayers' financial support, a tight marriage in which Caltech and
MIT scientists jointly developed the interferometers. Drever(resisting
like mad)and Weiss(willingly accepting the inevitable)said their
vows, and I became the marriage counselor, the man with the task of
forging consensus when Drever pulled in one direction and Weiss in
another. It was a rocky marriage, emotionally draining for all; but
gradually we began to work together.

The second sharp turn came in November 1986. A committee of
eminent physicists—experts in all the technologies we need and ex-
experts in the organization and management of large scientific projects—
spent an entire week with us, scrutinizing our progress and plans, and
then reported to NSF. Our progress got high marks, our plans got high
marks, and our prospects for success—for detecting waves and deci-
deciphering their symphonies—were rated as high. But our culture was
rated as awful; we were still immersed in the loosely knit, freewheeling
culture of our birth, and we could never succeed that way, NSF was
told. Rep/ace the Drever-Weiss Thorne troika by a single director, the
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committee insisted—a director who can mold talented individualists

into a tightly knit and effective team and can organize the project and
make firm, wise decisions at every major juncture.

Out came the shotgun again. If you want your project to continue,
NSF's Isaacson told us, you must find that director and learn to work
with him like a football team works with a great coach or an orchestra
with a great conductor.

We were lucky. In the midst of our search, Robbie Vogt got fired.
Vogt, a brilliant, strong-willed experimental physicist, had directed

projects to construct and operate scientific instruments on spacecraft,
had directed the construction of a huge millimeter-wavelength astro-
astronomical interferometer, and had reorganized the scientific research
environment of NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory(which carries out

A portion of the Caltech/MIT team of LIGO scientists in late 1991. Left: Some
Caltech members of the team, counterclockwise from upper left Aaron GHIespie,
Fred Raab, Maggie Taylor, Seiji Kawamura, Robbie Vogt, Ronald Drever, Lisa
Sievers, Alex Abramovici, Bob Spero, Mike Zucker. Right: Some MIT members
of ihe team, counterclockwise from upper left Joe Kovalik, Yaron Hefetz, Nergis
Mavalvala, Rainer Weiss, David Schumaker, Joe Gialme.[Left courtesy Ken Rogers/
Black Star; right: courtesy Erik I.. Simmons.]
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most of the American planetary exploration program)—and he then
had become Caltech's provost. As provost, though remarkably effective,
Vogt battled vigorously with Caltech's president, Marvin Goldberger,
over how to run Caltech--and after several years of battle, Goldberger
fired him. Vogt was not temperamentally suited to working under
others when he disagreed profoundly with their judgments; but on top,
he was superb. He was past the director, the conductor, the coach that
we needed. If anybody could mold us into a tightly knit team, he could.

"It will be painful working with Robbie,"a former member of his
millimeter team told us."You will emerge bruised and scarred, but it
will be worth it. Your project will succeed."

For several months Drever, Weiss, I, and others pleaded with Vogt
to take the directorship. He finally accepted; and, as promised, six years
later our Caltech/MIT team is bruised and scarred, but effective, pow-
powerful, tightly knit, and growing rapidly toward the critical size(about
fifty scientists and engineers)required for success. Success, however,
will not depend on us alone. Under Vogt's plan important inputs to our
core effort will come from other scientists10 who, by being only loosely
associated with us, can maintain the individualistic, free-wheeling
style that we have left behind.

J\key to success in our endeavor will be the construction and opera-
operation of a national scientific facility called the Laser Interferometer
Gravitational-Wave Observatory, or LTGO. The LIGO will consist of
two L-shaped vacuum systems, one near Hanford, Washington, and
the other near Livingston, Louisiana, in which physicists will develop
and operate many successive generations of ever-improving interfe-
interferometers; see Figure 10.8.

Why two facilities instead of one? Because Earth-bound gravita-
gravitational-wave detectors always have ill-understood noise that simulates
gravitational-wave bursts; for example, the wire that suspends a mass
can creak slightly for no apparent reason, thereby shaking the mass and
simulating the tidal force of a wave. However, such noise almost never
happens simultaneously in two independent detectors, far apart. Thus,
to be sure that an apparent signal is due to gravitational waves rather
than noise, one must verify that it occurs in two such detectors. With

10. These, a*of 1993, include Br&ginsky's group in Moscow, a group led by Bob Bycrs at
Stanford University, a group led by Jim Fallcr at the University of Colorado, a group led by
Peter Saulaon at Syracuse University, and a group led by Sam Finn at Northwestern Univer-
University.



10.8 Artist's conception of LJGO's L-shaped vacuum system and the experimen-
experimental facilities at the corner of the L, near Hanford, Washington.{Courtesy LIGO
Project, California Institute of Technology.]

only one detector, gravitational waves cannot be detected and moni-
monitored.

Although two facilities are sufficient to detect a gravitational wave,
at least three and preferably four are required, at widely separated
sites, to fully decode the wave's symphony, that is, to extract all the
information the wave carries. A joint French/Italian team will build
the third facility, named VIRGO,"near Pisa, Italy. VIRGO and LIGO
together will form an international network for extracting the full
information. Teams in Britain, Germany, Japan, and Australia are
seeking funds to build additional facilities for the network.

It might seem audacious to construct such an ambitious network for
a type of wave that nobody has ever seen. Actually, it is not audacious
at all. Gravitational waves have already been proved to exist by astro-
astronomical observations for which Joseph Taylor and Russell Hulse of

11. It is named for the Virgo cluster of galaxies, from which waves might be detected.
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Princeton University won the 1995 Nobel Prize. Taylor and Hulse,
using a radio telescope, found two neutron stars, one of them a pulsar,
which orbit each other once each 8 hours; and by exquisitely accurate
radio measurements, they verified that the stars are spiraling together
at precisely the rate B.7 parts in a billion per year)that Einstein's laws
predict they should, due to being continually kicked by gravitational
waves that they emit into the Universe. Nothing else, only tiny gravita-
gravitational-wave kicks, can explain the stars' inspiral.

'hat will gravitational-wave astronomy be like in the early 2000s?
The following scenario is plausible:

By 2007, eight interferometers, each several kilometers long, are in
full-time operation, scanning the skies for incoming bursts of gravita-
gravitational waves. Two are operating in the vacuum facility in Pisa, Italy,
two in Livingston, Louisiana, in the southeastern United States, two in
Hanford, Washington, in the northwestern United States, and two in
Japan. Of the two interferometers at each site, one is a"workhorse"
instrument that monitors a wave's oscillations between about 10 cycles
per second and 1000; the other, only recently developed and installed,
is an advanced,"specialty"interferometer that zeroes in on oscillations
between 1000 and 3000 cycles per second.

A train of gravitational waves sweeps into the solar system from a
distant, cosmic source. Each wave crest hits the Japanese detectors first,
then sweeps through the Earth to the Washington detectors, then Lou-
Louisiana, and finally Italy. For roughly a minute, crest is followed by
trough is followed by crest. The masses in each detector wiggle ever so
slightly, perturbing their laser beams and hence perturbing the light
that enters the detector's photodiode. The eight photodiode outputs are
transmitted by satellite links to a central computer, which alerts a team
of scientists that another minute-long gravitational-wave burst has
arrived at Earth, the third one this week. The computer combines the
eight detectors' outputs to produce four things: a best-guess location for
the burst's source on the sky; an error box for that best-guess location;
and two waveforms—two oscillating curves, analogous to the oscillat-
oscillating curve that you obtain if you examine the sounds of a symphony on
an oscilloscope. The history of the source is encoded in these wave-
waveforms(Figure 10.9).

There are two waveforms because a gravitational wave has two
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polarizations. Tf the wave travels vertically through an interferometer,
one polarization describes tidal forces that oscillate along the east-west
and north-south directions; the other describes tidal forces oscillating
along the northeast-southwest and northwest-southeast directions.
Each detector, with its own orientation, feels some combination of
these two polarizations; and from the eight detector outputs, the com-
computer reconstructs the two waveforms.

The computer then compares the waveforms with those in a large
catalog, much as a bird watcher identifies a bird by comparing it with
pictures in a book. The catalog has been produced by simulations of
sources on computers, and by five years of previous experience moni-
monitoring gravitational waves from colliding and coalescing black holes,
colliding and coalescing neutron stars, spinning neutron stars(pulsars),
and supernova explosions. The identification of this burst is easy(some
others, for example, from supernovae, are far harder). The waveforms
show the unmistakable, unique signature of two black holes coalescing.

10.9 One of the two waveforms produced by the coalescence of two black holes.
The wave is plotted upward in units of 10~21: lime is plotted horizontally in units
of seconds. The first graph shows only the last 0.1 second of the inspirat part of
the waveform; the preceding minute of the waveform is similar, with gradually
increasing amplitude and frequency. The second graph shows the last 0.01 sec-
second, on a stretched-out scale. The Inspiral and Ringdown segments or the wave-
waveform are well understood, in 1993, from solutions of the Einstein field equation.
The coalescence segment is not at all understood(the curve shown is my own
fantasy); future supercomputer simulations will attempt to compute it-In the
text these simulations are presumed to have been successful in the early twenty-
first century.
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The waveforms have three segments:

?�The minute-long first segment(of which only the last 0.1 second is
shown in Figure 10.9)has oscillating strains that gradually grow in
amplitude and frequency; these are precisely the waveforms ex-
expected from the inspiral of two objects in a binary orbit. The fact
that alternate waves are smaller and larger indicates that the orbit
is somewhat elliptical rather than circular.

?�The 0.01-second-long middle segment matches almost perfectly
the waveforms predicted by recent(early twenty-first century)
supercomputer simulations of the coalescence of two black holes to
form one; according to the simulations, the humps marked"H"
signal the touching and merging of the holes' horizons. The double
wiggles marked"D,"however, are a new discovery, the first one
made by the new specialty interferometers. The older, workhorse
interferometers had never been able to detect these wiggles be-
because of their high frequency, and they had never yet been seen in
any supercomputer simulations. They are a new challenge for
theorists to explain. They might be the first hints of some previ-
previously unsuspected quirk in the nonlinear vibrations of the collid-
colliding holes' spacetime curvature. Theorists, intrigued by this pros-
prospect, will go back to their simulations and search for signs of such
doublet wiggles.

?�The 0.03-second-long third segment(of which only the beginning
is shown in Figure 10.9)consists of oscillations with fixed fre-
frequency and gradually dying amplitude. This is precisely the wave-
waveform expected when a deformed black hole pulsates to shake off its
deformations, that is, as it rings down like a struck bell. The pulsa-
pulsations consist of two dumbbell-type protrusions that circulate
around and around the hole's equator and gradually die out as
ripples of curvature carry away their energy(Figure 10.2 above).

From the details of the waveforms, the computer extracts not only
the history of the inspiral, coalescence, and ringdown; it also extracts
the masses and spin rates of the initial holes and the final hole. The
initial holes each weighed 25 times what the Sun weighs, and were
slowly spinning. The final hole weighs 46 times what the Sun weighs
and is spinning at 97 percent of the maximum allowed rate. Four solar
masses' worth of energy B X 25—46=4)were converted into rippLes
of curvature and carried away by the waves. The total surface area of
the initial holes was 136,000 square kilometers. The total surface area
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of the final hole is larger, as demanded by the second law of black-hole
mechanics(Chapter i2); 144,000 square kilometers. The waveforms
also reveal the distance of the hole from Earth: i billion light-years, a
result accurate to about 20 percent. The waveforms tell us that we on
Earth were looking down nearly perpendicularly onto the plane of the
orbit, and are now looking down the north pole of the spinning hole;
and they show that the holes' orbit had an eccentricity(elongation)of
30 percent

The computer determines the holes' location on the sky from the
wave crests' times of arrival in Japan, Washington, Louisiana, and
Italy. Since Japan was hit first, the holes were more or less overhead in
Japan, and underfoot in America and Europe. A detailed analysis of the
arrival times gives a best-guess location for the source, and an error box
around that location of 1 degree in size. Had the holes been smaller,
their waveforms would have oscillated more rapidly and the error box
would have been tighter, but for these big holes 1 degree is the best the
network can do. In another ten years, when an interferometric detector
is operating on the Moon, the error boxes will be reduced in size along
one side by a factor of 100.

Because the holes' orbit was elongated, the computer concludes that
the two holes were captured into orbit around each other only a few
hours before they coalesced and emitted the burst.(If they had been
orbiting each other for longer than a few hours, the push of gravita-
gravitational waves departing from the binary would have made their orbit
circular.)Recent capture means the holes were probably id a dense
cluster of black holes and massive stars at the center of some galaxy.

The computer therefore examines catalogs of optical galaxies, radio
galaxies, and X-ray galaxies, searching for any that reside in the 1-de-
1-degree error box, are between 0.8 and 1.2 billion light-years from Earth,
and have peculiar cores. Forty candidates are found and turned over to
astronomers. For the next few years these forty candidates will be
studied in detail, with radio, millimeter, infrared, optical, ultraviolet,
X-ray, and gamma-ray telescopes. Gradually it will become clear that
one of the candidate galaxies has a core in which a massive agglomer-
agglomerate of gas and stars was beginning, when the light we now see left the
galaxy, a million-year-long phase of violent evolution—-an evolution
that will trigger the birth of a gigantic black hole, and then a quasar.
Thanks to the burst of gravitational waves which identified this spe-
specific galaxy as interesting, astronomers can now begin to unravel the
details of how gigantic black holes are born.
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What Is Reality?

in which spacetime is viewed as
curved on Sundays and flat on Mondays,

and horizons are madejrom
vacuum on Sundays and charge on Mondays,

but Sunday's experiments and Monday's experiments
agree in all details

I spacetime really curved? Isn't it conceivable that spacetime is actu-
actually flat, but the clocks and rulers with which we measure it, and which
we regard as perfect in the sense of Box 11.1, are actually rubbery?
Might not even the most perfect of clocks slow down or speed up, and
the most perfect of rulers shrink or expand, as we move them from
point to point and change their orientations? Wouldn't such distortions
of our clocks and rulers make a truly flat spacetime appear to be
curved?

Yes.

Figure 11.1 gives a concrete example: the measurement of circumf-
circumferences and radii around a nonspinning black hole. On the left is shown
an embedding diagram for the hole's curved space. The space is curved
in this diagram because we have chosen to define distances as though
our rulers were not rubbery, as though they always hold their lengths
fixed no matter where we place them and how we orient them. The
rulers show the hole's horizon to have a circumference of 100 kilome-

kilometers. A circle of twice this circumference, 200 kilometers, is drawn

around the hole, and the radial distance from the horizon to that circle
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Box 11.1

Perfection of Rulers and Clocks

By"perfect clocks"and"perfect rulers"I shall mean, in this book, clocks
and rulers that are perfect in the sense that the world's best clock makers
and ruler makers understand: Perfection is to be judged by comparison
with the behaviors of atoms and molecules.

More specifically, perfect clocks must tick at a uniform rate when com-
compared with the oscillations of atoms and molecules. The world's best
atomic clocks are designed to do just that. Since the oscillations of atoms
and molecules are controlled by what I called in earlier chapters the"rate
of flow of time,"this means that perfect clocks measure the"time"part of
Einstein's curved spacetime.

The markings on perfect rulers must have uniform and standard spac-
ings when compared to the wavelengths of the light emitted by atoms and
molecules, for example, uniform spacings relative to the �1-centimeter-
wavelength"light emitted by hydrogen molecules. This is equivalent to
requiring that when one holds a ruler at some fixed, standard temperature
(say, zero degrees Celsius), it contain always the same fixed number of
atoms along its length between markings; and this, in turn, guarantees
that perfect rulers measure the spatial lengths of Einstein's curved space-
time.

The body of this chapter introduces the concept of"'true"times and
"true"lengths. These are not necessarily the times and lengths measured
by perfect clocks and perfect rulers, that is, not necessarily the times and
lengths based on atomic and molecular standards, that is, not necessarily
the times and lengths embodied in Einstein's curved spacetime.

is measured with a perfect ruler; the result is 37 kilometers. If space
were flat, that radial distance would have to be the radius of the outside
circle, 200/271 kilometers, minus the radius of the horizon, 100/2JI
kilometers; that is, it would have to be 200/271-100/27C=16 kilome-
kilometers(approximately). To accommodate the radial distance's far larger,
37-kilometer size, the surface must have the curved, trumpet-horn
shape shown in the diagram.
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If space is actually flat around the black hole, but our perfect rulers
are rubbery and thereby fool us into thinking space is curved, then the
true geometry of space must be as shown on the right in Figure 11.1,
and the true distance between the horizon and the circle must be 16

kilometers, as demanded by the flat-geometry laws of Euclid. How-
However, general relativity insists that our perfect rulers not measure this
true distance. Take a ruler and lay it down circumferentially around

the hole just outside the horizon(curved thick black strip with ruler
markings in right part of Figure 11.1). When oriented circumferen-
circumferentially like this, it does measure correctly the true distance. Cut the ruler
off at 37 kilometers length, as shown. It now encompasses 37 percent of
the distance around the hole. Then turn the ruler so it is oriented

radially(straight thick black strip with ruler markings in Figure 11.1).
As it is turned, general relativity requires that it shrink. When pointed

11.1 Length measurements in the vicinity of a black hole from two different
viewpoints, f^ft: Spacetime is regarded as truly curved, and perfect rulers mea-
measure precisely the lengths of the true spacetime. Right: Spacetime is regarded as
truly flat and perfect rulers are rubbery. A 37-km-long perfect ruler, when
oriented in a circumferential direction, measures precisely the lengths of Ihe
true, flat spacelime. However, when oriented radially, it shrinks by an amount
that is greater the nearer it is to the hole, and therefore it reports radial lengths
that are larger than the true ones(it reports 37 km rather than the true 16 km
in the case shown).
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radially, its true length must have shrunk to 16 kilometers, so it will
reach precisely from the horizon to the outer circle. However, the scale
on its shrunken surface must claim that its length is still 37 kilometers,
and therefore that, the distance between horizon and circle is 57 kilo-

kilometers. People like Einstein who are unaware of the ruler's rubbery
nature, and thus believe its inaccurate measurement, conclude that
space is curved. However, people like you and me, who understand the
rubberiness, know that the; ruler has shrunk and that space is really flat.

What could possibly make the ruler shrink, when its orientation
changes? Gravity, of coarse. In the flat space of the right half of Figure
11.1 there resides a gravitational field that controls the sixes of funda-
fundamental particles, atomic nuclei, atoms, molecules, everything, and
forces them all to shrink when laid out radially. The amount of shrink-
shrinkage is groat near a black hole, and smaller farther away, because the
shrink age-control ling gravitational field is generated by the hole, and
its influence declines with distance.

The shrinkage-controlling gravitational field has other effects.
When a photon or any other particle flies past the hole, this field pulls
on it and deflects its trajectory. The trajectory is bent around the hole;
it is curved, as measured in the hole's true, flat spacetixne geometry.
However, people like Einstein, who take seriousJy the measurements of
their rubbery rulers and clocks, regard the photon as moving along a
straight line through curved spacctime.

What is the real, genuine truth? Is spacerime really flat, as the above
paragraphs suggest, or is it really curved? To a physicist like me this is
an uninteresting question because it has no physical consequences.
Both viewpoints, curved spacelime and flat, give precisely the same
predictions for any measurements performed with perfect rulers and
clocks, and also(it turns out)the same predictions for any measure-
measurements performed with any kind of physical apparatus whatsoever. For
example, both viewpoints agree that the radial distance between the
horizon and the circle in Figure 11.1, as measured by u perfect ruler, is
37 kilometers. They disagree as to whether that measured distance is
the"real"distance, but such a disagreement is a matter of philosophy,
not physics. Since the two viewpoints agree on the results of all experi-
experiments, they are physically equivalent. Which viewpoint tells the"real
truth"is irrelevant for experiments; it is a matter for philosophers to
debate, not physicists. Moreover, physicists can and do use the two
viewpoints interchangeably when trying to deduce the predictions of
general relativity.
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L he mental processes by which a theoretical physicist works are
beautifully described by Thomas Kuhn's concept of a paradigm. Kuhn,
who received his Ph.D. in physics from Harvard in 1949 and then
became an eminent historian and philosopher of science, introduced
the concept of a paradigm in his 1962 book The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions—one of the most insightful books T have ever read.

A paradigm is a complete set of tools that a community of scientists
uses in its research on some topic, and in communicating the results of
its research to others. The curved spacetime viewpoint on general rela-
relativity is one paradigm; the flat spacetime viewpoint is another. Each of
these paradigms includes three basic elements: a set of mathematically
formulated laws of physics; a set of pictures(menta)pictures, verbal
pictures, drawings on paper)which give us insight into the laws and
help us communicate with each other; and a set of exemplars—past
calculations and solved problems, either in textbooks or in published
scientific articles, which the community of relativity experts agrees
were correctly done and were interesting, and which we use as patterns
for our future calculations.

The curved spacetime paradigm is based on three sets of mathemati-
mathematically formulated laws: Einstein's field equation, which describes how
matter generates the curvature of spacetime; the laws which tell us that
perfect rulers and perfect clocks measure the lengths and the times of
Einstein's curved spacetime; and the laws which tell us how matter and
fields move through curved spacetime, for example, that freely moving
bodies travel along straight lines(geodesies). The flat spacetime para-
paradigm is also based on three sets of laws: a law describing how matter, in
flat spacetime, generates the gravitational field; laws describing how
that field controls the shrinkage of perfect rulers and the dilation of the
ticking rates of perfect clocks; and laws describing how the gravita-
gravitational field also controls the motions of particles and fields through flat
spacetime.

The pictures in the curved spacetime paradigm include the embed-
embedding diagrams drawn in this book(for example, the left half of Figure
11.1)and the verbal descriptions of spacetime curvature around black
holes(for example, the"tomado-like swirl of space around a spinning
black hole"). The pictures in the flat spacetime paradigm include the
right half of Figure 11.1, with the ruler that shrinks when it turns from
circumferential orientation to radial, and the verbal description of"a
gravitational field controlling the shrinkage of rulers."
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The exemplars of the curved spacetime paradigm include the calcu-
calculation, found in most relativity textbooks, by which one derives
Schwarasehild's solution to the Einstein field equation, and the calcula-
calculations by which Israel, Carter, Hawking, and others deduced that a
Mack hole has no"hair."The flat spacetime exemplars include text-
textbook calculations of how the mass of a black bole or other body changes
when gravitational waves are captured by it, and calculations by Clif-
Clifford Will. Thibault Damour, and others of how neutron stars orbiting
each other generate gravitational waves(waves of shrinkage-producing
field).

Each piece of a paradigm—its laws, its pictures, and its exemplars—
is crucial to my own mental processes when I'm doing research. The
pictures(mental and verbal as well as on paper)act as a general com-
compass. They give me intuition as to how the Universe probably behaves;
I manipulate them, along with mathematical doodlings, in search of
interesting new insights. If I tind, from the pictures and doodlings, an
insight worth pursuing(for example, the hoop conjecture in Chapter
7), I then try to verify or refute it by careful mathematical calculations
based on the. paradigm's mathematically formulated taws of physics. 1
pattern my careful calculations after the paradigm's exemplars. They
tell me what level of caloulational precision is likely to be needed for
reliable; results.(If the precision is too poor, the results may be wrong;
if the precision is too high, the calculations may eat up valuable time
unnecessarily.)The exemplars also tell me what kinds of mathematical
manipulations are likely to get me through tho morass of mathemati-
mathematical symbols to my goal. Pictures also guide the calculations; they help
me find shortcuts and avoid blind alleys. If the calculations verify or at
least make plausible my new insight, I then communicate the insight
to relativity experts hy a mixture of pictures and calculations, and 1
communicate to others, such as readers of this book, solely with pic-
pictures—verbal pictures and drawings.

The flat spacetime paradigm's laws of physics can be derived, math-
mathematically, from the curved spacetlme paradigm's laws, and con-
conversely. This means that the two sets of laws are different mathematical
representations of the same physical phenomena, in somewhat the
same sense as 0.001 and Vioou are different mathematical representa-
representations of the same number. However, the mathematical formulas for the
laws look very different in the two representations, and the pictures
and exemplars that accompany the two sets of laws look very different.

As an example, in the curved spacetime paradigm, the verbal picture
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of Einstein's field equation is the statement that"mass generates the
curvature of spacetime."When translated into the language of the flat
spacetime paradigm, this field equation is described by the verbal pic-
picture"mass generates the gravitational field that governs the shrinkage
of rulers and the dilation of the ticking of clocks."Although the two
versions of the Einstein field equation are mathematically equivalent,
their verbal pictures differ profoundly.

Tt is extremely useful, in relativity research, to have both paradigms
at one's fingertips. Some problems are solved most easily and quickly
using the curved spacetime paradigm; others, using flat spacetime.
Black-hole problems(for example, the discovery that a black hole has
no hair)are most amenable to curved spacetime techniques; gravita-
gravitational-wave problems(for example, computing the waves produced
when two neutron stars orbit each other)are most amenable to flat
spacetime techniques. Theoretical physicists, as they mature, gradually
build up insight into which paradigm will be best for which situation,
and they learn to flip their minds back and forth from one paradigm to
the other, as needed. They may regard spacetime as curved on Sunday,
when thinking about black holes, and as flat on Monday, when think-
thinking about gravitational waves. This mind-flip is similar to that which
one experiences when looking at a drawing by M. C. Escher, for exam-
example, Figure 11.2.

Since the laws that underlie the two paradigms are mathematically
equivalent, we can be sure that when the same physical situation is
analyzed using both paradigms, the predictions for the results of ex-
experiments will be identically the same. We thus are free to use the
paradigm that best suits us in any given situation.

This freedom carries power. That is why physicists were not content
with Einstein's curved spacetime paradigm, and have developed the
flat spacetime paradigm as a supplement to it.

N. iewton's description of gravity is yet another paradigm. Tt. regards
space and time as absolute, and gravity as a force that acts instantane-
instantaneously between two bodies("action at a distance,"Chapters 1 and 2),

The Newtonian paradigm for gravity, of course, is not equivalent to
Einstein's curved spacetime paradigm; the two give different predic-
predictions for the outcomes of experiments. Thomas Kuhn uses the phrase
scientific revolution to describe the intellectual struggle by which Ein-
Einstein invented his paradigm and convinced his colleagues thai it gives a
more nearly correct description of gravity than the Newtonian para-



11.2 A drawing by M. C. Escher. One can experience a mind-Jlip by looking at
this drawing, first from one point of view(for example, with the flowing stream
at ihe same height as the waterfall's top)and then from another(with the stream
at the height of the waterfall's bottom). This mind-flip is somewhat like the one
a theoretical physicist experiences when switching from the curved spacetime
paradigm to the flat spacetime paradigm.[? 1961 M. C. Escher Foundation Baarn-
Holland. All rights reserved.j
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digm(Chapter 2). Physicists' invention of the flat spacetime paradigm
was not a scientific revolution in this Kuhnian sense, because trie flat
spacetime paradigm and the curved spacetime paradigm give precisely
the same predictions.

When gravity is weak, the predictions of the Newtonian paradigm
and Einstein's curved spacetime paradigm are almost identical, and
correspondingly the two paradigms are very nearly mathematically
equivalent. Thus it is that, when studying gravity in the solar system,
physicists often switch back and forth with impunity between the
Newtonian paradigm, the curved spacetime paradigm, and also the flat
spacetime paradigm, using at any time whichever one strikes their
fancy or seems the more insightful.1

Oometimes people new to a field of research are more open-minded
than the old hands. Such was the case in the 1970s, when new people
had insights that led to a new paradigm for black holes, the membrane
paradigm.

In 1971 Richard Hanni, an undergraduate at Princeton University,
together with Remo Ruffini, a postdon, noticed that a black hole's
horizon can behave somewhat like an electrically conducting sphere.
To understand this peculiar behavior, recall that a positively charged
metal pellet carries an electric field which repels protons but attracts
electrons. The pellet's electric field can be described by field lines,
analogous to those of a magnetic field. The electric field lines point in
the direction of the force that the field exerts on a proton(and oppos-
oppositely to the force exerted on an electron), and the density of field lines is
proportional to the strength of the force. Tf the pellet is alone in flat
spacetime, its electric field lines point radially outward(Figure 11.3a).
Correspondingly, the electric force on a proton points radially away
from the pellet, and since the density of field lines decreases inversely
with the square of the distance from the pellet, the electric force on a
proton also decreases inversely with the square of the distance.

Now bring the pellet close to a metal sphere(Figure 11.5b). The
sphere's metal surface is made of electrons that can move about on the
sphere freely, and positively charged ions that cannot. The pellet's
electric field pulls a number of the sphere's electrons into the pellet's

1. Compare with the last section of Chapter 1,"The Nature of Physical
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11.3(a)The electric field Hues produced by a positively charged metal pellet at
rest, alone, in Oat spacetinie.(b)The electric field lines when the pellet is at rest
just above an electrically conducting, melaJ sphere in flat spacetinie. The pellet's
electric field polarizes the sphere,(c)The electric field lines when tlie pellet is
at rest just above the horizon of a black hole. The pellet's electric field appears
to polarize the horizon.

vicinity, leaving excess ions everywhere else on the sphere; in other
words, it polarizes2 the sphere.

In 1971 Hanni and Ruffini, and independently Robert Wald of
Princeton University and Jeff Cohen of the Princeton Institute for

Advanced Study, computed the shapes of the electric field lines pro-
produced by a charged pellet near the horizon of a nonspinning black hole.

2. This is a different usage of the won}"polarize"from that of"pobiiz?l gravitational
waves"and"polarized)ii?hi"(Chapter J 0).
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Their computations, based on the standard curved spacetime paradigm,
revealed that the curvature of spacetime distorts the field lines in the
manner shown in Figure 11.3c. Hanni and Ruffini, noticing the
similarity to the field lines in Figure 11,3b[look at diagram(c)from
below, and it will be nearly the same as diagram(b)], suggested that
we can think of a black hole's horizon in the same manner as we think

of a metal sphere; that is, we can regard the horizon as a thin mem-
membrane composed of positively and negatively charged particles, a mem-
membrane similar to the sphere's metal. Normally there are equal numbers
of positive and negative particles everywhere on the membrane,, that is,
there is no net charge on any region of the membrane. However, when
the pellet is brought near the horizon, excess negative particles move
into the region below the pellet, leaving excess positive particles every-
everywhere else on the membrane; the horizon's membrane thereby gets
polarized: and the total set of field lines produced by the pellet's
charges and the horizon's charges takes the form of diagram(c).

When I, as an old hand at relativity theory, heard this story, T
thought it ludicrous. General relativity insists that, if one falls into a
black hole, one will encounter nothing at the horizon except spacetime
curvature. One will see no membrane and no charged particles. Thus,
the Hanni—Ruffini description of why the pellet's electric field lines are
bent can have no basis in reality. Tt is pure fiction. The cause of the
field lines' bending, I was sure, is spacetime curvature and nothing else:
The field lines bend down toward the horizon in diagram(c)solely
because tidal gravity pulls on them, and not because they are being
attracted to some polarized charge in the horizon. The horizon cannot
possess any such polarized charge; I was sure of it. I was wrong.

Five years later Roger Blandford and a graduate student, Roman
Znajek, at Cambridge University discovered that magnetic fields can
extract the spin energy of a black hole and use it to power jets(the
Blandford Znajek process, Chapter 9 and Figure 11.4a). Blandford and
Znajek also found by curved spacetime calculations that, as the energy
is extracted, electric currents flow into the horizon near the hole's poles
(in the form of positively charged particles falling inward), and cur-
currents flow out of the horizon near the equator(in the form of nega-
negatively charged particles falling inward). It was as though the black hole
were part of an electric circuit.

The calculations showed, moreover, that the hole behaved as though
it were a voltage generator in the circuit(Figure 11.4b). This black-
hole voltage generator drove current out of the horizon's equator, then
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up magnetic field lines to a large distance from the hole, then through
plasma(hot, electrically conducting gas)to other field lines near the
hole's spin axis, then down those field lines and into the horizon. The
magnetic field lines were the wires of the electric circuit, the plasma
was the load that extracts power from the circuit, and the spinning hole
was the power source.

From this viewpoint(Figure 11.4b), it is the power carried by the
circuit that accelerates the plasma to form jets. From the viewpoint of

11.4 Two viewpoints on the Blandford-Znajek process by which a spinning,
magnetized black hole can produce jets,(a)The hole's spin creates a swirl of
space which forces magnetic fields threading the hole to spin. The spinning
fields' centrifugal forces then accelerate plasma to liigh speeds(compare with
Figure 9.7d).(b)The magnetic fields and the swirl of space together generate a
large voltage difference between the hole's poles and equator; in effect, the hole
becomes a voltage and power generator. This voltage drives current to flow in a
circuit The circuit carries electrical power from the black hole to the plasma,
and that power accelerates the plasma to high speeds.

MAGNETIC
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Chapter 9(Figure 11.4a), it is the spinning magnetic field lines, whip-
whipping around and around, that accelerate the plasma. The two view-
viewpoints are just different ways of looking at the same thing. The power
comes ultimately from the hole's spin in both cases. Whether one
thinks of the power as carried by trie circuit or as carried by the spin-
spinning field lines is a matter of taste.

The electric circuit description, although based on the standard
curved spacetime laws of physics, was totally unexpected, and the flow
of current through the black hole-inward near the poles and outward
near the equator seemed very peculiar. During 1977 and 1978, Zna-
jek and, independently, Thibault Damour(also a graduate student, but
in Paris rather than Cambridge)puzzled over this peculiarity. While
trying to understand it, they independently translated the curved
spacetime equations, which describe the spinning hole and its plasma
and magnetic field, into an unfamiliar form with an intriguing picto-
pictorial interpretation: The current, when it reaches the horizon, does not
enter the hole. Tnstead, it attaches itself to the horizon, where it is
carried by the kinds of horizon charges previously imagined by Hanni
and Ruffini. This horizon current flows from the pole to the equator,
where it exits up the magnetic field lines. Moreover, Znajek and Da-
Damour discovered, the laws that govern the horizon's charge and current
are elegant versions of the flat spacetime laws of electricity and mag-
magnetism: They are Gauss's law, Ampere's law, Ohm's law, and the law of
charge conservation(Figure 11.5).

Znajek and Damour did not assert that a being who falls into the
black hole will encounter a membrane-like horizon with electric

charges and currents. Rather, they asserted that if one wishes to figure
out how electricity, magnetism, and plasmas behave outside a black
hole, it is useful to regard the horizon as a membrane with charges and
currents.

When I read the technical articles by Znajek and Damour, I sud-
suddenly understood: They, and Hanni and Ruffini before them, were
discovering the foundations of a new paradigm for black holes. The
paradigm was fascinating. It captivated me. Unable to resist its allure, 1
spent much of the 1980s, together with Richard Price, Douglas Mac-
donald, Ian Redmount, Wai-Mo Suen, Ronald Crowley, and others,
bringing it into a polished form and writing a book on it, Black Holes:
The Membrane Paradigm.

The laws of black-hole physics, written in this membrane paradigm,
are completely equivalent to the corresponding laws of the curved
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11.5 The Jaws governing electric charge and current on a black hole's mem-
membrane-like horizon:(a)Gauss's law—the horizon has precisely the right amount
of surface charge lo terminate all electric field lines which intersect the horizon,
so they do not extend into the hole's interior; compare with Figure 11.3.(b)
Ampere's law�the horizon has precisely the right amount of surface current Lo
terminate that portion of the magnetic field which is parallel to the horizon, so
there is no parallel field below the horizon,(c)Ohm's law—the surface current
is proportional to the part of the electric field which is tangential to the surface;
the proportionality constant is a resistivity of 377 ohms,(d)Charge conserva-
conservation—no charge is ever lost or created; all positive charge that enters the horizon
from the outside Universe ttecomes attached lo the horizon, and moves around
on it, until it exits back into the outside Universe(in the form of negative charge
falling inward to neutralize the positive charge).

spacetime paradigm—so long as one restricts attention to the hole's
exterior. Consequently, the two paradigms give precisely the same
predictions for the outcomes of all experiments or observations that
anyone might make outside a black hole—including all astronomical
observations made from Earth. When thinking about astronomy and
astrophysics, I find it useful to keep both paradigms at hand, mem-
membrane and curved spacetime, and to do Eschex-type mind-1'lips back and
forth between them. The curved spacetime paradigm, with its horizons
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made from curved empty spacetime, may be useful on Sunday, when I
am puzzling over the pulsations of black holes. The membrane para-
paradigm, with horizons made from electrically charged membranes, may
be useful on Monday, when I am puzzling over a black, hole's produc-
production of jets. And since the predictions of the two paradigms are guaran-
guaranteed to be the same, I can use each day whichever one best suits my
needs.

Not so inside a black hole. Any being who falls into a hole will
discover that the horizon is not a charge-endowed membrane, and that
inside the hole the membrane paradigm completely loses its power.
However, infalling beings pay a price to discover this: They cannot
publish their discovery in the scientific journals of the outside Uni-
Universe.
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Black Holes

Evaporate

in which a black-hole horizon

is clothed in an atmosphere
of radiation and hot particles
that slowly evaporate,

and the hole shrinks

and then explodes

Black Holes Grow

JLhe Idea hit Stephen Hawking one evening in November 1970, as he
was preparing for bed. Tt hit with such force that he was left almost
gasping for air. Never before or since has an idea come to him so
quickly.

Preparing for bed was not easy. Hawking's body is afflicted with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis(.VIS), a disease that gradually destroys
the nerves which control the body's muscles and leaves the muscles,
one after another, to waste away in disuse. He moved slowly, with legs
wobbling and at least one hand always firmly grasping a countertop or
bedpost, as he brushed his teeth, disrobed, struggled into his pajamas,
and climbed into bed. That evening he moved even more slowly than
usual, since his mind was preoccupied with the Idea. The Idea excited
him. He was ecstatic, but he didn't tell his wife, Jane; that would have
made him most unpopular, since he was supposed to be concentrating
on getting to bed.

He lay awake for many hours that night. He couldn't sleep. His
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mind kept roaming' over the Idea's ramifications, its connections to
other tilings.

The Idea had been triggered by a simple question. How much gravi-
gravitational radiation(ripples of spacetime curvature)can two black holes
produce, when they collide and coalesce to form a single hole? Hawk
ing had been vaguely aware for some time that the single final hole
would have to be larger, in some sense, than the"sum"of the two
original holes, but in what sense, and what co\ild that tell him about
the amount of gravitational radiation produced?

Then, as he was preparing for bed, it had hit him. Suddenly, a series
of mental pictures and diagrams had coalesced in his mind to produce
the Idea: It was the area of the hole's horizon that would be larger. He
was sure of it; the pictures and diagrams had coalesced into an un-
unequivocal, mathematical proof. No matter what the masses of the two
original holes might be(the same or very different), and no mailer how
the holes might spin(in the same direction or opposite or not at all),
and no matter how the holes might collide(head-on or at a glancing
angle),/.tie area of the final hale, 's horizon must always, he larger than the
sum of the areas of the original holes' horizons. So what? So a lot,
Hawking realized as his mind roamed ovor the ramifications of this
area-increase theorem.

First of all, in order for the final hole's horizon to have a large area,
the final hole must have a large mass(or equivalently a large energy),
which means that not too much energy could have been ejected as
gravitational radiation. But"not too much"was still quite a bit. By
combining his new area-increase theorem with an equation that de-
describes the mass of a black hole in terms of its surface area and spin,
Hawking deduced that as much as 50 percent of the mass of thn two
original holes could be converted to gravitational-wave energy, leaving
as little as 50 percent behind in the mass of the final hole.1

There were other ramifications Hawking realized in the months
that followed his sleepless November night. Most important, perhaps,

I. Tl might srein counterintuitive that IL:wking's arua-iiicrease theorem permit*aft)of
the holes' mass at all to be omitted as gravitational waves. Readers comfortable with algebra
may find satisfaction in the example of two nonspinning holes that coalesce to produce a single,
larger nurispinning hole. The surface urea of a nonspimting hole in proportional lo(he square of
its horizon circumference, which in turn is proportional to the square of the hole's mass. Thus,
Ilawking's theorem insists that the sum of the squares of the initial holes' masses must exened
the square of the final hole's mass.\little algebra shows that this constraint on the masses
permirs the Hi id I hole's mass lo lie less than the sum of the initial holes' masse!!, and thus
permits some of the initial masses to be ef nil led as giu\ilanonal waves.
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was a new answer to the question of how to define the concept of a
hole's horizon when the hole is"dynamical,"that is, when it is vibrat-
vibrating wildly(as it must during collisions), or when it is growing rapidly
(as it will when it is first being created by an imploding star).

Precise and fruitful definitions are essential to physics research.
Only after Hermann Minkowski had defined the absolute interval be-
between two events(Box 2.1)could he deduce that, although space and
time are"relative,"they are unified into an"absolute"spacetime. Only
after Einstein had defined the trajectories of freely falling particles to
be straight lines(Figure 2.2)could he deduce that spacetime is curved
(Figure 2.5), and thereby develop his laws of general relativity. And
only after Hawking had defined the concept of a dynamical hole's
horizon could he and others explore in detail how black holes change
when pummeled by collisions or by infalling debris.

Before November 1970, most physicists, following Roger Penrose's
lead, had thought of a hole's horizon as"the outermost location where
photons trying to escape the hole get pulled inward by gravity."This
old definition of the horizon was an intellectual blind alley, Hawking
realized in the ensuing months, and to brand it as such he gave it a
new, slightly contemptuous name, a name that would stick. He called
it the apparent horizon?

Hawking's contempt had several roots. First, the apparent horizon is
a relative concept, not an absolute one. Its location depends on the
observers' reference frame; observers falling into the hole might see it
at a different location from observers at rest outside the hole. Second,

when matter falls into the hole, the apparent horizon can jump sud-
suddenly, without warning, from one location to another—a rather bizarre
behavior, one not conducive to easy insights. Third and most impor-
important, the apparent horizon had no connection at all to the flash of
congealing mental pictures and diagrams that had produced Hawk-
Hawking's New Tdea.

Hawking's new definition of the horizon, by contrast, was absolute
(the same in all reference frames), not relative, so he called it the

absolute horizon. This absolute horizon is beautiful, Hawking thought.
It has a beautiful definition: Tt is"the boundary in spacetime between
events(outside the horizon)that can send signals to the distant Uni-
Universe and those(inside the horizon)that cannot."And it has a beautiful
evolution: When a hole eats matter or collides with another hole or

2. A more precise definition of the apparent horizon is given in Box 12.1 below.



Box 12.1

Absolute and Apparent Horizons for a
Newborn Black Hole

The spacetime diagrams shown below describe the implosion of a spheri-
spherical star to form a spherical black hole; compare with Figure 6.7. The
dottod curves are outgoing light, rays; in other words, they are the world
lines(trajectories through spacetime)of photons—the fastest signals that
can be sent radially outward, toward the distant Universe. For optimal
escape, the photons are idealized as not being absorbed or scattered at all
by the star's matter.

The apparent horizon(left diagram)is the outermost location where
outgoing light rays, trying to escape the hole, get pulled inward toward
the singularity(for example, the outgoing rays QQ*and RJi'). The appar-
apparent horizon is created suddenly, full-sized, at K, where the star's surface
shrinks through the critical circumference. The absolute horizon(right
diagram)is the boundary between events that can send signals to the
distant Universe(for example, events P and 5 which send signals along
the light rays PP1 and S$T)and events tliat cannot send signals to the
distant Universe(for example, Q and ft). The absolute horizon is created
at the star's center, at the event labeled C, well before the star's surface
shrinks through the critical circumference. The absolute horizon is just a
point when created, hut it then expands smoothly, like a balloon being
blown Tip, and emerges through the star's surface precisely when the
surface shrinks through the critical circumference(the circle labeled ?). It
then stops expanding, and thereafter coincides with the suddenly created
apparent horizon.

Tuns "Tiwic*
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does anything at all, its absolute horizon changes shape and size in a
smooth, continuous way, instead of a sudden, jumping way(Box 12.1).
Most important, the absolute horizon meshed perfectly with Hawk-
ing's New Idea:

Hawking could see, in his congealed mental pictures arid diagrams,
that the areas of absolute horizons{but not necessarily apparent hori-
horizons)will increase not only when black holes collide and coalesce, but
also when they are being born, when matter or gravitational waves fall
into them, when the gravity of other objects in the Universe raises tides
on them, and when rotational energy is being extracted from the swirl
of space just outside their horizons. Indeed, the areas of absolute hori-
horizons will almost always increase, and can never decrease. The physical
reason is simple: Everything that a hole encounters sends energy in-
inward through its absolute horizon, and there is no way that any energy
can come back out. Since all forms oi energy produce gravity, this
means that the hole's gravity is continually being strengthened, and
correspondingly, its surface area is continually growing.

flawking's conclusion, stated more precisely, was this: In any region
of space, and at. any moment, of time(as measured in anyone's reference
frame), measure the areas of all the absolute horizons of all black holes
and add the areas together to get a total area. Then wait however long
you might wish, and again measure the areas of all the absolute horizons
and add them If no black holes have moved out through the"walls"of
your region of space between the measurements, then the total horizon
area cannot have decreased, and it almost always will have increased, at
least a little bit

Hawking was well aware that the choice of definition of horizon,
absolute or apparent, could not influence in any way any predictions
for the outcomes of experiments that humans or other beings might
perform; for example, it could not influence predictions of the wave-
waveforms of gravitational radiation produced in black-hole collisions
(Chapter 10), nor could it influence predictions of the number of
X-rays emitted by hot gas falling into and through a black hole's
horizon(Chapter 61). However, the choice of definition could strongly
influence the ease with which theoretical physicists deduce, from Ein-
Einstein's genera]relativistic equations, the properties and behaviors of
black holes. The chosen definition would become a central tool in the
paradigm by which theorists guide their research; it would influence
their mental pictures, their diagrams, the words they say when com-
nranicating with each other, and their intuitive leaps of insight. And
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for this purpose, Hawking believed, trie new, absohite horizon, with its
smoothly increasing area, would be superior to the old, apparent hori-
horizon, with its discontinuous jumps in size.

Otephen Hawking was not the first physicist to think about absolute
horizons and discover their area increase. Roger Penrose at Oxford
University, and Werner Israel at the University of Alberta, Canada,
had already done so, before Hawking's sleepness November night. Tn
fact, Hawking's insights were based largely on foundations laid by
Penrose(Chapter 13). However, neither Penrose nor Israel had recog-
recognized the importance or the power of the area-increase theorem, so
neither had published it. Why? Because they were mentally locked into
regarding the apparent horizon as the hole's surface and the absolute
horizon as just some rather unimportant auxiliary concept, and there-
therefore they thought that the increase of the absolute horizon's area was
not very interesting. Just how terribly wrong they were will become
clear as this chapter progresses.

Why were Penrose and Israel so wedded to the apparent horizon?
Because it had already played a central role in an amazing discovery:
Penrose's 1964 discovery that the laws of general relativity force every
black hole to have a singularity at its center. 1 shall describe Penrose's
discovery and the nature of singularities in the next chapter. For now,
the main point is that the apparent horizon had proved its power, and
Penrose and Israel, blinded by that power, could not conceive of jetti-
jettisoning the apparent horizon as the definition of a black hole's surface.

They especially could not conceive of jettisoning it in favor of the
absolute horizon. Why? Because the absolute horizon paradoxically,
it might seem—violates our cherished notion that an effect should not
precede its cause. When matter falls into a black hole, the absolute
horizon starts to grow("effect")before the matter reaches it("cause").
The horizon grows in anticipation that the matter will soon be swal-
swallowed and will increase the hole's gravitational pull(Box 12.2).

Penrose and Israel knew the origin of this seeming paradox. The
very definition of the absolute horizon depends on what will happen in
the future: on whether or not signals will ultimately escape to the
distant Universe. In the terminology of philosophers, it is a teleological
definition(a definition that relies on"final causes"), and it forces the
horizon's evolution to be teleological. Since teleological viewpoints
have rarely if ever been useful in modern physics, Penrose and Israel
were dubious about the merits of the absolute horizon.



Box 12.2

Evolution of an Accreting Hole's Apparent and
Absolute Horizons

The spacetimo diagram below illustrates the jerky evolution of f.he appar-
apparent horizon and the tcleological evolution of the absolute horizon. At some
initial moment, of time(on a horizontal slice near the bottom of the
diagram), an old, nonspirming black hole is surrounded by a thin, spheri-
spherical shell of matter. The shell is like the rubber of a balloon, and the hole is
liko a pit at the balloon's center. The hole's gravity pulls on the shell(the
balloon's rubber), forcing it to shrink and ultimately be swallowed by the
hole(the pit). The apparent horizon(the outermost location at which
outgoing light, rays—shown dotted—are being pulled inward)jumps out-
outward suddenly, and discontinuouslv, at the moment when the shrinking
shell reaches the location of the final hole's critical circumference. The
absolute horizon(the boundary between events that can and cannot send
outgoing light rays to the distant Universe)starts to expand before the.
hole swallows the shell. It. expands in anticipation of swallowing, and then,
just as the hole swallows, it. comes to rest at. the same location as the
jumping apparent horizon.

Ahsolate horizon—-.
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Hawking is a bold thinker. He is far more willing than most physi-
physicists lo take off in radical new directions, if those directions"smell"
right. The absolute horizon smelled right to him, so despite its radical
nature, he embraced it, and his embrace paid off. Within a few months,
Hawking and James Hartle were able to derive, from Einstein's gen-
general relativity laws, a set of elegant equations that describe how the
absolute horizon continuously and smoothly expands and changes its
shape, in anticipation of swallowing infalling debris or gravitational
waves, or in anticipation of being pulled on by the gravity of other
bodies.

in November 1970, Stephen Hawking was just beginning to reach full
stride as a physicist. He had made several important discoveries al-
already, but he was not yet a dominant figure. As we move on through
this chapter, we shall watch him become dominant.

How, with his severe disability, has Hawking been able to out-think
and out-intuit his leading colleague-competitors, people like Roger
Penrose, VVerner Israel, and(as we shall see)Yakov Borisovich Zel'-
dovich? They had the use of their hands; they could draw pictures and
perform many-page-long calculations on paper—calculations in which
one records many complex intermediate results along the way, and
then goes back, picks them up one by one, and combines them to get a
final result; calculations that T cannot conceive of anyone doing in his
head. By the early 1970s, Hawking's hands were largely paralyzed; he
could neither draw pictures nor write down equations. His research had
to be done entirely in his head.

Because the loss of control over his hands was so gradual, Hawking
has had plenty of time to adapt, lie has gradually trained his mind
to think in a manner different from the minds of other physicists:
He thinks in new types of intuitive mental pictures and mental equa-
equations that, for him, have replaced paper-and-pen drawings and written
equations. Hawking's mental pictures and mental equations have
turned out to be more powerful, for some kinds of problems, than
the old paper-and-pen ones, and less powerful for others, and he has
gradually learned to concentrate on problems for which his new
methods give greater power, a power that nobody else can begin to
match.

Hawking's disability has helped him in other ways. As he himself
has often commented, it has freed him from the responsibility of lec-
lecturing to university students, and he thus has had far more free time



Stephen Hawking with his wife Jane and their son Timothy in Cambridge,
England, in 1980.[Photo by Kip Thome.]

for research than his more healthy colleagues. More important, per-
perhaps, his disease in some ways has improved his attitude toward life.

Hawking contracted ALS in 1963, soon after he began graduate
school at Cambridge University. ALS is a catch-all name for a variety
of motor neuron diseases, most of which till fairly quickly. Thinking
he had only a few years to live, Hawking at first lost his enthusiasm for
life and physics. However, by the winter of 1964—65, it became appar-
apparent that his was a rare variant of ALS, a variant that saps the central
nervous system's control of muscles over many years' time, not just a
few. Suddenly life seemed wonderful. He returned to physics with
greater vigor and enthusiasm than he had ever had as a healthy, devil-
may-care undergraduate student; and with his new lease on life, he
married Jane Wilde, whom he had met shortly after contracting ALS
and with whom he had fallen in love during the early phases of his
disease.

Stephen's marriage to Jane was essential to his success and happiness
in the 1960s and 1970s and into the 1980s. She made for them a normal

home and a normal life in the midst of physical adversity.
The happiest smile I ever saw in my life was Stephen's the evening

in August 1972 in the French Alps when Jane, 7, and the Hawkings'
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two oldest children, Robert and Lucy, returned from a day's excursion
into the mountains. Through foolishness we had missed the last ski lift
down the mountain, and had been forced to descend about 1000 meters
on foot. Stephen, who had fretted about our tardiness, broke out into an
enormous smile, and tears came to his eyes, as he saw Jane. Robert, and
Lucy enter the dining room where he was poking at his evening meal,
unable to eat.

Hawking lost the use of his limbs and then his voice very gradually.
Tn June 1965, when we first met, he walked with a cane and his voice
was only slightly shaky. By 1970 he required a four legged walker. By
1972 he was confined to a motorized wheelchair and had largely lost
the ability to write, but he could still feed himself with some ease, and
most native English speakers could still understand his speech, though
with difficulty. By 1975 he could no longer feed himself, and only
people accustomed to his speech could understand it. By 1981 even 1
was having severe difficulty understanding him unless we were in an
absolutely quiet room; only people who were with him a lot could
understand with ease. By 1985 his lungs would not remain clear of
fluid of their own accord, and he had to have a tracheostomy so they
could be cleared regularly by suctioning. The price was high: He com-
completely lost his voice. To compensate, he acquired a computer-driven
voice synthesizer with an American accent for which he wo\ild apolo-
apologize sheepishly. He controls the computer by a simple switch clutched
in one hand, which he squeezes as a menu of words scrolls by on the
computer screen. Grabbing one word after another from the scrolling
menu with his switch, he huilds up his sentences. It is painfully slow,
but effective; he can produce no more than one short sentence per
rriimite, but his sentences are enunciated clearly by the synthesizer, and
are often pearls.

As his speech deteriorated, Hawking learned to make every sentence
count. He found ways to express his ideas that were clearer and more
succinct than the ways he had used in the early years of his disease.
With clarity and succinctness of expression came improved clarity of
thought, and greater impact on his colleagues—but also a tendency to
seem oracular: When he issues a pronouncement on some deep ques-
question, we, his colleagues, sometimes cannot be sure, until after much
thought and calculation of our own. whether he is just speculating or
has strong evidence. He sometimes doesn't tell us, and we occasionally
wonder whether he, with his absolutely unique insights, is playing
games with us. He does, after all, still retain a streak of the impishness
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that made him popular in his undergraduate days at Oxford, and a
sense of humor that rarely deserts him, even in times of trial.(Before
his tracheostomy, when I began to have trouble understanding his
speech, 1 sometimes found myself saying over and over again, as many
as ten times,"Stephen, I still don't understand; please say it again."
Showing a bit of frustration, he would continue to repeat himself until
1 suddenly understood: He was telling me a wonderfully funny, off-
the-wall, one-line joke. When I finally caught it, he would grin with
pleasure.)

Entropy

Hav aving extolled Hawking's ability to out-think and out-intuit all his
colleague-competitors, I must now confess that he has not managed to
do so all the time, just most. Among his defeats, perhaps the most
spectacular was at the hands of one of John Wheeler's graduate stu-
students, Jacob Bekenstein. But in the midst of that defeat, as we shall see,
Hawking produced a far greater triumph: his discovery that black holes
can evaporate. The tortuous route to that discovery will occupy much
of the rest of this chapter.

The playing field on which Hawking was defeated was that of black-
hole thermodynamics. Thermodynamics is the set of physical laws that
govern the random, statistical behavior of large numbers of atoms, for
example, the atoms that make up the air in a room or those that make
up the entire Sun. The atoms' statistical behavior includes, among
other things, their random jiggling caused by heat; and correspond-
correspondingly, the laws of thermodynamics include, among other things, the
laws that govern heat. Hence the name fA^rmodynainics.

A year before Hawking discovered his area theorem, Demetrios
Christodoulou, a nineteen-year-old graduate student in Wheeler's
Princeton group, noticed that the equations that describe slow changes
in the properties of black holes(for example, when they slowly accrete
gas)resemble some of the equations of thermodvnamics. The resem-
resemblance was remarkable, but there was no reason to think it anything
more than a coincidence.

This resemblance was strengthened by liawking's area theorem:
The area theorem closely resembled the second law of thermodynamics.
Tn fact, the area theorem, as expressed earlier in this chapter, becomes
the second law of thermodynamics if we merely replace the phrase
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"horizon areas"by the word"entropy": In any region of space, and at
any moment of time(as measured in anyone's reference frame), measure
the total entropy of everything there. Then until however long you might
wish, and again measure the total entropy. If nothing has moved out
through the"walls"of your region of space between the measurements,
then the total entropy cannot have decreased, and it almost always will
have increased, at least a little bit.

What is this thing called"entropy"that increases? It is the amount
of"randomness"in the chosen region of space, and the increase of
entropy means that things are continually becoming more arid more
random.

Stated more precisely(see Box 12.3), entropy is the logarithm of the
number of ways that all the atoms and molecules in our chosen region
can be distributed, without changing that region's macroscopic appear-
appearance.*When there are many possible ways for the atoms and molecules
to be distributed, there is a huge amount of microscopic randomness
and the entropy is huge.

The law of entropy increase(the second law of thermodynamics)has
great power. As an example, suppose trial we have a room containing
air and a few crumpled-up newspapers. The air and paper together
contain less entropy than they would have if the paper were burned in
the air to form carbon dioxide, water vapor, and a bit of ash. In other
words, when the room contains the original air and paper, there are
fewer ways that its molecules can be randomly distributed than when
it contains the final air, carbon dioxide, water vapor, and ash. That is
why the paper burns naturally and easily if a spark ignites it, and why
trie burning cannot easily and naturally be reversed to create paper
from carbon dioxide, water, ash, and air. Entropy increases during
burning; entropy would decrease during unburning; thus, burning oc-
occurs and unburning does not.

Otephen Hawking noticed immediately, in November 1970, the re-
remarkable similarity between the second law of thermodynamics and
his law of area increase, but it was obvious to him that the similarity

5. The laws of quantum mechanics guarantee that the number of ways to distribute the
atoms and molecules is always finite, and never infiliitc. In defining the entropy, physicists
often multiply the logarithm of this number of ways by a constant that will be irrelevant to us,
log^lO*k, where log^lO is die"natural logarithm"of 10, that is, 2.30258 .... and*is
"Boltzraann's constant,"1.38062 x 10'"erg per degree Celsius. Throughout this book I shali
ignore this constant.



Box 12.5

Entropy in a Child's Playroom

Imagine a square playroom containing 20 toys. The floor of the room is
made of 100 large tiles(with 10 tiles running along each side), and a
father has cleaned the room, throwing all the toys onto the northernmost
row of tiles. The father cared not one whit which toys landed on which
tiles, so they are all randomly scrambled. One measure of their random'
ness is the number of ways that they could have landed(each of which the
father considers as equally satisfactory), that is, the number of ways that,
the 20 toys car; be distributed over the 10 tiles of the northern row. This
number turns out to be 10 X i()X 20 X ... X 10, with one factor of 10 fur
each toy; that is. 1O20.

This number, 10?*, is one description of the amount of randomness in
the toys. However, it is a rather unwicldly description, since@au is s\ich a
big number. More easy to manipulate is the logariijun of 1020, that is, the
number of factors of 10 that must be multiplied together to get. 10J0. The
logarithm is 20; and this logarithm of the number of ways the toys could be.
scattered over the tiles is the toys' entropy.

Now suppose that a child roines into the room and plays with the toys,
throwing them around with abandon, and then leaves. The father returns
and sees a mess. The toys arc now far more randomly distributed than
before. Their entropy has increased. Tile lather doesn't, care just where
each toy is; all he cares is that they have been scattered randomly through-
out the room. How many different ways might they have been scattered?
How many ways could the 20 toys be distributed over the 100 tiles?
100 X 100 X 100 X ... X 100, with one factor of 100 for each toy; that is,
1002"=10<0 ways. The logarithm of this number is 40, so the child
increased the toys' entropy from 20 to 40.

"Aha, but then the father cleans up the room and thereby reduces the
toys' entropy back to 20,"you might say."Doesn't this violate the second
law of thermodynamics?"No, not at all. The toys' entropy may be reduced
by the lather's cleaning, but liie entropy in the father's body and in the
room's air lias increased: It took a lot of energy to throw the toys back onto
the northernmost tiles, energy that tfie father got by"burning up"some of
his body's fat. The burning converted neatly organized fat molecules into
disorganized waste products, for example, the carbon dioxide that he ex-
exhaled randomly into the room: and the resulting increase in the father's
and the room's entropy(thr: increase in the number of ways their atoms
and molecules can be distributed)far more than marie up for the decrease
in the toys' entropy.
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was a mere coincidence. One would have to be crazy, or at least a little
dim-witted, to claim that the area of a hole's horizon in some sense is
the hole's entropy, Hawking thought After all, there is nothing at all
random about a black hole. A black hole is just the opposite of random;
it is simplicity incarnate. Once a black hole has settled down into a
quiescent state(by emitting gravitational waves; Figure 7.4), it is left
totally"hairless": All of its properties are precisely determined by just
three numbers, its mass, its angular momentum, and its electric charge.
The hole has no randomness whatsoever.

Jacob Bekenstein was not persuaded, it seemed likely Lo him that a
black hole's area in some deep sense is its entropy—or, more precisely,
its entropy multiplied by some constant. Tf not, Bekenstein reasoned, if
black holes have vanishing entropy(no randomness at all)as Hawking
claimed, then black holes could be used to decrease the entropy of the
Universe and thereby violate the second law of thermodynamics. All
one need do is bundle all the air molecules from some room into a

small package and drop them into a black hole. The air molecules and
all the entropy they carry will disappear from our Universe when the
package enters the hole, and if the hole's entropy does not increase to
compensate for this loss, then the total entropy of the Universe will
have been reduced. This violation of the second law of thermodynam-
thermodynamics would be highly unsatisfactory, Bekenstein argued. To preserve the
second law, a black hole must possess an entropy that goes up when the
package falls through its horizon, and the most promising candidate for
that entropy, it seemed to Bekenstein, was the hole's surface area.

Not at all, Hawking responded. You can lose air molecules by throw-
throwing them down a black hole, and you can also lose entropy. That is just
the nature of black holes. We will just have to accept this violation of
the second law of thermodynamics, Hawking argued; the properties of
black holes require it—and besides, it has no serious consequences at
all. For example, although under ordinary circumstances a violation of
the second law of thermodynamics might permit one to make a perpet-
perpetual motion machine, when it is a black hole that causes the violation,

no perpetual motion machine is possible. The violation is just a tiny
peculiarity in the laws of physics, one that the laws presumably live
with quite happily.

Bekenstein was not convinced.

All the world's black-hole experts lined up on Hawking's side-all,
that is, except Bekenstein's mentor, John Wheeler."Your idea is just
crazy enough that it might be right,"Wheeler told Bekenstein. With
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this encouragement, Bekenstein plowed forward and tightened up his
conjecture. He estimated just how much a hole's entropy would have to
grow, when a package of air is dropped into it, to preserve the second
law of thermodynamics, and he estimated how much the plunging
package would increase the horizon's area; and from these rough esti-
estimates, he deduced a relationship between entropy and area which, he
thought, might always preserve the second law of thermodynamics:
The entropy, he concluded, is approximately the horizon's area divided
by a famous area associated with the(as yet ill-understood)laws of
quantum gravity, the Planck-fVfieeler area, 2.61 X JO66 square centi-
centimeter/(We shall learn the significance of the Planck-Wheeler area in
the next two chapters.)For a 10-solar-mass hole, this entropy would be
the hole's area, 11,000 square kilometers, divided by the Planck-
Wheeler area, 2.61 X 10"86 square centimeter, which is roughly I!O*.

This is an enormous amount of entropy. It represents a huge amount
of randomness. Where dews this randomness reside? Inside the hole,
Bekenstein conjectured. The hole's interior must contain a huge num-
number of atoms or molecules or something, all randomly distributed, and
the total number of ways they could be distributed must be5 1010 .

Nonsense, responded most of the leading black-hole physicists, in-
including Hawking and me. The hole's interior contains a singularity,
not atoms or molecules.

Nevertheless, the similarity between the laws of thermodynamics
and the properties of black holes was impressive.

I n August 1972, with the golden age of black-hole research in full
swing, the world's leading black-hole experts and about fifty students
congregated in the French Alps for an intense month of lectures and
joint research. The site was the same Les Honch.es summer school, on
the same green hillside opposite Mont Blanc, at which nine years
earlier A963)I had been taught the intricacies of general relativity
(Chapter 10). In 1965 T had been a student. Now, in 1972, J was
supposed to be an expert. In the mornings we"experts"lectured to

4.�This Planck Wheeler area is given by the formula Gb/c*, where G=6.670 x 10*
dynecenrime!era/gKuir*is Newton's gravitation eonrtant, H=LOSS x 10"*' erg-second is
Planck's quantum mechanical constant, and c—2.998 X 10"*centimeter/second is the spesd of
light. For related issu?s, sec Footnote 2 in Chapter 13, Footnote(i in Chapter 14, and the
associated discussions in the tent of those chapters.

5.�The logarithm of iO<0"is U)n(K*kenstein's conjectured entropy). Note that Itl1"'""is a i
with 107> zeroes after it, thai is, with nearly as many zeroes as there are aiornr in the I Iniverae.
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each other and the students about the discoveries we had made during
the past five years and about our current struggles toward new insights.
During most afternoons we continued our current struggles: Igor Novi-
kov and T closeted ourselves in a small log cabin and struggled to
discover the laws that govern gas as it accretes into black holes and
emits X-rays(Chapter 8), while on couches in the school's lounge my
students Bill Press and Saul Teukolsky soiight ways to discover
whether a spinning black hole is stable against small perturbations
(Chapter 7), and fifty meters above rno on the hillside, James Bardeen,
Brandon Carter, and Stephen Hawking joined forces to try to deduce
from Einstein's general relativity equations the full set of laws that
govern the evolution of black holes. The setting was idyllic, the physics
delicious.

By the end of the month, Bardeen, Carter, and Hawking had con-
consolidated their insights into a set of laws of black-hole mechanics that
bore an amazing resemblance to the laws of thermodynamics. Each
black-hole law, in fact, turned out to be identical to a thermodynamical
law, if one only replaced the phrase"horizon area"by"entropy,"and
the phrase"horizon surface gravity"by"temperature."(The surface
gravity, roughly speaking, is the strength of gravity's pull as felt by
somebody at rest just above the horizon.)

When Bekenstcin(who was one of the fifty students at the school)
saw this perfect fit between the two sets of laws, he became more
convinced than ever that the horizon area is the hole's entropy. Bar-
Bardeen, Carter, Hawking, I, and the other experts, by contrast, saw in this
fit a firm proof that the horizon area cannot be the hole's entropy in
disguise. If it were, then similarly the surface gravity would have to be
the hole's temperamre in disguise, and that temperature would not be
zero. However, the laws of thermodynamics insist that any and every
object with a nonzero temperature must emit radiation, at least a little
bit(that is how the radiators that warm some homes work), and every-
everybody knew that black holes cannot, emit anything. Radiation can fall
into a black hole, but none can ever come out.

If Bekenstein had followed his intuition to ils logical conclusion, he
would have asserted that somehow a black hole must have a finite

temperature and must emit radiation, and we today would look back on
him as an astounding prophet. But Bekenstehi waffled. He conceded
that it was obvious a black hole cannot radiate, but he clung tena-
tenaciously to his faith in black-hole entropy.
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Black Holes Radiate

Jl he first hint that black holes, in fact, can radiate came from Yakov
Borisovich Zel'dovich, in June 1971, fourteen months before the Les

Houches summer school. However, nobody was paying any attention,
and for this I bare the brunt of the shame since I was ZeJ'dovich's

confidant and foil as he groped toward a radical new insight.
Zel'dovich had brought me to Moscow for my second several-week

stint as a member of his research group. On my first stint, two years
earlier, he had commandeered for me, in the midst of Moscow's hous-

housing crunch, a spacious private apartment on ShabolovJca Street, near
October Square. While some of my friends shared one-room apart-
apartments with their spouses, children, and a set of parents-one room, not
one bedroom-I had had all to myself an apartment with bedroom,
living room, kitchen, television, and elegant china. On this second stint
I lived more modestly, in a single room at a hotel owned by the Soviet
Academy of Sciences, down the street from my old apartment.

At 6:30 one morning, I was roused from my sleep by a phone call
from Zel'dovich."Come to my flat, Kip! I have a new idea about
spinning black holes!"Knowing that coffee, tea, and pirozhki(pastries
containing ground beef, fish, cabbage, jam, or eggs)would be waiting, I
sloshed cold water on my face, threw on my clothes, grabbed my
briefcase, dashed down five flights of stairs into the street, grabbed a
crowded trolley, transferred to a trolley bus, and alighted at Number
2B Vorobyevskoye Shossein the Lenin Hills, 10 kilometers south of the
Kremlin. Number 4, next door, was the residence of Alexei Kosygin,
the Premier of the U.S.S.R.6

I walked through an open gate in the eight-foot-high iron fence and
entered a four-acre, forested yard surrounding the massive, squat apart-
apartment house Number 2B and its twin Number 2A, with their peeling
yellow paint. As one reward for his contributions to Soviet nuclear
might(Chapter 6), Zel'dovich had been given one of 2B's eight apart-
apartments: the southwest quarter of the second floor. The apartment was

6. Vorobyevskoyc Shosse has since been renamed Kosygin Street, and its buildings have
been renumbered. Ln the late 1980s Mikhail Gorbachev had a home at Number 10, several
doors west of Zel'dovich.
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enormous by Moscow standards, 1500 square feet; he shared it with his
wife, Varvara Pavlova, one daughter, and a son-in-law.

Zel'dovich met me at the apartment door, with a warm grin on his
face and the sounds of his bustling family emerging from back rooms. 1
removed my shoes, put on slippers from the pile beside the door, and
followed him into the shabby but comfortable living/dining room,
with its overstuffed couch and chairs. On one wall was a map of the
world, with colored pins identifying all the places to which Zel'dovich
had been invited(Ixmdon, Princeton, Beijing, Bombay, Tokyo, and
many more), and which the Soviet state, in its paranoid fear of losing
nuclear secrets, had forbade him W visit.

Zel'dovich, his eyes dancing, sat me down at the long dining table
dominating the room's center, and announced,"A spinning black hole
must radiate. The departing radiation will kick hack at the hole and
gradually slow its spin, and then hall it. With the spin gone, the
radiation will stop, and the hole will live forever thereafter in a per-
perfectly spherical, nonspinning state."

"That's one of the craziest things I've ever heard,"T asserted.(Open
confrontation is not my style, but Zel'dovich thrived on it. lie wanted
it, he expected it, and he had brought me to Moscow in part to serve as
a sparring partner, an opponent, against whom to test ideas.)"How can
you make such a crazy claim?"T asked."Everyone knows that radiation
can flow into a hole, but nothing, not even radiation, can come out."

Zel'dovich explained his reasoning:"A spinning metal sphere emits
electromagnetic radiation, and so, similarly, a spinning black hole
should emit gravitational waves.'1

A typical Zel'dovich proof, I thought to myself. Pure physical intui-
intuition, based on nothing more than analogy. Zel'dovich doesn't under-
understand general relativity well enough to compute what a black hole
should do, so instead he computes the behavior of a spinning metal
sphere, he then asserts that a black hole will behave analogously, and
he wakes me up at 6:30 a.m. to lest his assertion.

However, 1 had already seen Zel'dovich make discoveries with little
more basis than this; for example, his 1965 claim that when a moun-
mountainous star implodes, it produces a perfectly spherical black hole
(Chapter 7). a claim that turned out to be right and that foretold the
hairlessness of holes. I thus proceeded cautiously."T had no idea that a
spinning metal sphere emits electromagnetic radiation. How?"

"The radiation is so weak,'' Zel'dovich explained,"that nobody has
ever observed it, nor predicted it before. However, il must occur. The
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metal sphere will radiate when electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations
tickle it. Similarly, a black hole will radiate when gravitational vac-
vacuum fluctuations graze its horizon."

I was too dumb in 1971 to realize the deep significance of this
remark, but several years later it would become dear. All previous
theoretical studies of black holes had been based on Einstein's general
relativistic laws, and those studies were unequivocal: A black hole
cannot radiate. However, we theorists knew that general relativity is
only an approximation to the true laws o? gravity-an approximation
that should be excellent when dealing with black holes, we thought,
but an approximation nonetheless.7 The true laws, we were sure, must

7. See the last section of Chapter 1:"The Nature of Physical Law."

Box <2.4

Vacuum Fluctuations

Vacuum fluctuations are, for electromagnetic and gravitational waves,

what"claustrophobic degeneracy motions"are for electrons.
Recall(Chapter 4)that if one confines an electron to a small region of

space, then no matter how hard one tries to slow it to a stop, the laws of
quantum mechanics force the electron to continue moving randomly,
unpredictably. This is the claustrophobic degeneracy motion that pro-
produces the pressure by which white-dwarf stars support themselves against
their own gravitational squeeze.

Similarly, if one tries to remove all electromagnetic or gravitational
oscillations from some region of space, one will never succeed. The laws of
quantum mechanics insist that there always remain some random, unpre-
unpredictable oscillations, that is, some random, unpredictable electromagnetic
and gravitational waves. These are the vacuum fluctuations that(accord-
(according to Zel'dovich)will"tickle"a spinning metal sphere or black hole and
cause it to radiate.

These vacuum fluctuations cannot be stopped by removing their en-
energy, because they contain, on average, no energy at all. At some locations
and some moments of time they have positive energy that has been"bor-
"borrowed"from other locations, and those other locations, as a result, have
negative energy. Just as banks will not let customers maintain negative
bank balances for long, so the laws of physics force the regions of negative
energy to quickly suck energy out of their positive-energy neighbors,
thereby restoring themselves to a zero or positive balance. This continual,
random, borrowing and returning of energy is what drives the vacuum
fluctuations.

Just as an electron's degeneracy motions become more vigorous when
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be quantum mechanical, so we called them the laws of quantum grav-
gravity. Although those quantum gravity laws were only vaguely under-
understood at best, John Wheeler had deduced in the 1950s that they must
entail gravitational vacuum fluctuations, tiny, unpredictable fluctua-
fluctuations in the curvature of spacetime, fluctuations that remain even
when spacetime is completely empty of all matter and one tries to
remove all gravitational waves from H, that is, when it is a perfect
vacuum(Box 12.4). ZeFdovich was claiming to foresee, from his elec-
electromagnetic analogy, that these gravitational vacuum fluctuations
would cause spinning black holes to radiate."But how?"T asked, puz-
puzzled.

Zel'dovich bounded to his feet, strode to a one-meter-square black-
blackboard on the wall opposite his map, and began drawing a sketch and

one confines the electron to a smaller and smaller region(Chapter 4), so
also the vacuum fluctuations of electromagnetic arid gravitational waves
are more vigorous in small regions than in large, that is, more vigorous for
small wavelengths than for large. This, as we shall see in Chapter 13, has
profound consequences for the nature of trie singularities at the centers of
black holes.

Electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations are well understood and arc a
common feature of everyday physics. For example, they play a key role in
the operation of a fluorescent light tube. An electrical discharge excites
mercury vapor atoms in the tube, and then random electromagnetic vac-
vacuum fluctuations tickle each excited atom, causing it, at some random
time, to emit some of its excitation energy as an electromagnetic wave(a
photon).*This emission is called spontaneous because, when it was first
identified as a physical effect, physicists did not realize it was being trig-
triggered by vacuum fluctuations. As another example, inside a laser, random
electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations interfere with the coherent laser
light(interference in the sense of Box 10.3), thereby modulating the laser
light in unpredictable ways. This causes the photons emerging from the
laser to come out at random, unpredictable times, instead of uniformly
one after another—a phenomenon called photon shot noise.

Gravitational vacuum fluctuations, by contrast with electromagnetic,
have never yet been seen experimentally. Technology of the 1990s, with
great effort, should be able to detect highly energetic gravitational waves
from black-hole collisions(Chapter 10), but not the waves' far weaker
vacuum fluctuations.

*This"primary"photon gets absorbed by a phosphor coaling on the tube's walls, which in
turn emits"secondary"photons lhal we sec as light.
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12.1 Zel'dovich's mechanism by which vacuum fluctuations cause a spinning
body to radiate.

talking at the same time. His sketch(Figure 12.1)showed a
flowing toward a spinning object, skimming around its surface for a
while, and then flowing away. The; wave might be electromagnetic and
the spinning body a rneta)sphere,/.el'dovich explained, or the wave
might be gravitational and the body a black hole.

The incoming wave is not a"rr:al"wave, Zel'dovich explained, but
rather a vacuum fluctuation. As this Uuctuatiorial wave sweeps around
the spinning body, it behaves like a line of ice skaters making a turn:
The outer skaters must whip around at high speed while the inner ones
move much more slowly; similarly, the wave's outer parts move at a
very high speed, the speed of light, while its inner parts move much
more slowly than light, and, in fact, more slowly than the body's surface
is spinning.8 In such a situation, Zel'dovich asserted, the rapidly spin-
spinning body will grab hold of the fluetualional wave and accelerate it,
much like a small boy accelerating a slingshot as he swings it faster and
faster. The acceleration feeds sonic of the body's spin energy into the
wave, amplifying it. The new, amplified portion of the wave is a lireal
wave"with positive total energy, while the original, unamplified por
tion remains a vacuum fluctuation with zero total energy(Box 12.4).
The spinning body has thus used the vacuum fluctuation as a sort of
catalyst for creating a real wave, and as a template for the shape of the

f. In technical language, the oulfir parts are in the"radiation zone"while the inner parts
are in the"near aone."
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real wave. This is similar, Zel'dovich pointed out, to the manner in
which vacuum fluctuations cause a vibrating molecule to"spontane-
"spontaneously"emit light(Box 12.4).

Zel'dovich told me he had proved that a spinning metal sphere
radiates in this way; his proof was based on the laws of quantum
electrodynamics—that is, the well-known laws that arise from a mar-
marriage of quantum mechanics with Maxwell's laws of electromagnetism.
Though he did not have a similar proof that a spinning black hole will
radiate, he was quite sure by analogy that it must. In fact, he asserted, a
spinning hole will radiate not only gravitational waves, but also elec-
electromagnetic waves(photons9), neutrinos, and all other forms of radia-
radiation that can exist in nature.

I was quite sure that Zel'dovich was wrong. Several hours later, with
no agreement in sight, Zel'dovich offered me a wager. Tn the novels of
Ernest Hemingway, Zel'dovich had read of White Horse scotch, an
elegant and esoteric brand of whisky. If detailed calculations with the
laws of physics showed that a spinning black hole radiates, then I was
to bring Zel'dovich a bottle of White Horse scotch from America. If the
calculations showed that there is no such radiation, Zel'dovich would
give me a bottle of fine Georgian cognac.

I accepted the wager, but 1 knew it would not be settled quickly. To
settle it would require understanding the marriage of general relativity
and quantum mechanics far more deeply than anyone did in 1971.

Having made the wager, I soon forgot it. I have a lousy memory, and
my own research was concentrated elsewhere. Zel'dovich, however, did
not forget; several weeks after arguing with me, he wrote down his
argument and submitted it for publication. The referee probably would
have rejected his manuscript had it come from somebody else; his
argument was too heuristic for acceptance. But Zel'dovich's reputation
carried the day; his paper was published—and hardly anyone paid any
attention. Black-hole radiation just seemed horribly implausible.

A year later, at the Les Houches summer school, we"experts"were
still ignoring Zel'dovich's idea. I don't recall it being mentioned even

9.�Recall that photons and electromagnetic waves are different aspects of the same thing;
?ee the discussion of wave/particle duality in Box 4.1.

10.�This lack of interest was all the more remarkable because in the meantime, Charles
Misner in America had shown that real waves(as opposed to Zel'dovich's vacuum fluctuations)
can be amplified by a spinning hole in a manner analogous to Figure 12.2, and this amp.
Iification to which Misner gave the name"superrarfiance"—was generating great interest.
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I n September 1973, I was back in Moscow once again, this time ac-
accompanying Stephen 1 fawking and his wife Jane. This was Stephen's
first trip to Moscow since his sludnrit days. He, Jane, and Zel'dovich
(our Soviet host), uneasy about how to cope in Moscow with Stephen's
special needs, thought it best thai f, being familiar with Moscow and a
close friend of Stephen's and Jane's; act as their companion, translator
for physics conversations, and guide.

We stayed at the Hotel Kossiya, just off Red S<juare near the Krem-
Kremlin. Although we ventured out. nearly every day to give lectures at one
institute or another, or to visit a museum or the opera or ballet, our
interactions with Soviet physicists occurred for the most part in the
Hawkings*two-room hotel suite, with its view of St. Basil's Cathedral.
One after another, the Soviet Union's leading theoretical physicists
cam 6 to the hotel to pay homage to Hawking and to converse.

Among the physicists who made repeated trips to llawking's hotel
room were Zel'dovich and his graduate student Alexi Starobinsky.
Hawking found/.el'dovich and Starobinsky as fascinating as they did
him. On ono visit, Starobinsky described Zel'dovich's conjecture that a

Ixfl: Stephen Hawking listening to a lecture at the I-.es(touches summer school
in summer f972. Right Yakov Borisovioh Zel'dovich at the blackboard in his
apartment in Moscow in summer 1971.|i>hotu$hy Kip Thomo.|
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spinning black hole should radiate, described a partial marriage of
quantum mechanics with general relativity that he and Zel'dovich had
developed(based on earlier, pioneering work by Bryce DeWitt, Leon-
Leonard Parker, and others), and then described a proof, using this partial
marriage, that a spinning hole does, indeed, radiate. Zel'dovich was
well on his way toward winning his bet with me.

Of all the things Hawking learned from his conversations in Mos-
Moscow, this one intrigued him most. However, he was skeptical of the
manner in which Zel'dovich and Starobinsky had combined the laws of
general relativity with the laws of quantum mechanics, so, after re-
returning to Cambridge, he began to develop his own partial marriage of
quantum mechanics and general relativity and use it to test Zcl'-
dovich's claim that spinning holes should radiate.

In the meantime, several other physicists in America were doing the
same thing, among them William Unruh(a recent student of
Wheeler's)and Don Page(a student of mine). By early 1974 Unruh
and Page, each in his own way, had tentatively confirmed Zel'dovich's
prediction: A spinning hole should emit radiation until all of its spin
energy has been used up and its emission stops. I would have to con-
concede my bet.

Black Holes Shrink and Explode

X hen came a bombshell. Stephen Hawking, first at a conference in
England and then in a brief technical article in the journal Nature,
announced an outrageous prediction, a prediction that conflicted with
Zel'dovich, Starobinsky, Page, and Unruh. Hawking's calculations con-
confirmed that a spinning black hole must radiate and slow its spin. How-
However, they also predicted that, when the hole stops spinning, its radia-
radiation does not stop. With no spin left, and no spin energy left, the hole
keeps on emitting radiation of all sorts(gravitational, electromagnetic,
neutrino), and as it emits, it keeps on losing energy. Whereas the spin
energy was stored in the swirl of space outside the horizon, the energy
now being lost could come from only one place: from the hole's inte-
interior!

Equally amazing, Hawking's calculations predicted that the spec-
spectrum of the radiation(that is, the amount of energy radiated at each
wavelength)is precisely like the spectrum of thermal radiation from a
hot body. In other words, a black hole behaves precisely as though its
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horizon has a finite temperature, and that temperature, Hawking con-
concluded, is proportional to the hole's surface gravity. This(if Hawking
was right)was incontrovertible proof that the Bardeen—Carter—Hawk-
Bardeen—Carter—Hawking laws of black-hole mechanics are the laws of thermodynamics in
disguise, and that, as Bekenstein had claimed two years earlier, a black
hole has an entropy proportional to its surface area.

Hawking's calculations said more. Once the hole's spin has slowed,
its entropy and the area of its horizon are proportional to its mass
squared, while its temperature and surface gravity are proportional to
its mass divided by its area, which means inversely proportional to its
mass. Therefore, as the hole continues to emit radiation, converting
mass into outflowing energy, its mass goes down, its entropy and area
go down, and its temperature and surface gravity go up. The hole
shrinks and becomes hotter. Jn effect, the hole is evaporating.

A hole that has recently formed by stellar implosion(and that thus
has a mass larger than about 2 Suns)has a very low temperature: less
than 3 X 10"8 degree above absolute zero@.05 microkelvin). Therefore,
the evaporation at first is very slow; so slow that the hole will require
longer than 10"years A0*7 times the present age of the Universe)to
shrink appreciably. However, as the hole shrinks and heats up, it will
radiate more strongly and its evaporation will quicken. Finally, when
the hole's mass has been reduced to somewhere between a thousand

tons and 100 million tons(we are not sure where), and its horizon has
shrunk to a fraction the size of an atomic nucleus, the hole will be so
extremely hot(between a trillion and@0,000 trillion degrees)that it
will explode violently, in a fraction of a second.

lh� le world's dozen experts on the partial marriage of general relativ-
relativity with quantum theory were quite sure that Hawking had made a
mistake. His conclusion violated everything then known about black
holes. Perhaps his partial marriage, which differed from other people's,
was wrong; or perhaps he had the right marriage, but had made a
mistake in his calculations.

Por the next several years the experts minutely examined Hawk-
Hawking's version of the partial marriage and their own versions, Hawking's
calculations of the waves from black holes and their own calculations.

Gradually one expert after another came to agree with Hawking, and

in the process they firmed up the partial marriage, producing a new set
of physical laws. The new laws are called the laws of quantum fields in
curved spacetime because they come from a partial marriage in which
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the black hole is regarded as a non-quantum mechanical, general rela-
tivislic, curved spacetime object, while the gravitational waves, electro-
electromagnetic waves, and other types of radiation are regarded as quantum
fields in other words, as waves that are subject to the laws of quan-
quantum mechanics and that therefore behave sometimes like waves and

sometimes like particles(see Box 4.1).[A full marriage of general
relativity and quantum theory, thai is, the fully correct laws of quan-
quantum gravity, would treat everything, including the hole's curved space-
time, as quantum mechanical, that is, as subject Lo the uncertainty
principle(Box 10.2), to wave/particle duality(Box 4.1), and to vacuum
fluctuations(Box 12.4). We shall meet this full marriage and some of
its implications in the next chapter.]

How was it possible to reach agreement on the fundamental laws of
quantum fields in curved spacetime without any experiments to guide
the choice of the laws? How could the experts claim near certainty that
Hawking was right without experiments to check their claims? Their
near certainty came from the requirement that the laws of quantum
fields and the laws of curved spacetime be meshed in a totally consist-
consistent way.(If the meshing were not totally consislenl, then the laws of
physics, when manipulated in one manner, might make one prediction,
for example, that black holes never radiate, and when manipulated in
another manner, might make a different prediction, for example, that
black holes must always radiate. The poor physicists, not knowing
what to believe, might be put oul of business.)

The new, meshed laws had lo be consistent with general relativity's
laws of curved spacetime in the absence of quantum fields and with the
laws of quantum fields in the absence of spacetime curvature. This and
the demand for a perfect mesh, analogous to the demand that the rows
and columns of a crossword puzzle mesh perfectly, turned out to deter-
determine the form of the new laws almost11 completely. If the laws could
be meshr*d consistently at all(and they must be, if the physicists'
approach to understanding the Universe makes any sense), then they
could be meshed only in the mariner described by the new, agreed-
upon laws of quantum fields in curved spacelime.

11. The"almost"takes care of certain ambiguities in a procedure culled"reuurriializuliuii,"
by which one computes the net energy curried by vacuum fluclualions. These ambiguities,
which were identified and codified by Robert Walri(a former student of Wheeler's), do not
influence a black hole's evaporation, and they probably will not. be resolved until the full
quantum theory of gravity is in hand.
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The requirement that the laws of physics mesh consistently is often
used as a tool in the search for new laws. However, this consistency
requirement has rarely exhibited such great power as here, in the arena
of quantum fields in curved spacetime. For example, when Einstein
was developing his laws of general relativity(Chapter 2), considera-
considerations of consistency could not and did not tell him his starting premise,
that gravity is due to a curvature of spacetime,-this starting premise
came largely from Einstein's intuition. However, with this premise in
hand, the requirement that trie new general relativistic laws mesh
consistently with Newton's laws of gravity when gravity is weak, and
with the laws of special relativity when there is no gravity at all,
determined the forms of the new laws almost uniquely; for example, it
was the key to Einstein's discovery of his field equation.

I n September 1975,1 returned to Moscow for my fifth visit, bearing a
bottle of White Horse scotch for Zel'dovich. To my surprise, I discov-
discovered that, although all the Western experts by now had agreed that
Hawking was right and black holes can evaporate, nobody in Moscow
believed Hawking's calculations or conclusions. Although several con-
confirmations of Hawking's claims, derived by new, completely different
methods, had been published during 1974 and 1975, those confirma-
confirmations had had little impact in the U.S.S.R.. Why? Because Zel'dovich
and Starobinsky, the greatest Soviet experts, were disbelievers: They
continued to maintain that, after a radiating black hole has lost a)! its
spin, it must stop radiating, and it therefore cannot evaporate com-
completely. 1 argued with Zel'dovich and Starobinsky, to no avail; they
knew so much more about quantum fields in curved spacetime than 1
that although(as usual)I was quite sure I had truth on my side, I could
not counter their arguments.

My return flight to America was scheduled for Tuesday, 23 Septem-
September. On Monday evening, as 1 was packing my bags in my tiny room at
the University Hotel, the telephone rang. Tt was/-ePdovich:"Come to
my flat, Kip! T want to talk about black-hole evaporation!"Tight for
time, I sought a taxi in front of the hotel. None was in sight, so in
standard Muscovite fashion 1 flagged down a passing motorist and
offered him five rubles to take me to Number 2B Vorobyevskoye
Shosse. He nodded agreement and we were off, down back streets I had
never traveled. My fear of being lost abated when we swung onto
Vorobyevskoye Shosse. With a grateful"Spasibo!"I alighted in front of
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2B, jogged through the gate and forested grounds, into the building,
and up the stairs to the second floor, southwest corner.

Zel'dovich and Starobinsky greeted me at the door, grins on their
faces and their hands above their heads."We give up; Hawking is
right; we were wrong!"For the next hour they described to me how
their version of the laws of quantum fields in a black hole's curved
spacetime, while seemingly different from Hawking's, was really com-
completely equivalent. They had concluded black holes cannot evaporate
because of an error in their calculations, not because of wrong laws.
With the error corrected, they now agreed. There is no escape. The
laws require that black holes evaporate.

J. here are several different ways to picture black-hole evaporation,
corresponding to the several different ways to formulate the laws of
quantum fields in a black hole's ciirved spacetime. However, all the
ways acknowledge vacuum fluctuations as the ultimate source of the
outflowing radiation. Perhaps the simplest pictorial description is one
based on particles rather than waves:

Vacuum fluctuations, like"real,"positive-energy waves, are subject
to the laws of wave/particle duality(Box 4.1); that is, they have both
wave aspects and particle aspects. The wave aspects we have met al-
already(Box 12.4): The waves fluctuate randomly and unpredictably,
with positive energy momentarily here, negative energy momentarily
there, and zero energy on average. The particle aspect is embodied in
the concept of virtual particles, that is, particles that flash into existence
in pairs(two particles at a time), living momentarily on fluctuational
energy borrowed from neighboring regions of space, and that then
annihilate and disappear, giving their energy back to the neighboring
regions. For electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations, the virtual particles
are virtual photons; for gravitational vacuum fluctuations, they are vir-
virtual gravitons.u

12. Some readers may already be familiar with these concepts in the context of matter and
antimatter, for example, an electron(which is a particle of matter)and a positron(its antiparti-
cle). Just as the electromagnetic field is the field aspect of a photon, so also then? exists an
electron field whicri is the field aspect of the electron anil the positron. At locations where the
electron field's vacuum fluctuations are momentarily large, a virtual electron and a virtual
positron arc likely to flash inui existence, as a pair; when(he field fluctuates down, the electron
ond positron are likely to annihilate each other and disappear. The photon is its own antiparti-
cle, so virtual photons flash in and out of existence in pairs, and ubnilarly for gravilons.
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9 virtual

Tidal gravity

12.2 The mechanism of black-hole evaporation, as viewed by someone who is
falling into the hole. Left: A black hole's tidal gravity pulls a pair of virtual
photons apart, thereby feeding energy into them,/tight: The virtual photons have
acquired enough energy from tidal gravity to materialize, permanently, into real
photons, one of which escapes from the hole while the other falls toward the
hole's center.

The manner in which vacuum fluctuations cause black holes to

evaporate? is depicted in Figure 12.2. On the left is shown a pair of
virtual photons near a black, hole's horizon, as viewed in the reference
frame of someone who is falling into the hole. The virtual photons can
separate from each other easily, so long as they both remain in a region
where the electromagnetic field has momentarily acquired positive
energy. That region can have any size from tiny to huge, since vacuum
fluctuations occur on all length scales; however, the region's size will
always be about the same as the wavelength of its fluctuating electro-
electromagnetic wave, so the virtual photons can move apart by only about
one wavelength. Tf the wavelength happens to be about the same as the
hole's circumference, then the virtual photons can easily separate from
each other by a quarter of the circumference, as shown in the figure.

Tidal gravity near the horizon is very strong; it pulls the virtual
photons apart with a huge force, thereby feeding great energy into
them, as seen by the infalling observer who is halfway between the
photons. The increase in photon energy is sufficient, by the time the
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photons are a quarter of a horizon circumference apart, to convert them
into real long-lived photons(right half of Figure 12.2), and have
enough energy left over to give back to the neighboring, negative-
energy regions of space. The photons, now real, are liberated from each
other. One is inside the horizon and lost forever from the external

Universe. The other escapes from the hole, carrying away the energy
(that is, the mass13)that the hole's tidal gravity gave to it. The hole,
with its mass reduced, shrinks a bit.

This mechanism of emitting particles does not depend at all on the
fact that the particles were photons, and their associated waves were
electromagnetic. The mechanism will work equally well for all other
forms of particle/wave(that is, for all other types of radiation—gravi-
radiation—gravitational, neutrino, and so forth), and therefore a black hole radiates all
types of radiation.

Before the virtual particles have materialized into real particles,
they must stay closer together than roughly the wavelength of their
waves. To acquire enough energy from the hole's tidal gravity to mate-
materialize, however, they must get as far apart as about a quarter of the
circumference of the hole. This means that the wavelengths of the
particle/waves that the hole emits will be about one-fourth the hole's
circumference in size, and larger.

A black hole with mass twice as large as the Sun has a circumference
of about 35 kilometers, and thus the particle/waves that it emits have
wavelengths of about 9 kilometers and larger. These are enormous
wavelengths compared to light or ordinary radio waves, but not much
different from the lengths of the gravitational waves that the hole
would emit if it were to collide with another hole.

"uring the early years of his career, Hawking tried to be very careful
and rigorous in his research. He never asserted things to be true unless
he could give a nearly airtight proof of them. However, by 1974 he had
changed his attitude:"I would rather be right than rigorous,"he told
me firmly. Achieving high rigor requires much time. By 1974 Hawk-
Hawking had set for himself goals of understanding the full marriage of
general relativity with quantum mechanics, and understanding the
origin of the Universe—goals that to achieve would require enormous
amounts of time and concentration. Perhaps feeling more finite than

13. Recall that, since mass and energy are totally convertible into each other, they are
really just different names for the same concept.
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other people feel because of his life-shortening disease, Hawking felt
he could not afford to dally with his discoveries long enough lo achieve
high rigor, nor could ho afford to explore all the imporlanl features of
his discoveries. He must push on at high speed.

Thus it was that Hawking, in 1974, having proved firmly that a
black hole radiates as though it had a temperature proportional to its
surface gravity, went on to assert, without real proof, that all of the
other similarities between the laws of black-hole mechanics and the

laws of thermodynamics were more than a coincidence: The black-hole

laws are the same thing as the thermodynamic laws, but in disguise.
From this assertion and his firmly proved relationship between temper-

temperature and surface gravity, Hawking inferred a precise relationship be-

between the hole's entropy and its surface area: The entropy is 0.10857 ...
times14 the surface area, divided by the Planck Wheeler area. In other
words, a 10-solar-mass, nonspinning hole has an entropy of 4.6*107*,
which is approximately the same as Bekenstein's conjecture.

Bekenstein, of course, was sure Hawking was right, and he glowed
with pleasure. By the end of 1975, Zel'dovich, Starobinsky, I, and
Hawking's other colleagues were also strongly inclined to agree. How-
However, we would not feel fully satisfied until we understood the precise
nature of a black hole's enormous randomness. There must be lO46*10"

ways to distribute something inside the black hole, without changing

its external appearance(its mass, angular momentum, and charge), but
what was that something? And how, in simple physical terms, could
one understand the thermal behavior of a black hole the fact that the

hole behaves just like an ordinary body with temperature? As Hawking

moved on to research on quantum gravity and the origin of the Uni-
Universe, Paul Da vies, Bill Unruh, Robert Wald, James York, I, and many
others of his colleagues zeroed in on these issues. Gradually over the
next len years we arrived at the now understanding embodied in Fig-
Figure 12.5."

Figure 12.3a depicts a black hole's vacuum fluctuations, as viewed by
observers falling inward through the horizon. The vacuum fluctuations
consist of pairs of virtual particles. Occasionally tidal gravity manages
to give one of the plethora of pairs sufficient energy for its two virtual
particles to become real, and for one of them to escape from the hole.

l+. The peculiar factor 0.10857 ... is actually l/D1og,10), where log,10=2.30258 . . .
results from my choice of"normalization"' of the entropy; see Footnote 3 on page 423.
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This was ihe viewpoint on vacuum fluctuations and black hole evapo-
evaporation discussed in Figure 12.2.

figure 12.5b depicts a different viewpoint on the hole's vacuum
fluctuations, the viewpoint of observers who reside just above th<? hole's
horizon and are forever at rest relative to the horizon. To prevent
themselves from being swallowed by the hole, su?;h observers must
accelerate hard, relative to falling observers using a rocket engine or
hanging by a rope. For this reason, these observers' viewpoint is called
the"accelerated viewpoint."It is also the viewpoint of the"membrane
paradigm"(Chapter 11).

Surprisingly, from the accelerated viewpoint, the vacuum fluctua-
fluctuations consist not. of virtual particles flashing in and out oi'existence, but
rather of real particles with positive energies and long lives; see Box
12.5. The real particles form a hot. atmosphere around the hole, much
like the atmosphere of the Sun. Associated with these real particles*are

12.5(a)Observers falling into a black hole(the two little men in s pace suits)see
vacuum fluctuations near the hole's horizon to consist of pairs of virtual parti-
particles,(b)As viewed by observers just above the horizon and al rest relative to Lite
horizon(the little man hanging by a rope and the little man blasting his rocket
engine), the vacuum flucluations consist of a hoi atmosphere of real particles
this is the"accelerated viewpoint."(c)The atmosphere's particles, in Ihe acceler-
accelerated viewpoint, appear to be emitted by a hot, membrane-like horizon. They fly
upward short distances, and most are then pulled hack into the horizon. How-
However, a few of the particles manage lo escape the hole's grip and evaporate into
outer space.

(c)

]/II art 2.

,3)

'v"xl



Box 12.5

Acceleration Radiation

In 1975, Wheeler's recent student William L'nruh, and independently
Paul Davies at King's College, London, discovered(using the laws of
quantum fields in curved spacetime)that accelerated observers just above
a black hole's horizon must see the vacuum fluctuations there not as

virtual pairs of particles but rather as an atmosphere of real particles, an
atmosphere that Unruh called"acceleration radiation."

This startling discovery revealed that the concept of a real particle is
relative, not absolute; that is, it depends on one's reference frame. Observ-
Observers in freely falling frames who plunge through the hole's horizon see no
real particles outside the horizon, only virtual ones. Observers in acceler-
accelerated frames who, by their acceleration, remain always above the horizon
see a plethora of real particles.

How is this possible? How can one observer claim that the horizon is
surrounded by an atmosphere of real particles and the other that it is not?
The answer lies in the fact that the virtual particles' vacuum fluctuational
waves are not confined solely to the region above the horizon; part of each
fluctuational wave is inside the horizon and part is outside.

?�The freely falling observers, who plunge through the horizon, can see
both parts of the vacuum fluctuational wave, the part inside the
horizon and the part outside; so such observers are well aware(by
their measurements)that the wave is a mere vacuum fluctuation and
correspondingly that its particles are virtual, not real.

?�The accelerated observers, who remain always outside the horizon,
can see only the outside part of the vacuum fluctuational wave, not
the inside part; and correspondingly, by their measurements they are
unable to discern that the wave is a mere vacuum fluctuation accom-

accompanied by virtual particles. Seeing only a part of the fluctuational
wave, they mistake it for"the real thing"—a real wave accompanied
by real particles, and as a result their measurements reveal all around
the horizon an atmosphere of real particles.

That this atmosphere's real particles can gradually evaporate and fly
off into the external Universe(Figure 12.3c)is an indication that the
viewpoint of the accelerated observers is just as correct, that is, just as
valid, as that of the freely falling observers: What the freely falling
observers see as virtual pairs converted into real particles by tidal grav-
gravity, followed by evaporation of one of the real particles, the accelerated
observers see simply as the evaporation of one of the particles that was
always real and always populated the black hole's atmosphere. Both
viewpoints are correct; they are the same physical situation, seen from
two different reference frames.
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real waves. As a particle moves upward through the atmosphere, grav-
gravity pulls on it, reducing its energy of motion; correspondingly, as a
wave moves upward, it becomes gravitationally rcdshifted to longer
and longer wavelengths(Figure 12.3b).

Figure; 12.3c shows the motion of a few of the particles in a black-
hole atmosphere, from the accelerated viewpoint. The particles appear
to be emitted by the horizon; most fly upward a short distance and are
then pulled back down to the horizon by the hole's strong gravity, but a
few manage to escape the hole's grip. The escaping particles are the
same ones as the infalling observers see materialize from virtual pairs
(Figure 12.3a). They are Hawking's evaporating particles.

From the accelerated viewpoint, the horizon behaves like a high-
leinperature, membrane-like surface; it is trie membrane of the"mem-
"membrane paradigm"described in Chapter 11. Just as the Sun's hot surface
emits particles(for example, the photons that make daylight on Earth),
so the horizon's hot membrane emits particles: the particles that make
up the hole's atmosphere, and the few that evaporate. The gravita-
gravitational redshift reduces the particles' energy as they fly upward from the
membrane, so although the membrane itself is extremely hot, the
evaporating radiation is much cooler.

The accelerated viewpoint not only explains the sense in which a
black hole is hot, it also accounts for the hole's enormous randomness.
The following thought experiment(invented by me and my postdoc,
Wojciech Zurek)explains how.

Throw into a black hole's atmosphere a small amount of material
containing some small amount of energy(or. equivalently, mass), an-
angular momentum(spin), and electric charge;. From the atmosphere this
material will continue on down through the homon and into the hole-
Once the material has entered the hole, it is impossible by examining
the hole from outside to learn the nature of the injected material
(whether it consisted of matter or of antimatter, oi"photons and heavy
atoms, or of electrons and positrons), and it is impossible to learn just
where the material was injected. Because a black hole has no"hair,"all
one can discover, by examining the hole from outside, are the total
amounts of mass, angular momentum, and charge that entered the
atmosphere.

Ask how many ways those amounts of mass, angular momentum,
and charge could have been injected into the hole's hot atmosphere.
This question is analogous to asking how many ways the child's toys
could have been distributed over the tiles in the playroom of Box 12.3,
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and correspondingly, the logarithm of the number of ways to inject
must be the increase in the atmosphere's entropy, as described by the
standard laws of thermodynamics. By a fairly simple calculation, Zurek
and T were able to show that this increase in thermodynamic entropy is
precisely equal to%times the increase in the horizon's area, divided by
the Planck-Wheeler area; that is, it is precisely the increase in the
horizon's area in disguise, the same disguise that Hawking inferred, in
1974, from the mathematical similarity of the laws of black-hole me-
mechanics and the laws of thermodynamics.

The outcome of this thought experiment can bo expressed succinctly
as follows: A black hole's entropy is the logarithm of the number of ways
that the hole could have been made. This means that there are 104'*x l0"

different ways to make a 10-solar-mass black hole whose entropy is
4.6 x 1078. This explanation of the entropy was originally conjectured
by Bekenstein in 1972, and a highly abstract proof was given by Hawk-
Hawking and his former student, Gary Gibbons, in 1977.

The thought experiment also shows the second law of thermody-
thermodynamics in action. The energy, angular momentum, and charge that one
throws into the hole's atmosphere can have any form at all; for exam-
example, they might be the roomful of air wrapped up in a bag, which we
met earlier in this chapter while puzzling over the second law. When
the bag is thrown into the hole's atmosphere, the entropy of the exter-
external Universe is reduced by the amount of entropy(randomness)in the
bag. However, the entropy of the hole's atmosphere, and thence of the
hole, goes up by more than the bag's entropy, so the total entropy of
hole plus external Universe goes up. The second law of thermodynam-
thermodynamics is obeyed.

Similarly, it turns out, when the black hole evaporates some parti-
particles, its own surface area and entropy typically go down; but the parti-
particles get distributed randomly in the external Universe, increasing its
entropy by more than the hole's entropy loss. Again the second law is
obeyed.

H, Low long does it take for a black hole to evaporate and disappear?
The answer depends on the hole's mass. The larger the hole, the lower
its temperature, and thus the more weakly it emits particles and the
more slowly it evaporates. The total lifetime, as worked out by Don
Page in 1975 when he was jointly my student and Hawking's, is
1.2 X 1067 years if the hole's mass is twice that of the Sun. The lifetime
is proportional to the cube of the hole's mass, so a 20-soJar-mass hole
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has a life of 1.2 x 1O70 years. These lifetimes are so enormous compared
to the present age of the Universe, about 1 x 1010 years, that the evapo-
evaporation is totally irrelevant for astrophysics. Nevertheless, the evapora-
evaporation has been very important for our understanding of the marriage
between general relativity and quantum mechanics; the struggle to
understand the evaporation taught us the laws of quantum fields in
curved spacetime.

Holes far less massive than 2 Suns, if they could exist, would evapo-
evaporate far more rapidly than 10'7 years. Such small holes cannot be
formed in the Universe today because degeneracy prcssiires and nu-
nuclear pressures prevent small masses from imploding, even if one
squeezes them with all the force the present-day Universe can muster
(Chapters 4 and 5). However, such holes might have formed in the big
bang, where matter experienced densities and pressures and gravita-
gravitational squeezes that were enormously higher than in any modern-day star.

Detailed calculations by Hawking, Zel'dovich, Novikov, and others
have shown that tiny lumps in the matter emerging from the big bang
could have produced tiny black holes, if the lumps' matter had a rather
soft equation of state(that is, had only small increases of pressure when
squeezed). Powerful squeezing by other, adjacent matter in the very
early Universe, like the squeezing of carbon in the jaws of a powerful
anvil to form diamond, could have made the tiny lumps implode to
produce tiny holes.

A promising way to search for such tiny primordial black holes is by
searching for the particles they produce when they evaporate. Black
holes weighing less than about 500 billion kilograms E X 1014 grams,
the weight of a modest mountain)should have evaporated completely
away by now, and black holes a few times heavier than this should still
be evaporating strongly. Such black holes have horizons about the size
of an atomic nucleus.

A large portion of the energy emitted in the evaporation of such
holes should now be in the form of gamma rays(high-energy photons)
traveling randomly through the Universe. Such gamma rays do exist,
but in amounts and with properties that are readily explained in other
ways. The absence of excess gamma rays tells us(according to calcula-
calculations by Hawking and Page)that there now are no more than about
300 tiny, strongly evaporating black holes in each cubic light-year of
space*, and this, in turn, tells us that matter in the big bang cannot have
had an extremely soft equation of state.

Skeptics will argue that the absence of excess gamma rays might
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have another interpretation: Perhaps many smal]black holes were
formed in the big bang, but we physicists understand quantum fields in
curved spacetime far less well than we think we do, and thus we are
misleading ourselves when we believe that black holes evaporate. 1 and
my colleagues resist such skepticism because of the seeming perfection
with which the standard laws of curved spacetime and the standard
laws of quantum fields mesh to give us a nearly unique set of laws for
quantum fields in curved spacetime. Nevertheless, we would feel
rather more comfortable if astronomers could find observational evi-

evidence of black-hole evaporation.
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Inside

Black Holes

in which physicists, wrestling with Einstein's equation,
seek the secret of what is inside a black hole:

a route into another universe?

a singularity with infinite tidal gravity?
the end of space and tune, and birth of quantum foam?

Singularities and Other Universes

What is inside a black hole?
How can we know, and why should we care? No signal can ever

emerge from the hole to tell us the answer. No intrepid explorer who
might enter the hole to find out can ever come back and tell us, or ever
transmit the answer to us. Whatever may be in the hole's core can
never reach out and influence our Universe in any way.

Human curiosity is hardly satisfied by such replies. Especially not
when we have tools that can tell us the answer: the laws of physics.

John Archibald Wheeler taught us the importance of the quest to
understand a black hole's core. In the 1950s he posed"the issue of the
final state"of gravitational implosion as a holy grail for theoretical
physics, one that might teach us details of the"fiery marriage"of
general relativity with quantum mechanics. When J. Robert Oppen-
heimer insisted that the final state is hidden from view by a horizon,
Wheeler resisted(Chapter 6)—not least, I suspect, because of his an-
anguish at losing the possibility to see the fiery marriage in action from
outside the horizon.
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After accepting the horizon, Wheeler retained his conviction that
understanding the hole's core was a holy grail worth pursuing. Just as
struggling to understand the evaporation of black holes has helped us
to discover a partial marriage of quantum mechanics with general
relativity(Chapter 12), so struggling to understand a black hole's core
might help us to discover the full marriage; it might lead us to the full
laws of quantum gravity. And perhaps the nature of the core will hold
the keys to other mysteries of trie Universe: There is a similarity be-
between the"big crunch"implosion in which, eons hence, our Universe
might die, and the implosion of the star that creates a black hole's core.
By coming to grips with the one, we might learn about the other.

For thirty-five years physicists have pursued Wheeler's hoiy grail,
but with only modest success. We do not yet know for certain what
inhabits a hole's core, acd the struggle to understand has not yet taught
us with clarity the laws of quantum gravity. But wo have learned
much not least that whatever is inside a black hole's core is indeed

intimately connected with the laws of quantum gravity.
This chapter describes a few of the more interesting twists and turns

in the quest for Wheeler's holy grail, and where the quest has led thus
far.

Tk, he first, tentative answor to"What is inside a blaci hole?"came
from J. Robert Oppenheimer and Hartland Snyder, in their classic
1939 calculation of the implosion of a spherical star(Chapter 6). Al-
Although the answer was contained in the equations they published,
Oppenheimer and Snyder chose not to discuss it. Perhaps they feared it
would only add fuel to the controversy over their prediction that the
imploding star"cuts itself off from th<? rest of the Universe"(that is,
forms a black hole). Perhaps Oppenheimer's innate scientific conserva-
conservatism, his unwillingness to speculate, kept them quiet. Whatever the
reason, they said nothing. But their equations spoke.

After creating a black-bole horizon around itself, their equations
said, the spherical star continues imploding, inexorably, to infinite
density and zero volume, whereupon it creates and merges into a space-
time singularity.

A singularity is a region where—according to the laws of general
relativity—the curvature of spacetime becomes infinitely large, and
spacetime ceases to exist. Since tidal gravity is a manifestation of space-
time curvature(Chapter 2), a singularity is also a region of infinite
tidal gravity, that is, a region where gravity stretches all objects infi-
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nitely along some directions and squeezes them infinitely along others.
One can conceive of a variety of different kinds of spacetime sin-

singularities, each with its own peculiar form of tidal stretch and squeeze,
and we shall meet several different kinds in this chapter.

The singularity predicted by the Oppenheimer Snyder calculations
is a very simple one. Tts tidal gravity has essentially the same form as
the Earth's or Moon's or Sun's; that is, the same form as the tidal
gravity that creates the tides on the Earth's oceans(Box 2.5): The
singularity stretches all objects radially(in the direction toward and
away from itself), and squeezes all objects transversely.

Imagine an astronaut falling feel first into the kind of black hole
described by Oppenheimer and Snyder's equations. The larger the
hole, the longer he can survive, so for maximum longevity, let the hole
be among the largest that inhabit the cores of quasars(Chapter 9): 10
billion solar masses. Then the falling astronaut crosses the horizon and
enters the hole about 20 hours before his final death, but as he enters,
he is still too far from the singularity to feel its tidal gravity. As he
continues to fall faster and faster, coming closer and closer to the
singularity, the tidal gravity grows stronger and stronger until, just 1
second before the singularity, he begins to feel it stretching his feet and
head apart and squeezing him from the sides(bottom picture in Figure
15.1). At first, tile stretch and squeeze are only mildly annoying, but
they continue to grow until, a few hundredths of a second before the
singularity(middle picture), they get so strong that his bones and flesh
can no longer resist. His body comes apart and he dies. In the last
hundredth second, the stretch and squeeze continue mounting, and as
he reaches the singularity, they become infinitely strong, first at his
feet, then at his trunk, then at his head; his body gets infinitely dis-
distended; and then, according to general relativity, he merges with and
becomes part of the singularity.

Tt is utterly impossible for the astronaut to move on through the
singularity and come out the other side because, according to general
relativity, there is no"other side."Space, time, and spacntime cease to
exist at the singularity. The singularity is a sharp edge, much like the
edge of a sheet of paper. There is no paper beyond its edge; there is no
spacetime beyond the singularity. But there the similarity ends. An ant
on the paper can go right up to the edge and then back away, but
nothing can back away from the singularity; all astronauts, particles,
waves, whatever, that hit it are instantaneously destroyed, according to
Einstein's general relativistic laws.



13.1 Spacetime diagram depicting tike feet-first fall of an astronaut into the
singularity at a black hole's center, according to the Oppenheimer-Snyder calcu-
calculations. As in all previous spacetime diagrams(for example. Figure 6.7), one
spatial dimension is missing; that is why the astronaut looks two dimensional
rather than three-dimensional. The singularity is tilted in this diagram, in con-
contrast to its vertical position in Figure 6.7 and Box 12.1, because the time plotted
upward and the space plotted horizontally here are different from there. Here
they are the astronaut's own lime and space; there they were Kinkelstein's.

The mechanism of destruction is not fully clear in Figure 13.1,
because the figure ignores the curvature of space. In fact, as the astro-
astronaut's body reaches the singularity, it gets stretched out to truly infinite
length and squashed transversely to truly zero size. The extreme curva-
curvature of space near the singularity permits him to become infinitely
long without shoving his head out through the hole's horizon. His head
and feet are both pulled into the singularity, but they are pulled in
infinitely far apart.

Not only is an astronaut stretched and squeezed infinitely at the
singularity, according to the Oppenheimer—Snyder equations; all forms
of matter are infinitely stretched and squeezed—even an individual
atom; even the electrons, protons, and neutrons that make up atoms;

even the quarks that make up protons and neutrons.
Is there any way for the astronaut to escape this infinite stretch and

squeeze? No, not after he has crossed the horizon. Everywhere inside

the horizon, according to the Oppenheimer-Snyder equations, gravity
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is so strong(spacetime is so strongly warped)that time itself(every-
(everyone's time)flows into the singularity.1 Since the astronaut, like anyone
else, must move inexorably forward in time, he is driven with the flow
of time into the singularity. No matter what he does, no matter how he
blasts his rocket engines, the astronaut cannot avoid the singularity's
infinite stretch and squeeze.

henever we physicists see our equations predict something infi-
infinite, we become suspicious of the equations. Almost nothing in the Teal
Universe ever gets truly infinite(we think). Therefore, an infinity is
almost always a sign of a mistake.

The singularity's infinite stretch and squeeze was no exception.
Those few physicists who studied Oppenheimer and Snyder's publica-
publication during the 1950s and early 1960s agreed unanimously that some-
something was wrong. Rut there the unanimity stopped.

One group, led vigorously by John Wheeler, identified the infinite
stretch and squeeze as an unequivocal message that general relativity
fails inside a black hole, at the end point of stellar implosion. Quantum
mechanics should prevent tidal gravity from becoming truly infinite
there, Wheeler asserted; but how? To learn the answer, Wheeler ar-
argued, would require marrying the laws of quantum mechanics with the
laws of tidal gravity, that is, with Einstein's general relativistic laws of
curved spacetime. The progeny of that marriage, the laws of quantum
gravity, must govern the singularity, Wheeler claimed; and these new
laws might create new physical phenomena inside the black hole, phe-
phenomena unlike any we have ever met.

A second group, led by Isaac Markovich Khalatnikov and Evgeny
Michailovich Lifshitz(members of Lev Landau's Moscow research

group), saw the infinite stretch and squeeze as a warning that Oppen-
Oppenheimer and Snyder's idealized model of an imploding star could not be
trusted. Recall that Oppenheimer and Snyder required, as a foundation
for their calculations, that the star be precisely spherical and nonspin-
ning and have uniform density, zero pressure, no shock waves, no
ejected matter, and no outpouring radiation(Figure 13.2). These ex-
extreme idealizations were responsible for the singularity, Khalatnikov
and Lifshitz argued. Every real star has tiny, random deformations
(tiny, random nonuniformities in its shape, velocity, density, and pres-
pressure), and as tile star implodes, they claimed, these deformations will

1. Tn technical jargon, wb say that the singularity is"upacelike."
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grow large and halt the implosion before a singularity conform. Simi-
Similarly, Khalatnikov and Lifshitz asserted, randoni deformations will halt
the big crunch implosion of our entire Universe eons hence, and
thereby save the Universe from destruction in a singularity.

Khalatnikov arid Lifshitz came to these views in 1961 by asking
themselves whether, according to Einstein's general relativistic laws,
singularities are stable against small perturbations. In other words, they
posed the same question for singularities as we met in Chapter 7 for
black holes: If, in solving Einstein's field equation, we alter, in small
but random ways, the shape of the imploding star or Universe and the
velocity and density and pressure of its material, and if we insert into
the material tiny but random amounts of gravitational radiation, how
wi]]these changes(these perturbations)affect the implosion's predicted
end point?

For the black hole's horizon, as we saw in Chapter 7, the perturba-
perturbations make no difference. The perturbed, imploding star still forms a
horizon, and although the horizon is deformed at first, all its deforma-
deformations quickly get radiated away, leaving behind a completely"hairless"
black hole. In other words, the horizon is stable against small perturba-
perturbations.

13.2(Same as Figure 6.5.)14ft.: Physical phenomena in a realistic, imploding
star. Right: The idealizations which Oppenheimer and Snyder made in order lo
compute stellar implosion. For a detailed discussion sec? Chapter 6.
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Not so for tlie singularity at the hole's center or in the Universe's
final crunch, Khalatnikov and Lifshitz concluded. Their calculations
seemed to show that tiny, random perturbations will grow large when
the imploding matter attempts to create a singularity; they will grow so
large, in fact, that they will prevent the singularity from forming.
Presumably(though the calculations could not say for sure), the per-
perturbations will halt the implosion and transform it into an explosion.

How could perturbations possibly reverse the implosion? The physi-
physical mechanism was not at all clear in the Khalatnikov-Lifshitz calcula-

calculations. However, other calculations using Newton's laws of gravity,
which are far easier than calculations using Einstein's laws, give hints.
For example(see Figure 13.3), if gravity were weak enough inside an
imploding star for Newton's laws to be accurate, and if the star's pres-
pressure were too small to be important, then small perturbations would
cause different atoms to implode toward slightly different points near
the star's center. Most of the imploding atoms would miss the center by
some small amount and would swing around the center and fly back
out, thereby converting the implosion into an explosion. It seemed
conceivable that, even though Newton's laws of gravity fail inside a
black hole, some mechanism analogous to this might convert tho im-
implosion into an explosion.

13.5 One mechanism for converting a star's implosion into an explosion, when
gravity is weak enough that Newton's laws are accurate, and when internal
pressure is weafc enough lo he unimportant If the imploding star is slightly
deformed("perturbed"), its atoms implode toward slightly different points, swing
around each other, and then fly back out
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I joined John Wheeler's research group as a graduate stud out in 1962,
shortly after Rhalatnikov and Lifshitz had published their calculation,
and shortly after Lifshitz together with Landau had enshrined the
calculation and its"no singularity"conclusion in a famous textbook,
The Classical Theory of Fields. T recall vividly Wheeler encouraging
his research group to study the calculation. If it is riglit. its conse-
consequences are profound, he told us. Unfortunately, the calculation was
extremely long and complicated, and the published details were too
sketchy to permit us to check them—and Khalatnikov and 1 ifshiu
were confined within the Soviet Union's iron curtain, so we amid not
sit down with them and discuss the details.

Nevertheless, we began lo contemplate the possibility that the im-
imploding Universe, upon reaching some very small size, might"bounce"
and reexplodo in a new"big bang,"and similarly that an imploding
star, after sinking inside its horizon, might bounce and reexpiode.

But where could the star go if it reexplodes? It surely could not
explode back out through the hole's horizon. Einstein's laws of gravity
forbid anything(except virtual particles)to fly out of the horizon.
There was another possibility, however: The star might manage to
explode into some other region of our Univerxe, or even into another
universe.

Figure 13.+depicts such an implosion and reexplosion using a se-
sequence of embedding diagrams.(Embedding diagrams, which are
quite different from spacetimc diagrams, were introduced in Figures
3.2 and 3.5.)

Each diagram in Figure 13.4 depicts our Universe's curved space,
and the curved space of another universe, as two-dimensional surfaces
embedded in a higher-dimensional hyperspace.. illecaJl that hyperspace
is a figment of the physicists' imagination: We, as humans, are con-
confined always to live in the space of our own Universe(or, if we can get
there, the space of the other universe); we can never get out of those
spaces into the surrounding higher-dimensional hyperspace, nor can
we ever receive signals or information from hyperspace. The hyper-
space serves only as an aid in visualizing the curvature of space around
the imploding star and its black hole, and in visualizing the manner in
|which the star can implode in our Universe and then reexpiode into
another universe, j

In Figure 13.4, the two universes are like separate islands in an
ocean and the hyperspace is like the ocean's water. Just as there is no
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land connection between the islands, so there is no space connection
between trie universes.

The sequence of diagrams in Figure 13.4 depicts the star's evolution.
The star, in our Universe, is beginning to implode in diagram(a). In
(b)the star has formed a black-hole horizon around itself and is contin-
continuing to implode. In(c)and(d)the star's highly compressed matter
curves space up tightly around the star, forming a little, closed universe
that resembles the surface of a balloon; and this new, little universe

13.4 Embedding diagrams depicting a conceivable(though, as it turns out later
in this chapter, a very unlikely)fate of the star that implodes to form a black hole.
The eight diagrams,(a)through(h), are a sequence of snapshots showing the
evolution of the star and the geometry of space. The star implodes in our Uni-
Universe(a), and forms a black-hole horizon around itself(b). Then deep inside the
hole the region of space containing the star pinches off from our Universe and
forms a small, closed universe with no connection to anything else(c). That
closed universe then moves through hyperspace(d, e)and attaches itself to
another large universe(f); and the star then explodes outward into that other
universe(g, h).
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pinches off from our Universe and moves, alone, out into hyperspace.
(This is somewhat analogous to natives on one of the islands building a
little boat and setting sail across the ocean.)In(d)and(e)the little
universe, with the star inside, moves through hyperspace from our big
Universe to the other big universe(like the boat sailing from one island
to another). In(f)the little universe attaches itself to the other large
universe(like the boat landing at the other island), and continues to
expand, disgorging the star. In(g)and(h)the star explodes into the
other universe.

I am uncomfortably aware that this scenario sounds like pure science
fiction. However, just as black holes were a natural outgrowth of
Schwarzschild's solution to the Einstein field equation(Chapter 3), so
also this scenario is a natural outgrowth of another solution to the
Einstein equation, a solution found in 1916 18 by Hans Reissner and
Gunnar Nordstrom but wot fully understood by them. In 1960 two of
Wheeler's students, Dieter Brill and John Graves, deciphered the phys-
physical meaning of the Reissner—Nordstrom solution, and it soon became
obvious that, with modest changes, the Reissner-Nordstrora solution
would describe the imploding/exploding star of Figure 134. This star
would differ from that of Oppenheiraer and Snyder in just one funda-
fundamental way: It would contain within itself enough electric charge to
produce a strong electric field when it gets highly compacted, and that
electric field seemed in some way to be responsible for the star's reex-
plosion into another universe.

i_iet us take stock of where things stood in 1964, in the quest for
Wheeler's holy grail—the quest to understand the ultimate fate of a
star that implodes to form a black hole:

1.�We knew one solution of Einstein's equation(the Oppenheimcr—
Snyder solution)whic:h predicts that, if the star has a highly
idealized form, including a perfectly spherical shape, then it will
create a singularity with infinite tidal gravity at the hole's cen-
center-—a singularity that captures, destroys, and swallows every-
everything that falls into the hole.

2.�We knew another solution of Einstein's equation(an extension of
the Reissner-Nordstrom solution)which predicts that, if the star
has a somewhat different highly idealized form, including a
spherical shape and electric charge, then deep inside the black
hole the star will pinch off from our Universe, attach itself to
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another universe(or to a distant region of our own Universe), and
there reexplode.

3.�It was far from clear which, if either, of these solutions was
"stable against small, random perturbations"and thus was a can-
candidate for occurring in the real Universe.

4.�Khalatnikov and Lifshitz had claimed to prove, however, that
singularities are alwuys unstable against small perturbations and
thus never occur, and therefore the Oppenheiiner—Snyder singu-
singularity could never occur in our real Universe.

5.�in Princeton, at least, there was some skepticism about trie Kha-
Khalatnikov—Lifshitz claim. This skepticism may have been driven
in part by Wheeler's desire for singularities, since they would be
a"marrying"place for general relativity and quantum mechan-
mechanics.

Nineteen sixty-four was a watershed year. It was xhe year that Roger
Penrose revolutionized the mathematical tools that we use to analyze
the properties of spacetime. His revolution was so important, and had
such great impact on ihe quest for Wheeler's holy grail, that I shall
digress for a few pages to describe his revolution and describe Penrose
himself.

Penrose's Revolution

R. Loger Penrose grew up in a British medical family; his mother was a
physician, his father was an eminent professor of human genetics at
University College in London, and his parents wanted at least one of
their four children to follow in their footsteps with a medical career.
Roger's older brother Oliver was a dead loss; from an early age he was
intent on a career in physics(and in fact would go on to become one of
the world's leading researchers in statistical physics—the study of the
behaviors of rmge numbers of interacting atoms). Roger's younger
brother Jonathon was also a dead loss; all he wanted to do was play
chess(and in fact he would go on to become the British chess champion
for seven years running). Roger's litlle sister Shirley was much too
young, when Roger was choosing a career, to show inclinations in any
direction(though she ultimately would delight, her parents by beam-
beaming a physician). That left Roger as his parents' greatest hope.
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At age sixteen Roger, like all the others in his class, was interviewed
by the school's headmaster,(t was time to decide the topics for his last
two years of pre-college study."I'd like to do mathematics, chemistry,
and biology,"he told the headmaster."No. Impossible. You cannot
combine biology with mathematics. It must be one or the other,"the
headmaster proclaimed. Mathematics was more precious to Roger than
biology."All right, I'll do mathematics, chemistry, and physics,"he
said. When Roger got home that evening his parents were furious.
They accused Roger of keeping bad company. Biology was essential to
a medical career; how could he give it up?

Two years later came the decision of what to study in college."I
proposed to go to University College. London, and study for a mathe-
mathematics degree,"Roger recalls."My father didn't approve at all. Mathe-
Mathematics might be all right for people who couldn't do anything else, but
it wasn't the right thing to make a real career of."Roger was insistent,
so his father arranged for one of the College's mathematicians to give
him a special test. The mathematician invited Roger to take all day on
the test, and warned him that he probably would be able to solve only
one or two of the problems. When Roger solved all twelve problems
correctly in a few hours, his father capitulated. Roger could study
mathematics.

Roger initially had no intention of applying his mathematics to
physics. It was pure math that interested him. But he got seduced.

The seduction began in 1952, when Roger as a fourth-year univer-
university student in London listened to a series of radio talks on cosmology
by Fred Hoyle. The talks were fascinating, stimulating-and a bit
confusing. A few of the things Hoyle said didn't quite make sense. One
day Roger took the train up to Cambridge to visit his brother Oliver,
who was studying physics there. At the end of the day, over dinner at
the Kingswood restaurant, Roger discovered that Dennis Sciama, Oli-
Oliver's officemate, was studying the Bondi-Gold-Hoyle steady-state the-
theory of the Universe. How wonderful! Maybe Sciama could resolve
Roger's confusion."Hoyle says that according to the steady-state theory
the expansion of the Universe will drive a distant galaxy out of sight;
the galaxy will move out of the observable part of our Universe. Bat I
don't see how this can be so."Roger pulled out a pen and began
drawing a spacetime diagram on a napkin."This diagram makes me
think that the galaxy will become dimmer and dimmer, redder and
redder, but will never quite disappear. What am I doing wrong?"

Sciama was iake? aback. Never had he seen such power in a space-
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time diagram. Penrose was right; Hoyle had to be wrong. More impor-
important, Oliver's little brother was phenomenal.

Thereupon Dennis Sciama began with Roger Penrose the pattern he
would continue with his own students in the 1960s(Stephen Hawking,
George Ellis, Brandon Carter, Martin Rees, and others; see Chapter 7).
He pulled Penrose into long discussions, sessions of many hours'
length, about the exciting things happening in physics. Sciama knew
everything that was going on; he infused Penrose with his enthusiasm,
with the excitement of it all Soon Penrose was hooked. Us would

complete his Ph.D. in mathematics, but the quest to understand the
Universe henceforth would drive him forward. He would spend the
coming decades with one foot firmly planted in mathematics, the other
in physics.

Roger PenrOSC Ca. 1964.[photo by Godfrey Argent for the National Portrait Gallery of
Britain and the Roval Society of Lonuon; courtesy Godfrey Argent.;
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N? lew ideas often arrive at the oddest moments, at moments when one
is least expecting them. I suppose this is because chey come from one's
subconscious mind, and the subconscious performs most effectively
when the conscious part of the mind is not in high gear. A good
example was Stephen Hawking's 1970 discovery, as he was getting
ready for bed, that the areas of black-hole horizons must always in-
increase(Chapter 12). Another example is a discover}' by Roger Penrose
that changed our understanding of what is inside a black hole.

One day in the late autumn of 1964, Penrose, by then a professor at
Birkbeck College in London, was walking toward his office with a
friend, Ivor Robinson. For the past year, ever since quasars were discov-
discovered and astronomers began speculating that they are powered by
stellar implosion(Chapter 9), Penrose had been trying to figure out
whether singularities are created by realistic, randomly deformed, im-
imploding stars. As he walked and talked with Robinson, his subconscious
was mulling over the pieces of this puzzle—pieces with which his
conscious rnind had struggled for many many hours.

As Penrose recalls it,"My conversation with Robinson slopped mo-
momentarily as we crossed a side road, and resumed again at the other
side. Evidently, during those few moments an idea occurred to me, but
then tile ensuing conversation blotted it from my mind! Later in the
day, after Robinson had left, I returned to my office. I remember
having an odd feeling of elation that I could not account for. 1 began
going through in my mind all the various things that had happened to
me during the day, in an attempt to find what it was that had caused
this elation. After eliminating numerous inadequate possibilities, I fi-
finally brought to mind the thought that I had had while crossing the
street."

The thought was beautiful, unlike anything ever seen before in
relativity physics. Carefully over the next few weeks Penrose manipu-
manipulated it, looking at it from this direction and then from that, working
through the details, making it as concrete and mathematically precise
as he could. With all details in hand, he wrote a short article for
publication in the journal Physical Review Letters, describing the issue
of singularities in stellar implosion, and then proving a mathematical
theorem.

Penrose's theorem said roughly this: Suppose that a star—any kind
of star whatsoever—implodes so far that its gravity becomes strong
enough to form an apparent horizon, that is. strong enough to pull
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outgoing light rays back inward(Box 12.1). After this happens, nothing
can prevent the gravity from growing so strong that it creates a singu-
singularity. Consequently(since black holes always have apparent horizons),
every black hole must have a singularity inside itselfi

The most amazing thing about this singularity theorem was its
sweeping power. It dealt not solely with idealized imploding stars that
have special, idealized properties(such as being precisely spherical or
having no pressure); and it dealt not solely with stars whose initial
random deformations are tiny. Instead, it dealt with every imploding
star imaginable, and thus, undoubtedly, with the real imploding stars
that inhabit our real Universe.

Penrose's singularity theorem acquired its amazing power from a
new mathematical tool that he used in its proof, a tool that no physicist
had ever before used in calculations about curved spacetime, that is, in
general relativistic calculations: topology.

Topology is a branch of mathematics thai deals with the qualitative
ways in which things are connected to each other or to themselves. For
example, a coffee cup and a doughnut"have the same topology"be-
because(if they are both made from putty)we can smoothly and continu-
continuously deform one into the other without tearing it, that is, without
changing any connections(Figure 13.5a). By contrast, a sphere has a
different topology from a doughnut; to deform a sphere into a dough-
doughnut, we must tear a hole in it, thereby changing how it is connected to
itself(Figure 15.5b).

Topology cares only about connections, and not about shapes or sizes
or curvatures. For example, the doughnut and the coffee cup have very
different shapes and curvatures, but they have the same topology.

We physicists, before Penrose's singularity theorem, ignored
topology because we were fixated on the fact that spacetime curvature
is the central concept of general relativity, and topology cannot tell us
anything about curvature.(Indeed, because Penrose's theorem was
based so strongly on topology, it told us nothing about the singularity's
curvature, that is, nothing about the details of its tidal gravity. The
theorem simply told us that somewhere inside the black hole, space-
time conies to an end, and anything that reaches that end gets de-
destroyed. How it gets destroyed was the province of curvature; that it
gets destroyed-that there is an end to spacetime—was the province of
topology.)

Tf we physicists, before Penrose, had only looked beyond the issue of
curvature, we would have realized that relativity does deal with ques-
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tions of topology, questions such as"Does spacetime come to an end
(does it have an edge beyond which spacetime ceases to exist)?"(Figure
13.5c)and"Which regions of spacetime can send signals to each other,
and which cannot?"(Figure 13.5d). The first of these topological ques-
questions is central to singularities; the second is central to the formation
and existence of black holes and also to cosmology(to the large-scale
structure and evolution of the Universe).

These topological issues are so important, and the mathematical
tools of topology are so powerful in dealing with them, that by intro-
introducing us to topology, Penrose triggered a revolution in our research.

Taking off from Penrose's seminal ideas, during the middle and late
1960s Penrose, Hawking, Robert Geroch, George Ellis, and other
physicists created a powerful set of combined topological and geometri-
geometrical tools for general relativity calculations, tools that are now called
global methods. Using these methods, Hawking and Penrose in 1970
proved—without any idealizing assumptions—that our Universe must
have had a spacetime singularity at the beginning of its big bang
expansion, and if it one day recollapses, it must produce a singularity in
its big crunch. And using these global methods, Hawking in 1970
invented the concept of a black hole's absolute horizon and proved that
the surface areas of absolute horizons always increase(Chapter 12).

Let us return, now, to 1965. The stage was set for a momentous
confrontation. Isaac Khalatnikov and Evgeny Lifshitz in Moscow had
proved(or so they thought)that when a real star, with random internal
deformations, implodes to form a black hole it cannot create a singular-
singularity at the hole's center, while Roger Penrose in England had proved
that every black hole must have a singularity at its center.

13.5 All of the following issues deal with the nature of the connections between
points; that is, they are topological issues,(a)A coffee cup(left)and a doughnut
(right)can be deformed into each other smoothly and continuously without
tearing, in other words, without changing the qualitative nature of any of the
connections between points. They thus have the same topology,(b)To deform a
sphere(left)into a doughnut(right), one must tear a hole in it.(c)The spacetime
shown here has two sharp edges[analogous to the tear in(b)]: one edge at which
time begins(analogous to the big bang beginning of our Universe), and one at
which time ends(analogous to the big crunch). One can also conceive of a
universe that has existed for all time and will always continue to exist; such a
universe's spacetime would have no edges,(d)The blackened region of space-
time is the interior of a black hole; the white region is the exterior(see Box 12.1).
Points in the interior cannot send any signals to points in the exterior.
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X he lecture hall seated 250 and was filled to overflowing as Isaac
Khalatnikov rose to speak. 11 was a warm summer day in 1965, and the
world's leading relativity researchers had gathered in London for the
Third International Conference on General Relativity and Gravitation.
This was the first opportunity, at such a worldwide gathering, for Isaac
Khalatnikov and Evgeny Lifshitz to present the details of their proof
that black holes do not contain singularities.

Permission to travel beyond the iron curtain was granted and with-
withdrawn with relative capriciousness in the Soviet Union during the
decades between Stalin's death and the Gorbachev era. Lifshitz, though
Jewish, had traveled rather freely in the late 1950s, but he was now on
a travel blacklist and would remain so until 1976. Khalatnikov had two

strides against him; he was Jewish, and he had never yet traveled
abroad.(Permission for one's first trip was exceedingly difficult to
win.)However, after a vigorous struggle, including a telephone call in
his behalf from the vice-president of the Academy of Sciences, Nikolai
Nikolaievich Semenov, to the Central Committee of the Communist
party, Khalatnikov had finally won permission to come to London.

As he spoke in the packed Ix>ndon lecture hall, dragging a micro-
microphone with him, Khalatnikov wrote equations all over the blackboard,
which extended the entire 50-foot width of the room. His were not

toj>ological methods; they were the standard, equation-intensive meth-
methods that, physicists had used for decades when analyzing spacetime
curvature. Khalatnikov demonstrated mathematically that random
perturbations must grow as a star implodes. This meant, he asserted,
that if the implosion is to form a singularity, it must be one with
completely random deformations in its spacetime curvature, lie then
described how he and Lifshitz had searched, among all types of sin-
singularities permitted by the laws of general relativity, for one with
completely random curvature deformations. He exhibited, mathemati-
mathematically, one type of singularity after another; he cataloged the types of
singularities almost ad. na.use.um. Among them, none had completely
random deformations. Therefore, he concluded-bringing his forty-
minute lecture to a close an imploding star with random perturba-
perturbations cannot produce a singularity. The perturbations must save the
star from destruction.

As the applause ended, Charles Ylisner, one of Wheeler's most bril-
brilliant former students, leaped up and objected strenuously. Excitedly,
vigorously, and in rapid-fire English, Misner described the theorem
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that Penrose had proved a few months earlier. If Penrose's theorem
was right, then Khalatnikov and Lifshitz must be wrong.

The Soviet delegation was confused and incensed. Misner's English
was too fast to follow, and since Penrose's theorem relied on topological
arguments that were alien to relativity experts, the Soviets regarded it
as suspect. By contrast, the Khalatnikov-Lifshitz analysis was based on
tried-and-true methods. Penrose, they asserted, was probably wrong.

'uring the next few years, relativity experts in East and West
plumbed the depths of Penrose's analysis, and of the Khalatnikov
Liishite analysis. At first both analyses looked suspect; both had dan-
dangerous, potential flaws. Gradually, however, as the experts began to
master and extend Penrose's topological techniq\ics, they became(x>n-
vinced that Penrose was righl.

In September 1969, while T was a visiting member of Zel'dovieh's
research team in Moscow, Evgeny Lifshitz came to me with a manu-

A dinner party in the apartment of Isaac Khalatnikov in Moscow, June 1971.
Clockwise from left Kip Thonic, John Wheeler, Isaac Khalalriikov, Evgcny F.if-
shitz, Khalatnikov's wife Valentina Nikolaievna, Vladimir Belinsky, and Khalal-
nikov's daughter Eleanora.[Courtesy Charles w.
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script that he and Khalatnikov had just written."Please, Kip, take this
manuscript back to America for me and submit it to Physical Review
Letters/he requested. He explained that any manuscript written in the
U.S.S.R., regardless of its content, was automatically classified secret
until declassified, and declassification would take three months. The
ludicrous Soviet system permitted me or any other foreign visitor to
read the manuscript while in Moscow, but the manuscript should not
itself leave the country until passed by the censors. This manuscript
was too precious, too urgent for such a ridiculous delay. It contained.
Lifshitz explained to me, their capitulation, their confession of error:
Penrose was right; they were wrong. In 1961 they had been unable to
find, among the solutions to Einstein's field equation, any singularity
with completely random deformations; but now, spurred by Penrose's
theorem, they and a graduate student, Vladimir Belinsky, had
managed to find one. This ne>v singularity, they thought, must be the
one that terminates the implosion of randomly deformed stars and that
might someday destroy our Universe at the end of the big crunch.
[And, indeed, in 1995 1 think they probably were right. To this 1993
viewpoint, and to the nature of their new BKL("Belinsky—Khalat-
nikov-Lifshitz")singularity, I shall return near the end of this chap-
chapter.]

For a theoretical physicist it is more than embarrassing to admit a
major error in a published result. It is ego shattering. 1 should know. In
1966 I miscalculated the pulsations of white-dwarf stars, and two years
later my wrong calculations briefly misled astronomers into thinking
that the newly discovered pulsars might be pulsating white dwarfs. My
error, when found, was significant enough to figure in an editorial in
the British journal Nature. It was a bitter pill to swallow.

Though errors like this can be shattering for an American or Euro-
European physicist, in the Soviet Union they were far worse. One's position
in the pecking order of scientists was especially important in the Soviet
Union; it determined such tilings as possibilities for travel abroad and
election to the Academy of Sciences, which in turn brought privileges
such as a near doubling of one's salary and a chauffeured limousine at
one's beck and call. Thus it was that the temptation to try to hide or
downplay mistakes, when mistakes occur, was greater for Soviet scien-
scientists than for Westerners. And thus it was that Lifshitz's plea for help
was impressive. He wanted no delay in disseminating the truth, and his
manuscript was forthright: It confessed the error and announced that
fucure editions of The Classical Theory of Fields(the Landau—Lifshitz
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textbook on general relativity)would be modified to remove the claim
that implosion does not produce singularities.

I carried the manuscript to America, hidden among my personal
papers, and it was published. The Soviet authorities never noticed.

Wh, iy was it a British physicist(Penrosc)and not an American or
French or Soviet physicist who introduced topological methods into
relativity research? And why was it that throughout the 1960s, topolog-
topological methods were pursued with vigor and success by other British
relativity physicists, but took hold much more slowly in America,
France, the U.S.S.H., and elsewhere?

The reason, I suspect, was the undergraduate training of British
theoretical physicists. They typically major in mathematics as under-
undergraduates, then do Ph.D. research in departments of applied mathe-
mathematics or departments of applied mathematics and theoretical physics.
Tn America, by contrast, aspiring theoretical physicists typically major
in physics as undergraduates, and then do Ph.D. research in physics
departments. Thus, young British theoretical physicists are well versed
in esoteric branches of mathematics which have not yet seen much
physics application, but they may have a weak background in"gutsy"
physics topics such as the behaviors of molecules, atoms, and atomic
nuclei. By contrast, young American theoretical physicists know little
mathematics beyond what their physics professors have taught them,
but are deeply versed in the lore of molecules, atoms, and nuclei.

To a great extent, we Americans have dominated theoretical physics
since World War II, and we have foisted on the world's physics com-
community our scandalously low mathematical standards. Most of us use
the mathematics of fifty years ago and are incapable of communicating
with modern mathematicians. With our poor mathematical training, it
was difficult for us Americans to absorb and start using the topological
methods when Penrose introduced them.

French theoretical physicists, even more than the British, are well
trained in mathematics. However, during the 1960s and 1970s French
relativity theorists were so wrapped up in mathematical rigor(that is,
perfection), and so deemphasized physical intuition, that they contrib-
contributed little to our understanding of imploding stars and black holes.
Their quest for rigor slowed them down to the point that, although
they knew well the mathematics of topology, they could not compete
with the British. They didn't even try; their attention was riveted
elsewhere.
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Lev Davidovich Landau, who was largely responsible for the
strength of Soviet theoretical physics in the 1930s through 1960s, was
aJso a source of Soviet resistance to topology: I-andau had transfused
theoretical physics from Western Europe to the U.S.S.R. in the 1930s
(Chapter 5). As one tool in that transfusion, he had created a set of
examinations on theoretical physics, called the"Theoretical Mini-
Minimum,"which he required be passed as an entree into his own research
group. Anyone, regardless of educational background, could walk in off
the street and take these examinations, but few codd pass them. Tn the
twenty-nine years of the Theoretical Minimum A933-62)only forty-
three passed, but a remarkable portion of those forty-three went on to
make great physics discoveries.

Evgeny Michaiiovich Lifshilss(left)and Lev Davidovich Landau(right)in Lan-
Landau's room in his flat at the Institute for Physical Problems, No. 2 Vorohyevskoye
Shosse, MOSCOW, in 1954.|Courtesy Lifshtu's wife, Zinaitla Tvanovna Lifshitz.|
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Landau's Theoretical Minimum had included problems from all the
branches oF mathematics that landau deemed important for theoreti-
theoretical physics. Topology was not among them. Calculus, complex varia-
variables, the qualitative theory of differential equations, group theory, and
differential geometry were all covered; they would all be needed in a
physicist's career. But topology would not be needed. Landau had noth-
nothing against topology; he just igxiored it; it was irrelevant-and his view
of its irrelevance became near gospel among most Soviet theoretical
physicists in the 1940s through the 1960s.

This view was transmitted to theoretical physicists around the world
by the set of textbooks, called Course of Theoretical Physics, that Lan-
Landau and Lifshitz wrote. These became, worldwide, the most influential
set of physics texts of the twentieth century, and like Landau's Theo-
Theoretical Minimum examinations, they ignored topology.

Curiously, topological techniques were introduced into relativity re-
research in an abortive way, long before Penrose's theorem, by two So-
Soviet mathematicians in Leningrad: Aleksander Danilovich Aleksan-
drov and Revol't lvanovich Pimenov. h\1950-59, Aleksandrov used
topology to probe the"causal structure"of spacetime, that is, to study
the relationships between regions of spacetime that can communicate
with each other and those that cannot. This was just the type of topo-
topological analysis that would\iltimately pay rich dividends in the theory
of black holes. Aleksandrov built up a rather powerful and beautiful
topological formalism, and in the mid-1950s that formalism was picked
up and pushed further by Pimenov, a young colleague of Aleksan-
drov's.

But in the end this research led nowhere. Aleksandrov and Pimenov

had little contact with physicists who specialize in gravitation. Such
physicists would have known what kinds of calculations were useful
and what were not. They might have told Aleksandrov and Pimenov
that the big bang singularity or gravitational implosion of stars de-
deserved probing with their formalism. But no such advice was to be had
in I,eningrad; the key physicists worked 600 kilometers southeast of
Leningrad, in Moscow, and were ignorant of topology and topologists.
The Aleksandrov Pimenov formalism flowered, and then went dor-
dormant.

Its dormancy was forced by the fates of Aleksandrov and Pimenov:
Aleksandrov became the rector(president)of Leningrad University,
and had inadequate time for further research. Pimenov was arrested in
1957 for founding"an anti-Soviet group,"was imprisoned for six years,
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and then after seven years of freedom was rearrcsted and sent into five
years' exile in the Komi Republic, 1200 kilometers east of r Leningrad.

I have never met AJeksandrov or Pimenov, but tales of Pimenov
were still rippling through T Leningrad's community of scientists when I
visited there in 1971, a year after Pimenov's second arrest. Rumor had
it that Pimenov viewed the Soviet, government as morally corrupt, and,
like many young people in America during the Vietnam War, he felt,
that, if he cooperated with the government, the government's corrup-
corruption would rub off on him. The only way to feel morally clean was
through civil disobedience. In America, civil disobedience meant refus-
refusing to register for the draft. For Pimenov, civil disobedience meant
samizdat Samizdat was the"self-publication"of forbidden manu-
manuscripts. Pimenov, it was rumored, would receive from friends a manu-
manuscript which had been forbidden for publication in the Soviet Union,
he would type out a half-dozen copies using carbon paper, and he
would then pass those copies on to other friends, who would repeat the
process. Pimenov got caught, was convicted, and was sentenced to five
years' exile in the Komi Republic, where he worked as a tree-feller and
an electrician in a sawmill until the Komi Academy of Sciences took
advantage of his exile and made him the chair of their mathematics
department.

Finally able to do mathematics again, Pimenov continued his topo-
logical studies of spacetime. By then topology had taken firm root as a
key tool for physicists' gravitation research, but Pimenov remained
isolated from the leading physicists of his country. He never had the
impact that, under other circumstances, he might have.

Roger Penrose, by contrast with Aleksandrov and Pimnnov, lives
with one foot firmly planted in the mathematics community and the
other firmly planted in physics, and this has been a major source of his
success.

Best Guesses

Jne might have thought that Penrose's singularity theorem would
settle once and for all the question of what is inside a black hole. Not so.
Instead it opened up a new set of questions questions with which
physicists have struggled, with only modest success, since the mid-
1960s. Those questions, and our best 1995 answers(our"brat guesses"
is a better way to say it), are:
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1.�Does everything that enters the hole necessarily get swallowed
by the singularity? We think so, but we're not sure.

2.�Is there any route from inside the hole to another universe, or to
another part of our own Universe? Very probably not, but we're
not absolutely sure.

3.�What is the fate of things that fall into the singularity? Wo think
that things that fall in when the hole is quite young get torn
apart by tidal gravity in a violent, chaotic way, before quantum
gravity becomes important. However, things that fall into an old
hole might survive unscathed until they come face-to-face with
the laws of quantum gravity.

In the remainder of this chapter I shall explain these answers in more
detail.

Lecall that Oppenheimer and Snyder gave us a clear and unequivocal
answer to our three questions: When the black hole is created by a
highly idealized, spherical, imploding star, then A)everything that
enters the hole gets swallowed by the singularity; B)nothing travels to
another universe or another part of our Universe; C)when nearing the
singularity, everything experiences an infinitely growing radial stretch
and transverse squeeze(Figure 13.1 above), and thereby gets destroyed.

This answer was pedagogically useful; it helped motivate calcula-
calculations that brought deeper understanding. However, the deeper under-
understanding(due to Khalatnikov and Lifshitz)showed that the Oppen-
heimer-Snyder answer is irrelevant to the real Universe in which we
live, because the random deformations that occur in all real stars will

completely change the hole's interior. The Oppenheimer-Snyder inte-
interior is"unstable against small perturbations."

The Reissner-NordstrSrn type of solution to the Einstein field equa-
equation also gave a clear and unequivocal answer: When the black hole is
created by a particular, highly idealized, spherical, electrically charged
star, then the imploding star and other things that fall into the hole can
travel, via a"little closed universe,"from the hole's interior to another
large universe(Figure 13.4).

This answer was also pedagogically useful(and has provided grist
for the mills of many a science fiction writer). However, like the Op-
Oppenheimer-Snyder prediction, it has nothing to do with the real Uni-
Universe in which we live because it is unstable against small perturba-
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tions. More specifically, in our real Universe, the black hole is continu-
continually bombarded by tiny electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations and by
liny amounts of radiation. As these fluctuations and radiation fall into
the hole, the hole's gravity accelerates them to enormous energy, and
they then explosively hit and destroy the little closed universe, just
before the little universe begins its trip. This was conjectured by Pen-
rose in 1968, and has since been verified in many different calculations,
carried out by many different physicists.

Belinsky, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz have given us yet another an-
answer to our questions, and this one, being totally stable against small
perturbations, is probably the"right"answer, the answer that applies
to the real black holes that inhabit our Universe: The star that forms the
hole and everything thut jails into the hole when the hole is young get
torn, apart by the tidal gravity of a BKL singularity.(This is the kind of
singularity that Belinsky, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz discovered, as a
solution of Einstein's equation, after Penrosc convinced them that sin-
singularities must inhabit black holes.)

The lidal gravity of a BKL singularity is radically different from
that of the Oppenheimer Snyder singularity. The Oppenheimer-Sny-
der singularity stretches and squeezes an infalling astronaut(or any-
anything else)in a steady but mounting way; the stretch is always radial,
the squeeze is always transverse, and the strengths of stretch and
squeeze grow steadily and smoothly(Figure 13.1). The RKL singular-
singularity, by contrast, is somewhat like the taffy-pulling machines that one
sometimes sees in candy stores or at carnivals. It stretches and squeezes
first in this direction, then that, then another, then another, and yet
another. Tile stretch and squeeze oscillate with time in a random and
chaotic way(as measured by the infalling astronaut), bul on average
they get stronger and stronger, and their oscillations get faster and
faster as the astronaut gets closer and closer to the singularity. Charles
Misner(who discovered this type of chaotically oscillating singularity
independently of Belinsky, Khalatnikov, and lifshitz)has called this a
mixmaster oscillation because one can imagine it mixing up the astro-
astronaut's body parts in the way that a mixmaster or eggbeater mixes up
the yolk and white of an egg. Figure 13.6 depicts a specific example of
how the tidal forces might oscillate, but the precise sequence of oscilla-
oscillations is chaotically unpredictable.

In Misner's version of the mixmaster singularity, trio oscillations
were the same everywhere in space, at a particular moment, of time(as
measured, say, by the astronaut). Not so for the BKL singularity. Its



13.6 An example of how the tidal forces might oscillate with time in a BKL
singularity. Th? tidal forces act in different manners along Lhree different, per-
perpendicular directions. These directions, for definiteness, are here called UL)(for
"up/down"), NS(for"north/south"), and EW(for"east/west"), and each of the
three curves describes the behavior of the tidal force along one of these direc-
directions. Time is plotted horizontally. At any time when the UD curve is above the
horizontal time axis, the tidal force is stretching along the UD direction, while at
a time when the UD curve is below the axis, the UD tidal force is squeezing. The
higher(lie curve above the axis, the stronger the stretch; the lower the curve
below the axis, the stronger the squeeze. Notice the following;(i)At any moment
of time there is a squeeze along two directions and a stretch along one.(ii)The
tidal forces oscillate between stretch and squeeze; each oscillation is called a
"cycle."(iii)The cycles are collected into"eras."During each era, one of the three
directions is subjected to a fairly steady squeeze, while the oilier two oscillate
between stretch and squeeze,(lv)When the era changes, there is a change of the
steady direction,(v)As the singularity is approached, the oscillations become
infinitely rapid and the tidal forces become infinitely strong. The details of the
division of cycles into eras and the change of oscillation patterns at the beginning
of each era are governed by what is sometimes called a"chaotic map."
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oscillations are spatially chaotic as well as temporally chaotic, just as
turbulent motions of the froth in a breaking ocean wave are chaotic in
space as well as in time. For example, while the astronaut's head is
being alternately stretched and squeezed("pummeled")along the
north/south direction, his right foot might t>e pummeled along the
northeast/southwest direction, and his left foot along south-southeast/
north-northwest; and the frequencies of oscillation of the pummeling
might be quite different on his head, his left foot, and his right foot.

Einstein's equation predicts that, as the astronaut reaches the singu-
singularity, the tidal forces grow infinitely strong, and their chaotic oscilla-
oscillations become infinitely rapid. The astronaut dies and the atoms from
which his body is made become infinitely and chaotically distorted and
mixed—and then, at the moment when everything becomes infinite
(the tidal strengths, the oscillation frequencies, the distortions, and the
mixing), spacetime ceases to exist.

Ihe laws of quantum mechanics object. They forbid the infinities.
Very near the singularity, as best we understand it in 1993. the laws of
quantum mechanics merge with Einstein's general relativistic laws
and completely change the"rules of the game."The new rules are
called quantum gravity.

The astronaut is already dead, his body parts are already thoroughly
mixed, and the atoms of which he was made are already distorted
beyond recognition when quantum gravity takes over. But nothing is
infinite. The"game"goes on.

Just when does quantum gravity take over, and what does it do? As
best we understand it in 1995(and our understanding is rather poor),
quantum gravity takes over when the oscillating tidal gravity(space-
time curvature)becomes so large that it completely deforms all objects
in about 10'4S second or less.9 Quantum gravity then radically changes
the character of spacetime: It-mptures the unification of space and time
into spacetime. It unglues space and time from each other, and then
destroys time as a concept and destroys the definiteness of space. Time
ceases to exist; no longer can we say that"this thing happens before
that one,"because without time, there is no concept of"before"or

2. 10�' second is the P/amk-fFheeler time. It is given(approximately)by the formula
y/Gh/c', wb?re G=6.670 X|0"8 dyncceiitimeterVgram*is Xewton'j gravitation constant, h
=1.055 X 10'"erg-second is Planck's quantum mechanical constant, and c=2.998 X 1010
centimeter/second is the speed of light. Note that the Planck Wheeler time is equal to the
square root of the Planck-Wheeler area(Chapter 12)divided by the speed of light.
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"after."Space, the sole remaining remnant of what was once a unified
spacetime. becomes a random, probabilistic froth, like soapsuds.

Before its rupture(that is, outside the singularity), spacetime is like
a piece of wood impregnated with water. In this analogy, the wood
represents space, the water represents time, and the two(wood and
water; space and time)are tightly interwoven, unified. The singularity
and the laws of quantum gravity that rule it are like a fire into which
the water-impregnated wood is thrown. The fire boils the water out of
the wood, leaving the wood alone and vulnerable; in the singularity,
the laws of quantum gravity destroy time, leaving space alone and
vulnerable. The fire then converts the wood into a froth of flakes and

ashes; the laws of quantum gravity then convert space into a random,
probabilistic froth.

This random, probabilistic froth is the thing of which the singularity
is made, arid the froth is governed by the laws of quantum gravity. In
the froth, space does not have any definite shape(that is, any definite
curvature, or even any definite topology). Instead, space has various
probabilities for this, that, or another curvature and topology. For ex-
example, inside the singularity there might be a 0.1 percent probability
for the curvature and topology of space to have the form shown in
Figure 13.7a, and a 0.4 percent probability for the form in Figure 13.7b,
and a 0.02 percent probability for the form in Figure 13.7c, and so on.
This does not mean that space spends 0.1 percent of its time in the form
(a), 0.4 percent of its time in the form(b), and 0.02 percent of its time in
the form(c), because there is no such thing as time inside the singularity.
And similarly, because there is no time, it is totally meaningless to ask
whether space assumes the form(b)''before"or"after"it assumes the
form(c). The only meaningful question one can ask of the singularity
is,"What are the probabilities that the space of which you are made
has the forms(a),(b), and(c)?"And the answers will be simply 0.1, 0.4,
and 0.02 percent.

Because all conceivable curvatures and topologies are permitted in-
inside the singularity, no matter how wild, one says that, the singularity is
made from a probabilistic foam. John Wheeler, who first, argued that
this must be the nature of space when the laws of quantum gravity
hold sway, has called it quantum foam.

To recapitulate, at the center of a black hole, in the spacetime region
where the oscillating BKL tidal forces reach their peak, there resides a
singularity: a region in which time no longer exists, and space has
given way to quantum foam.
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M

(b)

(c)

13.7 Embedding diagrams illustrating the quantum foam that is thought to
reside in the singularity inside a black hole. The geometry and topology of space
are not definite; instead, they are probabilistic They might, have, for example, a
0.1 percent probability for the form shown in(a), a 0.4 percent probability for(b),
a 0.02 percent probability for(c), and so on.

One task of the laws of quantum gravity is to govern the probabili-
probabilities for the various curvatures and topologies within a black hole's
singularity. Another, presumably, is to determine the probabilities for
the singularity to give birth to"new universes,"that is, to give birth to
new, classical(n on-quantum)regions of spacetime, in the same sense
as the big bang singularity gave birth to our Universe some 15 billion
years ago.

How probable is it that a black hole's singularity will give birth to
"new universes"? We don't know. It might well never happen, or it

might be quite common—or we might be on completely the wrong
track in believing that singularities are made of quantum foam.
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Clear answers might come in the next decade or two from research
now being carried out by Stephen Hawking, James Hartle, and others,
building on foundations laid by John Wheeler and Bryce DeWitt.s

M< Lost everything in the Universe changes with age: Stars consume
their fuel and die; the Earth gradually loses its atmosphere by evapora-
evaporation into space and ultimately will become an airless, dead planet; and
we humans grow wrinkled and wise.

The tidal forces deep inside a black hole, near its singularity, are no
exception. They, too, must change with age, according to calculations
done in 1991 by Werner Israel and Eric Poisson of the University of
Alberta, and Amos Ori, a postdoc in my Caltech group(building on
earlier work of Andrei Doroshkevich and Igor Novikov). When the
hole is newborn, its interior tidal forces exhibit violent, chaotic, BKL-
lype oscillations(Figure 13.6 above). However, as the hole ages, the
chaotic oscillations become tamer and gentler, and gradually disappear.

For example, an astronaut who falls into a 10-billion-solar-mass hole
in the core of a quasar within the first few hours after the hole is born
will be torn apart by wildly oscillating BKL tidal forces. However, a
second astronaut, who waits until a day or two after the hole is born
before plunging inside, will encounter much more gently oscillating
tidal forces. The tidal stretch and squeeze are still large enough to kill
the second astronaut, but being more gentle than the day before, the
oscillating stretch and squeeze will allow the second astronaut to sur-
survive longer, and approach closer to the singularity before he dies, than
did the first astronaut. A third astronaut, who waits until the hole is
many years old before taking the plunge, will face an even gentler fate.
The tidal forces surrounding the singularity have now become so tame
and meek, according to Israel's, Poisson's, and Ori's calculations, that
the astronaut will hardly feel them at all. He will survive, almost
\inscathed, right up to the edge of the probabilistic quantum gravity
singularity. Only at the singularity's edge, just as he comes face-to-face
with the laws of quantum gravity, will the astronaut be killed—arid we
cannot even be absolutely sure he gets killed then, since we do not
really understand at all well the laws of quantum gravity and their
consequences.

5. The above description is based on the Wheeler—IleWitl, Hawking—Harile approach to
formulating the laws of quantum gravity. Although theirs is but one of many approaches now-
being pursued, it is one to which 1 would give good odds of success.
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This aging of a black hole's internal tidal forces is not inexorable.
Whenever matter and radiation(or astronauts)fall into the hole, they
will feed and energize the tidal forces, much like a hunk of meat
thrown to a lion energizes him. The oscillatory stretch and squeeze
near the singularity, having been fed, will grow stronger for a short
while, and then will die out and become quiescent once again.

I n the late 1950s and early 1960s John Wheeler had a dream, a hope,
that we humans might one day be able to probe into a singularity and
there see quantum gravity at work—that we might probe not only
with mathematics and computer simulations, but also with real, physi-
physical observations and experiments. Oppenheimer and Snyder dashed
that hope(Chapter 6). The horizon that they discovered forming
around an imploding star hides the singularity from external view. If
we remain forever outside the horizon, there is no way that we can
probe the singularity. And if we plunge through the horizon of a huge
old hole, and survive to meet the quantum gravity singularity face-to-
face, there is no way we can transmit a description of our meeting back
to Earth. Our transmission cannot escape from the hole; the horizon
hides it.

Though Wheeler has long since renounced his dream and now vig-
vigorously champions the view that it is impossible to probe singularities,
it is not at all certain that he is correct. It is conceivable that some

extremely nonspherical stellar implosions produce naked singularities;
that is, singularities that are not surrounded by horizons and that there-
therefore can be observed and probed from the external Universe, even from
Earth.

In the late 1960s, Roger Penrose searched hard, mathematically, for
an example of an implosion that creates a naked singularity. His search
came up empty. Whenever, in his equations, an implosion created a
singularity, it also created a horizon around the singularity. Penrose
was not surprised. After all, if a naked singularity were to form, then it
seems reasonable to expect that, just before the singularity forms, light
can escape from its vicinity; and if light can escape, then(it would
seem)so can the material that is imploding to create the singularity;
and if the imploding material can escape, then presumably the mate-
material's huge internal pressure will make it escape, thereby reversing the
implosion and preventing the singularity from forming in the first
place. So it seemed. However, neither Penrose's mathematical manipu-
manipulations nor anybody else's were powerful enough to say for sure.
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In 1969 Penrose, strongly convinced that naked singularities cannot
form, but unable to prove it, proposed a conjecture, the conjecture of
cosmic censorship; No imploding object can ever form a naked singular-
singularity; if a singularity is formed, it must be clothed in a horizon so that we in
the external Universe cannot see it

Members of the physics"establishment."physicists like John
Wheeler, whose viewpoints are the most influential have embraced
cosmic censorship and espouse it as almost surely correct. Nevertheless,
nearly a quarter century after Penrose proposed it, cosmic censorship
remains unproved; and recent computer simulations of the implosion
of highly nonspherical stars suggest that it might even be wrong. Some
implosions, according to these simulations by Stuart Shapiro and Saul
Teukolsky of Cornell University, might actually create naked sin-
singularities. Might. Not will; just might.

Stephen Hawking is the epitome of the establishment these days,
and John Preskill(a colleague of mine at Caltech)and T enjoy tweak-
tweaking the establishment a bit. Therefore, in 1991 Preskill and I made a
bet with Hawking(Figure 13.8). We bet that cosmic censorship is
wrong; naked singularities can form in our Universe. Hawking bet that
cosmic censorship is right; naked singularities can never form.

13.8 Bet between Stephen Hawking, John Preskill, and me on the correctness
of Penrose's cosmic censorship conjecture.

Wharaat Sfphan W. Hawking Hrmhj battavaa that
rukadtlngularitlatara an anathama and ahouM
baprohlbHadbytnalawaotetaaalealphyalea,

And whanaa John PramUH and Kip Thoma

gravitational ob/aet*that might axM unehthad
by horizon*, lor all tha Unlmraa to*ae,

Thamfora Hawking offan, and PtaaUWthoma
aectptrnwagarwUh odd*of 100 pound*tiriing
to SO pound**thHng, that whan any form of
ctamfcaf miter or flWtf Mat feftieqaaM*of
taeonUngabtgularlnn*iapaeaHmalaeoupladto
gananrtrftMtyvtathacla—lcatBinttam
aquMttOfWt tft#taauHcan navatba a nakad
singularity.

Tha toaar wlH/award tha wlnnar with doming to
eomrthawtnnat'tnakadnat. Ttt*clothing It to
00 wnbfofowwo wnft&MinMt cofttfPMWfttf/v

Staphra W. HvwMnQ JqIip*? Pfwwn A Kip 8> Thofiw
1SS1
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Just four months after agreeing t<> the bet, Hawking himself discov-
discovered mathematical evidence(bat not a firm p>vof)that, when a black
hole completes its evaporation(Chapter 12), it might not disappear
entirely as he had previously expected, but instead it might leave
behind a tiny naked singularity. Hawking announced this result to
Preskill and me privately, a few days after he discovered it, at a dinner
parly at Preskill's home. However, when Preskill and T then pressed
him to concede our bet, he refused on grounds of a technicality. The
wording of our bet was very clear, he insisted: The bet was restricted to
naked singularities whose formation is governed by the laws of classi-
classical(that is, not quantum)physics, including the laws of general relativ-
relativity. However, the evaporation of black holes is a quantum mechanical
phenomenon and is governed not by the laws of classical general rela-
relativity, but ralher by the laws of quantum fields in curved spacethne, so
any naked singularity that might result from black-hole evaporation is
outside the realm of our het, Hawking insisted(correctly). Neverthe-
Nevertheless, a naked singularity, however it forms, would surely be a blow to
the establishment!

Though we enjoy our bets, the issues we argue are deeply serious. If
naked singularities can exist, then only the ill-understood laws of quan-
quantum gravity can tell us how they behave, what they might do to space-
time in their vicinities, and whether their actions can have a large
effect on the Universe in which we live, or only a small one;. Because
naked singularities, if they can exist, might strongly influence our
Universe, we want very much to understand whether cosmic censor-
censorship is correct, and what the laws of quantum gravity predict for the
behaviors of singularities. The struggle to find out will not be quick or
easy.
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Wormholes

and Time Machines1

in which the author seeks insight
into physical laws by asking:

can highly advanced civilizations
build wormholes through hyperspace
for rapid interstellar travel

and machines/or traveling backward in time?

Wormholes and Exotic Material

_L had just taught my last class of the 1984 85 academic year and was
sinking into my office chair to let the adrenaline subside, when the
telephone rang. It was Carl Sagan, the Cornell University astrophysi-
astrophysicist and a personal friend from way back."Sorry to bother you, Kip,"he
said."But I'm just finishing a novel about the human race's firsl con-
contact with an extraterrestrial civilization, and I'm worried. I want the
science to be as accurate as possible, and I'm afraid T may have got
some of the gravitational physics wrong. Would you look at it and give
me advice?"Of course T would. It would be interesting, since Carl is a
clever guy. It might even be fun. Besides, how could I turn down this
kind of request from a friend?

The novel arrived a couple of weeks later, a three-and-a-half-inch-
thick stack of double-spaced typescript.

1. I have chosen to write this chapter solely from my own personal viewpoint.
It therefore is much less objective than the rest of the bonk, and represents other
people's research much less fairly and less completely than it does my own.
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1 slipped the slack into an overnight bag and threw ihe hag into the
back seat of Linda's Bronco, when she picked me up for the long drive
from Pasadena to Santa Cruz. Linda is my ex-wife; she, I, and our son
Bret were on our way to see our daughter Kares graduate from college.

As I Jnda and Bret, took turns driving, T read and thought.(Linda
and Bret were accustomed to such introversion; they had lived with me
for many years.)The novel was fun, but Carl, indeed, was in trouble.
He had his heroine, Eleanor Arroway, plunge into a black hole near
Earth, travel through hypcrspace in the manner of Figure 13.4, and
emerge an hour later near the star Vega, 26 light-years away. Carl, not
being a relativity expert, was unfamiliar with the message of perturba-
perturbation calculations2: It is impossible to travel through hyperspace from a
black hole's core to another part of o>xr Universe. Any black hole is
continually being bombarded by tiny electromagnetic vacuum fluc-
fluctuations and by tiny amounts of radiation. As these fluctuations and
radiation fall into the hoie, they get accelerated by the hole's gravity to
enormous energy, and they then rain down explosively on any"little
closed universe"or"tunnel"or other vehicle by which one might try to
launch the trip through hyperspace. The calculations were unequivo-
unequivocal; any vehicle for hyperspace travel gets destroyed by the explosive
"rain"before the trip can be launched. Carl's novel had to be changed.

During the return drive from Santa Cruz, somewhere west of Fresno
on Interstate 5, a glimmer of an idea came to me. Maybe Carl could
replace his black hole by a wormhole through hyperspace.

J\wormhole is a hypothetical shortcut for travel between distant
points in the Universe. The wormhole has two entrances called
"mouths,"one(for example)near Earth, and the other(for example)
in orbit around Vega, 26 light-years away. The mouths are connected
to each other by a tunnel through hyperspace(the wormhole)that
might be only a kilometer long. If we enter the near-Earth mouth, we
find ourselves in the tunnel. By traveling just one kilometer down the
tunnel we reach the other mouth and emerge near Vega, 26 light-years
away as measured in the external Universe.

Figure 14.1 depicts such a wormhole in an embedding diagram. This
diagram, as is usual for embedding diagrams, idealizes our Universe as
having only two spatial dimensions rather than three(see Figures 3.2
and 3.3). In the diagram the space of our Universe is depicted as a

2. See the"Best Guesses"section of Chapter 13.
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HYPERSPACE

14.1 A 1-kilometer-long wormhole througli hyperspace linking the Earth to the
neighborhood of Vega, 26 light-years away.(Not drawn to scale.)

two-dimensional sheet. Just as an ant crawling over a sheet of paper is
oblivious to whether the paper is lying flat or is gently folded, so we in
our Universe are oblivious to whether our Universe is lying flat in
hyperspace or is gently folded, as in the diagram. However, trie gentle
fold is important; it permits the Earth and Vega to be near each other
in hyperspace so they can be connected by the short wormhole. With
the wormhole in place, we, like an ant or worm crawling over the
embedding diagram's surface, have two possible routes from Earth to
Vega: the long, 26-light-year route through the external Universe, and
the short, 1-kilometer route througli the wormhole.

What would the worrnholc's mouth look like, if it were on Earth, in
front of us? In the diagram's two dimensional universe the wormhole's
mouth is drawn as a circle; therefore, in our three-dimensional Uni-
Universe it would be the three-dimensional analogue of a circle; it would
be a sphere. In fact, the mouth would look something like the spherical
horizon of a nonrotating black hole, with one key exception: The hori-
horizon is a"one-way"surface; anything can go in, but nothing can come
out. By contrast, the wormhole mouth is a"two-way"surface; we can
cross it in both directions, inward into the wormhole, and back outward
to the external Universe. Looking into the spherical mouth, we can see
light from Vega; the light has entered the other mouth near Vega and
has traveled through the wormhole, as though the wormhole were a
light pipe or optical fiber, to the near-Earth mouth, whore it now
emerges and strikes us in the eyes.

Wormholes are not mere figments of a science fiction writer's imagi-
imagination. They were discovered mathematically, as a solution to Ein-
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stein's field equation, in 1916, just a few months after Einstein formu-
formulated his field equation; and John Wheeler and his research group
studied them extensively, by a variety of mathematical calculations, in
the 1950s. However, none of the wormholes that had been i'ound as
solutions of Einstein's equation, prior to my trip down Interstate 5 in
1985, was suitable for Carl Sagan's novel, because none of them could
be traversed safely. Each and every one of them was predicted to evolve
with time in a very peculiar way: The wormhole is created at some
moment of time, opens up briefly, and then pinches off and disap-
disappears—and its total life span from creation to pinch-off is so short that
nothing whatsoever(no person, no radiation, no signal of any sort)can
travel through it, from one mouth to the other. Anything that tries will
get caught and destroyed in the pinch-off. Figure 14.2 shows a simple
example.

Like most of my physicist colleagues, I have been skeptical of worm-
holes for decades. Not only does Einstein's field equation predict that
wormholes live short lives if left to their own devices; their lives are
made even shorter by random infalling bits of radiation: The radiation
(according to calculations by Doug Eardley and Ian Redmount)gets
accelerated to ultra-high energy by the worm hole's gravity, and as the
energized radiation bombards the wormhole's throat, it triggers the
throat to recontract and pinch off far faster than it would otherwise-
so fast, in fact, that the wormhole has hardly any life at all.

There is another reason for skepticism. Whereas black holes are an
inevitable consequence of stellar evolution(massive, slowly spinning
stars, of just the sort that astronomers see in profusion in our galaxy,
will implode to form black holes when they die), there is no analogous,
natural way for a wormhole to be created. In fact, there is no reason at
all to think that our Universe contains today any singularities of the
sort that give birth to wormholes(Figure 14.2); and even if such sin-
singularities did exist, it is hard to understand how two of them could find
each other in the vast reaches of hyperspace, so as to create a wormhole
in the manner of Figure 14.2.

Whe ien one's friend needs help, one is willing to turn most anywhere
that help might be found. Wormholes despite my skepticism about
them seemed to be the only help in sight. Perhaps, it occurred to me
on Interstate 6 somewhere west of Fresno, there is some way that an
infinitely advanced civilization could hold a wormhole open, that is,
prevent it from pinching off, so that Eleanor Axroway could travel
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HYPEKSPACE

U)�U)�(c)

id)�(?)�(f)

14.2 The evolution of a precisely spherical wonnhole that has no material in its
interior.(This evolution was discovered as a solution of Einstein's field equation
in the mid-1950s by Martin Kruskal, a young associate of Wheeler's at Princeton
University.)Inttially(a)there is no wormhole; instead there is a singularity near
Earth and one near Vega Then, at some moment of time(b), the two singularities
reach out through hyperspace. find each olher, annihilate each other, and in the
annihilation they create the wormhole. The wormhole grows in circumference
(c), then begins to recontracl(d), and pinches off(e), creating two singularities
(f)similar to those in which the wormhole was born—but with one crucial
exception. Each initial singularity(a)is like that of the big bang; time flows out
of it, so it can give birth to something: the Universe in the case of the big bang,
and the wormhole in this case. Each final singularity(f)> by contrast, is like Uiat
of the big crunch(Chapter 13); time flows into it, so things get destroyed in it Die
Universe in the case of the big crunch, and the wormhole in this case. Anything
that tries to cross through the wormhole during its brief life gets caught in the
pinch-off and, along with the wormhole itself, gets destroyed in the final sin-
singularities(f).
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through it from Earth to Vega and back. 1 pulled out pen and paper and
began to calculate.(Fortunately, Interstate 5 is very straight; T could
calculate without getting carsick.)

To make the calculations easy, I idealized the wormhole as precisely
spherical(so in Figure 14.1, where one of our Universe's three dimen-
dimensions is suppressed, it is precisely circular in cross section). Then, by two
pages of calculations based on the Einstein field equation, I discovered
three tilings:

First, the only way to hold the wormhole open is to thread the worm-
hole with some tort of material that pushes the wormhole's walls apart,
gravitationally. T shall call such material exotic because, as we shall see,
it is quite different from any material that any human has evnr yet
met.

Second, I discovered that, just as the required exotic material must
push the wormhole's walls outward, so also, whenever a beam of light
passes through the material, the material will gravitational!y push
outward on the beam's light rays, prying them apart from each other.
In other words, the exotic material will behave like a"defocusing
lens"; it will gravitationally defocus the light beam. See Box 14.1.

Third, T learned from the Einstein field equation that, in order to
gravitationally defocus light beams and gravitationally push the
wormhole's walls apart, the exotic material threading the wormhole
must have a negative average energy density, as seen by a light beam
traveling through it This requires a bit of explanation. .Recall that
gravity(spacetime curvature)is produced by mass(Box 2.6)and that
mass and energy are equivalent(Box 5.2, where the equivalence is
embodied in Einstein's famous equation E—Mcr). This means that
gravity can be thought of as produced by energy. Now, take the energy
density of the material inside the wormhole(its energy per cubic centi-
centimeter), as measured by a light beam-thai is, as measured by someone
who travels through the wormhole at(nearly)the speed of light—and
average that energy density along the light beam's trajectory. The
resulting averaged energy density must be negative in order for the
material to be able to defocus the light beam and hold the wormhoie
open—that is, in order for the wormhole's material to be"exotic.�

This does not necessarily mean that the exotic material 2ias a nega-
negative energy as measured by someone at rest inside the wormhole. En-

3. I;)technical language, we say that the exotic material"violates the averaged weak
energy condition."



Box 14.1

Holding a Wormhole Open: Exotic Material

Any spherical worrnhole through which a beam of light can travel will
gravitationally defocus the light beam. To see that this is so, imagine(as
drawn below)that the beam is sent through a converging lens before it
enters the worrnhole, thereby making all its rays converge radially toward
the wormhole's center. Then the rays will always continue to travel radi-
radially(how else could they possibly move?), which means that when they
emerge from the other mouth, they arc diverging radially oiitward, away
from the wormhole's center, as shown. The beam has been defocused.

"

The wormhole's spacetirne curvature, which causes the defocusing, is pro-
produced by the"exotic"material that threads through the wormhole and
holds the wormhole open. Since spacetime curvature is equivalent to grav-
gravity, it in fact is the exotic material's gravity that defocuses the light beam.
In other words, the exotic material gravitationally repels the beam's light
rays, pushing them away from itself and hence away from each other, and
thereby defocuses them.

This is precisely the opposite to what happens in a gravitational lens
(Figure 8.2). There light from a distant star is focused by the gravitational
pull of an intervening star or galaxy or black hole; here the light is
defocused.

ergv density is a relative concept, not absolute; in one reference frame
it may be negative, in another positive. The exotic material can have a
negative energy density as measured in the reference frame of a light
beam that travels through it, but a positive energy density as measured
in the wormhole's reference frame. Nevertheless, because almost all
forms of matter that we humans have ever encountered have positive
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average energy densities in everyone's reference frame, physicists have
long suspected that exotic material cannot exist. Presumably the laws
of physics forbid exotic material, we physicists have conjectured, but
just how the laws of physics might do so was not at all clear.

Perhaps our prejudice against the existence of exotic material is
wrong, T thought to myself as 1 rode down Interstate 5. Perhaps exotic
material can exist. This was the only way I could see to help Carl. So |
upon reaching Pasadena, I wrote Carl a long letter, explaining why his
heroine could not use black holes for rapid interstellar travel, and
suggesting that, she use wormholes instead, and that somebody in the
novel discover that exotic material can really exist and can be used to
hold the wormholes open. Car)accepted my suggestion with pleasure
and incorporated it into the filial version of his novel, Contact*

I t occurred to me, after offering Carl Sagan my comments, that his
novel could serve as a pedagogical tool for students studying general
relativity. As an aid for such students, during the autumn of 1985 Mike
Morris(one of my own students)and I began to write a paper on the
general relativistic equations for wormholes supported by exotic mate-
material, and those equations' connection to Sagan's novel.

We wrote slowly. Other projects were more urgent and got higher
priority. By the winter of 1987-88, we had submitted our paper to the
American Journal of Physics, but it was riot yet published; and Morris,
nearing the end of his Ph.D. training, was applying for postdoctoral
positions. With his applications, Morris enclosed the manuscript, of our
paper. Don Page(a professor at Pennsylvania State University and a
former student of mine and Hawking's)received the application, read
our manuscript, and fired off a letter to Morris.

"Dear Mike,... it follows immediately from Proposition 9.2.8 of the
book by Hawking&Ellis, plus the Einstein field equations, that any
wormbole[requires exotic material to hold it open].. . Sincerely, Don
N. Page."

How stupid T felt. I had never studied global methods*(the topic of
the Hawking and Ellis book)in any depth, and T was now paying the

4.�See especially pages 347, 348, and 406 of Contact by(irl Sagan. There the cxoltc
condition(negative average energy density as seen by light beams traveling through the
wormhole)is expressed in a different, but cquix'alerit way: As seen by someone 9t-rust inside the
wormhole, the material must have a large tension, along the radial direction, a tension that is
bigger than the material's energy density.

5.�Chapter 13.
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price. I had deduced on Interstate 5, with modest labor, that Lo hold a
precisely spherical wormhole open one must thread it with exotic ma-
material. However, now, using global methods and with even less labor,
Page had deduced that to hold any wormhole open(a spherical worm-
hole, a cubical wormhole, a wormholo with random deformations), one
must thread it with exotic material. I later learned that Dennis Gan-
Gannon and C. W. Lee reached almost the same conclusion in 1975.

his discovery, that all wormholes require exotic material to hold
them open, triggered much theoretical research during 1988—92."Do
the laws of physics permit exotic material to exist, and if so, under
what circumstances?"This was the central issue.

A key to the answer had already been provided in the 1970s by
Stephen Hawking. In 1970, when proving that the surface areas of
black holes always increase(Chapter 12), Hawking had to assume that
there is no exotic material near any black hole's horizon. If exotic
material were in the horizon's vicinity, then llawking's proof would
fail, his theorem would fail, and trie horizon's surface area could shrink.
Hawking didn't worry much about this possibility, however; it seemed
in 1970 a rather safe bet. that exotic material cannot exist.

Then, in 1974, came a great surprise: Hawking inferred as a by-
byproduct of his discovery of black-hole evaporation(Chapter 12)that
vacuum fluctuations near a hole's horizon are exotic: They have negative
average energy density as seen by outgoing light beams near the hole's
horizon. Tn fact, it is this exotic property oi' the vacuum fluctuations
that permits the hole's horizon to shrink as the hole evaporates, in
violation of Hawking's area-increase theorem. Because exotic material
is so important for physics, 1 shall explain this in greater detail:

Recall the origin and nature of vacuum fluctuations, as discussed in
Box 12.4: When one tries to remove all electric and magnetic fields
from some region of space, that is, when one tries to create a perfect
vacuum, there always remain a plethora of random, unpredictable
electromagnetic oscillations—oscillations caused by a tug of-war be-
between the fields in adjacent regions of space. The fields"here"borrow
energy from the fields"there,"leaving the fields there with a deficit of
energy, that is, leaving them momentarily with negative energy. The
fields there then quickly grab the energy back and with it a little
excess, driving their energy momentarily|K>sitive, and so it goes, on-
onward and onward.

Under normal circumstances on liartii, the average energy of these
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vacuum fluctuations is zero. They spend equal amounts of time with
energy deficits and energy excesses, and the average of deficit and
excess vanishes. Mot so near the horizon of an evaporating black hole,
Hawking's 1974 calculations suggested. Near a horizon the average
energy must be negative, at least as measured by light beams, which
means that the vacuum fluctuations are exotic

How this comes about was not deduced in detail until the early

1980s, when Don Page at Pennsylvania State University, Philip Can-
delas at Oxford, and many other physicists used the laws of quantum
fields in curved spacetime to explore in great detail the influence of a
hole's horizon on the vacuum fluctuations. They found that the hori-
horizon's influence is key. The horizon distorts the vacuum fluctuations
away from the shapes they would have on Earth, and by this distortion
it makes their average energy density negative, that is, it makes the
fluctuations exotic.

Under what other circumstances will vacuum fluctuations be exotic?

Can they ever be exotic inside a wormhole, and thereby hold the
wormhole open? This was the central thrust of the research effort
triggered by Page's noticing that the only way to hold any wormhole
open is with exotic material.

The answer has not come easily, and is not entirely in hand. Gunnar
Klinkhammer(a student of mine)has proved that in flat spacetime,
that is, far from all gravitating objects, vacuum fluctuations can never
be exotic-they can never have a negative average energy density as
measured by light beams. On the other hand, Robert Wald(a former
student of Wheeler's)and Ulvi Yurtsever(a former student of mine)
have proved that in curved spacetime, under a very wide variety of
circumstances, the curvature distorts the vacuum fluctuations and
thereby makes them exotic.

Is a wormhole that is trying to pinch off such a circumstance? Can
the curvature of the wormhole, by distorting the vacuum fluctuations,
make them exotic and enable them to hold the wormhole open? We
still do not know, as this book goes to press.

I n early 1988, as theoretical studies of exotic material were getting
under way, I began to recognize the power of the kind of research that
Carl Sagan's phone call had triggered. Just as among all real physics
experiments that an experimenter might do the ones most likely to
yield deep new insights into the laws of physics are those that push on
the laws the hardest, then similarly, among all thought experiments
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that a theorist might study, when probing laws that are beyond the
reaches of modern technology, the ones most likely to yield deep new
insights are those that push the hardest. And no type of thought experi-
experiment pushes the laws of physics harder than the type triggered by Carl
Sagan's phone call to me—thought experiments that ask, 'What things
do the laws of physics permit an infinitely advanced civilization to do.
and what things do the laws forbid?"(By an"infinitely advanced civili-
civilization,"I mean one whose activities are limited only by the laws of
physics, and not at all by ineptness, lack of know-how, or anything
else.)

We physicists, I believe, have tended to avoid such questions because
they are so close to science fiction. While many of us may enjoy reading
science fiction or may even write some, we fear ridicule from our
colleagues for working on research close to the science fiction fringe.
We therefore have tended to focus on two other, less radical, types of
questions:"What kinds of tilings occur naturally in the Universe?1'(for
example, do black holes occur naturally? and do wormholes occur natu-
naturally?). And"What kinds of things can we as humans, with our present
or near-future technology, do?"(for example, can we produce new
elements such as plutonium and use them to make atomic bombs? and
can we produce high-temperature superconductors and use them to
lower the power bills for levitated trains and Superconducting Super-
Supercollider magnets?).

By 1988 it seemed clear to me that we physicists had been much too
conservative in our questions. Already, one Sagan-type question(as I
shall call them)was beginning to bring a payoff. By asking,"Can an
infinitely advanced civilization maintain wormholes for rapid inter-
interstellar travel?"Morris and 1 had identified exotic material as the key to
wormhole maintenance, and we had triggered a somewhat fruitful
effort to understand the circumstances under which the laws of physics
do and do not permit exotic material to exist.

Ouppose that our Universe was created(in the big bang)with no
wormholes at all. Then eons later, when intelligent life has evolved
and has produced a(hypothetical)infinitely advanced civilization, can
that infinitely advanced civilization construct wormholes for rapid inter-
interstellar travel? Do the laws of physics permit wormholes to be con-
constructed where previously there were none? Do the laws permit this
type of change in the topology of our Universe's space?

These questions are the second half of Carl Sagan's interstellar trans-
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port problem. The first half, maintaining a wormhole once it has been
constructed, Sagan solved with the help of exotic matter. The second
half he finessed. In his novel, he describes the wormhole through
which Eleanor Arroway traveied as now being maintained by exotic
matter, but as having been created in the distant past by some infi-
infinitely advanced civilization, from which all records have been lost.

We physicists, of course, are not happy to relegate wormhole cre-
creation to prehistory. We want to know whether and how the Universe's
topology can be changed now, within the confines of physical law.

We can imagine two strategies for constructing a wormhole where
before there was none: a quantum strategy, and a classical strategy.

The quantum strategy relies on gravitational vacuum fluctuations
{Box 12.4), that is, the gravitational analogue of the electromagnetic
vacuum fluctuations discussed above: random, probabilistic fluctua-
fluctuations in the curvature of space caused by a tug-oi-war in which adja-
adjacent regions of space are continually stealing energy from each other
and then giving it back. Gravitational vacuum fluctuations are thought
to be everywhere, but under ordinary circumstances they are so tiny
that no experimenter has ever detected them.

Just as an electron's random degeneracy motions become more vig-
vigorous when one confines the electron to a smaller and smaller region
(Chapter 4), so also gravitational vacuum fluctuations are more vigor-
vigorous in small regions than in large, that, is, for small wavelengths rather
than for large. In 1955, John Wheeler, by combining the laws of quan-
quantum mechanics and the laws ot general relativity in a tentative and
crude way, deduced that in a region the size of the Planck Wheeler
length.9 1.62 X 10~ss centimeter or smaller, the vacuum fluctuations are
so huge that space as we know it"boils"and becomes a troth of quan-
quantum foam—the same sort of quantum foam as makes up the core of a
spacetime singularity(Chapter 13; Figure 14.3).

Quantum foam, therefore, is everywhere: inside black holes, in in-
interstellar space, in the room where you sit, in your brain. But to see the
quantum foam, one would have to zoom in with a(hypothetical)super-
microscope, looking at space and its contents on smaller and smaller
scales. One would have to zoom in from the scale of you and me

6. The Planck Wheeler length is the square root of the Planck Wheeler area(which
entered into the formula for the entropy of a black hole, Chapter 12), it is given by the formula
^jOhjc*, where C=6.670 x I fr*dyne-ocntimeter*/gram'i is Newton's gravitation constant, h
=1.055 x l()-?r erg-second is Planck's quantum mechanical cimstanl, and t=2.998 X 10"
rasatimelttr/sccoiwl\s the speed of light.
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(hundreds of centimeters)to the scale of an atom A0'a centimeter), to
the scale of an atomic nucleus A0�*centimeter), and then on down-
downward by twenty factors of 10 more, to 1D"SS centimeter. At all the early,
"large"scales, space would look completely smooth, with a very defi-
definite(but tiny)amount of curvature. As the microscopic zoom nears,
then passes 10~sa centimeter, however, one would see space begin to
writhe, ever so slightly at first, and then more and more strongly until,
when a region just 10""centimeter in size fills the supermicroscope's
entire eyepiece, space has become a froth of probabilistic quantum
foam.

14.3(Same as Figure 13.7.)Embedding diagrams illustrating quantum foam.
The geometry and topology of space are not definite; instead, they arc probabilis-
probabilistic. They might have, for example, a 0.1 percent probability for the form sliown

in(a), a 0.4 percent probability for(b), a 0.02 percent probability for(c), and so
on.

U)

'�%^MWM

(c)
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Since the quantum foam is everywhere, it is tempting to imagine an
infinitely advanced civilization reaching down into the quantum foam,
finding in it a wormhole(say, the"big"one m Figure 14.5b with its 0.4
percent probability), and trying to grab that wormhole and enlarge it
to classical size. In 0.4 percent of such attempts, if the civilization were
truly infinitely advanced, they might succeed. Or would they?

We do not yet understand the laws of quantum gravity well enough
to know. One reason for our ignorance is that we do not understand the
quantum foam itself very well. We aren't even 100 percent sure it
exists. However, the challenge of this Sagan-type thought experi-
experiment—an advanced civilization pulling wormholes out of the quan-
quantum foam—might be of some conceptual help in the coming years, in
efforts to firm up our understanding of quantum foam and quantum
gravity.

So much for the quantum strategy of wormhole creation. What is the
classical strategy?

In the classical strategy, our infinitely advanced civilization would
try to warp and twist space on macroscopic scales(normal, human
scales)so as to make a wormhole where previously none existed. Tt
seems fairly obvious that, in order for such a strategy to succeed, one
must tear two holes in space and sew them together. Figure 14.4 shows an
example.

14.4 One strategy for making a wornihoie.(a)A"sock"is created in the curva
ture of space,(b)Space outside the sock is gently folded in hy perspace.(c)A small
hole is lorn in the toe of the sock, a hole is torn in space jusl below the hole, and
the edges ?f die holes are"sewn"together. This strategy looks classical(macro-
(macroscopic)al first sight. However, the tearing produces, at least momentarily, a
spacetime singularity which is governed by the laws of quantum gravity, so this
strategy is really a quantum one.

Tea,*%sew

(fa)�<c)
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Now, any such tearing of space produces, momentarily, at the point
of the tear, a singularity of spacetime, that is, a sharp boundary at
which spacetime ends; and since singularities are governed by the laws
of quantum gravity, such a strategy for making wormholes is actually
quantum mechanical, not classical. We will not know whether it is
permitted until we understand the laws of quantum gravity.

Is there no way out? Is there no way to make a wormhole without
getting entangled with the ill-understood laws of quantum gravity—
no perfectly classical way?

Somewhat surprisingly, there is—but only if one pays a severe price.
In 1966, Robert Geroch(a student of Wheeler's at Princeton)used
global methods to show that one can construct a wormhole by a
smooth, singularity-free warping and twisting of spacetime, but one
can do so only if, during the construction, time also becomes twisted up
as seen in all reference frames.7 More specifically, while the construc-
construction is going on, it must be possible to travel backward in time, as well
as forward; the"machinery"that does the construction, whatever it
might be, must function briefly as a time machine that carries things
from late moments of the construction back to early moments(but not
back to moments before the construction began).

The universal reaction to Geroch's theorem, in 1967, was"Surely the
laws of physics forbid time machines, and thereby they will prevent a
wormhole from, ever being constructed classically, that is, without tear-
tearing holes in space."

In the decades since 1967, some things we thought were sure have
been proved wrong.(For example, we would never have believed in
1967 that a black hole can evaporate.)This has taught us caution. As
part of our caution, and triggered by Sagan-type questions, we began
asking in the late 1980s,"Do the laws of physics really forbid time
machines, and if so, how? How might the laws enforce such a prohibi-
prohibition?"To this question I shall return below.

JLiet us now pause and take stock. In 1993 our best understanding of
wormholes is this:

If no wormholes were made in the big bang, then an infinitely
advanced civilization might try to construct one by two methods, quan-
quantum(pulling it out of the quantum foam)or classical(twisting space-

7. I wish that I could draw a simple, clear picture to show how this smooth creation of a
wormhole is accomplished; unfortunately, 1 cannot.
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time without tearing it). We do not understand the laws of quantum
gravity well enough to deduce, in 1993, whether the quantum con-
construction of wormholes is possible. We do understand the laws of classi-
classical gravity(general relativity)well enough to know that the classical
construction of wormholes is permitted only if the construction ma-
machinery, whatever it might be, twists time up so strongly, as seen in all
reference frames, that it produces, at least briefly, a time machine.

We also know that, if an infinitely advanced civilization somehow
acquires a wormhole, then the only way to hold the worrnhole open(so
it can be used for interstellar travel)is by threading it with exotic
material. We know that vacuum fluctuations of the electromagnetic
field are a promising form of exotic material: They can be exotic(have
a negative average energy density as measured by a light beam)in
curved spacntixne under a wide variety of circumstances. However, we
do not yet know whether they can be exotic inside a wormhole and
thereby hold the wormhole open.

In the pages to come, I shall assume that an infinitely advanced
civilization has somehow acquired a worruhole and is holding it open
by means of some sort of exotic material; and T shall ask what, other
uses, besides interstellar travel, the civilization might find for its worm-
hole.

Time Machines

I n December 1986, the fourteenth semi-annual Texas Symposium on
Relativistic Astrophysics was held in Chicago, Illinois. Tluae"Texas"
symposia, patterned after the 1965 one in Dallas, Texas, where the
mystery of quasars was first discussed(Chapters 7 and 9), had by now
become a firmly established institution. T went to the symposium and
lectured on dreams and plans for IJGQ(Chapter 10). Mike Morris(my
"wormhole"student)also went, to get his first full-blown exposure to
the international community of relativity physicists and astrophysi-
astrophysicists.

In the corridors between lectures, Morris became acquainted with
Tom Roman, a young assistant professor from Central Connecticut
Stale University who, several years earlier, had produced deep insights
about exotic matter. Their conversation quickly turned to wormholes.
"If a wormhole can really be held open, then it will permit one to
travel over interstellar distances far faster than light,"Roman, noted.
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"Doesn't this mean that one can also use a wormhole to travel back-

backward in time?"

flow stupid Mike and T felt! Of course; Roman was right. We, in
fact, had learned about such time travel in our childhoods from a
famous limerick:

There once was a lady named Bright
who traveled much faster than light.
She departed one day in a relative way
and came home the previous night.

With Roman's comment and the famous limerick to goad us, we easily
figured out how to construct a time machine using two wormholes that
move at high speeds relative to each other.8(T shall not describe that
time machine here, because it is a bit complicated and there is a
simpler, more easily described time machine to which T shall come
shortly.)

I am a loner; I like to retreat to the mountains or an isolated seacoast,
or even just into an attic, and think. New ideas come slowly and require
large blocks of quiet, undisturbed time to gestate; and most worthwhile
calculations require days or weeks of intense, steady concentration. A
phone call at the wrong moment can knock my concentration off bal-
balance, selling me back by hours. So T hide from the world.

Bui hiding for too long is dangerous. 1 need, from time to time, the
needle-pricking stimulus of conversations with people whose view-
viewpoints and expertise are different from mine.

8. This time machine and others described later in this chapter arc by no means the first
time machine-type solutions to the Einstein field equation that people have found. In 1937, VV.
J. van Stockum in Edinburgh discovered a solution in which ap Infinitely long, rapidly spin-
spinning cylinder functions as a lime machine. Physicists have long objected thai nothing in the
Universe can be infinitely long, and ihey have, suspected(but nobody has proved)that, if the
length of the cylinder were made finite, it would cease to be a time machine. In 1040, Kurt
Godel, at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, New Jersey, found a solution to
Einstein's equation thai describes a whole universe which spins but does not expand or con-
contract, and in which one can travel backward in time by simply going out lo great distances from
Earth anu then returning. Physicists object, of course, that our real Universe does not at. all
resemble Godel's solution: It is not spinning, at leas)not much, and it is expanding. In 1976
Krank Tipter used the Einstein field equation to prove that, in order to create a time machine
in a finite-sized region of space, one must use exotic material as part of the machine.(Since any
triivcrsablc wormhole must be threaded by exotic material, the wormhole based time ma-
machines described in this chapter satisfy Tipler's requirement.)
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In this chapter thus far I have described three examples. Without
Carl Sagan's phone call and the challenge to make his novel scientifi-
scientifically correct, I would never have ventured into research on wormholes
and time machines. Without Don Page's letter, Mike Morris and I
would not have known that all wormholes, regardless of their shape,
require exotic material to keep them open. And without Tom Roman's
remark, Morris and 1 might have gone on blithely unaware that from
wormholes an advanced civilization can easily make a time machine.

In the pages to come, I will describe other examples of the crucial
role of needle-pricking interactions. However, not all ideas arise that
way. Some arise from introspection. June 1987 was a case in point.

In early June 1987, emerging from several months of frenetic class-
classroom teaching and interactions with my research group and the UGO
team, I retreated, exhausted, into isolation.

All spring long something had been gnawing at me, and I had been
trying to ignore it, waiting for some days of quiet, to ponder. Those
days, at last, had come. In isolation, I let the gnawing emerge from my
subconscious and began to examine it:"How does time decide how to
hook itself up through a wormhole?"'That was the nub of the gnaw.

To make this question more concrete, I thought about an example:
Suppose that I have a very short wormhole, one whose tunnel through
hyperspace is only 30 centimeters long, and suppose that both mouths
of the wormhole-two spheres, each 2 meters in diameter—are sitting
in my Pasadena living room. And suppose that 1 climb through the
wormhole, head first. From my viewpoint, I must emerge from the
second mouth immediately after I enter the first, with no delay at all;

14.5 A picture of me crawling through a hypothetical, very short wormhole.
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in tact, my head is coming out of the second mouth while my feet are
still entering the first. Does this mean that my wife, Carolee, sitting
there on the living room sofa, will also see my head emerging from the
second mouth while my feet are slill climbing into the first, as in
Figure 14.5? If so, then time"hooks up through the wormhole"in the
same manner as it hooks up outside the wormhole.

On the other hand, I asked myself, isn't it possible that, although the
trip through the wormhole takes almost no time as seen by me, Carolee
must wait an hour before she sees me emerge from the second mouth;
and isn't it also possible that she sees me emerge an hour before 1
entered? If so, then time would be hooked up through the wormhole in
a different manner than it hooks up outside the wormholc.

What could possibly make time behave so weirdly? T asked myself.
On the other hand, why shouldn't it behave in this way? Only the laws
of physics know the answer, 1 reasoned. Somehow, T ought to be able to
deduce from the laws of physics just how time will behave.

As an aid to understanding how the laws of physics control time's
hookup, I thought about a more complicated situation. Suppose that
one mouth of the wormhole is at rest in my living room and the other
is in interstellar space, traveling away from Earth at nearly the speed of
light. And suppose that, despite this relative motion of its two mouths,
the wormhole's length(the length of its tunnel through hyperspace)
remains always fixed at 30 centimeters.(Figure 14.6 explains how it is

14.6 Explanation of how Lhe mouths of a wormhole can move relative to each
olher as seen in the external Universe, while the length of the wormhole remains
fixed. Each of the diagrams is an embedding diagram like that in Figure 14.1, seen
in profile. The diagrams are a sequence of snapshots that depict motion of the
Universe and the wormhole relative to hyperspace.(Recall, however, thai, hyper-
hyperspace is just a useful figment of our imaginations; there is no way thai we as
humans can ever see or experience it in realiLy; see Figures 5.2 and 3.3.)Relative
to hyperspace, the bottom part of our Universe is sliding rightward in the dia-
diagrams, while the wormhole and the top part of our Universe remain at rest.
Correspondingly, as seen in our Universe, Ihc mouths of the wormhole are
moving relative to each other(they are getting farther apart), but as seen through
the wormhule they are at rest with resj?ect to each other; the wormhole's length
does not change.

"D T^)1)
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possible for the length of the wormhole to remain fixed while its
mouths, as seen in the external Universe, move relative to each other.)
Then, as seen in the external Universe, the two mouths are in different
reference frames, frames that move at a high speed relative to each
other; and the mouths therefore must experience different flouts of time.
On the other hand, as seen through the wormhole's interior, the
mouths are at rest with respect to each other, so they share a common
reference frame, which means that the mouths must experience the
same flow of time. From the external viewpoint they experience differ-
different time flows, and from the internal viewpoint, the same time flow;
how confusing!

Gradually, in my quiet isolation, the confusion subsided and all
became clear. The laws of general relativity predict, unequivocally, the
flow of time at the two mouths, and they predict, unequivocally, that
the two time flows will be the same when compared through the worm-
hole, but will be different when compared outside the wormhole. Time,
in this sense, hooks up to itself differently through the wormhole than
through the external Universe, when the two mouths are moving rela-
relative to each other.

And this difference of hookup, I then realized, implies that from a
single wormhole, an infinitely advanced civilization can make a time
machine. There is no need for two wormholes. How? Easy, if you are
infinitely advanced.

To explain how, T shall describe a thought experiment in which we
humans are infinitely advanced beings. Carolee and 1 find a very short
wormhole, and put one of its mouths in the living room of our home
and the other in our family spacecraft, outside on the front lawn.

Now, as this thought experiment will show, the manner in which
time is hooked up through any wormhole actually depends on the
wormhole's past history. For simplicity, I shall assume that when Ca-
Carolee and 1 first acquire the wormhole, it has the simplest possible
hookup of time: the same hookup through the wormhole's interior as
through the exterior Universe. In other words, if T climb through the
wormhole, Carolee, I, and everyone on Earth will agree that I emerge
from the mouth in the spacecraft at essentially the same moment as I
entered the mouth in the living room.

Having checked that time is, indeed, hooked up through the worm-
hole in this way, Carolee and I then make a plan: I will stay at home in
our living room with the one mouth, while Carolee in our spacecraft
takes the other mouth on a very high speed trip out into the Universe
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14.7 Carolee and 1 construct a time machine from a wormhole. l^eft: I stay at
home in Pasadena with one mouth of the worinhole and hold hands wilh Carolee

through the worinhole. Right: Carolee carries the other mouth on a high-speed
trip through the Universe. Inset: Our hands inside the wormhole.

and back. Throughout the trip, we will hold hands through the worm-

hole; see Figure 14.7.
Carolee departs at 9:00 a.m. on 1 January 2000, as measured by

herself, by me, and by everybody else on Earth. Carolee zooms away

from Earth at nearly the speed of light for 6 hours as measTired by her
own time; then she reverses course and zooms back, arriving on the

front lawn 12 hours after her departure as measured by her own time.9
I hold hands with her and watch her through the wormhole through-
throughout the trip, so obviously T agree, while looking through the wormhole,
that she has returned after just 12 hours, at 9:00 p.m. on 1 January 2000.

Looking through the wormhole at 9:00 p.m., I can see not only Carolee;
I can also see, behind her, our front lawn and our house.

9. In reality, if Carolee were to accelerate up to the speed of light and then back down so
quickly, the acceleration would be so great that it would kill her and mutilate her body.
However, in the spirit of a physicist's thought experiment, I shall pretend that her body is
made of such strong stuff that she can survive the acceleration comfortably.
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Then, at 9:01 p.m., I turn and look out the window-and there I see

an empty front, lawn. The spaceship is not there; Carolee and the other
wormhole mouth are not there. Instead, if I had a good enough tele-
telescope pointed out the window, 1 would see Carolee's spaceship flying
away from Earth on its outbound journey, a journey that as measured
on Earth, looking through the external Universe, will require 10 years.
[This is the standard"twins paradox"; the high-speed"twin"who goes
out and conies back(Carolee)measures a time lapse of only 12 hours,
while the"twin"who stays behind on Earth(me)must wait 10 years
for the trip to be completed.]

T then go about my daily routine of life. For day after day, month
after month, year after year, I carry on with life, waiting—until fi-
finally, on 1 January 2010, Carolee returns from her journey and lands
on the front lawn. I go out to meet her, and find, as expected, that she
has aged just. 12 hours, not 10 years. She is sitting there in the space-
spaceship, her hand thrust into the wormhole mouth, holding hands with
somebody. T stand behind her, look into the mouth, and see that the
person whose hand she holds is myself, 10 years younger, sitting in our
living room on 1 January 2000. The wormhole has become a time
machine. If T now(on 1 January 2010)climb into the wormhole mouth
in the spaceship, T will emerge through the other mouth in our living
room on 1 January 2000, arid there I will meet my younger self. Simi-
Similarly, if my younger self climbs into the mouth in the living room on 1
January 2000, he will emerge from the mouth in the spaceship on 1
January 2010. Travel through the wormhole in one direction takes me
backward 10 years in time; travel in the other direction takes me 10
years forward.

Neither I nor anyone else, however, can use the wormhole to travel
back in time beyond 9:00 p.m., 1 January 2000. Tt is impossible to travel
to a time earlier than when the wormhole first became a time machine.

The laws of general relativity are unequivocal. Tf wormholes can be
held open by exotic material, then these are general relativity's predic-
predictions.

I n summer 1987, a month or so after 1 arrived at these predictions,
Richard Price telephoned Carolee. Richard—a close friend of mine and
the man who sixteen years earlier had shown that a black hole radiates
away all its"hair"(Chapter 7)was worried about me. H? had heard
that 1 was working on the theory of time machines, and he feared 1 had
gone a little crazy or senile or.. . Carolee tried to reassure him.
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Richard's call shook me up a bit. Not because I doubted my own
sanity; I had few doubts. However, if even my closest friends wore
worried, then(at least as a protection for Mike Morris and my other
students, if not for myself)I would have to be careful about how we
presented our research to the community of physicists and to the gen-
general public.

During the winter of 1987-88, as part of my caution, I decided to
move slowly on publishing anything about time machines. Together
with two students, Mike Morris and Ulvi Yurtsever, 1 focused on trying
to understand everything I could about worirtholes and time. Only
after all issues were crystal clear did 1 want to publish.

Morris, Yurtsever, and I worked together by computer link and
telephone, since T was hiding in isolation. Carolee had taken a two-year
postdoctoral appointment in Madison, Wisconsin, and I had gone along
as her"house husband"for the first seven months(January-July 1988).
I had set up my computer and working tables in the attic of the house
we rented in Madison; and I was spending most of my waking hours
there in the attic, thinking, calculating, and writing-largely on other
projects, but partly on wormholes and time.

For stimulus and to test my ideas against skilled"opponents,"every
few weeks T drove over to Milwaukee to talk with a superb group of
relativity researchers led by John Friedman and Leonard Parker, and
occasionally 1 drove down to Chicago to talk with another superb group
led by Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, Robert Geroch, and Robert
Wald.

On a March visit to Chicago, I got a jolt. T gave a seminar describing
everything I understood about wormholes and time machines; and
after the seminar, Geroch and Wald asked me(in effect), 'Won't a
wormhole be automatically destroyed whenever an advanced civilization
tries to convert it into a time machine?"

Why? How? I wanted to know. They explained. Translated into the
language of the Carolee-and-me story, their explanation was the fol-
following: Imagine that Carolee is zooming back to Earth with one worm-
hole mouth in her spacecraft and I am sitting at home on Earth with
the other. When the spacecraft gets to within 10 light-years of Earth, it
suddenly becomes possible for radiation(electromagnetic waves)to use
the wormhole for time travel: Any random bit of radiation that leaves
our home in Pasadena traveling at the speed of light toward the space-
spacecraft can arrive at the spacecraft after 10 years' time(as seen on Earth),
enter the wormhole mouth there, travel back in time by 10 years(as
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seen on Earth), and emerge from the mouth on Earth at precisely the
same moment as it started its trip. The radiation piles right on top of its
previous self, not just in space but in spacetimR, doubling its strength.
What's more, during the trip each quantum of radiation(each photon)
got boosted in energy due to the relative motion of the wormhole
mouths(a"Doppler-shift"boost).

After the radiation's next trip out to the spacecraft then back
through the wormhole, it again returns at the same time as it left and

14.8(a)The(Jeroch-Wald .suggestion for how a wormhole might get destroyed
when one tries to make it into a lime machine An intense beam of radiation

zooms between the two mouths and through the wormhole, piling up on and
reinforcing i tself. The beam becomes infinitely energetic and destroys the worm-
hole,(b)What actually happens. The wormhole defocuses the beam, reducing
the amount of pileup. The beam remains weak; the wormhole is not destroyed.
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again piles up on itself, again with a Doppler-boosted energy. Again
and again this happens, making the beam of radiation infinitely strong
(Figure 14.8a).

In this way*beginning with an arbitrarily tiny amount of radiation,
a beam of infinite energy is created, coursing through space between
the two wormhole mouths. As the beam passes through the wormhole,
Geroch and Wald argued, it will produce infinite spacetime curvatiire
and probably destroy the wormhole, thereby preventing the wormhole
from becoming a time machine.

T drove away from Chicago and up Interstate 90 toward Madison in
a daze. My mind was filled with geometric pictures of radiation beams
shooting from one wormhole mouth to the other, as the moulhs move
toward each other. I was trying to compute, pictorially, just what would
happen. I was trying to understand whether Geroch and Wald were
right or wrong.

Gradually, as T neared the Wisconsin border, the pictures in my
mind became clear. The wormhole would not be destroyed. Geroch and
Wald had overlooked a crucial fact: Every time the beam of radiation
passes through the wormhole, the wormhole defocuses it in the manner
of Box 14.1 above. After the defocusing, the beam emerges from the
mouth on Earth and spreads out over a wide swath of space, so that
only a tiny fraction of it can get caught by the mouth on the spacecraft
and transported through the wormhole back to Earth to"pile up"on
itself(Figure 14.8b).

1 could do the sum visually in my head, as I drove. By adding up all
the radiation from all the trips through the wormhole(a tinier and
tinier amount after each defocusing trip), 1 computed that the final
beam would be weak; far too weak to destroy the wormhole.

My calculation turned out to be right; but, as I shall explain later, 1
should have been more cautious. This brush with wormhole destruc-

destruction should have warned me that unexpected dangers await any maker
of time machines.

hen graduate students reach the final year of their research, they
often give me great pleasure. They produce major insights on their
own; they argue with me and win; they teach me unexpected things.
Such was the case with Morris and Yurtsever as we gradually moved
toward finalizing our manuscript for Physical Review Letters. Large
portions of the manuscript's technical details and technical ideas were
theirs.
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As our work neared completion, 1 oscillated between worrying about
tarnishing Morris's and Yurtsever's budding scientific reputations with
a label of"crazy science fiction physicists"and waxing enthusiastic
about the things we had learned and about our realization that Sagan-
type questions can be powerful in physics research. At the last minute,
as we finalized the paper, I suppressed my caution(which Morris and
Yurtsever seemed not to share), and agreed with them to give our
paper the title"Wormholes, Time Machines, and the Weak Energy
Condition"("weak energy condition"being the technical term as-
associated with"exotic matter").

Despite the"time machines"in the title, our paper was accepted for
publication withoxU question. The two anonymous referees seemed to
be sympathetic; I heaved a sigh of relief.

With the publication date nearing, caution took hold of me again; I
asked the staff of the Caltech Public Relations Office to avoid and,
indeed, try to suppress any and all publicity about our time machine
research. A sensational splash in the press might brand our research as
crazy in trie eyes of many physicists, and 1 wanted our paper to be
studied seriously by the physics community. The public relations staff
acquiesced.

Our paper was published, and all went well. As I had hoped, the
press missed it, but among physicists it generated interest and contro-
controversy. Letters trickled in, asking questions and challenging our claims;
but we had done our homework. We had answers.

My friends' reactions were mixed. Richard Price continued to worry;
he had decided T wasn't crazy or senile, but he feared I would sully my
reputation. My Russian friend Igor Novikov, by contrast, was ecstatic.
Telephoning from Santa Cruz, California, where he was visiting, Novi-
Novikov said,"I'm so happy, Kip! You have broken the barrier. Tf you can
publish research on time machines, then so can/'"And he proceeded to
do so, forthwith.

The Matricide Paradox

Among the controversies stirred up by our paper, the most vigorous
was over what 1 like to call the matricide paradox?: If I have a time

10. In most science fiction literature, the term"grandfather paradox"is used rather than
"matricide paradox."Presumably, the chivalrous men who dominate the science fiction writ-
writing profession feel more comfortable pushing the murder back a generation and onto a male.
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machine(wormhole-based or otherwise), T should be able to use it to go
back in time and kill my mother before I was conceived, thereby
preventing myself from being born and killing my mother.'1

Central to the matricide paradox is the issue of free will Do 1, or do T
not, as a human being, have the power to determine my own fate? Can
I really kill my mother, after going backward in time, or(as in so many
science fiction stories)will something inevitably stay my hand as 1 try
to stab her in her sleep?

Now, even in a universe without time machines, free will is a terri-
terribly difficult thing for physicists to deal with. We usually try to avoid it.
It just confuses issues that otherwise might be lucid. With time ma-
machines, all the more so. Accordingly, before publishing our paper(but
after long discussions with our Milwaukee colleagues), Morris, Yurt-
sever, and I decided to avoid entirely the issue of free will. We insisted
on not discussing at all, in print, human beings who go through a
wormhole-based time machine. Instead, we dealt only with simple,
inanimate time-traveling things, such as electromagnetic waves.

Before publishing, we thought a lot about waves that travel bark-
ward in time through a wormhole; we searched hard for unresolvable
paradoxes in the waves' evolution. Ultimately(and with crucial prod-
dings from John Friedman), we convinced ourselves that there proba-
probably will be no unresolvahle paradoxes, and we conjectured so in our
paper.13 We even broadened our conjecture to suggest that there would
never be unresolvable paradoxes for any inanimate object that passes
through the wormhole. It was this conjecture that created the most
controversy.

Of the letters we received, the most interesting was from Joe Pol-
chinski, a professor of physics at the University of Texas in Austin.
Polchinski wrote,"Dear Kip, ... If 1 understand correctly, you are
conjecturing that in your[worrnhole-based time machine there will be
no unresolvable paradoxes]. It seems to me that... this is not the case."
He then posed an elegant and simple variant of the matricide para-
paradox—a variant that is not entangled with free will and that we there-
therefore felt competent to analyze:

11.�I and my faur siblings are very respectful and obedient inward our mother; see, for
example, Footnote 2 in Chapter 7. Accordingly, I have sought and received permission from
my mother to use this example.

12.�Three years later, John Friedman and Mike Morris together managed to prove rigor-
rigorously that, when waves travel backward in time through a wormhole, there indeed arc no
unresoWaWe paradoxes—provided the waves superimpose linearly on themselves in die man-
manner of Box 10.5.
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Take a wormhole that has been made into a time machine, and

place its two mouths at rest near each other, out in interplanetary space
(Figure 14.9). Then, if a billiard ball is launched toward the right
mouth from an appropriate initial location and with an appropriate
initial velocity, the ball will enter the right mouth, travel backward in
time, and fly out of the left mouth before it entered the right(as seen
by you and me outside the wormhole), arid it will then hit its younger
self, thereby preventing itself from ever entering the right mouth and
hitting itself.

This situation, like the matricide paradox, entails going back in time
and changing history. In the matricide paradox, 1 go back in time and,
by killing my mother, prevent myself from being bom. In Polchinski's
paradox, the billiard ball goes back in time and, by hitting itself, pre-
prevents itself from ever going back in time.

Both situations are nonsensical. Just as the laws of physics must be
logically consistent with each other, so also the evolution of the Uni-
Universe, as governed by the laws of physics, must be fully consistent with
itself—or at least it must be so when the Universe is behaving classi-
classically(non—quantum mechanically); the quantum mechanical realm is

14.9 Polchinski's billiard ball version of the matricide paradox. The wormhole
is very short and has been made into a time machine, so that anything that enters
the right mouth emerges, as measured on the outside, 30 minutes before il went
in. The flow of time outside the mouth is denoted by the symbol t; Ihe flow of
time as experienced by the billiard ball itself is denoted by x. The billiard ball is
launched at I=3:00 p.m. from the indicated location and with just the right
velocity to enter the right mouth at t=3:45. The ball emerges from the left
mouth 30 minutes earlier, at t=3:15, and then hits its younger self at t=3:30
p.m., knocking itself off track so it cannot enter the right mouth and hit itself.
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a little more subtle. Since both 1 and a billiard ball are highly classical
objects(that is, we can exhibit quantum mechanical behavior only
when one makes exceedingly accurate measurements on us; see Chap-
Chapter 10), there is no way that either I or the billiard ball can go back in
time and change our own histories.

So what happens to the billiard ball? To find out, Morris, Yurtsever,
and T focused our attention on the ball's initial conditions, that is, its
initial location and velocity. We asked ourselves,"For the same initial
conditions as led to Polchinski's paradox, is there any other billiard ball
trajectory that, unlike the one in Figure 14.9, is a logically self-consist-
self-consistent, solution to the physical laws that govern classical billiard balls?"
After much discussion, we agreed that the answer was probably"yes,"
but we were not absolutely sure and there was no time for us to
figure it out. Morris and Yurtsever had completed their Ph.D.s and
were leaving Caltech to take up postdoctoral appointments in Mil-
Milwaukee and Trieste.

-Fortunately, Caltech continually draws great students. There were
two new ones waiting in the wings: Fernando Echeverria and Gunnar
Klinkhammer. Echeverria and Klinkhammer took Polchinski's para-
paradox and ran with it: After some months of on-and-off mathematical

struggle, they proved that there indeed is a fully self-consistent billiard
ball trajectory that begins with Polchinski's initial data and satisfies all
the laws of physics that govern classical billiard balls. In fact, there are
two such trajectories. They are shown in Figure 14.10. 1 shall describe
each of these trajectories in turn, from the viewpoint of the ball itself.

On trajectory(a)(left half of Figure 14.10), the ball, young, clean,
and pristine, starts out at time I=3:00 p.m., moving along precisely
the same route as in Polchinski's paradox(Figure 14.9), a nmte taking
it toward the wormhole's right mouth. A half hour later, at t=3:30,
the young, pristine ball gets hit on its left, rear side, by an older-
looking, cracked ball(which will turn out to be its older self). The
collision is gentle enough to deflect the young ball only slightly from
its original course, but hard enough to crack it. The young ball, now
cracked, continues onward along its slightly altered trajectory and en-
enters the wormhole mouth at t=3:45, travels backward in time by 30
minutes, and exits from the other mouth at t=3:15. Because its
trajectory has been altered slightly by comparison with Polchinski's
paradoxical trajectory(Figure 14.9), the ball, now old and cracked, hits
its younger self a gentle, glancing blow on the left, rear side at t ~
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3:30, instead of the vigorous, highly deflecting blow of Figure 14.9. The
evolution thereby is made fully self-consistent.

Trajectory(b), the right half of Figure 14.10, is the same as(a),
except that the geometry of the collision is slightly different, and corre-
correspondingly the trajectory between collisions is slightly different. In
particular, the old, cracked ball emerges from the left mouth on a
different trajectory than in(a), a trajectory that takes it in front of the
young, pristine ball(instead of behind it), and produces a glancing
blow on the young baXVsjront, right side(instead of left rear side).

Echeverria and Klinkhammer showed that both trajectories,(a)and
(b), satisfy all the physical laws that govern classical billiard balls, so
both are possible candidates to occur in the real Universe(if the real
Universe can have wormhole-based time machines).

This is most disquieting. Such a situation can never occur in a uni-
universe without time machines. Without time machines, each set of
initial conditions for a billiard ball gives rise to one and only one
trajectory that satisfies all the classical laws of physics. There is a
unique prediction for the ball's motion. The time machine has ruined
this. There now are two, equally good predictions for the ball's motion.

14.10 The resolution of Polchinski's version of the matricide paradox(Figure
14.9): A billiard ball, starting out at 3:00 p.m. with the same initial conditions
(same location and velocity)as in Polchinski's paradox, can move along either of
the two trajectories shown here. Each of these trajectories is fully self-consistent
and satisfies the classical taws of physics everywhere along the trajectory.
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Actually, the situation is even worse than it looks at Srst sight: The
time machine makes possible an infinite number of equally good pre-
predictions for the ball's motion, not just two. Box 14.2 shows a simple
example.

Box 14.2

The Billiard Ball Crisis:

An Infinity of Trajectories

One day, while sitting in San Francisco Airport waiting for a plane, it
occurred to me that, if a billiard ball is fired between the two mouths of a
wormhole-based time machine, there are two trajectories on which it can
travel. On one(a), it hurtles between the mouths unscathed. On the other
(b), as it is passing between the two mouths, it gets hit and knocked
rightward, toward the right mouth; it then goes down the wonnhole,
emerges from the left mouth before it went down, hits itself, and flies
away.

6

U)
6

(fc)

Some months later, Robert Forward[one of the pioneers of laser inter-
interferometer gravitational-wave detectors(Chapter 10)and also a science
fiction writer]discovered a third trajectory that satisfies all the laws of
physics, the trajectory(c)below: The collision, instead of occurring be-
between the mouths, occurs before the ball reaches the mouths' vicinity. I
then realized that the collision could be made to occur earlier and earlier,

as in(d)and(e), if the ball travels through the wormhole several times
between its two visits to the collision event. For example, in(e), the ball
travels up route <?, gets hit by its older self and knocked along|3 and into
the right mouth; it then travels through the wormhole(and backward in

(continued next page)



(Box 14.2 continued)

time), emerging from the left mouth on y, which takes it through the
wormhole again(and still farther back in time), emerging along 5, which
takes it through the wormhole yet again(and even farther back in time),
emerging along ?, which takes it to the collision event, from which it is
deflected down ?.

Evidently, there are an infinite number of trajectories(each with a
different number of wormhole traversals)that all satisfy the classical
(non-quantum)laws of physics, and all begin with identically the same
initial conditions(the same initial billiard ball location and velocity). One
is left wondering whether physics has gone crazy, or whether, instead, the
laws of physics can somehow tell us which trajectory the ball ought to
take.

(c) (A)

time machines make physics go crazy? I)o they make it impossi-
impossible to predict how things evolve? If not, then how do the laws of
physics choose which trajectory, out of the infinite allowed set, a bil-
billiard ball will follow?

In search of an answer, Gunnar Klinkhammer and T in 1989 turned

from the classical laws of physics to the quantum laws. Why the quan-
quantum laws? Because they are the Ultimate Rulers of our Universe.

For example, the laws of quantum gravity have ultimate control
over gravitation and the structure of space and time. Einstein's classi-
classical, general relativistic laws of gravity are mere approximations to the
quantum gravity laws—approximations with excellent accuracy when
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one is far from all singularities and looks at spacetime on scales far
larger than 10~ss centimeter, but approximations nevertheless(Chapter
13).

Similarly, the classical laws of billiard ball physics, which my stu-
students and I had used in studying Polchinski's paradox, are mere ap-
approximations to the quantum mechanical laws. Since the classical laws
seem to predict"nonsense"(an infinity of possible billiard ball trajecto-
trajectories), Klinkhammer and I turned to the quantum mechanical laws for
deeper understanding.

The"rules of the game"are very different in quantum physics than
in classical physics. When one provides the classical laws with initial
conditions, they predict what will happen afterward(for example,
what trajectory a ball will follow); and, if there are no time machines,
their predictions are unique. The quantum laws, by contrast, predict
only probabilities for what will happen, not certainties(for example,
the probability that a ball will travel through this, that, or another
region of space).

In light of these rules of the quantum mechanical game, the answer
that Klinkhammer and I got from the quantum mechanical laws is not
surprising. We learned that, if the ball starts out moving along Pol-
Polchinski's paradoxical trajectory(Figures 14.9 and 14.10 at time t—
3:00 P.M.), then there will be a certain quantum mechanical probabil-
probability--say, 48 percent—for it subsequently to follow trajectory(a)in
Figure 14.10, and a certain probability-—say, also 48 percent for tra-
trajectory(b), and a certain(far smaller)probability for each of the infin-
infinity of other classically allowed trajectories. In any one"experiment,"
the ball will follow just one of the trajectories that the classical laws
allow; but if we perform a huge number of identical billiard ball
experiments, in 48 percent of them the ball will follow trajectory(a), in
48 percent trajectory(b), and so forth.

This conclusion is somewhat satisfying. It suggests that the laws of
physics might accommodate themselves to time machines fairly nicely.
There are surprises, but there seem not to be any outrageous predic-
predictions, and there is no sign of any unresolvable paradox. Indeed, the
National Enquirer, hearing of this, could easily display a banner head-
headline: PHYSICISTS PROVE TIME machines EXIST.(That kind of outrageous
distortion, of course, has been my recurrent fear.)

I n the autumn of 1988, three months after the publication of our
paper"Wormholes, Time Machines, and the Weak Energy Condition,"
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Keay Davidson, a reporter for the San Francisco Examiner, discovered
it in Physical Review Letters and broke the story.

It could have been worse. At least the physics community had had
three months of quiet in which to absorb our ideas without the blare of
sensational headlines.

But the blare was unstoppable, physicists invent timk machines,
read a typical headline. California magazine, in an article oxi"The
Man Who Invented Time Travel/' even ran a photograph of me doing
physics in the nude on Palornar Mountain. 1 was mortified not by the
photo, but by the totally outrageous claims that I had invented time
machines and time travel. Ij time machines are, in fact, allowed by the
laws of physics(and, as will become clear at the end of the chapter, I
doubt that they are), then they are probably much farther beyond the
human race's present technological capabilities than space travel was
beyond the capabilities of cavemen,

After talking with two reporters, I abandoned all efforts to stem the
tide and get the story told accurately, and went into hiding. My be-
besieged administrative assistant, Pat Lyon, had to fend off the press with
a firm"Professor Thome believes it is too early in this research effort to
communicate results to the general public. When he feels he has a
better understanding of whether or not time machines are forbidden
by the laws of physics, he will write an article for the public, explain-
ing."

With this chapter of this book, I am making good on that promise.

Chronology Protection?

I n February 1989, as the hoopla in the press was beginning to subside,
and while Echeverria, Klinkhammer, and I were struggling with Pol-
chinski's paradox, I flew to Bozeman, Montana, to give a lecture. There
I ran into Bill Hiscock, a former student of Charles Misner's. As I have
with so many colleagues, I pressed Hiscock for his views on wormholes
and time machines. I was searching for cogent criticisms, new ideas,
new viewpoints.

"Maybe you should study electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations,"
Hiscock told me."Maybe they will destroy the wormhole when infi-
infinitely advanced beings try to turn it into a time machine."Hiscock had
in mind the thought experiment in which my wife Carolee(assumed to
be infinitely advanced)is flying back to Earth in the family spacecraft
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with one wormhole mouth, while I sit on Earth with the other mouth,

and the wormhole is on the verge of becoming a time machine(Fig-
(Figures 14.7 and 14.8 above). Hiscock was speculating that electromag-
electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations might circulate through the wormhole in
the same manner as did bits of radiation in Figure 14.8; and, piling up
on themselves, the fluctuations might become infinitely violent and
destroy the wormhole.

I was skeptical. A year earlier, on my drive home from Chicago, T

had convinced myself that bits of radiation, circulating through the
wormhole, will riot pile up on themselves, create an infinitely energetic
beam, and destroy the wormhole. By defocusing the radiation, the
wormhole saves itself. Surely, 1 thought, the wormhole will also defo-
cus a circulating beam of electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations and
thereby save itself.

On the other hand, I thought to myself, time machines are such a
radical concept in physics that we must investigate anything which has
any chance at all of destroying them. So, despite my skepticism, I set
out with a postdoc in ray group, Sung-Won Kim, to compute the be-
behavior of circulating vacuum fluctuations.

Though we were helped greatly by mathematical tools and ideas
that Hiscock and Deborah Konkowski had developed a few years ear-

earlier, Kim and T were hampered by our own ineptness. Neither of us was

an expert on the laws that govern the circulating vacuum fluctuations:
the laws of quantum fields in curved spacetime(Chapter 13). Finally,
however, in February 1990, after a full year of false starts and mistakes,

our calculations coalesced and gave an answer.
I was surprised and shocked. Despite the wormhole's attempt to

defocus them, the vacuum fluctuations tended to refocus of their own

accord(Figure 14.11). Defocused by the wormhole, they splayed out
from the mouth on Earth as though they were going to miss the

spacecraft; then of their own accord, as though being attracted by some
mysterious force, they zeroed in on the wormhole mouth in Carolee's

spacecraft. Returning to Earth through the wormhole, they then
splayed out from the mouth on Earth again, and zeroed in once again
on the mouth in the spacecraft. Over and over again they repeated this
motion, building up an intense beam of fluctuational energy.

Will this beam of electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations be intense
enough to destroy the wormhole? Kim and I asked ourselves. For eight
months, February to September 1990, we struggled with this question.
Finally, after several flip-flops, we conchided(incorrectly)"probably
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not."Our reasoning seemed compelling to us and to the several col-
colleagues we ran it past, so we laid it out in a manuscript and submitted it
to the Physical Review.

Our reasoning was this: Our calculations had shown that the cir-
circulating electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations are infinitely intense
only for a vanishingly short period of time. They rise to their peak at
precisely the instant when it is first possible to use the wormhole for
backward time travel(that is, at the moment when the wormhole first
becomes a time machine), and then they immediately start to die out;
see Figure 14.12.

Now, the(ill-understood)laws of quantum gravity seem to insist
that there is no such thing as a"vanishingly short period of time."
Rather, just as fluctuations of spacetime curvature make the concept of
length meaningless on scales smaller than the Planck Wheeler length,
10'ss centimeter(Figure 14.3 and associated discussion), so also the
curvature fluctuations should make the concept of time meaningless on
scales smaller than 10"*5 second(the"Planck-Wheeler time,"which is
equal to the Planck—Wheeler length divided by the speed of light).
Time intervals shorter than this cannot exist, the laws of quantum

14.11 As Carolee and I try to convert a wormhole into a time machine by the
method of Figure 14.7, electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations zoom between the
two mouths and through the wormhole, piling up on themselves and creating a
beam of huge fluctuational energy.
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gravity seem to insist. The concepts of before and after and evolution
with time make no sense during intervals so small.

Therefore, Kim and I reasoned, the circulating electromagnetic vac-
vacuum fluctuations must stop evolving with time, that is, must stop
growing, 10"**second before the wormhole becomes a time machine;
the laws of quantum gravity must cut off the fluctuations' growth. And
the quantum gravity laws will let the fluctuations continue their evolu-
evolution again only 10�*second after the time machine is born, which
means after they have begun to die out. In between these times, there
is no time and there is no evolution(Figure 14.12). The crucial issue,
then, was just how intense has the beam of circulating fluctuations
become when quantum gravity cuts off their growth? Our calculations
were clear and unequivocal: The beam, when it stops growing, is far
too weak to damage the wormbole, and therefore, in the words of our
manuscript, it seemed likely that"vacuum fluctuations cannot prevent
the formation of or existence of closed timelike curves."(As 1 men-
mentioned earlier, closed timelike curves is physicists' jargon for"time ma-

14.12 Evolution of the intensity of the electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations
that circulate through a wormhole just before and just after the wormhole
becomes a time machine.

0,-aa.tiiKFfti gravity
"�cutoff-
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chines"; having been burned by the press, J had stopped using the
phrase"time machines"in my papers; and the press, unfamiliar with
physicists' jargon, was now unaware of the new time machine results 1
was publishing.)

I n September 1990, when we submitted our manuscript to the Physi-
Physical Review, Kim and I sent copies to a number of colleagues, including
Stephen Hawking. Hawking read our manuscript with interest—and
disagreed. Hawking had no quarrel with our calculation of the beam of
circulating vacuum fluctuations(and, in fact, a similar calculation by
Valery Frolov in Moscow had by then verified our results). Hawking's
quarrel was with our analysis of quantum gravity's effects.

Hawking agreed that quantum gravity was likely to cut off the
growth of the vacuum fluctuations 10"*3 second before the time ma-
machine is created, that is, I0�S second before they otherwise would
become infinitely strong."Bxu 10'43 second as measured by whom? Tn
whose reference frame?"he asked. Time is"relative,"not absolute,
Hawking reminded us; it depends on one's reference frame. Kim and T
had assumed that the appropriate reference frame was that of some-
somebody at rest in the wormhole throat. Hawking argued, instead(in
effect), for a different choice of reference frame: that of the fluctuations
themselves—or, stated more precisely, the reference frame of an ob-
observer who circulates, along with the fluctuations, from Earth to space-
spacecraft and through the wormhole so rapidly that he sees the Earth
spacecraft distance contracted from 10 light-years A0**centimeters)
down to the Planck-Wheeler length AO"M centimeter). The laws of
quantum gravity can take over and stop the growth of the beam only
10-*s second before the wormhole becomes a time machine, as seen by
such a circulating observer, Hawking conjectured.

Translating back to the viewpoint of an observer at rest in the
wormhole(the observer that Kim and I had relied on), Hawking's
conjecture meant that the quantum gravity cutoff occurs@"9S second
before the wormhole becomes a time machine, not 10""second-and
by then, according to our calculations, the vacuum fluctuational beam
is strong enough, but just barely so, that it might indeed destroy the
wormhole.

Lawking's conjecture about the location of the quantum gravity cut-
cutoff was cogent. He might well be right, Kim and 1 concluded after
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much contemplation; and we managed to change our paper to say so
before it got published.

The bottom line, however, was equivocal. Even if Hawking was
right, it was far from clear whether the beam of vacuum fluctuations
would destroy the wormhole or not—and to find out for certain would
require understanding what quantum gravity does, when it takes hold
in the 10~95-second interval around the moment of time machine for-
formation.

To put it succinctly, the laws of quantum gravity are hiding from us
the answer to whether wormfioles can. be converted successfiilly into time
machines. To learn the answer, we humans must first become experts
on quantum gravity's laws.

Hawking has a firm opinion on time machines. He thinks that
nature abhors them, and he has embodied that abhorence in a conjec-
conjecture, the chronology protection conjecture, which says that the laws of
physics do not allow time machines.(Hawking, in his characteristic
off-the-wall humor, describes this as a conjecture that will"keep the
world safe for historians.")

Hawking suspects that the growing beam of vacuum fluctuations is
nature's way of enforcing chronology protection: Whenever one tries to
make a time machine, and no matter what kind of device one uses in one's
attempt(a wormhole, a spinning cylinder,? a"cosmic string",1*or what-
whatever), just before one's device becomes a time machine, a beam of vacuum
fluctuations will circulate through the device and destroy it Hawking
seems ready to bet heavily on this outcome.

I am not willing to take the other side in such a bet. 1 do enjoy
making bets with Hawking, but only bets that I have a reasonable
chance of winning. My strong gut feeling is that I would lose this one.
My own calculations with Kim, and unpublished calculations that
Eanna Flanagan(a student of mine)has done more recently, suggest to
me that Hawking is likely to be right. However, we cannot know for
sure until physicists have fathomed in depth the laws of quantum
gravity.

13.�See Footnote 8 on page 499.
14.�Recently Richard Goh of Princeton University has discovered that one can make a

time machine by taking two infinitely long cosmic strings(hypothetical objects that might or
might not exist in the real Universe)and moving them past each other at veiy high speed.



Epilogue

an overview of Einstein's legacy,
past and future,

and an update on several central characters

I t now is nearly a full century since Einstein destroyed Newton's
concept of space and time as absolute, and began laying the founda-
foundations for his own legacy. Over the intervening century, Einstein's leg-
legacy has grown to include, among many other things, a warpage of
spacetime and a set of exotic objects made wholly and solely from that
warpage: black holes, gravitational waves, singularities(clothed and
naked), worrnholes, and time machines.

At one epoch in history or another, physicists have regarded each of
these objects as outrageous.

?�We have met, in this book, Eddington's, Wheeler's, and even Ein-
Einstein's vigorous skepticism about black holes; Eddington and Ein-
Einstein died before they were firmly proved wrong, but Wheeler
became a convert and black-hole advocate.

?�During the 1940s and 1950s, a number of physicists, building on
mistaken interpretations of the general relativistic mathematics
they were studying, were highly skeptical of gravitational waves
(ripples of curvature)—but that is a story for another book, and the
skepticism long since has vanished.
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?�It was a horrendous shock to most physicists, and still is to many, to
discover that singularities are an inevitable consequence of Ein-
Einstein's general relativistic laws. Some physicists derive comfort
from faith in Penrose's cosmic censorship conjecture(that all sin-
singularities are clothed; naked singularities are forbidden). But
whether cosmic censorship is wrong or right, most physicists have
accommodated to singularities and, like Wheeler, expect the ill-
understood laws of quantum gravity to tame them—ruling and
controlling them in just the same way as Newton's or Einstein's
laws of gravity rule the planets and control their orbits around the
Sun.

?�Wormholes and time machines today are regarded as outrageous
by most physicists, even though Einstein's general relativistic laws
permit them to exist. Skeptical physicists can take comfort, how-
however, in our newfound knowledge that the existence of wormholes
and time machines is controlled not by Einstein's rather permis-
permissive laws, but rather by the more restrictive laws of quantum fields
in curved spacetime, and quantum gravity. When we understand
those laws better, perhaps they will teach us unequivocally that
physical laws always protect the Universe against wormholes and
time machines—or at least time machines. Perhaps.

hat can we expect in the coming century, the second century of
Einstein's legacy?

It seems likely that the revolution in our understanding of space,
time, and objects built from spacetime warpage will be no less than in
the first century. The seeds for revolution have been laid:

?�Gravitational-wave detectors will soon bring us observational
maps of black holes, and the symphonic sounds of black holes
colliding-symphonies filled with rich, new information about
how warped spacetime behaves when wildly vibrating. Supercom-
Supercomputer simulations will attempt to replicate the symphonies and tell
us what they mean, and black holes thereby will become objects of
detailed experimental scrutiny. What will that scrutiny teach us?
There will be surprises.

?�Ultimately, in the coming century, most likely sooner rather than
later, some insightful physicist will discover and unveil the laws of
quantum gravity, in all their intimate detail.

?�With those quantum gravity laws in hand, we may figure out
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precisely how our Universe's spacetime came into being, how it
emerged from the quantum foam and froth of the big bang singu-
singularity. We may learn for sure the meaning or the meaning]essness
of the oft-asked question,"What preceded the big bang?"We may
learn for sure whether quantum foam produces multiple universes
with ease, and the full details of how spacetime gets destroyed in
the singularity at the core of a black hole or in the big crunch, and
how and whether and where spacetime gets re-created again. And
we may learn whether the laws of quantum gravity permit or
forbid time machines: Must time machines always self-destruct at
the moment they are activated?

? The laws of quantum gravity are not the final set of physical laws
along the route that has led from Newton to special relativity, to
general relativity and quantum theory, and then to quantum grav-
gravity. The quantum gravity laws will still have to be married to
(unified with)the laws that govern nature's other fundamental
forces: the electromagnetic force, the weak force, and the strong
force. We will probably learn the details of that unification in the
coming century—and again, most likely sooner rather than later,
and that unification may radically alter our view of the Universe.
And what then? No human today can foresee beyond that point, I
believe—and yet, that point may well come in my own lifetime,
and in yours.

In Closing, November 1995

Albert Einstein spent most of his last twenty-five years in a
fruitless quest to unify his general relativistic laws of physics with
Maxwell's laws of electromagnetism; he did not know that the most
important unification is with quantum mechanics. He died in Prince-
Princeton, New Jersey, in 1955 at the age of seventy-six.

Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar, now eighty-three years old, con-
continues to plumb the secrets of Einstein's field equation, often in col-
collaboration with much younger colleagues. In recent years he has taught
us much about pulsations of stars and collisions of gravitational waves.

Fritz Zwicky became less a theorist and more an observational
astronomer as he aged: and he continued to generate controversial,
prescient ideas, though not on the topics of this book. He retired from
his Caltecli professorship in 1968 and moved to Switzerland, where he
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spent his final years promoting his own inside track to knowledge: the
"morphological method."He died in 1974.

Lev Davidovzch Landau recovered intellectually, but not emo-
emotionally, from his year in prison A938-39)and then continued on as
the dominant figure and most revered teacher among Soviet theoreti
cal physicists. In 1962 he was critically injured in an automobile acci-
accident, which left him with brain damage that changed his personality
and destroyed his ability to do physics. He died in 1.968, but his closest
friends said of him afterward,"For me, 'Dau died in 1962."

Yakov Borisovich Zel'dovich remained the world's most influen-

influential astrophysicist through the 1970s and into the 1980s. However, in
1978, in a tragic interpersonal explosion, he split off from most of his
research group(the most powerful team of theoretical astrophysicists
that the world has ever seen). He tried to rebuild with a fresh set of
young colleagues, but was only partially successful, and then in the
1980s he became a guru for astrophysicists and cosmologists, world-
worldwide. He died of a heart attack in Moscow in 1987, soon after Gorba-
Gorbachev's political changes made it possible for him to travel to America
for the first time.

Igor Dmitrievich Novikov became the leader of the Zel'dovich/
Novikov research group after the split with Zel'dovich. Through the
1980s he held the group together with the same kind of fire arid
stimulus as Zel'dovich had mustered in the old days. However, without
Zel'dovich, his group was merely among the best in the world, and not
far ahead of everyone else, as before. With the collapse of the Soviet
Union in 1991, and following a heart operation that made him feel
his finiteness, Novikov moved to the University of Copenhagen in
Denmark, where he is now creating a new Theoretical Astrophysics
Center.

Vitaly Lazarevich Ginzblirg, at age seventy-seven, continues to
do forefront research in several different branches of physics and astro-
astrophysics. During Andrei SakharOV's exile to Gorky in 1980-86, Ginz-
burg, as Sakharov's official"boss"at the Lebedev Institute in Moscow,
refused to fire him and acted as a sort of protector. Under Gorbachev's
perestroika, Ginzburg and Sakharov were both elected members of the
Chamber of People's Deputies of the U.S.S.R., where they pushed for
reform. Sakharov died of a heart attack in 1989.

J. Robert Oppenheimer, though repudiated by the United States
government in his 1954 security clearance hearings, became a hero to
the majority of the physics community. He never returned to research,
but he remained closely in touch with most all branches of physics, and
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served as a powerful foil off whom younger physicists could bounce
their ideas, until his death from cancer in 1967.

Johl)Wheeler, at age eighty-two, continues his quest to understand
the marriage of quantum mechanics and general relativity—and con-
continues to inspire younger generations with his lectures and writings,
most notably his recent book A Journey into Gravity and Spacetime
(Wheeler, 1990).

Roger Penrose, like Wheeler and many others, is obsessed with the
marriage of general relativity and quantum mechanics and with the
ill-understood laws of quantum gravity that should spring forth from
that marriage. He has written about his unconventional ideas in a book
for nonphysicists(Ttie Emperor's New Mind, Penrose, 1989). Many
physicists are skeptical of his views, but Penrose has been right so
many times before . . .

Stephen Hawking aLso continues to be obsessed with the laws of
quantum gravity, and most especially with the question of what those
laws predict about the origin of the Universe. Like Penrose, he has
written a book for nonphysicists, describing his ideas(A Brief History
of Time, Hawking, 1988). His health holds strong, despite his ALS.
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a list of characters
who appear significantly

at several different places in the book

The following descriptions are meant to serve solely as reminders of and
cross-references to each person's various appearances in this book. These descriptions
are not intended as biographical sketches.(Most of these people have made major
contributions to science that are not relevant to this book and therefore arc not listed

here.)The principal criterion for inclusion in this section is not importance of contri-
contributions, but rattier multiple appearances of Vhe person at several different locations in
the book.

e, Waller A893-1960). German born, American optical astronomer; with
Zwicky, developed the concept of a supernova and its connection to neutron stars
(Chapter 5); identified the galaxies associated with cosmic radio sources(Chapter 9).

JJardeen, James Maxwell(b. 1939). American theoretical physicist; showed that
many or most black holes in our Universe should be rapidly spinning and, with
Petterson, predicted the influence of the holes' spins o? surrounding accretion disks
(Chapter 9); with Carter and Hawking, discovered the lour laws of black-hole me-
mechanics(the laws of evolution of black holes)(Chapter 12).

Bekenstein, Jacob(b. 1947). Israeli theoretical physicist; student of Wheeler's;
with Hartlc, showed that one cannot discern, by any external study of a black hole,
what kinds of particles were among vhe material that formed h(Chapter 7); proposed
that the surface area of&black hole is its entropy in disguise, and carried on a battle
with Hawking over this idea, ultimately winning(Chapter 12).
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Bohr. Niels Hendrik David A885-1962). Danish theoretical physicist; Nobel
laureate; one of the founders of quantum mechanics; mentor for many of the leading
physicists of the middle twentieth century, including Lev Landau and John Wheeler;
advised Chandrasekhar in his battle with Kddington(Chapter 4); tried to save Lan-
Landau from prison(Chapter 5); with Wheeler developed the theoiy of nuclear fission
(Chapter 6).

Braginsky, Vladimir Borisovtch(b. 1931). Russian experimental physicist; dis-
discovered quantum mechanical limits on the precision of physical measurements, in-
including those of gravitational-wave detectors(Chapter 10); inventor of the concept of
"quantum nondemolition"devices, which circumvent those quantum limits(Chapter
10).

Carter, Brandon(b. 1942). Australian theoretical physicist; student of Dennis
Sciama's in Cambridge, England; later moved to France; elucidated the properties of
spinning black holes(Chapter 7); with others, proved that a black hole has no hair
(Chapter 7); with Bardeen and Hawking discovered the four laws of black-hole
mechanics(the laws of evolution of black holes)(Chapter 12).

Chandrasekhar, Subrahmanyan(b. 1910). Indian born, American astrophysi-
astrophysicist; Nobel laureate; proved that there is a maximum mass for white-dwarf stars and
fought a battle with Eddington over the correctness of his prediction(Chapter 4);
developed much of the theory of how black holes respond to small perturbations
(Chapter 7).

Eddington, Arthur Stanley A882-1944). British astrophysicist; leading early
exponent of Einstein's laws of general relativity(Chapter 3); vigorous opponent of
the concept of a black hole and of Chandrasekhar's conclusion that white dwarfs have
a maximum mass(Chapters 3 and 4).

Einstein, Albert A879-1955). German born, Swiss/American theoretical physi-
physicist; Nobel laureate; formulated the laws of special relativity(Chapter 1)and general
relativity(Chapter 2); showed that light is simultaneously a particle and a wave
(Chapter 4); opposed the concept of a black hole(Chapter 3).

GerOCh, Robert(b. 1942). American theoretical physicist; student of Wheeler's;
with others, developed global methods for analyzing black holes(Chapter !3);
showed that the topology of space can change(for example, when a wormhole forms)
only if a time machine is produced in the process(Chapter 14); with Wald, gave the
first argument suggesting that time machines might be destroyed whenever they try
to form(Chapter 14).

Giacconi, Riccardo(b. 1931). Italian born, American experimental physicist and
astrophysicist; led the team that discovered the first X-ray star, in 1962, using a
detector flown on a rocket(Chapter 8); led the team that designed and built the
Uhuru X-ray satellite, which produced the first strong X-ray evidence that Cygnus
X-l is a black hole(Chapter 8).

Gjnzburg, Vitaly Lazarevfch(b. 1916). Soviet theoretical physicist; invented
the LiD fuel for the Soviet hydrogen bomb and then was separated from the bomb
project(Chapter 6); with Landau, developed an explanation for the origin of super-
superconductivity(Chapters 6 and 9); discovered the first evidence that a black hole has no
hair(Chapter 7); developed the synchrotron radiation explanation for the origin of
cosmic radio waves(Chapter 9).

Greenstein, Jesse L.(b. 1909). American optical astronomer; colleague of
Zwicky's(Chapter 5); with Fred Whipple found it impossible to explain cosmic radio
waves(Chapter 9); triggered the beginning of America's research effort in radio
astronomy(Chapter 9); with Maarten Schmidt, discovered quasars(Chapter 9).
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Hartle, James B.(b. 1939). Student of Wheeler's; with Bekenstein, showed that

one cannot discern, by any external study of a black hole, what kinds of particles were

among the material lhat formed it(Chapter 7); with Hawking, discovered the laws
that govern the evolution of a black hole's horizon(Chapter 12); with Hawking, is
developing insights into the laws of quantum gravity(Chapter 15).

Hawking, Stephen W.(b. 1942). British theoretical physicist; student of
Sciama's; developed key parts of the proof that a black hole has no hair(Chapter 7);
with Bardecn and Carter, discovered the four laws of black-hole mechanics(the laws
of evolution of black holm)(Chapter 12); discovered that, if one ignores the laws of
quantum mechanics, the surface areas of black holes can only increase, but quantum
mechanics makes black holes evaporate and shrink(Chapter 12); showed that tiny
black holes could have formed in the big bang and, with Page, placed observational
limits on such primordial holes based on astronomers not seeing gamma rays pro-
produced by their evaporation(Chapter 12); developed global(topological)methods for
analyzing black holes(Chapter 13); with Penrose, proved that the big bang contained
a singularity(Chapter 13); formulated the chronology protection conjecture and
argued that h is enforced by vacuum fluctuations destroying any time machine at the
moment it is created(Chapter 14); made bets with Kip Thome over whether Cygnus
XI is a. black hole(Chapter 8)and whether naked singularities can form in our
Universe(Chapter 13).

Israel, Werner(b. 1931). South African born, Canadian theoretical physicist;
proved that every nonspinning black hole must be spherical, and gave evidence that a
black hole loses its"hair"by radiating it away(Chapter 7); discovered that the
surface areas of black holes can only increase, but did not realize the significance of
this conclusion(Chapter 12); with Poisson and Ori, showed that the tidal forces that
surround a black hole's singularity become weaker as the hole ages(Chapter 13);
developed insights into the early history of black-hole research(Chapter 3).

Kerr, Roy P.(b. 1934). New Zealander mathematician; discovered the solution to
Kinstetn's field equation, which describes a spinning black hole: the"Kerr solution"
(Chapter 7).

Landau, Lev DavidOVich A908 1968). Soviet theoretical physicist; Nobel laure-
laureate: transfused theoretical physics from Western Europe into the L'.S.S.R. in the
1930s(Chapters 5 and 13); tried to explain stellar heat as produced by stellar material
being captured onto a neutron core at the star's center, and thereby triggered Oppen-
heimer's research on neutron stars and black holes(Chapter 5); was imprisoned in
Stalin's Great Terror and then released so he could develop the theory of superfluid
ity(Chapter 5); contributed to Soviet nuclear weapons research(Chapter 6).

Laplace, Pierre Simon A749-1827). French natural philosopher; developed and
popularized the concept of a dark star(black hole)as governed by Newton's laws of
physics(Chapters 3 and 6).

Lorentz, Hendrik AntOOfl A853-1928). Dutch theoretical physicist; Nobel lau-
laureate; developed key foundations for the laws of special relativity, ihe most important
being the Lorentz—Fitzgerald contraction and time dilation(Chapter 1); friend arid
associate of Einstein when Kinstcin was developing his general relaiivistic laws of
physics(Chapter 2).

Maxwell, James Clerk A831-1879). British theoretical physicist; developed the
laws of electricity and magnetism(Chapter 1).

Michell, John A724 1793). British natural philosopher; developed and popular
ized the concept of a dark star(black hole)as governed by Newton's laws of physics
(Chapters 3 and 6).
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Michelson, Albert Abraham A852-1931). German-bom, American experimen-
experimental physicist; Nobel laureate; invented the techniques of interferometry(Chapter 1);
used those techniques to discover that the speed of light is independent of one's
velocity through the Universe(Chapter 1).

MinkoWSki, Hermann A864-1909). German theoretical physicist; teacher of
Einstein(Chapter 1); discovered that space and time are unified into spacetime
(Chapter 2).

Misner, Charles W.(b. 1932). American theoretical physicist; student of
Wheeler's; developed an insightful embedding diagram description of how an im-
imploding star produces a black hole(Chapter 6): created a research group that contrib-
contributed significantly lo the"golden age"of black-hole research(Chapter 7); discovered
that electromagnetic and other waves propagating near a spinning black hole can
extract rotational energy from the hole and use it to amplify themselves(Chapter 12);
discovered the oscillatory,"xnixmaster"oscillations of tidal gravity near singularities
(Chapter 15).

Newton, Isaac A642-1727). British natural philosopher; developed the founda-
foundations for the Newtonian laws of physics and for the concept of space and time as
absolute(Chapter 1); developed the Newtonian laws of gravity(Chapter 2).

Novikov, IgorDmitrievictl(b. 1935). Soviet theoretical physicist and astrophysi-
astrophysicist; student of Zel'dovich's; with Doroshkevich and Zel'dovich, developed some of
the key initial evidence that a black hole has no hair(Chapter 7); with Zel'dovich,
proposed the method for astronomical searches for black holes in our galaxy that
seems to have finally succeeded(Chapter 8); with Thome, developed the theory of
the structures of accretion disks around black boles(Chapter 12); with Doroshkevich,
predicted that the tidal forces inside a black hole must change as the hole ages
(Chapter 13); carried out research on whether the laws of physics permit time ma-
machines(Chapter 14).

Oppenheimer, J. Robert A904—1967). American theoretical physicist; trans-
transfused theoretical physics from Western Europe to the United States in the 1930s
(Chapter 5); with Serber, disproved Landau's claim that stars might be kept hot by
neutron cores, and with Volkoff, demonstrated that there is a. maximum possible mass
for neutron stars(Chapter 5); with Snyder, demonstrated, in a highly idealized
model, that when massive stars die, they must implode to form black holes, and
elucidated key features of the implosion(Chapter 6); led the American atomic bomb
project, opposed the hydrogen bomb project early on and then endorsed it and lost his
security clearance(Chapter 6); did battle with Wheeler over whether implosion
produces black holes(Chapter 6).

Penrose, Roger(b. 1931). British mathematician and theoretical physicist; pro-
protege of Sciama's; speculated shat black holes lose their hair by radiating it away
(Chapter 7); discovered thai spinning black holes store huge amounts of energy in the
swirl of space outside their horizons and that this energy can be extracted(Chapter 7);
developed the concept of a black hole's apparent horizon(Chapters 12 and 13);
discovered that the surface areas of black holes must increase, but did not realize the
significance of that conclusion(Chapter 12); invented and developed global(topologi-
cal)methods for analyzing black holes(Chapter 13); proved that black holes must
have singularities in their cores and, with Hawking, proved thai, the big bang con-
contained a singularity(Chapter 13): proposed the cosmic censorship conjecture, that the
laws of physics prevent naked singularities from forming in our Universe(Chapter
13).
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Press. William H.(b. 1948). American theoretical physicist and astrophysicist;
student of Thome's; with Teukolsky, proved that black holes arc stable against small
perturbations(Chapters 7 and 12); discovered that black holes can pulsate(Chapter
7); organized the funeral for the golden age of black-hole research(Chapter 7).

Price, Richard H.(b. 1943). American theoretical physicist and astrophysicist;
student of Thome's; gave the definitive proof that a black hole loses its hair by
radiating the hair away and proved that anything which can be radiated will be
radiated away completely(Chapter 7); saw evidence that black holes pulsate but did
not recognize its significance(Chapter 7); with others developed the membrane
paradigm for black holes(Chapter 11); worried about Thome's sanity when Thorne
initiated research on time machines(Chapter 14).

Rees, Martin(b. 1942). British astrophysicist; student of Sciama's; developed
models that explain the observed features of binary systems in which a black hole
accretes gas from a companion star(Chapter 8); proposed that the giant lobes of a
radio galaxy are powered by beams of energy that travel from the galaxy's core to the
lobes, and with Rlandford developed detailed models for tile beams(Chapter 9); with
Bland ford and others, developed models that explain how a supermassive black hole
can energize radio galaxies, quasars, and active galactic nuclei(Chapter 9).

Sakharov, Andrei Dmitrievich A921 1989). Soviet theoretical physicist; in-
invented key ideas that underlie the Soviet hydrogen bomb(Chapter 6); close friend,
associate, and competitor of Zel'dovich's(Chapters 6 and 7); later became the leading
Soviet dissident and, after glasnost, Soviet saint

Schwarzschitd, Karl A876 1916). German astrophysicist; discovered the
Schwarzschild solution of the Einstein field equation, which describes the spacetime
geometry of a nonspinning star that is either static or imploding, and also describes a
nonspinning black hole(Chapter 3); discovered the solution of the Einstein equation
for the interior of a constant-density star—a solution that Einstein used to argue that
black holes cannot exist(Chapter 3).

Sciama, Dennis(b. 1926). British astrophysicist and mentor for British research-
researchers on black holes(Chapters 7 and 13).

Teukolsky, Saul A.(b. 1947). South African born, American theoretical physi-
physicist; student of Thome's; invented and developed the formalism by which perturba-
perturbations of spinning black holes are analyzed and, with Press, used his formalism to show
that black holes are stable against small perturbations(Chapters 7 and 12); with
Shapiro, discovered evidence that the laws of physics might permit naked singulari-
singularities to form in our Universe(Chapter 13).

Thome, Kip S.(b. 1940). American theoretical physicist; student of Wheeler's;
proposed the hoop conjecture which describes when black holes can form in an
imploding star, and developed evidence for it(Chapter 7); made estimates of the
gravitational waves from astrophysical sources and contributed to ideas and plans for
the detection of those waves(Chapter 10); with others, developed the membrane
paradigm for black holes(Chapter 11); developed ideas about the statistical origin of
the entropy of a black hole(Chapter 12); probed the laws of physics by means of
thought experiments about wormholes and time machines(Chapter 14).

Wald, Robert M.(b. 1947). American theoretical physicist; student of Wheeler's;
contributed to the Teukolsky formalism for analyzing perturbations of black holes
and its applications(Chapter 7); with others, developed an understanding of how
electric fields behave outside a black hole—an understanding that underlies the
membrane paradigm(Chapter 11); contributed to the theory of the evaporation of
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black holes and its implications for the origin of black-hole entropy(Chapter 12);
with Geroch, gave the first argument suggesting that time machines mighL be de-
destroyed whenever they try to form(Chapter 14).

Weber, Joseph(b. 1919). American experimental physicist; invented the world's
first gravitational-wave detectors("bar detectors")and eo-invented interferometric
detectors for gravitational waves(Chapter 10); universally regarded as the"father"of
the field of gravitational wave detection.

Wheeler, John Archibald(b. 1911). American theoretical physicist; mentor for
American researchers on black holes and other aspects of general relativity(Chapters
7); with Harrison and Wakano, developed the equation of state for cold, dead matter
and a complete catalog of cold, dead stars, thereby firming up evidence thai, when
massive stars die they must form black holes(Chapter 5); with Niels Bohr, developed
the theory of nuclear fission(Chapter 6); led a team that designed the first American
hydrogen bombs(Chapter 6); argued in a battle with Oppenheimer that black holes
cannot form, then retracted the argument and became the leading proponent of black
holes(Chapter 6); coined the phrases"black hole"(Chapter 6)and"a black hole has
no hair"(Chapter 7); argued that the"issue of the final state"of gravitationally
imploding stars is a key to understanding the marriage between general relativity
and quantum mechanics, and in this argument anticipated Hawking's discovery that
black holes can evaporate(Chapters 6 and 13); developed foundations foT the laws of
quantum gravity and, most important, conceived and developed the concept of quan-
quantum foam, which we now suspect is the stuff of which singularities are made(Chapter
13); developed the concept of the Planck-Wheeler length and area(Chapters 12, 13,
14).

Zel'dovich, Yakov Borisovich A914-1987). Soviet theoretical physicist and as-
astrophysicist; mentor for Soviet astrophysicists(Chapter 7); developed the theory of
nuclear chain reactions(Chapter 5); invented key ideas that underlie Soviet atomic
and hydrogen bombs, and led a bomb design team(Chapter 6); with Doroshkevich
and Novikov, developed early evidence that a black hole has no hair(Chapter 7);
invented several methods for astronomical searches for black holes, one of which
seems ultimately to have succeeded(Chapter 8); independently of Sal peter, proposed
that supermassive black holes power quasars and radio galaxies(Chapter 9); con-
conceived of the idea that the laws of quantum mechanics might cause spinning blacfe
holes to radiate and thereby lose their spin and, with Starobi risky, proved so, but then
resisted Hawking's proof that even nonspinning holes can radiate and evaporate
(Chapter 12).

Zwicky, Fritz A898-1974). Swiss-bom American theoretical physicist, astro-
astrophysicist, and optical astronomer; with Kaade, identified supernovae as a class of
astronomical objects and proposed that they are powered by energy released when a
normal star becomes a neutron star(Chapter 5).



Chronology

a chronology
of events, insights, and discoveries

1687 Newton publishes his Principia, in which are formulated his concepts of
absolute space and time, and his laws of motion and laws of gravity.[Ch. 1 j

1783&1795 Michell and Laplace, using Newton's laws of motion, gravity, and
light, formulate the concept of a Newtonian black hole.[Ch. 3]

1864 Maxwell formulates his unified laws of electromagnetism.[Ch. 1]
1887 Michelson and Morley show, experimentally, that the speed of light is inde-

independent of the velocity of the Earth through absolute space.[Ch. 1]
1005 Einstein shows that space and time are relative rather than absolute, and

formulates the special relativistic laws of physics.[Ch. 1]

Einstein shows that electromagnetic waves behave under some circumstances
like particles, thereby initiating the concept of wave/particle duality that
underlies quantum mechanics.[Ch. 4]

1907�Einstein, taking his first steps toward general relativity, formulates the con-
concept of a local inertial frame and the equivalence principle, and deduces the
gravitational dilation of time.[Ch. 2]

1908�Hermann Minkowski unifies space and time into an absolute four-dimen-
four-dimensional spacetime.[Ch. 2]

1912 Einstein realizes that spacetime is curved, and that tidal gravity is a manifes-
manifestation of that curvature.[Ch. 2]
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1915�Einstein and Hilbert independently formulate the Einstein field equation
(which describes how mass curves spacetime), thereby completing the laws of
general relativity.[Ch. 2]

1016 Karl Schwarzschild discovers Lhe Schwarzschild solution of the Einstein field

equation, which later will turn out to describe nonspinning, uncharged black
holes.|Ch. 5]

Flamm discovers that, with an appropriate choice of topology, the Schwarz-
Schwarzschild solution of the Einstein equation can describe a worruhole.[Ch. 14j

1916�&1918 Reissncr and Nordstrom discover their .solution of the Einstein field

equation, which later will describe nonspinning, charged black holes.[Ch. 7]

1926 Eddington poses thf: mystery of the white dwarfs and attacks the reality of
black holes.[Ch. 4]

Schrodinger and Heisenberg, building on others' work, complete the formu-
formulation of the quantum mechanical laws of physics.[Ch. 4]

Fowler uses the quantum mechanical laws to show how electron degeneracy
resolves the mystery of the white dwarfs.[Ch. 4]

1930 Chandrasekhar discovers that there is a maximum mass for white dwarfs.
LCh. 4]

1932�Chadwick discovers the neutron.[Ch. 5]

Jansky discovers cosmic radio waves. ,Ch. 9J

1933�Landau creates his research group in the U.S.S.R. and begins to transfuse
theoretical physics there from Western Europe. LCh. 5, 15]

Baade and Zwicky identify supernovae, propose the concept of a neutron star,
and suggest lhat supernovae are powered by the implosion of a stellar core to
form a neutron star. fCh. 5]

1935 Chandrasekhar makes more complete his demonstration of the maximum
mass for white-dwarf stars, and Kddington attacks his work.[Ch. 4]

1935-1939 The Great Terror in the U.S.S.R.[Ch. 5, 6]

1937�Greenstein and VVhipple demonstrate that Jansky's cosmic radio waves can-
cannot be explained by then-known astrophvsical processes.[Ch. 9]

Landau, in a desperate attempt to avoid prison and death, proposes that stars
are kept hot by energy released when matter flows onto neutron cores at their
centers.[Ch. 5]

1938�Landau is imprisoned in Moscow on charges of spying for Germany.[Ch. 5]

Opprciheimer and Serber disprove Landau's neutron core method for keeping
stars ho;; Oppenheimer and Volkoff show thai there is a maximum mass for
neutron stars.[Ch. 5]

Bethe and Critchfield show that the Sun and other stars are kept hot by
burning nuclear fuel.(Ch. 5]
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1939 Landau, near death, is released from prison.|Ch. 5J

Einstein argues that black holes cannot exist in the real Universe.[Oh. 4J

Oppenheimer and Snyder, in a highly idealized calculation, show that an
imploding star forms a black hole, and(paradoxically.)that the implosion
appears to freeze at the horizon as seen from the outside but not as seen from
the star's surface.[Ch. 6J

Rebcr discovers cosmic radio waves from distant galaxies, but does not know-
thai is what he is seeing. 'Ch. 9J

Bohr and Wheeler develop the theory of nuclear fission.[Ch. 6J

Kharitoii and Zel'dovich develop the theory of a chain reaction of nuclear
fissions.[Ch. 6j

The German army invades Poland, selling oft World War 11.

1942�The U.S. launches a crash program to develop the atomic bomb, led by
Oppenheimer.[Ch. 6J

1943�The IJ.S.S.R. launches a low-level effort to design nuclear reactors and atomic
bombs, with Zel'dovich as a lead theorist.[Ch. 6]

1945�The U.S. drops aiomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki. World War II

ends. A low-level U.S. effort to develop the superbomb is begun.[Ch. 6j

The U.S.S.R. launches a crash program to develop lhe atomic bomb, with
Zel'dovich as a lead theorist.[Ch. 6]

1946�h'riedman and his team launch the first astronomical instrument above the

Earth's atmosphere, on a captured German V-2 rocket. '"Ch. 8J

Experimental physicists in England and Australia begin constructing radio
telescopes and radio interferometers.[Ch. 9j

1948�Zel'dovich, Sakharov, Gimburg, and others in the U.S.S.K. initiate design
work for a superbomb(hydrogen bomb); Ginzburg invents the LiD fuel,
Sakharov the layered-cake design.[Ch. 6]

1949�The U.S.S.R. explodes its first atomic bomb, setting off a debate in the
U.S. about a crash program to develop the superbomb. The IJ.S.S.R. pro-
proceeds directly into 2 crash program for the superbomb, without debate.
[Ch. 6J

1950�The U.S. launches a crash superbomb effort. ,Ch. 6J

Kiepenheuer and Ginzburg realize that cosmic radio waves are produced by
cosmic-ray electrons spiraling in interstellar magnetic fields.[Ch. 9.1

Alexandrov and Pimcnov initiate an ill fated attempt to introduce topologi-
cal tools into mathematical studies of curved spacelime.[Ch. 13]

1951�Teller and[Jlam in the U.S. invent the idea for a"real"superbomb, one that
can be arbitrarily powerful; Wheeler puts together a team to design a bomb
based on the idea and simulate its explosion on computers.[Ch. 6]
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Graham Smith provides Baade with a l-arc-minute error box for the cosmic

radio source Cyg A, and Baade discovers with an optical telescope that Cyg A

is a distant galaxy—a"radio galaxy."[Ch. 9]

1952�The U.S. explodes its first superbomb device, one too massive to be delivered
by an airplane or rocket, but using the Teller—Ulam invention and based on
the Wheeler team's design-work.[Ch. 6]

1953�Wheeler launches into research on general relativity.[Ch. 6j

Jennison and Das Gupta discover that the radio waves from galaxies are
produced by two giant lobes on opposite sides of the galaxy.[Ch. 9]

Stalin dies.[Ch. 6]

The U.S.S.R. explodes its first hydrogen bomb, based on the Ginzburg and
Sakharov ideas. It is claimed by U.S. scientists not to be a"real"superbomb
because the design does not permit the bomb to be arbitrarily powerful.[Ch.
6]

1954�Sakharov and Zel'dovich invent the Teller—Ulam idea for a"real"super-
superbomb.[Ch. 6]

The U.S. explodes its first real superbomb, based on the Teller—Ulam/Sak-
harov—Zel'dovich idea.[Ch. 6]

Teller testifies against Oppenheimer, and Oppenheimer's security clearance
is revoked.[Ch. 6]

1955�The U.S.S.R. explodes its first real superbomb, based on the Teller-Ulam/
Sakharov—Zel'dovich idea.[Ch. 6]

Wheeler formulates the concept of gravitational vacuum fluctuations, identi-
identifies the Planck-Wheeler length as the scale on which they become huge, and
suggests that on this scale the concept of spacetime gets replaced by quantum
foam.[Ch. 12,13,14]

1957�Wheeler, Harrison, and Wakano formulate the concept of cold, dead matter
and make a catalog of all possible cold, dead stars. Their catalog firms up the
conclusion that massive stars must implode when they die.[Ch. 5]

Wheeler's group studies wormholes; Regge and Wheeler invent perturbation
methods for analyzing small perturbations of wormholes; their formalism
later will be used to study perturbations of black holes.[Ch. 7, 14]

Wheeler poses the issue of the final state of stellar implosion as a holy grail
for research and, in a confrontation with Oppenheimer, opposes the idea that
the final state will be hidden inside a black hole.[Ch. 6, 13]

1958�Finkelstein discovers a new reference frame for the Schwarzschild geometry,
and it resolves the 1939 Oppenheimer—Snyder paradox of why an imploding
star freezes at the critical circumference as seen from outside but implodes
through the critical circumference as seen from inside.[Ch. 6]

1958-1960 Wheeler gradually embraces the concept of a black hole and becomes
its leading proponent.[Ch. 6J
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1959�Wheelfir argues that spacetime singularities formed in the big crunch or
inside a black hole are governed by the laws of quantum gravity, and may
consist of quantum foam.[Ch. 15J

Burbidge shows that the giant lobes of radio galaxies contain magnetic and
kinetic energy equivalent to that obtained by a perfect conversion of 10
million Suns into pure energy.[Cb. 9]

1960�Weber initiates construction of liar detectors fur gravitational waves.[Ch. 10]

Kruskal shows that, if il is not threaded by any material, a spherical worm-
hole will pinch o(T so quickly that it cannot be traversed.[Ch. 14*

Graves and Brill discover that the Reissner Nordstrom solution of Einstein's

equation describes a spherical, electrically charged black hole an<)also a

wormhole.[Ch. 7J Their work suggests(incorrectly)thai it might be possible
to travel from the interior of a black hole in our Universe through hyperspace
aad into some other universe. ICh. 13]

1961�Khalaimkov and Lifshitx argue(incorrectly)that Einstein's field equation
does not permit the existence of singularities with randomly deformed curva-
curvature, and therefore singularities cannot form inside real black holes or in the
Universe's big crunch.[Ch. 13J

1901—1962 Zel'dovich begins research on astrophysics arid general relativity, re-
recruits Novikov, and begins to build his research team.[Ch. 6]

1962�Thome begins research under Wheeler's guidance and initiates research that
will lead to the hoop conjecture.|Ch. 7]

Giacconi and his team discover cosmic X-rays, using a Gciger counter flown
above the Earth's atmosphere on an Acrobee rocket.[Ch. 8]

1963�Ken*discovers his solution of Einstein's field equation.[Ch. 7j

Schmidt, Grcenstein, and Sand age discover qua$ars.[Ch. 9]

1964�The golden age of theoretical black-hole research begins.[Ch. 7.

Pen rose introduces topology as a tool in relativity research, and uses it Id
prove that singularities must reside inside all black holes.[Ch. 13]

Ginzburgand then Doroshkevich, Novikov, and Zel'dovich discover the first,
evidence that a black hole has no"hair."[Ch. 7]

Colgate, May, and White in the MS., and Podurets, Imshennik, and Nadezhin
in the U.S.S.R.. adapt bomb design computer codes to simulate realistic im-
implosions of stellar cores; they confirm 'Zwicky's 1954 speculation that implo-
implosions with low mass will form a neutron star and trigger a supernova, and
confirm the 1939 Oppenheiiner Snvder conclusion that implosions with
larger mass will create a black hole.[Ch. 61

Zel'dovich, Guseinov, and Salpeter make the first proposals for how to search
for black holes in the real Universe.[Ch. 8}

Salpeter and Zel'dovich speculate(correctly)that supermassive black holes
power quasars and radio galaxies.|C°h. 9]
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Herbert. Friedman and his learn discover Cygnus X-l, using a Geiger counter

flown on a rocket.[Ch. 8]

1965�Boyer and I indquist. Carter, and Penrose discover that Kerr's solution of
Einstein's field equation describes a spinning black hole.[Ch. 7]

1966�Zel'dovich and Novikov propose searching for black holes in binaries where
one object emits X-rays and the other light; this method will succeed in the
1970s(probably). ICK8J

Geroch shows that the topology of space can change(for example, a worm-
hole can form)non-quantum mechanically only if a time machine is created
in the process, at least momentarily.[Ch. 14]

1967�Wheeler coins the name black hole.[Ch. 7]

Israel proves rigorously the first piece of the black-hole, no-hair conjecture: A
nonspinning black hole must be precisely spherical.[Ch. 7]

1968�Penrose argues that it is impossible to travel from the interior of a black hole
in our Universe through hyperspace and into some other universe; others, in
the 1970s, will confirm that his argument is correct, f Ch. 13,

Carter discovers the nature of the swirl of space around a spinning black hole
and its influence on infalling particles.[Ch. 7]

Misner and independently Belinsky, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz discover the
oscillatory"mixmaster"singularity as a solution of Einstein's equation.[Ch.

1969�Hawking and Penrose prove that our 1,'niverse must have had a singularity at
the beginning of its big bang expansion.[Ch. 13]

Belinsky, Khalatnikov, and Lifshitz discover the oscillatory BKL singularity
as a solution of Einstein's equation; they show that it has random deforma-
deformations of its spacetime curvature and argue that therefore it is the type of
singularity that forms inside black holes and in the big crunch.[Ch. 13]

Penrose discovers that a spinning black hole stores enormous energy in the
swirling motion of space around it, and that this rotational energy can be
extracted.[Ch. 7]

Penrose proposes his cosmic censorship conjecture, that the laws of physics
prevent naked singularities from forming.[Ch. 13J

Lynden-Bell proposes that gigantic black holes reside in the nuclei of galaxies
and are surrounded by accretion disks.[Ch. 9j

Christodoulou notices a similarity between the evolution of a black hole
when it slowly accretes matter and the laws of thermodynamics.[Ch. 12]

Weber announces tentative observational evidence for the existence of gravi-
gravitational waves, triggering many other experimenters to start constructing bar
detectors. By 1975 it will be clear he was not seeing waves.[Ch. 10]

Braginsky discovers evidence that there will be a quantum limit on the
sensitivities of gravitational-wave detectors.[Ch. 10]
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1970�Bardeen shows that the accretion of gas is likely to make typical black holes
in our Universe spin very rapidly.(Ch. 91

Price, building on work of Penrose, Novikov, and Chase, de la Cruz, and
Israel, shows that black holes lose their hair by radiating it away, and he
proves that anything which can be radiated will be radiated awav completely.
ICh. 7]

Hawking formulates the concept of a black hole's absolute horizon and proves
that the surface areas of absolute horizons always increase[Ch. 12]

Giacconi's team constructs Uhuru, the first X-ray detector on a satellite; it is
launched into orbit[Ch. 8j

1971�Combined X-ray, radio-wave, and optical observations begin to bring strong
evidence that Cyguus X-1 is a black hole orbiting a normal star.[Ch. 8]

Weiss at MIT and Forward at Hughes pioneer interferometric detectors For
gravitational waves.[Ch. 10}

Rees proposes that a radio galaxy's giant lobes are powered by jets that shoot
out of the galaxy's core.[Ch. 9]

rlanni and Ruffini formulate the concept of surface charge on a horizon, a
foundation for the membrane paradigm.[Ch. 11J

Press discovers that black holes can pulsate.[Ch. 7]

ZePdovich speculates that spinning black holes radiate, and Zel'dovich and
Starobinsky use the laws of quantum fields in curved spacetime to justify
Zel'dovich's speculation.[Ch. 12]

Hawking points out that tiny"primordial"black holes might have been
created in the big bang.[Ch. 12]

1972�Carter, building on work by Hawking and Israel, proves the no-hair conjec-
conjecture for spinning, uncharged black holes(except for some technical details
filled in later by Robinson). He shows that such a black hole is always
described by Kerr's solution of Einstein's equation.[Ch. 7]

Thome proposes the hoop conjecture as a criterion for when black holes form.
[Ch. 7]

Bekenstein conjectures that a black hole's surface area is its entropy in dis-
disguise, and conjectures that the hole's entropy is the logarithm of the number
of ways the hole could have been made. Hawking argues vigorously against
this conjecture.[Ch. 12]

Bardeen, Carter, and Hawking formulate the laws of evolution of black holes
in a form that is identical to the laws of thermodynamics, but maintain that
the horizon's surface area cannot be the hole's entropy in disguise.[Ch. 12]

Teukolsky develops perturbation methods to describe the pulsations of spin-
spinning black holes.[Ch. 7]

1973�Press and Teukolsky prove that the pulsations of a spinning black hole are
stable; they do not grow"by feeding oK the hole's rotational energy.[Ch. 7]
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1074�Hawking shows that all black holes, spinning or nonspinning, radiaLe pre-
precisely as though they had a temperature thai is proportional to their surface
gravity, and they thereby evaporate. He then recants his claim that the laws
of black-hole mechanics arc not the laws of thermodynamics in disguise and
recants his critique of Bekcnsiein's conjecture that a hole's surface area is its
entropy in disguise.[Ch. 12j

1974-1978 Blandford, Rees, and Lyndcn-Kell identify several methods by which
supermassive black holes in the nuclei of galaxies and quasars can create jets-
[Ch. 9]

1075�Bardeen and Pcttersoii show that the swirl of space around a spinning black
hole can act as a gyroscope to maintain the directions of jets.[Ch. 9]

ChandrasekliHr embarks on a five-year quest lo develop a complete: mathe-
mathematical description of perturbations of blank holes.[Ch. 7;

Unruh and Davies infer thai, as seen by accelerating observers just above a
black hole's horizon, the hole is surrounded by a hot atmosphere of particles,
whose gradual escape accounts for the hole's evaporation.[Ch. 12 j

Page computes the spectrum of particles radiated by black holes. Hawking
and Page, from observational data on cosmic gamma rays, infer that there can
be no more than 500 tiny, primordial, evaporating black holes in each cubic
light-year of space.[Ch. 12]

The golden age of theoretical black-hole research is declared finished by
youthful researchers.[Ch. 7j

1077 Gibbons and Hawking verify Bekenstein's conjecture that a black hole's en-
entropy is the logarithm of the number of ways it might have been made. LCh.
12]

Radio astronomers use interferometers to discover the jets that feed power
from a galaxy's central black-hole engine to its giant radio emitting lobes.
[Ch.91

Blandford and Znajek show that magnetic fields, threading the horizon of a
spinning black hole, ran extract the hole's spin energy, and that the extracted
energy can power quasars and radio galaxies.[Ch. u;

Znajek and Damour formulate the membrane description of a black-hole
horizon.[Ch. II]

Braginsky and colleagues, and Caves, Thome, and colleagues, devise quan-
quantum nondemolition sensors for circumventing the quantum limit on bar
detectors of gravitational waves.[Ch. 10J

1978�Giacconi's group completes construction of the first high-resolution X-ray
telescope, called"Kinstein,"and it is launched into orbit.[Ch. 8]

1979�Townes and others discover evidence for a 3-million-$olar-xnass black hole at
the center of our galaxy.[Ch. 9]

Urever initiates an interfcrometric gravitational-wave detection project at
Caltech.[Ch. 10]
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1982 Hunting and Mazur prove the no-hair conjecture for spinning, electrically
charged black holes.[Ch. 7]

1983—1988 Phirmey and others develop comprehensive black-hole-based models
to explain the full details of quasars and radio galaxies.[Ch. 9,'

1984 The National Science Foundation forges a shotgun marriage between the
Caltech and MIT gravitational-wave detection efforts, giving rise to the
I-1GO Project.[Ch. 10]

Redrnount(building on earlier work by Hard ley)shows that radiation falling
into an empty, spherical wormhole gets accelerated to high energy and
greatly speeds up the wormhole's pinch-off.[Ch. HJ

1985-1995 Thome, Morris, Yurtsever, Friedman, Novikov, and others probe the
laws of physics by asking whether they permit travcrsable wormholes and
time machines.[Ch. 141

1987 Vogt becomes director of the LJGO Project, and it then begins to move
forward vigorously.[Ch. lOj

1990�Kirn and Thome show that, whenever one tries to create a time machine, by
any method whatsoever, an intense beam of vacuum fluctuations circulates
through the machine at the moment ii is first created.[Ch. 14J

1991�Hawking proposes the chronology protection conjecture(that the laws of
physics forbid time machines)and argues that, it will be enforced by the
circulating beam of vacuum fluctuations destroying any time machine ai its
moment of formation.[Ch. H]

Israel, Poisson, and Ori, building on work by Ooroshkevich and Novikov,
show that the singularity inside a black hole ages; Ori shows that when the
hole is old and quiescent, infalling objects do not get strongly deformed by
the singularity's tidal gravity until the moment they hit its quantum gravity
core.[Ch. 13]"

Shapiro and Teukolsky discover evidence, in supercomputer simulations, that
the cosmic censorship conjecture might be wrong: Naked singularities might
be able to form when highly nonsphcrical stars implode.[Ch. 13]

1993 Hulse and Taylor are awarded the Nobel Prize for demonstrating, by mea-
measurements of a binary pulsar, that gravitational waves exist.[Ch. 1U{



Glossary

definitions of exotic terms

absolute. Independent of one's reference frame; the same as measured in each and
every reference frame.

absolute horizon. The surface of a black hole. See horizon.
absolute Space. Newton's conception of the three-dimensional space in which we

live as having a notion of absolute rest, and as having the property that the
lengths of objects are independent of the motion of the reference frame in
which they are measured.

absolute time. Newton's conception of time as being universal, wilh a unique, uni-
universally agreed upon notion of simultaneity of events and a unique, univer-
universally agreed upon time interval between any two events.

accelerated Observer. An observer who does not fall freely.
accretion disk. A disk of gas that surrounds a black hole or neutron star. Friction in

the disk makes the gas gradually spiral inward and accrete onto the hole or
star.

adiabatic index. Same as resistance to compression.
aether. The hypothetical medium which(according to nineteenth-century thinking)

oscillates when electromagnetic waves go by, and by its oscillations, makes
the waves possible. The aether was believed to be at rest in absolute space.

angular momentum. A measure of the amount of rotation that a body has. In this
book the word spin is often used in place of"angular momentum."

antimatter. A form of material that is"anathema"lo ordinary matter. To each type
of particle of ordinary matter(for example, an electron or proton or neutron)
there corresponds an almost identical antiparticle of antimatter(the positron
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or antrnroton or antineutron). When a particle of matter meets us corre-
corresponding antiparticle of aniimatter, they annihilate each other.

apparent horizon. The outermost location around a black hole, where photons,
trying to escape, get pulled inward by gravity. This is the same as the(abso-
(absolute)horizon only when the hole is in a quiescent, unchanging state.

astronomer. A scientist who specializes in observing cosmic objects using telescopes.
astrophysicist A physicist(usually a theoretical physicist)who specializes in using

the laws of physics to try to understand how cosmic objects behave.
astrophysics. The branch of physics that deals with cosmic objects and the laws of

physics that govern them.
atom. The basic, building block of matter. Each atom consists of a nucleus with

positive electric charge and a surrounding cloud of electrons with negative
charge. Electric forces bind the electron cloud to the nucleus.

atomic bomb. A bomb whose explosive energy comes froin a chain reaction of
fissions of uranium-235 or plutonium-239 nuclei.

baild. A range of frequencies.
bandwidth. The range of frequencies over which an instrument can detect a

wave.

bar detector. A gravitational-wave detector in which the waves squewe and stretch
a large metaJ bar, and a sensor monitors the bar's vibrations.

beam Splitter. A device used to split a light beam into two parts going in different
directions, and to combine two light beams that come from different direc-
directions.

big bang. The explosion in which the 1,'niverse began.
big Crunch. The final stage of recollapse of tile Universe(assuming the Universe

does ultimately recollapse; we don't know whether it will or not).
binary system. Two objects in orbit around each other; the objects may be stars or

black holes or a star and a black hole.

BKLSingularity. A singularity near which tidal gravity oscillates chaotically both in
time and space. This is the type of singularity that probably forms at the
center*of black holes and in the big crunch of our Universe.

black hole. An object(created by the implosion of a star)down which things can fall
but out of which nothing can ever escape.

black-hole binary. A binary system made of two black holes.
Blandford-Znajek process. The extraction of rotational energy from a spinning

black hole by magnetic Gelds thai thread through the hole.
boosted atomic bomb. An atomic bomb whose explosive power is increased by one

or more layers of fusion fuel.
chain reaction. A sequence of fissions of atomic nuclei in which neutrons from one

fission trigger additional fissions, and neutrons from those trigger still more
fissions, and so on.

Qiandrasekhar limit. The maximum mass that a white-dwarf star can have.

Chronology protection conjecture, Hawking's conjecture that the laws of physics
do not aUow time machines.

Classical. Subject to the laws of physic*that govern macroscopic objects; non-quan-
non-quantum mechanical.

cold, dead matter. Cold matter in which all nuclear reactions have gone to comple-
completion, expelling from the matter all the nuclear energy that can possibly be
removed.

collapsed Star. The name used for a black hale in the West in the 1960s.
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Conservation law. Any law of physics that says some specific quantity can never
change. Examples are conservation of mass ami energy(taken together as a
single entity via Einstein's E=Me1), conservation of total electric charge,
and conservation of angular momentum(total amoum of spin).

corpuscle. The name used for a particle of light in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.

COSmic censorship conjecture. The conjecture that the laws of physics prevent
naked singularities from forming when an object implodes.

cosmic ray. A particle of matter or antimatter that bombards the l'?irth from space.
Some cosmic rays are produced by trie Sun, but most are created in distant
regions of our Milky Way galaxy, perhaps in hot clouds of gas thai, are ejected
into interstellar space by superiiovae.

COSIIlic Siring. A hypothetical one-dimensional, string-like object that is made from
a warpage of space. The string has no ends(either ii is closed on itself like a
rubber band or it extends on and on forever), and its space warpage causes
any circle around it to have a circumference divided by diameter slightly less
than n.

critical Circumference. The circumference of the horizon of a black hole; the cir
cumferencc inside which an object must shrink in order for it to form a black
hole around itself. The value of the critical circumference is 18.5 kilometers

times the mass of the hole or object in units of the mass of the Sun.
curvature of space or spacetime. The property of space or spacetime thai makes it

violate Euclid's or Mmkowski's notions of geometry; that is, the property that
enables straight lines that are initially parallel to cross.

Cyg A. Cygnus A; a radio galaxy that looks like(but is not)two colliding galaxies.
The first radio galaxy to be firmly identified.

Cyg X-l. Cygnus X-l; a massive object in our galaxy that is probably a black hole.\lot
gas falling toward the object einits X-ravs observed on Earth.

dark Star. A phrase used in the late eighteenth axxl early nineteenth centuries to
describe what we now call a black hole.

degeneracy pressure. Pressure inside high-density matter, produced by erratic,
high-speed, wave/particle-duality-induced motions of electrons or neutrons.
This type of pressure remains strong when matter is cooled to absolute zero
temperature.

deuterium nuclei, or deuteroilS. Atomic nuclei made from a single proton and a
single neutron held together by the nuclear force. Also called"heavy hydro-
hydrogen"because-atoms of deuterium have almost the same chemical properties
as hydrogen.

differential equation. An equation that combines in a single formula various func-
functions and their rates of change; that is, the functions and their"derivatives."
By"solve a differential equation"is meant"compute the functions them
selves from the differential equation."

Doppler shift. The shift of a wave to a higher frequency(shorter wavelength, higher
energy)when its source is moving toward a receiver, and to u lower frequency
(longer wavelength, lower energy)when the source is moving away from the
receiver.

electric charge. The property of a particle or matter by which it produces and feels
electric forces.

electric field. The force field around an electric charge, which pulls and pushes on
other electric charges.
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electric field lines. Lines that point in tile direction of the force that an electric field
exerts on charged particles. Electric analogue of magnetic field lines.

electromagnetic waves. Waves of electric and magnetic forces. These include, de-

depending on the wavelength, radio waves, microwaves, infrared radiation,
light, ultraviolet radiation, X-rays, and gamma rays.

electron. A fundamental particle of matter, with negative electric charge, which
populates the outer regions of atoms.

electron degeneracy. The behavior of electrons at high densities, in which they
move erratically with high speeds as a result of quantum mechanical wave/
particle duality.

elementary particle. A subatomic particle of matter or antimatter. Among the
elementary particles are electrons, protons, neutrons, positrons, aatiprotons,
and antineu irons.

embedding diagram. A diagram in which one visualizes the curvature of a two-
dimensional surface by embedding it in a flat, three-dimensional space.

entropy. A measure of the amount of randomness in large collections of atoms,
molecules, and other particles; equal to the logarithm of the number of ways
that the particles could be distributed without changing their macroscopic
appearance.

equation of State. The manner in which the pressure of matter(or matter's resist-
resistance to compression)depends on its density.

equivalence principle. See principle of equivalence.
error box. The region of the sXy in which observations suggest that a specific star or

other object is located. It is called an error box because the larger are die
uncertainties(errors)of the observations, the larger will be this Tegion.

escape velocity. The speed with which an object must be launched from the surface
of a gravitating body in order for it to escape the body's gravitational pull.

event A point in spacetime; that is, a location in space at a specific moment of time.
Alternatively, something that happens at a point in spacetime, for example,
the explosion of a firecracker.

exotic material. Material that has a negative average energy density, as measured
by someone moving through it at nearly the speed of light.

field. Something that is distributed continuously and smoothly in space. Examples
are the electric field, the magnetic field, the curvature of spacetime, and a
gravitational wave.

fission, nuclear. The breakup of a large atomic nucleus to form several smaller ones.
The fission of uranium or plutonium nuclei is the source of the energy that
drives the explosion of an atomic bomb, and fission is the energy source in
nuclear reactors.

freely falling Object An object on which no forces act except gravity.
free particle. A particle on which no forces act; that is, a particle that moves solely

under the influence of its own inertia. When gravity is present: A particle on
which no forces act except gravity.

frequency. The rate at which a wave oscillates; that is, its number of cycles of
oscillation per second.

frozen Star. The name used for a black hole in the U.S.S.R. during the 1960s.
function. A mathematical expression that tells how one quantity, for example, the

circumference of a black hole's horizon, depends on some other quantity, for
example, the black hole's mass; in this example, the function is C ~ inGM/c3,
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where C is the circumference, M is the mass, G is Newton's gravitation

constant, and c is the speed of light,
fusion, nuclear. The merger of two small atomic nuclei to form a larger one. The

Sun is kept hot and hydrogen bombs are driven by the fusion of hydrogen,
deuterium, and tritium nuclei to form helium nuclei,

galaxy. A collection of between 1 billion and 1 trillion stars that all orbit around a

common center. Galaxies are typically about 100,000 light-yean in diameter.
gaittma rays. Electromagnetic waves with extremely short wavelengths; see Figure

P.2 on page 25.
Geiger counter. A simple instrument for detecting X-rays; also called a"propor-

"proportional counter."
general relativity. Einstein's laws of physics in which gravity is described by a

curvature of spacetime.
geodesic. A straight line in a curved space or curved spacetime. On the Earth's

surface the geodesies are the great circles,
gigantic black hole. A black hole that weighs as much as a million Suns, or more.

Such holes are thought to inhabit the cores of galaxies and quasars.
global methods. Mathematical techniques, based on a combination of topology and

geometry, for analyzing the structure of spacetime.
gravitational CUtoff. Oppenheimer's phrase for the formation of a black hole

around an imploding star,
gravitational lens. The role of a gravitating body, .such as a black hole or a galaxy,

to focus light from a distant source by deflecting the light rays; see light
deflection.

gravitational redshift of light The lengthening of the wavelength of light(the
reddening of its color)as it propagates upward through a gravitational field.

gravitational time dilation. The slowing of the flow of time near a gravitating
body.

gravitational wave. A ripple of spacetime curvature that travels with the speed of
light

graviton. The particle which, according to wave/particle duality, is associated with
gravitational waves.

gyroscope. A rapidly spinning object which holds its spin axis steadily fixed for a
very long time.

"hair."Any property that a black hole can radiate away and thus cannot hold on to;
for example, a magnetic field or a mountain on its horizon.

hoop Conjecture. The conjecture that a black hole forms when and only when a
body gets compressed so small that a hoop with the critical circumference can
be placed around it and twisted in all directions.

horizon. The surface of a black hole; the point of no return, out of which nothing can
emerge. Also called the absolute horizon to distinguish it from tile apparent
horizon

hydrogen bomb. A bomb whose explosive energy comes from the fusion of hydro-
hydrogen, deuterium, and tritium nuclei to form helium nuclei. See also super-
superbomb.

hyperspace. A fictitious flat space in which one imagines pieces of our Universe's
curved space as embedded,

implosion. The high-speed shrinkage of a star produced by the pull of its own
gravity.
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inertia. A body's resistance, lo being accelerated by forces that act on it.
inei'tial reference frame. A reference frame thai does not rotate and on which no

external forces push or pull. The motion of such a reference; frame is driven
solely by ils own inertia. See also local inertial reference frame.

infrared radiation. Klcctrornagnetic waves with wavelength a little longer than
light; see Figure F.2 on page 25.

interference. The manner in which two waves, superimposing on each other and
adding linearly, reinforce each other when their crests match with crests and
troughs with troughs(constructive interference), and cancel each other when
crests match up with troughs(destructive interference).

interferometer. A device based on the interference of waves. See radio interferome-
interferometer and interferomeiric detector.

interferomelric detector. A detector of gravitational waves in which the waves'
tidal forces wiggle masses that hang from wires, and the interference of laser
beams is used to monitor the masses' motions. Also called interferometer.

interferometry. The process of interfering two or more waves with each other.
illtergalactic space. The space between the galaxies.
interstellar Space. The space between the stars of our Milky Way galaxy.
inverse square law of gravity. Newton's law of gravity, which says that between

every pair of objects in the Universe there acts a gravitational force that pulls
the objects toward each other, and the force is proportional to the product of
the objects' masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between them.

ion. An atom that has lost some of ils orbital electrons and therefore has a net positive
charge.

ionized gas. Gas in which a large fraction of ihc atoms have lost orbital electrons.
jet. A beam of gas thai carries power from the central engine of a radio galaxy or

quasar to a distant., radio-ernitting lobe.
laws of physics. Fundamental principles from which one can deduce, by logicai and

mathematical calculations, how our Universe behaves.
length contraction. The contraction of an object's length as a result of its motion

past the person who measures the ler.gth. The contraction occurs only along
the direction of motion.

light.. The type of electromagnetic waves that can be seen by the human eye; see
figure P.2 on page 25.

light deflection. The deflection of the direction of propagation of light and other
electromagnetic waves, as they pass near the Sun or any other gravitating
body. This deflection is produced by the curvature of spacetimc around the
body.

LIGO. The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory.
linear. The property of combining together by simple addition.
lobe. A huge radio-emitting cloud of gas outside a galaxy or quasar.
local inei'tial reference frame. A reference frame on which no forces except grav-

gravity act, that falls freely in response to gravity's pull, and lhat is small enough
for tidal gravitational accelerations to be negligible inside it.

magnetic field. The field that produces magnetic forces.
magnetic field lines. Lines that point along the direction of a magnetic field(thai,

is, along the direction that a compass needle would point if it were placed in
the magnetic field). These field lines can be made evident around a bar
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magnet by placing a sheet of paper above the magnet and scattering bits of
iron on the paper.

mass. A measure of the amount of matter in an object.(The object's inertia is
proportional to its mass, and Kinsiein showed that mass is actually a very
compact form of energy.)The word"mass"is also used to mean"an object
made of mass,"in contexts where the inertia of the object is important..

Maxwell's laws of electromagnetism. The set of laws of physics by which James
Clerk Maxwell unified all electromagnetic phenomena, l'rom these laws one
can predict, by mathematical calculations, i.he behaviors of electricity, mag-
magnetism, and electromagnetic waves.

metaprinciple. A principle that all physical laws should obey. The principle ol
relativity is an example of a metaprinciple.

microsecond. One-millionth of a second.
microwaves. Electromagnetic radiation with wavelength, a little shorter than radio

waves; see Figure P.2 on page 25.
Milky Way. The galaxy in which we live.
mixmastersingularity. A singularity near which tidal gravity oscillates chaotically

with Lime, but does not necessarily vary in space. Sec also RKI. singularity.
molecule. An entity made of several atoms that share their electron clouds with each

other. Water is a molecule made in this way from two hydrogen atoms and
one oxygen.

mouth. An entrance to a wonnhole. There is a mouth at each of the two ends of the

worm hole.

naked singularity. A singularity that is not inside a black hole(nol surrounded by a
black-hole horizon), and that therefore can be seen and studied by someone
outside it. See cosmic censorship conjecture.

National Science Foundation(NSF). The agency of the United States govern-
government charged with the support of basic scientific research.

natural philosopher. A phrase widely used in the seventeenth, eighteenth, and
nineteenth centuries lo describe what we now call a scientist.

nebula. A cloud of brightly shining gas in interstellar space. Before the 1930s, galax
ies were generally mistaken for nebulas.

neutrino. A very light particle that resembles the photon, except that it interacts
hardly at all with matter. Neutrinos produced in the Sun's center, for exam-
example, fly out through the Sun's surrounding matter without being al>sorlifid or
scattered hardly at all.

neutron. A subatomic particle. Neutrons and protons, held together by the nuclear
force, make up the nuclei of atoms.

neutron core. Oppenheimer's name for a neutron star. Also a neutron star at die
center of a normal star.

neutron Star. A star, about as massive as the Sun but only 50 to 1000 kilometers in

circumference, and made from neutrons packed tightly together by the force
of gravity.

new quantum mechanics. The final version of the laws of quantum mechanics,
formulated in 1926'.

Newtonian laws of physics. The laws of physics, built on Newton's conception of
space and time as absolute, which were the centerpiece of nineteenth-century
thinking about the Universe.

Newton's law of gravity. See inverse square law of gravity.
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no-hair conjecture. The conjecture in the 1960s and 1970s(which was proved to be
true in the 1970s and 1980s)that all the properties of a black hole are
determined uniquely by its mass, electric charge, and spin.

nonlinear. The property of combining together in a more complicated way than
simple addition.

nova. A brilliant, outburst of light from an old star, now known to be caused by a
nuclear explosion in the star's outer layers.

nuclear burning. Nuclear fusion reactions that keep stars hot and power hydrogen
bombs.

nuclear force. Also called the"strong interaction."The force between protons and
protons, protons and neutrons, and neutrons and neutrons, which holds
atomic nuclei together. When the particles are somewhat fax from each other,
the nuclear force is attractive; when they are closer it becomes repulsive. The
nuclear force is responsible for much of the pressure near the center of a
neutron star.

nuclear reaction. The merging of several atomic nuclei to form a. larger one(fu-
(fusion), or ihe breakup of a larger one to form several smaller ones(fission).

nuclear reactor. A device in which a chain reaction of nuclear fissions is used

to generate energy, produce plutonium, and in some cases produce electri-
electricity.

nudeon. Neutron or proton.
nucleus, atomic. The dense core of an atom. Atomic nuclei have positive electric

charge, are made of neutrons and protons, and are held together by the
nuclear force.

observer. A(usually hypothetical)person or being who makes a measurement.
old quantum mechanics. The early version of the laws of quantum mechanics,

developed in the first two decades of the twentieth century.
optical astronomer. An astronomer who observes the Universe using visible light

(light that can be seen by the human eye).
Orbital period The time it takes for one object, in orbit around another, to encircle

its companion once.
paradigm. A set of tools that a community of scientists uses in its research on a given

topic, and in communicating the results of its research to others.
particle. A tiny object; one of the building blocks of matter(such as an electron,

proton, photon, or graviton).
perihelion. The location, on a planet's orbit around the Sun, at which it is closest to

the Sun.

perihelion shift of Mercury. The tiny failure of Mercury's elliptical orbit to close
on itself, which results in its perihelion shifting in position each time Mer-
Mercury passes through the perihelion.

perturbation. A small distortion(from its normal shape)of an object or of the
spacetime curvature around an object.

perturbation methods. Methods of analyzing, mathematically, the behaviors of
small perturbations of an object, for example, a black hole.

photon. A particle of light or of any other type of electromagnetic radiation(radio,
microwave, infrared, ultraviolet, X-ray, gamma ray); the particle which, ac-
according to wave/particle duality, is associated with electromagnetic waves.

piezoelectric Crystal. A crystal that produces a voltage when squeezed or stretched.
Planck's constant. A fundamental constant, denoted h, that enters into the laws of
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quantum mechanics; the ratio of the energy of a photon to its angular fre-
frequency(that is, to 2Jt times its frequency); 1.055 X 10'*7 erg-second.

Planck-Wheeler length, area, and time. Quantities associated with the laws of

quantum gravity. The Planck-Wheeler length, y/chjc*=1.62 X 10""centi-
centimeter, is the length scale below which space as we know it ceases to exist and
becomes quantum foam. The Planck |Wheeler time A/c times the Planck-
Wheeler length or about 10""second)is the shortest time interval that can
exist; if two events are separated by less than this, one cannot say which
comes before and which after. The Planck—Wheeler area(the square of the.
Planck-Wheeler length, that is, 2.61 x 10""*square centimeter)plays a key
role in black-hole entropy. In tile above formulas, G=6.670 X l0"e dyne-
centimeterVgram*is Newton's gravitation constant, k=1.055 x 10"*7 erg-
second is Planck's quantum mechanical constant, and c=2.998 X 10"centi-
centimeter/second is the speed of light.

plasma. Hot, ionized, electrically conducting gas.
plutonimn-239. A specific type of plutonium atomic nucleus which contains 239

protons and neutrons(94 protons and 145 neutrons).
polarization. The property that electromagnetic and gravitational waves have of

consisting of two components, one that oscillates in one direction or set of
directions, and the other in a different direction or set of directions. The two
components are called the waves' two polarizations.

polarized body. A body with negative electric charge concentrated in one region
and positive charge concentrated in another region.

polarized light; polarized gravitational waves. Light or gravitational waves in
which one of the two polarizations is completely absent(vanishes).

pOStdOC. Postdoctoral fellow; a person who has recently received the Ph.D. degree
and is continuing his or her training in how to do research, usually under the
guidance of a more senior researcher.

pressure. The amount of outward force that matter produces when it is squeezed.
Price's theorem. The theorem that all properties of a black hole that can be con-

converted into radiation will be converted into radiation and will be radiated
away completely, thereby making the hole"hairless."

primordial black hole. A black hole typically far less massive than the Sun that
was created in the big bang.

principle of absoluteness of the speed of light Einstein's principle that the speed
of light is a universal constant, the same in all directions and the same in
every inertial reference frame, independent of the frame's motion.

principle of equivalence. The principle that in a local inertial reference frame in
the presence of gravity, all the laws of physics should take the same form as
they do in an inertial reference frame in the absence of gravity.

principle of relativity. Einstein's principle that the laws of physics should not be
able to distinguish one inertial reference frame from another; that is, that
they should take on the same form in every inertial reference frame. When
gravity is present: this same principle, but with local inertial reference frames
playing the role of the inertial reference frames.

pulsar. A magnetized, spinning neutron star that emits a beam of radiation(radio
waves and sometimes also light and X-rays). As the star spins, its beam
sweeps around like the beam of a turning spotlight; each time the beam
sweeps past Earth, astronomers receive a pulse of radiation.
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pulsation. The vibration or oscillation of an object, for example, a black hole or a
siar or a bell.

quantum field. A field that is governed by Lho laws of quantum mechanics. All
fields, when measured with sufficient accuracy, lum out U> be; quantum fields;
but when measured with modest accuracy, ihev may behave classically(that
is, they do not exhibit wave/particle duality or vacuum flucl.ual.ions).

quantum Reids In curved spacetime, the laws of. A partial marriage of gen-
general relativity(curved spacetime)with the laws of quantum fields, in which
gravitational waves and nongravitational fields are regarded as quantum
mechanical, while the curved .spacetime in which they reside is regarded as
classical.

quantum foam. A probabilistic foamlike structure of space that probably makes up
the cores of singularities, and that probably occurs in ordinary space on scales
of the Planck Wheeler length and less.

quantum gravity. The laws of physics that are obtained by merging("marrying")
general relativity with quantum mechanics.

quantum mechanics. The laws of physics that govern the rualrri of the small
(atoms, molecules, electron, protons), and thai also underlie the realm of the
large, but rarely show themselves there. Among the phenomena that quan-
quantum mechanics predicts are the uncertainty principle, wave[particle duality,
and vacuum fluctuations.

quantum Iiondemolition. A method of measurement that circumvents the stan-
standard quantum limit.

quantum theory. The same as quantum mechanics.
qiia$ar. A compact, highly luminous object in the distant Universe, believed to be

powered by a gigantic black hole.
radiation. Any form of high-speed particles or waves.
radio astronomer. An astronomer who studies the Universe using radio waves.
radio galaxy. A galaxy that emits strong radio waves.
radio interferometer. A device consisting of several radio telescopes linked to-

together, which simulates a single much larger radio telescope-
radio source. Any astronomical object, that emits radio waves.
radio telescope. A telescope that observes the Universe using radio waves.
radio waves. Electromagnetic waves of very low frequency, used by humans to

transmit, radio signals and used by astronomers to study distant astronomical
objects; see Figure V.2 on page 25.

redshift. A shifting of electromagnetic waves to longer wavelengths, that is, a"red-
"reddening"of the waves.

reference frame. A(possibly imaginary)laboratory for making physical measure-
measurements, which moves through the Universe in some particular manner.

relative. Dependent on one's reference frame; different, as measured in one frame
which moves through the Universe in one manner, than as measured in
another frame which moves in another manner.

resistance to compression, or simply resistance. Also called adiabatic index. The
percentage by which the pressure inside matter increases when the density is
increased by 1 percent.

rigor; rigorous. A high degree of precision, exactness, and reliability(a term applied
to mathematical calculations and arguments).

rotational energy. The energy associated with the spin of a black hole or a star or
some other object.
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SchwarZSChild geometry. The geometry of spacetime around and inside a spheri-
spherical, nonspinning hole.

Schwarascllild singularity. The phrase used between 1916 and about 1958 to de-
describe what we now call a black hole.

Sco X-l. Scorpius X-i, the brightest X-ray star in the sky.
Second law of thermodynamics. The law that entropy can never decrease and

almost always increases.
sensitivity. The weakest signal that can lie measured by some device. Alternatively,

the ability of a device to measure signals.
sensor. A device for monitoring the vibrations of a bar or motions of a mass.
shocked gas. Gas that has been heated and compressed in a shock front.
Shock front. A place, in flowing gas, where The density and temperature of the gas

suddenly jump upward by a large amount.
simultaneity breakdown. The fact thai events which are simultaneous as rnea

surcd in one reference frame are not simultaneous as measured in another

frame that moves relative to the first.

singularity. A region of spacetime where spacetime curvature becomes so strong
that the general relativistic laws break down and the laws of quantum gravity
take over. If one tries to describe a singularity using general relativity alone,
one finds(incorrectly)that tidal gravity and spacetime curvature are infi-
infinitely strong there. Quantum gravity probably replaces these infinities by
quantum foam.

Sirius B. The white-dwarf star that orbits around the star Sirius.
spacetime. The four-dimensional"fabric"that results when space and time are

unified.

Spacetime curvature. The property of spacetime that causes freely falling particles
that are initially moving along parallel world lines to subsequently move
together or apart. Spacctirne curvature and tidal gravity are different names
for l he same thing.

Spacetime diagram. A diagram with time plotted upward and space plotted hori-
horizontally.

Special relativity, binstein's laws of physics in the absence of gravity.
spectral lines. Sharp features in the spectrum of tiie light emitted by some source.

These features are due to strong emission at specific wavelengths, emission
produced by specific atoms or molecules.

Spectograph. A sophisticated version of a prism, for separating the various colors
(wavelengths)of light and thereby measuring the light's spectrum.

spectrum. The range of wavelengths or frequencies ove.i which electromagnetic
waves can exist, running from extremely low frequency radio waves up
through light to extremely high frequency gamma rays; see Figure P.2 in the
prologue. Also, a picture of the distribution of light as a function of frequency
(or wavelength), ohtained by sending the light through a prism.

Spin. Rotation. See angular momentum.
Stability. The issue of whether an object is unstable or not.. Sec also unstal/le.
Standard quantum limit. A limit, due to the uncertainty principle, on how accu-

accurately certain quantities can be measured using standard methods. This limit
can be circumvented using quantum nondemolition methods.

StroboscoplC measurement A specific kind of quantum nondemolition measure-
measurement, in which one makes a sequence of very quick measurements of a
vibrating bar, each measurement separated by one vibration period.
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Structure of a Star. The details of how a star's pressure, density, temperature, and
gravity change as one goes inward from its surface to its center.

8Uperbomb. A hydrogen bomb that uses a principle by which one can produce an
arbitrarily large explosion.

superconductor. A material that conducts electricity perfectly, without any resist-
resistance.

supermassive star. A hypothetical star that weighs as much as or more than 10,000
Suns.

Supernova. A gigantic explosion of a dying star. The explosion of the star's outer
layers is powered by energy that is released when the star's inner core im-
implodes to foTm a neutron star.

surface gravity. Roughly speaking, the strength of the gravitational pull felt by an
observer at rest just above a black hole's horizon.(More precisely: that gravi-
gravitational pull multiplied by the amount of gravitational time dilation at the
observer's location.)

synchrotron radiation. Electromagnetic waves emitted by high-speed electrons
that are spiraling around and around magnetic field lines.

thermal pressure. Pressure created by the heat-induced, random motions of atoms,
molecules, electrons, and/or other particles.

thermodynamics. The set of physical laws that govern the random, statistical be-
behavior of large numbers of atoms and molecules, including their heat.

thermonuclear reactions. Heat-induced nuclear reactions.
tidal gravity. Gravitational accelerations that squeeze objects along some directions

and stretch them along others. Tidal gravity produced by the Moon and Sun
is responsible for the tides on the Earth's oceans.

time dilation. A slowing of the flow of time.
time machine. A device for traveling backward in time. In physicists' jargon, a

"closed timelike curve."

topology. The branch of mathematics that deals with the qualitative ways that
objects are connected to each other or to themselves. For example, topology-
distinguishes a sphere(which has no hole)from a doughnut(which has
one).

tritium. Atomic nuclei made of one proton and two neutrons bound together by the
nuclear force.

ultraviolet radiation. Electromagnetic radiation with a wavelength a little shorter
than light; see Figure F.2 on page 25.

uncertainty principle. A quantum mechanical law which states that, if one mea-
measures the position of an object or the strength of a field with high precision,
one's measurement must necessarily perturb the object's velocity or the field's
rate of change by an unpredictable amount.

universe. A region of space that is disconnected from all other regions of space, much
as an island is disconnected from all other pieces of land.

Universe, Our universe.

unstable. The property of an object that if one perturbs it slightly, the perturbation
will grow large, thereby changing the object greatly and perhaps even de-
destroying it. Also called, in more complete terminology,"unstable against
small perturbations."

Uranium-235. A specific type of uranium nucleus which contains 235 protons and
neutrons(92 protons and 143 neutrons).
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vacuum. A region of spacetime from which have been removed all the particles and
fields and energy that one can remove; the only things left are the irremov-
irremovable vacuum fluctuations.

vacuum fluctuations. Random, unpredictable, irremovable oscillations of a field
(for example, an electromagnetic or gravitational field), which arc caused by
a tug-of-war in which small regions of space momentarily steal energy from
adjacent regions and then give it back. See also vacuum and virtual particles.

virtual particles. Particles that are created in pairs using energy borrowed from a
nearby region of space. The laws of quantum mechanics require that the
energy he given back quickly, so the virtual particles annihilate quickly and
cannot be captured. Virtual particles arc the particle aspect of vacuum fluc-
fluctuations, as seen by freely falling observers. Virtual photons and virtual gravi-
lons are the particle aspects of electromagnetic vacuum fluctuations and
gravitational vacuum fluctuations, respectively. See also wave/particle dual
ity.

warpage Of spacetime. Same as curvature of spacetime.
wave. An oscillation in some field(for example, the electromagnetic field or space-

time curvature)that propagates through spacetime.
waveform. A curve showing the details of the oscillations of a wave.
wavelength. The distance between the crests of a wave.
wave/particle duality. The fact that all waves sometimes behave like particles, and

all particles sometimes behave like waves.
white-dvvarf Star. A star with roughly the circumference of the Earth but the mass

of the Sun, which has exhausted all its nuclear fuel and is gradually cooling
off. It supports itself against the squeeze of its own gravity by means of
electron degeneracy pressure.

world, lilie. The path of an object through spacetime or through a .spacetime dia-
diagram.

wormhole. A"handle"in the topology of space, connecting two widely separated
locations in our Universe.

X-rays. Electromagnetic waves with wavelength between thai oF ultraviolet radia-
radiation and gamma rays; see Figure P.2 on page 25.



Notes

what makes me confident
of what I say?

Sources and Abbreviations

Sources cited in these notes are listed in the bibliography.
Abbreviations used in these notes are:

ECP-1—The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein, Volume 1, cited in bibliog-
bibliography as ECP-1.

ECP-2—The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein, Volume 2, cited in bibliog-
bibliography as ECP 2.

INT—Interviews by the author, listed at beginning of bibliography.
MTW—Misner, Thome, and Wheeler A973).

Prologue

Page

23[Of all the conceptions ... finding them.]This paragraph is adapted from Thome
A974).

26[From the orbital period . . .(�0 solar masses").]Newton's formula is Mjj=
C0*/BnGP0*), where A/n is the mass of the hole(or any other gravitating body),
CQ and PQ are the circumference and period of any circular orbit around the hole,
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IT is 3.14159 ..., and G is Newton's gravitation constant, 1.527 x 10"kilometers*
per second2 per solar mass. Sec note to page 61, below. Inserting into this formula

the starship's orbital period PQ=5 minutes 46 seconds, and its orbital circumfer-
circumference Co=10*kilometers, one obtains a mass Mj,=10 solar masses.(One solar
mass is 1.989 X 10'°kilograms.)

28[As for sire,.. . Sun's mass/The formula for the horizon circumference is Cn=
HtGM^jc2=18.5 kilometers x(Mh/Mo), whore Mf, is the hole's mass, 6' is
Newton's gravitation constant(see above), c ~ 2.898 x 10*kilometers per
second is the speed of light, and Mo-1.989 X 1030 kilograms is the mass of the
Sun. See, e.g., Chapters 31 and 32 of M'I'W.

55[In honor of those tides, ... tidal force.J The tidal force, expressed as a relative
aewJeration between your head and feet(or between any other iwo objects), is
A?=\&TCG(M^j<y)L, where G is Newton's gravitation constant(see above),
Mj, is the black-hole mass. C is the circumference at which you are located, and
L is the distance between your head and feel. Note that 1 Earth gravity is 9.81
meters per second'. See. e.g., page 29 of MTW.

37[(.iwiftral relativity predicts, ... actually decreases.]The above formula(note to
page 35)gives for the tidal force AaocAf^/C*. When the circumference is nearly
that of the horizon, Cx/Wn(note to page 35), so&a<X. 1/Mj,2.

37[The entire trip of 30,100 light-years . . . only II years.' Siarship time 7g|,jp.
Earth time '/']-, and distance D traveled arc related by Tg=Bc/G)?inh(^7"s|1jp/
2c)at?d D=Bca/g-)|cfish(^r<mp/2t)-1], where g is ihe ship's acceleration
("one Earth gravity,"9.81 meters per second2), c is the speed of lighl, and cosh
and sinh are the: hyperbolic cosine and hyperbolic sine functions. See, e.g.. Chap-
Chapter 6 of MTW. For trips thai last much more than one year, these formulas
become, approximately, ??=D/cand rsmp={2c/g)\n(gD/<*), where In is the
natura.1 logarithm.

39�[To remain in a circular orbit, . . . hurled you inward.]For a mathematical
analysis of circular(and other)orbits around a notispinning black hole, see, e.g.,
Chapter 25 of M'I'W, and especially Box 25.6.

*0[Your calculations show . . . 1.0001 horizon circumferences.. The acceleration
force you will feel, hovering at a circumference C above a black hole of ti.ass Wn
and horizon circumference Cj,. is a=47tI1O(Mn/Cl)X A/\/l—CjCy), where G
is Newton's gravitation constant. If you are very close to the horizon, then C—
('^oc Mfo which implies a OC(/>V/j,.

40�[Using the usual l-g-acceleration ... crew in the starship.]See the second note lor
page 37 above.

43�[The spot is small . . . seen from Earth.1 When one hovers al. a circuznferonce
C slightly above a horizon with circumference Cjj, one sues all the lighl. from
the external Universe concentrated in a bright disk with angular diameter
a a iy/iy/l-C^/C radians=300^/1-CyJC degrees. See, e.g., Box 25.7 of
MTW.

44�[Equally peculiar, the colors ... 5 X 10� meter light."When one hovers at
a circumference C slightly above a horizon with circumference Cj,, one sees
the wavelengths X of all light from the external Universe gravitationally blue
shifted(the inverse of the gravitational redshift)by Xrccoive(j/
1/^/1-CICh. See, e.g., page 657 of .MTW.
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49[Inserting these numbers ... coalesce seven days from now.J When two black

holes, each with mass My,, orbit each other with separation D, they have an

orbital period In^/TFJ^GM^, and their gravitational wave recoil forces them
to spiral together and coalesce after a time1 E/512)X(cifGs)(DtIM^''). G is
Newton's gravitation constant and c is the speed of light: see above. .See, e.g.,
Kquation E6.17 b)of VI'FW.

53[The ring has a circumference of 5 million kilometers, . . . curvature of
spaceiiine.l A person on the girder-work ring at a distance/. From its central
layer feels an acceleration a ~(iZJr^G/ltfjj/C*)!, toward the central layer,
caused half by the rotating ring's centrifugal force and half by the hole's tid-
tidal force. G is Newton's gravitation constant, Atfj, is the hole's mass, and C is
the circumference of the ring's central layer. For comparison, 1 Earth grav-
gravity of acceleration is 9.81 meters per second*. See the note for page 57 above.

55[The laws of quantum gravity .. . usable for time travel.]10""centimeter=
yjGhjc*is the"Planck Wheeler length,"with G=Newton's gravitation
constant,*:=the speed of light, and h=Planck's constant A.055*10"**
kilogram-meter*per second). See page 49+oi'Chapter 14.

57-58[Another is the fact that, .. . flying colors.]See, e.g., Will A986).

Chapter 1

59�General comment about Chapter 1: Most of this chapter's material about
Kinstein's life comes from the standard biographies of him: Pais A982),
Hoffman A972), Clark A971), Kinstein A949), and Frank A947). Kor most of
the historical perspective and quotations in Chapter 1, which I have gleaned
from these standard biographies, I do not give individual citations l?;low.
Much new historical material is becoming available with the gradual publica-
publication of Einstein's collected papers, ECP-1, KCP-2, and Einstein and Marie
A992). I do cite, below, material from these sources.

59-60[Professor Wilhelm Ostwald ... Hermann Einstein.]Document 99 in ECP 1.
60�[�,'nihinkiiig respect . . . enemy of truth,"'|Document 115 of KCP-1, as

translated on page xix of Renn and Schulmann A992).
61�Footnote 1: The following example illustrates-what is meant by"mathemati-

"mathematically manipulating"the laws of physics.
liarly in the seventeenth century, Johannes Kepler deduced, from Tycho

Brahc's observations of the planets, that the cube of the circumference C of a
planet's orbit divided by the square of its orbital period P, i.e., C5//*, was the
same for all the planets then known: Mercury, Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter,
Saturn. A half century later, Isaac Newton explained Kepler's discovery by a
mathematical manipulation of the Newtonian laws of motion and gravity
(the laws listed on page 61 of the text):

1. Prom the following diagram and a fair amount of sweat, one
deduces that, as a planet encircles the Sun, the planet's velocity
changes at a rate given by the formula,(rate of change of velocity)
=tocC/JP*, where n-3.14159�This rate of change of velocity
is sometimes called the centrifugal acceleration that the orbiting
planet experiences.
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PLANET

2.�Newton's second law of motion tells us that this rate of change of
velocity(centrifugal acceleration)must be equal u> the gravita-
gravitational force, Vgny*e*erted by the Sun on the planet, divided by the
planet's ma?,%fpjallet; in other words, inCjF0=^gray/^pknef

3.�Newton's gravitational law tells us that the gravitational force
F_.rav is proportional to the Sun's mass Afg^times the planet's
mass-Mplajje*divided by the square of the planet's orbital circum-
circumference. Slated as an equality rather than a proportionality, Fgj-av
=4X2<7M5un;Vfp)anet/C*. Here G is Newton's constant of gravita-
gravitation, equal to 6.6/0 X 10"M kilometer3 per second1 per kilogram, or
equivalently 1.327 x 10"kilometers5 per second*per solar mass.

4.�By inserting this expression for the gravitational force F?Tay into
Newton's second law of motion(Step 2 above), we obtain 2nC/P*
=47l*G'/Wgull/C?*. By then multiplying both sides of this equation
by C*/2!l, we obtain C//"=2*GAfSun.

Thus, Newton's laws of motion and gravity explain—in fact they enforce--the
relationship discovered by Kepler: frfP*is the same tor all planets; it depends
only on Newton's gravitation constant and the Sun's mass.

As an illustration of the power of the laws of physics, the above manipulations
not only explain Kepler's discovery, they also offer us a method to weigh the Sun.
By dividing the final equation in Step 4 by 2710, we obtain an equation for the
Sun's niass, A/§un=C*/BJlGP"). By inserting into this equation the circumfer-
circumference C and period P of any planet's orbit as measured by astronomers and the
value of Newton's gravitation constant G as measured in Earth-bound laborato-
laboratories by physicists, we infer that the mass of the Sun is 1.989 X 10**kilograms.

62["Weber lectured ... his every class."j Document 39 in ECP-1; Document 2 in
Einstein and Mari6 A992).

65(And since the aether ... at rest in absolute space,]In this chapter, 1 ignore the
speculations by some physicists in the late nineteenth century that in the vicinity
of the Earth the aether might be dragged along by the motion of the Earth
through absolute space. There in fact was strong experimental evidence against
such dragging: If, near the Earth's surface, the aether was at rest with respect to
the Earth, then there should be no aberration of starlight; but aberration due to
the Earth's motion around the Sun was a well-established fact. For a brief discus-

discussion of the history of ideas about the aether, see Chapter 6 of Pai? A982); for more
detailed discussions, see references cited therein.

64[Albert Michelson... had invented.]The technology of Michelson's time was not
capable of comparing one-way light speeds in various directions with sufficient
accuracy(i part in 10*)to test the Newtonian prediction. However, there was a
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similar prediction of a difference in round-trip light speeds(about 5 parts in 10"
difference lieeween a round-trip parallel to the Karth's motion through the aeiher
and one perpendicular). Michelson's new technique was ideally suited to measur-
measuring such round-trip differences; they were what Michelson searched for and could
not find.

65[By contrast, Heinrich Weber ... mislead young minds. JI do not know for certain
that Weber was confident of this, or that he in particular took the attitude that it
would be inappropriate to mention the Michelson—Morley experiment in his
lectures. This passage is speculation based on the absence of any sign that Weber
discussed the experiment, or the issues raised by the experiment, in his lectures;
see the detailed notes on his lectures taken by Kinstein(Document 37 in ECP-1)
and the brief description(page 62 of ECP-1)of the only other existing set of notes
from Weber's lectures.

65[By comparing it with other experiments,]The other experiments were those,
sur.h as measurements of the aberration of starlight, which implied that the
aether is not dragged along by the Karth: see note to page 63, above.

65�[A tiny(five parts in a billion)... Michelson-Morley experiment.]Recall(note to
page 64)that Minhelson was actually measuring round-trip light speeds and
looking for variations with direction of about five parts in a billion.

66�[If one expressed . . .(see(''igure 1.1c).]This discussion of the"no ends on mag-
magnetic field lines"law, and the more detailed discussion in Figure 1.1, is my own
translation, into modern pictorial language, of one aspect of the Maxwell's equa-
equations issue with which Lorentz, Larmor, and Poiricare struggled. For a more
precise discussion of this issue and their struggle, sec pages 123-130 of Pais
A982).

66 'If the Fitzgerald contraction . . ."dilates"time.]To make the laws beautiful
required not only the contraction of moving objects and the dilation of their time,
it also required pretending vhat the concept of simultaneity is relative, i.e., that
.simultaneity depends on one's state of motion; and Lorentz, Larmor, and Poincare
paid considerable attention to this as well as to length contraction and time
dilation. However, for pedagogical simplicity, I ignore this in the text and take up
the issue of simultaneity somewhat later in Chapter 1.

68�'"I am more and more convinced . . . not correct,"j Document 52 in ECP-1:
Document 8 in Einstein arid Marie A992).

6fi[Over the next six years, . . . dilation of time.l Here I am speculating. It is not
really known to what extent Einstein's mind focused on these issues during
1899-1905. As Pais A982, Section 6b)makes clear, during these six years Einstein
was unaware of the Lorentz-Poincare-I-armor deduction of length contraction
and time dilation from Maxwell's laws. Stated more technically, he was aware of
Lorentz's derivation of the T,orentz transformation up to first, order in velocity
(including simultaneity breakdown), but not to second order where length con-
contraction and time dilation occur. On the other hand, he presumably was aware of
the h'itzgerald—Lorentz inference of length contraction from the Michelson Mor-
Morley experiment; and we do know that in his 1905 paper on special relativity he
gives his own derivation of the full Lorenu transformation, accurate to all orders,
and of length contraction, time dilation, and .simultaneity breakdown.

69�[To the saucy . . . VIileva Marie,]For a description of Marie's personality based
largely on the love letters between her and Einstein, see Kcnn and Schulmann
A992); for the love letters see KCP-1 or Einstein and Marie A992).
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69["I'm absolutely convinced . . . bad recommendation."]Document 94 of
liCP-1; Document 95 of Einstein and Mari6 A992).

69["I could have found ... thick hide."]Document 100 of ECP-1.
69['This Miss Mari6... dislike her."]Document 138 of ECP-1.
69["That lady seems . .. wicked people!"]Document 125 of ECP-1.
69�["I am beside myself ... former teachers."j Document 104 of ECP-1.
70�fan illegitimate child . . . staid Switzerland;]ECP-1; Renn and Schulmann

A992); Einstein and Marie A992).
70(Most of these he spent studying and thinking]I am speculating, based on

various biographies of Einstein, that he spent most of his Tree hours in this
way.

70["We was sitting in his study... went on working."]Seelig A956), as quoted
by Clark A971)-

70 71[Sometimes it helped . . ."J could not have found .. . whole of Europe."]But
see the discussion, on page xxvi of Renn and Schulmann A992), of the contri-
contributions that Besso made to Einstein's work.

77�[This proof is essentially . . . devised by Einstein in 1905.]Section 2 of
Document 23 of KCP-2.

78�[Indeed, a wide variety ... in just this way.]See, e.g., tile appendix in Will
A986).

79�[Having deduced that space . . . to his principle of relativity:]As Pais A982,
Section 6'b.6)makes clear, Henri Poincare formulated a primitive version of
the principle of relativity(calling it the"relativity principle")one year before
Einstein, but was unaware of its power.

83[Einstein's article . .. was published.]Document 23 of ECP-2.

Chapter 2

87 General comments about Chapter 2: Most of this chapter's material about
Einstein's life comes from tile standard biographies of him: Pais A982),
Hoffman A972), Clark A971), Einstein A949), and Frank A947). For most of
the historical perspective and quotations in Chapter 2, which I have gleaned
from these standard biographies, I do not give individual citations below.
Much new historical material will become available in the next few years,
with the gradual publication of Einstein's collected papers: the volumes that
follow trie already published KCP-1 and ECP-2.

The intellectual route thai Einstein fo.'Jowed to get from special relativity
to general relativity was basically that described in this chapter. However, of
necessity I have simplified his route substantially; and for clarity, I have
described the route in modern language rather than in the language that
Einstein used. For a careful historical reconstruction of Einstein's intellectual

route, see Pais A982).

87[The views ol'space and time... independent reality.]Hermann Minkowski's
address was delivered at the 80th Assembly of German Natural Scientists and
Physicians, at Cologne, 21 September 1908. An English translation has beet)
published in Lorentz, Kinstein, MinJiowski, and Weyl A923).

94[The other, a peculiarity in the Moon's . .. misinterpretation of the astrono-
astronomers' measurements.]The Moon appeared to be speeding up ever so slightly
in its motion around the Earth, an effect that Newton's gravitational law
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could not explain. In 1920 G. 1. Taylor and H. Jeffries realized that, in fact,

the Moon was not speeding up. Rather, the Earth's spin was slowing down

due to the gravitational pull of the Moon on high-tide water in the Earth's
oceans. By comparing the Moon's steady motion to the Karth's slowing spin,
astronomers had incorrectly inferred a lunar speedup. Sec Smart A953).

96[review article . . . Radioaktivit&t und Klektronik]<\n English translation
of Kiristein's beautiful review article is published as Document 47 of
ECP-2.

100[Einstein discovered gravitational time dilation ... presented in Box 2.4,]
Einstein's argument as presented in Box 2.4-was originally published in
Einstein A911).

100[When starting to write his 1907 review article. . . . Radioaktivitdt. und
Elektnnik}Document 47 of ECP-2.

103[Einstein's life as a professor ... he was brilliant.]See Frank A947), pages
89-91.

117[These conclusions ... on 25 November.]Einstein A915).
118-119 Box 2.6: Remark for readers who are familiar with the mathematical for

mulation of general relativity: The description of the Einstein field equa-
equation given in this box corresponds to the mathematical relation
Ru=4nG(Tet+Txx+'/"+TgJ), where Rtt is the lime-time component
of the Ricci curvature tensor, G is Newton's gravitation constant, Tu is the
density of mass expressed in energy units(see Box 5.2), and
Txx+T+Tgz i? the sum of the principal pressures along three ortho
gonal directions. See page 406 of MTW. This"time-time"component of

. the Einstein field equation, when imposed in all reference frames, guaran-
guarantees that the other nine components of the field equation are satisfied.

119[As I browse ...(a browsing which,... into English!)]Einstein's personal
papers and the rights to some of his published papers were tied up in a legal
battle for several decades. The Russian edition of his collected works was

produced and published at a time when the Soviet Union did r.ot adhere to

the International Copyright Convention. The far more complete English
edition is now being published, very gradually; the first two volumes are
ECP-1 and ECP-2.

CllAPTKR 5

121�["The essential result of this investigation ... reality."|Einstein A939).
122�[In 1783 John Michell... should look like.]Micheli"(l 784). For discussion*

of this work see Gibbons A979), Schaffer A979), Israel AS87), and Eisen-
staedi(l99i).

125[Thirteen years later,. . . subsequent editions of his book.]Laplace A796,
1799). Far discussions of Laplace's publications on dark stars, see Israel
A987)and Eisenstaedt A991). Eisenstaedt discusses the attempts and fail-
failure to verify, observationally, IVtichell's prediction that lighl emitted by
massive stars Is affected by their gravitational pull, and the contribution
that this failure might have had to I^place's deletion of dark stars from the
third edition of hi*book.

124[Schwarzschud mailed to Einstein . . . curvature inside the star.]Schwarz-
schildA916a,b).
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131[Jim Brault. . . Einstein's prediction.]Brault A962). For a delaileri discus-
discussion of tests of Einstein's general relativiatic laws of gravity see Will
A986).

131—132[However, few were .. . highly compact stars."Kor a detailed discussion of

the early history of people's reaction to the Schwarzschiid geometry and
research on it, see Eiscnsaedt A982). A broadcr-brushod history that covers
the period from 1916 to 197*will be found in Israel A987).

135[In 1939, Kinstein published ... cannot exist.]Einstein A939).

1.36[As backing for ... Einstein believed]Schwarzschild(!9Hib).
158["I am sure .. . lo thai faith."]Israel A990).

139�["There is a curious ... dream of."]Israel A990).

Chapter 4

140�General comment about Chapter 4: The historical aspects of this chapter

are based largely on(>)personal conversations withS. Ohancirasekhar over
the past twenty-five years,(ii)a taped interview with him(fNTChand
rasekhar),(iii)a book about Eddingion by him(Chandrasekhar, 1983a),
acd(iv)a beautiful biography of him(Wali, 1991). I do not cite specific
sources for specific items, except in special rases. Chand.-asfkhar's scientific
publications on white dwarfs are collected together in Chandrasekhar
A989).

141—142[Especially interesting was... Royal Astronomical Society.]Fowler(i 92b).
142�[Fowler's article pointed ... Arthur S. Eddingion,]Kddington A926).
143�Footnote 2: For a detailed discussion of the difficulties Adams faced and the:

errors tiiat he made in his measurements, see Grcenstein, Oke, and Ship-

man A965). This reference also gives information about observational
studies of Sirius B up to 1985.

150[Chandrasekhar worked out... in pressure.]Here 1 have taken literary
license in two ways, first, Fowler A926)had already computed the resist-
resistance lo compression, so Chandrasekhar was merely checking Fowler's cal-
calculation. Second, this is not liie route by which Chandrasekhar carried out
his computation(INT-Chandrasekhar), though it is mathematically equiv-
equivalent to the true route. This route is the one(.hat is easiest lor me to explain;
the true route entailed computing the electrons' pressure as an integral over
their momentum space.

152[Finally, a f/ill year ... published.]Chandrasekhar A951).
152�Footnote 4: Stone-r A930). This contribution by Stonor is briefly menlioned

by Chandrasekhar A931). For a discussion of the work of Sterner and related
work by Wilhelm Anderson, sse Israel A987).

153�[In late 1934 ... in Estonia.; Anderson A929), Stoner A930).
154�Figure 4.3: The. masses and circumferences of white dwarfs as shown in this

figure, and Chandrasekhar's results for the interior structures of white-
dwarf stars, were later published in Chaiidrasofchar A935).

160["The star has to go on radiating ... in(his absurd way!"]Eddington
A935a). For further details of Eddington's specious arguments sco Edding-
tc.31 A935b).
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161-162[To Leon Rosen fold ..."If Eddington is right,... EddingLon's statements"]
Wali A991).

162[in Paris in 1959, . . ."Out there we don't believe in Eddington."]Wali
A991).

162�[If nature provided no law . . . white-dwarf grave.j 1 was told this in an
authoritative fashion by an eminent Caltech astronomy professor when I
was an undergraduate in 1958-62. It is my strung personal impression From
that era that most astronomers were taking this view and had done so since
the early 1940s, but I cannot be sure.

163�["I felt thai... into something elsc."J Quoted by Wali A9!>1).
165[To Eddingion, the treatment... astronomical establishment,]Tciis inter

pretation of Eddingion's behavior was suggested to me by Werner Israel, in
a critique of an early version of this chapter; J believe it accords well with
the historical record.

Chapter 5

164�General comment about Chapter 5: The historical aspects of this chapter
are based in large part,(i)on my interviews with participants in the events
described, or with their scientist colleagues and friends(INT-Baym, INT-
Braginsky, INT-Eggen, INT-Fowler, INT-Gim.burg, INT-Greenstein,
INT-Harrison, INT-Khalatnikov, INT-Lifshitz, INT-Sandage, TNT-Serber,
INT-Volkoff, I NT-Wheeler), and(ii)on my reading of the scientific papers
the participants wrote. For general background on the history of physics in
the 1920s and 1930s, I have relied somewhat on Kevles A971), and for
background on the history of Soviet physics, on Medvedev A978). Useful
information and background about Landau came frorrl Livanova A980)
and Gamow A970), about Oppenheimer from Rabi et at. A969)and Smith
and Werner A980), and about the development of Wheeler's ideas from his
research notebooks, Wheeler A988). In some places I have relied on other
sources cited below.

164["By the time I knew Fritz .. . wrong,"]INT-Fowler.
164�[Jesse Greenstein ..."a self-proclaimed genius . . . other people."]INT-

Greenstein, and Greenstein A982).
165�[He even went on the air ... popularize his neutron stars.]Zwicky

A955).
166�["Zwicky called Baade . . . same room,"recalls Jesse Greenstein.]INT-

Greenstein.

168[(Today we know,.. . factor of 10,]Baade A952).
168[By combining Baade's knowledge ... larger factor, 10 million,]These are

Baade and Zwicky's numbers, as they appear in the abstract of a talk that is
replicated in Figure 5.2(Baade and Zwicky, 1954a), except for the �0,000
and perhaps 10 million,"which come from their more detailed paper on
the issue(Baade and Zwicky, 1934b). Their error resulted from assuming
that when the supernova is brightest, the circumference of its hot, radiating
gas is in the range of 1 to 100 solar circumferences. In fact, the circumfer-
circumference is far larger than this, and when one traces through their argument,
this results in far less ultraviolet light and X-rays.
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171[The neutron arrived ... it seemed to Zwieky.j In this section and through-

throughout Chapter 5, I attribute to Zwicky the concept of a neutron star znd its
consequences for supernovae and cosmic rays, although the: publication of
the ideas was joint with Baade. Giving Zwicky the credit lor the ideas(and

Baade the credit for the key understanding o/the observational data)is an
informed speculation based on my discussions with I heir scientist col-

colleagues: TfcT-Eggen, INT-Fowler, INT-Greenstein, INT-Sandage.
174-Figure 5.2: Baade and Zwicky A954a). For some junification of the num-

numbers in the abstract see the more detailed presentation in Jiaade and Zwicky
A934b).

178[Landau's publication . . . cry for help:}This interpretation of J^andau's
publication was explained to me by his closest, lifelong friend, Evgeny
Michailovich Lifshitz(INT Lifshitz).

? 180[A fellow postdoctoral..."I vividly remember... of ihe paper."]Quoted in
Livanova A980).

180 181["All the nice girls ... are Jcfi,"]Quoted in Livanova A9S0).
181 rAs George Gamow, . . . ''Russian science . . . capitalistic countries."'!

Gamow A070).
181�[In 1956 Stalin,. . . we.re destroyed.]The statistics on imprisonments and

deaths under Stalin are somewhat uncertain. Medvcdev A978^gives what
are perhaps the inost reliable numbers available in the 1970$. However, in
the !ate 1980s glasnost made possible the public dissemination of in Forma
tion lhat drove the numbers upward. The numbers I quote are an overall
assessment made by Russian friends of mine who have studied the issue in
some depth in the light of the glasnost revelations.

182�[Arthur Eddington... nuclear fusion;]Chapter 11 of Kddington A926)slid
references therein.

184[Landau had actually ... fail in atomic nuclei.]Landau A932J.
184[In late 1937, Lnndau wrote a manuscript]Landau's manuscript whs pub-

published hi Landiui A938). Unbeknownst to Landau, his close friend George
Gamow had already published the same idea(Gainow, 1937). Gamow had
escaped from the U.S.S.K. in 1953, shortly after Stalin's iron curtain de-
descended(see Gamow, J970), but before escaping he had learned Landau's
original pre-neutron idea of keeping a star hot by a dense central core. After
the neutron was discovered, it. was natural that Gamow and l^andau(now
out of contact with each other)would independently reinterpret Landau's
1931 core as a neutron core.

185-186[Landau sent flohr .. ."The new idea of L. l-andau is excellent and very
promising."]landau's closest personal friend, Evgeny Michailovich lif-
lifshitz, called my attention to this correspondence in 1982(INT-Lifshitz)and
explained to me the history behind it, as recounted here. After Lifshitz's
death, the full correspondence—including that between Kapilsa and Molo-
tov, Kapilsa and Slalin, and Kapitsa and Beria, which ultimately produced
Landau's release from prisui;—was published in Khalatnikov A988). The
excerpts quoted here are my own translation from the Russian.

186[-though in 1-andau's case,. .. KGB files:]Gorelik A991).
185—187[Ijandau was lucky . . .(Superfluidity hart been discovered . . . power of

Soviet science.)]See note to pages 185—186.
!88["Well, Aobert,'... damned word."]Quoted in Royal A969).
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188-189 l"Oppie ... twenty-five dollar*a month."]Serber A969).
191[(As of the early 1990s, . . . Landau's mechanism.)]These giant stars are

thought to be created in binary star systems when one star implodes to
become a neutron star, and then, much later, spirals into the core of its
companion star and lakes up residence there. These peculiar beasts have
come to be called"Thome—Zytkow objects"because Anna 2ylkow and I
were the firsl. to compute their structures in detail. Sec Thome and 7.ytko*'
A977); also Cannon et al. A992).

191�ithey submitted their critique ..."An estimate of Landau . .. of the Sun."]
Oppenheitner and Serbcr A958).

192�|In the 1990s,... 3solar masses,]Shapiro andTeukolsky A98?), 1 lartle and
Sabbadini A977V

193-196 Box 5.4: In this box, most, of my description of the sequence of strpg by
which the research was done is informed speculation, based on an interview
with Volkoff(INT-Volkoff), theTolinan archives(Tolman, 1948), and the
participants*publications(Oppenheimer and Volkofl', 1939; Tolman, 1959).

195�|On 19 October,. .. more formulas.]The correspondence between Tolman
and Oppenheimer is archived in Tolman A948).

195 196["I remember being . . my calculations."]INT-Volkoff.
196�[There must still 'tie ... several solar masses, j This conclusion was published

in Oppwiheirner and Volkoff A959). Tolman's analytic analyses, on which
Oppenheimer and VolkolT relied for their estimates of the effort of nuclear
forces, were published in Tolman A959).

197�[In March 1956. Wheeler . . . and Oppenheimer and Volkoff.]Volume 4.
pages 53 40 of Wheeler A988).

199[Wheeler was superbly prepared . . . hydrogen bomb]i'or details of
Wheeler's background arid earlier work see Wheeler A979)and Thorne
and Zurok A986).

200—202 Box 55: This equation of state(the fruh of the work of Harrison and
Wheeler)was published in Harrison, Wakano. and Wheeler A958), ant. in
greater detail in Harrison, Thorne, Wakano, and Wheeler A965). The
more recent, solid curve at and above nuclear densities A014 grams per
cubic centimeter)is an approximation to various modern equations of state
as reviewed by Shapiro and Teukolsky A985).

203 Figure 5.5: From Harrison, Wakano, arid Wheeler A958)and Harrison,
Thorne, Wakano, and Wheeler A965). The solid neutron-star curve is an
approximation to various modern compulations as reviewed by Shapiro ami
Teukolsky A983).

206�[Thus, his article with Volkoff . . ."On Massive Neutron Cores."]Oppen-
Oppenheimer mid Volkoff A939).

207�[I lis best effort . . ."On the Theory and Observation of Highly Collapsed
Stars.'".; Zwicky A959).

208�[Isidore I. Rabi,. . ."[I]i seems to me . . . had already gone."]Rain ct al.
A969).

Chapter 6

209�General comment about Chapter 6: The historical aspects of this t-h-tpter
are bawd in Urge part cm the following:(i)iny interviews ionth participants
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in the events described, or with their scientist colleagues and friends(TNT-
Braginsky, INT-Finkelstein, INT-Fowler, INT-Ginzburg, INT-Harrison,
INT Lifshite, INT-Misner, INT Setter, INT-Wheder, INT-Zel'dovich),
(ii)my own participation in a small portion of the history,(iii)my reading
of the scientific papers the participants wrote,(iv)the descriptions of the
American nuclear weapons projects in Bcthe A982), Rhodes A986). Teller
A95.5), and York A976),(v)the descriptions of the Soviet nuclear weapons
projects and other events in the U.S-S.R. in Golovin A973), Medvedev
A978), Ritus A990), Romanov A990), and Sakharov A990), and(vi)John
Wheeler's research notebooks(Wheeler, 1988).

209-211 I.Ii was Toesday, 10 June 1958 .. ."It is very difficult to believe 'gravita-
tional cutoff is a satisfactory answer,"]A written version of Wheeler's
lecture and the interchange of comments between WheeJer and Oppen-
heimer are published in Solvay A958).

210["there seems no escape . . .[below about 2 Suns]"]This quote is para-
paraphrased from Harrison, Wakano, and Wheeler A958), with minor changes
of detail to fit the phraseology and conventions of this book.

212["Hartland pooh-poohed ... liberal politics."]INT-Serber.
222�["Oppie was extremely cultured;.. . most independent."^JNT-Fowler.
212["Hartland had more talent... rest of us did."]INT-Serber.
212[Before embarking... quick survey of the problem.J Here 1 am speculating;

1 do not know for sure that he carried out such a quick survey, but based on
my understanding of Oppenheinvsr and the contents of ihe paper he wrote
when the research was finished(Oppenheimer and Snyder, 1939), I
strongly suspect that he did.

21E-217[By scrutinising those formulas, . . . looks on the star's surface,]Oppen-
Oppenheimer and Snyrier published the results of their research in Oppenheimer
and Snyder A939).

219[At Caltech, for example,... was very convinced.J INT-Fowler.
219�[There Lev Landau,... human mind to comprehend.]INT-Lifshitz.
220�["In personality they ... I chose Breit."]Wheeler A979). This reference is

an autobiographical account of Wheeler's research in nuclear physics.
220, 222[Wheeler and Bohr at Princeton ... The Bohr-Wheeler article... Physical

Review]Bohr and Wheeler A939), Wheeler A979). Bohr and Wheeler did
not name plutonium-259 by name in their paper, but Louis A. Turner
inferred directly from their Figure 4 that it was an ideal nucleus for sus-
sustaining chain reactions, and proposed in a famous classified memorandum
that it be used as the fuel for the atomic bomb(Wheeler, 1985).

223�[Zel'dovich and a close friend,... for all the world to see.]INT-Zel'dovich,
Zel'dovich and Khariton A939).

223[Wheeler was the lead scientist . . . Nagasaki bomb.}For some details of
Wheeler's key role, see pages 2-5 of Klauder A972).

223["If atomic bombs ... at Los Alamos and Hiroshima.".,1 From a speech by
Oppenheimer at Los Alamos, New Mexico, on 16°October 1945; see page
172ofGoodchild(l980).

223["In same sort of crude sense . . . cannot lose."]Page 174 of Goodchild
A9S0).
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223 224("As I look back ... August 6,1943."j Wheeler A979).

225[While this massive effort.. . over to the American design.]These details
were revealed by Rhariton in a lecture in Moscow, which was reported in
the\!eu> York Times of Thursday, 14 January 1993, page A.5.

225[accumulation of waste ... square miles of countryside.]Medvedev A979).
226-227["We base our recommendations ... genocide."]Report of 30 October 1949

from the General Advisory Committee to the U.S. Atomic Energy Commis-
Commission. Reproduced in the appendix of York A976).

227["Nine out of ten ... stroke of genius."]Bethe A982).
227�[As Wheeler recalls, '"We did an immense amount | | | get things out."j

INT-Wheeler. '

228�[Wheeler recalls,"While I was starting ... on the project."]J NT Wheeler.
229�["The program we had in 1949 ... once you had it."]IJSAEC A984), p. 25 J.
229["I'm told ... thermonuclear devices"]INT-Wheeler.

229[In spring 1948, fifteen months before]There seems to be some confusion
over the date on which the Soviet H-bomb design work was initiated.
Sakharov A990)dates it as spring 1948, but Ginzburg A990)dates it as
1947.

229[In June 1948, a second superbomb teamj This is the date given by Sak-
Sakharov A990): Ginzburg A990)places the date in 1947.

229�Footnote 5: Sakhaiov's speculation is outlined in Sakharov A990). Zel'-
dovich's assertion was made verbally to dose Russian friends, who trans-
transmitted it to me.

230�["Our job is to lick Zel'dovich's anus."]Quoted to me by Vitaly(.Sinzburg,
who was present. Sakharov was also present; in '.he English version of his
memoirs(Sakharov, 1990), the quotation is expressed as"Our job is to kiss
Zel'dovicn's ass."For some of my own views on the complex relationship
between Zel'dovich and Sakharov, see Thorne A991).

230(<;that bitch, Zel'dovich."]This quote by Landau has been passed on to me
independently by several Soviet theoretical physicists.

230�[Sakharov proposed ... lithium dcuteride(LiD).J Romanov A990).
231�[it was 800 times more powerful... Hiroshima.]The numbers I rite for the

energy release in various bomb explosions are taken from York A976).
231["I am under the influence ... his humanity."]Sakharov A990).
252[In March 1954. Sakharov .. . Teller-Ulam idea,]Romanov A990), Sak-

Sakharov A990). Romanov, in an article in honor of Sakharov, attributes thi-
discovery jointly to Sakharov and Zel'dovich. Sakharov says that"[sjeveral
of us in the theoretical departments came up with[this idea]at about the
same lime,"and he then leaves the impression that he himself deserves the
greater share of the credit but says that"Zel'dovich, Yuri Trutnev, and
others undoubtedly made significant contributions."

255["In a great number of cases . . . not to grant clearance."]USAEC
A954).

235[Teller had"had the courage . . . deserved consideration,"]J. A. Wheeler,
telephone conversation with K. S. Thome, July 1991.

255[Andrei Sakharov, .. . came to agree.]Sakharov A990).
239[At Livermore ... produced a black hole.J The motivation for this research,
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a quest to understand supcrnovae and their roles as sources of cosmic rays, is
described in Coigate uid Johnson A960). Colgate and White A963, 1966)
carried out the small-mass, supernova-forming simulations, using Newton's
description of gravity rather than Einstein's. May and While A965, 1966)
did the large-mass, black hole-forming simulations, using Einstein's gen-
general relativistic description of gravity.

240-241[To puzzle out the details ... nearly identical to the Americans'.]lnishen
nik and Nadezhin A964), PodureU A964).

244["You cannot appreciate .. . true simultaneously,"]INT-Li fshitz.
244[Then one day in 1958,... David Fi/ikelstein.J Kinkelstcin A958).
244�[Footnote 5: See, e.g., the discussions in Box 31.1 and Chapter 31 of

MTW.

245�[Finkclstein discovered, quite by chance . | . and stellar implosion.J For
Finkclstein's description of how the discovery was made, see Finkelstein
A993).

246�fan article in Scientific American.]Thorn*A967).
254[In !964 and 1965 . . . stellar implosion.]Harrison, Thome, Wakano, a.nd

Wheeler A965).
256[He tried it out at a conference..."By reason ... increase its gravitational

attraction."' Wheeler(t968).

Chapter 7

258 General comment about Chapter 7: The historical aspects of this chapter
are based on(i)my own personal experience as a participant,(ii)my
interviews with other participants(INT-Carter, INT-Chandrasekhar, INT-
Detweiler, INT-Eardley, INT-Ellis, INT-Geroch, INT-Ginzburg, INT-
Hartle, INT-Ipser, INT-Israel, INT-Misner, INT-Novikov, INT-Penrosc,
INT-Press, INT-Price, INT-Rees, INTSciama, INT-Smarr, INT-Teu-
kolsky, INT-Wald, INT-Wheeler, lNTZel'dovich), and(hi)ray reading of
the scientific papers the participants wrote.

262['There 2iave been few occasions... consummated.1']Wheeler A964b).
266[hoop conjecture:]1 first published the concept of the hoop conjecture in n

Festschrift volume in honor of Wheeler(Thome, 1972), and in Box 32.3 of
MTW.

268�[the idea that the implosion of a star . . . run backward.]This idea was
called' by Novikov and Zcl'dovich the semiclosed universe. They ultimately
published separate papers describing it: Zel'dovich A962)and Novikov
({963).

269�["Maybe you now don't... but you will want to."]INT-Novikov.
269 i"Yakov Boris'ch would ... next day."]JNT-Novikov.
274[To test this speculation ... no magnetic fie'd whatsoever.]The key ideas

and initial calculations of this research were published in Ginzburg A964);
more complete mathematical details were worked out by Ginzburg and a
young colleague, Leonid Moiseevich Ozernoy(Ginzburg and Ozernoy,
1964).
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275[Doroshkevich, Novikov, an<l Tel'dovich quickly ... no protrusion]They
published their analysis arid conclusions in Ooroshkevich, Zel'dovich. and
Novikov A965).(The order of ihe authors is alphabetic in the Russian
language.)

278 j^lti Ixvndon, Novikov presented . . . anything like it.]Headers can see the
flavor of Novikov's lecture in the influential review articles that he and

Zel'dovich wrote shortly before the conference: Zel'dovich and Novikov
A964, 1965).

278�[The written version ... in Russian.]Doroshkevich, Zel'dovich, and Novi-
Novikov A965); see note to page 275.

279�[The firsl was Werner Israel,... will become clear belowJ Israel's analysis
was published in Israel A967).

281[He got there third, after Novikov and after Israel,]Novikov A969), <le la
Cruz, Chase, and Israel A970), Price A972).

285 284[(The mechanism,.. . Ted Chase.)]de la Cruz, Chase, and Israel A970).
284�[The field now threads the horizon,... leaving tile hole umnagneLized]For

a more detailed and complete discussion of the interaction of magnetic
fields with a black hole, see Figures 10, 11, and 36 of Thome, Price, and
Macdonalcl A986).

285�[The Hun's share ... Mazur.]For a review and references, see Section 6.7 of
Carter A979); the subsequent, final stage was published in Mazur A982)
and Bunting A983).

288�I John Graves and Dieter Brill, . . . charged black hole.]Graves and Brill
A960)and references therein.

289�[Roy Kerr had . .. outside a spinning star.]Kerr A963).
290�[Within a year Carter . . . Richard Lindquist,]Carter A966), Boyer and

Lindquist A967).
290�[Carter and others . . . possibly exist.]Carter A979)and earlier references

therein.

290�[Carter, by plumbing that mathematics,... should be.]Carter A968).
293�[Werner Israel showed ... always Fail.J Israel A986).
294�[In 1969, Roger Penrose ... marvelous discover}'.]Penrose A969).
295�(Ted Newman . .. Robert Torrence.j Newman et al. A965).
295�[In autumn 1971, Bill Press,... black hole itself]Press A971).
297�[The winner was Saul Teukolsky,; Teukolsky A972).
298�[Teukolsky recalls vividly ..."Sometimes when you play with mathemat-

mathematics,... terms together."]INT-Teukolsky.
298�[Teukolsky himself, ... its pulsations are stable."Press and Teukolsky

A973).
299�[The Mathematical Theory of Black Holes]Chandrasekhar A985b).

Chapter 8

300[General comment about Chapter 8: The historical aspects of this chapter
are based on(i)my own personal experience as a participant,(ii)my
interviews with other participants(INT-Giacconi, INT-Novikov, 1NT-
Rees, INT Van Allen, INT-Zel'dovich),(tii)my reading of the scientific
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papers the participants wrote, and(iv)the following published accounts of
the history: Friedman A972), Giacconi and Gursky A974), Hirsh A979),
and Uhuru A981).

301["Such an object. .. another star"]Wheeler A964a).

301[If you are Zel'dovich . . . stellar implosion]Twenty-two years later, in
i 986', Zel'dovich expressed to me regret that he had nor, been more open-

minded about the issue of what got*on inside black holes; INT-Zel'dovich.
306�[Together, Guseinov and Zel'dovich . . . the catalogs, j Zel'dovich and

Guseinov A965).
307�[J}y searching through . . . eight black-hole candidates.]Trimble and

Thome A969).
307�[Fortunately, his brainstorming ... New York.J Salpeter A964), Zel'dovich

A964).
308�[Zel'dovich and Novikov together . . . in falling gas idea]Novikov and

Zel'dovich A966).
309�["the rocket returned ... on impact."]Friedman A972).
311[they announced their discovery: . . . had predicted]Ciacconi, Gursky,

Haolini, and Rossi A962).
318[(suggested in 1972 by Rashid Sunyaev, . . . Zei'dovich's team)J Sunyaev

A972).

CllAPTKK 9

322 General comment aboui Chapter 9: The historical aspects of this chapter
are based on(i)my own personal experience as a peripheral participant,
from 1962 onward,(ii)my interviews with several participants(INT Ginz-
burg, INT-Greenstcin, INT-Bccs, INT-Zci'dovich),(iii)my reading of the
scientific papers the participants wrote, and(iv)the following published
and unpublished accounts of the history: Hey A973), Grecnstein A982),
Kftlleraiann and Sheets A983), Struve and Zelxvgs A962), and Sullivan
A982,1984).

325[Cosmic radio waves ... 1932 by Karl Jansky,]Jansky A932).
323 324[The two exceptions . . . Jansky was seeing.]Whipple and Oreenstein

A937).
324["I never met... not one astronomer,"]INT-Gnwsnstein.
324[So uninterested . . . call number W9GF7..J For Reber's own historical

description of his work, see Reber A958).
327[In 1940, having made ... paper for publication.]Reber A940).
327[Greenstein describes Reber as"the ideal American inventor ... a million

dollars."]INT-Greenstein.
327["The University didn't want... independent cuss."]INT-Greenstein.
330�[The first crucial benchmark, . . . radio sources must lie.]Bolton, Stanley,

and Slee A949).
331�[When riaade developed . . . two galaxies colliding with each other]Baadc

and Minkowski A954).
333�[ft. C. Jennison and M. K. Das Gupta . . . opposite sides of the"colliding

galaxies."]Jcnnioon and Das Gupta A953).
334�[Greenstein organized ... 5 and 6 January 1954.]The proceedings of this

conference are published in Washington A964).
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335�[The mental block . .. Maarien Schmidt,]Schmidl A963).

336�[Greenstein turned,... 37 percent of the speed of light.]Greenstein A965).
337�[Harlan Smith ... as short as a month.]Smith A965).
339[Building on seminal ideas . . . till interstellar space j Alfven ami Herlofsori

A950), Kiepenheuer A950), Ginzburg((951). For a discussion of the his-
history of this work see Gin/.burg A984).

339[Geoffrey Burbidge ... 100 percent efficiency.j Burbidge A959).
341�[To foster dialogue . .. Dallas, Texas.]The proceedings of this conference

are published in Robinson, Suhild, and Shucking A965).
342�[So, as Kerr got up to speak,... picked up pace.J This description is from my

own vivid memory of ihe conference.
343�[In 1971, this suggested ... that powers quasars, j Rees A971).
343[Malcolm Longair,... electromagnetic waves.]Longair, Ryle, am)Scheuer

A973).
346[The idea that gigantic black holes . . . Kdwin Salpct.nr and Yakov Boriso-

vich Zel'dovichj Salpeier A964), Zel'dovich A964).
346[A more complete ... by Donald Lynden-BelL"Lynden-Bell A969).
346[How can a black hole ... answer in 1975:]Bardeen and Petterson A975).

347 348[How strong will tile swirl of space be... nearly its maximum possible rale J
Bardeen A970).

348[First, Bland Ford and Rees realized.J Blandford acid Rees A974).
348[Second,... l.ynden-Bell pointed ont,j Lyndon-Bell A978).
348[Third, Blandford realized,]Blandford A976).
350�[The fourth method . . .Blandford—Znajek process.}Blandford and Znajek

A977).
351�[If quasars and radio galaxies are powered by the same kind of black-hole

engine,]For more detailed discussions of the present state of our under-
understanding of quasars, radio galaxies, jots, and the roles of black holers and
their accretion disks as the central engines thai, power them, see, e.g.,
Begelman, Blandford, and Rees A984)and Blandford A987).

354[The evidence for such a hole ... far from firm.]See, e.g., Phinney A989).

Chaftek 10

357 General comment about Chapter 10: The historical aspects of this chapter
are based on(i)my own personal experience as a participant,(ii)my
interviews with several participants(INT Braginsky, INT-Drever, TNT-
Forward, INT Grishchuk, INT Weber, INT Weiss), and(iii)rny reading of
scientific papers the participants wrote. For more technical overviews of
gravitational radiation and efforts to detect it, sec, e.g., Blair A991)and
Thome A987).

366�[While Weber was publishing his concept,]Weber A953).
566—367[Through late 1957, . . . broadside lo the incoming waves]The fruits of

Weber's work were published in Weber A960, 1961).
367�[His sole guide . . . near the critical circumference.]Letter from Weber to

me, dated 1 October 1992; Weber did not publish this argument, at iht: time.
Weber's colleague Freeman Dyson was the first, lo show that nature is
likely to product; gravitational-wave bursts near ihe frequencies Weber had
chosen(Dyson, 1963).
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369 IHowever, in i.he early 1970s,... a reality.]Weber's announcement of observa-
observational evidence for gravitational waves was made in Weber A969). The ensuing
experimental activity and controversy over whether waves had really been de
tected are documented, e.g., in deSabbata and Weber A977)and papers cited
therein. For a sociological study of the controversy see Collins A975, 1981).

369|two-month summer school]The lectures presented at. the summer school, in-
including Weber's, were published in lie Witt and JloWiti A964).

572[During our 2969 meeting, . . . ultimate limitation.]This initial version of
Bragi risky's warning was published in Braginsky A967).

372[However, in 1976,... uncertainty principle, j The clarified warnings were pub-
published in Braginsky A977)and Giffard A976), and the uncertainly principle
origin of the limit was explained in Thome. Drever, Caves, Zirnmermann, and
.SandbergA978).

375 IRoughly fO"al was the answer. Sec, e.g., the quasi-transcripl. of a 1978 confer-
conference discussion in Kpslein and Clark A979).

575[We both found the answer . . . different routes.]Jiraginsky, Vorontsov, and
Khalili A978); Thome, Drever, Caves, Zimmermanii, and Sandbcrg A978).

378 I In principle it. would be possible to widen the bars' bandwidthsj Michelson and
Taber(i984).

385[Interferometers for graviiationai-wavedetection ... as did Robert Forward and
colleagues]Gertsenshiein and Pnstovoit A962), Weber A964), Weiss A972),
-Moss, Miller, and Forward A971).

383[and Drever had added ... to their design."See, e.g., Drever A991)and refer-
references therein.

387[he redirected most ol' his own team's efforts . . . and modest funds.J See Bra-
Braginsky and Khalili A992).

591 f A key to success in our endeavor ... or LIGO.\l''or an overview of the plans for
LICO see Abramovici fit. al. A992).

Chapter !1

397 General comment about Chapter 11: The(rather minor)historical aspects of this
chapter arc based on(i)my own personal experience as a participant,(ii)my
interviews with two other participants(INT-Oamour, INT-Wald),("')my read-
reading of scientific papers the participants wrote, and(iv)my experience as a
student in a course on paradigms and scientific revolutions taught by Thomas
Kuhn at Princeton University in 1965.

401 The Structure of Scientific Revolution*! Kuhn A962).
403 LThis freedom carries power.]Richard Fcymnan, one of the greatest physicists of

our century, described beautifully the power of having several different para-
paradigms al one's fingertips in his lovely little book T/ie Character of Physical Law
(Feynman, 1965). Note, however, that he never uses the word"paradig*n."and I
suspect, that he never read Thomas Kuhn's writings. Kuhn described how people
lik? I'Vynman operate; Feyriman just operated that way.

403{Thai is why physicists . .. supplement to it.]The Hat spacetime paradigm was
devised more or less independently by a number of different people; it is known,
technically, as a"fieid theory in flat spacetime formulation of general relativ-
relativity."Kor an overview of its history and concepts, see the following passages in
MTVV: Sections 7.1 and 18.1; ?oxes 7.1, 17.2, and 18.1; Exercise 7.3. For uti
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eli'gamt generalization of it, which elucidates its relationship to the curved space-
time paradigm, see Grishchuk, Petrov, and Popova A984).

406[In 1971 Hanni and Ruffini,... Jeff Cohen]Cohen ami Wald A971), Haiuii and

Ruffini A975).

+117[Five years later Roger Blandford .. . power jclsj Bland ford arid Znajek A977).

409 I During 1977 and 1978, Znajek and ... pictorial interpretation:]Znajek A978),
Darnour A978).

409[Black Holes The Membrane Paradigm. | Thome, Price, and Macdonald A986).
See also Price and Thome A988).

Ciur-rEH 12

41.2 General comment about Chapter 12: The. historical aspects of this chapter arc
based on(i)iny own personal experience as a participant,(ii)my interviews
with other participants(INT-DeWill, INT-lLardlffy, INT-Hartle, INT-Had-
INT-Hading, INT-Israel, JNT-Per.rose, INT-Onruh, INT-Wald, INT-Wheeler. INT-Zel"-
dovich),(iii)my reading of scientific papers the participants wrote, and(iv)the
following published accounts of ihe history: Bekcnstein A980), I Jawkitig A988),
Israel A987).

412[The Idea hit ... so quickly.j This and the subsequent description of how
Hawking airiv-frd at the idea come from INT Hawking and Hawking A988).
Hawking published the details and consequences of his idea, as sketched in the
first section of this chapter,"Black Holes Grow,"in Hawking A971b, 1972,
1973).

414[following Roger Penrose's lead,]Fenrose A965).
414 Box 12.1: Hawking A972, 1973).
+17[Stephen Hawking was not the first... Werner Israel]I NT-Israel, INT-Penrose,

INT-Hawking.
417�[Penrose's 1964 discovery ... singularity at its center.]Penrose A965).
418�Box 12.2: Hawking A972, 1973).
419�'[Hawking and James Hartle . .. gravity of other bodies.1 Hawking and Hartle

A972).
422[Demetrios Christodoulou . . . equations of thermodynamics:..,' Chnsiodoulou

A970).
425�[Jacob Bekenstein was not persuaded.J Kekenstcin describes this and the contro-

controversy with Hawking thai, followed in Bekenstein A98(>). Bekcristein pubUshed
his black-hole entropy conjecture and his arguments for it in Hekenstein A972,
1973).

426�[Les Houches summer school,! The proceedings of the 1972 summer school were
published in DeWiu and DeVVitt A973).

427�[Bardeen, Carter, and I lawking . . . laws of black-hole mechanics], Bardeen,
Carter, and Hawk ing A973).

428�[Zel'dovich had brought me to Moscow . . .1 Charles Misner and John Wheeler
accompanied me on my June 1971 visit lo Moscow, but. they were not with me at
Zerdovich's apartment during ihe discussion described in the following para-
paragraphs.

429�[Zel'dovich, his eyes dancing. . . .j)have reconstructed the following conversa-
conversation from memory, and have translated it into less technical language than we
actually used.
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433[Zel'dovich, however, did not forget; ... his paper was published]7A'-
dovich A971).

45+455[Starobinsky described Zel'dovich's conjecture . . . docs, indeed, radiate.!
Zel'dovich and Starobinsky A971).

455[Then came a bombshell.]Hawking describes, in Hawking A988), how he
arrived at his"bombshell"discovery that all black holes radiate. He pub-
published the discovery and its implications in 1 Jawking A974, 1975,1976).

437[This and the demand for a perfect mesh,... almost completely.]See, e.g.,
Wald A.977).

457 Footnote 11: Wald AS77).
459 I Perhaps the simplest... particles rather than waves:]Hawking A988).
442{Gradually | | | new understanding embodied in Figure 12.3.]Chapter 8 of

Thome, Price, and Macdonalcl A986), and references therein.
44+Box 12.5: Davies A975), Unruh A976), Unruh and Wald(!982,1984).
446[a highly abstract proof... in 1977.]Gibbons and Hawking A977).
446�[The total lifetime�Don Page]Page A976).
447�[Detailed calculations by Hawking,... to produce tiny holes.j E.g., Hawk-

Hawking A971a); Novikov, Polnarev, Starobinsky, and Zel'dovich A979).
447[The absence of excess gamma rays . . . soft equation of state.}Page and

Hawking A975); Novikov, Polnarev, Starobinsky, and Zel'dovich A979).

Chapter 13

449 General comment about Chapter 13: The historical aspects of this chapter
are based on(i)my own personal experience(though as an observer rather

than a participant),(ii)my interviews with participants(INT-Belinsky,
INT-DeWitt, INT-Geroch, INT-Khalatnikov, INT-Lifshitz, INT-MacCal-

lum, INT-Misner, l.NT-Penrose, INT-Sciama, INT-Wheeler), and(iii)my
reading of scientific papers the participants wrote.

449�[John Archibald Wheeler taught . . . outside the horizon.]Harrison,
Wakano, and Wheeler A958); Wheeler A960).

450�[Wheeler retained his conviction . .. pursuing.]Wheeler A964a,h); Harri-
Harrison, Thome, Wakano, and Wheeler A965).

450[J. Robert Oppenheimer and Hartland Snyder,]Oppenheimer and Snyder
A939).

450�[Perhaps Oppenheimer's unwillingness to speculate,]See the last several
pages of Chapter 5.

451�[The singularity predicted by the Oppenheimer-Snyder calculations]The
singularity as described here is that in the vacuum outside the imploding
star, and since the vacuum region is described by the Scbwarzschild solu-
solution of Einstein's equations, this singularity is often referred to as the
singularity of the Schwarzschild geometry. It is analyzed quantitatively, e.g.,
in Chapter 32 of MTW.

451 Figure 13.1: Ibid.
453[One group,.. . general relativity fails}Wheeler A960, 1964a,b); Harrison,

Thome, Wakano, and Wheeler A965).
463[A second group, . . . Khalatnikov and Evgeny Michailovich Lifshitz . . .
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could not be trusted. J This viewpoint and the calculations that led Khalat-

nikov and Lifshil?. lo it were published in Lifshiiz and Khalatnikov A960,
1963)and in Landau and I .ifshitz A962).

454[Khalatnikov and Lifshitz... small perturbations.']Ibid.

456�[The Classical Theory' of Fields.}I-andau and Lifthitz A962).

457�Figure 13.4: It was obvious in the early 1960s to students in Wheeler's

group, where the Graves-Brill A960)research had been done, that there
must exist a solution to Einstein's equations of the sort depicted here.
However, I gather from a discussion with Penrose that researchers in most
other groups did not become aware of it until the late 1960s. It was difficult
to construct such solutions explicitly, and we in Wheeler's group did noi.
try, and did not publish anything on the issue. The first publication of the
idea and the first, attempt at an explicit solution, so far as I know, were by
NovikovA966).

458�[Hans Reissner and Gunnar Nordstrom . .. Dieter Brill and John Graves,]
Graves and Brill A960)and references therein.

459�[Roger Penrose grew up in a British . . .J This biographical discussion of
Penrose comes largely from INT-Penrose and INT-Sciama.

460�[The seduction began in 1952,]Ibid.
462[One day in late autumn of 1964,...]INT Penrose; Penrose A989).
462["My conversation with Robinson . .. crossing the street."]Penrose A989).
462[a short article for... Physical Review letters,}Penrose A965).
465[gkilml methods.]The global methods were codified in a classic book by

Hawking and Kllis A975).
465�[Hawking and Penrose in 1970 proved . . . big crunch.J Hawking and

Penrose A970).
466�[Lifsbitz, though Jewish, . . . 1976.j From my private discussions with

I ..ifshitz in the 1970s.

466[Khalatnikov had two strikes against hint;... come to London.]Letter from
Khatami kov to me, 18 June 1990.

466[As he spoke in the packed London lecture hall,... Penrose, they asserted,
was probably wrong.J From my own memory of the meeting and its after
math.

468�["Please. . . . submit it lo Physical Review Letters.*Khalainikov and Lif-
shii/. A970). See also Belinsky, Khalainikov, and Lifshitz A970, 1982).

469�[I carried the manuscript... published.]Ibid.
470�[Lev Davidovich 1-audau . . . great physics discoveries.; TNT-Lifshitz,

LivanovaA980).
471�f Curiously, topological techniques . .. Pimenov.]I learned this from Pen-

rose.

471[In 1950 59, .\leksandrov .. . thai cannot.j Aleksandrov A955, 1559).
471[picked up and pushed further by Pimenov,]Pimenov A968).
473-[(due to Khalatnikov and Lifshitz). . ."unstable against small perturba-

perturbations.';].ifshitz and Khalatnikov A960, 1963).
473[The Reissner-Nordstrom .. . large universe]e.g., Novikov A966).

473—474[it is unstable . . . many different physicists.]In technical language, it is the
inner Cauchjr horizon of the Reissner Nordstrom solution that is unstable.
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The conjecture is in Penrose A968); the proofs are in Chandrasekhar and
Hartle A982)and earlier references cited therein.

474[Belinsky, Khalatnikov, and Lifshiu . . .(This is the Xind . . . holes.)J
Belinsky, Khalatnikov, andLifshitt A970, 1982).

474[Charles Misner... mixmaster oscillation]Misner A969).
476[Just when does quantum gravity take over, ... or less.]This was first

deduced by Wheeler A960), building on his own earlier ideas of vacuum
fluctuations of the geometry of spacetime(Wheeler, 19S5, 1957).

476�Footnote 2: The Planck-Wheeler time, was introduced and its physical sig-
significance deduced by Wheeler A955, 1957).

476-477[Quantum gravity then radically changes . . . random, probabilistic froth,]
This was first suggested by Wheeler A960), and has been made more
quantitative since via what is now called the"Wheeler—DeWitt equation."
See, e.g., the discussion in Hawking A967).

477�[John Wheeler,... quantumfoam.)Wheeler A957, 1960).
479[Clear answers . .. DeWitt.]See, e.g., Hawking A987, 1988).
479[The tidal forces . .. and gradually disappear.]Doroshkevich and Novikov

A978)showed that the singularity ages; Poisson and Israel A990)and Ori
A991)deduced the details of the aging in idealized models; and Ori A992)
has tentatively shown that these models are good guides to the behavior of
singularities in real black holes.

481�[Some implosions,... might actually create naked singularities.]For details
of these simulations see Shapiro and Teukolsky A991).

482�[Just four months . . . tiny naked singularity.]Hawking's evidence was
published in Hawking A992a).

Chapter 14

485 General comment about Chapter 14: The historical aspects of this chapter
are based almost entirely on my own experiences as a participant.

485^*86[Wormholes are not mere figments ... in 1916,]Ludwig Flamm A916)
discovered that, with an appropriate choice of topology, the Schwarzschild
A916a)solution of Einstein's equation describes an empty, spherical worm-
hole.

487 Figure 14.2: Kxuskal A960).
490[We wrote slowly . . . American Journal of Physics,]Morris and Thome

A988).
490�[(the topic of the Hawking and Ellis book)]Hawking and Ellis((973).
491�[vacuum fluctuations near a hole's horizon are exotitz]Hawking inferred this

oniy very indirectly and somewhat tentatively from his discovery of black-
hole evaporation. It was/irmly demonstrated to be so six yean later, by
CandelasA980).

492�[The answer has not come easily,... thereby makes them exotic]See Wald
and Yurtsever A991)and other references cited therein.

494[In 1955, John Wheeler,... quantum foam—]Wheeler A955,1957,1960).
497[In 1966, Robert(jeroch ... to travel backward in time,]Geroch A967).

Friedman, Papastamsttiou, Parker, and Zhang(J988)have giv?>n an explicit
example of wormhole creation of the sort envisioned by Geroch'g theorem.

499 Footnote 8: van Stockum AR57), Godel A949), Tipler A976).
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508�[Our paper was published,]Morris, Thome, and Yurisever A988).
509�[we conjectured so in our paper.]Moms, Thome, and Yurtsever A988).
509 Footnote 12: Friedman and Morris A991).

511[Echeverria and Klinkhammer... two such trajectories.]Echeverria, Klink-
hammer, and Thome A991).

515-514 Box 14.2; Echeverria, Klinkhamroer, and Thome A991).

513[Robert Forward ... discovered a third trajectory]Forward A992).

515�[but there seem not to be... unresolvable paradox, j For a careful and fairly
thorough technical discussion of the issue of paradoxes when one has a
wormhole-based time machine, see Friedman et al. A990).

516�[California magazine,... on Palomar Mountain.]Hall A989).
517�[Though we were helped ... Konkowski]Hiscock and Konkowski A982).
520�[a similar calculation by Valery Frolov ... our results]Frolov A991).
521�[we managed to change. | | got published]Kim and Thome A991).
521[the chronology protection conjecture,)Hawking A992b).
521 Footnote 14: Gott A991).
521[I am not willing to take ...(he laws of quantum gravity.]For a somewhat

technical description of nty 1993 reasons for skepticism about time ma-
machines, and a detailed overview of research on time machines up to spring
1993, see Thome A993).
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gravitational focusing of light, 41—M, 42f,

30J-*. 5031

gravitational blucshift of light, 44
electric charge and field, 286, 2H8-89

rotational energy. 53, 294
entropy, 423-26,442,445 46
atmosphere, 443 46,444b
superradiance, 433
pulsations, 295-99
stability, 296-98
Hawking'*area-increase theorein, 415, 4130.
416-17,422-25,427,462

laws of black-hole mechanics and

thermodynamics, 427,43(i, 442,445-46
uniqueness of, sec"Hair"on black holes

a? described by membrane paradigm, 405-H,
443,445: nee also Membrane paradigm

are ulso Critical circumference; Embedding
diagrams;"Hair"; Hawking radiation;
Horizon; .Sclrwarzsdiild geometry;
Schwarzschikt singularity; Singularity

350 53,407-9, 4081, 377K350

Chain reactions, nuclear:

concept of. 220, 222, 222b
Zcl'dovich-Khariton theory of, 223

(^llandraiekhar—Eddinglon confrontation, 158 ~63
Chandrasekhar limit, 151-52, I54f, 156b-57b,

16lf, 175
Chans, 362b
Chemical reactions, 185b, 339-40

Clocks, perfect and rubbery-, 397-403, 398b, 3991

Cold fusion, 64

Cosmic censorship conjecture, 36, 481, 524
Cosmic rays, 165, 173-74, 173n, 1741, 189, 192,

231, 574N239
Critical circumference:

for cightecnth-renmry black hole, 122, I23f,
252f

predicted by Schwaraschild geometry, 132 .W,
1321, 214-15

role in stellar implosion, 214, 217-19, 244,
248 55, 266, 274,279-81, 329.415b

role in accretion unto black hole, 139, 418h
and frequencies of gravitational wave*, 367
and hoop conjecture, 266, 267f
see also Horizon

Cygm? A:

discovery of, 325f

identification of galaxy, 330-35, 532f-33f

discovery of double lobes, 333. 332f-33f

discovery of jets, 343—45

radio pictures of, 332f-33f, 344f

CygnusX-1,314 at, 316f
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Dark star(eighteenth-century version of Mack
hole), 122-24,125? 152, 155.158, 25J-53,
2S2f,568N122,568K123

Degeneracy of electrons:
concept of, I45n, H5 46, 148
rrintivistic vs. nanrelativistic, 150-51
in an atom, 170b
Kddington's views on, 158-60

prevents small black holes from forming, 447
*re also t'ressure, nonlhermal, degeneracy

Degeneracy of neutrons and protons:
in an atomic nucleus. 169

in a neutron star, 170

Differential equation, 155n-54n
Differential geometry, 115 14,471
Uopp)?r?hift, 52,100,10lb, 103b, 304, W51,

506-7

Einstein field equation, formulation of:
Einstein's struggle to discover, 113-17
Hilbart's discovery ?f, 117,119
deiads of, 118b-l9b, 567N118-19

ten also General relativity
Hinstcin'*legacy, overview of, 525-25
Einstein X-ray telescope, 514
Electric Geld line*:

around ? charged black hole. 284, 286,288-89,
289f, 29+, 405-7,406f

sue also Magnetic field line;
Electromagnetic law?, see Maxwell's laws of

electromagneiism
Electromagnetic radiation, spectrum of, 25f
Embedding dingrams:

introduced and explained. 126 51,129f, 127f
as part of a"paradigm,"401
for star n?ar critical circumference, 129f, 132f, General covariaace, 114n

155

foT imploding star, 215-14,214f, S46-S0,247f
for black hole, Slf, 597,599f

for electrically charged black hole, 288-89,289f experimental tests of, 57-58,116-17,393,
for spinning black hale, 291, 291f
lor binary black hole emitting gravitational

waves, 557.558f

far binary black hale merging, 559f
for travel to another universe, 456,457f

forquamu.-n foam, 487f, 435f
for a wonnholc,+84-85.485f, 501f
for creation of a wormholc, 496 F

?ntropy:
definition of, 425, f24b
increaie of, 422-26,424b
of black hole, 425-26,442,445-46

Equation of atatn

concept of, 155,193b

ol white-dwarf matter, 150-55, 154f, 156b-57b,
2(IOb-2Olb

of nuclear matter, 195b-S5b, 200b-2O2b
of l-oM, dead matter, 200b-202b

Equivalence principle, 44-45, 97-98, 991,100,
105b, 109, 371

E7II(Zurich Pnliujchnikum), 60,62,68,69, 71,
95, 113,115

Exotic material:

nature of, 488-90, 508
vacuum fluctuations at, 491-92,498,583N49I,

583N492

requirad to hold a wormholc opno, 488,489b,
490-9!. 493-94,498. 504

required when creating a time machine, 499n
Kx|rarin)cnul nhysicitt*coulrastcd with other

scwutists, 519-21,328

Fifth torcc, 64
Fission, nuclear-

concept of, 221 b-22b
discovery of, 220
Bohr-Wlleeier theory of, 220-23
see alto Chain rcact'icns

Free will, 509
Finiou, nuclear:

concept of, 185b,221h-22b

keeps ?Urs hot, 182, 184, 191
at possible nower source for quasact, 340
cold fusion, 64

Gamma rays:
as part of electromagnetic spectrum, 25f
emitted by gas accreting into black hole, 26
emitted in black-hole evaporation, 447-48

General relativity:
Einstein's struggle to formulate, 96—117
domain of validity, 84-35

5S5N57-58,568N131

marriage with quantum mechanics, see

Quantum gravity
net also specific concepts Einstein fiela equation;

Equivalence principle; Gravitational time
dilation; Gravity, tidal; Relativity, principle
of; Space waipage; Spacetime curvature;
Time warpage

Geodesic, 108-12, 108f, 118b, 126-27.401
Global methods, 465,490,4S0n, 491
GoMen age, 258-61, 260f, 299, 541,346, 5T0,

426

Chandfather paradox, S08n

Gravitational collapse, see Implosion of star
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Gravitational lens and focusing, 41-45,42f
SOS-fan S03f, 489b, 507

Gravitational redshifc of light:
description of, 52,151-33, I32f, 142-43, 213f,

214-15, 443, 562X44
deduced from gravitational lime dilation, 131,

214

astronomical observation*of, 131, 143, 148

Gravitational time dilation:

Einstein's inference of, 100, 102b-3b

near surface of a star or Sun, 130 31, 214

Gravitational waves:

nature of, 48-49,358, 362-65, 364f

contrasted with electromagnetic waves, 379-81
strength of, 365
frequencies of, 367, 386,393
sources of, 579-80
emission of, 379-80
polarizations of, 393-94
from black-hole binaries, 48-49, 357-61,

393-96, 413
waveforms of, 393-96,394f
information carried by, 49, 360-61, 394-96,

S24

extraction of information ?rum, 393-96, 394f

may revolutionize our understanding of

Universe, 378-81, 524

observational proof the)' exist, 392 93

1940s and 1950s skepticism about, 523

Gravitational-wave detectors:

Weber's invention of, 366-69

bar detectors, 367 69, 368f, 372,374-78,

385-87

interfcromelric detectors, 382-96,383f,

384b ?5b, 3o8f, 392f; see also LIGO: VIRGO

bars and interferometers compared, 385-87

Braginsky's standard quantum limit, 372,
374-76,386

quantum nondemolition, 375-76,377f, 386-87
see alsoUGO. VIRGO

Gravitational-wave recoil(kick back), 48,358-59,
393

Gravity, Einstein's laws of, see General relativity

Gravity, Newton's law of:

description of, 61, 93-94,403, 405

Einstein's objections to, 96

Gravity, tidal:

Newtonian explanation of, 34-35, 104-6, 104f,
106b

Einstein's explanation—spacetitne curvature,
110-12, M0f, M2f

due to Moon, 105,106b, 111-12f, 362-65, 362b,
3641,451

in a gravitational wave, 362-65,364f

near singularity inside black hole, see
Singularity, tidal gravity near

Great Terror, 181, 185-86,233b, 268

"Hair"on black holes:

iio-hair conjecture, 274f, 275, 277

first evidence of hairlessness, 273-75

Israel's theorem(proof of hairlessness for

nonspinning holei), 279--80

proof for spinning, charged holes, 285

Price's theorem(how the hair gets lost),

280-85, 282f, 283f, 350

implications of hairlessncss:"black-hole

uniqueness,"27, 286, 425

quantum hair, 284

Hawking radiation from a black hole:

Zel'dnvich'j discover}' of, for a rotating hole,
429-35

Hawking's discovery of, in general, 435-36

Zcl'dovich's acceptance of, 439

based on quantum field theory in curved

spacelime, 436-39

properties of, 435-36
relationship to supcrradiancc, 433n
as evaporation of black-hole atmosphere,

443-45,443f
see also Black-hole evaporation

H-bomb: see Nuclear weapons research
Hoop conjecture;

formulation of, 266 �7, 267T
evidence for, 264-67

Horizon of black hole:
overview of, 26, 28-30
name coined, 255
circumference of, 28-29, 28n
spin of, 291-94
maximum spin rate, 51-52, 293—94
shape of, 28, 51, 293, 293f
entropy of, 423-26,442,445H-6
surface gravity of, 436
temperature of, 427,436,442,445,446
freezing of things near, 217 18, 239, 244 49,

255-56,291-92
makes quantum fields exotic, 491-92
membrane-paradigm description of, 405 11.

406f, 4lflf, 443, 445
Hawking's area-increase theorem for. 413,

415n, 416-17,422-23,427, 462
laws of evolution of, 427,436,442,446
apparent horizon vs. absolute horizon, 414-17,

415b

ideological evolution of absolute horizon, 417,
418b

apparent, horizon as harhinger of singularity,
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Horizon of black ho!e[continued)
462 65

see eLio Critical circumference

Hyperspace, 55, 55f, 128-30, 214, 214f, 289.291,
456-58,457/, 458f,+84-86,487f, 496f,
500 501,501 f

Implosion of star to form black bole:
overview, 27
limited by white dwarf and neutron-slar

masses, 159-61,16tf, 175-78,177f

prevented by mass ejection. 196-97, 205-6,
210-11,2111,238

muses of p?tent nan, 205-6
Oppcnheimcr-Snyder predKlions of, 21)-19
Finkelstein's reference frame for, 245-4$, 249.

235

simulations on a computer, 238-39,240—4)
parable of the ana describing, 246-49.247f
freezing of implosion a*ieen from owside,

217-18, 259,244-49,255-56

n?n-frcc?ing as seen in the Mar, 218,239,
244-4,9

creation of ?ingularity. 250,251,255-56; tee
olio Singularity

like limc-reve.-$od big bang. 268-69,268n
ai proposed power source for quasars, Ml
ae also Hoop conjecture

Implosion of star to form neutron Mar, 171,172f,
173-75; see also Supernovae

Incrdalreference flame. 80,96-98, 99f, 106, 109..
249

Infrared radiation, 25.f

Inlcrferomeliy:

principles of, 384b"85b

and Mwhelson-Morley exverimem. 64

Had radio telescopes, 32Pl, 330

and gravitational-wave detection, 582-ft4,385f, as consequence-of principle al relativity, 82
384b R5b; tee alto Gravitational-wave
detcct.irs; JLIGO

Interval in spacetini?, 90, 92,91b-92b

Kerr solution for spinning black dole, 289-90,294, Maxwell's laws of*leclromagneii$m, 62, �r>, 67f,
341-42, 359-61,359f, 575N289

Loser, inveniion of, 366, S66n
Laws of physics:

natare of, 57-58, 8*-fi6
logical meshing of, 256-57,457-38
force tike univrrse to behave is it docs, 27, 27n, Motaprineiple, 82-83, 9+

57,86
prriuitted versus coinpuisory predirtiolli,

137 58, 285 86; >&? also Stability*nrl
insubility

inetaprinciplcs obeyed by, 82-83, 94
should be beautiful, 66. 79, 82, 85
dnmains of validity of. 3? 39, 57-58, 84-86,

193,4<?,514 15, 525
tee also Newtonian laws of pbysicaj Paradigm:

Length contraction due to relative motion. 65—6ti,
88, 71, 76, 78.84, 130, 565N66", 565N58

Le*Houches, Kraiirr. physics summer school,
359-70, 42E-28,453, 4Wf, 58ON426

Light:
as par I of eleulromagoelic spectrum, 351
Newlon's nwrpuscuiar description of, 122-23
Huygcn?' wive description of, 123, 147b
Einstrin's wav?>/parlicie dualicy nf, H7b
see dku Absoluteness of speed of light;

Maxwell's law*of electromagnctism
L1GO:

gencsii of, J8I-85,594-91

description of, 391-93

organization of, 791, 39In

I inearity, 373b, 384b-85b; see also Nonlineahty

Magnetic field lines:

depicted, 67f, 262.263f

"no end."law, 66. 67f, 79,81-82, 85, 565N66

magnetic repulsion between, 262

gravitational attraction between, 262-65

around an imploding sur, 273-74

arouiui a black hole, 295, 348, 349f, 360-51,

408-9

in radio sources. 338-39,342,348, 349f, 350-51,

408-9

see also Electric fidd lines

Manhattan project, 223

Mass-energy equivalence and conversion("A°=

.??""):

dciiiilsof, 172b,+4 In

as implying that energy curves ipacctime. 488

as power source for supemovae, 173
Matricide paradox, 56,308-9, 508?
Maturhorn iirojcct, 229

71. 79,81 .S2, 85, 147b, 455, 525.|>65N66,
565N6M

Membrane paradigm for black, holes, 405-11, 445,

445

Mercury, perihelion shift ol. 94, 95b, 1U3, 107,

116-17, U9b

Michaclson—Morlev experiment, 64-66, 72-?5,

78,85, 385f. 565X64.565X65

Microwave radiation, 251'

Mlcdina and Serona, tale of, 48-90
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Moon:

apparent anomaly in orbital motion, 94,
567N94

as source of lides on Earth's oceans, 105, 106b,

111-12f, 362 65, 362b, 364f, 451

search for X-rays from, 311, 312f

Naked singularity, 480-82
XASA,381,354, 390,
National Science Foundation(NSF), 589-90
Neptune, 94
Neutron, discovery of, 169,171
Neutron stars:

Zwicky'n prediction of, 165—66
Zwicky's compulations of, 207
Landau's neutron cores, 182,182f, 164-86,191 Nucleus, atomic, 169,170f, 171, 183b, 221b

Oppcnheimcr-Volkoff Tolman computations
of, 193b-9Sb

Ilarriion—Wakano-Wheeler compulations of,
198-206

formation in supernovae, 171, 172f, 173-75,

174f

minimum mass, 190-91

maximum mass, 192,195b

maximum mass determines fate*of dying stars,

176 78

observations of, see Pulsar

in binary system, 58, 313, 579,393, 571.N 191
as source of gravitational waves, 380,393-94, Paradigm, 402-11,416

403

see also Pulsar

Newtonian laws of physics:

nature of and applications of, 61-63
foundations of, 61-63
crumbling of foundations of, 65—72
domain of validity of, 84—85
Newton's laws of motion, 61,81,93, 563N61
see also Gravity, Xewton's law of; Maxwell's

lawi of electromagnetism
Nobel prize awarded to:

Einstein, 69,83,103,147b
Chandrasckhar, 149
Landau. 187
Townes, Baiov, arid Prokharov, 566
Hulse and Taylor, 393

Nonlincarity:
concept of, 361, 362b-6Sb
of black holes' spacetime warpage, 361
see also Linearity

Novae, 166-68
Nuclear burning(fusion), see Fusion
Nuclear force:

conuspL of, 169

compared to gravitational force, 184

compared to electromagnetic force, 221b
in atomic nuclei, 170b, 183b
at high densities, 205,
pressure due to, 177, 190-92, 194b-95b, 2051,

202b, 571N196

Nuclear weapons research:
American A-bomb project, 223-24
Soviet A-bomh project, 224—26
American H-bomb(super bomb)project,

226-29,251-32

Soviet H-bomb(super bomb)project, 229-32,
233b 34b

Teller-! llam/Sakarov-Zel'dovich secret,
241-43, 243f

relation to astrophysics research, 238-43

Oppenheiraer security clearance hearings, 232,
234-55

Oppenheimer-Wheeler confrontation:
background of, 220, 223-24, 226-27,234 35
confrontation, 209-11. 223-24, 238,240

Orbit around gravitating body:
in science fiction scenario, 24

used to compute body's mass, 26,561N26,
563N6I

explained by Newton's law*, 61

concept of, 401
flat-spacetime paradigm for gravity, 401 5
curved-spacetiinc paradigm for gravity,

401 5

Xewtonian paradigm for gravity, 403—5
membrane paradigm for black holes, 405 11,

443,445

Pauii exclusion principle, 170b
Perturbation methods, 275, 276b, 296-98
Photoelectric effect, 147b
Photon:

and wave-particle duality, 146, 147b, 322
virtual, 439-H,440f
spunlaneuiu emission of, 431 b
see also Gamma rays; Light; X-rays

Physical laws, see Ijiws of physics
Piezoelectric effect, 3681, 369, 572
Planck-Wheeler length, lime, and area, 426, 426n,

442,446, 476n, 494, 4S4n, 518, 520, 563N55,
582X476

Plasma, 349f, 350, 555, 408-9, 408f
Plutonium, 199, 222-25, 222b. 573N220,221
Polarization:

of light, 40fm
of a gravitational wave, 393-94,406n
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Polarization(continued)

of zneui or a black-hole horizon, by electric
charge, 405-7,40Sf

Polchinski's paradox, 50<J 15, S10I. 512f.
513b-14b

Power notation for Im-ge numbers, 29fe
Pressure:

physical cause of, 143 45
in rocks, 14ft, 201b
thermal, 144-M, 159-60

nan thermal, degeneracy 145-46,148-52,
159-60,169,170b, 175-78,193b, 200b-203b

nuclear, 177,190-92,)94b-95b, 203f. 202b,
57 IN 196

creates spacetiuw curvature, 118b-19b,
567N118-19

balances gravity in star, I35f, 157,143-45, !44f,
151,154f, I56b-57b, 160,16H, 175-7?, 100,
199,202, 253

see alsn Equation of state
Probability, quantum mechanical, 147b, 477, 478f,

495f.496.5i5
Pulsar:

nature of, SI 7-18

discovery of, 174,468
at proof lhat neutron stars exist. 517

and tcstc of general relativity, 58, 595
radio waves from, 579
see alse Neutron star

Quanta, 141
Quantum electrodynamics, 435
Quantum fields, 284

Quantum Fields in curved tpaeelimc, 436-39,
444b, 447 48,482,492. 517, ft24

Quantum foam, 55-56,477 7ft, 478f, 494-97,4951 Radio galaxies:
Quantum grxvity:

Wheeler's motivation for, 210,256 '47, 244,
255-56, 262, J01, 449

Wheeler DeWiu and Hartle-llawiun*

approach to, 479n
realm of validity, 85 86
nonexislencc of time in, 476-77, 518-19

4uanlum foam of space(wermholes)in, 55-56,
477-78,478f, 494-97,4951'

at endpoiut of stellar implosion, 210,476-79
in singularity inside black hole, 455,476-79
and time-machine destruction, 118-20

what we miy learn from in future, 324-25
Quantum limits on measurement accuracuoj

372-75, 386

Quantum mechanic:
discovery of the Jaws of, D1, 14Vb. 162, 180-81
nature of and domain of, 50,141, 372, 510-11,

514-15

jm primary, with classical physics secondary,
514-15

and matter al high dnnsities, 145-46, 147b,
150-52

and atoms, molecules, crystals, 166,169, 372
and atomic nuclei, 169, 184, 199-, see also

Fusion; Nuclear torre; Nucleus, atomic

and superconductivity, 231, 339
and superfluidity, 186-87, 18611,208
and spectral lines of light, 535
and entropy, 4i?, 445-46

an<J quantum hair on black hole*, 264
ind time machines, 51$, 517 23

on macroscopic scales, 372-76,
marriage with special relativity. 150-52,160
marriage with general relativity, .we Quantum

gravity
speculations about failur*of, 184,207
see also other Quantum entrwx Degeneracy!

Hawking radiation; Probability; Uncertainty

principle; Vacuum frurniatioiis;
Wave-particle duality

Quantum nondcmolition, 375-76, 377f, 386-87
Quarks, search for. 570-71
Quasars:

overview of, 45-48, 47f

discovery of, 335 37
variability of, 337-SS

energy of, 339
speculations about power source, 275, 539-41
gigantic riljsck holes as power source, 346-54,

407-10,408(
role of accretion disks in, M6 54
detailed mod?l of, 351-53,352f

discovery of, 330-31
discovery of double radio lobes, 333
further observations of, 334

energy requirements of, 339
speculations about power source, 273, 339 41
gigantic black holes as pow?r source, 346 54,

407-JO,-WSf
role of accretion disk*in, 346-5't
detailed model of, 151-53,352f

see also Cygnu*A; Quasars; Radio jets
Radio jets:

discovery of, 343—45
gyroscopic stability of source, 345
gigantic black hole as source, 545-5$, 407 10,

408f

Radio telescopes:
Jansky's and Rcber's, 323-24, 2S4f-25f
relation U> radar, 327

interferometers, principle of, 328-30, 3S9f
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Jodrell Bank, 331-55,532f-33f
Greenbank and Owens Valley, 334
Very Large Array(VIA), 343, 5441, 345
VJLB1, 345
improvement*in angular resolution, 328, 331),

335,342, 345
as key to revolution in understanding the

Universe, 37B-79
Radio waves, as part of electromagnetic spectrum,

2Sf, 382-23,379
Radio waves, cosmic:

discovery of by Jansky, 323,324f-25f
observations by Reher, 324-26,324f-25f.

327-28

difficulty explaining, 323-24
explained as synchrotron radiation, 338 39,

338f

see oho Cygnus A; Radio galaxies; Radio jels:
Radio telescopes

Rayleigh-Taylor instability, 241-42, 242f
Reference hame:

concept of, 80

inertia)(freely moving or freely falling), SO,
96-98,99f, 106,109,249

nrtn-ineitial, 114
Finkelslein's, for stellar implosion, 243-46, 249,

255

accelerated, near black hole, 443-46,444b

lleissner—Nordstrfim solution of Einstein field

equation, 286,458,473,581N458, 582X473,
582N473-74

Relativity of space and time:
Einatein't conception of, 72-76
deduced from principle of relativity, 73, 77b
explained in terms of spacetimc, 88-92,

91b-98b

see also Absoluteness of space and time: Length

contraction; Time dilation

Relativity, principle of:
formulated in absence of gravity, 75, 81
as a metaprinciple. 82
consequences of, 76-78,82
generalized to include gravity, 98, 100,991114

Relativity theory, see General Relativity; Special
Relativity

Relativist*contrasted with other scientists,
319-21, 341-42

Research methods and styles:
relation between experimental and theoretical, Schwanschild geometry for black hole or star:

64-65

interaction of theorists and

experimenters/observers, 207-8,315-17,
319-21,326,372,376

interaction*between various communities of

researchers, 319-21,326, 328, 341-43

interaction between individual researchers,
70-71,187-89, lgSb-^bb, 240,429,499-500,
505

"small science"style vs."hig science"style,
388-91

massive, worldwide research efforts, 315 17,

319-21

anlitnde and introspection, 370, 499-500, 505

competition, 369-70
mathematical manipulations of laws, 61,

119-20, 56SN61
attitudes toward mathematics, 469-72

different mathematical representations of same
physics, 402

order-of magnitude calculations, 195b
mind flips, 403, 404f, 405,410-11
menial blocks, 71,82, 244, 255,295,335,

338 39,417
physical intuition, 79, 96, 119-20, 269, 279, 429
role of subconscious mind, 462

curiosity, 207,23S--37
self-confidence, 207-8

role of a first quick survey, 193b, 212
choice of physical laws, 193b
level of rigor, 441 42,4(i9
idealizations, 215-17, 217f

approximations, 194b-95b, 276b
perturbation methods, 275, 276b, 296-90
arguments by analogy, 429 30
thought experiments, 11A-11, 122,128,4+5-46.

492 93, 496, 500-503,503n
Sagan-type questions, 493, 496, 497, 508
pedagogy as tool in research, 96
examples of deductive reasoning, 102b-3b, 77b
influence of names, definitions, and viewpoints,

254-56, 295-96, 401-11, 416 17

paradigms, 4U1-11, 416; see also Paradigm
mentors and their styles, 261-62, 269-72

Resistance to compression:
concept of, 149-50
of white-dwarf matter, 149-55, 154f, I56b-57b,
of nuclear matter, 193b-95b,200b-202b
of cold, dead matter, 200b-202b
see also Equation of state

Rockefeller Foundation fellowship, 179,220

Rulers, perfect and rubbery, 397-400,598b, 599f

Sagan-type questions, 493, 496. 497, 508

Schwarrachild's discovery of, 124
space warpage of, 128-30, 129f, 132 34, I32f
time warpage of, 130-31, 132 34, 132f

Schwanschild singularity(black hole), 121,
136 37, 244, 250, 255; see also Black hole

Scientific revolution, 401, 403, 405
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Sensor, for gravitational-wave detector, 368-69,
572,374-76,377f, 386

Shock waves, 175,215-16.217f, 258-40, 301, 307,
307f, 453

Singularity, naked, 36,470-72.524
Singularity, quantum gravity description nf,

476 79,478f

Singularity theorems:
block holes contain singularities(PcnTose),

462-63, 468,472

Universe began in singularity
(Mawking-t'enrosc), 465

physicists' reactions to, 524
Singularity, tidal gravity near:

perfectly spherical(Oppcnheimer—Snyder),
451-53, 4521

mixmasler, 474-76, 47S{
BKL, 30-31.468-69,474-76,4?5f

aging of, 479-flO
set alto Black-hole interior

Sirius, 142,159 60.16U, 176-77,177f, 205, 302
Sirius B, 142 45,1451,145, 146,150, 152,155,

I60.568N145
Soviet Union:

science under Lenin, 179-81
control on travel abroad, 181, 277 78,466
organization of science in, 287b-88b, 382
influence of Landau on science in, 181,470 71
attitudes toward topology, 469-72
we ako Great Terror: Nuclear weapons research origin of heal. ttJ, 184, 191; sre a/so Fusion,

Spac?:
foamlike structure in quantum gravity, 477-78,

478f, 494-97,495f

contraction of: see length contraction
sue also Absoluteness of space and time;

Relativity of space and time; Space warpiigc
Spac*warpage(curvature):

concept deduced by Einstein, 107
concept explained, 108-!), 108f
as due to rubbery rulers, 597-400, 399f

see oho Black-hole properties; Embedding
diagrams; Gravitational waves; W'ormholes

Spaceiimc:
concept formulated by Minknwski, 87-88,

92-93, 414
absoluteness of, 90, 92, 91b-92b, 414

space and time derived from, 90, 92
Spacctirne curvature(warpagc):

concept deduced by Einstein, 107-8
equivalent, to tidal gravity, 110-12,1 Klf. 1121
produced hy mass, energy, and pressure,

113 19, 118b-19b

as due to rubbery clocks and rulers, 397-400
objects made from, overview of, 523-24

Spacetime diagrams:
in flat upacetime, 74-76, 75f, 77b, 91b
in curved spacetime, 24?-51, 251 f
for a star that implodes lo form a black hole,

249 51,251 f, 281, 282f, 415b
for the growth of a blank hole when matter falls

in, 418b

for the fad of an asLronaut into a black hole,
452f

for the expanding universe, 460-61
Special relativity:

tinsicin's formulation of, 80 85

experimental tests of, 78, 83-84, 566>?78
Spectrum of electromagnetic waves, 25f, 379
Speed of light:

as maximum speed anything can travel, 82
see aim Absoluteness of ?pee<i at light

Stability <uid instability:
of cold, dead stars, 203-5,204b
of black boles, 296-98

of/urination of singularity by imploding star,
455-36, 455f, 459, 466, 473-74

of travel through black hole to another
universe, 473-74

Star:

laws governing structure of, 143—44, 144f
squccze/premure balance in, 135f, 137,143-45,
. 144f, 151. 1541, 156b-57b, 160, 16lf, 175 77,
190,199,202,253

nuclear

cold, dead stars, 198, 205f, 202 6, 2O5u, 204b
unstable stars, 203-5,2(J4h

supennassive stars, 341
see aim Black holes; Neutron stars; Sun; While

dwarf stars

Suoboscopic sensor. 376
Strong force, see Nuclear force
Sun:

compared with Karth and white dwarf, 143
origin of its heal, 182, IH4,191
faw when it dies, 159, 1611,175,177f

Super bomb, see Nuclear weapons research
Superconductivity, 231, 359
Superfluidity, 186-87, 186n, 208
Supemovae:

Baade—ZwicJry discovery of, 166—68
photograph of, 167
energy of, 168.171,174**
powered by stellar implosion tu form neutron

star, 171, 172f, 175-75
as sources of gravitational waves, 380

Superradiance, 433n
Synchromm radiation, 338-58,3381
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Tensor analysis, see Differential geometry
Texas Symposium on Relalivislic Astrophysics,

240, 5+1+2,+98, 577N341, 577N342
Theoretical Minimum, T.andau'6, 470—71
Theory:

misleading concept, so not used in thin hook, 86
see instead I ,i?j of physics

Thermodynamics:
concept of, 422
laws of, 422-23, 436
second law of, 422-26,424b
of black holm, 427, 436,4+2, 445-Ki; see also

Ealropy; Horizon; Hawking radiation
Thermonuclear burning and evolution, 197 98,

23ft 2?, 573N229; see echo Fusion
Thought experiments, 110-11, 122, 128, 443-?,

492-93, 496, 500-503, 5(>3n
Tidal gravity, see Gravity, tidal
Tide*on ocean, 55, 57, 61, 95, 105, 106b, 11)13,

112f, 362-65,364f,+5t
Time, besides tile following entries, see

Absoluteness of space and time; Quantum
gravity, noncxistence of Lime in; Relativity of Vacuum fluctuations:
space and time

Time dilation:

due to rclaLive motion, 37, 66, 6ft, 71, 76, 78, 84,
565NS6, 565X68

gravitational, see Gravitational lime dilation
Time machines(for backward time travel):

creation tif require*exotic material, 499n
as solutions to the Einstein field equation, 499n Virtual parliules, 439-43, 440f, 441 n, 444b
based on rapidly spinning matter, 499n, 521
based on rosmic strings, 521,52 In
based on worrnholes, 55 56, 502-4, 5031°
must accompany non-quantum creation of a

worrnholc(Gcroch Iheorein). 497
possible if one can travel faster lhau light,

paradoxes due to, 508-15
publicity about, 516

Time machines, destruction of when first
activated:

by radiation? No. 505 7, 5O6f

by vacuum fluctuations? Probably yes, 36,

516 2l,518f

quantum gravity controls Lhe answer, 521, 524

Time warpage:

due to high speed motion or gravitational
acceleration, set Time dilation

concept deduced by Einstein, 107
as due to rubbery clocks, 397, 4Q0HOI, 403
see also Time machine*

Topology:
concepts of+63-65, 464b-65b

as foundation fair global methods, 465
use of to prove thai singularities must occur,

462 63,465
why introduced into physics by British,

469-77

abortive introduction in Russia,+71-72

Uhuru X-r?y telescope, 51 If, 312f,3l4, 316
Ultraviolet radiation, 2Sf

tntcruunty principle, 372, 573b-74b, 375
Unification of all physical laws, 525
Universe:

origin of, see Big bang
expansion of, 337
structure of, 301, 302f

ultimate fate of, 355-56; see also Big crunch
speculations on travel to another, 456-58, 457f,

473-74,484

steady-statr theory of, 460
Uranium, 19H.220 23, 22lh--22b, 225, 230
Uranus, 94

concept of, 430 51, 4S0b-31 b, 491-92
as cause of spontaneous emission of radiation,

431b, 452-53

and virtual particles, 439-45, 4401, 441n, 444b
as form of exotic material, 491-92

an destroyers of time machines, 516-21
VIRGO, 392-93

Wave-particle duality:
concept of, 146
history of ideas on, 147b
illustrated by X-rays and radio waves, 522

and the uncertainty principle, 373b
and electron degeneracy, 146
and vacuum fluctuations, 439

Weak energy condition, 308
White dwarf stars:

mystery of, 142 45
observations of, 142

Chandrasekhar's computations of, 153 55
properties of, 142, 145f, 150, 1541, 1671
maximum mass determines fates of dying stars,

159-fiO, 1<iIf, 176 78, I77f
maximum mat*, 151-52, 154f, 156H 57b, I6if
set also Sirius B

World War I, 124

World War II, 166, 197, 210, 222 24, 300, 3'.I9,
524,327, 366,469

Wormholes, classical:
overview of, 54-56, 5Sf
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Wormholcs, clinical(continutd)
concept of,+84-85
brief ?uicmary of present(tutu*. 524
embedding diagrams of, 485f, 401 f
n lolulioiu of Einstein field equation, 486,+88,

|90

probably do not occur naturally in Universe,
486

pinch-off if not threaded by exotic material,
486-88,487f,49l

creation of, by extraction from quantum foam,
56,494-96,497-SB

creation of, by non-quantum meant, 496-97,
497-S8

travel through, 500-301,100/,
relative motion uf moutht, 501-*, 501 f

the liookup rf tune through, 500-502
time machine bawd on, 502-H., 5C5f

Worrnboles, quantim(in quantum foam), 55-56,
494-96,195f

X-ray annwomy and telescope*, 509-14, S! If,
5l2f, 378-79; ?w also Cygnu. X-l

X-ray?:
as part of electromagnetic spectrum, 25f, 322,

579

a*high-crcrgj photoni, 146
emitted by gai accreting into black hole, 23,

507-9,5071,30?f, 3J8, 579

as key to revolution in our understanding of
Universe, 378-79

rob in hydrogen bomb, 243,245f
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